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November 16, 1948 

My. Albert F. Gallistel : 
Service Building 

Dear Mr. Gallistels 

I visited Faville Grove over the past weekend and had a talk with Otto Lange, 

the ceretcker of the Faville Prairie Preserve. I talked to him about the 

feasibility of the plan that I will outline below. . 

For the general welfare of the prairie and for its adequate protection T 
recommend the following measures be undertaken: (1) that the old cedar 

: posts, many of which ere heaved and rotting at the base, be replace! by 

metal fenceposts. Metal fenceposts would further allow for burning of the 

preipie without destroying the feneq plus the feet that these posts would 
ve longer lived and more easily meintained. (2) that a strong gate be 
place’ at the “entrance” of the prairie. Otto Lange is, at my suggestion, 

inowiring from the local lumber company what the cost of this gate would 

ve, topether with the cost of the necessary metal fenceposts. (3) that 
a wooden stile be constructed at the southwest corner of the area near the 

geste. This would allow for ready access to the nrairie and to the river 

by fishermen without their tampering with the locked gate, or attemnting 
to climb the fence. (4) that « large and substantial sign be placed 
also in the southwest corner, indicating to the public what this area is, 

and a few general rules as to how it is to be used. This sign could lixe- 

wise be supported by metal posts so that the prairie could be burned without 

destroying the sign. The stile and sign could perhaps be made here at the 

University. 

TI don't know whether or not you are familiar with the entire history of the 
Faville Preserve, but suffice it to say that the University's record of 
handling this piece of property 1s shameful indeed, If the responsibility 

of maintaining it has now fallen to the Arboretum committee, and so on to 
me, I recommend strongly the above program. 

I have written directly to you rather than to the committee becanse if 

there is any money whereby this plan ean be carried out, I think you will 

find it. 

I will be glad to talk this whole situation over with you personally at any 

time. 

Otte Lange recommended that we set the posts this fall. This, I believe, was 

Ddeesuse he is able to mut some time in on the prairie this fell, 

Best regerds, 

RAMcC! pm Robert A. MeCabe 
Instructor



ARBORETUM COMMITTEE MEETING 

May 6, 1948 

Present:- Curtis, Dickson, Fassett, Gallistel, Greene, 
Hasler, Jackson, MeCabe, Muckenhira, 

Hasler introduced lr, Tibbets, who displayed 
drawings of the fish of Lake Wingra, The nara prs 4 of 
publishing the drawings was discussed at some leagth. 

Gallistel and Jasksoa discussed the possibility 
of acquiring the Curry property, exclusive of the house 
and immediate grounds, 

Gallistel presented proposal from the Nakoma 
Country Club to sell some Arboretum land to the club for 
parking lot purposes, This proposal was rejected, 

A statement by Professor Buna (copy attached) 
entitled "In Memory of Aldo Leopold" was presented to 
the Comittee, 

Hasler proposed creation of a subcommittee to 
be headed by Bunn to consider the Leopold memorial 
within the foliowing week, This vroposal was accepted, 

Resolution wae moved to the effect that the 
South Mills St, entrance to the Arboretum be called the 
"MeCaffrey Entrance”, Motion unanimously passed. 

Muekenhira proposed the creation of a 
memorial volume to Professor Leopold, containing his 

Ts and those of his students, in order to give the 
Eolevetan Committee permanent evidence of work thet has 
been done on the Arboretum,



IN MEMOPY OF ALDO LEOPOLD 

A memorial to Aldo Leepold should not be broaze aor stone sor 

paper, It should be something that promotes our understanding of 

the waye of life of living things and of their relations to each 

other and to the natural eavironment, 

We propose therefore the creation of a fund, to which his 

friends may contribute ia his memory, aac whieh would be devoted 

to these purposes, The Arboretum Comittee of the University of 

Wiseonsin, of which he wea a member for many years, will be 

honored to assume respoasibility for the expeaditure of auch a fund, 

We would expect to use it chiefly (1) to bring iato the Arboretum 

‘native species not now represented there, and (2) to support re- 

search into the ways of life of native species and their Later~ 

action in associations, and the oublication or resuite, 

We do not propose a permanent endowment, It was Aldo's 

Clear opinion that aoney for purposes like this should aot be 

tied up for long periods, but should be put to work, Respecting 

his opinion, we would expect to make use of the whole fund withia 

the mext five yeors, Permanenee would lie in the resulta, ine 

Greased natural beauty and variety im an area for which aldo 

himself cared a great deal, and inoreaged human understanding of 

questions thet lay aear the center of his interest.



ARBORETUM COMMITTEE MEETING 

July 1, 1948 

Present:~ Bunn, Curtis, Diekson, Gallistel, Greene, 
Hasler, Jackson, Muckenhira, Treak 

Buna discussed the Leopold Memorial, stating 
that his subcommittee felt that it should be personal, 
but at the same tine of yueteantonns use and interest, ‘ 
The creation of a revolving fund was suggested to facili- 
tate the publication of Leopold's hitherto “ees 
work, especially his Neturaliet's Journal ch he kept 
for wr yeare, as well as some essays, te runde venelaed 
available, publication of relevant Arboretum work other 
than Leopold's would be contemplated for the future, 

Buan moved that the Arboretum Committee approve 
the above ideas in ey le, and this motion was carried 
unanimously, Buna is to tans the matter up further with 
his subcommittee and report back to the Arboretum Committee. 

The Gohemey Clab will proceed with the pre; 
paentees of a memoria lo to Loaseid, but a definite 
ocation for it is still undecided, although several were 

suggested. 

Jackson reported on the present status of the 
proposed Curry purchase. It appears there will be no sale 
at present, but Mrs, Curry has promised to zive the Uni- 
arn 4@ ghance to purchase should she ultimately decide 
to sell, 

Hasler sake oe 8 Ut oer eevee Se SS ee 
search, and mentioned that he thought it possible that 
the grantor would be interested in subsidizing additional 
fellowships.



ARBORETUM COMMITTEE MERTING 

Preseati~- Curtis, Fassett, Greene, Hasler, Jackson, 
Longenecker, Metabe, Muekeahirn, Trenak 

Jackson brought up proposal of Getaway Club 
to erect — or other memorial to Professor Leopold 
for Committee consideration, No definite action on this 
was taken, 

The idea of a memorial volume to Professor 
Leopold was discussed at some length, Medheunaen brought 
the memorial volume to Curtis Marbutt as an example of 
such a thing.



tenth Th, 196 

Me. Albert 7, Gallistel 
Servies Ballding 

Dear Alberts é 

t Lengua weomutly ab the alveratty hes sot raliiatd 
Otto Lange as custodian of the Frville Grove 

Hmgaoat sta a omat! : tant 18 should aither dighewre of 
SE ee ius, oe oe ‘ 

nee be eae the acbions entailed. Yh we 

inploasat an avboretua policy which has bean : 

= ie teactintely = te down when 1% hangs up y the sotions nessesary 
to amedute the policy. 1, for one, uted ay personal tn 
flnones with Otte Lange te staat the agalgrment ua 
austodian. I alee used my porsonal influence with the 
Conserv: thon ay wat to geb their asceptande of the 
yates Sat KStaantoes of Senpeeheesaty: Sv 

senttered areas should go to either the University 
og Deyartaent depending on who hed the closest adminia- 
tmtirs offies. ‘Thay here carsied oat their part of the 
ee ae ee a ene We outs Gon te 

pace Wad y Sone on ty Bp Re mn Be gs 
ape istusmeurtalbe, the adainistmiion should never hove 
approved the venture to begin with. 

I request thet this be put oa the agenda for considem tion 
‘uy the Avborotun Comaittes. 

Yours ebiwersly, 

Ale tyne Mae Lato lé 

pad | 
Quik Watters 

A acutt 

ual Wareng
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Physical Plant es 
DINGS AND"GROUNDS 

A. F. GALLISTEL, A. I. A. Madison 

Director 

March 26, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 014 Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin | 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of March 25 re budget matters. You 
will recall that preparation of the budget was referred 
to the Technical Committee of which you are member, 

When I learned that you were not present at the meeting 
at which the budget was prepared, I immediately wrote 
you so that you would know what had been suggested for 
McCabe. i 

I think the Arboretum budget should provide for main- 
tenance and operation of the truck in so far as they 
relate to the Arboretum, 

Very truly yours, 
Tih, poss 

¢ Bt ee 
AQF. Gallistel 

Director of Physical Plant 

AFG:cas



same eae 

Arheelion acting Mak a nt 
a Reta VA ak peter 

Derrrred Laan ow 

Arnold Arboretum Library ~— Albert M. Fuller -—~ AN oy te 
Mrs. Janet R. Sellars, Librarian Curator of Botany a a 

Jamaica Plain, Mass. Public Museum, Milwaukee 3, Wis. 

R. E. Balliette -~ Ellen A, Hotrmann 
038 Water Street Forest Broducts Laboratory Ly : 
Platteville, Wisconsin Madison, Wisconsin (MV wn 

John Bergee~ FF. 0y-Holt py 
Wis. Alumni Association Bascom Hall 
Memorial Union 

Mark H. Ingraham ~ 
Biology Library — South Hall 
410 Biology Building 
Univetsity ot Wisconsin Jens Jenson 

Ellison Bay, Wisconsin = 
A. L. Boerner «~ 
303 Court House Mrs. Carl A. Johnson’ 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 25 Cambridge Court 

Madison, 4, City 
Botanical Gardens «~ 
Charles B, Whitehall Park V. E. Kivlin &— 
Hales Corners, Wisconsin Agricultural Hall 

Charles Bunne~ Emil P. Kruschke ce 
Law School Milwaukee Public Museum 
University of Wisconsin Botany Dept. 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
R. 0. Christorersen 
2107 Monroe Street James G. Marshall ~ 
Madison, Wisconsin City Hall, Madison 3 

Mr. Koehler —~ Milwaukee Public Library 
Biology Instructor Science and Industry Dept. 
West High School Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin 

Leon J. Cole p- Missouri Botanical Garden Library — 
Genetics Department 2315 Tower Grove Avenue 

St. Louis, Mo. 
William H, Eldere~ 
5132 Kimihark Morris Arboretum ~ 
Chicago, Illinois J. R. Schramm 

Chestnut Hill 
W. S. Feeney — Philadelphia 18, Pa. 
Box 132 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Forest Preserve Dist. ot Cook Co.” 
530 N. Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

President E. B. Fred = 
University of Wisconsin



Charles A. Olson” 
233 S. Owen Drive 

Miss Verna Parks ~ 
Eveleth, Minnesota 
Junior High School Building 

Russell B. PyreY 
State Journal ‘ 
Madison 1, Wisconsin 

Miss Evelyn M. Rasch, Librarian Y 
The Morton Arboretum 
Lisle, Illinois | 

Hugh M. Raup 7 
Arnold Arboretum 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

A. W. Schorger “ 
108 N. Prospect Avenue : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

C.J, Teitorai~ 
Forest Products Laboratory 

A, 0. Benson 
Forest Products Laboratory 

Lynn H, Tracy — : 
9449 Drake Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 

Dr. S. A. Wilde 
Soils Department 

Mrs. M. B. Albrich~ 
216 Campbell St., City 

Mr. John Catenhusen/ 
Firestone Plantations Co. 
Monrovia, Siberia 
West Africa 

A. W. Peterson“ 

Isabelle Obrich Teare” 
120 N. Homewood Ave, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. : 

Mr, Alvin G, Whitney “ 
Ass't. Director 
New York State Museum 
Albany 1, New York é 

Also-- 

Regents Arboretum Committee 
Board of Visitors Arboretum Advisory Committee



Regents of the University of Wisconsin : 

vfrank J, Sensenbrenner, Box 24, Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah 
- John D, Jones, Jr., Route 2, Box 481, Racine 

e-Nalter J, Hodgkins, Lake Superior District Power Co., Ashland 
os Daniel H. Grady, Portage, Wisconsin 

eW. J, Campbell, Box 875, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
~_ Leonard J, Kleczka, 622 W. Mitchell St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
— A. Matt Werner, Sheboygan Press, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

—~ John Callahan, Madison, Wisconsin, State Capitol 
~ Dr. R. G. Arveson, Frederic, Wisconsin 

~— Charles D. Gelatt, Northern Engraving Mfz. Co., LaCrosse 

Board of Visitors : 

Marcus A. Jacobson, Box 13, Waukesha, Wisconsin 
, C. F, Hedges, Neenah, Wisconsin 

_ Otto A, Oestreich, 14 W. Milweukee,St., Janesville, Wisconsin 
x Byron H, Stebbins, 1 West Maint St., Madison, Wisconsin 

Miss Helen M. Zepp, 29 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois 
y Miss Gretchen B, Schoenleber, 3453 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

John E, Joys, 129 N, Water St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
‘} \ Col. Emory W. Krauthoerer, 913 N. Market, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 

Miss Maude M, Munroe, 904 Ash Ste, Baraboo, Wisconsin A 
Thorwald M, Beck, 302 Janes Block, Racine ; /4 Clough Gates, % Evening Telegram, Superior, Wisconsin 
Marc. A, Law, 1 N, LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois '



Arboretum Advisory Committee 

~E. A. Birge, 2011 Van Hise Ave, 
«Harold Bradley, 323 Service’Mem. Inst. 
-Louis Gardner, 4230 Waban Hill 
Louis Hanks, 525 Wisconsin Avenue : 
~ Ralph Immell, 1112 Grant Street 
vd. W. Jackson, 122 W. Washington Ave. 
vH. L. Russell, 1 Langdon Street 

Arboretum Committee 

- Tom Butzen Univ. of Wis. Arboretum 
Dr. John T. Curtis Biology Bldg. 

vProf. J. G. Yickson Horticulture Bldg. 
vProf. N. Fassett 261 Biology Bidg. 
“Dr. H. C. Greene 210 Biology Bide. 
“Prof. A. D. Hasler 461 Biology Bldg. 
Mr. J. W. Jackson 122 W. Washington Aves, City 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 102 Old Entomology Pldg. 
-Prf. G. W. Longenecker Horticulture Bldg. 

Mr. Bob McCabe Economic Entahology Bldg. 
—Wakelin McNeel Agricultural Hall 
vProf. F. B. Trenk 206 Ag. Engr. Bldg. 

— Mr. A. F. Gallistel Service Bldg.



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

BuREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE z 

Room 302, Post Office Building 
Madison 1, Wisconsin 
January 16, 1948 

Mr. R. A. McCabe 
102 01d Entomology Bldg. : 
University of Wisconsin : 

. Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

We are submitting the forms in triplicate covering the temporary 
loan of our 1941 Ford Sedan Delivery Truck, USDA License No. A895. 
Since Dr. James G. Dickson in Plant Pathology has signed these 

forms in the past, please have him sign the attached. After ; 
Dr. Dickson has signed the forms, please return the original and 

one carbon to us. 

¢ Very truly yours, 

: Tom Van Zanden,/ Leader, 
Barberry Eradication 
in Wisconsin : 

Encl. 3



AD-107 U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Rarort No... 

Entomology ond Plant quarantine __. 

TEMPORARY LOAN 
REPORT OF @RANSERR OF PROPERTY 

From.Division of Plant Disease Control 7) University of Wisconsin 

__... Offie0 of Barberry Mradication  _- Department of Plent Fathology = 

Sey: Description of article Cost or eppmed Condition, remarks, etc. 

1GA-33293 | Ford, 1941, 1/2 Ton Sedan Condition |It is agreed by the under- 
Delivery Truck of truck (signed representative of the 
Motor #1GA~3329 | fair. receiving agency that the 
USDA License #. vehicle described hereon will 
Shevrolet heater attached be returned in the same 
5 Tires condition, less ordinary wear. 
Set of tools It ie furthor agreed that this 

vehicle will be returned 
Speedometer Reading 62,168 immediately upon request by 

the loening agency. | | 
| | 

3 es ; Number of 
Shipped eo on Bill of lading No.2... 22 packages. ees 

Invoiced _.._.Semearg$, 198 Received __ sees, 
ay oj nil 

Tom ¥, Zenden| Bc ! ofthe 
se ea te hifi No peed teat Re cRataey, BAC LOr Sages 

FISCAL OFFICER’S CERTIFICATE 

I certiry that the necessary entries have been made to adjust the accounting records. 

Re ven Dae pees gee TT ae aN sa, eee oe en LO carte 

PROPERTY OFFICER’S CERTIFICATE 

I certiry that the necessary entries have been made to adjust the property records. 

Gey eee ema ks eee a Sir Goltuneed @ ae Bake GOL VET Oo. oe. Prom hors 
[over] 8—12402
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MEMO FOR ARBORETUM FILES: . ) 

On Veceuber 2, 1947 Bob McCabe hapoened to be passing through the Service | 

Building and ied a carton on the floor containing reprints with blue covers. ) 

Upon examining these he found that they were oon 100 copies of "A Phenological | 

Record of Dene and Sauk Counties, Wisconsin 1935-1945", by Leopold and Jones. S 

Cigarette stubs and matches indicated that the cartons had been set in the hall 

| as waste paper. : : 

These cartons had been sent to Mr. Gellistel's office several months 

ago to be distributéd to the Arboretum mailing list in accordance with the e 

regular procedure of distributing xezutar Arboretun publications. 

: The reprints were reclaimed and taken to my office on December 3. 

ie oe Me 

; ae order to find out whether the Arboretum mailing list had been oneerde 

| 9) names were written to see wstier they had received this paper. ‘The. ys : 

oe replies indicated that they EB (did not) receive it. = 4 

\ : 

\ 4 fy 

\ : ’
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THIS SIDE OF CARD IS FOR ADDRESS uJ SOLE uy Maa 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
hol. Uni SS aa hora 424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin



Forest Products Laboratory, December 8, 1947 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am pleased to have this interesting and 
valuable Phenological Record for Sauk and 
Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 19355-1945. 

This is the first copy that I have received. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Von 
Ellen A. Hoffman



oes The State of Wisconsin 
6 Se. D 

at CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Wee 
ae Box 132 

Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
Dec. 6, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
yok University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of Dec. 5, phenology paper, and other papers 
received. : 

Previously, I received another copy of "Phenological Record 
for Sauk and Dane Counties", also one for Dahlberg and Hovind 
and a file copy. Many thanks. The record looks good, but I 
cannot give you any comments on it since I have not yet read 
it through. 

Your "Ecological Conscience" interested me greatly. I hope 
to write to you before long concerning a philosophical problem 
in this regard. 

Best regards, ia 

W. S. Feeney



ge 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
122 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

December 1l&, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have delayed in answering your letter of December 5, 
but this will tell you that I received only the one 
copy of the phenology paper and the other arboretum 
publications, all of which I am very happy to have 
because I find them both interesting and instructive. 

In the belief that it was erroneously included in the 
publications sent me, I am returning herewith an 
article from Field and Stream which I believe was 
intended to remain in your files. 

Also, I enclose an illustrated article from my old 
home, Williston, North Dakota, showing what happened 
during the deer season. It interests me much to see 
that out of ninehundred licenses, 450 deer were taken. 
Also that the large picture of twenty hunters collected 
their deer in the Nesson Flats, which is exactly where 
my old ranch was located. ; 

Very truly yours, 

Pee WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 

Executive Director 

Js:pb 

Enclosures



December 18, 1947 

Mr, Albert F. Gallistel 
Service Building 

} Dear Mr, Gallistels 

It seems the Arboretum truck is again up for 
sale,and we will lose it by the first of January 
accoraing to Tom Van Zanden, who has charge of the 

He again has sent me « form on which one submits 
a bid to purchase this truck. I am forwarding 
it (enclosed) in the event that you should care 

to bid on it. Off hand, I would say the truck 
is better than the one we bid on this spring. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAHGCsPM Robert A. MeCabe 
‘ - Arboretum Biologist
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©he MADISON and WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
192 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE , ; 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN a Af 

November 10, 1947 159 0 

Mrs. John Stuart Curry 
Ry ¥F. uv, NGOs 3 : 

Medison, Bisoonsin 

Deer Mire, Curry: 

' When the University Arvoretum was being established in 1928, 

, President Glenn Frank asked me te serve on the committee, and j 
I heave been happy to do that ever since. Hy particular — 
ment wes to help the Universitysacquire the 2,000 acres whi 
were a the ultimate development of the project. 
Although doing that necessarily made me something of a beggers 
because there were no University eppropriations, even so has 

: beer: en interesting and wortiwhile experience. ‘YTedey seme 1,250 
acres of the two thousand belong to the University. 

AS you probably know, the plan contemplated includes ali of the 
600 sores south of Seminole Highway and extending to the railroad, 

and westerly te the Syene Koad. ‘Yost particular srea wes to be 
developed as the permanent wiiversity forest. The 200 acres of 

\ the Nettie Grady farm was ecquired as the intial start for that 
permanent forest, and is mot suitable for it because of the dif- / 

ferent types of topography, soilw, and slopes. , 

Insenuch es my old boyhood friend, Dr. Walter b. Noe and his wife 
twice volunteered the inforsmtion that it was their intention ts 

: will their 45 acres and home to the Saree and the a 
I were ec informed, it was, of scurse, a keen disappointment when 

- they changed their minds without informing us. 

For some years we had negotiated with the owner of the $0 acres 

adjoining the Nee property to the west, and we hed e clear under- : 
standing with him thet the University would be given the first 

' opportunity to acquire it. Then be sold it without our sae 

anything about the transaction. fhat, too, was « keen disappoint- 
ment to the University, although we de hope to eequire it sooner 
or later. 

My purpose in a personally, Ers. Curry, is to tell you 
thet the University does desire to —t your 46 acres whenever 
you feel thet you sre ready to part with it, 

At the regular monthly meeting of the arboretw: committee last 
week this partiouler astter was discussed, end tt was ieft for 
me te write you, 

1 

|



Ze. 
Rs a 7 ame a ce aoe te: er a 

=- = M8. John Stusrt curry cue November 10, 1e47 

if you will te geod enough to keep it in mind, therefore, thet the University dees desire to have the eae te add _ property to the arbcretum whenever you wish to Gispese of it, : thet would be most helpful. : 

Despite some of the problems presented, in all due tine the Unive ersity hopes to be ale te earry out ites Splendid program for gredually sequiring the 500 seres for tie perswnent forest, which Would be the only one of its kind in all Wiseonein, where selentific research, tesohing and demonstration and all that relates te our : forestry would meen so much. 

It does ceeur to me thet if it is your wish it might be possible te work out some mutually sgreea le program 7 th the Unive ersity would ultimately own your property, but under which you would gontinue te live there as long as you desire, If this ne appeals to you, you a te Gisouss it with your. or your attorney and I would be happy to socperate in whatever way I can, 

: Sincerely, 

_ MADISON AND WISCONSIN PoUNDATION 

Jeb FOR THE UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM COMMITTEE t



Che Unibersity of Wisconsin Oh 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS a 

eee Madison pyoust 16, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 Old Entomology Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Mr. McCaffrey has just notified me that the Bum Fund 
is exhausted. We can not, therefore, make any further 
charges against this fund. 

Very truly yours, . 

A F \phhs tg AA. 

(Sgd.) A. F. Gallistel 
&FG:mp Supt’. dgs. & Grounds 

cc: Mr, M. E. McCaffrey 
Mr. G. W. Longenecker



yor 
January 8, 1947 

President E. B. Fred and the Board of Regents? 
- The University of Wisconsin 

Madison, 6, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

The Arboretum Cormittee discussed at length the question of the 

assignment of, approximately, twenty-five acres of Picnic Point land 

for cattle grazing. It is the feeling of members of the Committee that, 

in view of the charge imposed upon it to develop this area as an outdoor 

classroom and laboratory, it would be incompatible with such plans to 

approve the requested assignment. In support of this contention, I 

submit various documents herewith. 

With thanks for your studied consideration of this matter, I am, 

Very truly Auras 

ef fee 
(Sede) As ¥. Gallistel 

Chnn., Yn#v. Arboretum Committee



To the President of the University and the University Board of Regents 

Recommendation of the University Arboretum Committee 

THE USE OF THE PICNIC some ~ UNIVERSITY BAY AREA 

By recommendation of the University Biological Division and action by the 

President of the University the Picnic-Point University Aree, delineeted on the 

attached map, wes placed under the jurisdiction of the University Arboretum 

Committee in 1944, ‘The conmittee was instructed to develop the area as a natural 

preserve easily accessible from the campus class rooms; as a teaching, demon- 

stretion, and research outdoor laboratory; and to further enhance the esthetic 

and recreetional potentialities of this gem of native landscape. In compliance 

with that directive, a long time plan was prepared and the Arboretum Comittee 

has been developing the Picnic Point - University Bay Area as an integral part 

of the University campus and not as a portion of the University Arboretum. 

The area comprises two parts differing somewhet in biological significance 

and recreational values: (A) The point and university bay and (B) the wooded 

hills and open field west and northwest of the point. Both parts are necessary 

for the needs of the University and the citizenry of the state. Both parts 

should be developed simmltaneously for maximm attainment of the plan which the 

committee feels was visualized by the Board of Regents when the erea was 

purchased. 

The bay and shore line constitute one of the most valuable biological areas 

in the state. To provide similer facilities many universities have been 

obliged to establish expensive biological stations at distant points from the 

campus. Over 40 research problens important in fundamental science and conser- 

vation have been solved in this area.
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The wooded hills and open field west and northwest of the point are 

being restored, replanted, and landscaped for outdoor laboratory and recreational 

uses. Gmall groups or associations of flowers, shrubs, and trees are being 

planted. Hiking paths, nature trails, and ski runs are laid out in relation to 

the plantings. Natural groups of native plants and horticultural varieties are 

being established as rapidly as man power is available. Soils, topography, and 

ecological conditions are sufficiently diverse to assure the maximum realization 

of the plan. 

The Picnic Point - University Bay Area is the University's outdoor labora- 

tory encompassing a variety of plants, birds, animals and aquatic life condensed 

into the minimum space commensurate with landscape treatment, esthetic values 

and recreational uses. Over twenty classes in botany, entomology, horticulture, 

plant pathology, wild life, and zoology use this area as a laboratory. Ulti-= 

mately the area will become a laboratory not only for class use but also for the 

sOlution of problems of the nursery, horticultural and landscape interests of 

the state. Summer and winter recreational uses of the area have increased 

yearly to 19,512 persons in 1946. 

The biological faculty, the departments of physical education, and the 

Memorial Union representing student life are cooperating with the committee in 

the developmental program for the area. 

The University Arboretum Committee concurs with the recommendation of the 

Faculty of the Division of Biological Sciences and the collaborating physical 

education and student life agencies in teir recommendation presented to the 

President of the University in October 1944. (Copies attached).
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Th: Committee recommends to the President and the University Board of 

Regents the establishment of the Picnic Point - University Bay Preserve and 

the dedication of the proposed preserve during the forthaming centennial 

eclebration of the University, 

The Committee 

Ne C. Fassett 

Ae Leopold 

He C. Greene 

Re MeCabe 

Je Te Curtis 
G. ‘jJ..Longenecker 

M. b. McCaffrey 

J. Ge Dickson 

Ae De Hasler 

We MeNeel 

Je We Jackson 
Ae Fe Gallistel, Chmn.



November 3,° 1944 

President C. A. Dkstra 

Bascom Hall 

Dear President Dykstra: 

You will recall that earlier in the summer, and again a couple of 
weeks ago, we discussed the needs of the biological work of the University, 
as they have been studied by a special committee of the Frculty Division of 
the Biological Seiences, in relation to the present and future utilization 
of the Picnic Point-University Bay areas You suggested at our last conference 
that a desirable way to handle this matter would be for you to place the area 

under discussion (as outlined on the attached rap) under the administration 

of the Arboretum Committee for development for biological teaching and research 

and for compatible recreational uses. 

In compliance with your request that I consult with my colleagues 
concerning this method of procedure, I have brought this suggestion before 

a meeting of the special committee referred to above, the executive committee 

of the Faculty Division of the Biological Sciences, and 3uperintendent 

Gallistel. All present thought this would be an excellent way to handle the 

matter. The Arboretum Committee has already expressed its willingness to 

undertake this assignment. We hope, therefore, that you will proceed to 

make the assignment. 

A copy of the recommendation of the Faculty Division of the 
Biological Sciences concerning the utilization of this area is attached and 
a copy will be filed with the Arboretum Comittee. This recommendation is ; 
the outgrowth of a camprehensive study by a special committee of the Divisione 
It has the unanimous indorsement of the Arboretum Committee. Our Committee 
has had the active collaboration and the recommondation has the endorsement 
of the following representatives of the recreational needs of the University: 
Prof. A. L. Masley, Act. Director, Div. of Phys. Ed. and Intramurals for Men; 
Prof. Margaret H. Meyer, Physical Ed. for Women; Prof. Harold Bradley and 
Prof. Porter Butts, representing recreational interests sponsored by the 

Memorial Union. Deans Fred, Ingraham, Meek, and Anderson, whose Colleges 
or Schools are most directly concerned, have been consulted and have expressed 
their approval of the plan proposed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ge W. Keitt 
Chairman, Faculty Division 

of the Biological Sciences



Recommendation of the Faculty Division of the Biological Sciences 
for ; 

THE FUTURE USE OF THE PICNIC POINT - UNIVERSITY BAY AREA 

Approved by the Division Oct..7, 1944 

Sent. to President Dykstra Novs.3, 1944 

Area. The erea considered in this report is delineated on the attached map.. 

Recommendation. That the board of Regents be requested to designate this 

area as the Picnic Point--University Bay Preserve, to be kept in its natural 

state for use as an outdoor laboratory for teaching and research and for compatible 

recreational uses. Roads, buildings, and other artificial developments should be 
excluded.(This would not exclude minimum essential facilities.) 

Arguments The area is of outstanding value because of its rare natural 

beauty, its diverse plant and enimal life, and beceuse it is within walking dis= 

tance of the campus, and hence can be quickly reached by students and by classes,. 
It is already used by many students and by 20 different clesses in various 

biological subjects, and is the site of 40 published researches. This existing 

use is, we believe, its highest use. 

Its value for these purposes would suffer by any artificialization of the 

bay, the marshes, the point, or the adjoining hinterland. 

On the other hand, its value for these purposes could be enhanced by the 

removal of unnatural plantings and structures, by the restoration of netive 

prairie end woodland vegetation, and by the installation of certain natural 

features deliberately arranged for teaching purposes. 

To provide similar facilities, many universities have been obliged to 

establish expensive biologi¢al stations at distant pointse 

The area also is of otitstanding value for estheti¢ and recreational uses 

compatible with the scientific program. Plans for such use have been made with 

representatives of the Departments of Physical Education and the Memorial Union. 

Administration. The proposeé preserve is similar in concept to the Univer- 

sity Arboretum, and might well be administered by the Arboretum Committee. It 

differs from the Arboretum in that it offers. certain soils and aquatic habitats 

not found there, is quicker to reach and hence useable within the standard 
laboratory class period, and is especially adapted for certain recveational usese 

Budget. Items for the maintenance end operation of this area are included 

in the budget for Buildings and Grounds. 

Dedication. It is suggested that the dedication of the proposed preserve 

be made a feature of the forthcoming centennial celebration of the University. - 

The committee In collaboration with 
G. 3S. Bryan He Ce. Bradley 

Je Ge Dickson Porter Butts 

As De Hasler, Chairman Ae Le Mesley | 

Ge We Keitt, Ex. officio Mergaret H. Meyer 

"Aldo Leopold 
Ge We Longenecker
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Doaenber 13, 1946 

Colonel, Bud Jackson 
et Gee ee en ne 

Yadiison 3, Weeconsia 

Dear Colonels 

I got your ides ond appreciate ite utility, det in fy ow feld 
there would be few ragenrches that could be pinned down to o fmetion 
of the Avborotum. Hy students are constantly working on the Gardner 
Refuge, tut none of my ventures can be confined to 16, even though 
Se een te A SORES On Mane NetID: Se Spesifieally 

1, Pepper daginaon: The ecology of soniewild mliania. 
2. dJepes Hale: Criteria of age in cottentadl, 
e Robert MoGake: Turnover in pheasant pornlationss 

Jones Beert 0 population mechaniem in miata. 

In addition the following meke inaidental use of Gariner Refgme, 1.6. 
it furnishes part of the mteorials studied: 

ze Son Thompeons Vitamin A Levola in game binds. 
¥red Greeley: Mulocrinology of pheasants. 

Tn addition, MeGabe conducts the following “sidelines” in part on 
anti ye 

E Mink study. 

. fo ee 
Chickwtee study. 

lle Woodalmelk banding stuijys 

4 separate publication { fear is nos feasible, but I'd bp glad to pat 
Ge ah SMG Sichane to tr tedaae ta tie ee ha au to ems 
in which all the boys would tell vhat they are doing and to what oxtent 
they use this land, and wot for, 

I wrtld also be glad to prepara, as these various publications reach 
pring, o special bound collection of copies for Mr. Gaminer, together
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with ny own explanation of the use of the Gardner Refuge mde in 

Let me lmow if thie would do, 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

08 Longenesicer 
Hasler 

PB. ‘Thanks for the elippings
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THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
122 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

December 10, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wild Life Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Just an idea, but for a purpose. If someone would write an article 
or a thesis on Gardner Refuge, I believe it would have certain def- 
inite value in furthering the plan to develop that particular area 
to its maximum possibilities. 

Whether Pepper Jackson is the man to do the job, I do not know, and 
it might even call for collaboration of two or three men of the 
Arboretum group. 

Here is what I visualize in my mind's eye - a pamphlet for publica- 
tion which would hold real interest for the layman. It would include 
a map of the area and probably some photographic illustrations. There 
would be a brief description of the geology and an account of the gla- 
cial periods, merely to form a background for the reader, There would 
be a fairly complete description of the original flora, citing in par- 
ticular some of the rarer flowers, like the orchids, etc. 

Something should be said about the Indians and that could probably be 
taken directly from Charlie Brown's own publication on the Lake Wingra 
Area. 

There should be something on the fauna. As for the birds, both sing- 
ing and migratory, that would be one of the main purposes of this par- 
ticular publication, because what is being done would point out what 
you men hope to do in developing that particular phase of the Gardner 
Refuge. 

of course, there would be a general description of the area. 

The research projects now underway, including that on minnows, would 
be covered, and you would, of course, add other items not included 
abovee 

My good friend, Louis Gardner, and his family would value such a pub- 
lication greatly, and I am confident that it would give them a far



Professor Aldo Leopold “2= December 10, 1946 

better understanding of the possibilities of the Gardner Refuge than 
they now possess. 

Once they became acquainted with the possibilities of further develop- 
ment, I am confident they would find a great deal of pleasure in help- 
ing to bring those possibilities into reality. 

A similar paper or thesis on the Ho=ne-um area would have the same ef- 
fect, but whether that would head up in your particular field, or with 
Bill Longenecker, I am not certain. At any event, I will write him 
along this same general line, and you two can discuss the proposal and 
take whatever action you feel it calls for. 

Very sincerely yours, 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 

IWIset Executive Director 

CC Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker 
Exec. Directior, University Arboretum 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

> Jas 
= you be/ieve Lae vere was te /aparAs E 

Z Garducr 
: : ze PLA ACE A on 

fiw ns fae € fi 
as 2 

het



©Ghe MADISON and WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
122 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

: December 10, 1946 

Prof. Gs Wm. Longenecsker 

Exec, Direotor, University Arboretun 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill; 

The other Simday, while sitting in the Council Ring of the Ho-ne-un 
Area, this thought came to me, and I pass it on to you and Aldo 
Leopold, I do believe that if a@ paper, noe a thesis, could be 
written, particularly for the layman, telling the story of the 
Howneeun Area, it would prove to be of genuine value in promoting A 
further development of it and other Arboretum Areas, 

P My thought would be that the presentation would be somewhat along 
the following lines. A map of the area, together with some photo- 
graphic illustrations, Something about the geology, including the 
sandstone formation at the spring, The story of the glacier periods 
could be briefly presented, and the Indian occupation could be lifted 
intact from Charlie Brown's publication. The story of the spring, it- 
self, and its use by the nearby early roadhouse, would be interesting. 
There would be a reasonable description of the original flora and 
fauna, and that, I take it, would include the elk and possibly the 
bison. Coming down to the present day, it could be told how the Uni- 
versity acquired the area, how it was developed under C.C.C., a story 
of the Gouncil Ring, and what it means in history, and a litéle de- 
sciption of the beautiful cedar plantings. Also, whatever else you 
and other members of the Arboretum Committee consider worthy. 

You will note from the enclosed copy of a letter which T have sent 
Aldo Leopold, that I have made similar suggestion regarding Gardner 
Refuge. 

If you men should feel that this suggestion merits being carried out, 
I might be able to help when it comes to actual publication, I do 
know it would greatly please our good friends the Gardners and further 
intensify their fine interest in the Arboretum, 

Very truly yours, 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 

WIset Executive Director 

ee Aldo Leopold 

Enc. CC of Letter to Aldo Leopold, dated 12/10/46,
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November 6, 1946 i 

Mr, Jobn Emlen ’ 
Zoology Department 

Dear John: 

I suppose you have inherited the banding files from Harold Wolf, If so, 
you will find enclosed our banding sumary, This is the office copy and so 
after you have finished recording the banding data, we would like to have 
these sheets back. 

Sincerely yours, : 

Robert A, McCabe 

RMRL 
Enel. 

Be 

a 4 7 

; : 

a4 

MA
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October 4, 1946 

Mr, A. W. Peterson 
Bascom Hell 5 

Dear Mr. Peter son: 

I am constantly hearing rumors to the effect that 
a portion of the Pienic Point area has been assigned 
for grazing beef cattle. I hope such an assignment 
will not be made without first giving the Arboretum 
Committee an opportunity to be heard on this matter. 
It will interest you to kaow that Professors ——s 
and Zeasman, from the College of Agriculture, made a 
survey of the field in question a year cr so ago and 
reported that it was not economically oo to develop r 
a pasture in thie area, If I remember correctly, their 
report stated that the cost of so doing would be 
prohibitive and that the land was too valuable to be used 
for such purpose, I hope the Regents will give this 
Matter Turther attention before making an assignment to 
the College of Acriculture. 

Very truly yours, 

a fee f 

: (Sga.) a F, Gallistel 
Supt. Bldgs, & Grounds 

APCs mp 

wah essor “. er 

Professor tldo “Leopold 
Professor John T, Curtis
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4 September 23, 1946 6 

Professor G, W, Longenecker 
Professor J. T,. Curtis : Professor A, Leopold * 
University of Wisconsin : 

Gentlemen: 

This morning I received the forms for budget requests for the years 1947='48 and 1948-'49, 

I enclose these sheets herewith, and I am asking you three gentlemen to act as a budget committee for the Arboretum and Picnic Point, Mr. Longenecker acting as chairman, 
; You will note that these forms must be in the office of the Director of Business and Finance before October 1, so I am asking that they be returned to me not later than September 30, 

For your information, the item of $9360.00 for salaries and wages is made up as follows: 

Robert A, McCabe $2700.00 : (plus $300.00 from Agriculture) . Thomas ¥, Butzen 1920.00 : 

Bernard F, Hess 1920,00 

Common Labor 2820.00 : 

Very truly yours, 

: (Sgd.) A. F. Gallistel 
Supt. Bldgs. & Graunds 

P. S. Forms sent to Mr, Longenecker,. 

AFG:on



J2E0RKTIN CCOTTEES MEET IMD poke 
September 5, 1946, 5:00 P.M, £6 ow 

Headquarters Bldg., Arboretun. 
Members brought their own lunches. 

Present: 
Butzen, Curtis, Fassett, Gallistel, Hasler, Jackson, McCabe, McCaffrey, 
Trenk, Leopold, and Longenecker, 

Chairman Gallistel called the meeting to order, Fred Trenk was called 
on to discuss the status of an Arboretum Forester and proposed courses in 
Forestry. A copy of the proposed courses of instruction and their need 
follows: 

PROPOSED COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN FARM FORESTRY AND UTILIZATION OF NATIVE WOODS 
Agricultural Engineering Department 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Farm woods management is the only major agricultural subject recognized 
by the agricultural extension service for which no provisions are made for 
resident instruction at the College of Agriculture, Neither the men who take 
training for vocational agricultural instruction, nor those who prepare for 
future county agricultural agent positions, not to mention those who return 
to the farms of the state, have opportunity to take a single hour of instruc- 
tion in the management of a resource that is found on fully three fourths of 
all the farms of the state. The agricultural short course students fare a 
little better in this respect for they are offered one course in farm forestry. 

It is currently urged that consideration be given to providing two courses 
of instruction relative to this subject in view of the fact that the University 
Arboretum is considering the advisability of employing a forester to conduct 
some forestry research projects at the Arboretum, The nature of these subjects 
does not make year-round employment of a forester at the Arboretum feasible, 
yet if the College of Agriculture can arrange to employ the forester half time, 
the work of both the College and the Arboretum can be enhanced at relatively 
low cost to each. 

From the standpoint of relative economic importance of the farm woods 
erop farm forestry instruction merits consideration, The following table is 
offered to support the plea that « resource so important to the direct factor 
of stabilized farm income, and to the indirect factors of erosion control and 
water conservation, should be the subject of instruction at collegiate level 
for students in agriculture: 

FARM COMMODITY VALUES AND CORRESPONDING SUBJECT MATTER INSTRUCTION 
Gollege of Agriculture 
Inventory University 
on Farm Gross Income Courses Credits 

game 1, 1946 1944 Taught Offered 
Dairy livestock 371, 000,000 382,900, 000 4 11 
Beef livestock 83,560,000 78,031,000 i: 15 
Poultry 24,533,000 93,081,000 6 18 
Sheep, lambs & wool 5,265,000 5,067,000 ( 1 3 
Swine 50,502,000 117,788,000 ( 
Hay & forage 94,000,000 ( 9 25 
Corn & small grains 224, 500,000 
Truck crops & potatoes 22,500,000 4 ? 
Canning crops 19,500,000 2 6 
Farm woods 110,000,000 21,000,000 9 9
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Listed courses in the University catalog do not appear under the ident~ 
ical headings as listed in this table since there is some overlapping of sub- 
jects, but the number of courses and credits listed reflect relative import- 
ance given the subject matter in courses of instruction, This summary does 
not include any of the related subjects of soils, genetics, bacteriology and 
general pathology, which are recognized to be important in the practical ap- 
plication of science to agriculture, 

The farm forest crop is here seen to be second in point of value of crop 
inventory retained on the farm, and eighth among all erops in point of total 
gross income in 1944 (data obtained from Wisconsin Crop Reporting Service). 

Gourses Proposed 
1. Farm Woodland Management 

Improving immature stands, cutting methods to insure reproduction, measure~ 
ments of growth and volume, forest planting, forest protection, timber market~ 
ing and special forest products, Three credits (1 lecture, 2 labs.). 

2. Utilisation of Netive Timbers 
Identification of native woods, principles of air and dry kiln seasoning, 

timber preservation, structural strength and durability of principal native 
species with reference to use in farm buildings, Three credits (1 lecture, 2 labs.). 

The facilities of the Department of Agriculture] Engineering readily enable this 

Department to offer these two courses, 

Students Expected to Teke the Courses 

It is not proposed to make these required subjects for any majors, but 
majors in agricultural education should be urged to take the farm woodland 
management course, inasmuch as many of these majors will likely become agricul~ 

tural instructors, Forestry is recognized as a vocational agriculture subject 

for a home project for students, in which instructors are not now equipped to ; 

offer much assistance, It is believed this sane course will be of interest : 
to many other students, including those who intend to return to the farm, 
Agricultural engineering majors, or particularly those who are primarily in- 
terested in farm structures should be required to take the course in utiliza- 

tion of native timbers, This course, too, will be of interest and value to 

those who plan to return to farming, 
(Signed) F. B. Trenk 

RRR 

Longenecker and Trenk were appointed by the Chairman to see Dean Baldwin, 
From Trenk's statement, it was apparent that instruction in Farm Forestry 
was essential in a well-rounded course of instruction. With this in mind, it 

was suggested that the full amount of a forester's salary be included in the 

College of Agriculture budget so that in case the provision for a forester 

should be cut from the Arboretum budget, the proposed instructional courses 

could still be given, In case the funds for a forester should be approved 

in the Arboretum budget, the salary of the forester could be split between 
the College of Agriculture and the Arboretum, 

It was suggested by Leopold that someone should find out whether or not a 

man with the proper background to handle the two types of work could be found, 

Trenk suggested that Bob Schultz of the U, S. Forest Service, now located at 

Richlend Genter, might be a good man, It was suggested that he be asked in 

to one of our meetings so that we could talk to hin,
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Hasler reported on the request for seining of Lake Wingra, This request 
was turned down, Copies of the correspondence are as follows: 

Professor A. D. Hasler Aug. 28, 1946 
461 Biology Building 

Dear Professor Haslers 
I am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter received from Mr, Vanderwall, 

which I an afraid will be a disappointment to yous Do you have any further 
suggestions to make? If so, I shall be glad to know of them. 

Very truly yours, 
(Signed) A, F. Gallistel 

AFG?mp Supt. Bldgs, end Grounds \ 
Ene. 

Mr, A, F, Gallistel, Supt. Aug. 23, 1946 

Buildings & Grounds 
University of Wisconsin ‘ 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Gallistels 
Your letter of August 14, requesting another seining of Leake Wingra for 

earp, is received. 
This matter has been discussed by members of the fish management staff 

who feel that in view of the fact that the lest seining revealed a very small 

population of carp remaining in the lake our efforts could be spent to a much 

better advantage elsewhere. As you may know, the rough fish control work 

in this state is carried on through the means of a revolving fund and conse~ 

quently that section will have to devote every effort possible to those areas 

where larger amounts of fish may be caught since its fund is at a very low point. 

Therefore, it is not only a case of direct loss of operation in Lake Wingra, 

but also the loss of the time and effort which would be more beneficial in 

other areas, Furthermore, we feel we can do the public more good by operating 

in other areas. 
We are sorry, therefore, that we will not be able to carry on this operation 

this coming fall. 
Very truly yours, 

(Signed) BE. J, Vanderwall 
Conservation Director 

Prof, Arthur Hasler 
Madison, Wisconsin Aug. 10, 1946 

Dear Arthurs 
Just a word to tell you how much good you have done to promote better fish- 

ing conditions in Lake Wingra. 
I am sure your persistant netting of the carp is paying real dividends. 

The flora is much the same as it had been before the days of the carp inva~ 

sion, the many insects that ovaposit on these vericus plants must of necessity 

add greatly to the food supply of the fish throughout the whole year. 

A few large carp are still to be seen, but they are not very much in evidence. 

Very truly yours, 
(Signed) Sam Chase 
905 University Avenue 
Madison 5, Wisconsin
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E, J. Vanderwall, Director Aug. 14, 1946 
; Conservation Commission 

State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear ir, Vanderwalls 

You will recall that the Conservation Commission has been cooperating with 
Dr. Hasler in a piece of research on Lake Wingra relating to the control of 
carp, which appears to be giving valuable information, I quote below, from a 
letter written by Dr, Hasler, as follows: 

"This year we have noticed the appearance of new beds of aquatic plants. 
Moreover, the transparency of water has increased markedly, It appears then 
that depletion of the carp population is correlated with these two events. 
While we have taken scales and measurements of common pan fishes in the lake, 
sufficient time has not elapsed to determine, categorically, whether the reduc~ 
tion of carp population has improved the growing conditions for the native 
species, , 

"You will recall that one of our objectives in making these seinings was to 
determine if it were possible to so reduce the carp population that predation 
from the native species could keep them under control for a period of years 
without repeated harvesting of carp." 

It appears from this quotation that in order to make the results conelu- 
sive, additional seining is necessary, I am writing, therefore, to ask that 
operations be continued this fall at your convenience, 

Members of the Arboretum Committee are convinced thet this is a valuable 
piece of research, and I convey the thanks of the Committee for your splendid 
cooperation, Without it, the project would, of course, be impossible. 

AFGsen — Very truly yours, a 
CC: Prof. A, D. Hasler (SIGNED) A, F, Gallistel 

Ed Sehneberger Supt. of Bldgs. & Grounds 
HH 

Fassett told about the nature preserves; said that Harrington is cooperat~ 
ing one hundred per cent, FE 

One hundred dollars have been approved by President Fred for the Faevel 
Prairie, £ 

The question of acquiring the Albion Bur Oak opening was brought up. 
Leopold told abeut the muskrat studies which have been started at the 

Arboretun. 

Longenecker told about the Grady Bowman area being planted to oak hickory 
woods by seed spot. 

He also stated that it would be a good plan if a meeting of the Advisory 
Committee could be held this fall, 

Jackson told about the land situation and said that money had been given 
to purchase the lots south of the Gardiner lagoon, 

The question of the Arboretwu buildings was raised by John Curtis, 
Gallistel and Longenecker to go over them to see which ones should be disposed 
of, 

Meeting adjourned, 

: G, Wm. Longenecker, Secretary Ml



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

OFFICES OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION Iv 
' ; ; i Je (uv c 

Madison 6 

V 
duly 32, 19h6 

Dean I, L. Raléwin ; 
College of Agriculture 
Agricolteral Rell 

Deur Dean Daliwin: 

Sasotlus ago, you asked ue whe is reeponsible for the 
whinistration of the Burn Fund for the artoretua. In the 
etter with which Professor Bam transmitted his gift, for che 
arboretum, he stated that he would prefer to leave the aduinise 

: tration of the fund to the Judgement of the appropriate University 
body which he assueed was either the Arboretum Committee or the 

Graduate School, 9 

I have discussed the aatter with tr. Sevaffray and it ie 
his understanding that the @uan Fund for the Arboretun is to be 

| administered oy the Arboretun Committee. It would appear proper — 
therefore that requisitions, payrolls, and inveices chargeate 
to the Bunn Fund be administered through the office of As I. 
Gallistel, whe ls Chalrman of the Arboretum Conmaities. 

Very truly yours, 

; he We Po Director 
pa ats roc 

AuP/ac 

eo: Gallistel x 
Aldo Leopold



April 1, 1946 

Director, Madison Chap. of 
Boy Seouta of Anorica 

610 State Street 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Girt 

For some time, the Madison boy scouts have used the Univer 
sity of Yieconsin Arboretum as a comping ground, In more 

3 eases than I would care to list, they have done considerable 
danage. Although I have talked this over with mny 
individuals, both scouts and scout leaders, it has always 
been in some manner denied, While we have no argument with 
the Oxganisation, we would like to have you make the 
following requests to the scout masters to be passed on to 
the boys of the various troops: 

1, Axes and hatchets are 206 allowed in the Arboretum 
ay a ee oe ee ae 

any * 

3. Fires are to be built only at places provided, i.e. 
at the various shelters and at the Wheeler Council 
Ring. 

4, frail Dlaging by hacking at the barke of trees is 
& Griminal offense. 

5. Feneos are not to be climbed. Btrances’to endlosed 
areas are through the gates only. 

6. Superficial regulations for the Arboretum are posted 
at olther entrance, 

If wo may have your cooperation in this matter, I'm sure the 
j _ dey seoute will cooperate, and our police force Gan handle 

; the wanton vandalism, 

i. Thank you. 

ey : Sincerely yours, 

| Robert A. MoCabe 
j Avboretum biologist
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March 2, 1946 

Mr, N, C, Fassett : 
Biology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Fassett: 

Your letter of February 28 refers to contemplated 

action by certain groups to fill in University Bey, but 
it is not clear who these groups may be. 

In the light of legal procedures in such matters, 
I see no occasion for writing a letter to Dean Baldwin. 
Any fills are illegal except under the procedure specified 
in Section 30.02 Wisconsin Statutes, under which a munici- 
pality may enact an ordinance establishing a new shore- 
line. After such an ordinance has been approved by the 
Public Service Commission, the work of filling may proceed. 

Mr, Kanneberg advises me that municipalities normally 
follow the procedure of first reaching an agreement with 
the Public Service Commission before enacting the ordinance. 

If such action by the City of Madison is contemplated, 
both the university authorities and the conservation 
department would undoubtedly be advised of the matter and 
presumably a public hearing would be scheduled. For my 
part, I do not have the slightest fear that the Public 
Service Commission would ever approve of such action. 

Very truly yours 
‘ COOPERATIVE FORESTRY DIVISION . 

A DM 
erintenden 

FOW 3 mki 7 , 

—<~? €C: Professor Aldo Leopold:
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My, Albert Gallistel, Chairman 
Arboretum Committes 
Services Building 

Dear Albert: 

Last year the Arboretum Committees got authority 
for out of state travel and wore sending MeCabe 
to the North Agerican Wildlife Conference. ‘the 
Gonferente was then called off on account of 
way conditions. 

It ds to be held this year on March 11, 12 and 
13. I suggest that MoCabe be authorized to 
go this time. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



‘ Ax, 

Jamary 14, 1946 i 

Mr. Albert Gallistel 
Chairmen, Arboretum Connittes 
Service Ballding 

Dear Albert: 

The re-employment of technical wildlife men by 
Gait dee oo ten ae ah ties ee 
stage where we can to compare it with 
comparable positions on the Arboretum 

Harry Anderson, who has a master's degree plus 
four or five years fold experience in the — 
Tilinoig Natural History Survey,is being offered 
a Biologist III position starting at $3000. 
Irven Buss, who has » doctorate plus three or 
sn dietekie mea 

\ has been offered and has accepted le 

Of the two Anderson is most parallel to Robert 
MeCabe. His field experience is a little longer, 

: but on the other hand he haa fewer accomplishments 
in the way of research papers to his credit. 
The offer of $3000. to him S&ts the scale which 
I think we mst moet if we hope to obtain 
experienced and energetic technical men. 

Seneeh ter te coats coeementik am 
that for the moment the functions of research 
associate and bird and mammal man be combined 
in one persons 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Wildlife Management = eee ie 
Proposed Budget for 1946-7 ye 2 ? 

“et 

Salaries 
To tr. earch ° 

Leopold, Aldo Professor (Chm.) $ BEB 08 ee ¢ oe mt 

Kiesel, Virginia Research Asst. (\v20)  1980.\860, 960 960. 

McCabe, Robert A. Instructor (p.t.) Hees Lo: 16. 

Ebpenses, 

Zobel instr. § Research xt. 

Supplies and Expenses, 332. 50. 282 
General Supplies 182 182 

Office Supplies 50. 50. 

Travel 100, 100. 

Extra Labor 300. 300. 

Total Budgets 

Salaries $ 8868. 
Bap» & es 332. 

re ir 5 : 

* ($9500, same total as for 1945-46) 

Additional Items (1A) 
2250 2230 : ‘ 

, Instructor (new)  — -3000. -3000.- 

"Supplies and Expenses (Teaching) 300. 300. 

4



April 6, 1946 

Dean Ira Baldwin 
eae Hall 

+ 
Dear Dean Baldwin: 

Here is my proposed budget for 1946-47. The figures for salary are withew the 
20% increase. The proposed merit increases I recommend as follows: 

: Robert A. SS Instructor in the Agricultural College and Biologist 
for the University Arboretum. Recommendation: Raise from $2520. to $3000., 
gross cost $480., Agr. College cost 10% of $480, or $48, Remainder to be 
paid by Arboretum funds. (The College is now paying $260. of McCabe's $2520 
salary.) 

Reasons: All members of the Arboretum Committee agree that MeCabe has done 
more ani better work than any of his predecessors. In his work for the college, 
McCabe initiated, formulated, and taught Course 161, Sa in 
a highly creditable manner. Contemporaries same or very 
similar training (Master's in wildlife) are receiving: 

Harry Anderson, Biologist III, State Conservation Dept. — 
Charles Schwartz, Biologist, Territory of Hawaii 200. 

McCabe has what amounts to a standing offer from the Conservation Department. 
To lose him at this time would disorganize my department at its peak load 
of graduate students. Hence we should meet at least the minimm he could 
get elsewhere. 

eee eae Research Assistant, in charge of all office mtters 
in my ment, including correspondence, finances, library, and carding 
literature. Recommendation: raise from 1620. to 1800., cost $180. 

Reasons: When Miss Kiesel took charge of my office in April, 1945, she 
was paid $1400. With the understending that she would be raised to $1800. 

i as soon as she demonstrated that she could handle the job. Sy midsummer 
/ of 1945 she was handling the. job, and by September she was also handling 

/ her share of a sudden peak load of graduate students. On Jan. 1, 1946, 
/ it was possible to obtain only a Cae compliance with my original assur- 

f ance of $1800; she was raised to $1620. at that time, I feel morally 
/ obligated to pay her at least $1800. after July 1, as a merit increase. 

p 

fol



Summary of Merit Increases 

Robert A. McCabe, Instructor, part time $ 4s. 
Virginia Kiesel, Research Assistant 180. 
Total Cost $ 228, 

Recommendations for an additional full@time Instructor at $3000. are made 
in a separate letter, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aléo Leopold 

{ 
: 

4



April 6, 1946 

Dean Ira Baldwin 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Dean Baldwins 

On Jamuary 10 I sent you a request for authority to employ two part-time 
instructors, total cost $2250., as a means of meeting the present overload 
of graduate students. f 

No reply was received. No doubt it got buried somewhere, perhaps before 
reaching you. 

In the interim the situation has changed, and it now seems possible to get one 
full time instructor, for aatemporary period of about three years. A full time 
itan.would* be much more helpful in carrying the course load than two part-time 
men. 

‘ The instructor I have in mind is Joseph J. Hickey of the Michigan University 
Museum. He wag formerly employed by Noble Clark, who knows his quality. When 
I last wrote, Hickey was obligated by a @uggenheim Fellowship and was not 
available. He may now turn down the Fellowship, and hence be available 
fer a punted period. I do not consider our overload as permanent, and hence 
want a@ témporary man. : 

é Hickey would qualify for Biologist III in any Conservation Department, hence 
we would have to offer him $3000. 

I am not usre I can get Hickey. Failing to get him, I want to fell back on 
ny previous plan of Jan. 10, which would cost about $800. less. ‘This I 6culd 
turn back. 

fhe graduate student outlook, sent you in detail Nov. 21, 1945, now stands 
roughly as follows:



Degree not 
MS Phd decided Total 

Now enrolled ¥ 3 2 2 
Here, ready to enroll 4 0 0 
Former students, hot yet 

rotumed ak Oe, A. 
Total to whom obligations 

exist g 4 2 14 

Apprex. prospectives who 
want to come by Sept. and 
neet requtrements of Grad 
School 20 5 Oo 
Total prospective load 
Rated capacity with present staff 
Prospective overload 
Present overload 3 : 

I estimate that with the full-time new instructor here recomended, I could 
handle, by "farming out" a part of my students for field work to the Conservation 
Department, a total of 10 students, or double my rated capacity. 

I am under obligation to notify the prospective students whether any of them 
have a chance. 

I will therefore appreciate a decision. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



MINUTES OF THE , Se aw 
ARBORETUM COMMITTEE y 

Jan. 3, 1946, 6:00 P, M., University Club 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman A. F. Gallistel, 

Members Present? 

Thomas FP, Butzen Aldo Leopold ww 
Norman C. Fassett G. Wm. Longenecker 
A. FP. Gallistel Robert MeGabe ; 
H, ©. Greene Me E, MoCaffrey : 
Arthur D, Hasler Wakelin MeNeel 
J. W. Jackson Fred B, Trenk 

Guest: 

Fred Wilson of the Gonservation Department. 

J. W. Jackson reported on the status of the Lake Forest area and said 
that he would do everything in his power to see that the rest of this area 
was acquired for Arboretum purposes. 

Fassett and Wilson appeared for a Committee appointed by the Conserva~ 
tion Department to present some material in regard to preserving natural 
areas in the State which are of scientific value, The sum of $5,000.00 has 
been made available by the Conservation Commission for this purpose, with 
the implication that more funds might be made available if necessary. Sever- 
al other States (including Minnesota and Iowa) are already setting aside areas 
of this type. 

The Conservation Comm. is willing to do everything it can to preserve 
such areas and, where it can be reasonably done, these areas will be supervis- 
ed from State Parks located in their immediate vicinity. Many of the pieces 
ef property which should be preserved are not so located, and a way of admin~ 

istrating them should be worked out. The question was raised whether or not 
the Arboretum Gommittee might take on this job of supervision. It was pointed 
out in the discussion that, under the present set up, personnel and funds were 
not available. 

Hasler suggested that a committee from the Arboretum and the Conservation 
interests look into the matter and report back. Fassett was appointed Chairman 
and was asked to select his own committee to meet with the Conservation Committee, 
consisting of Norman Fassett, Albert Fuller of the Milwaukee Museum, and Fred 
Wilsen of the Conservation Department, 

Fred Wilson suggested that existing Wisconsin park areas be gone over by 
advanced Botany students with the idea of setting aside and preserving unusual 
Botanical areas. He indicated that there was a possibility of the Conservation 

. Department helping with funds for such a survey. 

The Technical Committee was asked for a report on developments as te policy, 
John Curtis made the following report for the Committee:



Rs 

Proposed Scope of Future Botanical Research in 
The University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

“Research shall be limited to those plants and plant associations natural- 
ly occurring in the so-called "prairie-forest border", or in the regions adjacent 
to it, as shown on the accompanying map. This will include all plant associe- 
tions of Wisconsin and such other extra-~Wisconsin plants of the region in con~ 
sideration as are climatically suited to the Arboretum, 

"Such Limitation of research will automatically exelude crop plants like 
alfalfa, potential crop plants, e, g., exotic grasses, horticultural plants of 
exotic origin, or forest trees like Seotch Pine or Douglas Fir." 

The accompanying chart, showing a proposed organization plan, was submitted 
and a motion was made for its acceptance by Curtis, seconded by McCaffrey and, 
after discussion, was carried. Leopold pointed out that such a chart might be 
altered because of conditions or qualifications of personnel, 

It was suggested by Fred Trenk that it might be possible to combine the 
duties of a research associate in Forestry with teaching of a course in Farm 
Forestry in the College of Agriculture. He also stated that if this arrangement 
was at all feasible, progress should be made as soon as possible in order to 

start such a course this next fall, 

It was proposed by Curtis, from the report of the Technical Committee, that 
any “Arnold Arboretum" type collection of exotic woody or horticultural plants 
will be confined to a limited horticultural area, preferably to Picnic Point, 
since it already has a number of such plantings from the Young Estate and since 
it is a spot that is highly accessible and attracts large numbers of people be~ 
cause of its proximity to Lake Mendota. : 

There was considerable discussion pointing out the advantages of having 
such a collection at Picnic Point, such as better soil conditions than the 
present location, more variation in exposure, closeness to campus for teaching, 
etc. 

It was moved by Curtis that the Horticultural collection be discontinued in 
its present location and be moved gradually, in so far as possible, to the new 
Pienic Point area, The motion was seconded and, after further discussion, was 
passed. It was pointed out by Longenecker that this action should be discussed 
with the Committee of the Biological Division that has to do with Picnic Point. 

Hasler asked if one of the patrolmen could periodically check the creel 
census of fishermen on Lake Wingra in order to find out what was being caught. 

Gallistel said that this could be done. ' 

The meeting was turned over to Robert MeCabe, who showed slides and told 
about the work that he has been doing this past season, He showed pictures of 
warious types of traps developed and used at the Arboretum and told a bit about 
the pheasant, rabbit, wood duck, and ars studies (including the Alder Fly- 
catcher, the House Bren, and the Catbird). He also showed some wildflower pio~ 
tures taken with the new Ansco color film, Another evening meeting was requested 
by the group at which Hasler was to tell something about the fish studies, 

Meeting adjourned. 

G. Wn. a Executive on
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: Septexber 18, 1945 

Mr, G, ¥. Longenecker i ; 4 Hortieutture Blés. 
Dear Mr, Longeneeker: : 

co your my of me a? of Ge Ayboretum 

the mn ther Of reporta of ansenplishamste ana fetew's OF Saltinn an I hed in ming @ report ty” gach individual, who coniu ected any research on the 
icktvigeal seperee alaah Geis te tothoweh tans tosh hees 
coamittes and oa inte « conselidaves report ir 
that aqocare adwi On further ee te 
me tha etl ae eenty hse iadiade on el 

: report setting the ewenoies and individuals thet have eae how land was aequired, ete. Such 
infornat - Will be desirable in the future and should silt avefiahies’ S'sgule apprectore festivity moon 
information that may be parthaent. 

Aldo Leopold states that he can attend meetings 

eiedeseant we ae suen Saembanee alee, ae an aeet on that day hereafter rather then the second Tussday, 

aA ) bhantey’ ' 

As Fe iste 
APO imp Blégs. yo 

OC: John 7. Curtis 
ge ge Rickson 

A. D. Hasler 
“it BS decatteey 
Wakelia i Meteo) 
Aldo Leopold
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5" yr 
Minutes of the \ 

ARBORETUM COMMITTEE 
Sept. 11, 1945, 12:00 Noon, Plant Path. Lab, 

Coffee served by J, G, Dickson 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman A, F. Gallistel, 
Members present were: 

John T, Curtis 
J. G. Dickson 
A. F, Gallistel 
H, 0, Greene 
A, D, Hasler 
J. W, Jackson 
G, Wm, Longenecker 
M. E, McCaffrey 
Wakelin McNeel 

Curtis gave a short report on the work which he did while he 
was away from the University, It was the consensus of opinion that 
possibly an evening meeting should be held sometime in the near future 
when reports by Hasler, who has been in Europe, and Curtis, who has 
been in Haiti, could be given, the wives of the Committee members 
being invited, 

Following Curtis' report, there was a discussion on the possi- 
bility of acquiring the Nakoma Golf Course and the possibility of 
getting funds for research, 

It was moved by Mr, Hasler that a report of the accomplishments 
and aims of the Arboretum be prepared by the Technical Committee and 
be brought before the General Committee by the middle of November, 
The motion was seconded by Mr, Longenecker and unanimously carried. 

Meeting adjourned, 

G, Wm, Longenecker, Cpe <ate



July 27, 1945 

Mr, ¥. D. Roney 
Division of Forest Pathology 
Bureau of Plant Industry Station 
Beltsville, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Roney: ) 

Thanks for your inquiry of July 20. I am sorry I 
failed to take care of this at the time I provided you with 
the information about the other vehicles. 

The car Mr. MeCabe is driving is Motor No. K25'0902, 
1/2 ton Chev., panel, 1939, It is insured under policy 
Wo. 6941414, american Automobile Insurance Company, 
Jeamaary 15, 1945 to Jenusry 7, 1946, P. L. 10 - 20, P. D. 5. 

Thanks very mech for checking on this item and for 
your contimed efficiency in our various transactions. 

Very truly yours, 

A. 3. Riker 
Professor of Plant Pathology 

AJR: IBE 

ec; Mr. Robert A. McCabe
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42h University Farm Place 
July 3, 1945 

Mr. Thomas Van Zanden 
Barberry Eradication USDA 
215 Monona Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Tom: 

Enclosed you will find an itemized copy of expenditures on the 
1938 Chevrolet Panel Au742, This is the total expenditure as I 
was able to get it from the Service Building at the University. 

Occasionally gasoline was bought in the field and hence that 
cost is higher than the University pool gasoline, I don't know 

whether this is necessary or not, tut we have washed the truck 
every ten days since the beginning of May and have given it a 
coat of black metal paint on the inside. This we have considered 
part of our job and obligation to you and hence have not charged for it. 

If there is mything further or any question about the report, 
I will be glad to answer it. 

* Sincerely yours, 

Robert A. MoGabe 
Arboretum Biologist 

Enclosure



Cost Report of 1938 Chevrolet Panel Truck, License A4742 
for Period January 20 through June 30, 1945 

item Material Labor Zotal 

1-945 Change wheel and repair two tires 2.17 ot 
1-17 Replace tail pipe, spark plugs 3.26 5-80 9. 

1-19 Repair distritutor,generator, starter 3.15 5.80 oe 
1-22 15 gallons gasoline 26 
— Repair steering gear (in part) 2.17 2.17 
1+ Finish repair on steering gear, 

change tire 2.17 aut 
1-27 4 gals. gasoline # 
1+31 12 gals. gasoline 1.98 

25-45 19 gals. gasoline 3.14 
2=8 Remove thermostat and add alcohol 48 1.09 1. 
299 Repair tire, change oil 37 2.17 2.34 
2-9 15 gals. gasoline, 6 ats. oil 3. 
2-16 15 gals. gasoline 2048 
2=20 10 gals. gasoline 1.65 
nay 5 gals. gasoline 83 

2-26 9 gals. gasoline 1.49 

3-2-45 11 gals. gasoline, 6 qts. oil 3.02 
37 15 gals. gasoline 2.48 
3~12 12 gals. gasoline 1.98 
3-14 Grease and change oil 38 2.17 2.55 
3-19 12 gals. gasoline 1.98 

322 2 qts. oil = 
329 21 gals. gasoline 3.47 

YeLje45 11 gals. gasoline, 5 qts. oil 2.54 
Yo S 13 gals. gasoline 2.15 
426 11 gals. gasoline 1.82 

51-45 15 gals. gasoline 2048 
59 1l gals. gasoline 1.82 
j12 1 qt. ofl “15 

2-23 11 gals. gasoline 1.82 
al 1l gals. gasoline 1.82 
525 «= 11 gals. gasoline, 1 qt. ofl 1.97 
529 5 gals. gasoline 1,00 

6-445 10 gals. gasoline 1.65 
6~8 1l gals. gasoline 1.82 
6-9 Change oil, grease and check +76 2.17 2.93 
G11 12 gals, gasoline = 
619 16 gals. gasoline 2465 . 
oe 1 qt. of1 «15 
6 14 gals. gasoline 2.31



Tomek 

Cost of repairs on truck used at Arboretum by R. McCabe «=~ 

: Type of repair Material Labor Total 

1/9/45 Change wheel and repair two tires 2617 2017 
17 Renew tail pipe, spark plugs 3e26 5.80 9.06 
19 Repair distributor, generator, starter 3015 5.80 8.95 
25 Repair stepring gear (in part) 2617 2017 
26 Complete steering gear and change tires 217 2e17 

2/ 8/ Remove thermostat nd adde alcohol 048 1.09 1657 
9 Serviee, repair tire end change engine oil .37 2017 2.54 

3/14 Grease and change oil 038 217 2.55 

4/13 Added engine oil and checked 072 072 

5/12 Motor oil 015 015 

(7279) (24026) (32.05) 

6/9/ Change engine oil, greased end checked o76 2017 2693 

25 Motor oil e1l5 e15 

8.70 26043 35013



June 8, 1945 

Mr. A.W. Peverson 
Comptroller 
Administration Building 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

This letter is to support the recommendation of 
the Arboretum Committee for an increase of salary 
for Robert A. McCabe, Arboretum biologist, from 
$2400. to $2520. 

Technical wildlife men of the same vintage af 
MeCabe, but of lesser achievements are to ny 
knowledge commonly getting in the neighborhood 
of $3000. These men are employed by federal and 
atate conservation bureaus and by other universities. 

The Arboretum Committee has reached the unanimois 
opinion during the past few years that stability 
in the biologist's position will effect more than 
anything else the research output of the Arboretum 
This is particularly true at the present moment, 
when at least half a dozen research undertakings 
are approaching maturity and would be very adversely 
affected by a “change of horses". 

I therefore strongly support the proposed increase, 
My only doubt being it is probably insufficient. 
The state conservation department has repeatedly 
spoken for McCabe and to my knowledge it proposed 
to offer him $3000. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



oot einsksaas atl Sia Stas 7 Sialic ge oom 4a, Ochetetre 

April 25, 1945 

Mr. Albert Geallistel : 

Sertbageiathitng 
é 

Dear Albert: Jp 

In order to settle the rabbit question, I want to record that a 

MeCabe and I will move the rabbit-banding project next winter, and 

will consult the Arboretum Committee before settling on 2 new location. 

I would like, however, to be assured that: / 

(1) I will not be expected to use research personnel on control yf 
operations on the o14 area. f 

(2) All carcasses obtained from control will be made available 
for research use. 

In short, I think adminietration should carry control as to finance. . \ 

The research personnel should, of course, aid in every possible way, 

short of actual execution of the work. \ 

§ 

Bill Longenecker suggested that I embark on research for control it 

methods. I would be glad to do this if I had any promising leads. VP 

So far I haven't any, but I am still on the lookout. Te 

Yours sincerely, 1 

‘ 
Aldo Leopold 7. 
Animal Research Director, Arboretum 7 

ec Longenecker
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09 Agronomy Building, March 13, 1945. 

Members Present: 

Tom Butsen hin tenia 
J. G, Dickson G. Wm, Longenecker : 

: A. F, Gallistel, Chairman Robert MeCabe 
a. C, Greene M, E, MoCaffrey 
Arthur Hasler Wakelin MoNeel 
J. %, Jackson Fred B, Trenk 

w, H, Twenhofel 

Tate: t Whhsh oo tho treneivibien Reger 

After lumch the meeting was called to order by Chairman A. F. Gallistel. 

Art Hasler proposed that the Arboretum Committee request the Conservation 
Department to make another seining of Lake Wingra this spring for the follow- 
ing reasons’ 

1, Another haul is desirable to see if carp can be brought under control, 
or reduced to a point where game fish will gain the upper hand, 

2, Another seine haul would show how many carp were missed in fall haul. 

3. It is best to seine in spring because: 
a. Carp hatch will be presumably lower if adults are caught before 

spawning season, 
b. Decreased carp hatch should offer more food and space for game 

¢. Haul in spring would give us an opportunity to inspect the hybrid 
muskies present. The sex ratio of these is highly important and 
this might be determined by the spring haul, The muskies caught 
in the fall haul were not studied because of an inexperienced 

ee ee 

d. The question of whether or not erappies grow over the winter might 
be answered, : 

@. Some measure of overwinter losses in the large game fish popula- 
tiona might be secured, 

40 A proposed program te study the relationships of the gar to the crappie 
and other pan fish populations in Lake Wingra would be greatly aided 
if we could measure, even roughly, the gar population present by a 
seine haul, All gars would be returned to the lake from this haul. 
Aleo would shew how many gar survived the devastation last year, 

5s Oy ane Sere, Mar Sees wens Seetrees Oe ae ae It 
be valuable to check whether or not these survived, and whether 

: or not others are present, Avallable evidence indicates that the 
pg eR gulag coma gtr Sage Retin ca wy 

, seine haul of 1937, The future of the buffalo fishes in Lake Wingra



2. 

is highly significant from a fisherios management standpoint. 

An immediate decision is necessary if seining is to be done 
in the spring of 1945. This operation will require severel days of prepara~ 
tion by the crew, and is done to best advantage immediately after the ice 
goes out, 

Recommended byt 
Arthur BD. Hasler 
John 0, Black 

Tt was moved and passed that thie request be sent by the Chairman to 
the Conservation Department, 

It was suggested by Gol, Jackson that earp could very easily be trapped 
in the Viles Park lagoons and in the ereek leading from the duck pond by 
elosing off these areas with a seine at the appropriate time. John D. Black 
thought this was a good idea and would like to be notified when there is a 
good run of carp into these areas. 

Bob MeCabe told about the work being done on the goose and duck refuge 
on the Gardner area. The island has been burned and what materiel would not 
burn was mowed off with the whirlwind, An area of 6 or 7 acres to the south 
of the island has also been burned to make a landing area for birds, a 
Jackson is in charge of this project and is giving it a let of thought « 
time. A fence has been built om the island, and 7 geese and a nuaber of 

ducks will be used as decoys, Some of the decoys have already been put in 
the fenced area. These birds have had their wings clipped. 

The Conservation Department is furnishing 4 of the geese and will take 
care of the Arboretum geese at the State Game Farm at Poynette during the 
winter, Wintering the geese has always been a problem, and so this will be 
a great help. It was suggested by Leopold that the Conservation Department 

be sent a vote of thanks, 

It was suggested that Bob tell something about the mink project. Only 
two mink have been caught this year: A female which was tagged and reeaught 
45 days later with the tag still in its ear, and a buck mink which was caught 
and tagged last year, The tag was out of this mink's ear but its belly pattern 
was still similar to last year's pattern. Traps are being baited with chicken 
intestines and with rabbit. 

Six weasels have been caught in the mink traps. Bob eut a left hind toe 
off and released them, 

Seven possum have also been trapped. One trap was pulled inte the creek 
by some large animal, possibly a fox, The outside of the trap was badly chewed 
and a toe was left in the trap. 8 te ee ee a ae 
to March 31. This year trapping started in December and is st in operation. 

Gallistel said that a Highway forum was to be held Tuesday evening, March 20, 
at 7:30 in the Council Chamber of the Madison Gity Hall. Among other things, 
Jim Law was to discuss the outer belt line, The Board of Regents and the Con 
servation Commission have passed resolutions against putting the preposed belt 
line through the former Grady property which now belongs to the Arboretum, 
Tt was suggested that those who could should be at this meeting on Mareh 20,



3. 

Longeneeker was asked what had been done by the rabbit committee. This 
sommittee (Longenecker, Trenk and MeCabe) met on March 7, It was agreed that 
everything possible should be done to out down the damage done by rabbits, 

It was proposed that the three methods be tried: Trapping, shooting (Trenk 
says that the southern section of the Wisconsin Foresters will cooperate in 
carrying out such a shoot), and snaring, Ve ean Gaenes Saee See 
at dens if some method which will give a quick ean be worked out, 

Leopold stated that he hated te move the rabbit project away from the 
Monroe Street area, as it would mean a lows of two winters' work, It was pointed 
out by Longenecker that this rabbit project was originally started in this area 
as an aid in controlling rabbit damage as well as a weans of getting research 
data on rabbits, As yet there has been no control, and several years as well 
as several thousend man-days tine may be wasted unless something ia done to 
control the rabbit damage in this and other areas. (43,518 man-days were apent 
in planting trees and shrubs and caring for them in 1938 alone) 

After further diseussion on the rabbit problem, the meeting was adjourned,
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Meeting of the Picnic Point-University Bay Sub Committee 

of the University Arboretum Committee : ° 

meeting in Prof, Longenecker's Office 7:30 P.M., Feb. 26, 1945 

Sub Committee members present: Hasler (Chairman), Longenecker, 

Fassett, Leopold, Gallistel, Dickson and also Keitt and Thompson. 

The following items were presented, discussed and assigned for 

action or execution: 

1. Preparation of plant succession demonstration and research plots 

: in the Southwest triangle of the area, The first of a series of plots prepared 

at annually is to be plowed east and west, properly staked, and labeled, The 

vy succession of weeds, grasses, tree seedlings, etc, occurring in each of the fol- 

: lowing seasons to be recorded in permanent record form, Leopold. 

2. en of planting and landscape plan for the western section 

between the double drive and open prairie for the open oak woods association, 

Collecting and planting of acorns of suitable oak species and interplanting of 

wild crabapple, wild plum and other trees and shrubs as labor available permits, 

Longenecker, 

3. The development of a cedar planting on the @ndy hill for demon- 

stration and research purposes. Juniperus virginiana stock from seed is available 

from the Wisconsin Conservation Departuent Nurseries. This is to ‘ve interplanted — 

with J, communis as well as pure stands of the varieties of the latter species, 

The purpose of the study especially with J. communis is a study of the relation 

of habitat to the expression of certain varietal eee, This species grows 

in bogs, sand, sandy hillsides and ledges. In the bogs the variety depressa



2. ‘ 

has long narrow needles, On the bluffs near Black Barth and vicinity the variety 

montana has short broad needles and is supposed to be a northern or alpine type. 

Is this reaction to habitat or genetically different material surviving in these 

different environments? Transplanting types of these varieties into the area 

with adequate sampling of populations, specimen records of type, labeling, etc, 

will answer the question and furnish educational demonstrational and natural 

vegetation for the area, Fassett and Longenecker, E : 

4, Plantings to be arranged and grass cut to arrange for ski slides, 

Gallistell and Longenecker, 

5. Remove elms along the former street lines and transplant some of 

the maples into the western border area and elsewhere, Gallistel and Longenecker 

with Hess helping. : 7 

: 6. Locating and marking the main trail system along the Lake Mendota 

shore, Consider location of main trails through paririe area, but delay marking 

until fire protection lanes are completed, Dickson and Longenecker, E 

‘ . 7. Preparation of a prospectus of developments in the area for 

wh President Fred, Leopold and Dickson, : : 

“Wo 8. Removing honeysuckle, elm and box-elder seedlings from area, Hess. 

; 9. Continuation of red-wing blackbird study of marsh area, 

10, The spawning of the gar in University Bay is being studied by 

Neess under Hasler's supervision, 

ll, Gallistel reported 14,000 people used the Picnic Point area 

during the past year, The figure was obtained from the count reported by Hess.



3. 

Considerable discussion was devoted to the use of the high school 

nature groups and other youth groups in development of the area, The development ‘ 

of relations with these groups of the Madison schools would foster nature education 
‘ 

and furnish labor for planting wild flowers, ete. Thompson and McNeal were 

" invited to cooperate with the committees on this project. 

Report by J. G Dickson 
; Secretary



pe 
109 Agronomy Building, February 13, 1945 Sr 

Members Present: 4 

Tom Sutsen J. #, Jackson 
J. G Diekson G. %m. Longenecker 
Norman Fassett Robert MeGabe 
A. P. Gallistel, Chairman M, E. MoGaffrey 
BE, C, Greene Fred 8, Trenk 
Arthur Hasler WW. H, Trenhofel 

After a *nosebag" lunch and coffee, the meeting was called to 
order by Chairman A. F. Galiietel. 

Greene was called on te give a report on his work at the Arbor. 
etum on low prairie, Ae © eee eee eee 
at the Executive Director's office, 

The "perennial" rabbit problem wae brought up for disoussion 
by Longenecker. A conmittee, consisting of Longenecker, Chairman, 
Trenk, and MeGabe, was appointed to fermulate a program and report 
to the larger committee at ite next regular meeting. 

Hasler asked Jackson about the research fund, the idea having 
been brought up at an earlier neeting. Jackson said he could not 
do much about raising such a fund unless he had a suggested list of 
projects and an estimate of necessary funds, (Fassett wanted to know 
if Jacksor bad ever heard about the woman who went te the bank with 
a blank check signed by her husband, se eae 

wanted, she asked how mush there was in her husband's account.) A 
conmittee, consisting of the following members, was appointed by the 
Chairman to get this necessary information together: Leopold, Chair- 
man, Dickson, Trenk, Hasler, Wilde, Greene, and Longenecker, 

Jackson brought up the advisability of planning for some type 
of work program after the war. 

é. ‘C22 6 

G, Ya, Longerecker, Seo<, Univ, Arboretum ttee 
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42k University Farn Place 
February 12, 1945 

Professor Charles Bunn 
1650 334 Street, HN. W. 
Washington, D. C., 7 

Dear Professor Bunn: 

For the past year we have drawn generously from the Bunn Fund . 
to carry on our research work at the Arboretum. I now would like 
to take a few mimtes to thank you and to tell you informally how 
the funds were used. The money thus far has been used in three 
major undertakings: 

1. In the research work it was necessary to catch and tag animals 
(mink, rabbits, pheasants, ete.). Our traps were old, obsolete, 
and in some cases nom-existent. With materials en by the 
Bunn Pund we have built the needed traps and des some new 
ones that have been so successful we believe they will be used . 
by other workers after the war. 

2. We have been able to employ a summer assistant and a winter 
assistant which enabled us to expand and develop the projects 
set up & year ago. 

3. A truck was loaned us by the Department of Agriculture, the 
upkeep of which is taken care of by the Bunn Fund. This truck 
has doubled our efficiency and has allowed us a freer range 
of the Arboretum. 

While these items are general, a more detailed explanation of 
projects will be sent you in the next Arboretum News Letter. It is 

: my personal opinion that if any credit is given the work dom on 
the Arboretum, it is due primarily to the foresightedness of 
you and your father. ; 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A, McCabe 
Arboretum Biologist 

RAMsh
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Jemary 10, 1945 

Mr. Albert Gellistel 
Chairman, Arboretum Committee 
Service Building 

Dear Albert: 

I told you I would look up salary seales for young technical 
wildiifers in the Conservation Department, so we could adjust our 
Arboretum Biologist position, 

Here are men comparable to our present Biologist: 

ixee ate Got $220 per month when he left for Navy, will automatically 
got by end of war. Has Ph.d., but did not have it when this dalary 
was in effect. Is to be raised further on his returny Grimmer thinks te 

$275. 

Wallace Grange. Got $210. Older but no advanced degree. 

4. 8. Feeney. Gets $230. Older, but has only B.8, degree. 

Brank Koglix. Got $210. Same age, but has only 3.5, degree. 5 

If we are to be on equal torms with the Conservation Department, I would 
gadge we should pay at least $220, or $2640 per year, for a good man with 
& Master's degree and two yeara of successful work. We are now paying 
only $2140 per year, or $178 per month. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Aniwal Research Director 
Arboretum 

ec Mr. Longenecker
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY  gojjs & Agricultural Engineering 

DIVISION OF BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY STATION 

FOREST PATHOLOGY BELTSVILLE, MARYLAND 

December 27, 1944 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe 
c/o Dr. A. J. Riker : 
Department of Plant Pathology 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

It is a pleasure to forward to you the attached notice 

of appointment as Collaborator without compensation 

in the Division of Forest Pathology, with headquarters 

at Madison, effective December 11, 1944. This appoint- 

ment was made at the request of Dr. Rikere 

Very truly yours, 

Lee M. Hutchins 
Principal Pathologist in Charge 

Attachment 

cc: Riker 
Richards



et An UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
fh: Sean. 2. : OFFICE OF PERSONNEL 

4 & A nS Y Washington, D. C. 

Ne Seen S/ 
er ses/ 
QS" December 11, 1944 

DP 

Name Mr. Robert A, McCabe 

NATURE OF ACTION: Excepted Appointment 

From To 

Position Collaborator 

Grade & Salary Without Compensation 

Bureau Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering ° 

Branch Forest Pathology 

Headquarters Madison, Wisconsin 

Departmental 
or Field Field 

Effective Date: December 11, 1944 

Remarks: 

This action is subject to the provisions of paragraphs listed on the other side 

of this notification. 

By direction of the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Respectfully, 

Ved) Ate 
; Chief of Bureau 

PERSONNEL NOTIFICATION 

Wane
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424 University Farm Place 
December 14, 194 

Professor A. J. Riker 
Department of Piant Pathology 
Horticulture Building 

Dear Professor Riker: 

The data regarding Policy No. 31758, as I got it from the Plant 
Pathology office, is as follows: 

This policy was issued to a 1939 i«ton Chevrolet pick-up with 
motor number K 2530025, and ran from October 6 to December 6, 1944. 

It seems, then, that an extension or new policy will be necessary 
on whatever truck we wish to use. The trucks that were shown to 
me by the gentleman who keeps them stored at the Arboretum had 
no pick-ups allocated to us. Instead, I believe it was a sedan 
delivery that he said would be given to us if we obtained a 
license. 

I don't know how important it is to have the exact truck 
specified in making out the policy, tut if this is necessary, 
we had better check with this man, Tom, (whose last name I do 
not remember) to be sure we get the insurance on the proper 
truck. 

My own personal insurance is carried with the Hardware Mutual 
Casualty Company, whose branch office is in the Tenney Bldg. 
The policy has the regular 510-5 liability and property damage, 
and also 80=-20 collision insurance which means that my own car, 
or any that I drive, is insured for 80% of any damage done to 

WZ the vehicle. My policy expires in dune at which time I will 
ae renew it. 

ane ce) 

x ah af = If there are any other questions, I will be glad to answer them 
. ie we ai or to take them up with you personally. 

y ; yy oy wv gh Sincerely yours, 

ge Eg a 2" B, sie a Te 5 
a ak Me oe XPT Av? a ' 
Se Re, gee A Robert A. McCabe 
erage be? oP yg nl Arboretum Biologist 
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Oetoder 30, 194% 

Mir, & 3. Vanderwall 

Mrector, Conservation Department 
State Offies Building 
Madison 2, Wistonsin 

Dear Bar 

During the seining of Lake Wingra on October 26 the following incidents gave 
us the impression that research is not yet regarded as of more than incidental 

importance by the rough fish branch of the Fisheries Division. 

Although it was generally understood that seining would be done sometime this 

fall, the University Arboretum Committee was not consulted about the plan of 

operations, even though the objective was, at least in part, to get date on the 
fish populations of Leake Wingre. 

The seining was very carefully done until the onset of evening made it evident 
that the haul gould not be finished during daylight. Up to that time Dr. Black 

had the opportunity to make e careful tally of ali fish gilled in the net or 

released around the ends. With the onset of darkness, large groups of fish other 

than carp were allowed to go over the net, making continuation of the telly 

impossible. 

The hey] was completed in darimess, with the net result that no census data were 

obtained except on carp. 

The fact that i¢ might take more than o day to complete the haul might have been 

anticipated had the technical groups concerned been consulted. The first henl in 

1936 was completed on the second day. 

It seoma to us a waste of time for the Department to finance a carp study or 

te cooperate in game fish population studies unless ¢loser coordination between 

reasearch and rough fish removal is brought about. 

We are sending a copy of this to Dr. Schneberger and Commissioner Aberg. 

Yours sincerely, 

\ 

Arthur BD. Hasler 
Director of Fish Research, Arboretum 

: Aldo Leopold 
ee Schneberger Conservation Commissioner 

Aborg
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42h Univérsity Farm Place 
October 21, 1944 

Mr. Maurice J. Babb, Jr. 
Hamilton Court Apartments 
Crickett Avenue 
Ardmore, Pennsylvania 

Dear Babb: 

This is to let you know that the Fish Hatchery job that we 
spoke about when you were in Madison is open with the single 
proviso that you have a car or vehicle that will make the 
trip from the city to the Fish Hatchery under typical winter 
conditions. I need not elaborate since wo went over this point 
rather carefully when you were here. 

As mentioned, the salary will be about $125.00. There are no 
set hours in the work day. We often work much later than five 
o'clock, and may on occasion a tn than eight. Likewise, 
when the occasion presents itself fiwe work weekends as well. 
All in all, there will be enough free time to balance any odd 
extra hours worked. 

If it is possible for you to get here, the job begins November 1. 
Please let me know as soon as possible whether or not you will 
be able to take the job, as there are one or two prospects that 
we would otherwise begin to look up shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A. McCabe 
Arboretum Biologist 

RAMsah
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The Cente. 

De October 5, 1944 

Miscellaneous Permit 

; TO WHOM If MAY CONCERN: : 

This is to certify that Hans Peter Thomeen, University 
Ciub, 803 State street, Madison, Wisconein, is hereby 
_—-. and wuthorized by the Wisconsin Conservation 
ommission of Madison, Wisconsin, to take by hunting or 

trappings cottontail rabbits which are to be used for 
scientific experimentsl purposes only. 

The authority herein contained shall apply only to 
Dane county, particularly, the University Arboretum area. 

oh this document shall give the holder, 
Hans Peter Thomsen, the right or authority to take any 
speciea of birds or animals other than those specifically 
nemed above. 

This permit is not transferable, and is effective from 
October 6, 1944, to March 15, 1945, It shall be shown to 
any conservation warden on demand. 

B. d. Vanderwall 
Conservation Director 

rea 
ecWwarden Koppenhaver 
cc Supervisor Sampson =
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daly 25, 1944 

Dean Edwin B, Fred 
Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

The attached recommendation for a raise in salary for August 
for Allen W, Stokes is made for the reason that he is working 
with, and doing identical work with, a mch younger man, who 
happens to be employed as laborer, and who gets $125 per 
month, as here recommended for Stokes. 

Neither is getting academic credit for his work. : 

Both have cheerfully put in over-time, and applied themselves 
with great energy and good judgment. 

Both are employed only for the summer period, and will not 
be available later. 

This recommendation covering only a single month is intended 
simply as a “token" to show Stokes that we appreciate the 
inequalities of the situation and the excellent work which 
he has done, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



MEETING OF THE ARBORETUM COMMITTEE “4 “ 
Held at the University O,ub, June 27, 1944 6:30 P.M, s ee. 

The meeting was called to order by the Chairman, A. F, Gallistel, Bog 

‘ The report of the Report of the Commi t jee appointed by the Biological 
Division, the University of W,sconsin, on "“he Development of the Picnic 
Foint--University Bay Preserve" was presented, 

: Report of the Committee 
appointed by The Biological Division, University of Wasconsin 

on 
THR DEVELOPMENT OF THE PICNIC POINT~-UNIVERSITY BAY PRUSERVE 

Area. The area considered in this report is delineated on the attached 
map, 

Recommendation, T,at the Board of Regents designate this area as the 
Pienic Point--University Bay Preserve, to be kept in its natural state 
for recreational use, and for use as an outdoor laboratory for teaching 

+ and research. Roads, buildings, and other artificial developments should 
be excluded. 

Argument. The area is of outstanding value because of its rare natural 
beauty, its diverse plant and animal life, and because it is within 
walking distance of the campus, and hence can be quickly reached by 
students and by classes. It is already used by many students and by 
20 different classes in various biological subjects, and it is the 
site of 40 published researches, This existing use is, we believe, its 
highest use, 

Its value for these purposes would suffer by an artificialization 
of the bay, the point, or the adjoining hinterland. 

On the other hand its value for these purposes could be enhanced 
by the removal of unnatural plantings and structures, by the restoration 
of native prairie and woodland vegetation, and by the installation of 
certain natural features deliberately arranged for teaching purposes. 

To provide similar facilities, many universities have been obliged 
to establish expensive biological stations at dietant points. 

Administration, The proposed preserve is similar in concept to the 
University Arboretum, and might well be administered by the Arboretun 
Committee. It differs from the Arboretum only in that it offers certain 
soils and aquatic habitats not found on the Arboretum, end in being 
quick er to reach and hence useable within the standard laboratory class 
period, 

Boundaries. Tye natural features necessary for teaching can be accommodated 
on an area somewhat smaller than that delineated on the attached map, but 
if the area is to serve its full purpose os a natural preserve it should 
be screened and isolated by suitable plantings from adjoining artificialized 
land uses; then the delineated area is the minimum practicable one. 

The private property on "Second Point" should, if Possible, be 
acquited and added to the proposed preserve.



; <2 

It was moved that the Arboretum Committee endorse the proposal set up 
by the Biological Committee; seconded and passed. 

It was suggested by Longenecker that much could be gained by getting 
the Arboretum Committee together on some regular date and that it would be 
advisable to have the group meet out at the Arboretum, 

It was moved by Hasler that the Committee meet once a month; seconded 
and passed, 

During the discussion the second Monday of the month was proposed. It - 
was agreed that the group meet at the Service Building at 2:00 PM on the 

i second Monday of the month and from there go to the Arboretum. 

A proposed budget for Picnic Point was discussed and it was left that 
Gallistel and Longenecker get together and estimate the cost of removal and 
planting of trees and refine the budget. . 

The budget for the Arboretum was then discussed. This budget is to be 
gone over by Gallistel and Longenecker and presented to the Committee at 
a later date. 

Postwar building was the next topic of discussion. A program for 
Greenhouses was presented by Dickson, It was agreed to add an additional 
house for propagating. 

The need of an administration building was then discussed. It was 
agreed that this should be designed in such a way that it could be built 
in units at somewhere near $25,000 a unit. Offices, laboratory space, 
and a room for holding meetings were considered to be essential in the first 
unit. Gallistel and Longenecker to work out a proposal to submit to the 

Committee, 

G, Wm, Longencker 
Exec, Director 

University ofWisconsin Arboretum
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: June 22, 19% 

Mr. David H, Thompson : 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois * 

* Dear Dave: 

Thanks very much for the more complete elaboration 
of the idea on censuses from trapped samples. I 
had already taken this up with my students, and 

an now asking them to read your more detailed 
letter. I am sure that we should at least . 
attempt this on the Arboretum. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK Sees DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

STATE OF ILLINOIS nieneey 3 ae Seta 

DWIGHT H. GREEN, GoveRNoR ia ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

June 15, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

In case you are interested in the method of estimating 
: animal populations to which Jreferred in our conversation, and of 

which I wrote you while in Madison, I shall describe it to you in 
somewhat greater detail. 

It is based entirely on a product of two probabilities. 
The first probability states that the chance of capturing a 
marked animal is proportional to the number of animals caught. For 
example, if there is a known number of marked animals in any popu- 
lation, the chances of taking one is ten times as great when ten 
are caught as when one is caught. The other probability states that 
the chance of taking a marked animal is proportional to the number 
of marked animals in the population. Thus, the chance of taking a 
marked animal is ten times as great when there are ten marked 
animals in the population as when there is one. In actual practice 
these probabilities can be caleulated for each day's results and 
these added cumulatively to pile up the evidence from day to day. 

I realize that you like to catch and handle each animal 
in making censuses, or at least see them with your own eyes or 
eyes that you trust. This method does not give you this satis- 
faction. 

There are a number of sources of error that have to be 
watched, but most of these errors are also present in other methods 
of censusing. However, this method eliminates more sources of 
error than it introduces, and I believe you will tain confidence 
in the method as you use it. You might like to amuse yourself by 
drawing beans out of a bag and marking them. Miss Sehnabel did this 
and published a paper under Doctor Ingraham's direction a number of 

years ago.



2 Professor A. Leopold 6-15-44 

The statistical errors due to small numbers, themselves, 
can be treated and evaluated in a rather straight-forward manner. 
In any considerable body of data, the statistical sources of error 
are relatively small, and the biological sources relatively large. 
In almost every case where a biological source of error exists, a 

special variation of the method ean be devised which gives, at the same 
time, a corrected estimate of the population and a quantitative 
expression of the biological phenomenon that causes the error when 
the simple general method was used. 

As I have said before, this method is an idealized base 
of reference based on the assumption that each individual is 
equally likely to be caught in a trap. 

At first blush, biologists regard the method as hazy and 
lacking in the concreteness that they feel when they use what might 
be called the “strong arm" methods of censusing. They seem to 
forget that our knowledge of physics and chemistry is based on 
such probabilities. In the physical sciences they never attempt 
to make precise counts of the number of atoms, molecules, etc. 
Their conelusions are based entirely on deductive methods such as 
I talk about here. 

Also, biologists seem to be less impressed by the sim- 
plicity of this method than by the loss of particularity inherent 
in its generalities and abstractness. I think that this objection 
can be overcome when they realize that it is an idealized base of 
reference which can be used to measure the deviations brought about 
by certain sets of circumstances. 

Now for some imaginary examples -- Suppose that in trap- 
ping the pheasants from the Arboretum in winter, something inter- 
feres before you are satisfied that you have handled every bird, 
thus making a system of estimating of some sort necessary. You 
estimate your population and, then, use certain tests to determine 
its validity. For example; 

le Repeaters.--It may appear that certain birds seem to be 
recaptured too often; i.e., they have become “trap happy". In any 
series of catches, once-taken birds, 2-, S-, 4-, S-time, etc. 
repeats should occur in certain proportions if the method is non- 
selective. If the distribution is reasonably close, all right. If 
one or a few birds are ‘way out of line, they will lower your popu- 
lation estimates. The best way is to omit them from your calcula- 
tions, and add their number to your final estimate. Moreover, you 
ean say that the probability that these birds are "plus-trap" con- 
ditioned is e.g. 100 to l.
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26 Trap-shy birds.--It may appear that the distribution of _ 
retakes is areraet except that once-caught birds are too numerous, 
indicating that some become trap shy by being caught once. Their 

‘ number can be estimated, and this estimate spread over the other 
classes of "repeaters" to make the final estimate of the population. 
If uncorrected, they tend to make the estimate too high (if both 1, 
and 2, are present, they tend to cancel). 

Se Szap spacing.--If a single trap is used it may not sample 
an entire population adequately even though the population is self- 
contained or isolated. The estimates will be too low. An exact 
determination of the number and spacing of traps necessary to ade- 
quately sample a population may be made by this method. It is done 

| by making separate population estimates on the data from all traps 
lumped together, from a neighboring half of the traps, a third, a 
quarter, a fifth, ete., until you have estimates based on single 
traps. If the population estimates decrease throughout the series, 
more traps are indicated; if they are all the same, one trap is 
enough. If the estimates level off at a point where the traps are 
lumped into neighboring quarters, then 4 well spaced traps are 
enough. This conclusion can also be checked by the spatial and 
probability distribution of "repeaters" in different trap sets. 

4. Sex and Age differences.--If separate estimates are made 
for cocks and hens, and they total the same as when sex is dis- 
regarded, then both sexes trap equally readily. If the former is 
greater, it should be used. The same goes for young and old birds. 
In each case you can get the actual ratios of cocks and hens, and 
young and old as well as an expression of the "eatchability". 

5. Non-isolated populations.--Variations of this method can 
be used to measure renee tteea which are not self-contained or iso- 
lated. This is a phase of the method which I have worked on from 
time to time for a number of years. I made some advances along 
this line during the stay of Dr. Richard LePelley of Nairobi, 
Kenya Colony. He had good data on the spread of insect pests 
through coffee plantations which had been thoroughly fumigated. 

6. Migratory birds.--As I mentioned in your office, I applied 
Einstein's equations for Brownian movement to our fish migration 
data, and found that their movements over periods ranging from a 
day to several years followed this expression of randomness very 
closely. I chose this method in order to learn whether fish showed 
either a “homing instinct" or, on the other hand, a tendency to 
"set out and go places",
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I believe that this, too, has a wide range of applications 
to animal movements, I mentioned to you that it could be used to 
express the movements of waterfowl if one sets up moving coordinates 
corresponding with the north and south movements of the sun in 
North America. Dr. Herman B. Chase and I made a start on this 4 
years ago but we only got far enough to see that it would work. 
Its value in this example lies in expressing the probability that 
waterfowl will show fluctuations in their "beat", or drift out- 
side their usual route. Somehow, to me, an equationshowing the 
relation of the movements of mallards to the movements of the sun 
and the deviations in their path is very satisfying. 

Again, thank Mrs. Leopold for a pleasant meal and tell 
her that the water color in her dining room is really fine. 

Z Very cordially yours, 

DER ty hoon, 
David H. Thompson, 
Zoologist 
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Mey 5, 1944 

Menvers of Arboretum Executive Comittee: 

Plens for a post-war construction program are now being 
made and I believe the Arboretum Committee should submit a : 
progrem for the areas I enclose a form sent out by the 
President, indieating the type of information needed in order 
to have the project considered. If you will each give this 
matter some study end supply the desired information, we will 
have © meeting shortly and submit a consolidated form, or 
several forms, covering different projects. 

I would also like to have you consider what our budget 
requests for the coming biennium should be. We will be asked 

~ to submit a legislative budget within the next few months and 
should have our plens prepared in order to give the matter : intelligent consideration, We ean discuss this matter further 
at the meeting eelled to consider the post-war program. 

{ 

Very truly ’ j 
Ai T 3 & F. Chairman i



POST-WAR CONSPRUCTIOn PROGRAM 

Outline of information to be supplied to the President 
, by each sub-committee 

1. Deseription of project 

Is it a new building or an addition to an existing building? 
: Give a detailed statement of the purposes for which the new 

or additional facility will be used, i.e., classrooms to ac- 
commodate a definite number of students, laboratories for 
instruction and research, offices, etc. 

2 Statement of reasons that new or additional facilities are needed. 

For example, present overcrowding, expansion of services, 
present buildings hazardous, ete. 

3. Recommended location 

4. Estimated costs: 

Building — 
Equipment 
Utility and Service Connections 

Note: It is assumed that the Chairman of each sub-committee will 
confer with the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds re- 
garding necessary information on location and costs. 

April 25, 1944
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Demolition and Clearance, Road Repair, 
and Decontamination Squads 

3&5 

Home Address Home Business 
Phone —Zhone_ 

T. K. Jordan 714 W. Olin ave. 6.1155 B.5100, Ext. 580 

H. 8S. Fries 1608 Adams St. ¥.4889 B.580, Ext. 112 

B. W. Stitgen 101 Brittingham Place G.47T4 

D. R, Zeasman 510 W. Main St. G. 3041 F.5926 

Archie Calkins 931 Fahrenbrook Ct. 3B O471 

Gilbert Hagene 218 Van Deusing St. 3B. 2708 

Claude Triggs 1015 Grant St. B.4037 

Martin J. Stats 709 W. Lakeside St. F.4578 

Louis Lumina 1143 Emerald St. F.4954 F.4ghL 

GC. L. Penn : Rt. 4 F.7606 | F.5926 

Merton L. Webber, Jr. Forest Park @.14573 F.5300 

Edward Wineke 701 Swain St. B.1964 

Joe Fruth 727 W. Main St. G.3112 

H. L. Jacobson 706 W. Lakeside St. F.2516 

Russell Oxnen 10 Vista Road 3B. 3716 

Bill Stats 2129 Keyes Ave. B77 

G, H. Pregler 101 Milton Ct. B.5752 

C. B. Browning 914 Drake St. Gall St. Mary's Hospital 

Ralph O'Leary 801 W. Olin Ave. G. 3205 

Dan O'Connell 1116 Bowen Ct. F. 3443 

L
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get Va ge ARBORETUM 

C* Dear Neighbors: 

During the past ten years, the University of Wisconsin has been developing the 

Arboretum as a land laboratory for scientific research. During this period outdoor 

recreation facilities have also been maintained. In short, the Arboretum is a 

University classroom where people of Wisconsin, young and old, may enjoy themselves 

in study or relaxation. 

In a survey made during the summer of 1943, we found that debris had been dumped, 

gardens made, refuse burned, trees cut, and so forth on Arboretum property. 

This letter is sent not as an accusation or warning, put rather to ask your coop- 

eration in seeing that the above mentioned conditions are elgminated and that 

property lines ere adhered to. To this end, we request that you do not, on 

- Arboretum property - 

1. Maintain an incinerator 

2. Make ea garden or fireplace 

3. Change adjacent landscape 

4. Dump refuse, weeds, quack grass, etce 

5. Cut trees, shrubs, or grass 

6. Store lumber, stones, metal, or other material 

2. Dig up or plant flowers, shrubs, or trees. 

For your information, I quote in pert from Regent Reguletions and Rules as follows: 

Sec. 8 Conservation of University Parks5 Dostruction of Property E 

(1) (a) "The dumping of any waste, trash, debris or other rubbish on any 

University property is prohibited, except only as may be specifically 

authorized by the Regents." 

i} (pb) ‘Except as authorized by the Regents, the removal of any shrubs, 

vegetation, wood, timber, rocks, stone, earth, or other products of the 

University Parks is prohibited." 

(2) “It shall be unlawful to preak, tear up, mar, destroy or deface any 

notice, tree, vine, shrub, flower or other vegetation, or dislocate eny 

stones or disfigure natural conditions or destroy or damage in any wey 

any University Park. The penalty provided in 26.19 of the Statutes,shall 

apply to violations of this subsection," 

See. 9. Conduct within University Parlts 
(b) The building of fires is restricted to such places as are set 

aside for this purpose and appropriately designated by standard signs. 

It shall be unlawful to throw away any cigarettes, cigars, pipe ashes 

or other burning meterial without first extinguishing them." 

It is our hope that your help in cleaning up our borders as soon as possible will 

elimincte the necessity of policing. Thanking you for your cooperation, I am, 

Sincerely yours, We.” 

D7 FatteX e a Cia ; 

A. F. Gellistel 

Supt. Bldgs. & Grounds
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s Because the Arboretum has only the following tools == 2 old hammers, a 
ff serew driver, a small treo saw, and a bench brush «< the following tools are 

badly needed to carry on the maintenance and research taska at the Arboretum, 
| These tools will be housed in the Arboretum Workshop, and will be used only on 

the Arboretum grounds, 

. Sustations 
= Madison Homemakers Wolff, Kubly 

Hardware Service & Hirsig 

l. Drill and sat of wood bits 

(a) Brace x $ 5.00 & 4950 
(b) Bits 4",5/8,11/16,9/16, 1” x 2.50 3065 

24 Set of wood chisels 

"55/8, 1",14", 14" x x 8450 
3. Claw henner $. 295 1.50 1,50 
4e Tin snips x 3075 3680 
5_ Planes 

(a) Jack plane, small x 2439 held 
(>) Block plane 2 285 1,20 

6. Squares ; 
(a) Large e x 1.75 
(>) Small x 1.25 1650 

‘ Te Blow torch x 9095 * 
8, Soldering iron, 1 lb. x x 1675 

9. Level x 2,00 2675 
10, Hand cress-cut saw x etd bel 

ll, Pipe wrenches mu" x 1689 x 
24" x 6.00 x 

12, large monkey wreach x 1489 225 
13, Hacksaw 1400 +85 240 
14, Gold chisels 1/2",3/4",5/8", 1" = 1.60 1675 2,10 
15. Wire cutting pliers x 2,00 1,60 
lé, Beneh vise, 6" jaws x x 15.95 

* Not in stock but is expected within sixty days, 

All merchandise described here was seen by me on March 2 and I recommend 
the materials from Wolff, Kubly & Hirsig, This company allows ton per cent 
University discount, One other hardware concern, Wiedenbeck & Doblin, had 
none of the above items, The total coat of the articles from Wolff, Kubly & 
Hirsig is $64.10, or $57.70 with discount, This does not include the blow torch 
which will be about $5.50, bringing the discount total to $62.70. 

eA , 
j e x 
“agi
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To the following dopartmenta: 

eolocy Soils 
agronomy Genetics 
Beononi¢ entomology Botany 
Plant pathology Zoolocy 

Agricultural Engineering 

Dear Girt ke 

The University of "iecongin Arboretum was established and is mainteined 
a3 an outdoor laboratory to be used by all divisions of the University, vhus 
far the Rotany, Zoology, Wildlife Management, and Engineering departments 
have made most use of thie laborstorys, 

The purpose of this letter is to point out to other departments thet any ‘ 
organized research program that could be carried on at the Arboretum is 
cordially weleomeds If you are not familier with the Arboretunts potentialities, 
‘any member of the Technical Committee (listed below) will be glad to discuss 
the matter with yous, It is hoped that eventually several bronches of research 
gan be synchronized on a common project. 

Your consideration of the Arboretum in formation of profeets for the 
future ts requested, 

; Sincerely youra, 

: ' | Re Ae BeCabe 
Apborstum Mologist 

: Technies] Committes 
Ae Pe Gallistel, Chrome 
Ge We Longnecker 
Aldo Leopold q 
Ag De Hasler 
Ne Ce Fassett 
Re Ae MeCabe
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December 8, 1943 

Status of the Bunn Fund 

$10,000 principal account 
~ 2,000 transferred to income account ‘ 

$2,000 (from which all expenditures are made) 
$78,000 (will remain intact as 

eae ts account until 
,000 in income account 

has been spent) 

Expenditures 

Expenditures through June 30, 1942..... $503.56 

" from 6-30-42 to 6-30-43... 29.95 

i H  Jol-h3 to %16-43.... 122.98 

Total expeditures to present time...... $656.49 

Income Accrued (credited to income account) 

Income accrued through June 30, 1942.........-.+ $210.00 

" " from 6-30-42 to 6-30-43......60. 65 292.73 

Potal income ACCIUCd....cceescececsnveseressvcese $502073 

$656. 000 4 it $656 kg emeennes $2, E neome accoun’ 

sore net expenses Sue now in income account



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN J Ww” 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE | 
gpg WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

December 13, 1943 

Professor Charles Bunn 
Law Building 

Dear Charles: 

I find, to my own surprise, that the interest on 
the Bunn Fund has nearly equalled the expenditures 
to date, as you will see from the attached accounting. 
We have all but $153.00 of the original $10,000. 

You will, of course, appreciate that one reason 
for this has been the non-availability of men to 
execute work which we would like to have done, — 
but couldn't. Under normal conditions, I still 
think the original estimate that $10,000 woulda 

keep the program going for five years is about 
correct. 

Since the Fund is nearly what it was to start with, 
you probably will not wish to take any other action : 

at this time. 

With personal regards, 

Semana } 

bh a * Aldo Leopold | 
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201 Service Building 

: Madison, 6, Wisconsin 
October 1, 1943 

Dear Sir: 

The purpose of the University Arboretum is to serve as an outdoor laboratory for 
biological studies. Such studies were started about 1933, and have now begun to 

yield results of sufficient value for publication. Attached are reprinted copies 
of two Arboretum papers which have appeared recently in scientific periodiealse 

These papers ate the beginning of a series which will grow in scope and volume in 
years to come. : 

Your professed interest in the Arboretum leads us to believe that you my want to 

seo these papers as they appear, and porhaps preserve them as a part of your library. 

To this cnd the Arborctum Committco has arranged from now on, to obtain reprinted 
copics of uniform format, to facilitetc future binding. These copics will be sent 
to you from time to time, provided you signify on the blank slip bcolow your desire 

to reccivo thom 

This method of publishing papors in various periodicals, end then purchasing re- 

prints, is mich more cconomical, cnd ronchos a wider cudicnec, then dircet 
publication by the Arborotum. It igs finenced from the Charles Bunn Arborctum 

Research Fund, presented to the Rogonts in 1941. 

The authors of theso papors orc, for the most part, greduate studonts of the” <=. 

Universitye They represent many departments, ond thoy work in diverse scicontific 

ficlds. All of the pepers contain additions to sciontific knowlcdge. 

“Whether or no tho pepers lic within your own ficld of intcrest, wo think you will 

be intcrestcd in the human cndeavor which thoy represent. These young mon are 

trying to dccipher, bit by bit, the workings of the soil-planteanimel mochanism 
which is Wisconsin. An understanding of this mechanism is tho necossary foundation 

for better lend-usc, or conscrvation. The Arborctum is one of tho University's 

attempts to understand Wisconsin bettor. 

Yours sincorcly, 

: University Arborotum Cormmittec 

Albort F. Gellistel, Chairman 

Mr. Albert F. Gallistcol 

Chairman, Arboretum Committce 
201 Service Building 

Medison, 6, Wisconsin 

I would like to roccive future publicntions describing rogcoerch work donc on the 

University of Wisconsin Arborctum. 

eee Ae Noniog a ae ee 

Preferred eddress for mailing



July 24, 1943 

Mailing List for Arboretu” Publications 

Aldo Leopold 

(This list omits "ex-officio" names, and names outside the state already 
on my list for technical literature exchange. ) 

ur. W. J. P. Aberg, 16 N. Carroll Street, Madison 

Prof. Charles Bunn, Law Bldg. 

Dr. Sam Chase, 905 University Avenue, Madison 

Mr. R. 0. Christoffersen, West Side High School, Madison 

Mr. John Steuart Curry, 432 Lorch Court 

Prof. J. G. Dickson, 207 Moore Hall 

Mr. Roberts Mann, Cook Co. Forest Preserve, 536 N. Harlem Ave., River Forest, Ill. 

Dr. Hugh M. Raup, Arnold Arboretum, Cambridge, Mass. 

Dr. H. L. Russell, 1 Langdon Street, Madison 

Dr. A. W. Schorger, 1015 East Washington Ave., Madison



STATE OF WISCONSIN 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MADISON 

(Zone 2) 
/ September 15, 1943 

Oe Office Personnel 
Southern Fisheries Area Headquarters, Madison 
Madison Fish Hatchery 
Rough Fish Headquarters, MacFarlend 
MacFarland Fish Camp 

FROMM: =. J. Vanderwall 

SUBJECT: Fire prevention 

‘All personnel in the above mentioned stations will be subject 

to the following instructions in the matter of fire prevention at 
such times as they are called and in particular for any uncontrolled 
fires that may occur on the University Arboretum at the outskirts of 
the city of Madison. 

When any fires in the immediate vicinity of Madison are 
reported to this office, the call should be referred to (1) Mr.Swift 
or in his absence (2) George Sprecher, or (3) Herbert Anderson. In 
case all three are absent, the information clerk receiving the call 
will transmit the information to the Southern Fisheries Area Heed- 
quarters and the Contract and Commercial Fishing Headquarters at 
MecFarland, from which crews will proceed at once to the point of 
the fire, When fires occur after working hours (8:15 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m.) calls will be made to department personnel at their 
homes in the following order. Telephone numbers are given below. 

Name Home Office 
Ernest Swift F7149 557 
George Sprecher 0123R4 466 
Herbert Anderson 0123R3 466 

SOUTHERN FISHERIES AREA HDQTS. 
Cliff Hills : GS261 GS261 
Wendell Anderson G1057 G1057 
Herbert Hahn O116R4 G3261 

ROUGH FISH HEADQUARTERS MacFarland 49 
Arthur Amundson Stoughton 731d 

ROUGH FISH CAMP : 
Louis Marshall MacFarland 17R4 

CONSERVATION WARDENS 
Al Koppenhaver G2269 
Andrew Sampson Stoughton 111 

Special stress should be laid on fires in the Arboretum due to the 
fact that it is of vital interest to the University and also to a 
group of citizens interested in civilian defense who have voluntecral 
to aid in fire control,



Fire Prevention - Sept. 15, 1943 Be 

The procedure to be followed when a fire call is received at 
the above-mentioned conservation stations will be as follows: 

1 - A foreman and crew will be selected by the man in charge 
of the station and sent to the scene of the fire with a 
truck, pack-back cans, shovels, etc. (Crews dispatched 
to Arboretum fires will report directly to Mr. Tom Butzen, 
custodian at the CCC camp, for further instructions.) 

2@- A second crew will prepare a tank truckload of water 2nd 
follow the first crew as soon as possible. : 

5 - Both crews will be under the direct supervision of the 
appointed foreman and will .fight fires as a unit. The 
foreman will follow the general instructions of Mr. Butzen. 

4 - The foreman will be responsible for the safety of his crew 

and will guard ageinst loss of equipment. 

This procedure does not preclude taking action on fires that 
appear to be destructive as you have in the past. In other words, 
if fires are reported directly, some immediate action should be 
taken, 

Dp { | / va 

Shela fe W 7 AY pipe Ne 

: ie { JHA AVE. 
. E. 4, Vanderwall 

Condervation Director



CITIZENS! FIRE-FIGHTING SQUAD 

Instructions and suggestions for maximum efficiency in fighting fires at the 

University Arboretum 

1. Each man on the squad when he is notified is responsible for notifying one 

other member of the squad. The procedure is as follows: 

IMPORTANT ! 

a. When you are notified, call the man on the list whose name appears 

under yours. i 

b>. If the man cannot be reached, call the next man on the list, etc. 

c. Should the person not be able to go, it shall be his responsibility to 

call another member so as not to break the chain. 

d. When you have relayed the message, proceed immediately to the OCC camp 

headquarters unless given instructions to the contrary. 

2. The most dangerous fire is the "grass fire" which when fanned by a breeze 

travels very fast; hence go as fast as you can to the camp after you are 

called. 

3. All equipment will be at the scene of the fire. 

4. Tom Butzen will take general charge of all fire fighting in the Arboretum. 

5. The accompanying map and crew list should be kept in a place where it can 

be found readily. 

6. If there is any change in your telephone number, or you find you are unable 

to be of future service, please call T. K. Jordan so the necessary changes 

can be made in the list. 

ARBORETUM (and Tom Butzen, custodian) BU179 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT, B5100, Mr. Swift, Ext. 337 

Demolition and Clearance, Road Repair, 

and Decontamination Squads 3 & 5 

T. K. Jordan 714 W. Olin Ave. @ 1155 B 5100, Ext. 580 

H. S. Fries 1608 Adams st. F 4889 B580, Ext. 111 

B. W. Stitgen 101 Brittingham Place e 4774 

D. R. Zeasman 510 W. Main st. G 3041 F 5926 

Archie Calkins 931 Fahrenbrook Ct. B 6471 

Gilbert Hagene 218 Van Deusing st. B 2708 

Claude Triggs 1015 Grant st. B 4037 
Martin J. Statz 709 W. Lakeside st. F 4578 

Louis Lumina 1143 Emerald st. Fugsh F light 

C. L. Penn Rt. 4 F 7606 F 5926 

Merton L. Webber, Jri Forest Park G are F 5300 

Edward Wineke 701 Swain st. B 1964 
Joe Fruth 7e7 F. Main st. G 3112 

H, L. Jacobson 706 W. Lakeside st. F 2516 

Russell Oxnem 10 Vista Road B 3718 

Bill Statz 2129 Keyes ave, B TT 

G. H. Pregler 101 Milton Ct, B 5752 

Cc. B. Browning 914 Drake st, Call St. Mary's Hospital - F 2700 

Ralph O'Leary 801 W. Olin ave. G 3205 

Dan O'Connell 1116 Bowen Ct. F3UN3
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June 1, 1943 

Mr. M. BE. McOaffrey 
Secretary, Board of Regents 
Administration Building 

Dear Mac; 

It is pretty hard to predict expenses from the 
Bunn Fund because we are using the fund to tide 
over emergencies not otherwise soluble. It is 
my guess that $1685.14 is ample for the year 
1943-44. 

We have recently appointed two temporary research 
assistants for the Arboretum, who will be getting 
June salary checks from the Bunn Fund. They are: 

Oyril Kabat -- $67.90 

Hans Peter Thomsen -- $100.00 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)



Che Regents of the University of Wisronsin 
Madison 

M, E. MCCAFFREY 
SECRETARY 

May 28, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Within the month we will be closing the Trust Fund 
books for the year 1942643, The balance in the principal of 
the Bunn Fund is $8000; the balance in the income account is 
$1685,14. Do you think $1685.14 is all you will spend during 
the year 1943044? If you think it will run higher than that, 
please let me know at once in order that we may transfer from 
principal to income before the books are closed? 

In making your computations please take into account 
that we will be crediting the income with something in excess 
of $280 for the year 194243, 

Yours very t 

af, : y ZL 

Secretary
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: May 26, 1943 

Mr, Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I would like an extension of permit to shoot 
pheasants on and around the Arboretum, this 
permit to cover an additional 50 birds of 
either sex. 

Irven Buss and I have arranged to have this 
work done in such a way that it will amplify 
and extend his findings. Approximately 100 
birds have been taken to date. The data 
which we hope to get from this extension of 
permit will strengthen both the previous work 
on and around the Arboretum, and also Buss's 
work to date at Poynette, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Mr. Noble Clark
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April 22, 1943 

To Residents of the Arboretum Region: 

The bearer, Cyril Kabat, is shooting pheasants 
for the University under permit from the 
Conservation Department. 

The object of the work is: 

1. To reduce the pheasant population 
and thus reduce damege to crops. 

2. To carry forward selentific studies 
made by the University on the Arboretum. 

The University has banded most of the pheasants 
wintering on the Arboretum marsh, and the 
shooting is to find out how far these banded 
birds spread onto the uplands in spring. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Scott
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March 29, 1945, 

Prosident ¢. A, Dykstra 
Bas¢om Hell 

Deer President Dyketra: 

The arboretum Committee is recormending the appointment of Robert A. NeCabe as Biologist "for the duration", effective April 1, at & selary of $1900 per year, Mr, MeGabe will replace Mr. John Catenhusen who has gone to Taiti on a rubber research project under Professor John Curtis. T assum thet Mr. MeCabe will be designated as e faculty meuber as was Mr. Gatenhusen, 

It will also be necessary to request leave of absence for tir. Catenhusen, 

Funds for the appointment of Mr, MeCabe are available in the APboretum budget. He is now Assistant in Wild Life Menagement. 

Very truly . 

ab J te tthe Mag 
(Sea) A» F, Gallistel ae are/n Arboretum Conmi ttee 

Copy to Prof. Leopold 
‘ 

: 
Ss
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5 March 17, 1943 

Mr. Fred Lincoln 
Fish and Wildlife Service : 
Chicago, T1linois 

Dear Fred: 

John Catenbusen in whose behalf I applied for 
& bird-banding permit on Jamusry 9, 1942, has 
gone to Haiti to raise rubber. Will you kindly 
transfer the application to Robert A. McQabe, 
who will be Arboretum Biologist after April 1, 
and who may be addressed in care of my office? 

M@Gabe has the same qualifications and will 
try to do the same kind of banding sa Catenimsen. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

4
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koh University Farm Plece 
December 10, 1942 

Ur, Walter Saott < 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin é 

Dear Walter: 

The impending loss of Buss, Kozlik, and Catenhusen makes me fear that we 
may lack manpower to carry through the original joint plens for the 
Arboretum-Fish Hatchery study area. 

Meanwhile Irv has new findings which make it seem unlikely that ege 
follicles as evidence of breeding hens will persist until winter. This 
wakes it much less important to examine winter hens anatomically, and more 
important to examine spring hens, both wild and confined. 

These shifts in what we probably can do and what we most need to do, com 
bined with the still-existing need for a reduction in pheasants, suggest: 

1. That we abandon the plan for a removal by trapping. 

2. That we join forces 1f necessary to repeat the usual trapping and 
banding on the Fish Hatchery and on the Arboretum. 

3. That we substitute for the trapping removal a collecting permit for 
up to 100 hens to be removed from the Arboretum itself between April 
and June, inclusive. This could be done quietly with a .410 by a 

=  @killed man. The object would be to determine the percentage of 
breeding hens, a figure badly needed by both administration and | 
research and never before determined for a wild population. | 

If, Irv is gone by that time and we can find no one else to make the 
laboratory examinations, we can pickle the reproductive organs. 

The reduction by 100 hens will doubtless be just.as great as the. reduction 
by 200 trapped birds of mixed sexes. a Seaesra 

As a precaution that I will be able to carry my end of the joint job, I 
have just obtained the appointment of Cyril Kabat. who will be available 
part time until February and full time after that. He will, however, é 
lack a car and might have to team up with whoever "survives® from the 
present, group... I can also with, certainty contribute Butzen to the joint 
Qnbemprane iii, 3.005004 acting conpye sie Re vreny HELE PES Brasw 

RRND SOA CORE PA Se GEES OR te OMe eae RR eS Seah Sete ges 
(over) 

|



Since weather has delayed the usual. census until Seturday, December 12, 
and since the proposed second rabbit shoot would interfere with the trap- 
ping, I euggest we drop the rabbit shoot. soc. yj RS ra 

aie ; <y ap! ; 2 i ‘Xoura aincerely, ‘ ‘ 

awh hay ae eeehee Aldo Leopold 
‘ : de alps , Professor: of Wildlife Management, 

ee Buss. . we af ‘id : ; 
Catenhusen 

: i gt tee Lone Cosstera : STS. Hany ee To 

SOO oF On Seow 2g og GIN ks casi ; 

Epe PReSePIeS PAE Stee Wer hit ere oes es . pasty Ne OF 4
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Woh University Ferm Place 
December 8, 1942 

Mr, Willie Grinmer 
Stete Gonservation Department 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Deor Bill: 

Somebody base released a tame Pekin (t) duck at the Monroe Street 
Spring on the Arboretum, It i¢ as big as a goose, and might mix with th 
better stock next spring. 

feo years ago I asked permission for Hochbaum to eull the Arboretum 
mallarde by shooting, but was refused. 

Last winter Fred Zimmerman tried to trap them, bat they are 
curiously difficult to trap. 

I now request that Yarnien Gopenhaver be asked to shoot this 
Pokin, and while he is at it, I suggest that with Fred Zimmerman's 
advice he alne shoot the worst mallards. There are somo pretty 
bad ones. T think the eulling could be dome with a .22 without 
stirring up the neighborhood. ‘The immediately adjoining houses 
gould be told what is being done. 

I don't Like to pass the buck to you, but it is too bad to let 
this flock degenerate, and the Departsent has been reluctant te 
let us attend to the matter. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

e¢ Dickson 
Longenacker 
Catenknsen 
Batgen
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October 5, 1942 

A. F. Gallistel, Supt., 
Buildings & Grounds 
Service Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Gallistel, 

I have gone over the proposed additions for the University 
Arboretum budget with John Catenhusen and Art Hasler. We have arrived 
at the following suggested additions to the Arboretum budget for the 
next biennium: 

Raising dams in "Ho-Nee-Um" Ponds $150.00 
Taking 150 yds. of dirt from the Stevens Pond 50,00-75.00 
Funds for 2 additional men to aid the ) 1500.00 

research program ) aoe Per eo 
Tractor and equipment (This equipment is 

necessary to adequately carry on the 
research program and to facilitate 
maintenance. Only used equipment 
available at present without high 
priority rating.) : 700.00-900,.00 

Total $2400.00~2625 .00 

é 

/ Sincerely yours, 

i 
\ G. Wm. Longenecker sad 

; Exec. Dir., Univ. Arboretum & Wildlife Refuge \ 
Q 
fi if my sss ff ; f 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM COMMITTEE, OCT. 2, 1949 

Following the University Club luncheon, the business meeting of the University 
of Wisconsin Arboretum Gommittee was adjourned to the Library, Chairman A. F. Gallistel 
presiding, Those present were: John Catenhausen (Arboretum biologist), John Curtis, 
J. G, Dickson, A, F. Gallistel, E, M, Gilbert, Arthur Hasler, J, W. Jackson, Aldo 
Leopold, M, HE, McCaffrey, F. B. Trenk, George Wagner, G. Wm. Longenecker. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Gallistel, He told the Committee 
that the CCC buildings at the Arboretum had been turned over to the Army and that 
they had taken the flag pole, 

Mr. Longenecker was asked for a report on Arboretum activities since the last 
neeting. 

He stated that it has been considerable of a problem keeping a crew of men, with 
the scarcity of men and the high competing wages being paid, A couple of men were 
let go because of inefficiency, and a number left because of better pay. The crew 
varied from five to eight men most of the summer, 

In addition to maintenance, the crew has done some planting this spring, summer, 
and fall, Additions were made to the plantings at the Ho-Nee—Um area to the east of 
the Council Ring and near the road in the Arborvitae area and at the Olbrich entrance. 

Additions were made this spring and summer to the Oak woods wildflower trail and 
wildflower nursery and to the prairie and prairie trail. An extension was made to 
the former prairie trail this summer, and so it is now possible to go by trail to the 
fenced Tamarack area and also through the Juniper area connecting with the trail to 
the double shelter. 

Mr. Longenecker stated that it has been a problem keeping up with the grass on 
the mowed areas and with the weeds in the cultivated beds and in the nursery, The 
proportion of time spent in these activities has been greater this year due to optimum 
growing conditions. 

Power equipment is needed to facilitate maintenance and research, A tractor, 
with attachments, or a rototiller should be available if labor is to be used to the 
greatest advantage. 

The duck pond was left in bad condition at the time the CCC Camp went out. The 
wall and planting just to the north of the pond had just been removed preparatory 

t to putting in a parking area and relieving the cramped conditions to the north of 
the pond, This disturbed area was a mass of giant ragweed and an eyesore all summer. 
Therefore, it has been graded and seeded to grass and the borders toward the street 
planted, again giving privacy and protection to the pond area and a more finished ap~ 
pearance at the street. 

During the past few days, the crew has been interplanting the pines with Red 
Maple and a few Basswood trees. Additional plantings are also being made in the Hard 
Maple association, As much transplanting as is possible will be done this fall from 
the nursery to permanent locations because of the uncertainty of the labor situation 
next spring. Also any plants removed from the nursery this fall will lighten the 
labor load in the nursery next spring, 

It was mentioned that the technical group of the Committee has been meeting 
regularly all summer and has been formulating a definite research program. 

Mr. Longenecker mentioned that Mr. Hasler has spent some considerable time making
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a census of fish and studying the pond situation at the Arboretum, 

The deer, having become a nuisance because of the excessive traffic in a 
supposedly closed area, was given to Vilas Park. 

Two large signs, one for each end of Arboretum Drive, are being made, They 
will state some of the outstanding reguletions for the Arboretum area, 

The road, except for a portion under jurisdiction of the Town of Madison, was 
retopped by the Highway Commission this summer and is in fine shape. 

Mr, Gallistel has gotten in touch with Ray Owen and he has promised that, 
during the spring semester, he will make a topographical survey of the new tract 
south of Seminole Highway. 

Mr. Longenecker stated that the Madison Director of the Boy Scouts and Ted 
Holstein, the leader of the local unit of the Sea Scouts, had just been in to 
see him and that they wanted to work out a program for an older group of Boy 
Scouts (from 15 to 17 years of age) which would be of mutual benefit. Something 
in the nature of a guide patrol for the Arboretum area. 

Mr. Gallistel then called on Aldo Leopold, who reported on the bird and 
mammal work going forward at the Arboretum and, in particular, the paper on pheasant 
studies which will shortly be published. Mr. Leopold displayed a graph showing 
the reprogression of the pheasant population and reported the damage being done 
to surrounding farms and to our own woodlot studies by the high pheasant population. 
He told of the technical group contacting the Conservation Commission and of the 
plan for removing as many of the pheasants as possible, He stated that 50 birds 
would be returned as a continuation of reprogression studies, 

Mr, Leopold also told of the plan for a rabbit shooting to be sponsored by 
the Conservation Commission in an attempt to lower the rabbit population and the 

damage from rabbits in the area, 

The plan for handling reprints that had been worked out by the technical group 
was explained, It is proposed to set up an initial fund of $200,00 from the Bunn 
Fund to defray initial expenditures for publication, Some five papers will be in 
print shortly, It is proposed to distribute a portion of 300 copies of each of the 
reprints purchased, By discussion, it was decided that 150 copies or thereabouts 
should be sent out and that 150 copies should be reserved to take care of individual 
demands and for permanent ar People getting the full number of copies were to 
be asked for contributions (1,00) to be deposited in the revolving fund, It was pro- 

posed that individual copies of papers be sold at a price which would take care of 

handling and which would still leave enough of a reserve to replace their proportionate 

part of the revolving fund. 

Mr. Leopold stated that a drawing had been made of a woodeock which would be 
printed on the covers of the animal papers and that the plant papers should have 
an appropriate drawing to be used for the same purpose, The reprints are also to 
carry the appropriate Arboretum Journal number. 

Mr. Hasler was then called on and he told about the fish census that had been 
made of the Arboretum ponds this summer, He said there were so many fish that they 

were thin and undersized. He also stated that these ponds could be of considerable 

value for fish studies if the personnel were available to make them. 

John Curtis was then called on by the Chairman. He told about the prairie 

eee studies that were being continued. He said that some type of burning was 
essential to combat blue grass and the encroachment of woody plants, The failure 
of the woodlot studies due to the high pheasant population was reported, Mr, Curtis
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also told how the Oak regeneration was good on the Grady tract where the cover 
was too poor to hold a large pheasant population, 

Mr, Jackson asked Mr, Curtis about the status of the orchids on the east 
marsh and he was told that they were "going down hill" due either to the drainage 
by the cut at the edge of the marsh or due to the change in climate, 

Mr, Curtis reported that other methods than "seed spots" must be used before 
we can hope to have a good prairie. He indicated that simpler, less labor-consuming 
methods would have to be used. He mentioned Fassett's plots which were started in 
1935 and showed the success of sod-stripping. Possibly fallowing would be the 
solution if the equipment is available. 

| 

Lice arrgercchins, 
< G. Wm. Longenecker, Séc,, U. of W., Arboretum Com, | 

Copies tos 

Franz A. Aust, 119 Dept. of Hort., 
John Catenhausen, Univ, Arboretum 
John Curtis, 58 Biology Bldg. 
J. G, Dickson, 207 Moore Hall 
A. F. Gallistel, Service Bldg. 
E. M. Gilbert, 307 Biology Bldg. 
A. Hasler, 150 Biology Bldg. 
J. W, Jackson, Madison & Wis, Foundation 
Aldo Leopold, 102 Old Ent. Bldg, 
M. E. MeCaffrey, Administration Bldg. 
F. B, Trenk, 206.Ag, Engr, Bldg. 
W. H, Twenhofel, 208 Science Hall 
George Wagner, 73 Biology Bldg, 
G. Wm, Longenecker, Hort. Bldg.
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102 O14 Hntomology Bullding 
duly 31, 1942 

Mr. Albort Gallistel | 
Service Building 

Dear Albert: 

Jorn Catentusen tells me that you recently told him that 
there wag a labor camp in prospect for the Arboretum. 

I hope you will not make any commitment on this matter 
without congulting the technical group. I am, of course, 
not prepared to say that a labor camp would be undesirable, 
but I am certain that it is a debatable question, and one 
which should be aired before the Committee ac a whole before 
we stand committed to anything. The a of the last 
eix months has indicated that with the addition of a little 
power equipment we could aecomplish with our present 
resources such of the work which would justify a camp, and 
without suffering the losses which inevitably accompany 
the presence of a large group on the area. 

The Technical group has been more active, and accomplished 
more, in the last eix months than we »dia\ in any year with 
GCC help. The main comaittee does not know anything about 
this because it has not met. 

Tn all of the above, I am not referring to any camp estab- 
lished for military objectives rather than Arboretum 
objectives. Obviously, anything done for military purposes 
takes prededence over all other considerations. 

Thie is a purely personal expression. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Longenekker 
Curtis
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42h University Farm Place | 
June 25, 1942 

Professor Charles Bunn 
2607 North Glebe Road . 

Arlington, Virginia 

Dear Mr. Bunn: 

This is an informal report of cur operations under the Bunn 
Fund during the year ending June 30. 

We set up $1,000 for current research, of which we apent 
$510, mostly for a study of tres and wildflower reproduction 
in relation to rabbits. 

The unallotted $9,000 earncd $210 interest. 

We are setting up $1,000 additional from principal for next 
year, which, with the 9490 balance from this year, plus 
$210 interest, makes $1800 available. 

Finding graduate students not subject to all for military | 
duty makes it temporarily difficult to ples research work. 
I will report to you later about the continuation of the | 
research program. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec bicCaffrey 
Cartis 
Longenecker
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iS March 20, 1942 

Mr. Wm. Longenecker 
Horticulture Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Longenecker: 

Under date of March 12, I wrote Dick Marshall 
relative to getting help from Vilas Park employees in 
case of fire at the Arboretum, He just called and very 
kindly offered this help pending action by his board, 
He suggests that in an emergency we call either Mr, 
Winkelman at B. 1773 or Eé Culp at F. 3152. 

I would suggestthat you have Butzen prepare the necessary : 
equipment, so that it will be in readiness, I note that the 
Conservation Commission has recently received bids on some 
back pack fire pumps for about $7.00 each, I would like to 
have you contact Mr. RitgerW to see if we could purchase 
some of this equipment at the same price, I called him 

‘ _ about the matter, but have not had time to follow it up. 

, Very truly yours, 

(Sga) A. F. A 
Supt. of Bldgs, & Grounds 

AVG:SB 

copy”
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PURCHASE ORDER 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Madison, Wisconsin 

No. B 42564 
COPY FOR DEPT. ee 

— EO, Bi ee 

Fund Division Department Class Activity Req. No. Dept. No. 

158 Bunn Grao.Sen. Geu.Sup. Rese 50536 6258 

Bae oe ee a Se i er ae a eee 

TO : 3=16=42. 

—— iumece Co. Date eee 

$505 E. WAanHiINGTON Please furnish material 

Mavison, W18- anon a ee below 
Send Formal Acknowledgment 

222t 10". y2 WHITE PINE LUMBER 
By 8" stro 
Or 6" * 23.20 

PER QUOTATION 

(Qxoge 18 FoR Univ. nen, avt of Joun 
Lavernan!s ACCOUN® UNDER THE RaeetT=-PLANT 
RELATIONSHIP PROJECT, Bunn FuNo) 

: 5 OR ap ey 
TERMS / 

Address Shipme ment te Note To Department 

Service Gios.(¢/o Avvo Leoroio) Departments must check purchase order against requisi- 

tion and advise this office at once in case of error. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 
Purchasing Agent 

DEPARTMENTAL RECORD ¢ 

MATERIAL INVOICE RECORD ‘ TRANSPORTATION RECORD 

recuieo—[Nanber [Ove | Ano [ Approves [Sno RAGo. | tale, [ Anout | Anponed 

P.H.CO..INc.. PATIO. @



U. W. Form 1—5-40—40M Rea. N 
BONG e io il en ly 

THE UNIVERSITY Q , 
OF WISCONSIN RE UISITION oa No 6258. 

Fund Division Department Class Activity 

Bunn University Rabbit~-Plent Gen § Purch. No, ------------------------ 
ee  Apberetunm “Seletionship ~~ a ee 
Signed 
Head of Dept. Ee (des ___---- Building ___ 202 Gld Bntomology pate Mar. 4, 1982 

Marling lumber Co. 

Suggest Purchase From 1901 2%. Washington .__________________________ Material Needed Not Later Than _.__.----__________ 
SS ee, Or 

m Give complete specifications, catalog numbers, etc. i Estimated Purchasing Dept. 

raged soon | BEAT tones oPiLcceistat ueestar gautie o*0° Detwoen theme Cost Meme. 

3 gee r¢ 10" #2 White Pine Lumber | 
E 75 2t a £2 * ” ” 

soft 6 g8 * je eae | 
3° 

3 r is for University Ar ost of John. te. cla; 2 
e* 4 under the Babbiteplant relationship ph « Bann a & 

3 Recorded 
= ‘lease deliver lumber to: Carpenter Shep 
2 Serviee Building 
4 (1200 bleck Univ. Ave) ‘Actual Cost 
3 

Approved Wye ha a a a eh ee ee 
Dean Comptroller Chairman of Executive Committee



| THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
| Madison, Wisconsin 
| No. B 37847 
| COPY FOR DEPT. 

| FO. Bo 
Fund Division Department Class Activity Req. No. Dept. No. 

| 158 Bunn Res. Gaan.Senoor Gey. Sup. Res 47527 18621 
a a eer conte ose ace ty oe 

| To WoLrr, KUBLY & Hiaere 12/50/41 
| 17 So. Pinckney Sr. Daten nae 

| MabISon, Wits. Please furnish material or 
services as shown below 

| Send Formal Acknowledgment 

| 

30 | Fence posts 15.00 
3 | Rotes 4* Pouttay neTTine 12.00 , 

CONFIRMING ORDER - AS PER YOUR 
SALES BLIP OF 1/17 at 

TERMS 

Address Shipment to ' ; Anoe Laeewoun y Note To Departmen 

OLs Enromoiocy Sipe, Departments must check purchase order against requisi- 

tion and advise this office at once in case of error. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON, WISCONSIN Purchasing Agent 

DEPARTMENTAL RECORD 
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424 University Farm Place 
February 20, 1942 

Mr. J. P. Hammersley 

Patrolman, University Arboretum 
Service Pailding 

Dear Hanmersley: 

I wish you would present this letter to people whose dogs run on 
the Arboretum. 

This winter dogs have killed 20 pheasants so far in our traps. 
They nearly killed our deer. They constantly flush birds from 
our feeding stations. In spring they break up dosens of nesta. 

Rent stare Hae Natal 30 pheasants, 4 preirie chickens, and 

Counting CGO labor, there is at least $15,000 invested in our 
banged wild pheasants. These birds are part of a scientific 
experiment to find out the natural "turnover rate" in pheasant 
populations. Continued killing of birds in traps by dogs will 
destroy the value of thie experiment, in which 5 years of hard 
labor is already invested. 

For these reasons the Arboretum is foreed to protect itself. ie 
try to warn dogrowners to keep their doge confined, but if they 
neglect to do so, we are regretfully forced to prosecute the 

owner and to destroy the dog, or turn him over to the Humane 
Society for disposition. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Animal Research Director 
University Arboretum 

ce Catenhusen 
Longenecker 
Gallistel 

| 
|



ARBORETUM COWMITTEE MEETING ah 
University Club, February 19, 1942 ape 

Members Present: 

Frang A. Aust Aldo Leopold oe 
John Curtis G, Wm, Longenecker 
J. G, Dickson M, E. McCaffrey 
A. F, Gallistel F, B, Trenk 
E, M. Gilbert George Wagner 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Gallistel and was then turned 
over to Mr. Longenecker,. 

The matter of the disposition of the house on the new graded tract was 
brought up and the Committee was informed by Mr. Gallistel that the house had 
been sold for $25,00 and was to be torn down, 

The Committee was informed that dogs are doing considerable damage on the 
area and that pheasant trapping had stopped at least for the present until the 
situation had been cleaned up. The question of signs notifying neighboring property 
owners of the prohibition of dogs in the area was taken up and it was thought ad- 
visable to try a few signs to see if it would help the situation any. 

Just before the C. C. CG, Camp was removed from the area, some of the plant— | 
ings at the north end of the spring trail or duck pond were removed preparatory 
to filling the area at this north end so that it might be used for parking. This 
has left the pond and the ducks in the area more or less unprotected. It would 
be desirable if at all possible to finish this fill so that the plantings can 
be put in before another winter, It necessitates a fill of some 1600 yards, 
Most of the plantings which are necessary are already on hand, The gravel for the 
parking area and the natural weathered Hamilton stone curbing are also on hand, 
No decision was reached on this question, 

Mr, Longenecker announced that a letter was recently received from Harold 
A, Hubler, Inspector of the National Park Service, notifying him that the Park 
Service desired a base map of the Arboretum showing work completed up to Oct. 31, 
1941. It was explained that there will be some delay in getting this out in the 
immediate future, owing to the transfer of the W. P, A. draftsman to the war | 
industry. 

| 

The Committee was informed that Mrs. Tedley of the D, A. R. had recently 
called in regard to planting evergreens as a D. A. R. conservation project at the | 
Arboretum. She said that she could get evergreens from the Conservation Commis— 
sion if there was labor to plant them. Mr. Longenecker reported that he asked | 
Mrs. Tedley to come to his office to talk over the matter, since all of the 
plants which the Conservation Commission has to offer have already been obtained 
for the Arboretum project, 

Attention of the Committee was called to the cooperative project in camouflage 
study which is being undertaken by Professor Aust of the Dept. of Horticulture, 
Frank Moulton and Professor Varnum of the Art Education Department, and Lt. Neighbors of the Military Science Department. In looking around for locations in which to 
work, they were taken to the Arboretum by Mr, Longenecker. Several ten-acre 
sections are needed on which to experiment. It was unanimously approved by the 
Committee to locate such experimental areas at the Camp area and directly to the 
east and north, It was also pointed out that a letter of approval would indicate 
that such areas were to be left in their original condition on completion of the | project.



Le 
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The meeting was then turned over to Aldo Leopold for a report on animal 
research. He informed the Committee that the pheasant banding paper by Sperry 
had been completed and was in the process of being published. Sperry was drawn 
back into the Army before completion of his prairie paper and so there is a 
question as to just when it will be finished, 4 

Mr. Leopold informed the Gommittee that Harry Anderson had volunteered to 
get the bird list for the Arboretum in shape for publication. He has been given 
the notes made by Feeney and Sperry. 

The Committee was also informed that a new position of Arboretum Biologist 
had been approved by the President at an annual salary of $1800.00. Mr. Leopold 
said that we owed a vote of thanks to President Dykstra for his excellent help in 
the effort to get this position through for the Arboretum. 

Mr. Leopold also mentioned the $10,000.00 Bunn gift for research and said | 
that this was being spread over several years, which would give an opportunity to 
do some research and to get some of the essential things which it would otherwise 
be impossible to obtain. 

He also mentioned the serious dog situation and said that if the dogs are 
not eliminated, there is danger of not getting the necessary experimental data 
on the pheasant recession studies. He reported that the sheriff is willing to 
cooperate by helping with two or three men a week in the area for a short time, 

The meeting was then turned over to John Curtis for the discussion of plant 
research on the area, He told of the setting up of a long time project for the 
study of regeneration of Hardwoods and plant succession, the funds to come from 
the University Research Committee. 

Mr, Curtis mentioned that there is already a Senior Apprentice working on 
the rabbit damage on the marsh flora. 

He proposed starting a nature trail through the Oak Woods this coming spring. 

Mr, McCaffrey reported that he was getting together a list of the outstanding 
obligations with their interest and due dates for the use of the Committee. He 
stated that there are two men who are possibilities in helping with the endowment 

_ of the area. If these possibilities do not materialize, it will be necessary for 
us to go to the Legislature for an appropriation to take care of at least part of 
our obligations, 

The meeting was adjourned. 

z mona : 
/ Secretary, Univ. Arboretum Committee



42h University Farm Place 
, Jamary 9, igue 

Mr. Fred Lincoln 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Fred: 

I would like to get a permit for John Catenhusen, 
' Biologist of the University Arboretum, to trap and band 

ducks on the Arboretum area. 

We have a winter resident population of about 200 
mallards that stays in the springs. During migration 
greater numbers are prdsent. There is reason to suspect 
that the resident population may consist partly of barn- 
yerd stock although it ell flies. The purpose of banding 
is to find out whether this resident ck is migratory, 
and also whether the birds that breed on the Arboretum 
in summer are identical with those in winter. Banding 
would answer this question. 

It is not our purpose, at least at this time, to attempt 
any general banding of migratory ducks. 

If we can catch these resident ducks, we intend to 
weigh and measure them to detect differences, if any, from 
genuine wild stock. We will compare with Delta and Bar- 
rington Stations in order to detect these differences. 

If you think this justifies a permit, I would appreciate 
your sending me an application blank. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

é /
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42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 3), 1942 

Mr. Frederick 0, Lincoln 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Pred: 

John Catenbusen is Biologist for the Arboretum, and 
works directly under me. He is throughly qualified 
as a bander, and the Arboretum is a total Refuge without 
any shooting. 

We have a winter flock of about 200 mallards and blacks. 
The mallards are partly mixed with barnyard stock. What 
we want to determine is whether they migrate. It's the 
same old question that you wrestled with on Long Island. 

In my opinion it would be good policy for you to grant 
a permit to John Catenhusen, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO i ADDRESS ONLY THE 

Bi-b-banding. DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

January 29, 1942. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Management Department, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Service is in receipt of an application for a 

scientific birdbanding permit from Mr. John Catenhusen, 

R. 50, Belle Isle, Wisconsin, in which your name is given 

as reference. It occurs to us that we have had previous 

correspondence with you in this. regard, but if so the letters 

. have been misfiled, As Mr. Catenhusen is planning to work 

with migratory waterfowl at the university arboretum we will 

be glad to have your comments as to his qualifications and 

a statement as to the status of the arboretum as a refuge 

where shooting is never permitted. Thanking you in advance 

for an early reply, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ah 
a. 

‘ Cc F.C. iineoln, In Charge, 
Distribution ani Migration of Birds, : 

Division of Wildlife Research.
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PERSONNEL--UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

Hame Period Capacity. Representing Project 

Donald McBeath Oct. 1934 to Mar. 1935 Graduate student Div. of Game Management Food Patch Study 

Harry Anderson 1934 to June 1937 Graduate student Game Mgmt. & Zoology Bird list, ornithology. 
migration list, census 

Ray Gaudette Feb. 1936 to June 1936 Undergraduate Game Mgmt. & Horticulture Food Patch Study 

Ellwood Moore July 1, 1936 to June 1937 Graduate student Game Mgmt. & Nat'l Park Food Patch Study and 

Service Wildlife 

Iyle Sowls May 1937 Undergraduate Game Mgmt. & Net'l Parc Food Patch and 

Service Desmodium Study 

W. S. Feeney Oct. 1937 to Wildlife foreman National Park Service In charge of all 
wildlife work. 

Theodore M. Sperry to Dec. 1, 1941 Wildlife foreman National Park Service In charge of all 
wildlife work. 

John A, Catenhusen Dec. 1, 1941, to Am 1, 1943 Biologist Univ. of Wis. In charge of 

5 biologieal research 

Robert A. McCabe April 1, 1943 Biologist Univ. of Wis. In charge of 
‘ pea. biological research 

|



Crtenuliom . 

42h University Farm Place 
December 23, 1941 

Mr. Woble Clark 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Hobles \ 

The Arboretum Committee, after losing the COC camp on 
November 1, requested President Dykstra, through Dean 

Fred, to ask the Regente for a Biologiat's position 
for the Arboretum. 

Mush to the Comaittee's satisfaction, the President 
and the Regents tock immediate action, and we now 
have an $1800 position set up. John Catenhusen, a 
greduate student from Botany who has almost completed 
his doctorate, has been recommended for appoktment as 
Arboretum Biologist. 

When you or the Dean see President Dykstra, I would 
appreciate your thanking him for nee ee and effective 
cooperation. The Arboretum might have gone on the | 
rocks without this timely help. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo 
Professor of TAlathre tenngenecd 

ee Longenecker 
Curtis 
Gallistel



COP F 

4ou University Farm Place 
December 23, 1941 

President Clarence A. Dykstra 

Bascom Hall , 

Dear Mr. Dykstra: 

The Arboretum Technical Committee met the other 
day and asked me to transmit to you their personal 
appreciation of your prompt and effective action in 
the matter of the Arboretum Biologist. 

All of us are much encouraged by this concrete 
evidence of backing by your office. We will do our 
best to see that the purposes of this position are | 

accomplished. 

Yours sincerely, 
. 

Aldo Leopold | 

cc Gallistel f 
Curtis 
Longeneeker



Crfe 

42h University Farm Place 
December 12, 1941 

Mr. Harry G. Anderson 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
624 East Green Street 
Champaign, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

I called you today and found I was too late, but that you 
will be back for Christmas. 

Ted Sperry tells me that you might be willing to compile 
and edit the Arborotum Bird List, that is, to gather up 
Ted's data and Bill Feeney's data, and dove-tail it with 

‘ your own. 

I would be mich pleased if you could do this, especially 
since Ted may be called back into the army at any time, 
and Bill is, of course, not available. If you can do this, 
I can promise almost immediate publication in the Wisconsin 
Transactions. I can also promise that the Arboretum 
Committee would buy a considerable supply of reprints 
which would provide both the authors and the public with 
copies. 

Let's talk this over when you get back at Christmas time. 
If you can make any headway on it in the meanwhile, fine! 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



Onverehirn 

424 University Farm Place 
December 12, 1942 

Dean BH. B. Fred 
150 Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

My recommendation of November 10 proposed that the 
Arboretum Biologist be paid out of the Bunn Fund 
for November and out of the Regents' appropriation 
thereafter. 

I have now learned that the Regents, in their 
approval of the appropriation, made it effective 
Jamary 1 instead of December 1. This means that 
we will have to pay Catenhusen for December out of 
the Bunn Fund, thus raising the total for his salary 
from $150 to $300. 

I shall submit a payroll at the end of December to 
| conform to this change, but I am writing this note 

to let you know about it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management !
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42h University Farm Place 
December 10, 1941 

Mr. G. W. Longenecker 
Horticultwral Building 

Dear Bill: 

About Arboretum rabbits, to do either rabbit control or 
rabbit censusing we will have to convert the present traps. 
I will buy the lumber out of John Laughnan's allotment, 
but we need a workshop. 

If the N.P.S. wante the plantings protected (remembering 
that they have expended tens of thousands of dollars on 
these plantings), they can make a workshop available to us. 
If the workshop is not made available to us, we-caw, just 
forget any rabbit work of any kindy). ...tenr Thust™ 

Catenhusen is now trapping pheasants and trying to weigh 
these pheasants in an unheated building. The N.P.5. has 
likewise invested large sums in this project. If a heated 
building is not made available, I will heve=te-make my 
office the headquarters for this work. 

Yours sincerely, 

\ Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Catenhusen 
Gallistel



Abe Rick 

pent of Wildlife Management 
University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 
December 4, 1941 

Memorandum of Arboretum Journal Papers 

No. 1 Longenecker, Wm. G. University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

No. 2 Sowls, Lyle K. and William Elder--Rabbit paper (Exact 
title unknown) 

No. 3 Paper based on William Elder's thesis. (Exact title 
unknown) 

No. 4 Sperry, T. M., W. S. Feeney, and Aldo Leopold. Population 
Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge. In manuscript. 

Copies of this are being sent to the authors concerned, 
with the request that they order 300 extra reprints of each 
paper for the Arboretum, to be paid for by the Arboretum 
Committes. 

sepioh 
It is also requested that an * "Footnote be ordered for 

page 1 as follows: 

* Journal Paper No. _, University of Wisconsin Arboretum. | 

| 

Catenhusen is requested to keep in the Arboretum Atlas a | 

) cumulative list of Arboretum Journal Papers. 

(Signed) 
Kido Leopola 

ec Longenecker 
Curtis 
Catenhusen 
Sowls 
Elder 

Sperry 
Feeney 

|
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42h University Farm Place 
December 1, 1941 

| 

Dean E. 3B. Fred 
150 Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

In further reference to the report of the Arboretum 
Committee sent you and the Research Committee under 
date of November 10, the November pay checks for 
Sperry and Oatenhusen, described on page 3 of our 
report, are now due, but cannot be paid until the 
report has been approved, 

; As soon as the Committee has approved the report, 
I would appreciate your letting me know. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

|
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| 
Mr. John Catentmsen 

| Route 50, Bell Isle 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear John: 

Ralph Conway of the Conservation Department told me that 
the Commission has extended the Refuge to cover the addition ‘ south of the road. I have already notified you that Henry //, ,./ 
Madden is supposed to have a hundred metal signs in storage. 
Will you, at your convenience, undertake this posting? 

Conway also suggested that the posing of the older 
boundaries is in part defective in that some of the signs 
are too high or too low to be readily seen. He thinke 
some of them ought to be put on poste at eye level. This {9 another job which, with Bill Longenecker's approval, | I wish you would keep on your list. 

Tt am sending a copy of this to Longenecker as this kind of work should clear through him. 
| 

Yours sincerely, 

| 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management 

Ge Longenecker 

Conway



42h University Farm Place 
November 12, 1941 | 

Mr. Alfred W. Peterson 
Administration Building 

Dear Peterson: 

The research program which the Arboretum Committee 
is submitting to Dean Fred proposes to charge 
against the Bunn Fund, between now and July 1, a 
total of $550. This is still to be approved by the 
Research Committee, but I thought you had better | 
know the amount, in order that the investment 
policy may be guided accordingly. 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Wildlife Management | 

| 
| 

)



424 University Farm Place 
November 12, 1941 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

i When the CCC camp moved out of the Arboretum, it 
left behind a lot of cats, which are now beginning 

to run around. 

I would like a permit for John Gatenhusen to shoot 
these cats on the Arboretum Refuge. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Jamary 26, 1942 

Ralph Conway: 

There are a number of stray mongrel dogs running on the 

Arboretum which are causing condiderable trouble | 
at our feeding stations and traps. I would like a permit 

to shoot these dogs on the Arboretum Refuge. 

Yours sincerely, 

John Catenhusen 
Arboretum Biologist
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August 23, 1941 
Ridge Road 
Sunset Point 
Madison, Wisconsin 

President C. A. Dykstra 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Dykstra: 

Enclosed is my check to the order of the University 
for $4,000.00. 

This is a first installment of a proposed gift of 
$10,000.00 (the balance to be paid on or before October first, 
next) made in memory of my father, Charles W. Bunn, of the 
class of 1874 and from money left by him. The fund is 
intended to be used in a field that was very near his heart, 
the promotion of research related generally to the purposes 
of the Arboretum. The particular project or projects I 
would prefer to leave to the judgment of the appropriate 
university body, which I assume is either the Arboretum 

Committee, or the Graduate School, or both. 

Since the fund is so small, I hope the University 

will not try to conserve the principal, but will spend it 
as needed. 

May I ask that in any announcement that your office 
may make about this gift reference be made to my father's 
interest in the Univérsity and in the work of the Arboretum 
and that my name be omitted. 

Best regards, 

Charles Bunn 

‘ Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Here you are. 

I will appreciate it if you will clear this with the 
President on his return. 

August 26, 1941 

The money came in sooner than I expected. Here is the { 
balance of $6,000.00 for the research fund. |
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yok University Farm Place | 
November 25, 1940 

Mr. Albert Gallistel, Chairman 
Arboretum Committee 
Service Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Albert: 

The purpose of this letter is to give you my opinion on the importance 
of the proposed addition to the Arboretum. 

The principal value of the addition would be as a proving ground and | 
experimental area for forestry research. There is insufficient room 
for any considerable forestry work within the present boundaries. 

The momentum of wood-lot destruction by pasturing is now so great. par+ 
ticularly in the southern countics, that there is no possible chance 
for an opposite program to get under woy before the destruction has been 
completed. It follows, then, that if there is ever to be a woodlot 
program, many woodlots will have to be artificially restored. 

The techniques of restoration are virtually unknown, because almost all 
forestry research progrema have been directed toward pine, spruce, and 
northern hardwoods, rather than oakehickory woodlots. Yor example, it 
is not known whether direct seeding or mrsery transfer planting is better. 
It is not known whether either can succeed without a preliminary nurse | 
crop of shrubs. It is known thet the destruction by rabbits, squirrels, 
and mice is very severe, tut the mecus of averting this are not known. | 

The species best adapted to particular soils are not known. It is imown 
that there is antagonism between certain pairs of species and cooperation 
between other pairs. These combinations must be worked out. The causes 
of “oak disease" are unknown and of great importance. 

I doubt if it is necessary for the university to tackle all of these 
problems, since some of them will no doubt be undertaken by the Lake 
States Experiment Station. It is unlikely, however, that anyone outside 
the university will undertake the problems which are ecological in 
nature. Only the university has the personnel requisite for these 

ecological problems. What the university does not have is an exper= 

imental farm large enough to undertake them. This, in short, is the 
Treason why the addition to the Arboretum is needed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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MINUTES OF THE ARBORNTUM COMMITTEE 
MEETING HELD AT A, FP, GALLISTEL'S OFFICE 10-4-40, 3100 

Present: 

a, KE MoCaffrey F,. B. Trenk 

J, G. Dickson W. H, Twenhofel 
As Fe Gallistel Aldo Leopold 
BR, M, Gilbert G, 4, Longenecker 

wee ’ 

The meeting was opened by Chairman A, F, Gallistel. 

A report was given by Mr, Gallistel on the Arboretum budget which had 

been approved by A, W. Peterson, Comptroller, and submitted to the President 
for the next biennium, This budget was made by Gallistel and Longenecker 

during the absence of the rest of the Committee, It includes a pick-up 
truck for meintenance, a motorcycle for patrolling, a power lawn mower, a 
propagation greenhouse, and funds for maintenance, and smaller miscellaneous 
items, The 1941-42 figure is higher than the '42-43 figure because the former 
ineludes the greenhouse items 1941-42 $17,955.00; 1942-43 $12,755.00, 

The meeting was turned over to G, ¥, Longenecher, Executive Director, to 
report the year's work activitiess 

American Larch and Bog Association 

The American Larch and Bog Association is a winter project and has been 
worked on for the past two winters, The major construction should be completed 
this winter, We will need plants, such as Spagnum Moss, Tamarack, Aronia, 
Winterberry, ete, Sone cranberries have already been planted on a portion of 
the beg that has been completed, A part of these were obtained by Professor 
Re He Roderts of the Dept, of Horticulture who is interested in temperature stud- 

1 des on the cranberry, 

Fenetng 

23,479 linear feot of fengings 

Hort. aren rabbit-tight fence; a fence for the east line of the 
‘ golf course; and fence on the east 90; total cost $1270,00, 

Fenee south boundary and Cramblit boundary $514.00. 

Shrub and tree nursery rabbit~tight fence $850.00, 

Wildflower nursery rabbit-tight fence $200.00, 

Moet of the above funds did net come out of our regular appropria- 
tion but were made available from surpluses from other Wisconsin camps, We try 
to keep a few jobs shead so that these surpluses as they occur can be used, 

Ho-Nee-Um Area 

We have completed the lagoons; finished grading, plented 77 large Arbor~ 
vitae 8 to 16' tall to complete the 200 large trees purchased for this area, 
Two hundred fifty 6 te 8! Arborvitae have been planted, 9 Hard Maple @ to 10', 
30 American White Birch 6 to 3's total cost $250.00, Dedicated June 16, 1940,
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Mheeler Memorial Council Ring 

$00 shrubs and trees donated by Edson Wheeler and planted by the ©, ¢. 6, 

Gardner Ares 

mn Work on the ponds and lagoons was begun Nov, 22, 1939. Load records, 2 yds, 
& load: 

Month Loada 
foverber 755 
ao 5022 

February oa 
Maroh 4835 
April $25 (rain) 

| ~ 3398 
duly 1946" 

September 3655 
Get, 1-3 inc, wit 
Total loads... , or ThyS22 yards, 

*Lee Cutter, Drag Line Operator, left for a position at Panama Canal. No 
operator for about two weeks, 

In making up our original estinate of excavation for the lagoons, we estim- 
ated a necessary 295,000 yard excavation, In taking our previous excavation | 
records, we estimated that we would be able to remove 59,000 yards a year. We 
have worked almost three weeks less than a year and have removed to date 74,522 
yards and are over our estimate 15,522 yards for the year. 

Horticultural Area | 

Rabbit—tight fence; plew (from NeGaffrey) $25.00; soil improvement 36 acres. | 
This area was gone ve Ve eeare fully with Professer #ilde, and from 50 to 60 
puree of gach bated tilled, The area was then planted to rye which wae 
grown ag a green manure erop and is being plowed under at the present tine, 
In the spring, commercial fertilizers will be added and the area will be plant~ 
ed to Mammoth Red Clover and Timothy, and will be held until such tine as horti- 
cultural plantings will be made, 

Hateriala., oeeee0G683.25 

Technical Labor. a4. 638408 
Totalssosesees . 

" |
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Marking Boundaries 

Dividing the area into secti warter sections, quarter~quarter sections, 
and small quadrants eppreuteutsly $08 feet square, To date four quarterquarter 
sections have been completed, All iron stakes and conerete monuments complete 
with identification tags have been set, 

Master Plan 

A new Master Plan was completed October 23, 1939, The plan again needs 
some revision, 

Nursery (Tree, Shrubs and Prairie ) 
x 350 

Rabbit-tight fence $850.00, Also a temporary nursery, 

Tn these two nurseries there are 23,821 plants, Many of these are of such 
size that they sre ready for planting, 

About 500 of the above were Wild Crab and Gray Dogwood collected at Taycheedah, 
Wiseonsin, 

Surgery, Mlldtower 

100 square feet to be surrounded by rabbit~tight fence for which a requisition 
for §200,00 has already been written, This nursery 19 located to the northwest of 
the double shelter near camp, 

Oibrich Entrance 

Completed stone work, graded, seeded and planted in the spring of 1940, This 
area was dedicated on June 18, 1939 before it was entirely completed, 

Parking Area 

Parking area at the Ho-liee-Um completed and planted in the spring of 1940. 

Parking area at the east 90 ccwpleted with guard rail spring 1940, but the 
aree is still to be planted, 

Rock Ledge Quarter Shelter 

Major portion of rock work finished, Shrub, tree, and rock ledge planting 
still to be done, 105 eu. yds, rock exeavation finished,
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Erairie 

A large amount of material moved from east of the Pish Hatchery Read and 
angers in the Prairie area, A new prairie trail hase been laid out, starting 

the weet parking area and leading through various groups of prairie plants, 
Other material to be planted aleng the trail and labeled so that it will he 
more usable and will acquaint students and ethers with prairie plants, Thirty- 
eight pounds of prairie seeds have been collected, | 

; Theo, Sperry wes loaned to Cook County, Tllinols, for two weeks te help | 
plan thelr prairle project, | 

Storage Cellar for Holding Plante 

In the past we bave had considerable trouble in holding plonts dermant unm 
til such time as they could be planted, Consequently, a storage cellar 10x14’ 
has been constructed at a cost of $293.00 for materials, 

Signs 

Bight of the signs cut out of boiler plate and designed by A, PF, Gallistel 
have been made and placed, These are very attractive and help conaiderable in 
dresging up the area, : 

Hild Life 

A number of things have been done under this general heading, We have main- 
tained our food patebes; have planted corn for winter feeding; have made a 
large number of rabbit traps and have gotten a permit from the Conservation Com 
mission to use ferrets in controlling rabbits in the area, Leopold ordered two 
ferrets but by some mistake or other we have four, 

William Teeney haa left the Arborstun to go with the Conservation Comaigsiton 
to do some deer studies for them, Leopold and I have seen Inapeotor Tripp and 
have asked for a man to replace Mr. Feeney, Stollberg, wth: Parwerge pagel er 
“4s available and we heave wignified to the Park Service our 1 at in getting 
him as Wildlife Technician for the Arboretum area, 

Eraiis 

Gne and nine-tenthe miles of foot trails have been completed, 

One mile of mowed firebreak trail has been completed, 

We have obliterated 1200' of concrete roads in the old Lake Foreat Plat 
now belonging to the Arboretum, The material from these roads is stock piled 
and is to be removed at some later date, An attempt has been made to obtain a 
Grusher to crush this material for use on our reads but as yet we have not had 
success. 

Arberotum Road 
Snow was removed throughout the winter by 6, ¢, 6, 4s you know, this 

road has needed repair for some time. We have finally obteined enough pateh material;
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115 eu, yds, of sand chtained from the University Sand Pity 1600 gallons of 
ter at 94 a gallon or $144.00; and Dene County has mixed the above material 
at a cost of $30.00, The total cost is $174.00, This money is being furnished 
by the University of Wisconsin, The material has been stock piled in the vari- 
ous parking areas adjacent to the road so that the holes can be filled as soon 
ae they dry out sufficiently, af 

Forest Products Laboratory 

Perhaps it is not generally known but the Porest Products Laboratory 
gets 25 men a day from our camp for work at the Forest Producta Laboratory. ; 
This cuts down our otherwise available force by that number of men a day, 

Type Survey & Lineal Survey 

Considerable surveying has been completed, getting nesessary inforwation 
go that intelligent planning may be done, 

Mai atenance 
We have had three maintenance men full time, sterting the last of April, 

This year agein we have bad a patrolman Saturday afternoons, Sundays, and 
holidays, Joe Hammersley, Patrolman, has taken considerable interest in the 
Arboretum and bas spent a number of evenings and free time going over the area, 

4 speed limit of 25 miles an hour has been set and Mr. Hammersley has ob- 
tained speed signe from the Town of Madison at no cost to the Arboretum, 

Fishing in Lagoons & Springs 

Longeneeker raised the question of the advisabLiaty of tee Beas 
in the lagoons and springs, It was decided that a&t least’for™ the ‘jw ® 
no fishing should be allowed in the springs or spring creeks or in such sreas 
where fences are maintained to keep out the general public. 

—Qverhead Irrigation for the Nursery 

The advisability of overhead irrigation for the nursery was brought up 
and W. H, Twenhofel said that he would give the Committee information as to 
the water supply, Some funds have been set up in the 0, 0, C, work program 
to take care of this overhead irrigation, 

Organization ef Arberetum Txequtives 

A nation-wide organisation of Arboretum Executives has just been formed 
ag @ gub-branch in connection with the American Inetitute of Park Executives, 
They recently had a meeting on Sept, 25 at Cleveland, Ohio, I was teaching 
at the time oo was unable te attend the meeting, but eonsiderable value should 
be had with various Arboretuas by this general clearing house for ideas, 

i
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Trin te Arnold Arboretum 
Owing to the limited amount of time, a sonplete report, could not be made at this meeting on the trip to the Arnold Arboretum, Director Herrill and 

Botanist Wayman were very fine and offered our Arboretum ony seeds, propagat- ing wood, or small plants that we wight request, This eontact alone was wall 
worth the trip, 

Filing Equipment 

The lack of filing space was brought up and Secretary NeGaffrey said that he would, upon reesipt of quotations, seeure for Longenecker a new steel letter file for Arboretum records, 

aan ‘ 

Professor Leopold was given the floor and asked for permission to form a 
Technical Research Conmittee to go over Arboretum matters. It was the consensus of opinion that no official action was necessary and that he should go ahead with the formation of the proposed committee, He then inquired as to what had been done in regard to dividing his duties es Research Director with John Curtis, 
stating that he would retain his directorship in animal research but would like to have Curtis as Director for Plant Research, This was approved by the Com f mittes, with the necessery steps to be taken by Chairman Gallistel, 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:10 P. By 

| 
. | 

Secretary, a re eer t 

| 

|



424 University Farm Place 
June 1, 1940 

Col. J. W. Jackson 
Madison & Wisconsin Foundation 
122 West Washington Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel: 

I can understand the situation, and I am 
willing to go along on the Indian name. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold ; 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

|
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THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION | 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

May... 27 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin | 

Dear Prof. Leopold: | 

Regarding the name for the Arboretum area to be 
dedicated June 16th. 

: Please be assured I have no pet theory about sélect- 
ing names for the Arboretum, but believe me, when I tell 
you that this particular instance was an extremely ser- 
ious one and confidentially, I am quite certain that the 
donor still feels that the name which the donor had in 
mind was preferable to anything we can get. For that 
reason, it was highly important that practically immediate 
action be taken, and that accounts for whatever haste may | 
seem to have attached to the procedure followed. | 

It is wholly agreeable to me if the name "Ho-Nee-Um" 
is dropped and something else substituted, such as you 
suggest - Burr Oak Sanctuary, or a name depending upon ; 
animals or vegetation rather than persons or Indian names; 
how-some-never, in that event, I shall feel called upon 
to step aside in again negotiating the sale of a name to 
the donor. Then, too, I think we should face the possi- 
bility if not the likelihood that if we open the question 
of name again, we may find ourselves confronted with the 
original choice of the donor; namely, "Bide-A-Wee", 

Time is short, and whatever is to be done must. be 
i acted upon hastily, possibly through the calling of a 

special committee meeting which I shall be happy to 
attend at any time. 

Please keep in mind one more point. The donor is 
deeply impressed with the thought of human sanctuary, re- 
fuge and solitude to be found in that area for thought 
and meditation, and all which those things connoted,. It 
was because of that, that Charlie Brown was entrusted 
with the job of finding the Winnebago name that covered 
that general theme. 

Far be it from me to say whether Chief Yellow Thunder 
knows his Winnebago, or whether Ho-Nee-Um means what we 
think it means, but anyway, we thought we did the best we
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could under the circumstances, and there certainly will ! 
be no hard feelings on my part if it is dropped entirely 
or something is substituted for it - only, I don't per- 
sonally propose to go through that little task of sales- 
manship to the donor again because it was tough enough as 
it was. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 

ore ector 

le 1 

IWI2Ws 
! Ene: 

Copy to; ' 
Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker 
A. L. Gallistel 
M. E. McCaffrey 
Prof. Geo. Wagner 
Prof. E. M. Gilbert vt
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THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

May 28 #1940 

VProf. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. G. wm. Longenecker 

A. L. Gallistel 
M. E. McCaffrey 
Prof. Geo. Wagner 
Prof. E. M. Gilbert 

: University of Wisconsin Arboretum Committee 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs: Re: Dedication Arboretum Area 
June 16, 1940 

Just to report that Arno B. Cammerer, Director of 

the National Park Service, sends a very fine letter in 

response to our invitation for him to make the dedicatory 

address, but says that his doctor tells him he must go 

to the sea shore instead of coming west. 

He has, however, designated Regional Director 

Thomas Allen of Omaha to represent the National Park 

Service at the dedication. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 

roy. Director 

owa Ws



4ah University Farm Place 
May 24, 19h 

Col. J. W. Jackson 
Madison & Wisconsin Foundation 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel: 

I voted for the Indian name because I could 
not think of any better alternative, tut unless the 
tablet is already ordered, I wonder if we could not 
initiate a series of local names depending on animals or 
vegetation rather than persons. 

For instance, the present sanctuary could very 
logically be called the "Bur Oak Sanctuary." I still 
feel, like Professor Wagner, decidedly uneasy about the 
Indian nomenclature. It somehow lacks the dignity which 
one would expect in & University Arboretum, because Indian ; 
parephrases have been so often used to name summer cottages, 
Boy Scout camps, and other perfectly useful, but hardly 
comparable, institutions. 

Sincerely yours, . i 

Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

| 

|
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THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN FOUNDATION 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

May ei 1940 

Mr. M. E. McCaffrey 
Prof. J. G. Dickson 
Prof. E. M. Gilbert 
Prof. George Wagner 
Mr. A. F. Gallistel 

(Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker 

Gentlemens: Re: Arboretum Ho-Nee-Um Dedication 

: The minutes of the meeting of May 35 state that 

Honorable McCaffrey and dishonorable Jackson are to 

be responsible for planning the program. In order that 

we may have something merely tentative to shoot at, 
how does this picture look to you: 

1- Time: Sunday morning, June 16, 10 A.M. 

an Location: If weather permits, dedication services 

to be held in the open on the high ground opposite 

Dudgeon School. If weather is unfavorable, dedication 

to be held in the Dudgeon School. 

3=- The program: Honorable Gallistel as chairman pre- 

siding and making his own choice of opening remarks, 

wn which might well record him as one of history's great- 

Qt est “openers". He might explain the word "Ho-Nee-Um", 

pat what it means and where it came from, etc. 

Honorable Chairman Gallistel then presents Honor- 

able President Dykstra, who will talk as he sees fit forf 

i five or ten minutes, commenting on the gift itself and 

explaining that the original gift of {20,000 for the 

University has now become in fact a gift of $100,000 

to the University through the development of the 27-acre 

area by the National Park Service. 

President Dykstra then presents the president of 

the Regents, Mr. Glover, who will speak for the Regents 

and accept the gift on their behalf. I take it Glover 

would speak from five to ten minutes. 

President Dykstra then to introduce Director Arno 

B. Cammerer of the National Park Service, provided he 

comes, or Mr, Cammerer's representative if he decides 

to send one.
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Following the talk by the National Park representa- 

tive, President Dykstra to announce the name of the 

anonymous donor, provided we secure that consent, and 

possibly if the donor is present, to present such donor : 

and listen to any remarks which said donor might see fit 

to express. 

Program completed - everybody went home. 

f | 

Under the above schedule it would take anywhere from 

45 minutes to an hour and ten minutes, but if we got started 

promptly at 10 o'clock the proceedings should be finished 

by 11.15, and by 11.50 at the outside. That would still 

leave time for inspection of the area and a trip along 

Monroe Street and Manitou, and in through the Olbrich En- 

trance and out the east entrance. 

Please shoot it full of holes by any changes or 

additions, or omissions which strike you as proper. 

Sincerely yours, 

| 

IWI2Ws 

| 
: |



April 5, 1940 

Memo to Bill Peoney: 

Bill Longenecker and I went over the Arboretum this morning and 
were sorry that you couldn't be with us. The following points occurred to me: 

Refuge. 1 think this should be fed this spring in order to 
) get the a; agcustomed to it. Harold Madden says there is corn left, and 

I think if wo have to out the feeding, it would be better to cut on the west 
end. 

I like the burning you did on the shoreline, and I am wondering if 
nost of the shoreline should not be laid out with a system of disked fire- 
breaks so that it can be burned regularly every fall or early spring. It 
should not, however, be burned so far from the water as to destroy the 

| opportunity for duck nesting. 

Belberehes. Longenecker wants to move the stock of mulberries in the 
nursery the office. I suggest you lay out a plan for placing these 
where nesded for songbird purposes. ) 

Trap Nests. If you approve of the atteched letter to Bill Grimmer, 
I suggest you take one further step, and that is to install a system of | 
trap nests. Harold Madden and Bill seemed to think that the cost of the 
tile could be handled. If possible, they should be designed so that the 
catch chamber closes with a padlock. This would presumably reduce the risk 
of abuse. These might also prove useful for our coons. 

snot Eassies. I suggested that since peat is being hauled for the 
: horti area, it might be possible to haul some for the food patches 

also. Madden and Longenecker seemed to approve. If you approve, you 
might follow this matter up. 

fone Browsing Paper. I think the heavy browsing this winter gives 
you an Ya good chance to build a palatability list of rabbit browse, 
including seasonal variations in palatability. I hear, for example, that 
the elder was not attacked until early spring. This was also true on my 
place. Fran Hamerstrom has some browse observations on white pine that 
would fit in with a note on this subject. 

Aldo Leopold



bah University Farm Place 
February 10, 1940 : | 

Mr. Paul V. Brown | 
National Park Service | 
Keeline Building 
Omaha, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

I am writing you in a personal capacity to seck your advice 
about the N.P.S. camp on the University Arboretum. My excuse is that 
you have been one of these few who heve umierstood the Arboretum idea. 

The attached memo from Mr. Gurtis (1) (no signature stamped) 
to Mr. Tripp indicates that certain Jobs which I regard as essential 
to the Arboretum idea are to be dropped after next July. The purpose 
in dropping them, as gathered from personal conversations with Mr. Tripp, 
is to release overhead funds now going into the wildlife foreman 
(¥. S. Feeney) in order that these funds may be devoted to construction. 

T think I detect in this proposal a basic conflict between two 
Opposing viewpoints. ‘The H.P.5. has developed, for use in ordinary parks, 
a set of "canned" procedures which give priority to construction. For 
ordinary parks there is doubtless reason for this. When forcibly applied 
to the Arboretum, however, these procedures simply do not fit. They will 
force us to abandon certain wildlife work which I regard ne important, 
in favor of certain constructions which te my mind ere of very minor 
importance. If the Arboretum becomes an ordinary park, my interest in 
it will cease. Any City Council can run an ordinary park; » university 
has no ¢all to duplicate such functions. 

I realise, of course, that there are two questions involved: | 
(1) Is the work to be dropped essential to the Arboretum? (2) Hae it been 

well done? On the second point, I ean only offer my personal opinion 
that it has. It has reoulted in only one publication (see attached), det 
half a dosen others are in process, and three have reached « mnueoript 

adhere rag Ray ony No H.?.8. inspector has ever looked at 
these materials, al thay now want to eliminate the machinery for 
producing them. Waturally this kind of work rolls up like a snowball; 
each succeeding year yiclds twice as mmch tengible results as the preceding 
one. To cut it off now will de a serious loss of contimity. 

Another reason adduced for the proposed abolition of wildlife 
work is that the work is research, and research should be paid for by 
the university. I would be the last to deny that the university should | 
chip in more than it has done. But there in enother point here: Feeney 
and I have squeeged gome research findings out of the ordinary routine |
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of 6.0.0. shores (feeding, census, anf the like), whereas the ordinary 
Camp simply does these chores and then forgets about them. We now stand 
to be penalised for having gotten double value out of these "chores". 

Let me make it clear that I have no quarrel with Mr. Tripp. 
He ie conscientiously trying to enforce “the rules", and it is not his 
foalt that they do not fit. “hat I need, and what he needs, is sone 
indication from higher up that the Arboretum 1a a "special case", perhaps 

more like a National Park. I venture to guess that the N.P.S. came on 
the national parks are not dropping wildlife work to raise funds for 
constructions. If so, then we have indeed become an age of onginoers. 

Can you advise me what to do? Better still, can you or some 
sompetent representative of your office make a critical review of the 
situation on the ground? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Research Direotor 
University Arboretum 

Langer Bor teats’ | 

Got pieced 

yt A
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UNIT@D STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THR INTRRIOR 
WATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

REGION THO 
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 

December 20, 1939 | 

Memorandum for Inspector Tripp - Wisconsin: 

This memorandum is in reference to the 15th period cemp application 
for the University of Wisconsin Arboretum at Madison. ‘The application, 
particularly the proposed work program and the attached job location plan, 
has been carefully reviewed in this office, and we offer the following 
comments and suggestions for your information and guidance. 

The application states that this area is valuable for vacation, 
weekend and dey use. We believe its chief value is not recreational and 
that, as a recreation area, a Small amount of day use will be its scrope. 
However, we feel that the picnic area on the newly acquired lands east 
of Fish Hatchery Road should early be undertaken, that a layout plan 
should soon be prepared. 

We agree with your analysis of the program for the Arboretum that 
because of equipment and skilled labor costs, all funds are being used 
on the heavy lsbor consuming, earth moving job at the expense of structural 
developments, further, when this labor work is wound up the area will lack 
administrative and service headquarters, structural, water, and sanitary 
provisions in the picnic area, which cannot be balanced by an accompanying 
labor program. This would indicate the desirability of local participation 
and materials and a readjustment of this work program in priority by periods 
or years to assure completion of structural developments before the heavy 
labor jobs are completed. 

The CCC policies against maintenance and our belief that research is 
‘the function of the University lead us to question the authority for | 
certain jobs after next July, namely a portion of Job 1005, Bxperimental | 
Plots, 20,000 man days; Job 1015, Reconnaissance and ine a coe 10,000 
man days; Job 906, Pheasant Trapping, 2,500 man days; Job » Rabbit | 
Trapping, 5,000 man days; Job 906, Game Census, 1,500 man days; Job 906, 
Food Patches, 4,000 man days; Job 907, Wildlife Feeding, 1,500 man days. | 

Tn providing for pienic area development early in the work program, | 
first consideration should be given to water supply and sanitation. | 

We note a so-called service area south of the picnic area and admin- 
istration center in the site of the present CCC camp by no structures | 
requested at either of these sites. 

We question the trail shelters, the purpose of the entrance building. | 

CCC developments in any ares should be based upon an agreed master | 
plan interpreted as to prierity and scope by « long-range program such as |



accompanied this 15th period application. This program becomes, then, 
the basis of anmal work program, Form 10-355, preparation of job plans, 
jobv approvals, and the undertaking of the various stages of development. 

We hope that you will be successful in your attempt to obtain par- 
ticipation funds so that the work program may be revised, on the basis 
of the revised master plan, which we understand soon is to be forwarded, 
and of these discussions. It 1s requested that a revised work program 
as accurately prepared as possible be resubmitted as the field proposal 
for the schedule of completion of the development at the Wisconsin 
Arboretum. We are of the opinion that the asking might be sealed down 
from a ten-year program to something considerably less. 

Acting Regional Director 

|
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January 31, 1940 

REPORT ACCOMPANYING THE MASTER PLAN 
University Park S.P. 14 

(University of Wisconsin Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge) 

This report accompanies the revised master plan, 
10-23-39 and supplements earlier master plan reports. 
It also refers particularly to the comments on the Sep- 
tember 30, 1937 report in the associate regional directors? 
letter of review on November 13, 1939. 

Land Acquisition 

The base map which was reviewed shows that some of the 
land which we propose to acquire has been plated for residen- 
tial use. We already own a portion of this property and 
are at work obliterating the old roads on this portion 
according to an approved job #71-(713) 12-29-39. The res- 
idential development looks quite formidable on the base map 
but when looking at it on the ground it is much less im- 
pressive. A good share of the plot was low marshland. 

It was subdivided, poorly constructed streets were put 
in and lots were sold to people (mostly outside of Madison) 
as an investment. The land was sold through maps showing 
its close proximity to the capitol and to Madison, and by 
pictures of other further removed, but valuable subdivisions, 
showing what could be expected. The man who fostered the 
subdivisions went to jail and the people who invested in the 
venture lost their money. The land mostly lies idle and 
acquiring it should not be too big a task. 

“A Definite Schedule of Acquisition" 

Several years ago a schedule of acquisition of land 
Was set up by the University Arboretum Committee. One of 
its purposes was to first outline the ultimate area to be 
included, and then to determine those particular parcels of 
land in that area which were considered most essential to 
the arboretum project. Thereafter, special effort was 
exerted toward their acquisition and with highly satisfactory 
results. Accordingly, at this date practically every foot 
of Lake Wingra shore line which it was hoped to acquire for the Arboretum is now in University ownership. Designated 
by the public and private ownership, the lake shore may now be apportioned as follows: 

|
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approximately 11,950 feet are owned by the University 
el dae nn el 4,000 feet are owned by the city of Madison, 

3,450 feet in Vilas Park and 550 feet in Conklin Park 
approximately 2,675 feet are owned by Edgewood Academy 

(this Edgewood Academy shore line is in its wild 
original state.) 

approximately 500 feet of lakeshore is in private 
ownership. 

Negotiations have been under way to secure a long time 
lease of the Edgewood Academy shore line to the University 
primarily to insure its remaining in ita present original 
marsh and cat tail condition for bird refuge. 

Of the 500 feet of privately owned shore, 100 feet 
separately owned will probably be acquired within the next 
year or two. It is owned by a University faculty man who 
is also 4 member of the Arboretum Committee. 

The remaining privately owned land will probably so 
continue for some years, but in all reasonable probability 
will come into either University or city ownership. 

With two exceptions the most valuable land which it 
is hoped to ultimately incorporate with Arboretum has 
already been acquired by the University. These exceptions are: 

1. Wakoma Country Club containing approximately 104 acres 
2. Approximately 75 acres of wooded knoll and partly 

wooded area owned by Lake Forest Land Co. 
Negotiations for acquiring the Nakoms Country Club for 

the University have been under way for the past two years, 
during which time the title has passed from the Nakoma Country 
Club to the bondholders. There is still a reasonable prob- 
ability that the negotiations will ultimately work out satis- 
factorily. 

As to the Lake Forest Co., this tract is practically | all that remains of the company's original 550 acres, and 
of which the University has heretofore acquired approximately 
475 acres. It is a reasonable assumption that within five 
years we will acquire one half of this Lake Forest Land Co. 
remaining acreage. Tentative negotiations are now under 
way to acquire approximately 30 or 35 additional acres of } Lake Forest Land Co. holdings. 

One tract of 180 acres of high wooded land suitable 
for the proposed 500 acre permanent forest area, and which 
lies south of the present highway along the Arboretum south) 

. boundary, is now under option to the University Regents at a low figure ($7599 per acre) due to the death of the owner 
and her expressed request that it become part of the area. 

Another tract of 120 acres, for the proposed permanent 
forest area, south of Seminole Highway has been lived on by an old couple for 70 years. It will shortly become available
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at comparatively low price. This adjoins the 180 acres 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. It is believed that 
the entire 500 acres proposed for the permanent forest could 
be secured for somewhere around $75,000 and the committee 
is constantly on the lookout for such a sum, either by 
gift or otherwise. 

A small tract of 17 acres owned by two elderly sisters 
who have recently entered an old ladiest home, is available. 
An adjoining parcel of 14 acres is available because the 
house and buildings burned. 

The schedule of acquisition aims to pick up these 
parcels from time to time as circumstances make them avail- 
able upon terms which the Arboretum committee can meet. 

One low lying tract of 180 acres was a gift to the 
University at a cost of $15,00020 to the donor. Another 
tract of 27 acres was a gift at a cost of $20,000 to the 
donor. The committee is constantly on the alert for 
additional gifts. 

Of the 25 land acquisition proposals upon which the 
committee has worked, 21 have been successfully completed. 

It is the reasonable expectation--based on past 
experience--that within the next five years practically all 
of the land which it is contemplated to include in the Arboretum 
will have been acquired. That would then provide a total 
acreage of approximately 1700 acres. Of this approximately 
948 acres are already owned by the University. 

It should be stated that since the 1937 master plan was 
prepared a highly desirable tract 6f some 23 acres of wooded 
hillside was secured at the far southeast section of the 
area between the Fish Hatchery Road and the railroad, 

Roads _ and Control 

No trouble is anticipated through indiscriminate parking 
of cars along the Fish Hatchery Road. Control of fire on 
the east marsh along this road has had us uneasy at times 
but this should be pretty well taken care of by the construc- 
tion of the new water areas along this road. isob (65) -903 
approved 10-18-39 and the building of the proposed parking 
area in the picnic area to the east of the road.) 

The proposed trail from the service group to Seminole 
Highway is intended for service use only; it is to be as 
inconspicuous as possible and will be shut off from general 
use. It is necessary to connect the area to the south Seminole 
Highway to the main service groups with a service road in 
order to have efficient maintenance and supervision,
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Building on Service Road near Seminole Highway 

The building shown near the entrance of the service road 
from Seminole Highway on the 1937 master plan was a house 
already on that piece of property which the committee thought at the time might be utilized by one of the maintenance 
men living on the area. On the new master plan it has been 
thought best to remove this building when this piece of 
property is acquired. 

Buildings in the Area South of Seminole Highway 

The buildings shown in the area to the south of Seminole 
Highway are a field maintenance laboratory and sanitary facilities. We feel that the service road to the south of 
Seminole Highway is essential for adequate maintenance and accessibility of the area by students with a limited amount 
of time between classes. 

Road Which Connects aa Arboretum Drive and The Fish Hatchery 
Road, pass ng directly sou a @ tagoons-~- 

That portion of the above road which extends from the Fish Hatchery Road to Capitol Ave. is a regularly dedicated street, Carver Street, in the Lake Forest plot, duly accepted as such by the Town of Madison Board and maintained by it as a regular Township road. It will probably remain as such until such time as the University acquires most of the land bordering this road. In all reasonable probability, that will be in from 10 to 15 years. In the meantime its existence is thought to be advantageous to the Arboretum development program. 

Arboretum Drive 

The Board of Regents who hold title to the Arboretum land in so far as we can find out have no legal right to turn the Arboretum drive, where we have clear title to it over to any other agency. If the Town of Madison or the Conservation Commission or any other agency was to help maintain this road they would have to do it with the under- y standing that we have complete jurisdiction over it. 

There are some sections of this road where we have not as yet been able to clear up the legal status. This ig being worked on however and we hope to know just what our legal rights are in the near future. 

Service Buildings on Golf Course 

The new master plan eliminates the three small existing service buildings at the entrance to the golf course from the south. The service access past the parking area is necese oar for maintenance and is not used by the public. This parking area is used by people visiting the prairie area to the south and the woods area to the west and the crabapple and Hawthorne plantings in the immediate vicinity.
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Development Units 

The original narrative explained the use of the pro- 
posed fence area to exclude the public and dogs from certain 
Wild Life areas. The base map shows the three fenced areas 
that have been completed. The fourth fenced area shown on 
the 1937 master plan was also a proposed wild life area and 
is in-precess-of.beiwg completed as an approved job #29- 
(131) -5-9+39,. 

Additional fence is proposed on the 1939 master plan 
in connection with the migratory waterfowl and wildlife areas 
on the east marsh. A boundary fence along Seminole Highway 
and around the proposed area to the south of Seminole Highway 
are also essential. 

Question on Slopes of Prairies 

Prairies oceurred on all slopes from déad flat to pre- 
cipitous. Most of the relics today are called "Goal Prairies" 
because of steepness. 

Tracts Labled Ecological Associations 

Definite plans have not been made for the area to the 
south of Seminole Highway as we do not own this property 
as yet and do not have accurate soil and topographic surveys. 
It is however proposed to use this area as a permanent Univ- 
ersity forest when it is acquired. 

Parking Area near Aquatic Garden 

The parking area as shown near the aquatic garden is 
merely a location plan and a detailed design and construction 
plan will be submitted when this job is sent in for approval. 

Song Bird Sanctuary 

oye *ste detailed planting arene are in process for the 
song bird sanctuary. We are calling this area north of 

1 Lake Wingra by the Indian name for sanctuary or refuge - 
"Ho - nee - um" 

Trees Showing Structure 

Trees are to be used in the shrub garden area where the 
composition and habitat demands it. These trees will be 
selected because of their growth structure, form, texture, 
and color. Here and there as opportunity presents itself 
trees will be brought out into the open at the edge of the 
various ecological associations to demonstrate growth struc- 
ture of various kinds of trees when grown by themselves in 
the open. 

Contact Stations 

The contact stations are to serve as places of inform-
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ation and when large groups are going through the area, as 
guide stations. We often have large groups such as the Wis- 
consin Association of Nursery Men, The State Federation of 
Garden Clubs, The Boy Scouts, the friends of Our Native 
Landscape, etc. using the area. 

It has been decided to propose a contact station at the 
Mills Street entrance. This we feel could best be built in 
combination with a new bridge which is needed to replace the 
present unsightly high crowned conerete arch which now spans 
Wingra Creek. 

Some few years ago when Conrad Wirth inapected the 
Arboretum, it was suggested that it was highly desirable to 
construct a suitable new bridge and entrance in harmony with 
the planned west entrance. It was also proposed that such 
a bridge and entranee could serve as a suitable permanent 
memorial to the National Park Service and the @0Cs for 
their work in developing the area. That proposal has 
apparently met with continuous approval, and it is earnestly 
hoped that it may be carried through in the comparatively 
near future, 

indian Mounds, Shelters, and Toilets 

The Indian mounds are indicated on the new master plan and 
a new silhouette sign is about finished to be used to mark this 
area. 

The two shelters and the latrine near the Indian mounds 
are indicated as being completed. These buildings are very 
excellently done and are getting considerable use. 

Plan for Picnic Area Bast of Bish Hatchery Road 

Several preliminary studies have been made of this 
area. It is also to be used as a class problem in Landscape 

. Design 102 the first part of the coming semester. Go we hope 
to have a plan to submit for this area in the not too distant 
future. 

| 

4 Pool Area Near Monroe Street 

The newly made pool area to the north of Lake Wingra | 
near Monroe Street has probably caused more favorable comment | 
by people of Madison than any one thing done by the CCCs at 
the Arboretum. Wot that it is of any better quality than | other projects but because it is where a large number of 
people pass it daily. 

West Entrance 

The West Entrance is beginning to take shape. A part 
of the wall is in need of coping but this is being put on 
at the present time, This entrance has already added consid- 
erably to the project and when it is blended into the oak woods in the near vicinity by appropriate plantings will be even more worthwhile.
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We whe are on the arboretum committee, the University, 

and the people of Madison and vicinity are very appreciative 

of the work being done on the urboretum area by the National 

Park Service and the 60Cs. It is work which we could not 

do alone for a nunber of years to come. It is making this 

area a truly worth place where we can study und add to the know- 

Ledge of the basic natural sciences. Thearea is also of great 

aesthetic vaiue and adds much to the pleasure and cuiture of 

the Gommuni ty. i 

Respectfuliy submitted, | 

G. Wm, Longenecker | 
Park Authority SP-14 
Executive Director : 
University Arboretum and 
Wild Life Refuge
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. MEETING OF ARBORETUM EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE % ‘ fap 
ue yar 

Held at University Club 

Friday, December 15, 1939 

at 12:15 P. Mw 

Members present; Gallistel, Jackson, Leopold, Longenecker and McCaffrey. 

Gallistel asked Longenecker to read the letter he received from Merry Curtis, 
Acting Chief of fevelopment for the National Park Service. The letter reads as 

follows: 

Dear Professor Longenecker: 

Somewhat guiltily I profess of having been in Madison Monday and Tuesday 
morning and not having called and paid my respects and discussed the Arboretum. 

Monday I attended the Northern lake States Regional Committee conference and met 
with 0. L. Harrington. Tuesday morning I spent with Inspector Tripp, having an 
opportunity for a brief visit to the Arboretum. 

We discussed our master plan comment and your revised master plan, which I 
know is a result of your personal handiwork. tt is hoped that you may see fit to 

present a revised master plan taking into consideration the comments raised in our 
recent letter regarding the previous master plan. Particularly, we are interested 
in an adequate narrative and a consideration of elimination of certain sections 
of road, particularly the piece of township road leading to the mall private sub- 
division in the middle of the Arboretum. We understand that there is no one who 
will acknowledge paternity to the Arboretum drive and that no funds are made avail- 
able for its maintenance. This road lying within the arboretum, built by ¥.P.A. 
funds, we understand, has a fate which we are worried might undertake the rest 
of the work there, 

As you know, we are limited in our developments to work for which there is 
guitable guarantee of operation and maintenance. We think that the Arobretum 
drive is a part of the development and that the township road will somewhat com- 

promise it. We feel it advisable to strongly stress the desirability, from our 
. standpoint, of the Arboretum taking the responsibility of obtaining through some 

source or other adequate future maintenance funds for this highway. 

We are of the opinion that the work program for the proper development of 
the Arboretum should undertake soon the necessary building construction, which, 
however, in light of our limited funds seems impossible. If this is not done we 

see the day approaching when a balanced priee will be impossible and we shall 
have to one day pull out of the Arboretum without having completed all of the 

structural developments for lack of balancing labor projects, therefore, it is 
hoped that local participation will allow us to undertake some of this work soon, 
particularly the headquarters service group and the recreation area in the newly 
acquired wooded section. 

By the way, & picnic area layout plan would be a desirable early accomplishment. 

Because of the necessity for skilled labor in Madison, Inspector Tripp made | 

the suggestion that heavy protective planting along Monroe Street might be substi- | 

|
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tuted for the previously contemplated stone wall carrying out the motif of previous 
elevations dong the public streets. This suggestion seems to us to have merit. 

We hope that soon a work program can be evolved which will give a priority 
and @ schedule to each structural accomplishment and that the work may progress 
in such manner that all essential features will be done prior to the completion 
of the major labor jobs. 

It is hoped that my next visit to Madison will find me with more time and 
the opportunity of compromising a little of your time, 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry E. Curtis, 
Aeting Chief of Development. 

Tt was the opinion of the group that everything possible should be done to 
eet local participation funds to carry out the building and construction prozrem, 
Curtis in his letter states that the headquarters service group should be constructed 
@8 soon as possible. 

The administration building plans drawn by the Central Design Office of the 
National Park Service were looked over and discussed. There is a ruling that ea 
building with a cost of over $15,000.00 cannot be built by the National Parks Service, 
80 Gallistel offered te contact the W.P.4. office to find out what would be required 
in the way of funds from the University. It was Suggested by McCaffrey that there 
might be a possibility of building the office portion if the whole building was excessive in cost but that the whole umit should be built if possible, 

The question was raised as to the use of Niemann's house if that piece of 
property was acquired. It was suggested that it could be used as a residence or 
ag & building for service quarters. ‘The opinion was that it could be used, 

A water system and irrigation for the nursery was discussed. An irrigation 
system for propagetion and nursery was thought very essential. Furnishing funde 
for same was thought to be one excellent way of helping with local participation, 

| The legal status of Arboretum Drive was discussed by Jackson. He suggested 
because of MeCaffrey's contact with Warren Resh it might be poesible for him to 
get some idea as to the legal status of the road so that we would know what is 
our actual problem. Gallistel said he had been going over the road problem with 
Jimmie McDonald and thet there were certain things that perhaps McDonald could 
help us out with before Resh was approached. 

Curtis! letter was gone over item by item, 

The question of a justification of Peeny's work was brought up as regards 
actual construction. Leopold said he would contact Trip in regard to Feeney's 
work, Signs were discussed. Jackson discussed cases thrown out of court by 
Judge Proctor because of insufficient signs. Longenecker said he would not like 
to see signs every 50 to 100 feet along Arboretum Drive and stated that large 
signs at the entrances and a well marked boundery should be sufficient. 

;
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Beopold asked for posettelen to approach E. M. Gilbert regarding making John Curtis botanical supervisor of Sperrys prairie work. Permission was voted ty the 
committee. 

Research at the arboretum was discussed and leopold said that research backed 
by the alumni research had to have dramatic appeal. He said that a problem such 
ae Riker is putting up to them on getting strains of White Pine free from blister 
rust is quite apt to have their approval. ‘The oak problem, however, while being 
probably just as important gets no backing from them, 

Longenecksr told of Edison Wheeler being in Madison the 9th of December and 
said that Wheeler wes going to spent around $100.00 on additional plants for the Council Ring this next spring, ngenecker to send him a list of whet was wanted. 

Meeting adjourned at 2:39 P. M. 

Submitted by the Secretary, 

G. Wm. Longenecker 
Executive Director, University 

; Arboretum & Wildlife Refuge. 

| 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM AND 

WILD LIFE REFUGE CONNIT TER 

Minutes of the October 17, 1939 meeting. 

Meeting held at 6:00 P. M. at the University Club. A. FP. Gallistel, Chairman, : presiding. 
; 

The following wen were present: \ 

James Dickeon, A. ¥. Gallistel, EB. W. Gilbert, J. ¥. Jackson, Aldo Leopold, 
G. Ym. Longenecker, and ¥. #. Twenhofel. 

It was suggested by the chair that a Secretary be elected by the committee to 
take notes on the proceedings, these notes to be sent to the members for record. 
G, Wm. Longenecker was elected Secretary, 

4 diagram of the cooperating agencies working at the arboretum was presented 
by the chairwan for discussion. ‘his diegram showed the relationship of the Army, | the Wational Park Service and the University Arboretua Committee. Leopold suggested 
that a change be wade in the diagram to show that such work project, originating 
with the research director, should clear through the Bxecutive Director to the 
project Superintendent. This change was incorporated in the diagram. 

%. M. Gilbert @1d of the work John Curtis was doing with orchids at Wertin 
Gillen’. In examining the risimes of orchids at Gallen, Curtis found that all of 
them indicated that something had happened to the habitat ten years earlier. He | 
asked Gillan what had happened that year. He eaid that wae the year he had put in 
his Mill = This observation by Curtis sold him te Gillan so that he is cooperat- | 
ing with tis in every way. 

The chair asked Lengenecker to report on Tripp and his attitude toward the 
project. 

Leopold offered to write Brown at the district office to forewara him ao that he would be advised im case anything turned up in regard to the wild life end prairie 
projects. : 

The Chairman turned the meeting over to the Rrecutive Director for @ discussion 
of work project propossis to be included in the application for the next three-year 
camp application. 

The plan for the luyout and planting at the Olbrich entrance was diseussed, j 
particularly in regerd to whether an entrance shelter wos wanted and if $0, how 1 
elaborate a building should be provided. it was the concensus of opinion that an 
elaborate building was not wanted. It was thought that a simple shelter with a 
roof for protection from the elements, and covering @ map and bulletin board case 
was essential. Gallistel suggested that this shelter be far enough remeved from 
the entrance so as not to compete with it. In sealing off the plen, it was found 
that the site selected was approximately 160 ft. from the entrance which wag thought 
far enough removed. 

¥ 
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Fences and patroling were next discussed. It was the opinion of the group that 
interior fences should be kept at a minimum. It was thought that a fence around 
the Horticultural trial area was essential. Boundary fences were approved. A fence across the upper corner of the shorebird area and one at the east end of the Gardner area were thought advisable. Other areas wers to be left open but patrolled by a full-time patrolman as soon as funds could be made available. 

The advisability of the erection of a fire tower at the north parking area was 
discussed. There was considerable comment pro and con. It was pointed out that it takes at least six enrollees to patrol the area during dry periods with the present set up. It was decided to omit the fire tower, a full-time, day and night patrol 
on motorcycle to be substituted. | 

The plan for the Gardfner area wes discussed in detail.tne following accoupany- 
ing plan report which had been submitted to Inspector, B. A. Tripp wae read: 

3B. A. Tripp, Inspector ¥. P. 
Inspectors Headquarters 
State Capitol 

| Madison, Wisconsin 

The ares known as the "Gardner Tract" was added to the Arboretum because of ite poseibilities as potential range, breeding grounds and study area for migratory 
waterfowl and shore birds, and because it offered a chance for additional ecologi- 
eal associations and study, Negotiations were first carried on several years ago with the Biological Survey for funds to purchase this land. They were very mach 
interested in it and an option was taken. Then their funds became tied and for a time it was thought that the chance of getting the land was lost. “Sass as | 
the option was about to expire, Louis Gardner, & Madison man who saw the value of 
the tract to the Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge, gave the University the necessary money to make the purchase. 

This marsh besides being excellent potential wild life range is rich in marsh flora of type not often found. There are large numbers of the small white and Small yellow Ladyslippers and wany clumps of fine rare orchid hybrids. An orchid 
hybridiser from the Bast seid, when going over the area, that these hybrids were better than any artificially pollenated ones he had ever veen. j 

Considerable careful study was made of the marsh, the soils, the plants, the 
birds and animals on the area. The plant and soil survey showed that fire has done & great deal of damage to certain parts of the marsh, particularly near the borders. 

There are places that have been so badly burned that the natural plant cover 
has been entirely destroyed and wach of the peat burned away, Nettles come in in heavy stands on these burned peat areas. In maping the marsh, it was found that 
most of these nettle areas are near the margins of the property making it possible 
to do away with them and protect the undisturbed marsh at the center by & system 
of encircling ponds. The ponds thus formed aleo performing their major function | 
as waterfowl range. 

It is proposed as shown by the plans to screen the marsh borders from the road 
with shrub and tree plantings, as shown on accompanying plan. 

;
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The e011 survey shows that much of this boundary furnishes the correct habitat 
for temarack and associated plants while the area to the northwest is almost ideal 
for the River Birch association. At the present time, there are a large number of 
river birch growing in our nurseries which are to be used for this project and 
the Wisconsin Conservation Comission is growing tamarack in their nurseries purpose- 
ly to be used in connection with this job. 

The marsh border plantings will furnish data on establishing tamarack and | 
River Birch associations will make a displg for marsh roadside planting and will | 
furnish cover for pheasants, quail and song birds. 

The material taken from the ponés with a very short haul can be used on the | 
badly burned marsh to the east of the Fish Hatchery read. Thies will get ria of | 
the soil from the ponds and will improve this piece of property. The idea is i 
to eventually use the property to the east of the road for a picnic and recreation 
area in connestion with the Arboretum. The south porticn of this parcel of land 
&@ shown by the plans rises well above the marsh end will furnish en excellent site 
for & shelter, fire places, toilet facilities and other picnic necessities. This 
picnic spot is close enough to the rest of the Arboretum and "ila Life Refuge so 
that it con be studied end enjoyed but it ie also so leested that it will not hamper 
the major purpose of the project. | 

Tt is felt by the Arboretum coumittes that the development of this Gerdner 
Tract as plansed is of major luportence to the whole project in that it will make 
it a more complete and worthwhile ecologies] and ¥ild Life lehorntory, | 

For the Arboretum Gomalttee, | 

G, Wa. longenecker { 
Exeeutive Director of University | 
Arboretum. ond Til4 life Refuge. ! 

The question of dispensation of the dirt which is to be removed from the legoons { 
was discussed. The present plan indicates that this mterial be used to fill the \ 
marsh to the east of the Fish Hatchery Road. rie ae 

Thies margh is not in a very good stete of prese#vation. There ere approximately | 
295,000 yards of dirt to come out of the ponds. This will form a hill on the marsh 

_ ome eight feet high and sloping te the boundsries. It was agreed to follow the | 
plan of £111 as submitted unless sowe other area close at hand which is agreeable to ) 
the park service can be found. 

Meeting adjourned. | 

Submitted by the Seeretary, | 
| 

Oo. Ym. Longenecker 

; 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

Office of the 
President 

October 11, 1939 { 

Gentlemen, 

I am appointing the Arboretum Committee to continue without 
change in personnel for the current year, but since Mir, Gilbert 
has requested to be relieved of the chairmanship, I am asking 
Mr, Gellistel to assume that responsibility. ' 

Yours very sincerely, 

CG. A. Dykstra 
President 

) 

F, A. Aust 
Fo Oo Bees | 
A. F. Gallistel, Chaixyman 
E. M, Gilbert r 

LéAldo Leopold 
G, Williem Longenecker | 

) My BE, MeCaffrey 
¥. B. Trenk 
W. H. Twenhofel, 
George Wagner
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April 26) 1939 

H. W. MacKenzie, Director 
State Conservation Department 
State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Director MacKenzie: Re: University Arboretun, 
Wildlife Refuge and 
Forest Experimental Preserve 

As you know, we have all been. keenly concerned regarding ade- 
quate protection for the 900 acre land area and Lake Wingra as in- 
cluded in the Wingra Refuge and the University of Wisconsin Arbore- 
tum, Wildlife Refuge and Forest Experimental Preserve. 

In an earnest effort to help as best we could we have just 
arranged for the services of Joseph T, Hammersley to cover the 
area on Saturdays and Sundays. Hammersley is a full time Uni- 
versity policeman. Gradually, we hope to be able to have him 
or someone else put in more time on the wildlife refuge, and 
eventually hope it will be possible to work out a plan of co- 
operation between the State Conservation Commission, the City of 
Madison, and the University, for a full time warden who will 
police the entire refuge area and the two Madison City parks; 
namely, Vilas and Conklin. In the mean time, however, we are 
trying to make the best of the situation. 

These questions arise in connection with Hammersley's juris- 
diction, 

1- With police powers on the regular University campus, we take 
_ it he would have similar, ‘but possibly not equal police powers on 

the University Arboretum because, while certain portions of the 
Arboretum area are in the city limits, by far the greater part of 
it is outside the city limits, 

e> Hammersley has been deputized by the sheriff's department 
so that he is now a deputy sheriff. The question arises as to 
just what additional police powers that gives him, and particul- 
arly in connection with game or fish and sinilar violations on ) 
the Wingra State Refuge. For example, can he arrest any violat- 
or either on or off that refuge or are his powers limited to 
the boundaries of the refuge area. 

This thought has occurred to us, and we give it to you for | 
the careful consideration we know it will have. If Hammersley ; | 
does not now have all requisite authority to fully and completely
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protect the refuge area and the University property, might it 
not be altogether proper to ask the proper legislative com- 
mittees to introduce a bill even at this late date in the sess- 
ion, specifically authorizing deputizing by the Conservation 
Commission of deputy sheriffs with adequate Conservation warden 
powers on state property or state refuges. Particularly would 
that seem applicable when such deputy sheriff is a full-time 
employee of the state--and ofcourse, as a University policeman, 
Hammersley is exactly that. 

What we want, ofcourse, is to give and get fullest co- 
operation with the CCC's, and as nearly iron clad protection 
on the Wingra Refuge as is reasonably possible. Naturally, 
inasmuch as it is so close to so many people, it will always 
be subject to constant poaching, depredations and violations. 
Hammersley has already found several steel traps and other 
evidences of game and fish violations. 

Thanks for the constructive suggestions we know you will 
have to offer. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE MADISON AND WISCONSIN. FOUNDATION 

E4 | 
cutive Director | 

| 
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keh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Managenent March 2, 1939 

Please route as follows: 

Prof. G. W. Longenecker 

Prof. BE. M. Gilbert 
Gol. J. W. Iackson 

Gentlemen: 

The Arboretum Committee hae long since agreed that a patrolman 
was becoming necessary. The amount of vandalism has meanwhile grown so 
great that I now doubt whether any patrol system will suffice. I think 
there mst be a combination of patrol plus some kind of permit system for 
all visitors. 

M Feeney has been trying haraé all winter to get some research done. 
His report and photographs of vandaliem attached hereto speak for themselves. 
Since the report was sent me, 13 additional traps have been smashed and an 
unknown number of pheasants and rabbits stolen from the traps, and somebody 
has begun the systematic gathering of firewood from the woods in the 
neighborhood of the shelter house. All of this has oceurred despite the 
fact that the camp has maintained two patrolmen on the area at all times, 

This winter's wildlife work has been particularly directed toward 
an atteupt to band the entire population of vheagants and quail. The vandal- | 
ism on traps is now so severe that we can no longer catch anything and can 
maintain the traps only by holding them in camp on weekends. 

| 

The damage to permanent investments such as the protective fences 
has also continued and they are now cut in so many places as to no longer 

. de operative. | 

I would like to see a meeting of the committees called to consider 
this situation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 
ene]
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STATE OF WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Madison, Wisconsin 

January 27, 1939 

Mr. J. W. Jackson 
The Madison and Wisconsin Foundation 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
January 19. 

I am of the opinion that no legislation is necessary 
to provide the proper protection for Lake Wingra and the 
University Arboretum. At the present time the area, includ- 
ing the entire lake, is closed by special commission order 
and not by refuge order. It was impossible to accomplish the 
purpose desired through a refuge order as some of the land- 
owners would not consent to having their land included in 
a wild life refuge. The case of State vs. Becker, 215 Wis. 564, 
resulted in a decision being handed down to the effect that 
the state does not have the authority to include private prop- 
erty in a wild life refuge without the consent of the owner, { 

7 

We could have closed by refuge order that part of the 
area for which we had agreements, and the balance by coumiss- 
ion order, but it would be impractical from the enforeement 
standpoint. This would necessitate the posting of the area 
closed by refuge order with refuge signs, and the remainder 
with special closed area signs. In case of an arrest, the 
violator would have to be prosecuted under the section clos- 
ing the particular description on which the violation was 
committed. You can undoubtedly appreciate the confusion that 
would result. 

The special closing order, M-337, carries exactly 
the same provisions as the refuge law for it clearly states 
the following: 

", . . eit shall be unlawful for any person or 
persons to take, catch, kill, hunt, trap, or 
pursue any species of wild animal or bird at any 
time, or to have in possession or under control 
any gun or rifle unless the same is unloaded 
and knocked down or unloaded and enclosed within 
a carrying case, upon that area known as the 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum, located in 
bane county, Wisconsin, and bounded as follows:"
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I believe that tthe area as established by this | 
i particular order provides the necessary protection to 

carry on the various arboretum projects. If additional | 
land is acquired by the University at any time in the 
future, it undoubtedly can be added to the closed area. 

While we feel that a great deal of good could be 
accomplished by having a full-time warden assigned to | 
the area, the lack of funds for law enforcement at the 
present time makes it impossible for us to cooperate with 
you. There are many areas in the state where we have 
already promised to place enforcement officers but cannot 
do so under existing conditions. 

A copy of this closing order is attached in the 
event you do not already have one. If you desire, we 
shall be very glad to provide you with a map of the area, 

Very truly yours, 

(signed) ) 
H. W. MacKenzie 
Conservation Director



Arboretum Staff Meeting, Nov. 28, 1938 

SUBJECT: Animal Work 

Pheasant Removals. The record of pheasant plantings and removals is summarized 
as follows: 

Year Pheasant Census Removal Rabbit Removal 

(1935 26 pheasants planted) 
1934-5 170 
1935-6 170 2 279 
1936-7 179 81 200? 
1937-8 260 2007 130 
1938-9 107 

The removals are in effect an experiment to determine the yield of a 

censused population. It was decided to continue the yield study for at least 
one more year, and if possible to make a heavier removal this winter; if 
possible, as high as 150 birds. The object would be to find out whether next 
year's census shows any effect. | 

After the yield study is finished, the next experiment should be to see | 
how high a population can be built up. At the same time an attempt should be | 
made to band the whole population so as to determine its sex and age composition. 
This banding will start this winter under the trapping permit issued to Feeney. 
The removals, however, will be made by Harold Shine as usual. Banded birds 
caught by Shine should, if he is willing, be turned loose. 

Rabbit Trapping. The rabbit removal figures are not reliable because of thieving | 
from the traps. An attempt should be made to reduce thieving this winter, but | 
there is no assurance of success. | 

/ 
Between now and March 1 Elder wants about 20 rabbits per month. After 

March 1 he wants all the rabbits. We will attempt to catch all the rabbits we | 
possibly can, if possible more than last year, and any catch over and above 
Elder's needs will be turned over to Grimmer for restocking. | 

Shorebird Beach. Various possible methods of devegetation were discussed. The 
first need is for an inlet from Lake Wingra. Madden has this in his engineering 
plans. Given an inlet, the ponds probably can be emptied in mid-summer and the 
shore harrowed preparatory to reflooding for the fall flight. 

Census Drive. The skim ice on the marsh makes it advisable to postpone the | 
drive until colder weather. 

Woodcock Census. Feeney will repeat the census next spring and keep complete | 
records on the dates on which birds are observed on each flying field. The | 
objective is to verify last year's census. | 

NEXT MBETING: Will deal with soils work. Date to be set by Dr. Wilde. | 

Aldo Leopold 
Research Director 

j



Arboretum Staff Meeting, Nov. 14, 1938 

SUBJECT; Prairie Plantings | 

Dr. Sperry gave an account of the work to date, and after general 
discussion the following points were agreed upon. | 

Type Boundaries. The present quack-bluegrass-Canada bluegrass boundaries on 
the prairie area should be staked to keep track of future movements. 

Quadrats. Sperry has laid out 15 detailed quadrats to date, only 4 of which 
; are on the prairie. More are needed on the prairie. ‘This job cannot be | 

delegated to students. 

Survival of Plentings. In future work, both large and small spots should be 
tried. 

The labor of preparing spots might be reduced by using old roofing or 
tar paper to kill competitors. 

To the extent that skilled labor is available, liberation of plants by 
enlarging spots should be experimentally tried out. 

Manipulation of fertility level shovld also be tried experimentally, after 
consultation with Soils and Agronomy. 

Experimental burning should be tried on limited plots. 

Germination Tests. Standard tests for measuring per cent germination and lag 
in germination should be tried. 

NEXT MEETING: November 28, my office, 7:30 p.m. Subject: Animal Research 
Questions. Pheasant banding plan and removal plan for 1938-39. Rabbit 
trapping for 1938-39. Shorebird beach devegetation. Feeding and control of 
disturbance on waterfowl refuge. Census drive. Woodcock census 1935-39. 

Aldo Leopold 
Research Director
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November 9, 1938 

| 

Messrs. Fassett Sowls | 
Feeney Sperry 
Gilbert White 
Jackson Wilde 
Longenecker Dickson 

Gentlemen: 

A meeting of the Arboretum technical group is called for 

Monday, November 14, my office, 7:30 p.m. This is the first of a 

series of technical meetings for analyzing 1938 work and planning 

1939 work. The first meeting will deal with the prairie plantings. 

You are invited to attend and to bring with you whomever you think 

would be interested. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Research Director 
University Arboretum 

|
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MEMORANDUM FOR PRESIDENT DYKSTRA ¢* 

on 

A RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM | 

The University of Wisconsin has acquired by purchase and gift a 

tract of land around Lake Wingra which has been designated by Regent action 

as the University of Wisconsin Arboretum and Wildlife Refuge. 

Its area is now 900 acres. Its administration is outlined in the 

Regent action of June 17, 1933, as follows: 

"Upon recommendation of EH, M. Gilbert, Chairman of the 

Arboretum Committee, and upon motion of Regent Callahan, 

seconded by Regent Sholts, the following recommendation of 

the Arboretum Committee was adopted: 

“Tat the policies leading to the development of the 

arboretum and wild life refuge be determined jointly by the 

arboretum committee and the committee on constructional 

development, their policies being reported to the President 

and the Regents whenever there is need of executive action." 

Pursuant to the above Regent action, the Arboretum Committee 

submits this report because it is convinced there is need of executive ac- 

tion in balancing the present program of development. 

Physical Development 

The physical development of the arboretum is proceeding satis~ 

factorily by reeson of the cooperation of the National Park Service CCC 

Camp. The developments to date include: 

186,000 yards of dirt moved 

14 acres of lagoons built 

100,000 trees and shrubs planted 

9 acres of prairie vegetation planted 

56,000 yards of stonework placed. | 

The total value of relief labor plus gifts of land to date is 

‘ over a million dollars.
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Research Development 

The purpose of the Arboretum is to become an outdoor classroom and 

: research laboratory or “experimental farm" for the biological sciences bearing 

on conservation. 

The development of the arboretum as a physical property is by no 

means the principal objective. The real object is the development of kmow- 

ledge applicable to the staté's problems, and the development of people cap~ 

able of using such kmowledge. like any other leboratoryy/and classroom, the 

arboretum is only a localized means to a non~localized end. 

Agriculture was revolutionized when universities began to operate 

experimental farms. By manipulating their own soils, animals, , and cultural 

methods, agricultural research men learned how soils and crops are put to-~ 

gether. ‘The object was not to build a farm, but to learn the hidden mech~ 

anisms which underlie farming. 

Something analogous to this is due to take place in the new field 

of wild cropping known as conservation. The arboretum is the place for con- 

servation research men to learn how soils and wild crops are put together. 

The object is not to build a museum piece, but to learn the hidden mechanisms 

which underlie conservative land use. Conservation research cannot, of 

course, be confined to the arboretum, but conservation research needs an area 

of its own, on which long-time experiments can be undertaken without risk of 

disruption or interference. 

All universities embarking on a program of conservation research 

have found it necessary to acquire experimental areas. Not all, however, 

have had the good fortune to procure one within easy reach of the campus. 

Michigan, Michigan State, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, and Minnesota all have 

conservation research areas, but all of them are located from 10 to 200 

miles distant from the University laboratories and classrooms.
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Research Now or Later? 

The foregoing arguments are so conclusive as to be, in our opinion, 

beyond dispute. The question is: must such a research program start now, or 

can it be postponed until some future time? Must it have special funds, or | 

do the existing resources of the various departments suffice for a start? 

The Arboretum Committee, after four years of intense effort to | 

start a research program with existing facilities, unanimously recommends 

consideration of a special research budget for the Arboretum. Its reasons 

are? 

(1) The departments have gone as far as they can in starting re- 

search work, but their resources, already overtaxed by the teaching load, 

do not suffice to cover the basic measurements needed at the outset. 4 

(2) The departments have tried to use the CCC overhead for start- 

ing research, but his seems counter to the fiscal policy of the Park Service 

end has resulted in repeated disruption of projects. The Park Service has 

ruled, and we think properly, that in this cooperative pirat the support 

of research is the function of the University. 

(3) The research opportunity, in its fullest sense, exists only 

at the outset. The effects of changes, to have significance, must be 

measured from their beginnings. Changes cannot be postponed because they 

‘arise from the physical developments now being executed, free of charge to 

the university, by the National Park Service, and they inhere in the with- 

drawal of the lend from farm use. 

(4) The researches needed are inherently time-consuming, the public saat 

already needs the results; and the departments have been building toward the | 

present opportunity; delay thwarts the whole trend of events both internally 

and externally, and causes the whole enterprise to gravitate steadily 

toward becoming a park rather than a laboratory. 
|
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A single example is offered to illustrate the force of these argu- 

ments: The east marsh, at the request of this committee, was recently con- 

verted into an artificially constructed "shorebird beach." It is the first 

known attempt to build a shorebird habitat for experimental purposes. ‘The 

beach is divided into sectors, each treated with different earths (marl, 

peat, muck, loam, clay, sand, gravel). Each earth, of course, carries its 

own aquatic fauna and flora. This spring 21 species of sandpipers and 

plovers, migrating from the Argentine to the Arctic, appeared on the beaches, 

each selecting the sector offering the fauna best suited to its food habits. 

The fact that 21 species of birds are there, and can be seen by 

amateur ornithologists, is a "park" fact. It requires no research funds. 

But the reason they are there lies in the md under the water, and can be 

"seen" only by laborious studies. Changes in the fauna and flora of the md 

will occur rapidly, and must be measured from the outset or not at all. Op- 

portunity to catch and band each species, to determine its migration routes 

and food habits, exists only while the fauna and flora are to its liking. 

These are "research" facts and must be caught “on the fly." Failing the 

attempt to seize them, the shorebird project gravitates toward becoming a 

“yuseum piece" rather than . piece of research. 

A similar inescapable choice of alternatives exists on every marsh 

woods, prairie, pond, lake, or soil in the arboretum. We conclude, therefore, 

that this area cannot be dignified as a research and instructional laboratory 

unless the university administration finds funds for the support of at 

least a modest research program. 

It should be understood by you and by the Regents that events 

have forced the committee into the present situation. To get land, to get 

a CCC camp, and to get public understanding of its aims, the committee has 

of necessity advertised those aims. Now that we have land, labor, and a 

mandate to make changes, nature forces us to begin research or forego
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the opportunity to do a good job. 

It is perhaps proper for us to point out that in drafting us for 

this enterprise, the University has drafted our own individual reputations 

as scientists, We mst do a good job or disclaim the area as a scientific 

enterprise. To do a good job we must start now. 

Arboretum Research Budget, Biennium 1939-1941 

This report assumes that funds for the support of a research 

program will need to be requested of the Legislature by the Board of 

Regents when the Biennial Budget Request for the University is eubatvind 

to the State Budget Director early next fall. Estimates for your consider- 

ation follow: 

For Soils Survey and Soils Research $ 2,000 per year 

For Plant Survey, plant research, nurseries, and plant 

propagation 3,000 

For Animal, Bird, & Fish Research 3,000 

For part~time cost of Executive Director 2,000 

For maintenance and care of area 5,000 

a 15,000 per year 

The committee will be glad to supply additional information on 

the several items. 

Arboretum Committee 

By? 

Cheirman
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An Outline of the Major Problems Involved in the 

Study of the University of Wisconsin 

Arboretum Area 

Genesis of Southern Wisconsin Soils 

The arboretum soils, according to the accepted present 
day classification, belong to a broad gedit group known as 
"grey-brown podzolie soils". This soil group extends from 
east central Minnesota and southern Wisconsin southward to 
Missouri, Kentucky and eastward to ble be and the New England 
States, covering approximately one-sixth of the total area of 
the United States, As eee investigations have shown, 
the soils of southern Wisconsin and Minnesota exhibit a nun- 
ber of Saore cane morphological and chemical properties which 
fully justify their classification as an entirely independent 
| eoegpear soil oo This classification is urgent not only 

om & purely scientific viewpoint, but in the interests of 
land utilization as well. The accumulation of basic analyti- 
Gal data on the soil properties of the newly proposed geneti- 
gal soil group constitutes one phase of the Arboretum study, 

Completion of this study is expected in the spring of 
1939. 

Prairie-Forest Succession 

fhe order of succession of tree and grass vegetation in 
the transitional spe venceean’ ce gone and the mode of develop- 
ment of dark colored prairie soils and light colored forest 
soils are still subject to considerable controversy. The 
existance of both these ecological soil-vegetation units on 
the Arboretum area may furnish a clue to the solution of this 
problem. The content of electrolytes, distribution of humus 
eolloids, silica-sesquioxide ratio in the soil profile, and | 
the character of structural aggregates are the properties 
which should indicate the course of evolution of the prairie 
and forest soils. The solution of this problem calls for an 
ae eeneurens of & number of areas outside of the Arboretum, ‘ 
and would require a period of at least two years study for 
its completion. 

Woodlot Management 

A considerable portion of the Arboretum presents a wr: 
eal example of woodlot ‘conditions as found on several million 
acres throughout southern Wisconsin, It is generally recog- 
nized that the productive capacity of southern Wisconsin 
woodlots is far below the desired level. The causes of un- 
satisfactory growth and decadence may be attributed either to |
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fundamental deficiencies of soil or to a number of other ade 
verse conditions, such as cultivation, pasturing, burning by 

Indians and early settlers, exposure due to isolation, infer- 
dor properties of the pioneer species or unsuitability of the 
basic species making up the existing woodlots. 

The problems which require an immediate solution are as 
follows; 

(a) To what extent the properties of soil and 
olimate are responsible for the deterioration of tree growth; 

(bv) Whieh types of soil, if any, are well adapted | 
to tree growth, and which types of soils are ecologically or | 

economically unsuitable to forest production; | 

(c) Whioh are the disease resistant species of 
commercial importance to be considered in planting or selec~ | 
tive logging 

(a) What are a few silvicultural practices best 
panes fbr to bring the existing soil conditions to the state of 
maximum productivity. 

The solution of the first three points can be achieved 
in @ yeransvece short period of study, such as two or three 
years. The solution of the last point will require an inves- 
tigation over a longer period of time, 

Soil Survey and Planting Program 

In addition to the outlined objeatives of broad general 
peers, the proposed development of the Arboretum area 
ealls for a solution of a number of soil ee of strictly 
local significance. The adaptation of existing soil types to 

various — associations and the specific planting technique 
constitutes the major portion of these problems. As the study 
thus far indicates the following soil types are likely to be 
regognized: 

(a) Deep nut-structured silt loam formed on Loess~ 
like, outwash akterinl ait Ghavacterined by well developed 
orumd mull humus horigon, and a high degree of potential fer- 

Sie: fhis soil appears to be well adapted to a number of 
? valuable hardwood species, such as white ash, green ash, wale 

nut, hickory, butternut, white oak, maple, basswood, and black 
cherry. At the same tine, this soil type is not suited to the | 
majority of conifers, particularly pines. The chief reason | 

for the dubious value of this type for coniferous planting is | 
the Sileetibn cok of rooterot fungi, as shown 3 Orr coke | 
invest tion and consequent difficulties in attaining natural 

reproduction of planted stands. 
(bd) Structureless, humus-deficient pandy loam, un~ 

derlain by heavy subsoil of uyassorted till. soil is 
likely to be best suited to less exacting hardwoods, such as 
red oak, green ash, black locust, box elder and red maple. 
Indications are that this is the only soil type within the 
Arboretum area that is suitable to pine species. Although, 
the sandy layer does not exceed a depth of 10 inches, it may 
play a decisive role in both planting and natural regeneration 
of established stands, because of its physical properties and
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relative ay ee éanping-off oreentee: . iad ‘ 

e rave sandy Glays developed on smaller ero 
areas of we eceter an oause of high plasticity, inade- 
quate ereereret and seoeey of frost heaving, these soils re- 

quire & oe reforestation technique such a8 bell planting, 
or hole planting with addition of organio remains. The 
"swamp-border" species which are tolerant of poor aeration 
should be best suited to these soils. 

(4a) oa loams or mineral soils influenced by 
ground water 1 . whis type is gonveniently divided from 
an eoological or silvicultural standpoint into three oer 

tant — characterized at position of the water-logged 
gley ee namely; oe loams, Heta-gley loame and 

Gammaegley loams. Alphaegley soils with a ground water table 
eneroaching upon the A horizon are suitable for aggre: Me 
decry gh rake | hardwoods and some moieture loving conifers 

such as elm, alder, willow, cottonwood and white cedar and 

went the mound peewee top-furrow method, or the use of 

cuttings. Gamma-g. ey soil is one of the most favorable types 
ef hydromorphous soils for tree planting, as plantations on 

these soils receive the benefit of abundant obpillary water, 
and yet theiz root systems utilize! the nutrients of a 4 to 
6 foot layer of well aerated soil. These soils are adapted 

$o a wide range of both lowland and upland species. Retangiey 
soils, being @ transitional form, require their own spesifie 
silvicultural treatment. 

(e) Prairie soil with exposed organic layer, well 
adapted for the re-establishment of the original association 
of prairie erneee | 

(f) Buried irie soul eovered with a blanket of | 
silt loam over-wash, : Sanat peeial consideration in the 
attempts to re-establish the original prairie vegetation. | 

(g) pent, and musk formed in sloughs and elluviel | 
bottoms, suitad ‘9 spe ¢ swamps and marsh vegetation. 

(h) Smaller areas of beach sand, marl, and shallow 
soils underlain either by se avelien at acial till or residual 
Sandstone require individusl consideration as to the planting 
technique and selection of species. 

. fhe destruction of the structure, specific forest soil 

organisms, and depletion of nutrients in several types of 

forest soils through cultivation present a problem of cone 

siderable silvicultural importance and necessitate further 
subdivision of some of the above types. 

|
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR | tlw 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE pw ” 
STATE PARK DIVISION Ct ows 

University State Park SP=14 vw 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Office of the Superintendent 

February 16, 1937 

Ge Wns Longenecker, Director 
Horticulture Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Subject: Area of Arboretum 
to October i, 1936. 

Deax Sirs 

Yor your information, the area of the University 

of Wiseonsin Arboretum to October 1, 1956, is 812.488 acres. 

This survey beiag made by Engineer Ks We Krugere 

Sincerely yours, 

Superintendert SPel4 

HM /ta 
ey=Galistell 

Jackson 
Leopold 
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‘Note: This plan is tentative. It will need to be adjusted to the — a 

a landscape layout when made, to extensions of the boundary as made, and to a 
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the findings of experience as this accumlates. This rough draft is offered 
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the Arboretum Committee for preliminary criticism and discussion. a 
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| To save expense, Maps 1, 2, and 3, and Appendix 3, C, and Dare omitted = 

_ from all except four copies of this preliminary draft. Map 4 is included in 

all copies. o 
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I. FUNCTIONS 

The Arboretum may serve as? 

1. An educational exhibit of wild life and of management methods. 

2. A place for research. 

3. A place to conserve remnants of rare species. 

4, A source of "outflow" of surplus wild life population. 

Of these four possible functions, the first is by far the most important. 

The second is important in that the Arboretwa furnishes a contrast with 

used land. ‘Thus Brrington drew valuable conclusions from a comparison 

vetween the food habits of farm quail with those living on the non-farm or 

nearly wild lands of the Arboretum. 

The third is, in so far as known, unimportant for the reason that the 

Arboretwa does not include any rare animal species not found elsewhere. 

The fourth or outflow function is hampered by the city cutting off outflow 

to the north and east. Some outflov to the south and west will occur. 

Fey management techniques for farm game can be demonstrated on unfarmed 

land. the surrounding farms, however, would make an excellent exhibit, and 

would be accessible to veople visiting the Arboretwa for other purposes. 

A "fringe" of such demonstration exhibits should ultimately be developed on 

the farms adjoining the Arboretum.
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IIs INVanTORY 

The following lists are intended to be cumlative, i.e. they are so 

draw as to allow the current entry of new information as it becomes available. 
i 

Additions and corrections are invited, 

Appendix B, ©, and D contain reference material bearing on the inventory. 

Additional information for lists a-j is solicited. 

| y 

| 

i f



University Arboretum 

(a) GAM BIRDS 

| Species Status 

Nov Breed 
Bobwhite Common resident. See Table (e). 

Rinenec!: Pheasant Cormon resident,introduced. See Table (f). 

Mallard. A fev breed. Comaon migrant, 

Woodcock A few breed, common in migration.See Table (j). 

Sora Rail Cormon breeder. Young seen by J.G.Diclcson. 

See Cahn, 

Virginia Rail Common breeder. See Cahn. 

Formerly Bred, probably can be induced to breed again 

Ruffed Grouse Formerly nested near Trenhofel's (S.H.Chase). 

Calin Sound it yearlong in 1915.See Table(4). 

Prairie Chicken Formerly bred. 

Canada Goose Tormer breeder,nov winter visitant.See Table( 2) 

Woodduclk: §.H.Chase sav young in middle spring, vest 

ywoods,1890. Mot recorded by Cahn. 

Jacksnipe Common migrant. Walter Chase collected an 

egg near Gay Apartments abot 1890. 

L.Sumner found eges. "Probably nests"-Cahn, 

King Rail Rare. Seen by §.H.Chase at his resident,1924? 

Seen by Cahn, 1914 (p.10,37). 

Miscellaneous 
Hungarian Partridge Planted 192__, but not seen since. Table (n). 

: 

Blaclz Duelc Micrant. Does not breed (Cahn, pe 34) 

Old Squaw Duck Accidental. Male seen by J.G.Diclzson on Golf 

Club Pond Jan.1929, again at Dickson 

duck pond Jan. 1933. 

Canvasbacle 3d. G. Dickson found a nest in 1925. Hen was 

a cripple. 

Other migrant ducks recorded by Cahn: Dbaldpate, sreater bluebill, lesser 

pbluebill, ruddy, pintail, redhead, red-breasted, American and hooded 

merganser, shoveller, golden-eye, bufflehead, blue and greenwing teal. 

a



University Arboretum 

(>) NON-GAME BIRDS 
(Large or rare forms. For complete list see Appendix C) 

Species Status 

Clay-colored Sparro A. W. Schorger found them breeding 
one year only (19__). 

Great Northern Loon §. H. Chase found nest and young 
at mouth of main spring in 1897. 

Black Tern 1 pair nested on muskrat house 
(Cahn, 1914, p. 33)+ 

Barred Owl 1 pair nested in woods (Cahn, p. 1) 

i —te
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(c) MAMMALS 

(See also Cahn, p. 69) | 

Species Status 

Cottontail Abundant 

Fox Squirrel Common 
| 

| Gray Squirrel vg | 

| Flying Squirrel At least 1 colony W. end of woods. One on Noe 

property. ; 

Chipmunk Common 

Muskrat Common. 10 houses on VW. end, 1932-33. | 

Mink Common. Possibly 6, winter 1932-33. | 

Weasel Abundant 

Striped Skurkk Scarcer. 1 pair in 191" (Cahn, p.19) 

Badger One reported by Errineton 1930-31. One seen by 

Dickson, 1933. 
Woodchucl: Common 

Raccoon Female with 6 young seen by $.H.Chase at his 
residence, 1932. Also seen near spring . 

(J. G Dickson). 

- Opossum Tracks seen by Brrington since 1930-31. Tracks : 

also seen by Dickson. 

Gray Fox Tracks seen by Errington in 1930-31. None since. 

Striped Spermophile 

Short-tailed Shrew (Blarina) 
Shrew (Sorex) ) 

Norway Rat Reported by Zrrington as escaped in the wild, 

also Cahn, p. 69. 
Meadowmouse (Microtus pennsylvanicus) 

Meadommouse (Microtus ) 
White-footed Deermouse (Peromyscus leucopus) 
Deermouse.... Peromyscus... pecessayaraulo meets aameanieen omens OF CRSA NED STATE ITNT att rs STREET 

, Otter One @hpeared in a musicrat house near Conklin Ice 

» Co. S.LsChase about 1860. | 

Timber Wolf 4 wintered in "Biz Marsh" about 1885; seen by 
S.H.Chase. 3 were ‘cilled. 

Elke Horns found during dredging of lake (Brom, p.79) 
Whitetail Deer Brown, p. 79 
Black Bear Brovn, p. 79 | 

j 

| 
) 
, 
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(ad) POSSIBLE NEW SPECIES 
TO BE INDUCZD TO BREED 

1. Birds 

Species Mhere? How? 

Ruffed Grouse Blocks 3,4 71559 Aspen protection, cover 
improvements, planting 

ruffed grouse 

Prairie Chicken Blocks 2,6,7,10,11,12 Cover and food 

Sharptail Blocks 7,8,11,12 Gover and food, planting 

sharptails 

Canada Goose Blocks 2,3 Refuge 

Bluewing Teal Blocks 2,3, 4,11 New ponds, 

Woodduck Blocks 3,4 Nesting boxes 

Blue Heron Blocl: 3,4, or 7 

Night Heron . sh a8 "Transplanting" a nest? 

Sooty Tern? Block 3 Goose bar? 

King Fisher ? Providing an earth bank 

Bald Hagle? Block 3 Erecting a snag for perch? 

Loon? Block 2 or 3 By excluding people from 

shore 

CC 
J
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University Arboretum 

(e) WINTER BOBWHITE CENSUS 

| Quail 

| Year Blocks Coveys Birds Remarics 
| 

1925-26 

1926-27 

1927-28 

1928-29 

1929-30 Blocks 3,4,7,37 2 37 Errington Dec.1,1929. 
23 survived Mar.3,1930 

1930-31 "A half section" 3 67 Brrington Dec. 20,1930. 
56 survived Mar.29,1931 

1931-32 3 37 Errington Dec,9,1931. 
17 survived Mar. 22,1932 

1932-33 "200 acres" 3 4 Errington Feb.14,1933. 
4. survived Mar. 29,1933 

1933-34
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(g) PRAIRIZ CHICKEI! RECORD 

ear Blocks Date Number Observer 

352 "Big Marsh" "plentiful # Samuel L. Chase 

913 4 (near Twenhofel's) spring 20 A. W. Schorger 

guy 4% (150 yds. 3. April 26 1 hen seen A. W. Schorger. 

Twennofel's) Hest with 2 
eggs 

94,1915 2,3,4 7 Daily obser- "Very common, A. R. Cahn 

‘ vations probably 

nests" 

(Nelson Farm 

926-27 11412 (graay fawn Bred ? J. G. Dickson 

927-28 v. Bred ? J. G. Dickson 

928-29 4 Winter 12 J. G. Dickson 

931 "Big Marsh" Spring Heard booming §. H. Chase 

|
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(4) GOOSE_RECORD 
(Blocks 2,3 | 

Year Observer Remarks 

1928-29 Decoy pen built by I.W.L.A. 

1928-29 J. G Dickson None in fall. 3 flocks in spring | 

for 2 weeks in late March every 
night. Fed at Otto Toepfla's, 

Middleton. 

1929-30 J. G. Dickson 2 flocks in fall for 10 days. 

Spring: no information. 

1930-31 J. G Dickson None in fall. In spring (late 
March) 2 flocks for 10 days, 
every night. Fed at Otto 
Toepfla's, Middleton. 

1931-32 ? 

1932-33 Jd. G Dickson None in fall. 20 or 30 in spring, 

about March 15. Fed at Toepfla's, 

1933-34 

“ i 
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III. MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Management of the Arboretum should seek to mild up the greatest possible 

giversity of native species to the greatest density attainable without 

: +ificial methods. 

(a) Waterfowl Refuge. The outstanding opportunity is to develop a goose and 

duck refuge on the west end of Lake Wingra. Decoys will be needed to start 

the pirds in using the refuge. A goose decoy pen is already installed. ‘This 

refuge has so far had only scant success because of the lack of: 

: 1. An open bar in the lake for the birds. f 

; 2. A resident caretaker to tend decoys and patrol against trespass. 

3. An open “landing field" free of cover, 

| Artificial feeding on the bar will be needed because of the absence of 

ne tural feed. The water cannot be fed because of carp. 

: The "landing field" can be provided by burning a spot on the shore in early 

fall. 

It will greatly help the dick population to build inland ponds free from 

ce P» Several of these are projected en Map 4, 

b) Upland Game Birds. There are numerous chances to improve the upland range 

vy Winter food patches, and in some places by cover iuprovements. 

A typical food patch layout is shown on Map 3. It consists essentially of ; 

e ain, greens, and weeds adjacent to winter cover (conifers, grape tangles, or 

a sh). The three constituent classes of food crops are rotated from year to 

Year, 

The greens may consist of sweet clover, alfalfa, red clover, white clover, 

“F sheep sorrel. 

. The grain may consist of kaffir, sorghum, wheat, rye, sudan, buckwheat, 

P Deans, cowpeas, hemo or other grain not needing cultivation. Corn must be



-l. 

onfined to Station 20 because it is the only one big enough to cultivate, | 

he Bach greens patch should be limed for the birds as well as the ‘Lekona, 

grit-pile of quartz pebbles and crushed limestone is to be kept at each ' 

ation. 
! 

Bach patch is to be screened by plantings so as to avoid disrupting the { 

natural" landscape. ’ | 

Where marsh or woods precludes a food patch, hoppers are to be used. 

for 1933-34 all feeding will be by hopper. Shelled corn and quartz srit should : 

e used to fill hoppers. 

rm Eisagae of range improvements for both waterfowl and upland game 4 

oi sre tn caption (e). 

: 1 is probable that excess pheasants will have to be trapped and removed | 

nu ally. ‘This will require a state permit. 

a. The highest population of upland game will probably occur during the 

ar y yea: 8 of the Arboretum, because of the present abundance of weeds. The ] 

de ee 1 sluded in the rotation for each food patch is for the purpose of ' 

t inin : emo weeds. 
— i 

als. Yo special measures seem needed at this time except the careful : 

: in 2 of the remaining den trees acainst "tree surgeons," and the annual j 

ant ir of excess cottontails under state vermit. 

ta st et is assumed that a resident caretaker will patrol the 

ai fe tregpacs and fire. There is no chance for either sharptail 

é pe Maless the aspen stands in the southeast corner are left | 

ae to grow up. It will be unsafe to establish feeding , 

3 rere is Patrol against poachers. 

be needed excluding dogs during the breeding season (May 1- 1 

Py j 
E Bhs: i
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Wild-ranging dogs and feral cats will have to be systematically removed 

the caretaker. 

No other predator control is intended, but special instances may arise | 

ere limited control should be authorized by the Director. 1 

The ultimate limitation on success with prairie chicken, sharptail grouse, 

6 a will be the constant flushing by human visitors and dogs. It may 

ve necessary to fence off (metal posts and single smooth breast-high wire) i 

me of the more important coverts against pedestrians. 
i 

3) Preliminary Schedule of Range Improvements (see Map 4 for key numbers). ’ 

is Re 

1. Goose Bar. To be built by duming material hauled in from : 

es by barge. After building, a zone will have to be staked off against j 

Bese. fishing, This bar should be built in i | 

Fi 2 Dickson Dusk: P ont Completed. The policy is to force flight by scanty 

‘ee feeding. {Shall the public be allowed to feed?) | 

5. 0 ose 0 coy Pen. The pen is built, As soon as a resident caretaker 1 

“4s assured, restock the pen and clear an area by annual burning to | 

serve asa "landing field." Geese will not alicht in tall grass. | 

7 To feed the pheasants in the shore marsh. No food patch is | 

Ale 
Ml ot phere. Install in November, 1933. . 

Bont Possible future pond to be excavated by i q 

tion to Test with layout plan to be drawn by the Director. q 

: Be feed the pheasants in the shore marsh. Wo food patch is 4 

fe re. Install in November, 1933. a 

a 28. To attract ruffed grouse and to winter quail. Tobe | 

a4 by felling worthless Black Oaks in such a way as to q 

mg . white oak, and cherry. Plant wild grape to overrun a 

ceeesert in spring of 1933. These tangles should be 4 
> there is a chance to replace blac! oak. Some spot on ;
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pete ae : 
te edge of the woods should be limed and planted to white ehevers 

BR Patch. For quail. No good until cedar and grape plantings have 

poet urnished cover. Plant these this fall. Some black oalz sprouts will ; 

ih ie. to ye cleared to make room for crops. No hopper. | 
a f 
os, ch. For prairie chickens and pheasants. Should be large-- 

bout 2 acre--and screened by cedar, crape, plum, rose, sumac, Part 

Se cover plantings can be on the golf course, Plant cover in fall, j 

133;.. grain in spring, 1934. %o hopper this winter, as Mo. 6 will 
ie 

j 

oa P y ch, For qiail and vheasants. Screen with cedar, grane, plum, 

i sumac to be planted in fell of 1933. Plant food spring of 193}. | 
ta! 1 hopper for this winter. 

eaten, Yor quail, pheasant, and sharptail. See sample layout. 

x vr th cedar, plum, grave, rose, sumac, juniper and dogwood in 

: 1933 Plant food spring, 1934. Hopper this winter. 

ad I 7. Pond Possible pond, decision to rest with landscape ' 

* m be excavated by hand labor and teaus. 

ich. For qiail, sharptail, prairie chicken, and theasant. Screen | 

2 26, i » sumac, plum, rose, this fall. Hopper this winter. | 

pn spring 1934, This is sandy; use buckwheat for grain. q 

% for quail. Will need some clearing of hazel. Cedar, | 

. and grape cover to be planted this fall. Hopver this i ( a... 

‘Tor quail, No good till grape, cedar, juniper, rose, and | 

sar eer etoned, and »ine plantings grow larger. Plant ? 

i his fall. Wo hopper. { 

ae: i To be screened by plwu, grape, rose, and sumac. a 

ends on landscape layout. Hopper this vinter. 4 
i i. ; 

ee ; a
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aon) 
Bee oh Pe 

Re my Fo od and Cover Patch. For quail. No good until plum, grape, sumac, 

Y BL? and rose have developed. Possibly in conflict with landscape layout 

r " Hecause it lies on "the prairie." If necessary this can be dropped. 

ae ' “i ‘Food Patch, For qmail. Screen with grape, plum, rose, sumac, crab, 

; whe ana haw. io good till cover grows wp. No hopper. 

bap, Duck Pond. Water level is now only a foot belov the surface. Pond 

= is to be excavated by unemployment labor and university team. Land- 

os scape layout to determine shape and size. Plant with cattail, pond- 

: a axed, duci: potato. Keep shrubs and trees as far avay as possible. 

This pond will water wland game as well as waterfowl. 

} = ‘i te Patch. 30 acres are now plowed and must be used for clean-~ 

“cultivated or dense crops until the present infestation with Canada 

thi stles is cleared up. 5 acres should be planted this fall to rye 

(ooed tr R. A. Moore) and vetch (seed out of Leopold's allotment). 

he x 2 pose is to keep here a large open food natch for prairie ‘ 

nicken: ; and vheasants. 6 shocks of corn should be hauled into the 

en ound for this winter, and a hopper kept for quail at the fence-— 

| A patch of alfalfa is needed here permanently as greens, and as 

as the thistles allow at least 10 acres should be kept in weedy 

Patch Or Quail. Plant grapes on the down apple trees and 

by plun, har, sumac, crab, rose, dogwood, etc. Wo good till 

m8 UD. Don't use cedar here because of anple rust. 
a i 

- the Arboretum there should be a constant search for 

a , milberry, crab, hav, cherry, and plwa by cutting 

or vexetation, 

ae ape layout, a scattering of individual mulberry,



E was 
_ ce 
fier grape, and haw plants should be planted for yearlong berry supply. 

ets rs from now some regulated burning to renew blackberry and rasp~ 

aia may be needed, but for the present the entire suppression of 

bene ry in order that aspen, willow, dogwood, hazel, chokecherry, 

‘desirable plants may grow up and spread. 

Hopp Beery inter MOG Se ys te ee ele ee ede Cee 

Conifer screens to be planted in fall of 5 
Mees or sping of 1934... e ie cee epee te 6 

“Dect ous screens to be planted in fall of | 
Bepeeee sy creeping of 1954. ee eee ee te 10 

C her deciduous Dlantings before 1934.......... 2 

please cuttings before 1934.........+-4 2 

nds to be RMoserracted by LOS. 6. ve we we ca) sive se ww i - | 

am t 

zi 

a | 
Bi Bh 
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mee | 
| IV. RESEARCH PLAN 

| a is impossible to foresee more than a few of the specific researéh 

a which might use the Arboretum for all or a part of their field | 

" mentation. The following samples are illustrative of the possibilities, 

) Tata for Songbirds. The basic technique of game management-- 

—_ ap populations by improving the enviromment--has never been applied 
= i = ! 

— -same species except in a limited way to winter visitants (winter feeding) a 

sles beonee' ing species (birdhouses). The principle is obviously applicable a 
‘only to game, but to any animal or plant; not only to nesting sites dr food, 

0 ‘the whole environment. 

Lis be ield offers material for any number of graduate research projects. 

oe | 
lopment needs only: 

a ‘ An experimental area 

= 
retum and the other University properties could be used as 

- hould proceed alone two lines: 

! bir coving rare species by environmental manipulation. (For I 

xem J ©, the following svecies do not breed near Madison, pre- 
gab, 7 because of defects in the available range:Acadian Fly- 

tcher, Lovisiana Water thrush, Prothonotary Warbler, Veery. ) 

eaciene the specifications for common species, 
example: Wood thrush. 

= this project, incidental worl: should be done on the 

wation of non-came birds. Thus the night heron might breed 
par. 

es e with female and young, were transported bodily from | 

Pe pA RS | 

 oceotk is the only important upland game bird other | 

/~mased in any aspect of its life history. Pettingill 
is 

_ 

i
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at Cornell is undertaking a woodcock study, but with only very limited 

resources. ‘The existence of nesting woodcock on the Arboretum would make it a 

suitable focal point for a woodcock project. 

(c) Ecology of Desmodium grandiflorum (Tick Trefoil). This important game 

food is «more abundant in the Wingra Woods than in any other spot in Dane County, 

Grazing seems to have eliminated it from the average farm woodlot. The bean 

crop is heavily decimated by insects. What insect? Under what conditions? 

Can the insect be controlled by natural methods? Can the plant be propagated 

by natural methods? What is the maximm and average wild yield of beans? ‘ha’ 

is their relative palatability and availability to various species of game? 

Can the plant be cultivated in food patches? ifust the soil be inoculated? 

Here is an excellent major in botany vith minors in game management, soil 

bacteriology, silviculture, entomology, agronomy, etc. 

(a) Food Patch Study. The comparative attractiveness and practicality of 

various grains, greens, and cover at food patches is only roughly Imown. It 

might be tested by offering various foods under otherwise similar conditions. 

The physiology of game foods (as affecting not mere survival, but breeding 

vigor) is just beginning to be tested by Errington in Iowa. The agronomy of 

food patches is unimorm for Wisconsin. An endless array of possible studies 

along these lines might make use of the Arboretum. { 

(e) Wild Rice Study. No thorough ecological study of Wild Rice has ever been 
Made. The rice-beds of southern Wisconsin have been nearly wiped out, presum- 
ably by carp. Wild Rice is so distinctively associated with Wisconsin that it 
Might almost be the "State Plower." A really thorough investigation of the 
entire ecology of the plant should be made, and followed by tests to verify find- 

ings and try out cultural methods. Tests of carp-control are especially urgent. 

Since Lake Wingra was formerly an excellent rice lake, it would make a sood 

"broving ground" for the study. 

(f) Census Work. An annual winter census of birds and manmals should be made. 
A sumer census of breeding species should also be made. Madison ornithologists 

“ill cooperate with the Arboretum staff in this venture. 

seat limciatihi iN lalllieien i hi iia 7 aia lial iad iin a
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v. EDUCATIONAL USE 

Conservation Guideposts. It is proposed to issue at the Director's 

headquarters, on personal application, a mimeographed leaflet, to be varied 

according to season, explaining such ecological phenomena of current interest 

as can be exhibited to the public without damage to the Arboretum. The 

leaflet will be accommanied by a map bearing key numbers corresponding to 

each item, so that the applicant will lmov vhere to lool: for the phenomenon 

in question. Where necessary, a guide-post bearing the key number will be 

erected in the field. 

A sample issue with map follows. ‘The current publication of Conservation 

Guideposts can presumably be accomplished without extra cost by mimesgraphing 

at the University. The material should be prepared by the vaculty anc edived 

by the Director.
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(Seumle Issue) 

University Arboretum 

CONSERVATION GUIDEPOSTS 

October, 1934 

Guidepost Explanation 

Winter-Feedinz Upland Game. Game scarcity in southern Wisconsin 

is largely due to lack of food and cover during deep snows. Lack 

of food weakens the birds, deficient cover is buried by snow, 

and the combination leaves the birds an easy prey to natural 

enemies. Fat birds in, good cover are seldom frozen or preyed upon. 

Unless feeding begins early in vinter, the birds may vander. 

Greens and grit as well as grain should be provided. 

Please do not visit feeding station after 3 P.l. as the | 

flushed birds may not reassemble before dark, 

fl... . + » Quail Food Patch. Cover: The cedars will eventually 

furnish cover during snov; meanvhile treetops felled in swmer 

are used as a substitute. Wild grane has been planted to run 

over the dorm treetops. Note that a south exposure is selected 

for the station. The old fencerow furnishes a "street" to the 

woods. 

Food: The cultivated area is planted to (1) kaffir for 

grain, (2) sweet clover for greens, (3) fallow for ragweed seed. 

Note the grit pile in fence corner. 

On farms a station equally good can be provided by leaving 

a patch of uncut corn near a fencerow with grape tangles, or a 

woodlot corner fenced against grazing. Winter quail cover is 

seldom found on grazed land. 

#2... . . Pheasant Food Patch. Cover: The adjacent marsh furnishes 

cover during all but the deepest snows. In the event of deep 

snow, the planted cedar, plu, grape, rose, sumac, end dogwood 

will help out. 

Food: The cultivated area is planted to (1) sudan grass 

for grain, (2) sweet clover for greens, (3) fallow for weed seeds. 

Note the grit pile at the upper side, | 

On farms a station equally sood can be vrovided by leaving 

a few rows of uncut corn along an ungrazed marsh. Winter pheasant 

cover is seldom found in grazed marshes. 

#3... .. . Mulberries for Birds. This "volunteer" mulberry tree was 

about to be crowded out by competing vegetation, and could bear | 

no fruit while shaded. The competing vegetation was cut away, 

thus providing a sumer berry supply for quail and songbirds. | 

; Quail need no drinking water “hen succulent food like berries is 
available, ' 

ake Every farm should plant a few mulberry trees in open situa- 

’ tions to furnish summer berries for birds.
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Guidepost Explanation 

#4 - «© «+. » . Building a New Quail Covey. This spot now winters no 

quail because winter cover is absent, althouch food exists in 

the cultivated area to the north, The fencerow along the road 

loolzs like cover, but in deeo snow its deciduous brush is insuf- 

ficient. 

To supvly the missing element for a habitable covey 

ranze wild grapes have been vlanted on the old apple trees. As 

soon as a dense grane-tangle has formed, a. new covey will head- 

quarter there. A clump of Norvay spruce vould answer the same 

purpose as the grape. Cedar is not used here because the cedar 

is intermediate host for the apple rust disease, which vould soon 

‘ kill both apnle and cedar. 

#...... . Attracting Ruffed Grouse. Ruffed grouse no longer inhabit 

these woods, vrobably because annual fires have (1) lsilled all 

the aspen and ironwood suitable for winter budding; (2) eliminated 
most of the whiteoal:, cherry and grape needed for acorns and fruit, 

thus allowing relatively worthless blackoak to occuny the ground; 

(3) there is no clover for greens. To build up these deficiencies, 

plack oaks have been felled to release a young whiteoak, and the 

down tops planted with grape. On the upver edge of the woods a 

spot has been limed and planted to white clover. Fire control 

will re-establish young aspens. Ruffed grouse should eventually 

reappear as a result of these measures. 

Be. UU SaaS beeen ns Ut a Sa ie |
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VI. ADMINISTRATION 

Administrative Force. This plan presupposes the availability of a 

1, Director in active charge who will execute the range iuprovements 
herein described. 

2. A custodian who will patrol the Arboretum, tend feeding stations 
and decoys, suppress fires, and enforce regulations, under super- 
vision of the Director. 

Regulations. No needs are anticipated except the exclusion of dogs from 

May 1 to August 15, and the exclusion of boats and nedestrians from the water- 

fowl refuge in spring and fall, Experience may later disclose the need of 

excluding pedestrians from certain coverts. 

Control of Wild Life. ‘The controls needed will be: 

1. Annual live-travping of rabbits, becinning 1933. 

2. Annual live-trapping of pheasants, to bezin at some future time, | 
probably 1934. 

3. Limited predator control in special cases only. ‘ 

Crop Damage. Some pheasant damage to truck and corn near the Arboretum 

boundary will occur. The state is already issuing permits to shoot limited | 

numbers ef cock birds. 

Costs. The costs involved in wild life management on the Arboretum are usually 

chargeable against other operations. Thus screens and cover for food patches 

are part of the landscape plantings} patrol and boundary signs are vart of the 

general overhead. The following items, however, are for wild life alone, 

All will occur in the next year. 

=
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Costs for 1934 

Item Cash Contributed 

1. Building 8 hoppers. ....-.-+-+-.+ nome? ...--. » Scrap lumber 

2. 1-i/2 tons grain for & hoppers 

@nd duck pond . . +56 1s ee 8 none oe 0 ee 9 Domated by Univer- 

sity Farn 

3. Clearing, plowing, and cultivating 

10 food patches, 1/2 acre each ? ASUS ; 

4. Seed for food patches: | 

MOH A0adre se ek eg ga ay 

1 at 30 acres (No. 20).... Date ie aes 

5. Excavating duck pond (No. 19)... none? . +... - (County Relief Crew? 
(University teams? 

6. Building 20 rabbit traps. .... none? ...-.. + Scrap lumber 

7. 12 Canada Geese for decoys . « . « ? yee eee ? 

8. Building goose bar in lake... + ? ee ae : ? 

9. Water pack and tools for 

suppressing fires... +. + es 4 5 a «+ @ & BOpyow fron Com 

servation Dept.? 

10. Telephone line to Custodian's 

house for fire control. . . +» » ? kw ae ? 

ee le ee ee
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Miscellaneous Students! Yorks on Arboretum 

1. John Steenis and Henry Winkler. Ecological Survey of a Section of 
the Proposed Arboretum in the Lake Wingra District. Spring of 

1929. (Botany 160 paper) 

2. Blizabeth Prendergast. The Species of Oaks as Related to the Chemical 

Composition of the Soil. Spring, 1929. (Botany 160 paper) 

3. *Jeanette Kendall and Dorothy Iucas. Votes on the Plants of Lake 

Wingra Region. Spring, 1928. (Botany 160 paper) 

4, *Mewton Bobb. — of the Lake Wingra Marsh. Sumer, 1929. (Botany 
160 paper 

5. Botany 160 class, 1933. Maps of the Arboretua, with range of each : 

spring-flovering plant plotted. 

*Deals primarily with region just east of Arboretum tract. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Cae : 

MADISON po 

Soils Building Gu 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS November 7, 1933 

Mr. Frank A. Schultz 
933 East Johnson St. 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Frank: 

I am gathering the game history of the Wingra 

Arboretum. It is my recollection that about 1929 you planted 

12 Hungarian partridges out there, Bill Grimmer has no record 

of it. Is this correct? If so, just where was the plant made? 

Kindly note below and return. 

¢ Yours as ever, ee 

by is nv Helaen Fyfe R, 
eee Lt) Ort Add, O17 he 4 

Be 5 — ae . AO bf 

ats .



Sho crea Sang ytabiel be Zou “w = 

On January 13, 1934 Director Raphael Zon wrote as follows; 

"In sccordance with your request of December 29, 1985, I 

enclose a list of species that may be suitable for planting in your 

arboretum, This list hes been selected on the basis of the speciest 

probable suitebility under conditiona prevailing at Madison. 

"I assume that you have information on the species native 

to the Lake States region and for this reason none of them have 

been included in the list. 

“The list contains a small number of American species not 

indigenous to the Lake States, It is poseible that some of the 

other western species may also survive under Madigon conditions 

but there is no sufficient basis upon which judgment could be formed. 

"The largest part of this list consists of exotic conifer- 

oue and hardwood species native to Europe and Asia, Such of these 

as have proven their suitability to conditions in the United States 

comparable to those of Madison have heen specifically designated. 

The others are considered to be probably suitable on the basis of 

climatic conditions in their native habitate. 

"It should be possible to obtein suitable planting stock of : 

some of these species in this country. However, in the majority of 

eases it will probably be necessary to obtain seed from foreign sources 

and grow the stock in the University greenhouses. It is recommended 

E that particular care be taken to obtain seed from the most suitable 

sources. Many of the species mentioned have rather wide ranges, 

; some portions of which are consiprably less comparable to Madison's



climate than others. In general, it is recommended that no seed 

be obtained from coastal regions. In the case of the Japanese, Korean, 

and Sakhelinese species mentioned, seed should be obtained from reh- 

tively high elevations. Seed of Chinese and Himalayan species should 

also be obtained from high elevations. In the case of Buropean spec- 

ies the most suitable seed source would probably be central Russia in 

the vicinity of the 55th parallel of latitude. The continental 

Asiatic species had probably best be obtained from the Amur region in : 

Siberia, or adjacent parte of Manchuria, approximately along the 50th 

parsllel of latitude. 

"Should you be successful in obtaining any of these foreign 

species we ean provide you with information ese to the soil and molst— 

ure requirements of moet of the species listed. 

“the Forest Service and the Society of American Foresters in 

cooperation established the flock Creek Arboretum in Washington, D.C. 

in 1911, but were forced to discontinue it in 1921. You will find 

sa description of the succegs of the various species up to the latter 

date in an article by Kk. H. Brown on pages 94 to 101 of the Sonnet 

of Forestry, Jenuary 1928. These results may suggest additional 4 

species for your arboretum. A partial list of those species which 

proved the hardiest is included here. 

"A relieble dealer from whom to obtain foreign tree seed ie 

Johannee Rafn and Sons, Copenhagen-Valby, Denmark. 

"Trial alone, of course, will tell which species are best 

suited for your arboretum. However, I trust that these general ad- 

monitions will be of some aid in guiding your firet steps.” 

; The following lists were enclosed:



LIST OF SPECIES PROBABLY SUITABLE 

for 
ARBORETUM 

near 

MADISON, NISCONSIN 

AMERICAN CONTFERQUS SPECIES NOT NATIVE 10 THE LAKE STATES: 

Abies concolor, Lindl & Gord. ~ White fir 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia (Lamb-) Brit. ~ Douglas fir 
Picea rubra, Link. ~ Red spruce 

: " pungens, Mngelm ~- Blue spruce 
* Engelmenni (Parry) Engelm. ~ Engelmann spruce 

Pinue rigida, Siller - Piteh pine 
" ponderosa, Lawson 9 Ponderosa pine 

EXOTIC CONLFEROUS SPECIES: 

Abies brachyphylla, Kaximowios - ikke fir 
"  holophylle, * - Manchurian ‘ir 
"  nephrolepis, * ~ 
"  pectinate, De Candolle ~- European silver fir 
" pinsapo, Boissier ~ Spanish fir 
" sachalinensis, Macters 
" sibirica, Ledebour ~ Siberian fir 

Lerix dahurica, Turcssninow - Daburian larch 
* ™ guropses, De Candolle ~ European larch 

" karilensis, Mayr « 
"  leptolepis, Murray - Jepsnese larch 
® potanini, Batalin ~ Hung sha (Thibetan Larch) : 
" siberica, Ledebour - Siberian lerch 

Plees excelea, Link ~ Norway spruce ’ 
& jezoensis, Carriere ~ dJeso spruce 

" glehni, Masters ~ Glebn's epruce 
" obovate, Ledebour ~ Giberian spruce 

Pinue cembra, Linnaeus ~ Arolla pine 
© densiflora, Siebold & 

Succarini - Japanese red pine 
" Excelea, Fellach ~ Bhotan pine 
* gerardiana, Pallich - Gerard's pine 

* © lariecio austriaca, Endlicher ~ #ustrien pine 
* " wontana mughus, ¥illkomn ~ Mountain pine 

" parviflora, Siebold & Zuccarini - Japanese white pine 
* peuke, Grisebach ~ Haecedonisn pine 
" sylvestris, Linnaeus + eotch pine 
* koraiensis, Siebold & Zuccarini - Norean pine 
" thunbergii, Parlatore - Japanese black pine 
" pentaphylla, Mayr (considered a hardy variety of F. 

parviflora) 
Tsuga diversifolia, Masters ~- Northern Japanese 

hemlock 
“ yunnanengis, Masters ~ Yunnan hemlock 

*Ginkgo biloba, Kaempfer ~ Usidenbair tree 
Thuya koraiensis, Nakai



EXOTIC HARDHOOD SPECIES: 
*Cercidiphyllum japonicum sinense ~ OGhinese Keteura tree 
Cladrastis amurensis - Amur acacia 

" sinensis - Chinese yellow wood 
Phellodendron amurense ~ Velvet tree 
Retula alba + European white birch 

s dahurica ~ Dahurian bireh 
* verrucosa - European birch / 
® pubescens - s 
" eastata - 

G Fagus sylvatica ~ European beech 
"- engleriana ~ 
" longipetiolate ~ 

Quercus pedunculata ~ European osk 
® seseiliflora - Durmast oak 
* mongolica ~- ongolian oak 

Salix elegantissima ~- Horthern Japanese willow 
" magnifica - 

Acer platanoides ~ iwropeen maple 

" tegumentosum ~ 
" pictum (or mono) ~ Manchurian maple 
*® ukurundense - mr maple 
" obovate - 

Tilia parvifolia - Pinter linden 
"cordate ~ Siberian Linden 
" amurensis - Amur linden 
" oliveri ~ Oliver's linden 

Micromelis elnifolia 
Juglans mandshurica ~ Manchurian walnut 
Sorbus amurensis ~ Amar mountain ash 

*Halus toringoides - 
Kalopanax ricinifolia - Devil's tree 
Praxinus mandshirice - Banchurian ash 

" excelsior ~ European ash 

” rynchophylla - 
Ulmme campestris - English elm 

montane ~ Mountain elm 
» effusa - 
* wilsoniena - Wilson's elm 

*Species marked with an asterisk have been successfully planted in 
the U. 5, under conditions comparable to southern Fisconsin con- 
ditions. The others have not been given trial but grow under 
similar climatic conditions.



ADDITIONAL SPECIES 
which heve proven hardy at the 

ROCK CREEK ARBORETUM 
in 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
and may prove suitable 

SONTPERSs 

Seiadopitys verticillata ~ Umbrella pine 
Teuge SLeboldi ~ Siebold hemlock 
Abies Nordmanniana - Nordmann fir 

® Fraseri ~ Southern balaam fir 
" Ilasiocarpa ~ Alpine fir 

Chamascyparis thyoides ~ Southern white cedar 
Cupressus pisifera aurea - Golden retinospera 
Thuja orientalis - Chinese arborvitee 

HARDROODS: 

duglans Sieboldiana - Japanese walnut 

Populus nigra ~ Black popler 
" bolleana ~ Bolleana poplar 

Salix vitellina + Golden willow 
Betula populifolia - Gray birch 
Carpinus betulus - European hornbeam 

Cydonia japonica ~ Japanese quince 
Quercus cerris ~ European turkey oak 
Ulmus glabra - Scotch cla 
Cladrastris lutea - Yellow wood 
Acer pseudoplatanua ~ Sycamore maple 
Tilia platyphyllos - Big leaf European linden 
Paulownia tomentosa ~ Royal paulonia 
Playanus acerfolia - Oriental plene-tree 
Ptelea trifoliate ~ Kop tree 
Sorbus quercifolla ~ Oak Leafed mountain ash
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March 20, 1934 

Mr. A. F. Gallistel 
Service Building 

Dear Gallistel: 

Enclosed is the informtion you requested regarding 

CWA Project A83 - Arboretum. 

Sincerely yours, 

G. William Longenecker 
GWLirme Executive Director, University Arboretum 

CC: Aldo Leopold 
E. M. Gilbert 
J. WY. Jackson



WORK DONE ON CWA PROJECT A863 

Two Ponds, 

Beper Pond 

190x125 ft., average 4.5 feet deep. 

3958 cu. yde. of dirt moved. ost of the dirt was ueed to regrade 

around the pond, but part of it wae ueed to grade south of the barn. ’ 

Tamarack Pond 

380 feet long, average width 50 feet, average depth 3.5 feet. 

2463 cu. yda. of dirt moved. 

Pool not quite finished; about 150 yarde of dirt still to move. 

Grading South of Barn 

600 yards of dirt moved in. Not quite finished. Still needs about 
200 yarde of dirt. 

Road 

7450 fest of road finighed to grade and graveled. Some work still 
necessary on diteheg and shoulders. 

4100 feet of road to bring to finished grade and gravel. 

itges Planted 

2600 Tamarack from 4 to 9 feet tall dug with frozen ball of peat 
near Cambridge. Moved in and planted around Tamarack pool. ; 

Hiscellanaoue 

Fertilizer put around evergreens. 

Stone and old wire taken out of fence lines. 

Treee taken out of fence lines to open up prairie views. 

Fire lanee cut and burned to protect marsh and Tamarack. 

Rubbish gathered and hauled away. 

(You have data on following) eS 

Silo torn down to ground line and roofed to be ueed for plant storage. 

Old barn torn down and rebuilt for service building. 

G. William Longenecker = = 
March 20, 1934 Executive Director, University Arboretum
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Mr. Aldo Leopold Re 
Old Soils Building 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

A friend of mine living in my old home town, Kewaunee, has written 

me concerning what I consider a very important matter.He writes me con- 

cerning the nut trees of Kewaunee County while that county was covered with 

the primevil forests. I have written him about the great beechnut belt that 

covered the county from north to south and east to west and I have also 

spoke to him about the pig or bitternut hickories which were native to 

Kewaunee County. 

White oak acorns also were there. He is very mich interested in 

getting the people to set out nut trees. This is for the benefit of wild 

animal life. Also for the benefit of the young people. He feels they had 

ought to enjoy some of the privileges that their fathers and grandfathers 

aid in the early days. I spoke to him about the Hiestand’s just east of 

Madison setting out wallnut trees in the very early days and they are such 

magnificentttrees at the present time. Mr. Hiestand used to take waliuts 

upeto our old hunting grounds and got several farmers interested who grew 

these trees to advantage, Kewaunee County's original wild nuts were beech- 

nuts, butternuts and hazel nuts. We used to gather them in bushel lots and 

have them for our winter's use. The shagbard hickory was not indigenous to 

Kewaunee County but I am inclined to think if they were planted in Kewaunee 

County there is no real reason why they wouldn't crow. It seems strange 

With the beechnuts that there is almost a clean-cut line through our state 

where they leave off. The beechnut, of course, was a familiar tree in the 

New England states and came westward and were very abundant on the west 

shores of Lake Michigan. This line runs west from about thirty to sixty 

miles wn the west side of Lake Michigan. The line of the beech is along 

about Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, then running up to the west of Appleton through 

Wausaukee and into the northern Michigan Peninsula. It seems when the beech 

drops off, it is quite sudden, although it isn't a straight line as there 

will be some places where it will zig-zag up through the state. I under- 

stand one can go through to the Pacific Coast and find no more beech trees. 

Owing to the fact thatMr. Kowalke is 80 interested in conservation 

I would deem it a great favor if you would write him. If you happen to know
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that the Conservation Commission is sending out any nut trees or have 

some written matter on the planting of nuts for the growingof trees, 

please supply him. 

Sincerely yours, 

“aay 

\



Kewaunee, Wisconsin, March 3, 1934. 

My dear Professor Moore: 

For some time trees have interested me. Whether that 
is a natural characteristic, or merely has grown rather unconsciously does 
not matter; fortunately, Kewaunee County by nature still presents a splendid 
opportunity to exercise this horticultural interest. I wonder how much more 
so uit must have been during your days of scouting the wilds of the County. 
It is because of your great interest and complete knowledge of Kewaunee Coun- 
ty's early forests that I am writing you. ; 

There is use of some kind for nearly ever tree,- either for root, 
fibre or fruit. In my youth the shagbark hickory was particularly interest- 
ing,- some of that interest persists. One could climb to the topmost and 
sway with the branches without danger of snapping off, and of course nut 
gathering time was always welcome. Recently I bot a bushel of hickory nuts, 
mostly for the purpose of getting young folks interest in growing fruit and 
nut trees in our woodlands. It is surprising how very few ever saw shag- 
bark hickory nuts,- much less tasted the fruit or know the tree. It is in- 
teresting to note the thrill they display when, after tasting a sample that 
I manage to have with me on my tripts in the country, they are told they can, 
if they will,have their own trees growing that kind of fruit. 

Near Rankin, along Highway 54, I happened to notice a half dozen 
mature hickories,- the first and only ones to come to my notice around here 
so far, and I was curious to know how they got there. Mr. Helmuth Krueger 
informed me he planted them about forty years ago. Wen t into Brown Co. 
for them. Brown Co. has an abundance of hickory, so has Outagamie, Calumet 
and all along the west shore of Lake Winnebago the tree thrives. Even in 
the rocks at HighCliff hickory predominates with red oak second. 

I have often asked the question, why are there no native hickory 
trees in Kewaunee Co. The answers are interesting and various, yet not 
convincing. We have good clay, we have plenty of limerock, but no hickory 
trees. If there were any in earlier days I assume you would know of it, 
and I shall be keenly interested in your comment on what your recollection 
may be of nut bearing trees in this county. I am wondering just how much 
certain Indian tribes had to do with this; I am certain they relished the 
hickory nut. 

Folks here talk about the scads of hazel nuts that "used to be". 
Now when I want them to locate hazel bush for me, all they can offer is 
"where if# once was". 4H clubs may find thés an interesting as well as pro- 
fitable subject,- the growing of fruit trees and shrubs, such as nuts, plums, 
apples, grapes, berries and the like. To start that interest it occurred 
to me to inaugurate a Countywide Forest Survey; a Township assigned to each 
group. Mape of Twonships to be on uniform scale, the clubs to draw their 
own maps and indicate by key system the location of differeat varieties of | 
trees as well as outline wooded areas and show density. Photos of trees 
and samples of wood might be added and the whole plan be a contest with 
prizes awarded for the exhibits at our next County Fair. More than one 
good purpose can be accomplished theu this I believe, providing I can get 
the clubs members interested. If they take to trees at all and can picture 
any thrill in being able to say, there's a tree that grew from a seed I planjg- 
ed, it should not be difficult to enlist them :
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Last ear I ordered a few hickory trees from Hershey, Downington, Pa. 
Two of them are planted in the Public Cemetery, and if they grow Kewaunee Co. 
will have at least two shagbark hickory trees safe from molestation, I hope. 

¥ran¥ed Toole, Baraboo has been appealed to for hickories that might be trans 
planted, but has not been able to supply them. Does the State Conservation 

Commission interest itself in this variety and are trees obtainable? Per- 
haps, too, the Wisconsin Forestry Department has worked out a scheme or key 
of forest description on maps that would be helpful to us as a guide. I 
have never seen such a drawing, but am hatching an idea along that line. 

This morning I had an appointment with Mr. L. A. Karel. We had an in- 
teresting conversation on the nut question after he opened a box of cracked 
hickories I brought him. You may imagine the thrill I am getting out of 
this nut subject from the reaction of folks who will talk on it. I should 
hesitate to take any of your valuable time with all this "nonsense" if I 
could not imagine you imterested and willing to let me in on some of your 
choice memories of your thrills in the woods hereabout, particularly as to 
your recollection of native fruiting trees and shrubs. 

Your suggestions toward restoring to present and future youth some of 
the thrills that only nature ean give will be most helpful, and, I assure 
you, greatly appreciated. 

Very ae
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RECORDS OF ARBORETUM PLANTINGS - May 51, 1934 

Plots Beginning at West End of Field 

1. Lespedeza 8. GrainSorghums 

N. 8 rows Feterita 
2. Common Millet Middle 8 rows Kafir corn 

S. 6 rows Milo 
3. German Millet 9, Rox-orange sorghum 

4. Hog millet 10. Early Amber sorghum ‘ 

5. Early Fortune ll. Early Black soybeans 

6. Sudan Grass 12. Manchu soybeans 

7. Buckwheat 13. Sunflovers 

% 14. Sweet corn 

15. Field Corn
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Report of the Food Patch Project 

The following report covers observations over a period of five months 

(Oetober 1 to March 1) on 15 experimental game food patches located on the 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum, The purpose of the project wast 

1. To determine the effects of weather conditions on certain 
game food plants. 

2. To determine the specific food habits of both pheasants and 
quail in relation to those food plants. 

On an average, three trips were made very two weeks to inspect thoroughly 

the food patches and to follow the birds, as nearly as possible, in their 

movenents about the surrounding territory, Data wore obtainable by flushing 
the birds and by observing dust pots, droppings, heads of plants from which : 

the grain had been eaten, ani tracks in the snow, Occasionally a shock of 

corn was used as a blind to make observations, Zach trip lasted anywhere 

from one to four hours, depending upon the changes which had occurred. : 

Changes in the food patches from the time of planting util October 1 are 

shown on Fig. 2. 

Bach food patch was about an eighth of an acre square with a space of 

about 10 feet intervening between each patch (see Pig. 1 for general appearance), 

and extending from west to east the patches were as foliows: lespedeza, Common 

Millet, German Millet, Hog Millet, Zarly Fortune Millet, Sudan Grass, Buckwheat, 

i Feterita, Kaffir, and Milo proportioned into thirds in one patch, Rox Orange 

‘ Sorguum, Early Amber Sorghum, Manchu Soy Bean, Black Soy Bean, Sunflower, Sweet 

Corn, and Meld Corn, Ten feet to the south was a strip of rye the sane size | 

bg as the combined food patches, and adjacent to that was akarge field of newly 

shocked field corn which stood until the last week in February, One can readily 

see that the last two crops mentioned would have an important bearing on the 

: 4
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Fig. 2 

Phenology of Food Patches : 

July Ang. Sept. Oct. 

Common 
Millet 

German 

: Millet | | 

‘ Hog 

; Millet 

Early Fortune 
Millet 

Grass 

M = Milky 
: Buckwheat 

S = Set 

Feterita |_| | | [BlBimimwts! | | | | | | | o 
Kaffir PET | Lt Peace sie R= Ripe 

Milo |_| | [ae Oa eal fd (ese 
e Rox Orange 

Sorgmm i , ' 

Early Amber 5 
Sorghum e 5 “l 

Mancha a 
Soy Bean - 

Black . 
Soy Bean 

These conditions are approximate, as the 
actual date was difficult to determine. 

: The same is true of Fig. 3. | 
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Fig. 3 | 

: Phenology of Food Patches 

: Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

Common L 
Millet 

German L 
Millet 

Hog iE 
Millet 

Rarly Fortune 
Millet 4 ) 

Sudan 
Grass 

Shattered bp 

Feterita fot] [| alee lelelel el al (clea | 
Rattir [let [TP | lee ee eels seaplane | 
Wie (| Ja sis) ele lelete! esa | ape 

Rox Orange 
Sorghum 

Early Amber . 
Sorghum E 

Manchu : 
Soy Bean 

Black E 
Soy Bean 

E f ; 

E 

E = first eaten: 
X= exhausted 
S = shatter commenced 
L = lodged a 
C = covered with snow 

\ ae
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food patches, It might be added here thet two feeding stations (shown on 

Pig. 1) were operated during the winter ani had some bearing on the food patches. 

Rain, Snow and Ice 

I will follow the history of the food patches chronologically and treat 

j eat as a separate unit in respect to productivity, height, cover value, diseases, 

time of shattering, time of lodging, exhaustion, when first eaten by the game 

birds, effect of rain and wind, and effect of snow and fee, However, a blanket 

statement can be made on the effects of rain, snow, and ice in two or three 

respects. ‘the heavy fall rains which we experienced in the week November 17=2) 

’ completely washed and buried any shattered grain on the ground, making it 

unavailable to the birds, ‘That condition was furthered by heavy frosts 

during that week and following it. Heavy mow, commencing Decenber 2, made 

the majority of the patches wmavailable, ‘The exceptions will be treated sep- 

arately. 

: Food Patches 

_ Uespedeag. the patch containing Lespedeza attained a height of about five or 

six inches and had a fairly abundant crop, (It might be said here that I 

have no judgnent as to production of grain per acre, so I have placed the crop 

production in one of three categories-~fair, good, exeellent--having in mind 

the denands of the birds for a winter food supply.) ‘The plant was of stout 

stem so lodged very little except for an artificial lodging. On about November 14 

a dead oak was grubbed out of the west fence row adjacent to the Lespedeza, 

consequently the Lespedeza and Common Millet, the adjacent patch, were badly 

trampled. ‘the grain shattered some time before I went into the area. ‘the 

records show the plant was brown on September 3, ‘the patch proved rather 

valueless as cover,and according to the amount of droppings and tracks the 

me
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birds did not frequent it regilarly for roosting or feeding purposes. ‘they 
did, though, pass through the patch to reach other patches, ‘the food becane 

exhausted on or about October 21 (Pig. 3). 

Sonmon Millet. ‘the Common Millet reached a height of 31 inches, imt there 

was not much "straw", so consequently very little cover, It shattered early, 

\ ‘September 3 (Fig. 3), a time when there was plenty of other food available, 

e so it 1s doubtful if the birds used it for a stealy diet, the "sign" read the 

sane as the Lespedeza, so it is needless to remark further, 

7 German Millet. The German Millet presented a very peonliar case; there was a 

very thick and high (36") growth of plants and a very abundant crop of grain, 
yet the birds visited this patch the least of any. the shattering commenced on 

: or about October 10, but was not at any time severe, the majority of grain 

(60 per cont of the head) remaining oven after the wet, heavy snows of Deceuber 2 

had lodged it. Not until Jomary 20 were thore positive signs of it being eaten, 

but that was the only tims, even in the prosence of a food shortage. It was a 

pheasant which left the evidence of tracks and one partially eaten head of grain, 

Snow did not completely bury this patch, Snmt claimed about 30 per cent of the 

grain, 

Hog, Barly Jortune Millets, ‘the Hog Millet and Marly Fortune Millet can be 

dealt with together, ‘The growth was sparse, producing poor cover, ani the 

shattering commenced about Agust 17 ani 7 respectively, leaving very little 

food when the necessity of grain arose, ‘ 

, ‘Sudan Grass, The Sudan Grass proved a feirly good patch, ‘he plants rose to a . 
height of 66 inches ani when it lodged the stalks bent at a distance of some 

15 inehes from the ground, thus producing good cover, One day about 4 p.m, a 

covey of 11 quail was observed going to roost in this patch, ‘There were also 

m
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about a dozen hollows and heaps of exereta in this patch, characteristic 

of pheasant roosts. ‘The birds ate the grein readily, as evidenced by the 

fact that grain heads were found picked clean,and there were mmerous quail 

and pheagant tracks around the heads, ‘The first actual evidence of the grain 

being eaten was on December 5, after a snow had fallen (Fig. 3), Although 

the grain was not completely exhausted by the first quarter of December, it 

is so pictured on the chart because the heavy snow made it unavailable to the 

'  ° birds, and this is exhaustion in a sense. : 

Buckwheat. Although Buckwheat is considered a palatable food for quail and 

pheasants, this patch did not prove worthy of being left standing for those 

birds as a late winter food or cover, ‘he plant reached a height of 30 inches j 

bat lodged so flatly that it formed the scantest of cover, Shattering com- 

menced sometime before October 1 and the grain was exhausted by the third week 

in October, There were both quail and pheasant droppings in the buckwheat, 

bat not heavy; the tracks in the snow umally went straight across the patch, 

indicating little foraging, No birds were flushed directly from this patch, 

Feterite, Kaffir and Milo. The combination of Feterita, Kaffir and Milo was 

badly affected by a heavy frost on September 7, ruining about 20 per cent of 

the crop, the birds, both pheasant and quail, started to eat this grain about 

the same time, October 24, as they did the sorgiums, but made less frequent 

visits to this patch than to the sorghums, Droppings were heavy in this patch 

from the time observations started until the snow madeererything unavailable. 

One noticeable point was that those plants that did not grow tall did not 

ledge, a result of light heads and stout stalks, 

Songtum. The Rox Orange Sorgium and Early Amber Sorghum can be discussed 

together because they were alike in many respects. The plants reached a 

s ‘
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height of from 72 inches to 80 inches ani both had very abundant crops, ‘the 

plants were free of any serious amount of disease. 

Barly in the season both quai] and pheasants took advantage of the 

excellent cover afforded by these patches as well as the one containing 

Feterita, Kaffir ani Milo, ‘there were mmerous dust pots and droppings in 

these two patches even before the grain commenced to shatter, which was about 

October 24, Of the 13 visits from December 3 to February 12, pheasants wore 

flushed from these two patches five times and the remaining trips revealed sign 

that indicated that pheasants had been in there at least 36 hours previous, ‘the 

same holds true for the quail, ‘he pheasants, when eating these grains, pick 

off a whole clump of seeds, even the rachis, but the quail picked the seed out 

of the seed coat, The seed of these two plants has a peculiar effect upon 

the coloration of the faeces, producing a maroon color which is quite recognizable, 

The characteristically colored droppings were found on roosts in many parts of | 

the marsh, surrounding meadows, and fence rows, left by both pheasants and quail. 

These plants, when lodging, 414 not break at any point, but bent over, 

forming a canopy about 18 inches from the ground which constituted excellent cover 

for the birds, The pheasants many times roosted in these patches; it was too 

dense for a quail roost, although they were cognizant of the cover value. 

there was very little perceptible shatter in these plants, but on forcing ; 

a shatter, the Rox Orange Sorghum shattered more casily then the Barly Amber 

Serg:mn, 

Unfortunately the heavy snows of December 2 and subsequent storms made 

unavailable a considerable amount of grain. On about Jamary 7 a thaw occurred 

which uncovered quite a bit of grain, and these two patches were again popularly 

attractive until Jamary 13, when snow again covered them. There was mich 

drifting of snow in these two patches and the Kaffir patch which might have 

made a difference in the availability of grain.
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Soy Beang. The Mancim and Black Soy Beans can be treated as one, as they 

were similar in every respect. Although they reached a height of 18-24 

inches, there was not enough lateral vegetation to form any good cover, 

On approximately the first week in November, the 10th and 24 respectively, 

‘ the plants showed signs of shattering; the pods had curled, exposing the seed, 

there were very few shattered beans to be found on the ground or in the pods, 

s0 the birds must heve eaten them, Droppings before snow fell ani tracks after 

the snow fell, showed that the pheasants were the only ones to use these patches 

extensively. At one time body indentations and tracks in the snow showed where 

. a covey of quail had alighted in the open space between the Manchu Soy Beans ~ 

and the Zarly Amber Sorghum and had gone into the sorghum. That was at a time 

when the sorghum was completely unavailable ani there were soy beans available, 

On December 26 it was observed that pheasants had gone through these two patches 

and had deliberately picked te pieces those pods that had not opened in order : 

to get the beans inside, ‘he reader may have already noted from the graph that 

this food was available, heanane the plents had net lodged and the stalks were 

stout enough to support the good crop that was produced. 

Sunflower. ‘Sunflowers are reputed to be an excellent food for game birds, tut 

unfortunately the mall songbirds consumed all of the crop raised on the 

Arboretum. On October 24 a flock of nearly 75 redwing blackbirds was in the 

5 gonflower patch, and up to the last days of the migration there were at least 

a dozen goldfinches in that pateh on every trip made, ‘There were some heads 

that fell to the ground late in the season and the pheasants had taken even 

the abortive seeds that were left, ‘The plants were of stout stem but sparse, 

; and they afforded only fair cover, Quail wemnot observed in the patch nor to 

have visited it.
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Comm. Data collected from the Sweet Corn and Meld Corn were practically 

‘ the seme; both patches produced a good crop of corn and afforded fairly good 

: cover, These two patches seaned to suffer the most from a lack of oul tivation 

as compared to the big field of shocked corn, The plants were short ani not 

‘a8 productive. Both pheasants and quail were flushed from these patches, or 

‘ in the vicinity, on nearly every trip, and sign was always plentiful, About 

| “50 per cent of the ears Aroppod off the stalk, and the rest remained on the 

stalk until the pheasants pulled them off, letging was slight, 20 per cent < 

of the crop being available after the heavy snows, These two patches were truly ei 

exhausted; the pheasants would Jump or fly up to pull ears to the ground and 

by the first week in Jamary there was none left, This is surprising because of : 

the huge supply of shocked corn in the nearby field. 

Rye. The Rye proved worthy cover until December 5 and that was the limit of 

its value, At no one time were there enough droppings and other indications 

to assume that the binds were usine it for a steady diet, Tt shattered early 
: in August and lodged shortly after that. 

: Shocked Comm, The stand of shocked corn was of great value as a source of food, 

: notwithstanding the fact that a good deal of food was lest under the sow, If 

it had not been for the shocked corn the birds would either have moved or * 

. it would have been necessary to feed then at the patches in some manner, 

_ Although the first positive recori of birds being in the shocked corn was not 

made until after snow fell, there is no doubt that the birds visited the erea 

during the fall because they were seen flying from that field severe! tines. 

Seema, hn niga. exp tite. eee tae tn Sank vikee 40 with ; 

: mentioning, A Gade pond hak bom dng (Fig, 1) seax the west end of the teed 

patches and on the soil that was removed a most prolific amount of smartweed
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(Fig, 1) sprung up and supplied a good crop of food. It was so outstanding 

that data were kept concerning its welfare, It grew to a height of about 10 

feet, and when it lodged on November 17 it provided some of the best cover on 

the area, It shattered early and heavily, about October 18, but both pheasants 

and quail fed in the patch until the snow of Decenber 2 drifted in and covered 

it for the rest of the winter. 

Incidental Foods 

Other incidental foods which were known to be eaten were identified from 

tracks around the plant or were found in the crops and gizzards of birds taken 

for examination, In one place there were pheasant tracks around several broken 

and seattered heads of Lespedega capitata. In two instances rose hips were 

found mutilated in a maze of pheasant tracks, and rose seeds were found in the 

gizzard of a pheasant picked up dead. In the gizzard of that same pheasant 

were found 56 seeds of smartweed (Polygomm hydropiper), 16 “stones" of Corms 

stolonifera, 1 garden bean, 2 black locust beans (Robinia pasudo~acacia), 

6 seeds of one of the millets, the appendages of a grasshopper (Melanophug sp.), 

and 4 grape (Vitis yulping) seeds. 

In the crop of a pheasant shot on December 3 there were found two actrns 

of Quereus veluting besides 5¢ grains of corn from the shocked corn and approx 

¥ imately 1500 grains of Marly Amber Sorghum, There were five tips of grass 

(Agropyron sp.) in the crop also. 

As a point of interest, the quail in the marsh along the shore of Lake 

Wingra were observed to feed on dodder (Cusmta sp?), and the pheasants of 

that area had been feeding on water cress (Radicula sp?) in the open springs, 

In the two quail taken for analytical purposes on Jamary 20, nothing mt 

field corn from the shocked corn was found.
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Grit } 

The grit necessary for the welfare of the birds was, of course, obtainable 

any place up the time of snow, but after thot it was quite a different problem, 

The source of grit was concentrated in two or three places. There was a 

possibility of the birds obtaining grit under the corn shocks ani although 

they were not actually observed under them, tracks indicated that they had been 

there and it may be safely assumed thet grit was picked up. Another source was 

outside the boundaries of the Arboretum on the adjacent farm to the east (Fig. 1). 

The farmer living there had "fall-plowed" a portion of his orchard which 

ineluded a sual] knoll and in the winter this was bare because of its south 

exposure and the fact that it was wind<swept. Running from eat to west, 

between the meadow and the marsh (Fig, 1), was a ridge three feet high and three 

feet wide, rounded off, ani because of the protection of mmerous bushes and a 

south exposure, this ridge was free of snow in many places, ‘the birds, pheasant | 

and quail, sumed in these open places and scratched for grit. ! 

Geme Birds 

The birds with which the experiment was concerned comprised a flodk of 

_ 225 ringneck pheasants and a covey of quail mmbering 15 birds, ‘The pheasants 

shuffled throughout the whole area, from the knolly woods to the marsh along 

Lake Wingra and to the woods east of the Arboretum (Fig. 1), ‘this was mre 

: noticeable after the snow had fallen and easily explained by the food shortage. : 

. The quail also shuffled, but not as extensively nor as frequently as the pheasants, 

The covey of 15 quail was often observed divided into two coveys of seven ani 

eight birds and other mumerical combinations. Other times a new covey was seen 

in the wicinity of the food patches, ani some days there were no quail there at all, 

Cover 

The cover used by the birds was varied and extensive, although there were
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three or four places where the birds concentrated for night roosting. 

: The two fence row boundaries of the food patches on the east and west g 

furnished very good cover for the bird to and from the food patches, ‘here 

was red osier dogwood, wild grape, Spartina, oak sprouts, windfalls, brash - 

piles, thick growths of bluegrass, burdocks, thistles, goldenrod, and many 

other weeds, all intermingled to give a maximum amount of protection, ‘ithe 

quail usually worked along the ditch and ridge, between marsh and meadow, end to 

either the west or cast site of the #00 patches, then along the fence rows to 

. the food patches or shocked corn, The most commonly used was the east fence 

row and the reason was the greater amount of palatable and accessible food in 

the vicinity. The quail spent the mid-day in any one of the places of good 

cover, not excluding the food patches, ami roosted in the marsh or along that 

; ridge. 

; The pheasants foraged along the lanes of good cover, using both west and 

east boundaries equally, ‘They were less timid of the open meadows ani other 

places of sparse cover, and pheasant tracks could be found anywhere, ‘heir 

concentrated cover was the willow thicket and the oak grove (Mg. 1), although 

: they frequently roosted in the food patches and the surrounding meadows. ‘The 

lars was a popular place for roosting also. 

Shelters. Half-way between the food patches and the marsh, 12 small tepee- 
shaped shelters had been erected from an oak tree which had been cut from the 

east fence row, in anticipation of the scarcity of cover there during the winter. 

the quail, when coming directly from the marsh, would always fly over that 

_ meadow, not once using the shelters, ‘he pheasants were observed (and tracks 

showed) when runing across the meadow, to voor towarl the shelters but mot to 

‘ enter. Sometimes they disregarded the shelters entirely and ran straight across 

the meadow, ‘he shelters used by the pheasants were those opposite the most 

used food patches.
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Predation and Mortality 

Predators and mortality had very little significance in the conducting 

of the experiment, A known total of only four birds, two pheasants and two 

quail, were taken by predators, ‘he two pheasants were young coda, as indicated 

by plumage and spurs. ‘There were not enough remains to disclose the sex of one 

quail killed, An observer saw a Cooper's hawk kill the second qail. 

: On November 19 the scattered remains of the first pheasant killed were found 

in the Sudan Grass, ‘The bird had evidently been flushed from the patch and was 

. killed about two feet from it in the meadow, as indicated by mmerous small 

feathers, ‘The eareass had then been dragged into the Sudan grass and devoured, 

Unfortunately, heavy rains hai obliterated any tracks, even though the Sudan Grass 

hed been trampled considerably. ‘The carcass was so completely demolished that 

, there was not enough left to identify the predator thet had made the primary 

3 kill. : 

: On December $ the remains of the second pheasant killed were found in the 

‘rye adjacent to the Early Amber Sorghum, It had been killed on the roost and | 

evidently the night before, beeamse there was considerable of the carcass left. 

Small rodents and other predators had no chance to work on it. ‘he tracks 

around the kill were those of a fox, | 

The remains of the quail were found in the German millet and as said 

before, there was only a wing and a few other feathers. It had been killed at 

the second pheasant kill, ‘This might have been a Great Horned Owl kill, | 

because it looked like the work of thet owl, just as did the cottontail rabbit 

: found in the meadow on February 1, and there was a pair of owls located in 

; the deep woods near the feeding station at the Indian mounds. Ineidentally these 

owls were known to be incubating on Jamuary 20, the earliest record for these parts.* 

* Of the 18 pellets found, one contained the skull of a quail. Remains of a 
pheasant were found in the nest.
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Dogs caused little concern. They did not make any evident kills, mt 

tended to scatter the birds by contimously flushing them, Red-tail hawis 

and marsh hawks were occasionally seen hovering over the territory, tut they 

caused no apparent harm, Other than the birds collected for scientific pur~ 

poses, the above were the only birds killed of which there was any knowledge. 

Smffle 

The birds did not move permanently from the immediate vicinity of the 

food patches although feeding stations were operated within their cruising 

radius all winter long. This can be attrituted to the excellent cover and the 

evidently rich gleanings of the food patches, shocked corn, and seed-bearing 

: plants in the cover. ‘the biris withstood the winter in fine shape and have 

undergone ao hardships of outstanding nature, ; 

Conclusions o— 

From the experiment may be drawn the following conclusions? . a : 

1, Field and Sweet Corn are preferred foods of pheasant and quail. 

Both stand up well under weathering conditions, lodging but little, and thus 

form fair fall and winter cover and a good winter food. 

2. Barly Amber and Rox Orange Sorghum are excellent plants for fall and 

"winter cover, ‘the productivity of both is high, Because it lodged on a late 

date, it makes an excellent late fell and early winter food, A heavy snow will 

render the plant valueless as a food source. 

3. Kaffir Corn, Milo Maize, and Feterita might be considered a second to 

the sorghums snfi corn as a staple food. They are most valuable as cover, ‘The 

Kaffir is vulnerable to early frost and amt causes quite a loss, Frost killed 

é about 30 per cent of the plants in the Kaffir, ani smt took about five to eight 

per cent. 

4, the millets, excepting German millet, are fall foods, reckoned by an .
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early lodging and shattering. ‘They offer fair cover in winter, ‘the German 

millet is excellent fall ani winter cover, but the birds would not use it for 

7 sach or eat the abundant crop of grain, 

5. the Sudan Grass is an excellent fall and winter cover plant and a good 

late fol1 ond early winter food, It is a staple food, thus by the time the 

preferred foods are exiansted, this crop is lost under snow, 

6, Buckwheat makes 2 good fell food ani cover plant but is valueless when 

snow prevails, 

7. Lespedeza did not prove of meh value in this experiment, ‘The cover was 

poor and although the seed was available early in the fall, the birds were not 

attracted to it, 

8, Soy beans are a good staple food but poor cover, ‘They do not shatter 

readily, but vhat shattering there is oecurs late in the fall. the plants are 

- not affected by adverse weather conditions, Fheasante are more attracted to sae 

these plants than quail. . 

9, The Sunflowers are highly productive of food and offer fair cover, but 

they do not lodge enough te meke available the seeds. 

10, Sudll birds are attracted to the sunflowers ani millets in creat muibers. 

ll, Little qultivation is necessary, One peremial grass anid one snmal 

weed, foxtail and ragweed, respectively, wore found abuniantly in the patches 

and apparently did not sap the vitality of the experimental plants, ‘the weeds 

also serve aa a food source. 

12, Watural sources of grit suffice for the birds, 5 

. 13. there is sufficient cover for the birds, ative plants with food 

possibilities should be propagated for the diversity of food, Grape, red oster 

dogwood, and blac: locust are exemplary. 

: 14, From pheasant exazined it is evident they wake green staff a mrt of 

their diet, Winter rye, red clover (Zrifolium pratense), blue-Joint (Agrouyron), 

ff
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and water cress (Radicula sp.) were auong those greons known to be eaten, , 

: 15. Predators do not cause depredations enough to warrant control. 

Ce :



Rates of Seeding the Poregoing Food Patches 

{| Seed Rate 
4 Millets 20% to 25f per acre 

| Corn 2 kernels per hill, 7# per acre 

Soybeans 2 to 5 inches apart in rows, '5# por acre : 

Sadan grass 20% per acre ; 

Sorgimm, Kaffir, Milo Maize % to 10 inches apart in rows, 5# to 8# per acre 

t Sunflowers 10 to 12 inches apart, 5¢ to 6# per acre 

' Buckwheat 2-1/2 to 3 pecks per acre 

Lespedeza WP to 6# per acre 

Rye 6 peeks per acre 

3 
* 

* 
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Madison, Wisconsin 
June 15, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There is transmitted herewith a copy of the Detailed 

Plans for the University of Wisconsin Wildlife Experimental 

Area. 

5 pie 

William L. Towns 
Assistant Land Negotiator 
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DERAILED PLAN 

E for 

University of Wisconsin Wildlife Experiments] Area 

SgauLs E 

Zroblem Area 

The vg Syd Madison, Wisconsin ia surrounded by five lakes of various 

sized, Hear southwest edge of the city lies Lake Wingra, one of the 

gmaller vodies of water, which hae been but Little developed for summer home 

sited. may nomena year the Wivensity of Sioteaetn Mee Ste Ce 

aequiring the property surrounding the for the purposes of an arboreteun 

and wild life demonstration area, Up to the present tise some 500 acres have 

been acquired and put under a management plan, ‘he University canpus proper 
fe a short distance to the north. 

The north ond of Lake Wingre is cecupled by a municipal park which has 
deen developed as the olty soo, and adjacent to this to the west lie the grounds 

of Bégewood Aoadeny, The remainder of the lake shore is largely undeveloped. 

: It Se planned to enter into # cooperative experimental program With 

the University and to thie end the Bielegical Survey would aequire*wome 560 

ecres of additional lands, This area will be placed under the direct super 

vision of the Game Management Department of the University, and will serve 

ae a field laboratory for the ase of graduate students working under the 
Biological Survey Pellonchipe, and other ornetholigioal and esologieal studice 
gsenetioned by the manager. 

Bonetite Justifying the Projeot 
3 There are no cecupante on the lande recommended for inclusion in the 

projeet, and consequently it will not be necessary to undertake any rehabili-~ 

tation works 

The portion of the area known sa the "Chapman Marsh" ie low peat land. 

At one time @ Mr. Chapman undertook a real estate development here, investing 

large sums of moncy in improvement work, but thie promotion proved a failure, 
"Qapitel Avenue”, aechown on the map, is still traversable by car although 

le



the concrete paving 16 badly broken and beyond repairs 

the "Bryant March" consiete of relatively low grade marshy pasture, 

garrounded by cultivetable lands. his partioular pertion of the project 

has been so divided among the Bryant heira that its ase te any one individual 

ia practically nil. 

The “Dann Marsh” lies in the southwest corner of the proposed boundary 

of the Arboretoum, somewhat beyond the present acquisitions. Yhie pareel is 

a low, wet area of about sixty acres, containing « pond some twenty acres in 

extent a@ well as coneiderable marth. 

At the present time none of these lands are serving any useful par- 

pose, bat when embraced in the Arboreteum will have a larger value for ro- 

search and for pablic eduantions ae well se furniehing a vaterfow) refuge 

for the Madison srea. : 

Yo saving will result to the lecel government through the elimination 

of roads or other tax consuming enterprises. There will be some reduction 

dn the leoal relief lead through the large amount of labor thet will be 

necessary to bring the area to the beet condition for wildlife. At the 

prevent time 260 FER men (frenient Camp) are working on the 90 sere marsh 

Girestly north of the Chapman Mareh. Ge develop the tracts here recommended 

this camp will be cowtimed, or a COC camp added, or perhaps both. 

Ineidentelly an anlimited quantity of high grade marl is being excavated 

Se This marl tests 60% 
> : 

Bmployment will be available for at least 260 men as scon ae acquisition 

is completed. @hese laborers will be transients or CCC men if the present 

transient comp is changed to a OCC camp. Tholy work will be digging ponds, 

planting food and cover, biilding dams, eto, A development plan for the 

Chapman Marsh fe attaghed, Plane for the other two parcela have not been 

sompleted. 

Permanent employment will be furnished several men as custodians of 

the Arboreteun sfter ite completion. 

For a fall description of the management progrem on the original 

ares, which will be extended with equal intensity to embrace the completed 

anit, @ copy of the plan prepored by Mrs Aldo Leopold in 1995 ie attached 

horetes 

the waters of Lake Wingra have already been set aside by the State 

Conservation Department ao a wild life sanctuary, and acts of the Legis- 

lature provide authority for the erention of a refage on the earroanding 

The"™new outlet” te the lake hae been closed off and the water ele- 

: wontons Sap: Seine enmhneite We Seine OF © O08 Oe ec eushae OL eaee 

near Pa This aaintenanoe stevle amd suitable 

ae ee It tae at ali binees = 
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then completed the Arboreteam Refuge will serve as: 

Hy A demonstration ares accessible to 50,000 people. 
2) A wosearch laboratory for wild life managemont studies.’ 

{8) A nesting ground for the Madison lakes and for south 
entral Wisconsin, 

(4) A breeding ground for « moderate number of mallards, 
teal, wooddack, woodcock, 

, 

Jegation and Acreage 

Spesifieally, the ares under consideration lies in Sections 26, 27, 
and Sa, Te 7 Bey Re 9 Rey @nd in Geotion 6, Te 6 Mey Be 9 Be The lands prow 
posed for immediate parohase involve approximately 260 sores, which will be 
added to the 500 acres in the present arboreteums 

Lake Wingra covers approximately 400 acres, The northwest and seuth 
sides rise rather abraptly to rolling wooded hills and the east and westerly 

- shores are low for some distance from the waters Namorous excellent springs 
enter the lake along the sheren, 

The portion of the unit known locally as "Chapman Marsh", is « low 
#rea on the onset aide of the lakes The soil ie peat fer « depth of some 
R to 4 foot, underlain with a strate of carl, which comes virtually te the 
surface in the present University aren, directly to the north, the chapman 
Mareh if bounded on the west by a high wooded knoll, @ portion of which is 
part of the Arvoreteum and the reminder ie held by Mr. Chapman and others. 
This high lend forms a boundary of the prevent project. 

The “Bryant Maresh" is situated imacdiately south of the Chapman Marsh 
and separated from it by a strip of land sabedivided for home siten. The 
northwest corner of the Bryant tract ie marshy and contains considerable peat 
underlain with sand. ‘fo the south it rises cently to sandy loam te tho 
southern boundary, which is the Chicago Northwestern Rellroad right of ways 

The “Dunn Marsh” is « depression south of the Chicago Bortheestern 
railroad right of wey and weat of the county rend in Seetion 6. Some © or 
26 aerea is a pond and the remainder iv of a peat and sandy loam structure, 
the latter soi] appearing in the higher groand te the south. 

Qunership Status 
fhe Chapman Mareh is hold by a real estate organization of which Mr. 

Chapman ie preeidents; Bryant March by the five Bryant heirs, each owning « 
narrow strip; and the Dum Marsh by three owners besause of ite position in 
the section. 

This omall number of owners will make the acquisition relatively 
imple. 

Industrial Development, Zransportation, Living Conditions and Schoo) Magtlities 
the proximity of the project to the oity of Madison insures that =, 

transportation is entirely adequate, living conditions are above the average + 
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and school facilities probably the best in the state, inasmeh as the 

University is located at this place. Madison is quite an industrial center \ 

and also the capitol of the state. i 

Values Involved i 

Due te the neture of this tract in that enormous sums were spent at 

one time in the development of a portion of it as city real estate, it is 

extremely difficult to arrive at a fair valuations There are outstanding 

against the Chapman holdings $8,800 worth of bonds and although the real 
estate venture is an obvious failure the bonds are not, at the present time, 

in @efault, If thie land were sub-divided inte lots and blocks, small par- 

eels or lots might possibly sell from $100 to $250 a piece, which is con~ 

siderably les¢ then the amount a few of the adjacent lots have been sold for. 

It is believed that $50 an acre for all of the lends involved in the project 

would be a conservative price and if the acquisition can be completed at this 

figure the total cost would be small in proportion to the potential benefits 

to be derived, 

SCHEDULE 11 

Proposed Plan of Adjustment 

It is proposed to acquire at least 260 of the 550 acres involved for 

inclusion in the Wilélife Mxperimental Areas On the Chapman Marsh in parti- 

cular this will permit the retirement of outstanding bonde against a real 

estate project which has not been successful. It will permit the restoration 

of a desirable wildlife and game center readily available to the public. 

@hrough the use of COC, relief or transient camp labor, ponds, lagoons and 

other improvements will be made. There is attached a blue print sketch of 

the proposed development work, 

Sooperation with Other Agencies 

The entire projeet will ve a cooperative enterprise with the Univer~- 

sity of Wisconsin. The Bureau of Biological Survey will retain the right to 

approve the management plans prepared for the area by the Game Mans gement 

organization of the University. Game wardens of the Wisconsin Conservation 

Department as well as federal game iprotectors¥ill be available for adequate 
enforcement of game laws. The immediate supervision of the unit will be in 

the hanés ef the Chair of Game Management of the University. 

Recreational Values 

The recreational value of the entire arboreteum area with the 

addition here contemplated, is incalculable. ‘The benefits to the people at 

large in learning what game management really can accomplish, and in giving 

them an opportunity to view the wild species in their naturel state without 

the necessity of traveling a great distance to do 90, can not be valued in 

@ollars and cents. ‘The north end of Lake Wingra is now a zoological park 

atbracting a great number of visitors for picnics ané other outdoor activities. 

ae
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Banagoment Planning 
The management of the entire area will be in the hands of the Game 

Management Divieion of the University ef Wisconsin ander the direst saper- 
vieion of Mr. Alde Leopold. lr. Leopold has already prepared a detailed 

. Management Plan for the original arbereteam area, and a copy of this plen is e 
attached hereto. It will be 4 relatively simple matter to expand the manage- 

t ment program to embrace the additional area te be acquired in thie project. 
It does not seem possible at present to improve or enlarge upon the details 
of the plan ae tentatively drawn up. 

Zregram for Purchase 

setae Pe Mane Weeks Ot Se See oe ee ee 
ie expeoted that the entire aren will be completed by the of June, 19%, 
Inseeuch as few owners are involved and the University is coopersting to the 
fullest extent, the purchase program ie not complicated. 

Sharacter of 2xisting Improvenente 
There are no ieprovements whatsoover on these lande with the exception 

sn Same to Salah Antencc eomete tae Uapiee Biéte aa 
way, known es i Avenue, aorcss Chapman Marsh, which extronely 

poor condition at the present tines these improvements will not be a major 
feeter in the acquisition activities, ner in the prices te be paid, and all 
will ultimately be removed entirely as part of the development plan. 

Resettienont of Area 
there are no occupants on any of the lands involved and no resettle~ 

ment ie contemplated. either ie it planned to introduse any settlers te 
the area since it will be devoted entirely to wildlife. 

Zinoncial Plans 
It is planned to purchase these lands from funds allotted to the 

Bological Surveys ‘There will be no future costa, since administration of 
the area is to be assumed by the etate ander cooperative agreement with the 
Bielegical Surveys 

Be
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f United States (A 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ye 

National Park Service 
State Park Division 

University Park, SP-14 
: Madison, Wisconsin 

October 10, 1935 

Mr. Paul V. Brown, 
Regional Officer, 5th Region, Subject:- The University of 
812 Illinois Building, Wisconsin Arboretum, SP-14,. 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Dear Sir: 

I arrived at Madison Thursday, October 3, and since 
then have been surveying the Arboritum project and conferring 
with members of the Arboretum Committee. 

The principal cooperation requested of me by the 
Committee was to prepare a list of suggestions as to what 
might be done here in the line of biological experimentation. 
Such a list has been prepared, and is inclosed herewith. 

An entire day was spent in the field with Professor 
Fasset, plant taxonomy department, University of Wisconsin, 
with the purpose of locating remains of original prairie 
flora that might be used in restoring the prairie in the area. 
I believe the most important results were accomplished in 
the exchange of ideas, in the field, on this trip. Mr. Fasset 
was kind enough to say that he appreciated the assistance given 
him by the Wildlife Division in this particular project. 

The area contains samples of several different plant = 
and animal ranges, including prairie, forest (several types), % 
water, marsh, and stream areas. There is no difficulty in : 
separating the types for experimental purposes. It is highly 
recommended, then, for the purpose in hand. : 

The work done and contemplated by the National Park 2 
: Service is considered well conceived and executed. This is * 

perhaps due to the excellent cooperation obtaining between y 
the Arboretum Committee and NPS representatives. | 

Project 903--Lake and Pond Development--as it is 
planned should greatly enhance the aternivitebies of the 
area for certain wildlife species, notably shore birds and j 
waterfowl, as well as fish. The Lake itself (Lake Wingra) 
does not offer suitable edge for shore birds and waterfowl, 
for it is impossible to plant certain valuable foods because 
of the great number of carp. These fish can be controlled 
in the series of ponds to be developed, much more readily 
than they can in the Lake. It is almost impossible to sein 
this large body of water. 
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Project 906 --OQthers-- may have to be written up 
to provide shelters for pheasant and quail if severe 
weather is experienced. These shelters should be placed 
in conjunction with feeding stations, so the birds may 
feed in safety from hawks and owls. If this is done, ; 
there will probably be no demand for eradicating the 

. predators, and these species can help to control the 
rabbits which are overrunning the place. Not less than : 
three, and not more than five shelters are recommended. 

They should be of the brush type, in which brush is lain 5 
over supports so that a room with several low outside openings 
is made. They should be so placed in the midst of wind- 
break growth that snow will not drift over the openings. 
Mr. Leopold will probably design them. 

Due to the fact that the area is overrun with rabbits, 
and that in the winter these rodents work havoc with 
young arboretum plantings--especially trees--it is recommended 
that rodent control be set up. 

The numerous cats and dogs parasitic on the camp 
should be eliminated. The matter has been discussed with 
Inspector Lamb, and he may be expected to take the proper 4 
action. 

It is the intention of the Arboretum Committee to 
set aside certain areas--part of the Lake-shore marsh, 4 
and the fine stand of oaks on the south, shore of the : 
lake--to be untouched. The areas selected are the ones 
this Technician would recommend, 

It is hoped that an ecologist, working under ECW, 
can be secured to cooperate with the University in developing 

" their wildlife program. 

It is believed that certain parts of the rodent ‘ 
control program had better be left to the Conservation Commisson. ; 
The construction and use of box-traps may perhaps be done by 
ECW. This will not be entirely efficient, however, and other 
measures may have to be initiated. : 

It is well known that by the use of ferrets the 
rodents can be reduced even to the extermination point. How- 
ever, if for no other reason that it is illegal, we should 
leave that to be decided upon by the Committee and Conservation 
Commission, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Werner 0. Nagel 
Asst. Reg. Wildlife Inspector.
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s ‘ ew Soils Building 

November 25, 1935 

Prof. G. W, Longenecker ; 
Horticulture Building 

Dear Longeneckers 

I am furnishing you, for planting on the Arboretum, the follow- 
ing hickory mts gathered for me by Miss Flora Blaettuer of Wyaconia, 
Clarke Gounty, Missouri, Miss Blaettner's descriptions are quoted: 

No. 1 (sbout 15 mts). ‘This tree has the characteristics 
of the large thick shell hickory, also the mt hulj. é 
is soft and fuzzy like the hull of the big-mt. 
This particular tree is not a heavy bearer, 50 7 
between that and the squirréls I cannot gather many, 
particularly as it is large and high limbed, too 

: much for me te climb or shake, 

No. 2 (about 1-1/2 pints). Mut No. 2 is what we call our 2 
best tree. It is a heavy and regular bearer, the 
mits having a fine eracking quality and size, I ; 
think, This tree mrely is not so old, as it is i 
hardly a foot in diameter. a 

No. 3 (1 pint), Mut No. 3 is just om average size mt, wut 
I am ineluding a few, as they are so thick and have 

an unusually thin shell, what I call high cracking : 
quality, with fine thick kernels easily removed. 

Mo. 4 (1 quart). The No, 4% mt is the pig-mt hickory hybrid, 
of which I have previously sent you a sample, It has 
ell the characteristics of the pig-mut in tree, leaf, : 

: hull, and mut shape, except the bitter tang. It is g 
a very regular and heavy bearer, I have not gathered : 
all the mts this year, but have about a bushel or more i 
so fer. It is a very beautiful tree, quite the loveli- ; 
est hickory I ever saw, standing quite alone in our 
barn let. Has « trunk dismeter of 20 inches or more, 
with very smooth and symmetrical trunk and branches. : 

I am glad it is so near our house, It has been a i 
tree of gold this week. é 

I suggested these be stratified for planting next spring in our i 
mat tree collection, Possibly it would be well to try part in direct
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G, W, Longenecker-=2 Noveuber 25, 1935 

This letter should, I think be kept as a permanent record of 
the origin and character of these trees, If I ever get down there, I ; 
will photograph the parent trees. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
in In Charge, Game Research 
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UNITED STATES 

; DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

: NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
¢ 

STATE PARK DIVISION ‘ : 
University Stete Park, SP-14 a 

Madison, Wisconsin. po -0 

yss 
December 30, 1955. 

Mire Ge im. Longenecker, Director 
University Of Wieconsin Arboretum 
Horticulture Building 
Madison, #isconsin 

Rez Rodent Control Report 
University Park, SP-14, 

Dear Mre Longenecker: 

From Hoveaber 25, 1935 te 

December 30, 1955 there have been 120 rabbits 

caught in box traps at the Arboretum. 

Very truly yours, 

= Me MADDEN 
Project Supte 

ec ; Prof. Leopold 
3 Ae Fe Gallestel 
s Gol. Jackson 
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Plantings on Arboretum - 1935 

Exhibition Food Patches 

1. White Pine or Indian Mound Patch 

One-third Early Amber —— planted in rows 40" apart, 3-4 kernels 
to hills 8" apart. Depth, 1-1/2"-3", 

One-third yellow field corn planted as the sorghum. 

Medium red clover planted in a strip 2' wide, length equal to the 
width of the whole patch. Broadcast. 

The remainder left fallow. Planted on May 28, plants up June 1. 
Object of patch: To determine the "squirrel hazard" with corn vs. sorghum, 
That is, which grain will suffer from the activities of the squirrels? 
What weeds of value will come up in fallow? Will the birds use the greens? 

2. Anthill Patch 

Two-thirds Early Amber sorghum, rows 40" apart, 3-} kernels in hills 
8" apart. Depth, 1-1/2"-3", 

Dwerf Essex rape broadcast as clover in above patch. Remainder left 
fallow, Planted May 27, up June 1, 

Object: To shock one-half of sorghum in fall and open shocks when 
needed throughout the winter, Will this eliminate loss from snow and 
redents, eliminate winter feeding by hopper method? Is rape eaten as greens? 

3. Noe Patch 

One-third Early Amber sorghum and one-third feterita planted as in 
foregoing patches. Common alfalfa used for and planted as other greens. 
Planted May 28, up June 1. Remainder of patch in fallowe 

Object: Sorghum vs. feterita in all respects--germination, height, 
yield, ete. Effect of frost on feterita on this higher land as compared 
to the effect of frost on low land of last year. 

4, Experimental Patches : 

West to east | 

1. Hemp. 3-4 kernels to a hill 16" apart. Sorghum, 3-4 kernels to a 
hill alternating with hemp. Rows 40" apart. 

Object: Will the stout-stemmed hemp support the sorghum at the time 
of heavy snow? 

2, Yellow field corn and E, A. sorghum spaced as above, Same object, 

3, Hemp. 10%-12" apart in hills, rows 40" apart. Object: to determine | 
palatability as compared to sorghum and ability to withstand lodging. |



4, Manchu soy beans. 3-4 beans to a hill, 2"-3" apart. Rows 40" 
apart, Yield poor last year and attributed to dry weather, Object is to 
compare yield under different weather conditions, 

5. Hegiro sorghum, 3-l| kernels to a hill, 6"-g" apart in rows 40" 
apart, A new variety of sorghum to be tested as to palatability, yield, 
size of stalk in diameter, height, vulnerability to snow, etc, 

: 6. BE. A. sorghum planted in rows 40" apart, hills 12" apart. 

7. B. A. sorghum planted in rows 40" apart, hills 8" apart. 

8, E, A. sorghum planted in rows 40" apart, hills 4" apart. 

In patches 6, 7, & one-half of each is cultivated and the other 
half uncultivated to determine effects of weed growth on plants. A comparison 
of yield and height of plants to be made at the different rates of planting. 

9. EB. A, sorghum broadcast at 10# per acre. 1-1/4# used, 

10, BE, A. sorghum broadcast at 20¢ per acre, 2-1/2# used. 

11. EB. A. sorghum broadcast at 30# per acre. 3-3/4# used. 

12. EB. A. sorghum broadcast at 40# per acre. 5# used. 

In patches 9, 10, 11, and 12, the yield, height, growth in diameter, 
etc., are to be compared at the various rates of sowing. In patches § and 9, 
the amount of seed used in approximately the seme and is to be compared, 
broadcast vs. vlanting in rows, 

13. EB, A. sorghum, 1-1/2 broadcast with brush placed over the patch 
to support lodged plants and prevent loss from snow, 

14, EB, A. sorgim broadcast as in No. 13. Hog wire, 18" from ground, 
to cover patch to prevent loss from snow. (See diagram) 

15. EB, A. sorghum, 1-1/2# broadcast in patch, Check on No.13 and 14, 

16, Adjacent to the patches lies a fallow strip 3' wide, another strip 
3' wide broadcast to Dwarf Essex rape, a 3' strip of fallow, a 3' strip of 
medium red clover, a 3' strip of fallow, a strip of common alfalfa. Object 
is to determine palatability of various greens. 

The above patches were planted June 3-5 and the plants were up a 

week later. 
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[ 1. ; 

Meworandu on Develounent Pin for Louis Ganiner Refuse: 
(Se be attached to memorandum of Jamary 13, 1936.) 

Fassett has suggested a very important end practical 
addition to the questions listed. 

He points out that if peat is allored to dry out, it 
will oxidize and grow woeds instead of the usual plants 
typical of peat. ov rageee Poe $ emp hac idh yh Aad : 
wast be placed in winter and mist be confined to vicinity 
of water level so that the weed associations will have no 
ehance of coming in, All soft used to cover marl in high 
or dry situations mst be something alse than peat. 

This a Limitation on the question 
of water eae aera aml may greatly increase 
the costs of establishing desired plant associations. 

In the previous mono, page 1, under caption, "Vegetation 
for lending Melds," please mbetitute sandimrs for cock eburs. 

Aldo Leopold 
Research Mreetor 

Copies to Messrs, 

Fassett 
Jadkeon 
Elfner
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Jommary 13, 1936 

Menoranden on Development Flan for Louis Geriner Refuce: 

saith h 9 they oi tee wear > ae ‘enuary 9, are as & bolder Pin fe” 
Oe re nit pee onettin ca teen” of i cutee ts ont a 

or other disturbances, As exemlest the area of pink phiex ani 
0 Oe SET Se A Oe SUS, SRY TE SNE SE ee oe 

of Passett imows the location. 

ann MATRROE: SS cectear tossh sith be sottiy pats toad to ae 3 the eae gond is avail- 
able along old Cepitel Aveme and from Richmond « the question is 
how and where to mix these constituents so that they will best fit the 
vegetation desired. 

Yor example, the marl £111 along the fish hatchery road which ie to . 
be Donked with tamarack. How mmch peat mist be laid on it to support « 
tamaradk stand? ag Nengpdin tong: wragpeneg tg gg ded a gdh 
shorebird beach along ayboretum drive, can it be covered with peat or 
mst mock be hanled in order to produce the aqatic insects aitable for 
shorebird mud flate? How mich peat or mick amst be laid on the mari? 
Should the two be mixed or in separate layers? 

ocebebon or lanl elds At Least tuo of the large islands 
shoul, a very srser Se Siete oe ee Soe 
and ducke, ‘the island in the 90+nere tract will be marl and that in 
Gartner tract will be peat. In whet ways, if any, should these be modified 
to mpport such a vegetation as will cive the least maintenance labor in 
keeping 1% short? fen one 60 ee ere Se ee 
Will as a meens of inducing short vegetation? (fessett suggests that the 
mont aterile sand can be identified by the fact that it grows codklebarrs.) 

Sa ee ye ag soils are for exhibiting special plant associations, 
He shovl4 pick out mitable lecations and the work plan should esll for the 
healing of miteble materials for this purpose. 

The present development plane call for mp sand dune formations, 
wut dite cathoiy yenette Ghat come Of tho maak tame buphering te Gina 
eould be covered with amd deep enough te produce a Gane floras, the question 
is how deep and where. 

saber eve.a- the Limitations in the deed as to raising of water levels 
will very careful study in order that the water controle necessary for a 
shorebird beach and for other special puryoses can be arranged. ‘the shorebird 
beach will have te be located at a spot where the water level can be suddenly



Louis Gardner Refuge-~2 

lowered in August or Septewber, leaving exposed amd Zlats without weeds. 
pete gala fg Renape wat tar Sage Fc el fermen 
Yaiging of water on « gredaslly sloping shoreline so as te reproduce 

: a “fleoded pasture" condi tion. 

Aide Leopold 
Research Director 

ceptes Yo Manne, Seamaster 

Fassett 
Jackson ; 
Mifaer
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/ ‘United States M36 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ° 

National Park Service 
State Park Division 

University Park, 
SP-14, Madison, Wis. 

Mr. Paul V. Brown, i 
Regional Officer, 5th Region, Subject:- Development of 
812 Illinois Building, é University of Wisconsin 
Indianapolis, Indiana. Arboretum and Wildlife Refuge. 

Dear Sir: 
At the request of the members of the Arboretum Com- 

mittee, I have prepared a list of suggestions for ecological 
experimentation in University Park, Madison, Wisconsin. This 

' has been done as part of the cooperation requested of the 
Wildlife Division of ECW, represented here at this time by 
me. It must be kept in mind that these proposals aré not 
listed as things the University can do, or things the ECW 
program can accomplish, but as things that Gan be done, with 
no reference to any particular agency. ; 

INTRODUCTION 

In the seven days spent at this Park, the writer was 
unable to make anything more than a very general survey of 
the conditions obtaining in, and the possibilities of, this 
area. Contacts with various members of the Arboretum Committee, 
however, have helped greatly in providing general enlighten- 
ment. In spite of these aids, it must be mentioned that an 
area so rich in possibilities should be the subject of a long-~ 
term study before recommendations can be made authoritatively. 
Therefore the majority of the suggestions contained herein 
have probably already been thought of, and others will not 
prove applicable. | 

THE WISCONSIN PRAIRIE:- One of the major problems is found 
In the project to restore a plot of original Wisconsin prairie. 
Due to the difficulty of establishing the nature of the 
original prairie, it has been suggested that a time be selected 
in which a set of conditions occurred, of which there are 
obtainable enough data to permit of accurate analysis. The 
time and conditions suggested are those that were found just 
before the era of cultivation. From this as a starting point, 
many things may be assumed;- 

1. Some of the species found just before the cultivation- 
era were also present a long time before--perhaps since the 
last glaciation; some of them are relatively recent. 

2. The undisturbed edges of prairie fields now in 
cultivation may be considered as relics of prairie approximately 
as it was at the end of the pre-cultivation period. Some of 
the plants now present are probably the same species that were 
present at the end of the pre-cultivation period. 

1 i s ine 4
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Hs, 5S. Changes in the cultivated part of the prairie--i.e., 
everything except the edges--have probably resulted in 
some change in the plant association of the physically 
undisturbed edges. For-example, the use of various fertilizers, erosion, and effects of the cultivated plants have probably 
worked a change in the composition of the cultivated soil. 
Also, new plants have been brought into the fields along with 
the cultivated varities, in the form of impurities, Wind and water-effected erosion have carried onto the edges the changed soil and the exotics. Either or both may have had an effect upon the plant association of the edges, so that it has become partially changed. It is not to be expected that the change has been great or universal, because of the hardiness of some 
of the original prairie species, 

4. The species that have survived the changes outlined in (3) were probably present in the pre-cultivation era, and 
are therefore "original". However, it does not follow that the 
species dominant now, were dominant then, It is reasonable to 
believe they were, but difficult to prove. 

Some of the reasoning that might occur is as follows:- We may assume that the species dominant in the pre-cultivation period were dominant a long time ago also, This because the 
floral association of undisturbed prairie is slow to change, Assuredly the dominants are the hardiest of the Species, and the ones most likely to survive on the physically undisturbed edge throughout the cultivation period to the present. To check this, recourse should be had to the following:- 

(a) Surveyors! records 
)b) County histories, and other historical references 
(c) Records of explorers; notes of expeditions | ib Study of soil strata for remains i €) Correlations between lmown animal associations j and probable plant associations on which they : depended. 

{ 

From this data a fair picture of late pre-cultivation | flora should be obtainable. Before the flora of the edge i are disturbed, the species and their physical relationships ¢ should be identified. An analysis of the soil on which they 1 grow should also be made, to see if it is possible to re- 
produce the composition found, in the new area. Other necessary data will probably occur. Certainly, in areas large enough, 
an animal survey should also be made for later correlations,
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“ REPRODUCING THE PRAIRIE:- Among other things, the following 
might be observed:- 

1. Soil analysis of the Arboretum prairie, This should 
: be correlated with the analysis of the source from which 

the plants are to come. If any differences are noted, corrections 
i should be made in the Arboretum soil before transferring the 

flora to it. q 

2. If it 1s desired on any experimental plot to estab- 
lish the prairie-relic flora at once, the soil into which it ‘ 
4s desired to transfer should be thoroughly sterilized. Ex- 
ceptions may be made if it is known that the "original" flora 
will prevent any of the species now on the area from coming 
up after simple soil-preparation, preceding transfer, has 
occurred. That means, essentially, that with a head start 
every species of the transferred flora should be dominant bo 
every species of the present species, 

3. In transfer of "original" species to a sterilized 
plot, each member of the original association should be 
planted in the same proportion--and as far as possible in the 
same physical relation--as found on the place from which 
transferred, Otherwise, there is no assurance that any but 
the more aggressive species will appear or maintain them- 
selves in the new location. Also, if the original prairie 
is thus accurately reproduced, all the data gathered from 
a study of it previous to transfer will probably apply in the 
new location, eliminating duplication of study. 

4. Transplantation of various kinds should be tried-- 
i.e., by clumps dug out and shifted to the new location, 
by seeds gathered from the plants in the original area, and 
by root-stocks, and perhaps seedlings germinated and started 
in the laboratory. 2 

5. Use of, protection from, fires- Some of the 
plots should certainly be protected from fire. In others, it } 
may seem desirable to use fire in various degrees to determine / 
its effect on plant succession and survival. Data from ; 
burning experiments should show to some extent what changes in 
the past were due to fire. It should also show how to obtain 

. certain effects with various degrees of burning. 

Variations in the above suggestions might well be 
tried, On some plots, it might be well not to try anything. 
For, in addition to recapitulating the past, it might be 
of interest to see what will evolve in the future from 
what is here now. Also through introduction into different 
soil types, the percentage survival--i.e., adaptability-- 
of various prairie species might be determined. This should
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throw some light on the question of whether the forest-clearings represent remnants of original prairie, or if adaptable prairie species have forced their way into forest areas after some catastrophe to the trees. 

6. Before the flora in the area now are removed, they should be studied and a record kept of the species and assoc= tations now present. This to make possible a table of succession records in domination experiments where the area to be replanted is not completely denuded nor sterilized, 

This is experimental prairie ecology in its barest t outline. The points may be enlarged or varied almost ad é infinitum. However, it would be fatal to attempt to establish 5 all the facts before beginning experiments, it is justi- fiable, in the light of the scanty data available, to try out things to see if they will, or won't work. It is hard to see ; how there could be any complete blunders, for failure to accomplish a specific purpose often brings to light valuable data, in ecological experiments. Every possible reasonable ‘ idea should have a place in the experiments without the necessity of waiting too long for further justification, These trials are not often expensive; delay many times is, 
RELATIONS OF PLANT STUDIES TO ANIMAL STUDIES;~- 

The matter of animal ecology is of course elosely associated with various types of plant ecology. With respect to the game Species, a few possibilities will be discussed, 

1. Carrying Capacity:- Stoddard ('31), and Errington, ('34), have fairly well established the principle of carrying capacity. However, like so many theories that work, it is not known how, to what extent, or why, in anything like completeness, Crudely, it may be said that the carrying capacity of an environment in a given condition determines the number of individuals of a game species that can be supported in the environment. The floral association is known to play a major part, but specific information is lacking, 
There appears to be no reason why studies of factors P in carrying Capacity cannot go hand in hand with studies of floral associations. As the plant associations change the carrying capacity of the plot for a particular species of game also changes, and it should be possible to isolate some of the important factors. From that, is but a short step to measures of control, 

; 2s Nutrition experiments:~ The nutritional elements afforded game species by various plant associations can in the Arboretum be studied in the wild--where they should be studied. Correlated with certain laboratory experiments, the resulting data should be valuable to game management programs, in casting light on how the plant associations needed to provide properly the elements of nutrition for a certain species ean be naturally obtained,
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3. Faunal relationships:- It is desirable to estab- 
lish clearly the relationships of faunal species with each 

: other in the wild. Perhaps the nature of the environment 
(floral) has something to do with the amount of competion and 
strife between faunal species. It may be possible to find 
out how to set up plant associations in a single area that 
will maintain a variety of game species together without 
necessitating too complicated a set-up, 

4, Range:- It is a moot question whether or not a 
game species will cross beyond, or remain within, natural 
range boundaries because of deficiency, or sufficiency, of 
floral associations within the range. Deliberate variations 
in the plant compositions in a range that is definitely 
delimited should show to what extent the inhabitants can be 
made to move, and also, how far, Anyway, what is range? 

5. Critical factors:- To what extent are the various 
plants--that is, their presence or absence--critical factors 
in game coverts? We know that plants supply most of the food 
and cover in winter. Can they also be made to offset the effects 
of droughts, or other critical factors? 

6. It may be possible to arrange a plot of prairie 
so that the changes from the onset through the cultivation 
pericd to the present can be recapitulated. By this means, 
some of the factors responsible for the change in faunal 
associations may be detected, and much valuable data for 

' future use obtained. This will require a fairly large area. 

SUMMARY :- 

Suggestions of a general nature have been discussed, 
one example only being in most cases offered as illustration. 
Plant ecology, and animal ecology studies can to a large extent 
be cooperative, Some of the areas should be left in their 
present state for observational and control purposes. Notably, 
parts of the willow-dogwood marsh, the finest of the oak 
climax on the lake shore, and parts of the prairie. A patch : or two of native food plants--i.e., ragweed, smartweed, etc., / might be isolated and left alone. ‘fhe writer has be sag 
many other opinions on specific things, that will not be 
repeated here, to the members of the Committee. The area, 
in its variety of range-types and biota, appears highly shitable for the purposes codiilinplated. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Werner 0. Nagel 
Asst. Reg. Wildlife Inspector, 

» a
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Memorandum of Arboretum Meeting, May 13, 1936: 

The following met to consider certain technical and policy problems 
now up on the Arboretum: Dickson, Fassett, Wilde, Longenecker, Sperry, McCaffrey, 
Jackson, end Leopold, 

Vegetation for Stevens Island. Bluegrass, red-top, or timothy could 
be easily seeded, but would be objectionable from the landscape viewpoint. { 
The question was discussed: What native vegetetion could be installed to get / 

ahead of the ragweed? | 

It was agreed that cuttings of Agrostis stolenifera and of Juncus \ 
were the most promising. Canary is too coarse, Red-top could be used in a 
pinch, but is not a native. As rapidly as possible, such ornamental marsh 
plants as phragmites, wild phlox, iris, and other natives can be planted in 
the grass. 

Native Trees at Gardner Refuge. The problem is what native trees 
suitable from the landscape standpoint would be a success on the various com- 

Dinations of marl, peat and sand at various levels above water. 

It was agreed that even for white cedar it would be necessary to use 

peat on top of the marl. : : 

It was agreed that a supply of tamarack would either have to be raised 
on the Arboretum from next fall's seed or by a mursery at our request, Wilde ‘ 

temarack seedlings could be obtained throngh some northern CCC camp, but their a 

success May be problematical. Advance arrangements for a supply of tamarack 

are left in Longenecker's hands. 

A supply of cedar can be obtained from Kilp at Wisconsin Repids or 

from the Evergreen Nursery. 

The following hardwoods would be desirable for a mixture: white birch, 

beg birch, aspen, black ash, red maple, ; 

Artificial establishment of grass as a weed control was considered 
debatable from the standpoint of the welfare of tree plantings. If a grass 

is used, Calamagrostis is preferred, especially for marl, but methods of 

propagation are unknom. 

Forest Experiment Station. It was agreed that the highlend south 

of the Arboretum was suitable for the following forestry research projects: 

(1) How to plant local hardwoods. 

(2) Long-time comparison of abused and conserved sand ridge soils. 

(3) Sample plots for study of diseases of oaks. 

' (4) All forest products investigations needing mrsery tests. 

\ (5) Horticultural tests. : 

7 : 4 
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It was agreed that if the ereas devoted to these experiments occupied 

only a part of the total acreage, the "park value" would exceed the extra 
cost of the land as compared with other available areas costing less. 

It has, of course, long been agreed that all areas not needed for 

forestry had a very high landscape and demonstration valne. 

Dog-proof Fences. It wes agreed that the following areas needed 
dog-proof enclosures from which the mublic is to be excluded: (1) head of 
Spring Creek (40 acres), (2) West Winera Marsh (40 acres), (3) interior of 
Noe Woods (5 acres), (4) each of 5 or 6 feedings stations at 1 acre each 
(5 acres). 

Dog Policy. It was agreed that the practice of impounding stray 
dogs with the city pound should continue, but that shooting should not be 
resorted to until all other relief prove insufficient. A rule‘ for entirely 

excludings dogs accompanying visitors was discussed, but not agreed upon. 

It was agreed that signs were needed explaining both the dog regulations and 

other regulationse 

Aldo Leopold 
Research Director : 

Copies to: Dickson F 
Longenecker 
Jackson 3 
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Copies to Longenecker and Jackson 

Jane 3, 1936 

Memorandum for Mr, Hollister: 

Protective Fences for Arboretum 

The following experiences during the past year indicate a growing 
need for a system of protective fences around certain selected areas 
from which dogs and pedestrians are to be excluded, 

Be he sees WEF Ve tetneh ahs foes Cee seate Te 
mugh general . 

(2) The loss of most of the quail least winter despite heavy feeding 
(probably due to later afternoon flushes by dogs, preventing the re~ 
assembly of coveys). 

(3) Recent vandaliew on emall white ladyslipper. 

(4) Persistent flushing of geese which slight in the west marsh ‘ 
but which camot be held there duo to pedestrians, 

The attached map drawn by Loncenecker and myself lays out a 
system of eight fenced areas from which the public is to be exeluded 
exeept chen officially conducted by guides, It is recommended that 
these areas be enclosed with a hog-wire fence with one strand of barbed 
wire at the top and set on steel posta eo located and screened as to be 
as nearly as poseible invisible, ‘whe wire should exclude dogs but not 
birds, 

the aysten of lagoons now being constructed will this 
fence aysten so as to close a total of _ 4/3 scsou ov aa or-cont 
of the present area of the Arboretum, 

The total mileage of needed fence is 7:0 miles. The sight 
areas, however, are not all equally urgent. the most urgent are areas 

D and H, which will require 1.3. miles of fence, 

It 49 recommended that if at all possible, areas D and it be 
fenced this year and the remainder as soon thereafter os financially | 

possible, 

Aldo Leopold 
Research Director 

- eg



——— Protective Fences & Inclosed Areas geo 

on the Arboretum Fase 

Location of Area Extent of Fence Acreage 

(in feet) Inclosed 

A. East of Lake Winera 1350 160 

B. West of Capitol Avenue 4000 20 

C. East side of Arboretum 3675 14 

D. West side of Lake Forest 8000 65 

E. West end of Lake Winera 
(a). North portion 2400 
(b). South portion 5200 125 

F. Food-patch between D, and G, 1066 2 

G. Southwest Woods 4500 7 

EH. South of Lake Wingra--along shore 1875 10 

Total~-------—~-----37450 feet 413 acres 

(7.0 miles) [Apprex) 
Deen eee eee ee ee ee eee SS 

Note: Areas "D" and "H" combined will requre 1.8 miles of fence.
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Comment on Spiker's Observations Orville S, Lee 
Sees 7 

The rabbit trapping data is no doubt fairly accurate and can also poo 
be used to obtain A general impression as to the relative abundance of que 
these animals during the winter. ‘The trapper's skill was fairly constant ¥ 
probably improving as the winter progresséd, and the noticable decline ot 
in rabbits caught after January lst. implies a decline in pomlation. coh 

The trapping extended over the major portion of the brush and. woodland a) 

of the Arboretum including the southwest woods, the brush south of the 

CCC Camp, the main woods, and the brush along the lake shore from Twenh- 

ofel's house to the goose-pen, 

I have noticed greater rabbit damage on the sumach in the woods 

south of Twenhofel's house where no rabbit trapping was carried on than 
in the Arboretum proper. 

Spiker covered the major portion of the western part of the 
Arboretum on his trips to his rabbit traps and to the game feeders. 

Since he was primarily interested in rabbits he did not always record 

specific data on all the game birds observed in the course of his 
rounds, In many instances he merely summarized the tatal seen during 
the day and only occasionally did he list definite mumbers in specific 
localities. At times he did make specific notation on game birds at the 
various feeders. I have segregated these data in a separate table and 

it will give a general impression as to the number of birds and squirrels 
using the different feeders. The data was subject to several variables 
including: 

1. Brief daily observation 
2. Observer's counting ability 
er Time of day 3 : 

. Previous disturbances E 
5. Weather conditions 

The feeder observations indicate a gradual decline in the quail covey \ 
at the Indian Mounds during the severe cold spell and there presumably 
was an influx later when the weather warmed up. These results are also 
variable or else the quail interchanged with the lower feeder, because 
I saw 9 quail at the Mounds March 7th, while Spiker saw 5 on the 5th and 

12 on the llth. of March. 

Spiker was incharge of the feeders and he kept a fairly complete 

account of the grain consumed at the various feeders. He reduced all 
the corn to a common denominator--i.e. 37 ears made a 12 quart pail of 
shelled corn. It is apparent that the squirrels and rabbits consumed a 

good deal of corn at the Mounds for there were fewer birds at this feeder 
than at the lower one, yet twice as much crain was consumed at the former, 
This bears out thedssumption that rodents do most damage in or near woods. 

Spiker seemed mich concerned over predation. He was interested in 

finding dead birds and even made speciel trips to determine how extensive 

the predator loss was, He found no direct evidence of Horned Owl 

predation, but he did strongly suspect it on one occasion, His diary 
notes imply that dogs and cats, in his estimation, caused most of the 

damage to game birds. 

at 
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The most umisual observation concerned the Hungarian Partridge 
and the Sharp-tail which Spiker claimed to see at the Mounds feeder. 
Harry Anderson and myself were unable to see either of these species 
at any of our visits there, but Elfner believes that Spiker was a 
reasonably competent observer and that he probably saw these two 
species there,. It is of interest to note that on February 3rd. and 
5th. Spier records seeing "a grouse"; during the period from Feb, 13th. 
to 25th. he saw 1. or 2 "Hungarians", and from Feb, 26th to March 6th he 

J saw 1-2 "Sharptails". Both of these species were observed at different 
times and no more than two individuals of either kind were seen at any 
one time. It seems strange that the Sharp-tails would appear the 
day following the egress of the partridges. I was unable to decide 

what bird or birds were present. 

The data as a whole should be weighed rather earefrlly and 
considered not entirely accurste. ‘The general assumptions are indeed 

"general", For example: on Feb, 5th Spiker wrote--"no quail seen 
today for the first time during the winter", yet on 19 other days 

: previous to this date he had failed to record seeing quail. ‘There 
is some question as to the proper interpretation of the general 

observation---they are probably merely better than none at all. 

It was a worthwhile game project hovevér, and with the results of 

the past winter amore complete study can be formulated for next winter. 

| ;



Geme Observed by Spiker ) 

Obs. Trapp Kind Cause 
Nov. 

23 iE = = =< -- -- -— -- Pheasant cat 
ey as -- -- = -- -- -- -- -- -- 
25 ~- 1 -- -- =s -- -- -- -- -- 
26 -- 4 11 14 -- -- -- -~ -~ -- 
27 — == covey = ae a =< = -~ -- 
28 -- 1 a -- -- --- -- -- -- -- 

29 -- 4 25-30 9 <= “-+ i -- - -- 

30 == =e an s a = se == qaail hawk ? 
Dec. 

i =e 2 -- == - -- -_ -- -- -- 
2 -- 4 covey -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3 = -- some =- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 -- 2 some =- -- -- -- -- 2 rabbits owl 

oe 5 = eee a ey = “= ee ae - 
6 aks 2 about 30 == ec =r Z me —_ ca 
7 -- i: about 40 7 2 -- -- -- 2 rabbits owl & 
& = ae -- -- 2 opossum == = -- -- 
9 a ee eS ee caer oes wee’ aac a) cael 

10 = x an = = — ses = == “ 
i 2- 5 ~~ 8 -- -= -- -- -- awe 

1B —_ 3S 25 os 2 eo — == -] quail, Tren? 
2 5 — — = ae a == = — 
14 2 -- 20 8 -- oe 2 -- -~ -- 
15 -- -- -- -- -- -- ~~ -- ~ -- 

16 2 3 -- -- -- -- ae -- -- -- 
17 3 9 20 7 a ee = ae a ies 
18 3 6 = oe 2 oS 1. 7 as <= 
19 - 6 20 - se = * = = - 
20 1 4 10 - 2 - ZL - - - 
ot i: Tt 20-30 8 2: - - - 1 quail Auto 

22 - 10 i - - - - 4 - - 

<p + 5 9 5 2 - - - 1 pheasant Man 

24 - 6 about 40 some - - z - - - 

Eo - Zz about 20 some - - - - - - 
26 - 3 some some 2 - i - 1 rabbit 2 

27 - Z - - - - - 2 rabbits dogs 
28 - 5 -* - - - - - - - 
29 - B -* - ~ - - - - - 
30 - 6 * - - - - - = ~ 
31 - 3 -* - = = = = = = 

Jan. ‘ 
a ee t _* ee = = aa = me om 

2 - 3 _* - - - - - = - 
3 = 2 ~* oe aa _ — a - - 

4 - 3 ~* - - - - - - - 
5 - 1 -* = - - - - = - 
6 - 3 -* - - - - - - oe 
9 = 4 ed = = = - - 2 rabbits 2 

8 - x 20-80 14 - - - - 1 quail, i rab. ? 

a - 2 ee 22 - = id - 1 rabbit az 

10 - 4 - - - - - ~ 1 quail * 

a - 3 30 4 - - - some - - 

12 - 2 about 30 7 - - - - - - 
13 2 2 about 18 14 - ~ - ~ - - 
14 - 6 about 20 about 10 1 - - = = = 
15 - 2 iat 15 4. ~ a - 1 quail cat 

16 - 5 ~ 4 - ie « = * = 

L? - % 20 about 12 - - - several - - 

18 2 - - 11 - - / - ns - = 

Sa. 19 2 - - - = = = S = 

|



Spiker Observations (cont. ) @) 

Obs, [trae Kind Cause 
Jans 

20 - 2 21 19 - - - - 1 rabbit 7 
rae - e = - - - - - 1 quail ? 
22 ~i - - 
23 - - about 40 +} - - - - - - 
24 - 2 36 12 1 - = ~ = - 
25 = 
26 -% 
27 - 2 21 8 - - - - - - 
28 ~ 3 24 17 - - - ~ - - 
29 i 2 25. 26 - - Z 2 -~ - 
30 - - 12 14 ~ - - - - ~ 
31 - 2 - - - me - - - - 

Feb. : 
1 - > 2%. 11 - - - - - - 
a - 2 some some - - - - - - 
3 ~ - 7 14 in 1 grouse - - 3 quail dogs or cats 
4 4 
5 - - 26 16 - 1 grouse - - - - 
6 -tt 

” - - er 14 - - - - 1 rabbit dogs 
8 - - 16 14 - - - some - - 
9 -# 
10 - z 14 10 - - - - - - 
id - - 26 al - - - 1 - - 
12 - ~ 18 15 - - - - - : - : 
23 - - 10 aE - 2 Hun. Part. - - - - 
14" - £ - - - ~ - - - - 
15 -h 
16 - - 6 10 - 2 Huns, L - - - 
a7 - - -e@ - - - - - - - 
18 i ~ * - - - - - 1 rabbit ? 
i9 - - 8 10 - 1 Hun. - - - - 
20 - - 2 z - 2 Huns, - - - - 
21 - - 7 13 - = = Ss = ws 
22 - - 14 16 - - - - - ~ 
25 1 - 7 5 - 1 Hun - - - = 
24 - - - - - - - - 1 rabbit - 
25 - - 10 ze - 2 Huns - - - - 

: 26 - - 14 12 - 2 Sharptail - - - - 
ee - - S 6 = 2 Sharptail - - - - 
28 i 2 8 6 - @ Sharptail - - - - 
29 ce -- 14 8 a 2 Sharptail 1 - - - 

Mar. 

- - - 14 8 - 1 Sharptail - - - - 
z - 2: ~ - - - - - - o 
S - 3 - - - - 2 4 - - 
4 = - 11 8 - 1 Sharptail 1 - - - 
5 = es a = J. - - - 1 pheasant ? 
6 ss = 16 7 - 1 Sharptail - - - = 
a - ie 
8 - i* 
9 - a 

10 - -* 
ii - ~ - - se m i ~ * im 
Le - - - - ~ - - - “ - 
Oe - a¢ 

14 - - - - - - - > = > 
15 - - 22 9 - = - = = = 
16 ~ - - - - - = = = =



> 

() 
Spiker Observations (Cont.) 

ieee fo Cause 
Mar, 

Ly - - some - - - - 7 Lguail, slab. -* 
18 - - - 7 - - ee a = ee 
19 - - az 6 - - - si = os 
20 - 2 - number - - - 4 - _c 
21 - - 3 8 - - - - = ras 
22 - - ~- - - - ~ me S ss 
23 - = - = = skunk = = = a 
24 -~ f - 8 XG - - - = = a 
25°. veer - - - - = Be = = = 

_26 . = e : = 2 z = = = 
LOTAL — 33 214 

*Spiker was away--John Vash ran traps. 

#Did not go out on account of weather. 
"Some quail & pheasants at feeders(?). 
Go game observed on account of cold. 
@No quail seen for first time during winter. 
¢gSpiker went on Pheasant Drive. 

2 CK OR 2 OK OK 

1. Rabbits removed from Arboretum during the winter: 
(a). 214 trapped : : | 
(bd). 35 removed by persons other than ‘Spiker 
(c). 22 killed by predators 
(d). 8 killed by automobiles 

279 = 

2. Game Bird Mortality as observed by Spiker: 
(a). 14 quail killed by predators ; 

; (b). 1 quail killed by automobile 
(ec). 2 pheasants shot 

3. Predators removed during rabbit trapping: ‘ 
(a). 5 eats 
(bo). 2 weasels 

Be aR GIO a aa 

Largest number of quail observed by Harry Anderson during any day-- 

November & December 1935 ; 

Location No. ef quail 
1. Lake shelter--north of the woods -~---------26 
2. Vicinity of the Mound shelter-------~--------24 : 
5. Large marsh west of Lake Wincra-------------17 

4, Food patches south of UCC Camp---------~----12 
5. Border of woods south of Golf Course--------8 

PROVE ies ceeeune Oe



Game Observed at Arboretum Feeders 
By Spiker of CCC Camp 

Date Mounds CCC Camp : Lake 

DEG 2 |stovertor Quail [ena | ee === 

Golf course 
Jan,22] About 10 quail, |About 20 quail, |7 pheasants 

4 pheas. 3 red- |4 gr. squirrel 
2 gray squirrel a 

22. &2 red sq. Sia ie eee 

3 squirrels rabbit, 1 ad i o nloets 

x 1 grouse, 4 cray| red _sa abo =e : - 

| 3 red squirrels [10 pheas,, 1 rabJ 
web. Some pheasant 

Feb.13| 8 pheas..2 Huns,|10 quail, 6 phes.| 1@ quail 2 _ heasants 
= [5 2.2 & rea sq, |4 squirrels 6 vheasant lL smirrel 
Wer es | ee ed 

pheas.,1 rabbit |3 pheasants 4 quail 

Feb.e3| -------- | === —C*d 2 dean mat). Heard cusil call 

: & 7 red sq. l_ pheasant a eT 

Feb.28 [2 Sharp-tail, 3 
quail, 6 pheas., 
2.4 red sa. 

tail, 4 red sa. [3 pheasants 1 red s ed _sg 

Wars ee end gan | ee 

1 Sharptail, 2 sq 1 pheasar 

hg. & 3 red sa. | ' pheasants ott Gee 

War.lo|1 dead quail | ------- ss [_—s-=----- : 
ar.lY quail, 3 pheas. 1 pheasant & 

4g. &1 red sq. 2 red sq. 2 pheasants al. = 

DF OR AIG I ak ai ak ae ak ae 

Summary of Spiker's Observation--Plus Feed Distributed 

Feeder Quail Pheasants Squirrels Rabbits Misc. Amount of Gralv - 

Indian Mounds 2-10 3-8 3-7 1 2 Huns. 238 quarts* 
2 Shaprtail 

EB. of Camo 4-30 1-10 1-l 4 ------ 1U4 gts. 
So. of Lake 2-7 1-7 1-2 z ------ 7 
West Woods none 2-7 1-2 z SSaaan Te ets. 

Goose Pen P I=(@ none none wo----- 612 ats. 

*Used 37 ears of corn to get a 12 quart pail of shelled corn. 

°Pat out 1 pail Mar. 24 and "some" Dec. 12,718 & 24; Jan. 10, 20 % 28; Mar. 5th.



Oy ies both. June 12, 1936 
eT 

Fheasant Mobility Study é 

It is desired to study by banding the anmal mobility of pheasants 
and its variations as between (1) natural and artificial birds, ty hen- 

f raised and incubator birds, (3) summer, fall and spring releases, (4) cocks 
and hens, (5) young and old, 

Not all of these comparisons can be measured without great cost and 

' difficulty, It is proposed, however, to make a start by banding preserve 

releases in certain selected localities and then advertise among hunters 

for the return of bands and among feeding station operators to report birds 

observed to carry bands even though the mmber cannot be obtained. 

An opportunity to get mrallel measurements on wild-raised adult birds 
will present itself when excess stock is removed by trapping from the 
Arboretum and University Farms. 

For this sumer the following operations are proposed: 

(1) Preserves near Watertown - Bussewitz 
(2) Preserves near Madison - Leopold or Moore 
(3) Preserves near Elkhorn - Wade : 

Other graduate students who have a chance to get this work done 
incident to their studies are reqested to discuss the matter with me, 

4 Professor Wagner will furnish U.S, Biological Survey bands, size no, 6, 

‘ which can be attached at the minimum age of 6 weeks. 

Note: I have inquired from Mr. Conway of the Conservation Department 

whether the no. 6 band can be safely placed on a 6-weeks pheasant. Mr. 
Conway thinks it can, but predicts trouble in trapping 6-weeks birds which : 

are being raised under the open range or non-confinement system, Trapping 

is easy up to 4 weeks, but he is sure that a 4-weeks bird would not carry 

this half-inch band. ‘There seems no certain way to predict our success 

except actually to attempt such trapping. Conway advises using funnel 

traps not over 20" high, These should be tipped up over the baited ground 

a few days in advance. I have three of these in my office which Bussewitz 

and other students doing this work can borrow, 

We can, of course, count upon banding of all birds being raised in 

pens. Accordingly I recommend going ahead with requisitioning the bands " 

and making an attempt at trapping, but we should not promise ourselves 

complete success, : 

Aldo Leopold 

Copies to Prof, Wagner 
Mr. Bussewitz



June 19, 1936 

Pheasant Mobility Study 

Elan 

1. Mark as many artificials as possible at certain selected points 
of release, 

2. Advertise among hunters this fall to report marked birds killed, 

3. Advertise among winter-feeders to report banded birds at stations, 

4, Mark wild-trapped birds before release, to compare movements with (1). 

; System of Marking 

1. Band all releases which can be caught at six weeks or over, This will 
inelude: 

a, Shooting preserves using the pen system 
b. Shooting preserves purchasing grown stock for release 

2. Toe~punch all releases under 6 weeks old. ‘This will be mainly 

c. Shooting preserves using the non-confinement plan 
ad. Farmer eggs using the non-confinement plan (large batches only) 

Toe-punch System 

Each locality will punch the left foot for 1936, the right foot for 1937, 

both for 1938, ‘The webs punched will be used to differentiate different 

preserves, as follows 

Preserve No. 1 - Punch left web left foot 
Preserve No. 2 - Punch right web left foot 
Preserve No. 3 - Punch both webs, left foot 

Records 

Keep a record for each release of (1) species of pheasant, (2) source 

of eggs (incl. whether hen-raised or incubator), (3) method of raising 

(inewbator or hen), date and per cent of hatch, (4) date punched, (5) date 

released. 

Copies to: Conway 

Bussewitz
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SANBORN, BLAKE & ABERG : ae : 

wee LawreRs aff 
ERNEST H_pETT GAY BUILDING & 
eueeme MADISON, WISCONSIN oy 1 te) 

meh , iF July 16, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Confirming my talk with you over the telephone 
the other day regarding toe punching our pheasants 
which are raised in confinement, I would suggest that 
Mr. Busse or whoever else is doing the work for you, 
call on Mr. Albert Lerch, Morrisonville, Wisconsin, at 
any time that is convenient and arrange to do the work. 
It would seem to me the best time would be early even- 
ing when the pheasants are ready to roost for the night. 

Mr. Lerch is in charge of our shooting preserve 
and his farm is situated in the middle of it. He cm 
be reached by driving out on 51 to the Wernick Store 
just this side of North Leeds, and turning right two 
miles to a pea viner on the corner, then left halfa 
mile to the first road, turning right, which leads dir- 
ectly into his place. Mr. Lerch is very much interest- 
ed in the preserve and in raising and stocking of game 
birds in general. I am sure he will be interested in 
cooperating and later, in checking results. 

Very truly yours, 

Moe 7h We. SPN 6, <Y : f= 
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: 2 PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR PHEASANT MOVEMENTS STUDY Lape“? 
t 

Wild Experimental Birds. In order to protect corn-breeding plots on the 
Hagle Heights and University Bay Farms, and to reduce competitaon with quail 
at the Arboretum, 100 birds should be removed from each this winter by trapping 
at feeding stations, 

This is over and above the 15 birds already under permit to Ellwood Modre for 
stomech examination on the Arboretum, — 

It is estimated that there are at least 250 pheasants on each area, so that over 
100 birds will remain on each area and probably more. 

Artificially Fropagated Birds, During 1936 about 250 artificially propagated 
chicks on shooting preserves were toe-panched. Recovery of these birds by shoot- 
ing will give data on movements, 

eaenat len, In order to utilize this experimental material for a study of 
movements without incurring the expense of a new student, it is proposed to re- | 
lease the trapped birds on or near the existing University Game Areas, ot other 
areas where an observer is already stationed, If the observers can be obtained 
elsewhere, they should be used in addition to the University Areas, 

It is proposed to and aoeBse. each bird before release, (Feather-mark- 
ing means to connie the tail a white feather, dyed to some bright color, to 
facilitate sight-identification of marked birds. Technique has been worked out : 
by King for ruffed grouse.) 

Each release should contain both sexes. 

Experiments with Wild-trapped Pheasants, Marked and Banded 

1. Distance of Return, To study from what distance a released bird will return 
to his home range, (To be done principally at the Arboretum.) 

fa} From 1 mile-------------------release 10 
(>) From 2 mileg------------------ "= 19 
(e) From ; miles------------------ 10 
(a) Prom 4 miles---~---------—---- "#10 
(e) From 5 mileg------------—---<= a wae 

50 
2. Influence of Tonoeravhy on Direction of Movement, Is the movement merely 

downhill, or is there a special orientation in the direction of large marshes 
even across an intervening elevation? (To be done principally at Faville 
Grove and Riley.) 

(a) From a near point requiring only downhill travel, release 10 
(b) a 8 for it " " a tt it 10 

| From a near point requiring crossing a hill, — 
(a © © far "i w " a n fi 10 

(e) Prom a fed upland -------------~-----~--.----—~ # 10 

(f) " 4 unfed upland---------~-------~---+4..—-- t ~ 

3. Bifset of Fomlation Density on Movements. On wintering areas matched for 
feed and cover but differing as far as possible in density of existing stand. 
(locations not selected) 

(a) On thickly populated area~-------release 15 
(b) On thinly poylated area--------- "15 

30
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4, Oe shee ALE Be On wintering areas matched for 
pt 95 Soe and feeding but differing as far as possible in cover (lo- 
cations not selected), 

(a) On area with marsh grass but no brush ~-------release 10 
(b) On area with both marsh grass and brush~----—- " _J0_ 

20 
5. Eiiesk gf Soil Zype on Dispersion. On wintering areas as similar as pos- 

sible in feeding and cover co ions, but differing as widely as possible 
in soil. 

(a) On acid marsh (near Elihorn)-----------------------release 20 
* On sweet marsh (near Blkhorn)---------------------- "fo 

¢) In send-neat region (Central Wisconsin Area?)------ * 20 
(4) Im pothole moraine region (other experiments will suffice) 

Total live-trapped birds needed for 1936 experiments----~------~ 200 

These experiments mst select wintering grounds which are under regular ob- 
servation, so that the arrival of feather-marked birds will be seen. Examples: 
Marshes being fed by good wardens or other good observers, or winter-hunted 
shooting preserves, or demonstration areas manned by game students, The marked 
birds should be released in relation to such observed areas. 

later Experiments to Compare Wild-trepped snd Artificial Birds 

If artificially propagated birds should become available for comparative exper- 
iments, equal numbers of ortificial and wild birds might be used in any of the 
above experiments, distinguished from each other by eclored feather-marks (and 
bands). By such comparative releases it might be possible to compare the move~ 
ments and survival value of the two, and also to compare races of pheasants, 

It should be noted that while the trapped birds are to be mostly removed from 
the congested areas, none of them would be lost to the state, Their release 
would constitute a planting at least as effective as plantings of artificial 
birds, ,



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY Poe 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

. af 
November 18% 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold A : 
Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

aa I was under the impression that my hame was on your mailing list and 

" that I have been receiving the publications from your department during 

dw x the past year and a half. If this is not the case, I will greatly appre- 

ye eiate it/if,you would put my name down for any aad—etl publications on 

; game management and relating subjects. 

The techniaue which I have been using for marking quail is just about 

the same as that which King has been using on his Minnesota grouse. Ihave, 

however, modified certain phases of the technique on the advise of the wool 

technologist here at the Experiment Station. The steps in the dyeing pro- 

cess which I have been using are essentially as follows: 

1. Obtain good white chicken or turkey feathers, preferably the rec- 

trices or the secondaries. A good firm feather is desirable to 

stand up against rather heavy wear. 

give 
2. Clean the feathers in a warm bath of @=m, NH,OH. 3 

3. Prepare strong dye solution. 

4, Bring ye bath to light boil and submerge feathers thoroughly, 

with{stirring for about one minute or less, or until the color 
‘ is right. 

5. Remove the feathers, rinse and dry in corn meal. Carefully 

"feathering" each feather as it dries. 

The feathers must be treated carefully at all times. I had my best re- 

sults when I dipped each feather individually, but, of course, this takes 
time. The Diamond Dyes for wool which were used by King are apparently fast 

against water, but not against too much bleaching by sun light. We have tried 

several types of dyes, but so far have not faund any better than the Diamond



Page 2--Mr. Aldo Leopold ; 

ze Dyes, except for the yellow color. So far this season we have had very good 
luck and the feathers which have been worn by quail for two months have not 5 
apparently faded to any noticeable extent. The colors used should be brilli- 
ant and fairly light. We have not yet found a satisfactory blue dye. For 
green, orange and pink, we dissolve one half of a 15¢ package of Diamond Dye 
in about a pint of water and add about 50 cc. of glacial acetic acid for 
fixing. This solution was placed in a shallow tray and brought to a boil. 

Only a few feathers were immersed at a time. These were manipulated gently 

so as to be sure that the dye came into contact with all parts of the feathers. 

For the yellow color, we used National Wool Dye, a very small amount of the 9 

material being necessary to bring out the color. To 400 cc. of water we 

added 50 cc. oxalic acid and 4 ec. of NagS0,. I have found Dupont Cement 2 

very satisfactory for attaching the dyed feathers to the bird's tail. I be- 

lieve it is best to place a coating of the cement on the basal part of the 

rectrices and on the dyed feather and allowing this to dry before applying 

the final cement coating. The upper tail covers may be clipped off near their 

base so as to expose the colored feather to best advantage. 

In order to fasten the feather to the bird, band it, ete., it is often con- 
venient to have a holder in which to place the bird. For quail, I have found 

the toe of an old sock with a hole cut in the tip for the bird's head very 

satisfactory. If the bird's head is covered by an additional fold or collar, 

it will remain quite quiet during any amount of handling. 

I hope that this information will be useful to you and that I have not 

left out too many of the steps in the process. I would beglad to try to ans- : 

wer any ofher specific questions that might come up. 

Mrs. Emlen joing me in sending kindest regards to you and Mrs. Leopold. 

Very truly yours, f 

John T. Emlen 

: Junior Zoologist in Experiment 

: Station 

JTE:AD 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN een 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE a 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE 

November 2%, 1936 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building - . 

Dear Aldo; 

It is very imperative that we get es much of the original 

data from the arboretum as possible. We have spoken a number of times 

about the necessity of e complete plant survey of the area and that is 

as far as we have gotten. very day we are losing valuable information. 

What has happened on the area the past 4 years? There has been a de- 

cided change in the flora of the fields from annual weeds to perennial 

grasses, In some places shrubs and even trees are beginning to come in, 

but where is the actual data on this transition? ‘Things are also going 

on in the woods since they were taken over. Small trees and shrubs ere 

coming back with the exclusion of the cattle and horses, but where are : 

the exact records of what is going on? We shovld know beyond question aoe 

what the area was like at the time we took it over. 

Every possible effort should also be made to get a complete 

detailed soil survey of the various areas as soon as possible. This 

should be re-done at least every five years to see what is happening. 

This is one of the most important long-time problems. Ye should know 

just what effect the various plants have on the soil. 

The Soils Department was going to make us a detailed survey 

with one of the soils classes. Maps etc. were furnished, but to my 

kmowledge nothing has been done as yet. Do you think it would be ad- 

visable to go to the Dean with this problem, or do you have something 

else to suggest? Prof. James Dickson found out while in Washington D.C, 

that fertilizer could be obtained for experimental purposes free of charge, 

freight prepaid, from T.V.4, I think it is very importent to take ad- | 

vantage of this because a number of our soils are in very poor condition. 

It is esepeially important that we do all we can to improve the soils ~ 

where we are trying to establish such advanced associations as hard maple 

and hemlock, There are also some places on the proposed prairie where 

additional fertilizer should give some good results. As I understand it, 

phosphate and nitrogen fertilizers are available, but at present there is 

no potash. 

Very truly yours, ; 

G. WL /aM ; fe. Wm. Longeneck4r 
ec, to A. F. Gallistel Executive Director 

E. M. Gilbert University Arboretum 
N. C. Fassett 

: Me. EB. McCaffrey 
Colonel Jeckson : ; 

— ees
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Ry } f 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

February 11,1937. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

] Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 

vadison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As a correction to the information I sent you some time é 

ago on marking birds with colored tail feathers, I have found 

that green diamond dye is not as permanent as I had previously 

supposed. Green feathers which I placed.on my birds last 

October, have apparently lost the blue portion of the pigment 

ané have faded to a pale yellowish color. I hope that thes 

misinformation has not done any harm.Te _—ere 

Very sincerely, 

: John T. Enlen,Jr. 

Instructor in Zoology 

JTE:BDeR 

s
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1532 University Avene 
February 17, 1937 

My, John 7, Bulen, Jr. 
Zoology Department 
College of Agriculture 
Davis, Galifornia : 

Dear John: 

Thanks for your further information about the 
green color, Onuy green on marked birds in the open has 
not yet foded, but we have put up an exposure pone] which 
ought to show during the spring and sumer the comparative 
durability of the colors. This will be embodied in a 

mimeographed report, copy of which will be sent you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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Nov. 30, 1936 

M. E. McCaffrey 
A. F. Gallietel 
Franz A. Aust 
J. G. Dickeon 
Geo. Wagner 
E. M. Gilbert 
J. W a 
Aldo Leopold 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed find lists of tree, shrub, and prairie 
Plantings made at the Arboretum from January 1, 1936, to date. 

Youre truly, 

G. Wm. Longenecker 
GWLse Executive Director, Univ. Arboretum 

ae



Trees and Shrubs planted since January 1, 1936: 

Total Name 

68 Abies balsamea 
3900 Acer saccharum 
530 Betula alba 
110 Cornus amomum 

1000 Cornue paniculata 
425 Corylus americana 

30 Corylus rostrata 
52 Crataegus coccinea 
97 Crataegus crusgalli 
iv Crataegus macrocantha 

3 Crataegus mollis 
17 Crataegus nitida 
16 Crataegus punctata Grand Total: 
20 Huonyme atropurpureus Tae a ee 

$ Hamamelis virginiana 
285 Juniperus communis 13,712 trees and shrubs 
195 Juniperus virginiana planted since Jan. 1, 1936. 
19 Malus hopa 
50 Malus ioensis 

2 Morus rubra 

230 Ostrya virginiana 
2004 Picea alba 
2500 - Picea mariana 
306 Pinus resinosa 
158 Pinus strobus 
100 Prunus americana 
14 Prunus pennsylvanica 
22 Prunus serotina 
9 Prunus virginiana 

54 Pseudotsuga douglasi 
80 Ptelea trifoliata 
76 Rhus canadensis 

108 Rhus glabra 
25 Rhus copallina 
115 Rhus typhina 
166 Roga blanda 
55 Rosa lucida : 
25 Rosa nitida / 
109 Rosa setigera 
394 Sambucus canadensis 

- 49 Syringa (various) 
2 Tilia americana 

ll Ulms americana : 
25 Viburnum acerifolium 
15 Viburnum americanum 
17 Viburnum dentatum 

145 Viburnum lentago 
59 Viburnum pubescens 

5



Report of grasseg collected and planted in prairie area - 1936. 

Soring Planting Season i 
Inclusive dates - April 27 - June 30 - 1936. 

Predominant species - Andropogon scoparius. 
Where collected ~ Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin. 

Habitat - Gravel hill along Wisconsin River. 
Where Planted - South & east slopes, east end of prairie area. 
Number of tmek loads collected and planted - 19. 
Approximate weight of sod - 28 tons. 

Approximate no. of pieces planted - 10,000. 
Other important species included in collection- 

Bouteloua curtipendula, B. gracilis, Viola 

pedata, Amorpha canescens, Sporobolis sp. 
Survival (fall of 1936) - Probably not over 20%. 

Predominant species - Andropogon furcatus. 
Where collected - Camp Perry, north of Lodi, Wisconsine 
Habitat - Fluvial aand (of glacial origin) along Wisconein River 

(now Lake Wisconsin). 
Where Planted - Rich moist level soil, eaet central portion of 

. prairie area. 
No. of truck loads - 3. 

Approximate weight of sod - 5 tons. 
Approximate no. of pieces planted - 1,000. 
Other important species collected - 

a Sorghastrum nutans, Panicum virgatum, Panicum spe, 
Polygala spe 

Survival (fall of 1936) = Probably about 25%. 

Species - Silphium terebinthinaceum. 

Where collected = University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
Habitat - Open field. 
Where planted - Scattered through Andropogon furcatus planting. 
Number of plants collected and planted - 97. 
Survival - Undetermined, apparently above 30%. iL 

Fall Planting Season. 

Inclusive dates - August 26 - September 21, 1936. 
Predominant species - Andropogon furcatug. : 

Where collected = Camp Perry, north of Lodi, Wisconsin. 
Habitat - Same as for spring season. 

: Where planted - Same ae for spring season. 
No. of truck loads - 14, 
Approximate weight of sod - 25 tons. 

Approximate no. of pieces planted - 5,500. “ 
Other important species collected ~ Same as spring season. 

Survival (fall of 1936) = About 90%. 

a ae
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Notes on Wi Fish Meet A, Ae” eas w (, 

MW 

Sam Chase 

Qutlet originally hard to find from upper side. Fish which came up to 

spawn were probably all trapped, : 

Rice on 75% of shore line until Lock was put in. Blackbirds couldn't 

eat it all, 

Celery plenty - lots of canvasback, Not sure of celery but is sure of cans, 

Dragon fly depended on a weed called "foxtail." Now both are absent, : 

Shiners came up into springs in February - very dense. Now absent. 

Woodducks common where lagoons now are, Has seen them after acorns in 

Sisters! Woods. 

Crawfish were abundant - more so than now, 

Spring 35' deep (measured by Chase) on shore at Sisters'. Resorted to by 

N. pike up to 15# in hot weather, 

t No small mouth that he ever saw, : 

Pickerel were there ~ distinct from N. pike. 

Cropnies very abundant, 

Trout were planted in spring by Gov. Washburn. Ice took out Coffer dam, 

Plantings also made in streams, including rainbows. y 

Garp first seen by Chase about 1906. May have been there before, 

Dogfish and gars but not many, 

Snapping turtles formerly thick. Were speared by Indians on edge of marsh 

near springs, 

Letter from Bob Gray 

Seine used would capture this year's hatch,
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41,8514 (6000 carp?) carp. (34,0004 first haul, rest second) 

652 buffalo 

1000 W.E. pike } . 

1100 N. pike ; ; 

1100 bass ) 
) estimated : 

20000 sunfish : 

40000 eroppie ; 

1500? gars : 

1500 white bass ) 

3 trout 

Seined Wingra last in 1919, 1923, 1928. 

Jackson: Aver. 7# based on weighing several boxes. 

Juday Weights : 

20,000# bluegills and sunfish : 

41,000# carp 

1,000¢ whittebars 

Density 

About 100 fish per acre, all game fish. (220 perch and 111 bass per 

acre in a northern lake.) 

Aberg: Dredging took place in 1916 and 1917. : 

Juday advises planting black bass and top shiners.
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THE ARBORETUM DRIVE - December 8, 1936 

The pheasant drive on the University Arboretum was carried out on 

December 8, 1936. The weather was clear and cold, the leke and marshes 
were frozen over, except in the neighborhood of the springs, and there 

was about six inches of snow on the ground, The birds sat close and flushed 

reluctantly, and it is believed that a number were missed in this way. 

The following men took part in the drive as counters: Leopold, Hawkins, 
Lee, Anderson, Wade, Sperry, Thorson* and Moore. A crew of 35 CCC boys 
under Foreman Hun acted as drivers in the morning. This force was increased 

| to 50 in the afternoon, with Sperry and Hun as foremen, 

The area covered by the drive was divided into a number of blocks, 

separated from each other by fairly well~defined boundaries (see Map 1). 
The general procedure was to drive the birds from one block into another 
from which the birds had already been driven, The counters stationed along 
the block boundary tallied the birds as they passed. Each counter was pro- 
vided with a set of ecards, one for each block, and the tally was made under 

the system shown below: 

Blocic No, Tallyman: 
Species 0,K Sneaker |Relight (ahead) |Cut back over line 

| | | | 
Pheasant cock | | | ; | 

| | 
Pheasant hen | 

| 
Pheasant unclassified | 

| | | | 
Quail | 

Jacksnipe | | | | 

as a Tce 2 ee ee 

Birds flushing over the counters into driven territory were tallied 
as 19K" 

Birds running past the counters into driven areas were tallied as 
"Sneakers, " 

; Birds flushing ahead of the drivers, but alighting before reaching the 
counters, were tallied as "Relights." 

Birds flushing back over the driving line into drivég territory were 
tallied as "Cut backs." 

When the total "Relight" tally for a block exceeded the sum of the 
"Q,K." plus "Sneakers" plus "Cut backs", the difference was added to the 
total count for that block, as "Hideouts." 

While the effort was made to direct the drive so that the birds would 
escape into territory already driven, it was not always possible to do this. 
When it was seen that the formation of new alighments by the driving crew 
would require too much time, the birds were pushed into undriven areas, and 

later driven out from the opposite direction. This was done with Blocks 3 and 4. 

*C.C.C, enrollee assigned to game work on the Arboretum.
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In the formation of driving lines, care was taken to avoid entering the block 
or disturbing the birds ahead of the drive. 

; Block 7 presented the problem of driving a marsh as one unit; and as it 
seemed improbable that many birds could be-forced ont into the surrounding 
uplands, the procedure followed is shown below. 

Woods 

ineploeiiincepicp ie AMUN eats Ste a are 
: we ve 

we Counter a Se @ Counter 

OK A TF Sa = a he 
ue 4 1 we Brosh and 
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Open ee =e ve | Ba: ve @ Counke- 

Fields ~ = we we 
eo . 

Counter \ eS Me 
We Ma ‘ | ve Be x ®@ Counter 

: Direction of Drive SS 
t OE 

| ©fen Field ™ ox 
t 
' 

Y Counter 
oOnK 

Blocks 9 and 10 were driven simultaneously, with most of the birds 
flushing eastward across the lagoon into Block 11 (Map 1). When Block ll 
was driven, the mjority of birds escaped north into Block 12, although 
fifteen were tallied as they cut back over or around the south end of the line 
into the areas just covered. From Block 12 all the birds either cut back or 
flushed into Block 11 again, ‘ 

The weak points of the drive were as follows: 

(1) The time consumed in effecting re-alighments of the drivers, 
(2) Tendency of the drivers to bunch up, and so leave gaps in the line, 
(8) lack of adequate truck transportation, 
(4) Confusion in tallying, due to the numerous classifications, 

Table 1 summarizes the results of the drives.
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Table 1. 

SUMMARY OF ARBORETUM DRIVE 
December 8, 1936 

' | Total Pheasants Counted | 
Block Cocks Hens Unclassified | Total il | Total Jacksni 

| | | | | 
1 ee I 4 E 

| aes 
2 i. 4 | Se sk 

| | | | | 
3 (eee 8s | | 1 | 3 

| ane + aks ee plaetaceeaeeete i accel = paige aiseniemceecdee 

4 ae ee oe | | 18 | 
ie ios Se eee 

5 Pecee eieeor et | 16 | 

6 en | | | rr raat ae 
T [gee 8528 5 | il | 
= | | f + | 
8 pase ss| | | | 
Se ee ete 4 |. 

9 ae | | | 
; | | | | | 

10 Pe gt | | 
er eee pea ee | pS ale en ek 

ee ee 
12 f2g1> |. ie 1 | 14 | 

se ee ee en ee ee 

| | | | | 
Totals by Sex | 93 | 82 4 | | 

| | | 
Grand Total | 179 * | 70 | 4 
Se es ee ee os eee 

Note: Three prairie chickens were seen near Block 12 prior to drive. 

“Ten birds have been taken since September for stomach analysis. 

These figures compared with those of the drive in January, 1936, as 
follows: 

Jamary 1936 Decenber 1936 

Pheasants 170 179 

Quail 42 79 
Jacksnipe z 4 
Prairie Chicken ° 3
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DRIVES 

1. All birds be tallied in two general classes: 

(a) Counters; i.e., those escaping into territory which 

has been driven, or which will not be driven. 
(b) Stallers; i.e., those escaping into areas which will 

be driven later. 

2. The following lines be brushed out to a width of ten feet prior 

to the drive (see Map 2): Iines AA', De, eh. 

3. A driving crew of 60 men be used, with at least 3 foremen and 

5 trucks. 

4. Maps showing the proposed blocks and direction of drives be 
furnished each counter and the foremen of the crews. 

5, The chief of party go over the ground with the head foreman a 

few days prior to the drive and acquaint him thoroughly with the 

disposition of his men. Special emphasis should be laid upon 

the need for maintaining a closed, even front by the driving line. 

6. The drivers be transported to point “a and form on AA' for Block 1. 

7. After completing Block 1, the driving crew will cross the ice to 

point "ad" and form on ded!', 

8, After finishing Block 2, the trucks will meet the drivers at Walt 

and transport them to point “e", where they will form line eD, 

9. After finishing Block 3, the trucks will transport half of the 

i crew of drivers to point "g", while the remaining half will line 
up along line "eh", 

10. Blocks 4 and 5 be driven by the two 25-man crews at the same time, 
Most of the counters will be required along line eD, with one 

following the drivers to catch cut backs into Block 4. Block 5 

will require few counters, one on the road and one following the 

drive; most of the birds will flush into the marsh of Block 6, 
where they can be tallied later. Block 6 will be driven in the 
same manner as this year, except that two counters will follow 
the drive (see diagram). 

1l. In driving Blocks 7 and 8, the counters will be needed behind 

the drivers, except for two men who should be stationed on the 

Fish Hatchery Road. One counter should also keep abreast of the 
south end of the driving line in Block 8. Most of the birds will 

either cut back over the drive or flush into Block 9. 

12. In Block 9 the drive starts on MP, with most of the counters needed 

along line MN, One should be stationed on the road along the east 

end of the lake, and two should follow the drive. Most of the birds 

will flush back into Block 8. 

GS. (RB. More
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Experimental Feed Plots at Arboretum 

Svring 1936 

Leopold and Gandette ‘A 

™he plots as listed are the conditions and dypes of 

erops decided upon. ie ’ 

The entire experimental area was Dlanted between the dates 

of May 17 and 21.. ei "a 

The demonatration patches were planted some what later 

because of bad weather and waiting for the seed to arive. 

An observation taken on Mav 31 showed all the patches to be 

wp with the exception of Plot #7 of Common Horghum and Millo mixture 

All the other patches ranzed from vood to fair germination : 

with th exception of #3 Barly Amber Soreum and #11 Sudan Green 

which showed only noorv to fair germination.. ee 

This coneludes the Spring Observations; the next. to be take 

to fruiting dates and bird usage. mee 

Tt. ig mv suggestion that the observations and reports=fez 

follow the form as laid out on vage four of this report. This 

form was used with great secces by the Livingston County ig ‘a 

Svortsmans association, in there work on exverimental feed plots. 

| 

, | 
| 

| 
ae .
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FEEDING PLOTS AT ARBORETUM | 2 : 

__Byy A. Leopold and R, Gaudette. a4 

List of erops considered;... ; © as 4 ) 

Grains.... 1 

: Field corn i 2 

Yellow : . 

“um y 
Soybeans ‘ | 

zai | aA 
: German a 

Common a ; 

outa guise | | iy 
Kaffir corn, Milo Maize, Feterita ; ‘ 

Sunflower : oe j | 

Buckwheat i 

Lespedeza ; J 

Rye : Ua 
Wheat 41 
CANA E Ree cecee : ie 

Alfalfa : | Ly 

Red. Clover La 

Outline of planting p SORA ss. o ' 

Corn.. 

ee Rows 40" apart. .:hills 8"-10" apart.... 2-3 seeds per hill 

: Yellow... #2 Cultivate half of patch — ae.
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#1 Allow other half to grow in weeds. a 

$2 Interplant with soybeans ae i 

White.... ; 

Plots #3 and #4 same as above... . 

Hemp... oe = 

Hills 16" apart.. 40" between rows.. 3 - 4 seeds per hill 3 

#5 Cultivate half 
allow other half to weeds : 

#6 Interplant part with Buckwheat 

i Interplant remaining with wheat, oe 

Soy beans,.. . oe 

Rows 6"=82 apart.. Hills 2"~3" apart.. 3-4 beans per hill 

#7 .. Ordinary planting.. 
Sorgums +. 

"#8, Broadeast.. 10 Ibs. per acre.. j 

#9.. Broadeast.. 30 lbs. per acre.. 3S 

* Mechahical support in half of each plot. ' 

#10 e+ Rows 40" apart... Hills 4" apart ; 

5 Half of plot intersown with hemp. 

Millet... 

#kkx. German.. 

#11 Broadcast. . i 

Half with mechanidal support.. ‘ = 

#12,. Half with hemp interplanted.. “ 

Half with Canada peas inter sown ; 

Common... ; : 

#13 =@#14,... Same as above. ~ 

Sudan grass.. - 

#15 Broad cast.. Reeling but a Daeg
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Kaffir corn, Milo Maize, Feterita... 4 

#16.. Combination 7 
#17... Sowen seperatly in third of plot each ee 

Sunflower.. {ui atint a 

Questionable alone... 4 
#18 .. Interplanted with soy beans : 4 

#19,. Half intersown with Laspidaun: ; ; 

; #20. 50% " Buckwheat.. : : 

Buckwheat. . : é a 

# 21.. Broadcast pew | q 
: Half with mechanical support. : 

Lespedeza.. Vuns a 

; # 22... Intersown with corn... S ' 

Questionable alone... ! ag 
Rye. ? ! 

# 23.. Broadcast... ' 

- Half with corn interplanted... if 

Half with mechanical support.. ; 4 

Wheat.. O1¢ ‘ s : 

# 24,. Broadeast.. __ , | pee. 
Half with corn interplanted a 

: Half with mechanical support. ine dee a 

Canada Peas. . : . a . 

# 25.. Broadeast.. - 3 
Half with mechanical support. 3 
Remainder alone. ee a 

‘ The GREENS in the form of Alfalfa, Rape, and Red Clover 

will be simply broadcast in strips two or three feet wide : 

along both sides of the experimental patches. <e
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Outline for reording observations....... 

Plot No. Date planted. : 

Crop.. . 

Remarks on grouth and weather conditions.. : = 

(to inelude ang obsevations of game activities) 4 4 
bay 

Date of fruiting or grain... ( Bird activity) a ; 
1 e 

Condition of crop. And remarks of bird usage md activity.. ts 

Date of grain shattering.. 3 5 ’ 

Availability of shattered grain,. | oe 

Date shattered grain becomes unavailable with ; 

reasons and amount of grain left.. " 

Date of lodging.. Remarks on degree of lodging and reasons 4 

for lodging if other than normal. 4 

Activities of birds in patch before and after lodging.. ‘ 

Date at which birds or game no longer use patch.. Remarks 5 

Conclusions as to worth as food or cover for birds... ~ M 

All mechanical support will be in the form of brush... Hog wire ete 

is dangerous when used in connection with pheasant areas... { 

Crop studies of birds should be made where possible a day or two 4 
after a patch appears unavailable because of shattered grain dise a 

a ppearing,.... is 4 
: a 

AREER” HIRES : 

: : seed 

a: a



ARBORETUM GAME FOOD EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS 

1936 cece Leopold, and Gaudette 

1/8 acre each 

Early ambe Sorghum.. drilled rows 40" apart | 

1 : half cultivated... 

Barly Amber Sorghum.. drilled rows 24" apart 

2 
Half cultivated 

Early Amber Sorghum.. broadcast 

3 
i $ plot rate of 10# per acre | 

% plot rate of 25¢ per acre | 

Manchu Soybean 

ee ‘Rows 30" apart. Rate of 50# per acre 

cultivate half og plot 

Wisconsin Barly Black Soybean 

5e Rows 30" apart. Rate of 50/ per acre 

Cultivate half of plot 

i Corn. Silver King (Wis. No. 7 ) 

6. Rows 36" apart. Hills 3' apart. Rate of 8# per acre. 

; culvate 

Common Minn. Sorghum & lijlo Hillo Like Corn. | 

Ts | 

8 German Millet Broadeast 
e 

y 244: per acre |
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i Common Millet Broadcast 

9e 244: per acre 

Wheat Progress Broadcast 

10. 80 per acré 

Sudan Grass Broadcast 

lle ) 
; Rate at 357 per acre 

Canada Peas Var. Corumon Yebbow Canadian 

12. aoe Rilled 6 bushels per acre 
(by hand) 

Buckwheat<:Var. Silver Hull 

1Ss Broadeast Rate of 4 pecks per acre 

To have brush support 

Sooner Sorghum ; 

145 Drilled Rows 40" apart Hills 8" to 16" apart 

Rate 4 pounds per acre 

Hegiro Sorghum 

156 Drilled Rows 40" apart Hills 8" to 16" apart | 

Rate 4 pounds per acre |
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DEMONSTRATION PATCHES 

White Pine Patcheeses | 

Backwheat and Canada peas in Combinatione | 

Canada peas rate of 2 bu per acre 

Buckwheat rate of 2 pecks per acre | 

Marsh Patcheecse. 

Hemp , Hillo like corn. 

Half on hills.. 1# Like Corn 40" apart 

Half Broadcast 7# 40" in row 

Noe Woods Patcheee+e 
J (to check pal. Kaffir 

Kaffir corn and Buckwheat in combination to see if it supports 
buckwheat ) 

Kaffircorn rate 5 qts per acre . Var Red Kaffir 

Buckwheat rate 3 pecks per acre 
(Strip of morning glory supported by brush or old hag wire) 

Golf Club Patch..... 

's Golden Glow Corn intersowm with Manchu Soybeans 
x. 

\ Corn Rate 12# per acre. Rows 36" apart Hills 10" apart 

Soybeans 20# per acre broadcast.
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AVIFAUNA OF THE ARBORETUM OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

The Arboretum Hl 

The University Arboretum is approximately 900 acres in extent, located south 

and east of Lake Wingra, three and one-half miles south of Madison. In 1933, the 

University of Wisconsin aquired 650 acres of this territory for the purposes of: 

game management methods; educational exhibits of wild life; a place of research; 

to induce formet breeding species to return and to carry out research on rare 

animals and plants found within the region encompassed by Arboretum boundaries 

and adjacent farm lands. The remaining 250 acres was added in 1936. 

The northern boundary is the southern shore of Lake Wingra from the extreme 

eastern end of the lake to the northwestern end and thence westward across the 

marsh in a direct line with Copeland Avenue to Monroe Street. An irregular boundary 

on the west follows the edge of the marsh southwerd along Monroe Street and Manitou 

Way of Nekoma to the northern edge of the Nakoma Golf Course. From here the bounad- 

. ary is the eastern and southern boundaries of the golf course to the farm land 

of John B. Winslow at the southwestern corner of the arboretum, The Seminole 

highway bounds it on the extreme south, from John B. Winslows property eastward 

to private property owned by a bank; thence northward on the eastern boundary 

next to the Lake Forest plats to the north and south jog in the arboretum road 

that was built around Lake Wingra, From here, its eastern and southern boundary 

follows the road to Capitol Avenue, on the extreme east. The additional 250 

acres of 1936 is on the east end of the lake east of the arboretum road and is 

bounded on the north by Murphy's Creek, on the east by the Fish Hatchery Road, on 

the south by the Lake Forest Plats and on the west by the lake. 

The area has been divided into eight blocks according to type physiography 

(map at the beginning). Each area has a distinct type of plant fauna and bird 

fauna. The blocks are: e 
4 

‘ 

j
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Block 1 - Shoreline and Vicinity 
" 2 + Wooded Morraine | 
" 3 ~ Marshy Meadow | 
“4 - Field | 

" 5 - Highland Woods 
" 6 = West Marsh 
" 7 = Lake Wingra 
“ 8 + East Marsh 

| 

The area undergoes wide variations in climatical conditions during a period | 

of twelve momths. The two extremes in temperature ranging from 20 below in the 

. winter to 95 above in the summer gives us the advantage of being visited by 

birds from the boreal regions and the stragglers that come north of their range. 

Birds are found in the arboretum at all times of the year, although there 

is a slight migration among our permanent residents. This is shown in the numerical 

inerease of individual species such as the Blue Jay when the temperature begins 

to rise in the spring. Our permanent residemts are: ; 

Bob White Blue Jay 
Ring Necked Pheasant Crow 
Screech Owl Black Capped Chickadee 

Great Horned Owl White Breasted Nuthatch ‘ 

*Red Headed Woodpecker Cardinal 
Hairy Woodpecker English Sparrow 
Downy Woodpecker American Goldfinch 

Sterling 

* Does not always winter 

j As spring advances, the influx of birds steadily increases with at least 

three and sometimes four definite waves of migrations. When these waves arrive, 

there is a very decided increase in numbers of individuals of a given species 

and new species. Some of these birds stay to breed while others pass on, so that 

by summer, our list of breeding birds or summer residents increases to about 

four times that of our winter residents. 

Irregular winter visitors from the Boreal Regions 

Northern Horned Lark 
Evening Grosbeak 

; Pine Grosbeak 
Redpoll 
Pine Siskin i 
Snow Bunting
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Summer residents occasionally wintering 

Coopers Hawk 

Robin 
Cedar Waxwing 
Prairie Horned Lark 
Red Winged Blackbird 

Birds breeding northward but migrating southward in the fall, sometimes 

wintering. he 

Brown Creeper 
Golden Crowned Kingley 
Purple Finch 
Slate Colored Junco 

Lapland Longspur 

Summer residents other than permanent residents 

Pied Billed Grebe Prairie Horned Lark Redstart 
Black Tern Bobolink Catbird 

Mallard Red Winged Blackbird Brown Thrasher 
Blue Winged Teal Meadowlark House Wren 
Bittern Western Meadowlark Short Billed Marsh Wren 
Least Bittern Scarlet Tanager Long Billed Marsh Wren 
Green Heron Baltimore Oriole Wood Thrush 
Virginia Rail Bronze Grackle Robin 
Sora Rail Rose Breasted Grosbeak Bluebird 
American Coot Vesper Sparrow Migratory Shrike 
Spotted Sandpiper Savanna Sparrow Ruby Throated Hummingbird 
Killdeer Grasshopper Sparrow 
Mourning Dove Henslow Sparrow 
Marsh Hawk Chipping Sparrow 
Cooper's Hawk Field Sparrow 
Cowbird Song Sparrow 
Black Billed Cuckoo Swamp Sparrow 

: Yellow Billed Cuckoo Towhee 
Belted Kingfisher Indigo Bunting 
Flicker Dicksissel | 
Kingbird Tree Swallow | 
Great Crested Flycatcher Red Eyed Vireo 
Phoebe Warbling Vireo 
Wood Peewee Yellow Throated Vireo | 
Alder Flycatcher Ovenbird | 
Least Flycatcher Northern Yellow Throat 
Whippoorwill Yellow Warbler 

Birds that migrate through to northern breeding grounds 

Horned Grebe Double Crested Cormorant Baldpate 
Northern Loon American Merganser Green Winged Teal 
Herring Gull Red Breasted Merganser Shoveller ; 
Ring Billed Gull Hooded Merganser Pintail 
Bonaparte Gull Black Duck Redhead 

Common Tern Gadwall Canvas Back Duck
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Greater Sacup Duck Ruddy Duck Fox Sparrow 
Lesser Scaup Duck Canada Goose Blue Headed Vireo 
Bufflehead Whistling Swan Black and White Warbler 
Goldeneye Wilsons Phalarope Golden Winged Warbler 
Red Breasted Nuthatch Pectoral Sandpiper Nashville Warbler 
Wilsons Thrush Least Sandpiper Orange Crowned Warbler 
Olive Backed Thrush Semi-palamated Sandpiper Tennessee Warbler 

Gray Cheeked Thrush Greater Yellow Legs Parula Warbler 
Hermit Thrush Lesser Yellow Legs Cape May Warbler 
Northern Water Thrush Semi~palamated Plover Black Throated Blue 
Lousiana Water Thrush Sharp Shinned Hawk Warbler 
Mourning Warbler Yellow Bellied Sapsucker Myrtle Warbler 
Wilsons Warbler Rusty Blackbard Magnolia Warbler 
Canadian Warbler White Crowned Sparrow Chestnut Sided Warbler 
Winter Wren White Throated Sparrow Bay Breasted Warbler 
Caroléna Wren Lincoln Sparrow — Black Poll Warbler 
Blackburnian Warbler Black Throated Green Warbler 
Pine Warbler Palm Warbler 

4 The Arboretum harboreia large number of breeding birds every yeare There were breeding 

; pairs from February 1 until the end of August. The Great Horned Owl nested the earliest 

of any of the birds followed a month and half later by the Crows and Hawkse From 

April 15 until the nesting season was over, 64 species reared young on the areas The 

hardier early arrivals nested before the species of Vireos, Thrashers and some 

Sparrows, the later arrivals began to neste The Red Winged Blackbird and the Goldfinch 

: were exceptions to the above statement as the Blackbird did not nest until middle 

May and the Goldfinch until June. 

There were several species with only one breeding pair using the area such as 

"the Great Horned Owl, Cooper's Hawk, Red Headed Woodpecker and the Cardinale Some 

of the more numerous nesting species are as follows: 

Red Winged Blackbird 30 pair 
Long Billed Marsh Wren i 
Yellow Warbler aw 8 
Catbird ap 
Northern Yellow Throat ae 
Cowbird 15 | 
Goldfinch a4)..." | 
English Sparrow 19) * | 
Swemp Sparrow 16) & 
Song Sparrow oS a 

: Red Eyed Vireo ce 
Field Sparrow es 
Warbling Vireo a
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During the study, 187 species were recorded of which 64 species nestede The 

number of nesting pairs amounted to 416~ This number was computed by dividing the 

bird population that was recorded from June 15=30 in half and then checked in some : 

cases by singing males. The density on the arboretum, therefore, is one breeding 

pair to every 2.04 acrese These censusing counts were probably incomplete and thus 

the density may be much higher then the figures indicate. 

The number of breeding pairs for each block are as follows: 

Block 1 a--------~--- 105 1.2 nests per acre 
NR meenanennnnn 32 gee ee ke 
ee) eara. | a 
G4 meen nnnnnn-- 90 et °° ae ies 
NO 5 weeneenna--- 47 gee Ro 
BO 6 weenanen---- 92«-212,08 " "8 
" 8 (no figures) 

From these figueers, block 3 comes closest to Lawrence Hicks density on an 80 

acre tract of 1lgnd in Franklin County, Ohio (2674 pairs per acre). All the figures 

| on breeding pairs was obtained from the original arboretum before the new additions 

had been madés 

There were very few predators living in the area during the four years of observetion 

but many more may have used the area to hunt in which do not show in the figures 

that will be givene Considering the large numbers of birds that passed through this 

territory every year, the toll taken by predators amounted to very little. More 

mammals were preyed upon then birds. The @reat Horned Owl and the Cooper's Hawk were 

the worst enimies of the birds but still they took their toll of rédents and non= 

beneficial species. 

The Mink appeared to be the worst direct enemy of the marsh birds, catching 

the young as well as the adultse Fox and Weasel hunted the area and no doubt took 

their toll of young birdse 

Below, I have listed the predators as to their abundance in the territory.
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Permanent 
Gray Fox o---------------- 1 
Red Fox q----------------- 2 
Great Horned Owl --~------ 2 

Cat ------+--------------- 6 ; 
Bog ---------------------- 6 

: Mink -+-------------------- 5 
Weasel ------n- ------n---~ 8 

Migration 

Sharp Shinned Hawk --~---- 8 

Cooper's Hawk ------------ 22 

The following few pages give in tabular form, species occuring on the area in the 

past three years giving the species, relative abundance, blocks inhabited, migration 

dates and remarks. The column on relative abundance requires a short explanation. 

Abundance is a relative term and its numerical value differs with different species. 

Twleve would be an abundance of certain warblers, Tanagers ete but four to five 

thousand would be an abundance of White throated Sparrows. A bird is common when it 

can be seen on every field trip but not neeessarily in large numbers. The term "few" 

is used for those birds that are not seen on every field trip and are usually in singles 

or pairs. Rare,is applied tp those birds of which only one ot two records a year 

are obtained. These terms apply omly to the arboretum as elsewhere, certain species 

may have a different classification even though only a few miles away.



LIST OF SPECIES OCCURRING ON ARBURETUM 

SPECIES : RELATIVE ;: BLOCKS : MIGRATION :; REMARKS 

: ABUNDANCE ;: INHABITED ;: DATES : ; 

Northern Loon Common 2 3/25-4/27 
10/24-11/20 Nested up to 1897 

Horned Grebe Few 7 4/22-5/4 
10/31- 7 records totaling 16 birds 

Pied Billed Grebe Common 7 4/8-11/7 A breeder 

D. C. Cormorant Few 7 4/15-4/30 
10/7-11/2 Has never been abundent 

Great Blue Heron Few 1&6 4/2-11/2 A summer visitor, not a breeder 

American Egret Rare 6 9/6 One record of four birds 

Green Heron Common L&6 4/30-9/25 A few breed 

B. C. N. Heron Few 1&6 4/13-10/16 Not a breeder but a summer visitor 

American Bittern Abundant 1,3,& 6 4/10-11/5 A breeder in small numbers 

Least Bittern Few a6 5/19-8/20 A breeder, apparently cyclic 

Whistling Swan Rare 3/23 Seen only in flight over the area 

Canada Goose Common 3/12 All records but two are flight 
‘ rive records over the area 

Blue Goose Rare 8/25 A single bird in flight over area 

Mallard Abundant 3,6 &7 Yearlong A breeder 

Black Duck Few 6&7 3/31- 

11/7-11/23 Usually in company with mallards 

 Gadwall Rare 7 4/20 A single bird record 

Baldpate Common 3&7 3/31-5/4 A migrant 

Pintail Few 7 3/21- 
10/15- A common migrant until 1934 

Green Winged Teal Few 3&7 3/26-4/4 An abundant migrant up to 1894 

Blue Winged Teal Common 3,6&7 3/26-11/24 A few breed 

Shoveller Few a5 4/8 Has never been a common migrant 

Redhead Few 7 4/6- A common migrant up to 1915 

Ring Necked Duck Common 3,6 &7 3/21-4/29 
10/20-11/9 A migrant, predfers company Scaup 

ducks
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SPECIES : RELATIVE : BLOCKS : MIGRATION : REMARKS 
sABUNDANCE :INHABITED : DATES : 

Canvas Back Duck Few ” 3/30-4/10 Has never been a numerous migrant 

; 10/24-11/7 on Lake Wingra 

Greater Scaup Duck Few 7 4/21 One record of 16 birds 

Lesser Scaup Duck Abundant 7 3/17-5/12 Prefers the deeper parts of the 

10/20-11/23 lake 

Goldeneye Common a 3/19-4/11 A migrant which inhabits the déeper 

10/24-11/14 portions of the lake 

Bufflehead Few ” 3/23- Very common migrant up to 1915 
10/24-11/20 

Hooded Merganser Common 7 3/16-4/18 Leas common of the three "Fish 
10/24-11/25 Ducks". 

American Merganser Common 2 3/16-4/4 A very good diver which stays 

: 11/1-11/25 near the middle of the lake 

Red Breasted Merganser Common 7 3/23-4/22 A migrant and good diver 
11/2-11/24 

Turkey Vulture 9/23 & single flight record 

Sharp Shinned Hawk Few 2&5 3/23-5/13 A migrant that prefers quite heavy 7 
9/26-12/26 woodland 

non 2&5 2/23-10/28 Occasionally breeds and winters 

| 
dant 2,4&5 2/23-11/30 Non-breeders, occasionally winters 

V/s 7 js g and summers 

ela ak 4/2- Have never been numerous . 

— 11/8 

. | 2 4/27- Non-breeder in the area although 
athe ON summer resident about Madison 

a = 

3/7-4/12 Two flight records 
en, Tae! 

| n 3,4&6 3/3-11/8 A breeder in blocks 3 and 6 

\ — | 4/17-5/11 Only a few records 

4 3/27-4/18 A hunter of rather open country 

| 2&5 Yearlong No nesting records 

Sort WD fur Wereaenerd | 
Long Eared Owl Few 1&2 Yearlong No nesting records 

Short Eared Owl Few 6 Transitory A single record 

Great Horned Owl Few 2&5 Yearlong One nest yearly 

™ Bored QwL, fre Y 117] 39° Reeaaronets wT Langer ee lernele, 

% het arecrelecldn, Quelle. eee oo WG.” Paty, Ween? PoindiiSinuien | |
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SPECIES : RELATIVE : BLOCKS : MIGRATION : REMARKS 

: ABUNDANCE :INHABITED : DATES 3 

Canvas Back Duck Few 7 3/30-4/10 Has never been’a numerous migrant 
s 10/24-11/7 on Lake Wingra 

Greater Scaup Duck Few 7 4/21 One record of 16 birds | 

Lesser Scaup Duck Abundant 7 " .$/17-5/12 Prefers the deepee parts of the | 
10/20-11/23 lake 

Goldeneye Common 7 3/19-4/11 A migrant which inhabits the déeper ) 
10/24-11/14 portions of the lake : 

Bufflehead Few ° 3/23- Very common migrant up to 1915 | 
10/24-11/20 | 

Hooded Merganser Common 7 3/16-4/18 Leas common of the three "Fish | 
10/24-11/25 Ducks", | 

American Merganser Common 7 3/16-4/4 A very good diver which stays 
i 11/1-11/25 near the middle of the lake 

Red Breasted Merganser Common 7 3/23-4/22 A migrant and good diver | 
11/2-11/24 | 

Turkey Vulture 9/23 & single flight record | 
| 

Sharp Shinned Hawk Few 265 3/23-5/13 A migrant that prefers quite heavy 1 
9/26-12/26 woodland 

Cooper's Hawk Common 2&5 2/23-10/28 Occasionally breeds and winters 

Red Tailed Hawk Abundant 2,4 &5 2/23-11/30 Non-breeders, occasionally winters 
and summers 

Red Shouldered Hawk Few 4/2- Have never been numerous 

11/8 i 

; Broad Winged Hawk Few 2 4/27- Non-breeder in the area although 

summer resident about Madison 

Bald Eagle Rare 3/7-4/12 Two flight records 

Marsh Hawk Common 3,4&6 3/3-11/8 A breeder in blocks 3 and 6 

Osprey Few 4/17-5/11 Only a few records 

Sparrow Hawk Few 4 3/27-4/18 A hunter of rather open country 

Sereech Owl Few 2&5 Yearlong No nesting records 

® Sour utet Oo juve Wermrarenerl 
Long Eared Owl Few 1&2 Yearlong No nesting records 

Short Eared Owl Few 6 Transitory A single record 

Great Horned Owl Few 2) 85 Yearlong One nest yearly 
* 

Bornnd Gel, freer uY ‘/17] 397 Recosronrehs mw Uugrte levorle, 

® het areirelectda, Quotes on mR ‘Mahi, pe WS) Peay) Melons! Cove Sinuiac,
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“7. SPEOIRS | $ RELATIVE : “BLOOKS ¢ MIGRATION ¢ . . REMARKS == °° 
: ABUNDANCE : INHABITED : DATES : 

Quail Abundant All Yearlong Dropped from 120-1934- to 42-1936 

Ring Necked Pheasant Abundant All Yearlong Increase from 101-1924-to 179-1936 

Prairie Chicken ' Rare 12/9 Single record of three birds; were 

common until 1913 

King Rail Few 6 6/17 Single record, possibly more abundant 

Virginia Rail Common 1,3&6 5/4-9/28 Breeder 

Sora Rail Abundant 1,3&6 4/21-10/3 Breeder 

American 6oot Abundant 7 3/25-11/21 <A few breed 

Florida Gallinule Few y $/11 Single recoré; possibly more numerous 

Semipalmated Plover Few 5/14=5/20 Two records of 4 birds i 

Killdeer Abundant 1,3 &4 &/14-11/30 A common breeder 

Black Bellied Plover Rare 10/24 Single record of 4 birds 

Woodcock Common 1&3 3/16-8/15 Only a few records, possibly a breeder 

Wilson Snipe Common 1&6 3/23-5/14 
9/29-12/7 Occasionally winters 

Upland Plover Rare 4 6/15 Q single record | 

Spotted Sandpiper Common it 4/29-8/28 A breeder | 

Solitary Sandpiper Few a 4/29- Would be more numerous if there was | 
9/23-10/3 a mud flat on the area 

..»» Greater Yellow Legs Few 3 4/27 Would ime more numerous if there was 
“4 } 11/7 a mud flet on the area 

Lesser Yellow Legs Bew Ss 4/27 A single record of 4 birds 

Pectoral Sandpiper Few 1 4/22 A single record of 15 birds | 

Herring Gull Abundant v 3/6-5/13 Immatures; occasionally summers 

9/28-11/25 

Ring Billed Gull Abundant 7 3/25-5/4 Immatures; occasionally summers | 

10/12-11/21 é 

Bonaparte Gull Few 7 4/24-4/26 Migrant for only a few days 

Common Tern Few 7 4/29-5/16 Common up to 1915 

Black Tern Common 9 5/11-9/10 A few pairs breed | 

|
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“Ti? oS VSPRCIRS  t (RELATIVE: BLOCKS . ¢ MIGRATION 3 REMARKS © 00) 0) ne 
:ABUNDANCE :INABITED : DATES 3 ! 

Mourning Dove Common 1&4 3/16-10/24 A few pair breed 

Black Billed Cuckoo Few 2&5 5/20 A breeder 

Whippoorwill Common 2&5 5/12-9/10 A breeder, seldom seen during day 

Eastern Nighthawk Common 5/12-10/6 All flight records 

Chimney Swift Common 4/29-10/7 All flight records | 

Ruby Throat Hummingbird Common 265 5/15-9/29 Possibly breed 

Belted Kingfisher Common 1&6 4/4-11/3 Does not nest but inhabits the lake | 

Northern Flicker Abundant 1,2,4&5 3/23-10/31 A common breeder 

Red Bellied Woodpecker Rare 5 3/23 Single record 

Red Headed Woodpecker Common 2&5 3/6-10/24 Occasionally winters and breeds 

Northern Hairy Wood- 

pecker Few 2&5 Yearlong A breeder 

Yellow Belly Sapsucker Abundant 2&5 4/6-5/11 A migrant found in region of 
9/28-10/12 cottonwoods 

Northern Downy Wood- | 

pecker Common 2&5 Yearlong A breeder | 

Brown Creeper Common 2&5 9/28-4/30 A winter visitor 

White Breasted Nuthatch Abundant 2&5 Yearlong A breeder 

Red Breasted Nuthatch Few 2&5 5/5 A single record 

Eastern Kingbird Few 4 5/5-9/4 One breeding pair ae year 

Great Crester Flycatcher Few 2&5 5/2-9/2 A breeder 

Phoebe Common 1,2&%6 3/16-10/12 Does not breed in area 

Yellow Belly Flycatcher Few 2 6/18 Single record 

Alder Flycatcher Few 1 5/20-8/27 A breeder in willow thickets 

Least Flycatcher Few L266. S/R Oceasionally breeds 

Wood Peewee Few 2&5 5/11-10/15 Inhabits heavier wooded portions 

Tree Swallow Abundant 1&6 4/8-10/4 Does not nest in the area | 

Bank Swallow Abundant 1&6 4/23-9/7 Does not nest in the area |
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“SPECIES  : RELATIVE: BLOCKS :; MIGRATION : #8 ##|§‘$‘-REMARKS == 
sABUNDANBE ;INHABITED : DATES : foe 

Rough Winged Swallow Abundant 1&6 4/23-9/5 Does not breed in area 

Barn Swallow Common 12a6 4/23-9/15 Does not breed in area 

Cliff Swallow Few i 5/28 A single flight record 

Purple Martin Abundant 4/6-8/27 does not nest on area 

Western House Wren Common 2,4&5 4/20-10/12 Breed on the area 

Winter Wren Few . 2&5 3/27-5/3 A shy migrant 

10/3-10/28 : 

Cerolina Wren Rare 4/17 A single record 

Bewick's Wren Rare 2&5 4/4-4/6 Two records totaling 3 birds : 

Prairie Marsh Wren Abundant 1,3&%6 4/29-10/12 A breeder in the low marshes 

Short Bill Marsh Wren Common 6&8 5/8-9/28 A breeder in the high marshes 

Catbird Abundant 1,4&5 5/2-10/7 An abundant breeder 

Brown Thrasher Abundant 1,4&5 4/24-10/5 An abundant breeder 

Robin Abundant All 3/4-11/7 Occasionally winters 

Wood Thrush Common 2&5 5/3-9/20 Two or three pairs breed yearly i 

WillowsThrush Few 2&5 5/5-5/14 A migrant 

Gray Cheeked Thrush Few 2&5 5/2-5/25 Difficult to identify from the 
9/10-9/28 Olive Backed Thrush 

Olive Backed Thrush Common 245 5/2-5/25 A bird found along the borders 
9/5~10/6 of the woods 

Hermit Thrashh Abundant 1,2&5 3/27-4/29 A migrant eften confused with 
9/12-10/16 Fox Sparrow 

Easter Bluebird Common 4 8/4-10/27 A few breed each year 

Yellow Throated Vireo Abundant 265 5/2-9/20 A few breed 

Blue Headed Vireo _ Few 2&5 4/29-5/17 A migrant that can be located by 
9/28-10/4 its song 

Red Eyed Vireo Abundant 1,2&5 5/11-10/6 A few pairs breed yearly 

Warbling Vireo Abundent’ 1,2&5 5/3-9/15 A few pairs breed yearly 

Black-White Warbler Abundant 2&5 4/24-5/15 A tree climbing warbler 

10/1-10/12
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SPECIES : RELATIVE : BLOCKS :MIGRATION :; REMARKS 
:ABUNDANCE : INHABITED : DATES : 

Golden Winged Warbler Few 1,2&5 4/30-5/20 A migrant 

Nashville Warbler Common 1,265 5/2-5/15 A migrant inhabiting the small 
9/20-10/12 trees and shrubs 

Orange Crowned Warbler Few 1&2 5/2-5/10 A migrant 

Tennessee Warbler Common 1,2&5 5/3-5/17 A migrant 
9/10-10/12 

Northern Parula Warbler Few 2&5 5/2-5/15 A migrant inhabiting the treetops 

Cape May Warbler Few 2&5 5/5-5/18 Seldom seen in the area | 

Yellow Warbler Abundant All 4/27-8/20 An abundant breeder 

Black Throated Blue 

Werbler Few 2&5 5/8-5/12 Records total four birds 

Myrtle Warbler Abundant 1,2&5 4/17-6/11 Earliest of warblers to arrive 
9/29-10/23 

Magnolia Warbler Few 1,2&5 5/3-5/25 A migrant that prefers the small 
9/12-10/12 trees and shrubs 

Chestnut Sided Warbler Common 2&5 5/5-5/25 A migrant 
9/2-9/28 

Bay Breasted Werbler Few 2&5 5/3-5/22 Females are seldom seen 

9/18-10/12 

Black Poll Warbler Few 2a@5 5/11-5/25 A migrant inhabiting the treetops 

Blackburnian Warbler Common 2&5 5/5-5/25 A migrant inhabiting the treetops 
9/29- 

Black Throated Green 

Warbler Common 2&5 4/28-5/20 Among first warblers to arrive 

Northern Pine Warbler Few 4/26-5/2 An early warbler 

10/12-10/15 | 

Prairie Warbler Rare 1,2 &5 5/13 A single record 

Western Palm Warbler Common 1,2&5 4/24-5/14 Arrives in the first warbler 
’ 9/28-10/10 migration 

Ovenbird Common 1,2&5 5/4=10/6 A few pairs breed 

Northern Water Thrush Few 1&3 4/28-5/25 An inhabitant of wet places 

Louisiana Water Thrush Few 1&3 4/16-5/20 An inhabitant of wet places
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7 @PeOraS °° f REDATIVE : BROOKS 1 MIGRATION § 4° | |) MREMARES OG De 
: ABUNDANCE :INHABITED : DATES 2 

Connecticut Warbler Rare ch 5/25-6/1 Three records totaling four birds 

10/6- 

Mourning Warbler Few lee 5/15-5/25 An unobtrusive migrant 

Maryland Yellow-Throat Abundant 1,3&6 5/3-10/6 A common breéder 

Wilson's Warbler Few 2&5 5/11-5/25 Arrives in second warbler wave 

Canadian Warbler Few 1265 ° 6/15-5/27 Arrives in last warbler wave 

American Redstart Abunaant 1,2&5 5/3-10/12 A few pairs breed 

Bobolink Abundant 4&8 5/2-9/5 A common breeder 

English Sparrow Abundant 4 Yearlong Remains near CCC camp. 

Eastern Meadowlark Abundant 4 3/11-11/9 A common breeder 

Western Meadowlark Few 4 4/11-10/15 Occasional breeder 

Yellow Headed Blackbird Few 1 5/11-6/12 Three records of four birds 

Red Winged Blackbird Abundant 1,386  8/2-11/23 Occasionally winters 

Baltimore Oriole Common 2&5 5/2-8/28 A few peirs breed 

Rusty Blackbird Abundant 1,5\& 6 3/14-4/29 Usually remain in groups apart 

9/28-11/2 from other blackbirds 

Brewer's Blackbird 6/8 A gingle record; the pair neste 

Bronze Grackle Abundant 1&6 3/27-10/28 Does not nest on the area 

Cowbird Abundant All 3/7-9/29 

Searlet Tanager Common 2&5 5/10-10/3 One or two nests yearly 

Eastern Cardinal Common 1&5 Yearlong One pair nests yearly 

Rose Breasted Grosbeak Common 2&5 5/2-10/3 Two or three pairs nest yearly ‘ 

Indigo Bunting Common 2&5 5/14- A few breed 

Dickeissel 4 5/26 _A single record 

Evening Grosbeak 3/4 A single record; winter visitor 

Eastern Purple Finch Common i 2&5 3/16-5/5 Occasionally winters 

10/5-11/7 | 

Common Redpoll Few 1&2 12/5-3/10 A winter visitor |
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“ ye)? SBNGIES "(7g RELATIVE: BLOCKS @ MIGRATION = “REMABKE of 00) (3 0 um 
:ABUNDANCE :INHABITED : DATES 3 

Eastern Goldfinch Abundant 1& 4 Yearlong A common breeder 

Towhee (Chewink) Common 1,2 &5 4/15-10/20 A few breed 

Savannah Sparrow Common 4 3/23-10/22 An inconspicanus summer visitor 

Eastern Grasshopper 

Sparrow Few 4 5/4- An unobtrusive bird 

Eastern Henslow Sparrow Few 4 5/4- An unobtrusive bird 

Leconte's Sparrow 4 4/6 A single record 

Vesper Sparrow Common “& 4/8-10/28 A common breeder 

Fox Sparrow Abundant 1,2&5 3/14-4/20 Arrives with first spring 
9/29-11/7 migrants 

Slate Colored Junco Abundant All 9/23-5/3 A winter visitor 

Tree Sparrow Abundant All 10/12-4/25 A winter visitor 

Chipping Sparrow Common 4 4/22-9/18 A few breed 

Field Sparrow Common 4 3/30-10/12 A common breeder 

White Crowned Sparrow Few 2&5 5/4-5/17 Keeps company with 8. T. Sparrows 

White Throated Sparrow Abundant All 4/22-5/25 One of the most abundant birds 
9/20-10/24 in migration 

Song Sparriw Abundant 1,3,4&6 3/3-11/2 A common breeder 

Lincoln's Sparrow Few 1&6 5/2-5/18 A shy migrant 

Swemp Sparrow Abundant 1,3 &6 3/25-10/30 A common breeder 

Lapland Longspur Common 4 10/24-4/10 A winter visitor 

Snow Bunting Few 4 11/20 A winter visitor 

Prairie Horned Lark Abundant 4 Yearlong A few breed 

Blue Jay Abundant All Yearlong A common breeder 

Crow Abundant 2,4&5 Yearlong A few breed 

Black Capped Chickadee Abundant All Yearlong A few breed 

Sterling Abundant AlL Yearlong Do not breed 

Blue Gray Gnatcatcher Few 2.4.5 4/30-5/11 Arrives with first warbler wave
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SPECIES : RELATIVE : BLOCKS : MIGRATION : REMARKS 

: ABUNDANCE :INHABITED ; DATES $ 

Golden Crowned Kinglet Abundant 1,2&5 3/30-5/6 Occasionally winters 
9/29-12/30 

Ruby Crowned Kinglet Abundant 12&5 4/8-5/13 Very abundant the first part of 
9/25-10/22 April 

Cedar Waxwing Few 1,5&6 Yearlong An irregular visitor 

Migrant Shrike 4 3/23 A single record ‘ 

Northern Shrike 13/7 Single record; winter visitor : 

Tufted Titmouse 10/5 A single record



Species which Formerly Inhabited the Area 

The birds recorded in the following list have been seen on the ares in 

past years but no records of sich were made in the last three years observation. y 

1. Aix _sponsa Wood Duck 

These ducks were very numerous on the lake in the days when 

Medison was young. W. H. Chase, hunting in this region from 1873-96, 

killed 161 birds. ‘The year 1894 was the last year in which he shot 

these beautiful ducks. From the total number of ducks that Chase 

shot during the period, the Wood Duck composes 11%. (I) | 

None of these birds have been reported from Lake Wingra since | 

that time to my knowledge. 

2. Clangule hyemalis Old Squaw 

This duck has never been common in Dane County although several 

records have been taken on the various lakes. 

W. H. Chase shot 13 birds from 1876-78, the only time they have 

apparently been numerous on Lake Wingra. There are four other 

rather recent records on the lake: 

January 19, 1913 = observed by A. W. Schorger 

March 2, 1929 - a male in Dicson's pond observed by 
J. G. Dickson | 

1933 - one bird in the Nakoma Golf Course pond observed 

by J. G. Dickson 

3. Bonasa umbellus umbellus Ruffed Grouse 

Formerly a common resident of the Lake Wingra region. W. H. Chase 

i records 94 birds in his Hunting Journal, bagged bétween the years of 

1873-94, or an average of 4.5 birds per year. 

Grouse were still common in the woods of the area in 1915. (Cahn) 

Sometime between 1915 and 1933 these birds disappeared from the area. 

4. Perdix perdix perdix Hungerien Partridge : 

An exotic game bird that was planted in the area but never 

prospered. ‘Twelve birds were released in 1929 by F. Schultz for the 

I.W.L.A. but no reports were made of them since. 

(I) The Chase Journal: An Early Record of Wisconsin Wild Life - Aldo Leopold



‘ 5. Strix Varia varia Barred Owl 

The last record is of one pair that nested in the area in 1915.(Cahn) 

6. Ectopistes migratorius Passenger Pigeon 

An extinct bird that formerly inhabited the area in rather large 

numbers. W. H. Chase records birds as late as 1888 in the area, in 
year he bagged four birds. In the years of 1873-78 he shot 381 birds. 

His bags were not very large in the years between 1878-88. ‘The last 

big nesting date for Wisconsin was in 1871. (Merschon) 

7. Coccyzus americanus americanus Yellow Billed Cuckoo 

These birds may occur in the area but I was unable to observe any 

of them. Cahn mentions them as breeding commonly in 1915. 

8. Nuttallornis mMesoleuous Olive Sided Flycatcher 

A very uncommon migrant in the area today, although Cahn (1915) 
mentions them as being common in the area. 

9. Loxia curvirostra minor Crossbill 

A rare winter migrant. Cahn records two flocks in the fall of 1915. 

10. Spizella pallida Clay Colored Sparrow 

A rare migrant. A. W. Schorger found a pair breeding in the area 

in 1920. 

1l. Zonotrichia querula Harris Sparrow ) 
q 

A rere migrant. Cahn has a record of one bird in the area in 1915. 

|



Species not Observed, but Which may be Expected to 

Occur in the Arboretum 

Observations over a three year period do not allow sufficient time to 
record all the birds that would migrate or nest in the Arboretum. I have been 

able to observe the most common species and a few of the rarer birds that pass 

through this region but there still are many more that should be seen in the 

Arboretum if close observation is continued over aperiod of years. 

Changes in the landscape are being made through the planting of trees, 
the planting of food patches and the building of artificial ponds. This change 
will probably materially affect the bird life in a few years, both as to 

migrants and as to residents and nesting birds. 

The species that may be expected to occur and which are uncommon or rare, 
but heve been reported from Dane County in the last three years, are: | 

1. Lesser Snow Goose (Chen hyperborea hyperborea) 
2. American Scoter (Oidemia americana) | 
3. Ruddy Duck (Erismatura jumaicensis ribida) 
4. Goshawk (Astur atricapillus) | 
5. Rough Legged Hawk (Buteo lagopus s. johannis) 
6. Ruddy Turnstone (Arenaria interpres morinella) 
7. White Rumped Sendpiper (Pisobia fuscidllis) 
8. Least Sandpiper (Pisobia minutilla) 
9. Red Backed Sandpiper (Pelidna alpina sakhalina) 

10. Long Billed Dowitcher (Limnodromus griseus scolopaceus) 
11. Semipalmated Sandpiper (Eraunetes pusillus) 

12. Sanderling (Crocethia alba) j 
13. Northern Phalarope (Lobipes lobatus) 
14. Forster's Tern (Sterna forsteri) 

15. Caspian Tern (Hydroprogne caspie imperator) 
16. Snowy Owl (Nyctea nyctea) 
17. Blue Winged Warbler (Vermivora pinus) 
18. Cerulean Warbler (Dendroica cerulea) 
19. Yellow Breasted Chat(Icteria virens virens) 
20. Orchard Oriole (Icterus spurius) 

; 31. Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator leucura) 
22. Pine Siskin (Spinus pinus pinus) 
23. Lark Sparrow (Chondestes grammacus grammacus) 

L
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PHEASANT FLIES mT L. 
a ie AL HISSOURT RIVER Gan gy \ 

A ringneck pheasant banded by the State Conservation Commission in 
June 1936 and released along with several others on a game management 
area south of Council Bluffs, was found August lst in the Fontanelle 
Forest and Game Preserve north of Bellevue, Sarpy County, Nebraska, ac- | 
cording to a report by J. F. Baldwin of Bellevue, Nebraska. 

Baldwin states that the bird was found dead along a railroad right- 
of-way in the preserve and apparently was struck by a train. The band 
found on the bird's leg was returned to the Iowa Commission by Baldwin. 

"PORKEY" CAPTURED IN IOWA | 

What is thought to be the first porcupine ever captured in the | 
State of Iowa has been reported to the Conservation Commission by C. L. 
Mills of near Murray in Clarke County. 

The "quilled" animal is not native to Iowa and its presence here 
has created a great deal of interest. The porcupine is a native of 

' northern Minnesota, Wisconsin and Canada. It was on exhibition at the | 
Conservation Commission building at rhe Iowa State Fair. | 

*
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| Census of Game Birds on Arboretum, March 13, 1936 
: 25 CCC boys and officers, 3 counters . 

No. and ie of Drive .Species .Sex . o.k. .Sneakers .Relight -Cutback .Total 

1. Duck pond-N. boundary pheas. cocks 2 ---- 1 1 2 
Oka . hens 1 wrt ee a 

2. Golf Gourse-Goose pen pheas. cocks 6 ---- e 2 6 
r hens 10 ---- --- --- 10 
ye unel. 2 ---- --- 2 2 

3. Big Spring-Golf course pheas. cocks 6 ---- --- 6. ¥ 
§ hens 8 ---- i Z 8 q 

pe ee eee ee ne 
4. Hast Spring-Big Spring pheas. cocks 2 ooo --- 2 2 

OO | SOREN Be oe see ce 1 2 
5. twenhofel-Zast Spring pheas. cocks 13 9 v y Be 

vi hens 12 3 2 --- 15 
EN TSS USERS = 8 sg se 8 

6.South feeder-road pheas. cocks 2 3 --- L 5 
: hens ik --- --- x 2 

, woodcock --- 1 --- --- --- 1 
ape ee athe pe. eee ol ee see ne 
7. South boundary-S. feeder pheas.cocks 8 --- --- 1 8 

¥ hens 7 --- --- 1 7 j 

ig quad. owe 85. ee eee ee 
8. Triangle pheas. cocks 1 --- 3 3 © 

ee OS ee ee ee 
9. Capitol Drive 

iwenhofel pheas. cocks 3 --- --- 1 3 
" hens 2 --- --- --- 2 

ssid ice nal AM ge ge Nt ell 1 | 
10. To Lagoon along 

Capitol Drive pheas. cocks 3 --- i 5 3 
i hens 1 Bas eee “ee Z 

ll. S..marsh (between 
lagoons) pheas. cockss34 --- 2 --- 34 

¥ bene 27. esas asta eee 27 

pheas. cocks 62 12 9 £T 94 : 
¥ hens 71 3 3 a 74 
= unel. 8 --- --- 3 2 

Totals quail --- 42 --- --- --- 42 
woodco@k --- 2 --- =-- --- i 
gaeksnipe -- i --- --- --- 

199. 0 ee
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1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 25, 1937 

; 

My, Andrew Sampson 
District Varden 
Stoughton, Wisconsin 

Dear Ur, Sampsont | 
The Game Menagement Department of the University of Wisconsin | 

ie undertaking a pheasant movement study. We have trapped pheasants 
on the University property near Madison and have released them in a 
muber of localities in Dane County and in neighboring counties, | 

We have banded the birds ond marked them with colored ! 
feathers which are cemented and tied on the feathers at the base of 
the tail. The birds are easily recognized in the field, 

I have released a number of pheasants within a radius of 
five miles of Madison. I would greatly appreciate it if you will 
watch for marked birds, Also ask the farmers and sportemen you 
see in this region to watch for the birds, if you will. 

I am enclosing some circulars that you can distribute at j 
your convenience, i 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

; Yours very truly, | 

Orville S, lee 
vh Department of Game Management 
encl 

} 

| 
|



1532 University Avenue 
Jamary 25, 1937 

; Principal 
St. Mary's School 
Pine Bluff 
Wisconsin 

Dear Madam: 

The Game Management Department of the University of 
Wisconsin is undertaking a study on the movements of pheasants, 
We have released the pheasants at several localities in Dane 
County and in some neighboring counties. 

I released 10 pheasants just south of Pine Bluff and 
10 near the Klevenville station on January 13. Zach bird has 
a red feather cemented and tied to the base of the tail. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you would give the 
enclosed papers to the children at your school and ask them to 
give them to their parents. We are anxious to learn of the move- 
ments of these pheasants and would like the people in your 
vicinity to watch for them, 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours very truly, 

‘ ' Orville S. lee 
vh Game Management Department 
encl 

|
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My. B. J, Young ; 

Shorewood Hillis 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deay My, Youngs 

After you called, I checked our records and found that up 
wee tons teatk tik ceente he mints of Gk me 
and 77 hens, total 112 pheasants. ‘The estimate of birds 
was 75 or 30, Mr, Shine says the rain made them more visible, and 
thinks there are 100, 

be Daag Ray Page = pedi Reg May May Reaper Pap omni Ag ng 
birds, leaving about $0. If we that the sex ratio seem to be 
off in the remaining birds, we my trap for o while and release all 
hens. 

5 eds ade of he Coan ae ee 
anxiety over the war lee caus e's ca ee ae 
In my opinion, $0 pheasants on thet range is a pretty good population, 

Since you ere foeding, and we will resume feeding the 
mimte trapping ceases, I think our chance of a loss from weather is 
very small indeed. I am almost mre there has been no loss so far, 

, Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 
January 26, 1937 

Mr, B. J. Young 
Shorewood Hills 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Young 

I have checked our records and found that up to date 
we have trapped in the University Bay region 46 cocks and $3 hens, 
total 129 pheasants. The estimate of remaining birds is 80 or 90. 

This is all the trapping we plan to do on the area, 

I am sending you these definite figures to relieve your 
anxiety over the possible inadequacy of the breeding stock to be | 
left. In my opinion, 80 pheasants on that range is a pretty good 

population. | 

Since you are feeding, and we will resume feeding immediately, | 
I think our chance of a loss from weather is very small indeed. I am 
almost sure there has been no loss so far. i 

i 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management | 

|
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Pouring of these 300-350 yards of concrete, coupled with completion of 
of two of last year's fills, will keep us plenty busy with the men we 

have evailable. : 
Out soils technicien has been working on the aerial maps, doing the 

inking, checking, ett. About 70% of the final soils surveys of this 
ares. have besn completed inthe field. 

Anyone coming to the project office will find the supervisors and 
~bechnoiai staff moved to the rear part of the building, The procurement 
division for this project area took possession of our former office on 

February 23 and is going ahead at full blasts 

. : WILDLIFE IN THE FENNIMORE PROJECT AREA. a 
By C. E. Gordon, Wildlife Tech. : 

Forty feeding stations are being frequented by game birds at the Fenn- 
imore project, There are approximately 160 bob-white quail, 35 ringneck 
pheasants, 6 Hungarian partridge, and 6 ruffed grouse for a total of 207 
fed birds. ; 
Hungarian Partridge:— In cooperation with the Wisconsin Conservation De=- 
partment, 22 Hungarian partridge were liberated by the wildlife technic- 
ian on the Doeringsfeld-Alderson Wildlife Refuge which was established 
primarily for their protection. A brief history of the plant follows: 

Sept leth - 22 birds liberated. Some appeared to have broken wing 
tips (not in evidence before release). 

Ist week - 15 birds were found on different days within a few hund- 
. red yards of point of liberation. 

; end week + 15 birds 

3rd. week - no birds (extensive hunt a failure). , 
. October - 6 birds returned to refuge middle of month. 

November - 6 birds - f ; i 
uhh December ~- 6 birds 

| January 5 - 5 birds (half wild dog possibly killed one). 
A 16 = b. biras (2) : : 

Ts ei ae a 
BR hi) seb CP) 4 ‘ ; 

; 25 iS imberd bey. / 
February 1 ~ 1 bird weak - slow short flight(about -15°F.) ; 

In response to an article in the local paper a farmer reported birds a 
short distance from the refugee 9 birds were flushed by this man the 
latter part cf December hut not reported until a later date. Six of these 
birds remain. It is interesting to note that these birds have almost com- 
pletely ignored ine seven feeding stations dispensing wheat, oats, barley anc 

end corn, as long as 41 good growth of ragweod was above the’, snows 
a°% WMirked Phoasnot Releases Cooperating with Professor Also Leopold of 
the University of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Conservation Department, 
5 hen and 5 cock pheasants were liberated January 165 on the réfuge pre~ 

; viously mentioned. These birds had a brilliant red feather cemented to 
cy their tail, omking sight identification. possible at a considerable dis-. 

tances These birds were liberated.in an area of poor natural cover but 
Ow where extensive artificial cover (ise. brush piles, etc.,) and 9 winter 

wy
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GAYS MILLS NEWS LETTE -- 

We are still grinding lime and should finish. hauling in another week, Our 

Bimber Stand Improvement Work will finish in another week and wo have cut all fenoe 

posts for fenees under contract. We have completed several streambank jobs and will 

have to sign a few more to keep us tusy during March, Contact work for contracts fo: 

next summer started last week and will be:-pushed hard during the next month, Struce 

tures will be built next summer if. someone buys: us. lumber, Our Company strength has 

been uver‘ 170 all wiuter. We world rather have the men in summer, Five men and the 

Army Truck are gown in Little Rock, Arkansas, on flood relie? works... 

Ruch has gone north on a secret mission. Niendorf and Amundson have wrecked 

Uhsir ears. “Don is without lighcs and so he stays home at night. Jones had the flu 

last weekend.” He now is well enough to travel to Viroqua, The roads are clear of 

ice but mddy, Our educational program is the usual pain in the neck but we are 

continuing it. The change in regulations allowing technical men to chaperone ree 

creational trips was welcomed (25 by us. . We wonder who. of the technical supervisory 

officials agreed tc it. He had better stay away from.here. We were glad to hear 

that the Femimre cffise has te work on Washington's birth-ay. We recall when we 
workei cn A:mistise Day because our company moved on that day, Writing this damned 

letter teaches us what the average country paper editor faces each weeks 

' FENNIMORE NEWS . dis i : ‘ 

-With 31 WPA men and 17 WAE men, car winter field program has consisted of some 

streambank work. one “hannel. shange, limo crushing, end timber stand improvement, 

AGRONOMY: To date 37 farms Lave been signed totalling cl8i acres, or 2% of the 

total acres in the watershed. Strip cropping is planned on 2658 acres, and terr= 

acing on 95 acres. 52 avres will be protected fran grazirg and:a total of 158 

acres of trees plented when the work is completed. An oxtensive pasture improve= 

ment program will be varriod out this Spring, Oror 100 aczes of .pefmanent pasture 

will be renovated. Plans fer several other farms are ready for signing, 

FORESTRY: One crew of 8 WPA mon have boen doing TSI work and cutting posts during 

tho past two months, To datc wo have comploted threo jobs with a total area of 12 

acres, One area of three acres was primarily a liberation on an underestory of 

white pine seedlings and sapplings from an ovér-story. of rod and. black oak, We have 

one Norway pine area of approximately 4 acres, and a total of about 10 acres of 

mixed hardwoods ye%, to do. 

ENGINEERING: To date 21 brush and rock wing dams have been completed, On the 

Ghannel change, consisting of 1100 cu, yds. of earth, approximatoly oncethird is 

completed. We have boon using one of our cats for moving the dirt. Lime crushing 

was coming along first rote until two woeks ago whon the gears in the power takeoff 

broke, putting our grinding at a standstill, We havo crushed and delivered about 

1400 tens of lime this winter, with 1700:tons. remaining to be crushed. Lining up 

summer work is como along first rate. About.12 structures consisting. of 1 head 

spillway, 5 flumes, 5 notches and arches, ‘and 1 drop inict aro onthe. construction 

program, The profiles have boen run and job data sheots fairly woll completed.
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WILDLIFE STUDIES (CONT'D). 

Pecding statiois were in operation. The attempt of this experimental 
liberation is to determine: 

1. The direction and rate of travel of birds from point of liberation 
(if any). 

20 To what oxtent winter feeding influcnees movement 
ae feeding open country. 
b, alternative - feeding brushy cover. 

3e Whether movement is toward the Mugcoda~Boscaqbel river bottoms 
(Wisconsin River) which is approximately 11 miles north of Fomnimore. 

h. Whether artificial covor plus winter feeding in open country will be 
an inducement powerful enough to hold birds where they are liberated. 

The value of the results of this study lios in tho possibility of oa now 
management procedure for pheasants on arcas where thore is littlo or no 
cover, and any other scientific data availablos I am of the opinion that 
there will be a considerable lack of interest among farmers between the 
time of planting and maturity of cover, and if this experiment is success= 
ful, we may have a new tool with which to bolster enthusiasme 

As the piant is only a month ond ono half old, no data supporting the 
principal theory is available. However, an interesting bit of infromation 
rogarding the choice of roosting sites has boon observed, Five birds 
travelled a quarter of a mile from the point of liberation and feed sup= 
ply to roost in a white spice windbreak tho first two weoks. They then | 
moved three-fourths of a milo to suothor windbroak (dense spruce) whore | 
they have remaincd to dates Soven of the birds aro occasionally scen | 
feoding from a fooder erected at tho lattor windbreaks | 

While checking rcostingy habits, three hoas wore flushed from undor 
three separate brush pilus and two coks wore flusncd from young white oak 
trees with an abundance of persistent loaves. This is by no moans conclus- 
ivo evidoneo of sox preference for roosting sites, but interesting notos 
te bo romombered, ‘ 

If any of you have made field observations cithor conflicting or com 
i inciding with those made hore, a note rogarding thom would be approciatode 

It is particularly dosiroabie to get information in agroomont or dis- 
: puting the plcasant movement theorys
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| Pheasant Movement Project 
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f The 1936 fall census showed a superabundance of pheasants on the University 

Bay and Eagle Heights farms. During the spring of the same year these birds had 

eaused considerable damage to corn plantings on the experimental plots of the 

Eagle Heights farm. There was considerable nesting in the alfalfa fields and i 

| mowing induced a high nest mortality. 

On the University Arboretum a comparable condition existed and the dense 

pheasant population threatened to crowd out the quail. ; 

The Game Management Department of the University of Wisconsin and the . 

Wisconsin Conservation Department decided that 200 pheasants should be removed . 

from these areas, preferably during the winter months. The birds were used as 

a mucleus for a pheasant movement study. id 

Professor Aldo Leopold of the University of Wisconsin Game Management Depart- : ‘ 

ment supervised the project; Orville S. Lee, Harry Anderson, and Ellwood Moore, | 

graduate students assisting. ‘The Conservation Department furnished the traps 

and crates. Harold Shine, one of the state game farm personnel supervised 

the trapping. Arthur S, Hawkins and Douglas Wade, managers of the Faville Grove | 

and Elkhorn-Whitewater game areas, cooperated with the releases made on thece | 
: et £ Lec Il a Cw use. phatrty torr pis Tee GALS, 

Baiting at the trapping sites was begun December 6, 1936. ‘Trapping was 4 

postponed until Jamary 6 on account of "snow-less" weather, after which it was 

continued somewhat intermittently util February 22, 1937. 

One hundred Somaeriiini pheasants were removed from the University farms 

and ‘81 from the University Arboretum. The catches of the two farms were combined. | 

and are listed under the University Bay Farm.caption. Iater 38 local pheasants 

were trapped on the Faville Grove game area, ‘The trapping results are summrized { 

as follows: | 

| 

|
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here trapped BL Per cen males Per cent Und rmined ota. 

University Bay 46 35.6 $2 64 1 129 

Arboretum 31 38 4g 61 a 81 

Faville Grove 17 a) 21 55 38 | 

4A detailed report is presented in the general summary, 

The majority of the pheasants were to be released in areas where re-trapping | 

would be arduous and generally impracticable. Thus in order to facilitate identi- | 

fication of the liberated birds, some mark over and above banding was essential. 

f Feather~marking was considered the best method for our purposes and was used 

in addition to banding on all pheasants released, 

Feather Marking, The feather mark was a white or a bright colored feather | 

fastened to the dorsal tail feather of the live bird. A hatin with a proper | 

marker can be readily recognized in the field and need not be re-trapped unless | 

the feather is lost, Markers are retained until the tail feather is lost from 

moulting or accidents, s 

Feather marking was aeinea by Ralph King of the University of Minnesota , 

dering. She: sensation kldiiy of, tee raters qveien: 3 Saba Oo 

California quail study, but had not been used on pheasants prior to this project. 

Feathers. We experimented with various feathers and found that the white 

secondary and tail feathers of chickens, geese and turkeys were suitable for 

markers, It is necessary that the feathers be picked dry,for scalding water destroys 

their texture, We found that the feathers with straight shafts made the best 

joints, but slightly curved wing feathers were satisfactory. Goose feathers have 

@ finer texture and "feather out" better than those from chickens, but their shaft | 

is less firm and more difficult to trim, | 

We were unable to obtain a fast color with dye. The diamond dye, which was 

the best one tried, fades upon exposure to weather. The most satisfactory mrker 

/
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undoubtedly is a highly colored natural feather, The tropical birds, magpies, 

cardinals, bluejays, etc, offer possibilities. 

We don't want to revive the practice of feather hunting, however, and do 

not recommend destruction of birds for their feathers. Feathers from some birds 

can be gathered during moulting. Zoological gardens are a source of supply also, 

Dyeing Feathers. As was stated above, dyeing was not satisfactory. The 

following summary will illustrate the methods we used. 

Soiled feathers were first washed in warm water. Diamond wool dye was used 

for red, pink, orange, yellow, green and light blue. One package of dye was 

dissolved in a solution of 2 cups of water and 25 ce, of strong vinegar, The dye 

mixture was heated to a light boil in a shallow enamel pan, 

The white feathers were immersed in the dye for 5-10 mimtes and stirred 

continually to break up the air and oil bubbles along the shaft. 

They were then rinsed in cold water and dried by burying them in cornmeal 

for 5-10 minutes, after which they were feathered out by hand. Care was exercised 

to avoid kinking the vanes before they had dried. 

4n exposure test shows that the rate and degree of fading is somewhat propor- 

tional to the time the feathers were in the dye. However, the dyes are not 

satisfactory and some other mark is needed, 

Trimming. The following procedure was used with dyed feathers and will 

apply to other feathers, 

The dyed feathers or "markers" were trimmed until they were made at least 

as flexible as the pheasant tail feather. The marker was placed on a horizontal 

support, ventral side up, and 1/3 to 1/2 of the shaft was flattened with a sharp 

flesh knife. The quill was retained, except for the blunt end. The shaft was not 

cut deeper than half its width; irregular or deep trimming weakened the shaft, 

distorted the vanes and destroyed the feather, 06% f¢¢¢/u0 Feow ” 
AAA Mar AA BAL
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The trimming was easier and resulted in less splintering when the shaft 

was slightly damp. 

The flattened surface was carefully sandpapered and the marker was stored 

“ antil needed, | 

Weighing. The pheasant was held in the large end of a woolen sock while | 

being weighed. Cotton, silk or rayon socks were easily torn by the birds' feet | 

and wings, Pheasants wore more settled when kept in the darkened sock, A cord | 

or elastic band was used to close one end of the sock. This was loosened when | 

the bird was weighed and the bird was pushed through the sock head first. This | 

precaution was taken to reduce feather ruffling, | 

Banding. All the pheasants were banded with Wisconsin Conservation | 

Department bands, “flo, 7, wae-placed on both sexes in order to keep the -mmbers | 

uniform; Wo. 7 was large enough for the largest male, but No. 6 would fit the | 

majority of the femles. 

Fastening the Marker. ‘The best results were obtained when two people | 

feather marked one pheasant, although one person could accomplish it if the bird | 

were retained in the sock, | 

The flattened shaft of the marker and a corresponding section of the dorsal | 

tail feather were covered with a thin coat of DuPont's Household Cement. ‘the | 

marker was then placed on the tail feather and firmly held in place by 2 or 3 

ties of waxed linen thread. 

We did not smear the cement over the vanes of the feathers as other workers 

had done, We felt that a cement block on the vanes would intefere with insulation 

and be an undesirable dead weight. The light feather seemed less likely to be 

lost and caused less friction on the bird. 

The linen thread was used to insure a more permanent joint. The thread 

wag waxed singly and doubly. A needle was used to pull it through the vanes. 

The double strand was looped twice around the feathers and tied with a “square 

knot."/ The knot was sealed with a drop of cement.
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The first tie was made 1/2-inch above the base of the feather, the second ) 

just beyond the glue joint. A third tie was used when the marker was long or | 

curved to prevent the end from breaking off, Three ties are recommended for most | 

c feathers. The ties hold the feathers in place until the cement hardens and will 

secure the feather if the cement disintegrates. 

When two markers were placed on one bird a short marker was placed on top | 

of the regular marker, The pheasant tail feathers generally overlap, especially 

when at rest, and it was difficult to distinguish two markers if they were 

placed on separate feathers. Double markers provide a large assortment of color 

combinations, 

It is important that the markers be placed on the dorsal tail feather. 

It is almost impossible to see the markers when the birds is on the ground, unless 

the marker is on top. 

Some workers performed the feather marking in the field. We took our birds 

into a well ventilated room where it was warm enough to handle thread, cement, 

pencils, etc. without gloves, It was difficult to handle the glue and to tie 

the thread properly when our fingers were cold. 

; Trapping. The traps were 36"ar wisn high, with a wire funnel at each end. 

Both 1 and 2 inch wire mesh were used, the former being preferred, 

The trapped birds could not get their heads through the small mesh and were 

not injured as moh, ‘ Sealping was usually caused when the head was jerked back 

through the wire mesh, Most of the "jumping" was ciliate the top of the trap, | 

“The 1” mesh prevented the birds from feeding through the sides of the trap, 

A cord netting top was the most desirable es covering and it also reduced | 

the scalping damage. However, rabbits and squirrels contimally cut holes in it, 

and limited the effectiveness of the trap. |
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A vegetative covering ‘the tis china sible It is recom 

mended when wire mesh is used, Excessive covering elles ios So 

Most of the birds were removed through a wire door in the top of the trap, | 

During ice storms the door was frozen closed and the birds had to be taken | 

out under the trap. po ait opi sy 

The wire fuel was_satisfeetoryy-but required careful adjustment, Females | 

occasionally escaped through it when excited. Bobs were not used but are | 

probably as efficient as a funnel, | 

Trapping Sites. The trapping sites should be baited 2-3 weeks prior to 

trapping in order to attract the birds to the area, Feeding stations are 

very Sentaaiese 1am this connection, 

It is desirable to locate the trap in or near some form of tall vegetation, 

When trapped in the open, some distance from cover, the pheasants become unduly 

excited at the approach of the trapper and are more likely to scalp themselves. 

Traps may be placed over freshly scattered mamure in the fields, but they 

require a netting or vegetative covering, 

Trapping was not successful under a conifer windbreak that was used as a | 

pheasant roost. The birds apparently flew to and from the roost without feeding ! 

under it to any extent, 

Bait. A small pile of bait was placed in the center of the trap. Corn | 

proved most desirable for pheasants. Wheat was usually consumed by the small | 

birds. Shelled corn is preferred to tHe whole cobs; it was easier to portion 

out and was less likely to be widely scattered, 

Interferences. ‘The fox and gray squirrels interrupted the trapping. They | 

wich er’ Whe edt a denbtane extnal’ itis enee ar vi denon! 

would not enter a trap if a squirrel were in it, ‘he squirrels disturbed the 

bait che it could be reached by the pheasants outside of the trap.
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Rabbits scattered the bait even more than the squirrels, They were very 

wild when trapped and usually disturbed everything before escaping, ‘ 

: The squirrels and rabbits seemed to feed more during fair weather, while the 

pheasants ranged more freely on stormy days, Some of the largest pheasant catches 

were made on days when rabbits and squirrels "shaded up." 

bee tetrase=aneti-enevgirbo enter the funnels causéconsiderable damage in 

some areas, ‘They occasbnally acquire the "killing habit" and may make daily es | 

visits to several traps. larger dogs sometines upset the traps and disturb | 

_ the pheasants at the trapping sites, 

( Foxes, which seemed to prefer rabbits to trapped pheasants, probably feared — ss 

2 ) the traps. However, in on instance a fox killed a pheasant in a trap, 

On the Bay Farm trapping success was correlated with the daily movement 

of the pheasants, The birds remained on the higher ground with south slopes _ | 

10-4 eae daape ends ganged through the levients ant fields Si ae ee 
dedade yrenenats wecddtes tx Whe Pett one: dey, ant the following dig sonsenty 

@ bird would-be there. This ovement, although irreguiar,-was-correlated with the 

weather-to—some extent. The males were more abundant on high ground at the Eagle 

Heights farm.c/ afl #Urce « 

Handling Technique. While removing a pheasant from a trap, and during all 

subsequent handling operations, both feet should be grasped. A bird held by one 

leg may throw the leg out of joint at the hip and become permanently crippled. ‘The 

feathered portions of the legs should not be handled, ‘The leg feathers are easily j 

lost. and-a de-feathered-bird may-suffer from expisire-during-¢cold weather. 

Storage. The pheasants were placed in gunny sacks at the trapping sites 

and transferred to wooden crates at headquarters. ‘The~sacks were-setisfactory 

but-4o more than 4 birds should be placed in one sack. The cocks are more likely 

to cause feather damage,
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The crates were placed in a theft~-proof, well-ventilated chicken brooder 

house, The house had previously been disinfected and wood shavings were placed 

on the floor, This was a very satisfactory storage place and is preferred to a 

"maffered" pen, 

The birds had to be retained in the crates for 1 or 2 days at times because 

some releases were made at a distance from headquarters, The birds suffer from 

confinement and should not be released as soon after marking as possible, They 

mill about in the crate to some extent and walk over each other's tail feathers. 

Feather damge, including tail~pulling, occurs if the birds are crowded, > 

Tilting the crate causes bunching up and should be avoided if possible, 

The pheasants were docile when confined in the darkened crates and were 

gentle to handle. The wildest birds in the field became very tome in captivity. 

They probably became somewhat paralyzed with fright. 

Age Detemnination. The ages of the cocks were determined by the spurs. 

Birds with a short @u11 spur were considered in their first year, while 

those with a sharp lone spur (1/2" or more) were one year or more old, 

The ages of the females were determined by the spread of the pubis bone. 

The birds of the year had a narrow pubis opening (1/2" or less wide) and one 

ridge was incurved; the hens one year or more old had a broad straight publis 

opening, j 

This method of age determination 1s not mown to be reliable and presents 

only general comparisons, Some birds of both sexes had intermediate characters 

which made their age uncertain, The shape of the pubis bone supposedly is 

correlated with egg-laying; thus a barren female might be classified as a young 

bird, Hermaphroditic birds cannot be classified by this method. : 

The method offers a general comparison of ages and is easy to use, but 

should be further investigated as to its reliability.
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Releasing Methods. The crates were transported in automobiles to the 

place of release. ach holding crate had a sliding board 6 inches wide 

extending the entire length of the crate. The size of the opening could be 

regulated by sliding the board back and forth. Various sized openings were 

used depending upon the type or place of release. 

Birds that had been docile throughout the entire feather marking procedure 

and which were tame in confinement, regained their wild characteristics when 

e@llowed to escape. The majority of them flushed immediately after leaving 

the crate unless special cover conditions discouraged flight. They usually flew 

4O vods in the inftial flight and some contimmed flying for a half mile, 

When releasing the birds in the smller areas, it was desirous that they 

be liberated without flushing, In these localities the birds could fly entirely 

out of the area before they had oriented themselves, Good ground cover and trees 

were required to prevent flushing, 

A method ugually successful was to release the pheasants in the open 

country 20-40 rods from the desired "plant." ‘The birds flew rather erratically | 

until they had oriented themselves and then went directly into the area, ! 

However, 5-10 per cent of them invariably “cut back! some alighting in open 

fields. This method was used in arcas where cover wes insufficient to discourage 

flight, 

Various methods were tried to compensate for deficient cover. When the | 

opening of the crate was covered with loose burlap the birds didn't leave the | 

‘wag 80 readily. Flushing seemed to be proportional to cover as before, 

Such releasing required more time and was unsatisfactory in some cases, The crate 

was opened with @ long twine string in two instances. ‘This device enabled the | 

liberator to be completely out of sight of the birds. In both eases, however, 

the pheasants flushed near the trap, since the cover was deficient. | 

The commotion caused by a flushing bird excited others. On several occasions 

the entire lot flushed one after another. In one release 5 of the 10 birds 

7
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mt walked about until one flushed, after which the entire group took wing, In 

another area the flushing of released birds caused several of the local 

residents to fly about, 

Resident birds, after being confined in crates for 12-2) hours, were well | 

oriented when released in the area in which they had been trapped. Introduced | 

birds released at the same spot were definitely more erratic; some even flew : | 

away from the cover, | 

Belease Areas, There hag been considerable speculation on the seasonal | 

and local movements of the pheasant. The pheasant population, which is normal | 

on many areas in the spring, summer, and early fall, may be practically null | 

in the winter. How extensive is this seasonal movement? Do the sexes behave | 

differently? To what extent does winter feeding modify the movement? These and | 

5 many other questions are not fully explained at the present time, The field | 

identification through the use of feather marks may answer these questions. | 

The release areas were selected to represent different situations in the 

pheasant range and it is hoped that some inportant data can be obtained of the 

movements of the released birds, 

Seventeen releases were made, most of them in the vicinity of Madison 

(see table, "Record of Releases"), | 

The releases were made to measure four general types of range and movement: 

1. Rate and extend of return to home pange, Three releases were made 2-5 | 
miles from the trapping sites, On two of these areas there was a thin resident | 

pheasant population, while on the other one there was a heavy population, Natural 

food was limited and artificial feeding was localized under the first conditions; 

while on the latter, both natural and artificial feed were available, 

2. The possibilities of winter feeding. A release was made in an area devoid 

of resident pheasants, The natural winter food was deficient but artificial food 

was available. Cover was fair but was localized in two small areas, The area



Orville S, Lee 

)  marela Shine 
Pheasant Movements Study, 1976-37 

Record of Releases 

ee te ee ee eee ee 
Date Release Cocks Hens Undeter, Total color trapped 

Jan, 7  Faville Grove 2 3 5 pink U, Bay Farm 
(Rye patch) 

Jan..7 2 5 7 " Arboretum 

Jan. 8 Fabrice Farm 1 6 7 green Arboretum 

Jan. 8 ¢.¥ 13 a U, Bay Farm 

Jan. 9 Hill Farm 2 8 10 pink U. Bay Farm 

Jon, 9 Dunn's Marsh 5 4 1 10 white Arboretum 

Jan, 9 Verona 2 g 10 purple U. Bay Farm 

fans § Hemmerslea's Marsh 6 5 1 yellow U. Bay Farm 

Jan. 12 Poynette g 2 10 red U. Bay Farm 

Jen. 13 Klevenville * 4 as 20 red U, Bay Farm 

Jen, 14 Fish Hatchery 6 ¥ 10 green Arboretum 

Jan, 15 Fennimore 4 6 ' 10 red U, Bay Farm 

Jan. 15 Whitewater Farm 3 2 1 6 orange U. Bay Farm 

Jan, 21 Whitewater Farm 6 9 15 " Arboretum 

Jan, 19 Faville Grove 0 i 1 green Arboretum 
(Goose pond) 

Jan. 19 Faville Grove 6 g 14 “ U. Bay Farm 
& 21 (Goose pond) 

Jan, 21 F,G, (Smith Lot) 2 g 10 yellow U. Bay Farm 

Jan. 23 F.G, (Ragweed) 4 6 10 red U. Bay Farm 

Jan. 23. F.G, (Farmers Is.) 5 6 11 orange Arboretum 

Jan. 27 Poynette (2d pl.) 2 6 g orange Arboretum 

me Dunn's Marsh 4 8 12 white Arboretum 

Total 17 releases TT 2 210
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was surrounded by cultivated fields that were "“clean-farmed" within a half mile 

radius, Pheasants range on this area during the spring and summer months, 

but leave in the fall. 

Another release was made on high ground with scanty natural cover, but with 

numerous feeding stations and shelters. 

3. Seasone] movements on uplands. The seasonal movement of pheasants from 

high ground into lowlands followed by a return movement in the spring is supposed. 

The birds seem to follow the stream courses. Releases were made during the winter 

in the hope that the birds would participate in late winter and spring movements. 

4, Powlation Pressure, Several lots of pheasants were liberated on the | 

University game management areas where the resident population was high. Some | 
data should be obtained on the effect of population pressure on introduced birds. | 

At the Faville Grove area 38 local pheasants were trapped and marked and 

released to compare their movements with those of the introduced birds. | 

The returns from the releases will be covered in a subsequent article, | 

Somparative Aves of Tramped Birds. The following table is a summary of 

the ages of the 248 pheasants from the three areas! 

young females 63 27 15 105 

old females 19 22 6 uy | 

young males 26 10 5 WL | 

old males 20 21 12 53 

hermaphrodites 1 1 0 2 

In view of the fact that the method used for age determination is not known 

to be reliable the above table and the following comparisons are made with some 

reserve, 

On the University Bay Farm 3/4 of the females caught were birds of the year.
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The young females, as a rule, were less wary and were easier to catch than 

the older birds. When the population was thinned a larger proportion of old 

birds were caught. 

Two hermaphroditic birds were caught. Both were surprisingly inter- 

mediate in character between a cock and a hen. | 

Weights. The weights of the 246 pheasants are summarized as follows: | 

Weight in Gram: 00_ om! ed 

Fares Teen! 0-2. | ono | noma.) anne | asa) amas bam Laeger ae oped g=—9 9-10 0 l2 1 1 6 L6 

Arbor- eto ToT 9 | 4 ft i} 3 tf 3 t+ l | 
er YU See a a ee a 

| eviite eo oT af at 4 fe ft 4 te tt O | 
Grove Me ache wh aaa a a! ay Qe Ra, ae NT AE MR MAL RAE ee on tA 

Hermaphroditic | 

Comparing the University refuges, we find that the birds trapped on the | 

Arboretum are heavier than those removed from the Bay Farm, 

(Gaer Tee Pte a Over 1500 23 

, €o 23 

Under 1000 21 [30-1100 er, | 11-1700 er, | 3 U0 23 

Plac ss Per cent | No. | Per cent | No. | Per cent | No. | Per ce: 

The heaviest birds were not confined to one area as is shown in the following 

table: 

U. Bay Farm 1600 gr. 1426 gr. 1175 er. 866 er. 
Arboretun 1770 . 13g uy 927 
Faville Gro 155 1186 87s
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This is only a general comparison, since there was not equal 

representation from each area, 

The weights of the sexes were divided as follows: | 

SET SIO ET Paes fie ae | ee ee eT 

ela let te le ee D 
pen fe es new od a | — i amt sot 

mot! yo | 7 | | we | os | me | os | a | ig | 

There were 47 (35.8 per cent) hens that weighed less than 1000 grams; 91 | 

(70 per cent) weighed between 1000 and 1200 grams; and only 14 (10 per cent) | 

weighed over 1200 grams. | 

Siaieatatnaiiins (71 per cent) males weighed between 1300 and 1500 grams, | 

19 (24.6 per cent) weighing less than 1300 grams, and 20 (26 per cent) weighing | 

more than 1500 grams, y 

'



Parks & Recreation, May, 1937 

FEATHERS NEEDED FOR IDENTIFYING 
WILD BIRDS 

The University of Wisconsin requests ural feathers of bright color or conspicuous 
the codperation of zoological gardens in fur- pattern will prove more satisfactory. Light 
nishing feathers suitable for “feather-mark-  bright-colored feathers of one color, or feath- 
ing” wild birds. ers with conspicuous contrasting patterns, 

In studying the movements of wild birds are desired. They should be between three 
the University is trapping, banding, and and ten inches long. A large number of 

releasing them. As a further aid to identify- colors, patterns, and sizes can be used. Cura- 
ing the banded individuals, a colored feather tors of zoological gardens who are willing to 

is fastened in the tail. Dyed chicken, goose, codperate and who believe they have suit- 
and turkey feathers have been tried, but such able feathers are requested to send a sample 
marks are now known to fade after a few to Prof. Aldo Leopold, Old Entomology 
months. The University believes that nat- Building, Madison, Wisconsin. 

NEWS FROM ZOOS 
San Dreco, LiF.: A recent number period begining April Ist and ending 

of Zoonooz, officipl monthly publication of October Ist. 
the Zoological Sdpiety of San Diego, an- 2. All snakes mugt be found in San Diego 
nounces the ruleshand prizes for a local County. 
snake catching cortest. A similar contest 3. Snake must b& accompanied by proper 
was conducted annually for a number of record of wher it was found, and ad- 
years until the depfession become respon- dress of donor. 
sible for the suspengion of the customary +. Specimens entered in contest must be 

prizes. brought or sent the zoo, alive and 

By means of the cpmpetitions, the zoo uninjured. 
was able to secure a very large number of >- Prizes: Ist: $20.00 for greatest num- 

snakes, and reptiles of ether kinds. These ber of snakes. 21d: $10.00 Second 
enabled it to maintain it§ own collection at greatest number of sakes. 3rd: Annual 
high standard and provided it with a con- Pass. $5.00—Largestynumber of lizards. 
siderable trading stock fér exchange with a 
other zoos. Careful record was kept of the New York Crty: “Phe March-April 
point of origin of all specitpens and, over a number of the Bulletin of the New York | 

pericd of years, a mass of valuable scientific Zoological Society announges the publica- 

information has accumulatedy The brilliant tion before May 20 of “ ’s Who in the 
investigational work of aurence M. Bronx Zoo,” a 250-page matural history 
Klauber, curator of reptiles of the San Diego of mammals. It has been prepared by the 

Zoo, has been largely based upon the great WPA Federal Writer’s Project of New 
numbers of reptiles brought tolthe zoo. It York City. The book will coptain a con- 
is doubtless true that more is kRown about siderable number of photographs supplied 
the snakes of San Diego County than about by the Zoological Park. The preliminary 
the snakes of any other county in the United announcement of the book states that it | 
Girtee! ‘will tell the life story of more ‘than 100 

ae i animals in a factual, simply worded, al- 
Rules of this year’s contest are as follows: though scientific manner, for persons of all 

1. All snakes must be brought in during the ages.” 

463
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Prof. G. W. Longenecker 
t Hort. Bldg. 

My dear Dr. Longenecker: 

One of the most interesting natural 
floras in the Arboretum Area is that around eh 
Capitol Avenue, The several colonies of Juncus 
bal tieus formerly existing there are now reduced 
to a few patches on the west side of the road. 
Some years ago a student made an exhaustive study 
of the cat tails of that region and found three ¢ 
distinct kinds with enumerable hybrids among then, i 
a situation I have not seen reported anywhere else. i 
The stands of cat. tails on which he based his studies A 
are now completely destroyed although there are some 
others left, again on the west side of the road. 

A few years ago an Penorsee te European i 
immigrant eeusastiug gallicum, appeared about ih 

Capitol Avenue and has not been seen elsewhere in 
this region, The extermination of such an immigrant (| 
is not so serious a matter as that of our native plants. i 
Visiting the region this morning to observe some of the L MN 
several species of Juncus growing there, since 1 am mak- 4 
ing a special study of that genus at present, 1 was dis- : 7 
turbed to see that the drag line is now moving over into 
the region between Capitol Avenue and the new Lake Shore ey 
road, Will it not be possible to leave at least a small | 
portion of this once interesting flora? 

Very truly yours, id 

’ N. C,. Fassett. ; 
& a 

CC to Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

i i 
® ‘kat
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duly 15, 1937 ; 

Momo for Fassett: 

Dr. A. W. Schorger has given me the following reference to a 
book in the Historical Library which might be of great velue to those 
members of the conservation group working on prairie 

Cr, Ti nas Oe TS da 1857. List of plants, 
PP. . 

Schorger tells me that the list of plants is the best list 
of prairie vegetation which he knows of, : 

oc Sperry ; 
Curtis



August 27, 1937 File: Riley 

Pheas. Movements Study ~ 
Pheasant 

Copy to Hawkins 

EPREASANT MOVEMENT STUDY 

Meno for Files: 

When the 125 toe-punched pheasant chicks at Riley were 
released on July 15, 1937, I asked Mrs, MeCeughey to hold some of them 
in confinement to confirm the supposition that toe~panches do not heal 
up or grow over, 

She held 11 birds which were examined by me on August 26, These 
had been punched as small chicks several weeks old, Of the 11 pheasants: 

1 had no punch (it had been missed in the process of punching) 

3 had torn out and were no longer clearly recognizable as 
ponched 

ra had clear punches 

It appears, therefore, that in computing ratios--i.e., the 
proportion of toe-punched birds in the kill--an allowance mst be made for 
punches missed, or obliterated by tearing out, The above sample would 
indicate that 30 per cent of the number liberated will not show punches for 
the above reasons. 

The 11 birds were released August 26. 

Aldo Leopold
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1532 University Aveme 
November 4, 1937 

My. Joe L. Brannan 

Riley : 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Brannan: 

I much appreciate your taking the pains to a 
send in the foot of the toe-punched bird. As I expected, this 
foot is lighter and shorter than that of the wild birds which 
have come off of Riley this fall. The meseurements are: 

Length of tarsus 7-0 contineters 
Length of third toe 4.8 * 
Length of spur 0.6 4 

i All these mensurements are lighter than those 
of wild young birds. 

: You reported this bird to have been in full 
male plumage, but his toe punch shows he is one of the young 
birds raised by Hillary MeCaughey this year, the punch being 
in the left web of the right foot. | 

If you get any more tos-punched birds. I 
would appreciate your saving the foot, or if possible, dropping 

me a line so that Hochbeum or I can come out and look at the 

: Thank you very mech for your cooperation. 1 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

| 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management 

| 

| 

| 

i 

A : | 
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Pheasant Mobility Study 

Questions. 

a. Gomparative survival of wild pheasants as compared with 
artificial pheasants of various racial origins, various 
feeds, pens, and mothods of handling, various times and 

| ages of release, and two sexes. | 

b. Mobility of wild versus artificial pheasants. | 

Main Griteria 

\ 1. Body measurements: weight, suur, tarsus, ete. 

\ 2. Survival ae indleated by bands. 

(Wo. 1 we survival is affected by bodily development.) 

3. Movements as indicated by bands. 

Technique Obstacles 
1. Distinguishing young from old wild birds 

\ a. Goeka 
b. Bens 

2. Marking wild young 

3. Getting data from hunters before carcass destroyed. 
Procedures (formlae for wild survival) 

/ (A) 1. Dec.: Census a unit of « shooting preserve. 

\ 2. Dee.-Jan,: Band o known fraction. Get sex and age (?). 

: 3. Jan.: Release artificials of the same no., age and sex. 
wo te No further stocking. 
VY 2. 
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Aye (3) 1. Dee.: Release a measured lot of artificials, banded, on 
By & preserve. 

i 8. Bes.s Bataan 0 sintian lot of utltny Tene, ob som plage, 
enya? 3, tar > Feb, Fpthowr lute ha Orlnif 

et sed 3. ex, Cenpare retarse in kill. 
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j Toe §. dec.-Jan.: Compare returns in retrappings 66 
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(¢) 1. Aug.: Glap-net wild young, affix wing-clips, estimate 
age from a growth curve, release. 

‘ 2. Aug. Release same number of artificials of same age and marks. — 
er cancel act 

cu x, Oot.1 Gonpare sotmnsin ill, ant ty sister tonpptng, 

(PB) 1. July: Put « King fence sround pipping wild nests. ving chicks. 

‘i 2. Replace part of wild chicks with marked artificials of same age. | 

eo 3. Compare returns in kill, and by winter trapping. | 

(8) 1. Plot weights of released artificial bands or toe~punches of 
young birds of known age handled through regular season, 
preserve season, and trapping season. 

2. Plot weights of captive birds for same period ( aleo juvenile 
period), 

ne 3. Plot weights of wild unbanded young (7) handled through 
| one pe regular season, preserve season, and trapping season. | 

| 4, Determine average age of (3) from peak of nesting frequency | 
curve. 

5. Shift curve of lots 1 and 2 so that direct comparison with 
lot 3 is possible (i.¢., ages are the same). 

: 6. Repeat abovefor spur length, tarmus, ote. 

Note: All this depends on segregation of young in lot 3. | 
How do this? Frequency curve spur length? Gonads? 
Plumage? fail length? 

; 

f 

| 
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UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM GAME CENSUS 
November 30, 1937 

WEATHER: Clear; Moderate West winds; Maximum temperature 23, 
minimum night before 3; Snow on ground and all water 

areas frozen except west end of Lake Wingra. 

TIME: 1 day, between 8:00 A.M. and 4:15 P.M. with time out for lunch. 

NUMBER OF MEN; 62 beaters in drive lines 5 Foremen(Feeney, Sperry, 
Elfner, Burg, Grinde); 3 Truck drivers to transport 

mens 4 counters on blocks 1 & 2 (Leopold, Lee, Elfner, Feeney); 6 on 
block #3 (Leopold, Lee, Hawkins, Buss, Elfner, Fee 5, 4 on blocks 
#4 & 5 (Leopold, Lee, Hawkins, Buss); 4 on block #6 (ites, Hemmerstrom, 
Hawkins, Buss, Feeney); 6 on blocks dn & 8 (Mrs, Hammerstrom, Hawkins, 
Buss, Feeney, Lee, Smith); 5 on block #9 (Hawkins, Buss, Feeney, Lee, 
Smith); 4 on block #10 (Hawkins, Buss, Feeney, Smith), Sperry captained 
beaters on first three blocks and Feeney captained balance of drive. 

AREA COVERED; Ten blocks totaling about 800 acres were covered as 
indicated on the accompanying map»7#1. The large arrows 

indicate the direction of the drive. Black spots indicate position 
of counters on each drive, The green coloring on the map indicates 
uncounted Pheasant range, The first five blocks were covered in the 
morning and the other five in the afternoon. 

METHOD USED: The beaters were lined up on one side of a block to be 
censused with the best two foremen on each end of the 

line and the other foremen spaced equidistant in between. A number of 
leaders also assisted in keeping the line organized. The drive proceeded 
so as to force the birds into uncensused territory or range already driven 
thus minimizing the number flushed into area yet to be counted. Pheasants 
flushing ovt into blankksections or areas previously censused as well 
as cutbacks staying within the block being worked were all counted as 0.Ke 
Those flushing into blocks to be driven later were checked as repeats 
and not counted until reflushed from those blocks, "Relights" were not 
tallied. 

PHEASANT POPULATION: The inclosed table shows the count on each block 
’ and the total for the entire area. As near as can 

be determined 260 pheasants were seen and counted as 0.K, An estimated 
31 birds should be added for uncounted pheasant range, plus an additional 

] 10% (mey be too high) for birds unflushed, bringing the total pheasant 
population for the Arboretum up to 320. My opinion is that the actual 

Il population lies between 275 and 325 birds. The sex ratio of the hens 
F and cocks counted was 42% males and 58% females.



ARBORETUM GAME CENSUS, MOV. 30, 1937 
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77 Mallards heve been counted on the duck pond since the drive, 7
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PROPOSED FUTURE DRIVE 

NUMBER OF MEN NEEDED; 75 beaters including leaders; 3 trucks and 
drivers; 5 Foremen to supervise drive lines; 

5 additional counters. Fewer men will be needed if dependable indices 
ean be worked out. 

METHOD: Acquisition of land, construction of fences or other changes 
may alter the plan of census to some extent, The inclosed 

map #2 shows the block divisionj direction of drive, and position of 
counters. Each counter should face one direction and tally a strip not 
checked by other counters, Cut-back counters will follow with the drive 
line and other counters will be stetioned along the boundery as indicated, 

TALLYING: | 

Block # Name Position # 

Pheasants |Quail Rabbits |Snipe| Ducks| Mise. 

Orkee 
Hens |Cocks | Une/aes.| Hens |\Cocks ? 

| | | 
| | | 

| | | 
Count every bird cutting back over the beaters into the same area 

and every other bird going over the boundary of the area except -do not 
count as 0.K. any bird lighting in area that will be driven later, Such 
birds may be checked as repeats at time of first flushing. The only 
object of checking repeats is to determine more accuretely the undisturbed 
population densities of each block. 

Have cards, maps and instructions in advance. : | 

: |
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| 
December 2, 1937 \ 

File: Pheasant study folder 

Comparison of Cocks Killed on Riley Preserve 

Toe-punched Unmarked wild Unmarked wild | 
(1937 artificial) (1937 or older) (1937) 

Age 180 days 550 days or older 180 days + - 

Weight (corrected for 
crop empty) 1240 grams 1301 grams 1260.9 grams” 

Spur length, average, 

inside .8 cm. 1.3 en. 9 cm. 

Length of bird 83.9 cm. 88.9 om. 84.5 om. 

Tail length 50.8 om. 50.8 om. 48.1 em. 1 
j 

Bill, exposed culmen 3. cm. 3. cm. 3.5 cm. 

Bill, from nostril Be ieme 4 2.2 em. 2.3 cm. | 

Closed wing length 24.9 om. 25.9 cm. 23.9 cm. 

Middle toe 4.2 em. 4.6 cm. 4.4 cm. 

Middle toe, claw 1.3 cm. 1.5 cm. 1.6 em. 

Tarsus length 7-8 cm. 8.1 om. 7.3 cm. | 

Tarsus, long diameter -9 em. 1.1 cn. 1.1 en. ? 

Killed by Ray Roark Ray Roark H.A.Hochbaun | 

Date killed Dec. 2 Dec. 2 Dec. 5 | 

; Toe-punch Left web, None None 
right foot 

(125 toe-punched pheasants were liberated July 15. Of 37 pheasants killed 
to date 4 were toe-punched. ) 

Copies for: Roark 

Paulson 
Lee 
Hawkins : 
Riley book
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PHEASANT TRAP LINE, 1936-1937 

(To be baited from now on. Stations selected by Conway, Moore, Leopold) 

Arboretum 

1. Golf course 

2. West Spring - Indian mounds 

3. Mouth of Spring Creek 

4, Cottonwood thicket 

5. Capitol Avenue 

University Farms 

1. White Bridge Marsh 

2,3. Fharmaceutical Pine 

4, Pharmaceutical Blue Spruce 

5. Fharmaceutical White Cedar 

6. Norway Pine W. of Cedars 

7. Ione Oak Pines 

8. Orchard Pines 

Remarks 

1. See Eagle Heights - not to feed, | 

i 2. Disposal of shocked corn, Univ. Bay, Hagle Heights | 

3. Notify enrollees to avoid traps. | 

4. Explain to Shorewood Board. 

; 5. Cease feeding mrsh station. | 

6. Convert white pine to rack feeder. | 

7. Send Conway copy of King's instructions (Wade). | 

| 
Need 4 crates for collecting ) 
Need 2 crates for holding ) to be furnished by Conway 
Need 2 crates for transporting) |
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Project to be Submitted to the University we 

Research Committee 7 39 (dy 

by , dv ; Av 
8. A. Wilde, Department of Soils 

Subtest: 
Reologicsl relationships in the arboretum area of the 

University of Wisconsin. | 

Obiect of Investigation: | 

1. To determine the influence of the morphological, | 

chemical, and biological characteristics of the soil profile 

upon the development of the plant-animel associations. 

2. To establish a reliable ecological basis for the 

restoration of the original flora and fauna of the srea, as | 

well as for the eatablishment of demonstration plantings, | 

1 Present Stetus: | 

| Similer problems have been studied during the past ten 

yeare by 8. A. Wilde, in aifferent sections of Wisconsin and 

other regions. Sufficient work hes been accomplished to in- 

\ dicate a fer-reaching influence of the soil profile upon the 

occurrence, rate of growth and stability of the biocenotic 

wite. A reconnaissance study of soil profiles in the | 

| Arboretum area has been msde during the past three years as 

a part of the class work in Soils 125, ‘The Soils Department 

hes completed « preliminary survey of the Arboretum end mapped 

the major types of soils found in the area. | 

It 4s plenned to continue the investigetion according to | 

\ the following tentative schedule: | 

\ 1. To investigate about one hundred soil profiles in the 

Arboretum supplemented by the collection of a representative 

| assortment of monoliths. |



‘ Copy to Hawkins 

1532 University Aveme 
, Jamaary 22, 1938 

Mr. Ralph C. Conway 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ralph: 

This is a report on the disposition of the trapped pheasants to date, 
and recommendations for the use of the remainder to be caught from the 
University refuges. 

(a) 38 Were traded for an equal number of artificials which were 
(>) released: 20 at Goose Pond above Faville Grove Area 
(ce) = on prairie above Faville Grove Area 

(a) 38 Planted on Milford Preserve (matched against an equal 
mumber of artificials). 

(eo) = Planted at locality (b). (Matched against lot b.) | 
Total used to date. | 

(f) 20 Are desired for a "distance of return" experiment near | 
University Bey. These are to be divided between #411 
Yarn, Dunn'e Marsh, Hammerslea Marsh, and Middleton 
Marsh. These mst be University Bay birds. 

, (e) 20 Are desired for a "distance of return" experiment near 
the Arboretum. 

} (h) 20 Are desired for a release just north of Lake Mills near 
Yarmers' Island. This usually good covert is for some 
reason nearly empty this year. By this release we my 
throw some light on the reason. 

“tO Total additional desired. 
| 

Tee Total proposed for year. 

The proposed release of artificials on the Arboretum has been dropped. 
Feeney, however, would like to borrow traps and get a permit to mark up as many | 
Arboretum birde as possible during the rest of the winter. 7 

All releases are banded, weighed, and feather-marked. 

Can you let us have the additional 607 Shall we call for them or 
; do you prefer to make the releases yourself?



Ralph C. Conway--2 January 22, 1938 

Your cooperation in the trapping has been excellent as | 
usual, and I want to express my appreciation of Harold Shine's 
effective work. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

| 

‘
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It is possible, of course, that some porcupine had 

escaped from the city zoo’or that the dog gained admittance to 

some cage in the city zoo due to defective fencing. : 

The instance is being recorded as constituting a 

\ possible record for porcupine on the Arboretum. 
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Arboretum 

Porcupine ant ; 

Col. Jackson reports that on Sunday, March ue he 2 

personally saw a dog on the Arboretum from which a new set of : : 

porcupine quills was being extracted. | 

It is possible, of course, that some porcupine had ‘ 

‘pacaped from the city zoo’or that the dog gained admittance to ) 

some cage in the city zoo due to defective fencing. | 

The instance is being recorded as constituting a 

possible record for porcupine on the Arboretum. 

A.L. 

i 

; N 

; | 

| ) : 
\ |
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Division of Game Managomont but 

University of Wisconsin on 
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June 28, 1938 
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WISCONSIN PHEASANT SURVIVAL STUDY t 

(1937-1938) | 

Introduction 

In the fall of 1936, 100 cight-wocks-old artificial pheasants wero toe- 

punched and released at Preserve No. 5%, near Morrisonville. The toe-punch | 

is a hole punched in the web botwoon the toes. Tho purpose of marking thoso | 

pheasants was to see how many would be recovered in hunting. During the fall | 

shooting season, 4.0 pheasants were shot on this preserve, of which only one | 

was a toe-punched bird. | 

During the same fall, 125 artificial pheasants were toe-punched and | 

released at Preserve No. 4, at Riley. Of 55 birds shot on this preserve, only 

four were toe-punched. : 

ir, Immediately the question arose--what happened to the toe-punched birds? | 

Did they fail to survive, or did they move out? What is the survival value 

of artificially-reared birds compared to wild-reared birds? 

Studies by Hicks in Ohio gave us a proliminary cue. Hicks says: | 

"Naturally produced (adult wild) birds have a stocking value equal to.... 

1.5 to 2.09 typical game farm adults, and equal to 3 to 8 artificially 

propagated baby pheasants of 8 to 12 weeks of age." 

The study here reported attempts to find out the stocking value of 

artificial pheasants in Wisconsin, and to compare their survival, development, 

and movement with wild pheasants. The evidence here reported was gathered 

through the cooperation of 13 shooting proserves and other groups releasing 

pheasants during the 1937 season. The State Conservation Department furnished 

bands, traps, tho services of a trapper, and the necossary permits for trap- 

ping and moving wild stock. This is a proliminary report for the information 

of our cooperators. Pew of tho findings are as yot conclusive, and should be 

vorified by further experiments beforo being publishod. 

All cooperating presorves woro asked to band their 1937 roleases, to 

record their ago, sox and origin, and to record their kill, banded and 

unbanded, giving date, place and sex. A total of 2096 artificials were 

banded on release, and a total of 902 kills were reported. 

In addition, on throe presorves, students weighed and measured a total 

of 196 releases and 154 bagged pheasants. 

‘On two preserves 116 wild-trapped birds were released for comparison with 

artificials, and on one area 29 wild birds were trapped and released in place 

for comparison with movod wild birds and with artificials. 

Shooting Returns from Wild vs. Artificial Phoasants- 

The shooting prosorve law assumes that a presorve kills its own reloasos, 

: It limits the kill to 75 por cent of the numbor released. It tacitly recog- 

nizos that not all of this 75 por cent will consist of released birds, wut it. 

assumos that the wild birds entering the bag will be compensated for by the
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artificial birds which escape tho bag. But if, as at Riley and Morrisonville 

in 1936, only four out of 225 releases were bagged at all, what becomes of 

the rest? Are those figures characteristic of all releases and all preserves? 

How does age and strongth of gopersed birds affect their stocking value? 

Those are questions the 1937/tried to answer. 

Preserves differ greatly in their practice of releasing birds. Some | 

release their birds three months in advance of the shooting season. Othors | 

release "just ahead of the guns," thus giving the birds no opportunity to 

eithor wander or dic. Obviously, data from the two kinds of practico mst 

be sogrogated to mean anything. 

Harly Releases 

Table I gives the returns from 764 artificial pheasants released before | 

October 1. These are arbitrarily lumped as "early", because they had not | 

less than 35 days, and as long as 110 days, to go wild, wander, or die before 

the shooting season opened on November 6. The returns from these early 

releases can be examined in two ways: the percontage recovered, and the ratio 

of the wild to artificial birds in the bag. 

Of these 764 releases, 107 wore killed, an average of 14 per cont. The 

porcentage of artificial recovory on various preserves ranged from zero to 

38 per cent. 

The total kill consisted of 263 wild phoasants and 107 artificial 

pheasants, a ratio of 71 to 29 per cent. The preserves of course differ 

greatly in wild population density. Both wilds and artificials were shot 

during the same period, and the bag may be assumed to represent the ratio of 

wild to artificial birds in the population when shooting occurred. 

More data are desired before a final statement can be given, but so far 

it looks as if: (1) less than a third of early releases are recovered, and 

(2) wild pheasants predominate in the bag, and hence presumably in the 

population of shooting preserves. 

Effect of Age on Survival of Early Releases | 

Does the age at which birds are released have anything to do with their 

survival, and hence their rocovery in the kill? Figures I and II show how 

age of release affects per cent of recovery and per cent of artificials in 

the kill. In both cases the general trend is positively established. The 

graphs show both a higher per cent of kill and a higher por cent of recovery 

as the age of the birds at the time of reloase increases. The younger the 

birds at tho time of release, the smaller the percentage recovered and the 

smaller their ropresentation in the kill. The smallest recovery of artificial 

birds was made whore they were releasod when seven weeks old, and the highest 

from those released when 14 weeks old. 

Appraising Cooperation 

It is believed that a graph similar to Figure I, but based on more 

adequate data, can be used not only to predict shooting returns from arti- 

ficial releases, but to appraise the degroe of cooperation in returning bands. 

Thus the Lake Mills Sportsmen's Group liberated 226 pheasants at 12 weeks of
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age. From Figure I we deduce the expectation of 18 per cont return. Actually 

45 bands wore turned in, or 20 per cent of tho release, which ropresents full 

cooperation from this group. If fewor bands had como in, it would have 

moant cither subnormal stock or defective cooperation from hunters. 

Releases "Under the Guns" (late roleases) 

fable II givos the returns from 735 artificial pheasants reloasod after 

November 6. Those releases aro considered "lato" because they were liborated 

during the shooting season and did not havo time to go wild, wandor, or die 

bofore boing shot. 

Of these 735 birds, 263 were killed, an average of 36 per cont. The 

percentage of artificial rocovery on various preserves ranged from 25 to 63 

por cent. 

Tho total kill consisted of 222 wild birds and 263 artificial birds, a 

ratio of 46 to 54 per cent. The ratio of wild to artificial kills in early 
roleases is much differont than in roleases "under the guns." Thirty-six 

per cent of the total roloases “"undor the guns" wore killod, while only 14 

per cent of the oarly releases were killed. Evidently the birds released 

“under the guns" aro shot beforo thoy havo time to wander or die. | 

Discarded Data 

Many data had to be discarded from the foregoing comparisons. Some 

proserves relcasod both early and late, and the kills from the two could not 

bo separatod. Roleases on public shooting grounds killod cocks only, honce 

their releases could not bo compared with proserves killing both sexes. From 

some preserves only those bands from birds killed outside their boundary were 

roported. Some dates of roleuso were not reported, and hence could not be 

classificd as early or late. Some failed to classify releases as to sox. 

A total of 559 pheasants released on soven cooperating arcas are, for 

one or more of tho above reasons, excluded from Tables I and II, and from 

Figure I and II. From these, 47 bands (cight per cont) were returned, but 

this figuro is not believed to have any significance. These birds are used 

lator, however, in determining disporsion of roleasos from presorves. 

Devolopmont of Wild vs. Artificial Phoasants 

Where artificial pheasants fail to survive as woll as the wild ones of 

similar age, the reason must lie either in: 

(1) Deficient physical developmont for thoir age, or 
(2) Deficient instincts for wild survival. 

We cannot measure instincts, but weights and body moasurements aro a 

useful indox to physical development. On one preserve the weights of 

artificials at tho timo of rolease were recorded. In sevoral cases the 

weights and body measuromonts of both artificial and wild pheasants appearing 

in the kill were recorded. In order to compare the development of wild and 

artificial pheasants, the woights of 157 birds taken from four areas 

(Number 22, 60, Lake Mills: and Faville Grove) are oxpressed in pairs of 

frequency curves. Figure III shows that wild hens were heavier than artificial 

bons, and Figure IV shows that wild cocks wore heavior than artificial cocks.
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One possible error which may affect the comparison of artificial weights 
with wild weights is tho unavoidable inclusion in the wild lot of birds ovor a 
yoar old. We triod but could not find any way to idontify these old birds. 
Does tho inclusion give an unfair advantage to the wild weights? Five wild 

hens re-trapped at Favillo Grove, and known from their bands to be all old 
birds, actually averaged less than the 41 wild hens of mixed age in Figure III 
(936 grams as against 1016 grams). Moro re-weighings on banded birds of 
known age are needed, but from present evidence it is bolieved that the orror 
from mixed ages in tho wild lot is vory small. 

A second error is the possible difference in hatching dates as between 
the wild and the artificial birds weighed. The hatching date of each lot of 
artificials released is known. The bulk of the birds hatched between June 20 
and June 26. The hatching dates of the wild birds weighed is of course 

unknown, but since they represent a random sample of wild hatchings, it may 
safely be presumed that the wild hatching dates determined during the 1937 

nesting study would apply to the 1937 kill and the 1937-38 trappings. A 
frequency curve compiled from tho 1937 hatching datos shows that the peak of 

the wild 1937 nests hatched between June 21 and June 30. That is to say, the 
wild and artificial hatching datos wore substantially identical. 

It appears, then, that those errors do not seriously affoct Figure III 

and Figure IV. 

The superior woight of wild hens, expressed as a range of weights in 
Figure III, likewise appears when the comparison is expressed in arithmetical 
averages (1016 grams for wild as against 873 grams for artificial hons). 
The superior weight of wild cocks likewise appears both as a range of woights 

(Figure IV) and as an arithnotical average (1319 grams for wild as against , 
1147 grams for artificial cocks), | 

The vertical position of the peaks in both graphs is without significance, 
since it arises from the numbor of birds moasured. If both graphs were 

compiled from an equal nunber of birds the heights of the vertical peaks | 

would be equal. | 

It is realizod, of course, that artificial pheasants equal in weight to | 

wild ones can be produced. Theso data merely show that such birds do not 
reach shooting preserves in any numbers. | 

It is also realized that breed or strain affects weight in both wild 

and artificial stocks, and that this variable should be controlled before 

ultinate conclusions are reached. It was not controlled in this study. 

All the birds are assumed to be of the mongrel strain which prevails in the 

wild. 

We have some evidence that individual birds may gain while others may 

lose on being liberated. This variability probably reflects that as yet 

elusive but all-important charactor: sufficiency of instincts for wild 

survival. 

The data here presentod merely show that the "mill run" of wild birds 

weighs more than the "mill run" of artificials of similar age, and that | 

this superior weight presumably reflocts superior physical development.
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Movenents of Wild vs. Artificial Phoasants 

Loopold, Lee and Anderson* give the following account of the novenent of 

wild trapped pheasants reloased in new locations: “Whore food and covor were 

good and coverts of ample size, there was no dispersion. Where food was good 

put covorts small and scattered, the released birds held well in some 

instances. In othors they (and also the rosident birds) adopted a circuit 

typo of ranging similar to that of the large carnivores. Where food and cover 

wero both poor, dispersion was imnediate and complete. There was no clear 

topographic orientation in the novomont of released birds, but birds released 

on poor cover within sight of good cover promptly moved to it. Birds released 

on good upland cover within sight of good lowland cover moved to the lowland. 

There were no returns to home range except by accident." No comparison between 

wild trapped and artificial releases was made, neither were moved wild-trapped 

birds compared with marked wild birds in placo. 

This study attempts to compare movements of wild pheasants, movod and 

unmoved, with artificial releases. Three releases, two of wild-trapped 

(47 birds), and one of artificial (41 pirds), wore made at Faville Grove this 

winter. A fourth release consisted of 25 resident birds trapped and released 

in place. Each bird was weighed, feather-marked, banded with an aluminum 

state band on the left leg, and with a colored (celluloid) band on the right 

leg. The celluloid band was of conspicuous color with a large black number. 

The foather-mark consisted of a bright-colored feathor fastened to the dorsal 

tail feather of the pheasant. By marking birds with both a bright-colored 

feather and a conspicuous leg band, field obsorvations can be obtained more 

easily and accurately. 

Tendency of Wild Pheasants to Group 

From December 28 to May 14, a total of 69 singlo pheasants were recorded, 

of which 52 were artificials. During this same period of time a total of 33 

groups of pheasants were recorded. The groups consisted of from 2 to 17 | 

pirds per group. Of the 33 groups, only 14 contained any artificial pheasants. 

The difforence in numbor of wild birds observed in groups as compared to wild 

singles indicates a more gregarious habit in the wild pheasants. 

Instability of Artificial Pheasants 

Tho groater stability of wild birds noted in the previous study is | 

confirmed by obsorvations at Faville Grove Area on marked pheasants. One 

example of the kind of ovidence behind this statoment is as follows: On 

Docember 25, 18 artificial pheasants wero released near good covor and food. 

Aftor 11 days, one group of six had moved a milo downhill. Seven days later 

they had moved half-way back (uphill) toward tho release point, but others 

of the same release kopt moving farther downhill. Meanwhilo wild marked birds 

at all throe points remained in place. Similar recorded movements of both 

singles and groups show artificial pheasants to bo moro unstable than wild 

pheasants. Wild phoasants may bo superior in combativoness or "peck order," | 

and thus force inforior artificials to nove, or deficiont instincts may | 

cause the artificial birds to wander at random. Inferior combativeness may 

likewise account for the greater proportion of artificial birds ranging as 

singles. 
tate eer ses nem pare ema Stag ag tac 

*Loopold, Aldo, Orville S. Loc, and Harry G. Andorson. Wisconsin pheasant 

novenent study, 1936-37. Jour. Wildlife Managonent, Vol. 2, No. 1, January, 

1938, pp. 3-12.
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"Drift" of Released Phoasants 

Movenonts as indicated from banding returns support the theory that there 
is more difforence in movoment between various presorves than there is between 
classes of pheasants on any one preserve. The two preserves showing tho 
highost por cent kill returns (seo Figure II) have recorded fewor kills at 

long distances from point of releaso than havo several of the preserves making 

smaller kills. 

The longest distance any bird was shot fron its point of release was 14 

miles. This bird was an artificial, and was killed 51 days aftor release. 

One of tho most important problems of the preserve operator is dispersion 
of released birds outside his boundary. This study has so far thrown little 

light on disporsion becauso the outside hunters did not cooperate by returning | 

bands,or the birds did not survive long enough to becone available. To study | 
dispersion it is necessary to receive the same cooperation from huntors 
outside as from huntors insido the preserves. An attompt will be made to 
arrange this during the coming fall. 

Preserves releasing early (i.e., before the outside season opens) offer 
tho best chance. Vory late releases aro not subjocted to outside public 
shooting because they come after the outside soason is closed. 

Miscellaneous 

Bad Effocts of Storage 

Observations on mortality and weakened reactions of birds at time of 
roloase indicate that wild-trappod pheasants hold for extended periods are 
not equal to birds releasod soon aftor capture. In one release consisting 
of birds held in ordinary pens from three days to two woeks aftor capture, | 
complete disappearance resulted, despite excellent cover and food. Three | 
other stored releases seemcd to disappear, but follow-up observations were 
less careful, and henco less conclusive. | 

1 

Most of the wild releases hore roportod were held only one day in 
darkoned crates. 

Preserve Practices 

Preserves differ greatly in their public rolations. Some try to build 
up wild stock by releasing early and conserving hons. These kill only 4S 

por cent as many birds as thoy plant. Others depond largoly on artificials 

released just ahend of the guns, shoot more hens, and kill 68 per cent as 

many birds as they plant. Which feeds the greater drift to the public 
range is as yot unknown. The first group, howover, kills 71 per cent wild 

birds, whilo the second kills only 46 per cont. : 

' |
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Conclusions 

1. Releases of immature artificial pheasants cithor survive poorly or 
drift badly. In any caso their stocking value for preserves is very low. 

2. Releases of mature artificial pheasants survive much better than 

innmature. 

3, Releases of artificial pheasants drift moro then releases of 
wild-trapped pheasants, and are more apt to occur as singlos during winter. 

4. Pheasants of artificial origin weigh less than wild ones. 

5. Storage of wild-trapped birds lowors their survival value. 

6. The extent, time, and mturo of drift is still largely unknown, 

and must be studied before tho above conclusions can be accepted as final. 

et 

/



Table I 

Shooting Returns from Wild vs. Artificial Pheasants - Early Releases 

{ Releases Wild Kill Artificial Kill Percentages 

Cooperators Dates (weeks) | Cocks | Hens Total Cocks| Hens | Total| Cocks | Hens | Total kill | Kill |_ covered 

See ae ete 
Stevens Pt.,| Sept.9 -- 39 61 100 

0 

26 

Milwaukee,69| Sept.26 a ae 
26 50 16 wy 11 25 15 25 25 | 

514 22 Wy yr 5u 46 aE 

Madison, 22 Sept.24 14 55 50 105 
| 

pores rele a) er 
Totals 275 | 310 764 119 | 121 263 45 he Tl 29 4 

1 

i 

*Includes birds of unknown sex. ;



: Table II 

Shooting Returns from Wild vs. Artificial Pheasants - Late Releases 

Artificial Kill Percentages 

Cooperators Dates (weeks) | Cocks | Hens | Total| Cocks Total | Cocks| Hens] Total} kill| Kill| covered 

26 BG fee eee ee 51 | 49 
8 uy 0 uy 18 O 1. 18 4a 

Dec.9 18 52 0 52 | 19 0 | 36 

Appleton, 53 Sept.5 10 
to tO -- os 350 36 38 T4 65 59 | lok 37 63 35 

Dec. 23 20 

Milford,60**| Nov.22 20 45 35 80 | 23 20 | 43 5u 

Ce ere rs EG 43 te : 52 ug 

Dec.17 24 16 21 37 11 23 62 

Totals ae -- 232 139 Gl (2g | eee 156 103 |. 263 46 54 36 

*Includes birds of unknown sex. 
: *#*i1a@ releases made on Dec. 2: 10 cocks, 34 hens (4b), of which 5 cocks, 16 hens (21) were killed. ! 

|
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Figure I 

Artificial and Wild Hen Pheasant Weights frem Freserves No. 22, 60 

and Faville Grove 
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Fi gure TY 

Artificial and Wild Cock Pheasant Weights from Preserves No 22, 60, 

] Lake Mills, and Faville Grove 
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PHEASANT SURVIVAL STUDY 

‘ RILEY ARTIFICIAL PHEASANTS 

July 14, 1938 

On July 13, 134 artificial birds, which will be six weeks old today, 

(July 14), were on hand from 200 eggs. 

, : 
Sample weighings From Mrs. Mc Caughey's flock. Sexes not differentiated. i 

83 alive from 125 eggs (67%). 

86 grams 131. grams , 

ou 141 

eee 214 132 

165 F 

These were toepunched July 11 (right web left foot) but one of the seven j 

punches showed healing . , : : i 

i 1 

; Sample weighings from Mrs. Brennan's flock. Sexes not differentiated. 

: 5l alive from 75 eggs (68%). | 

: 261 grams 208 grams / 

273 : 280 et 

3 251 215 i 

: These were toepunched July 6 (right web left foot) but were all . 

healed . I conclude toepunching cannot be relied upon. £ 

As nearly as I could learn, the superior weight was from feeding E 

. clabber. Mash fed was mostly the same. i 

: he , 
2 a Aldo Leopold. :
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BAND RETURNS ON FAVILLE GROVE EXPERIMENTAL RELEASE AT RAGWEED PATCH 
August 27 at 9:00 a.m. 

Wing Wt. at Wt.when Date Time since Wt. lost 
Sex Clip Band release shot shot release or gained Remarks | 

GROUP A. (Released Aug. 27, 9:00 a.m. Age 9 wks. 1 day. From artificial eggs.) | 

| 
Male 13 268¢ 600.8 602.4 $/30,1 p.m. 3.5 da. -1.6 ger. Shot. | 
Female 15 286¢ 450.0 Buy. 9/3... 6 da. 3 Had been dead at least 1 day. 

Neck was broken on top, back 
of skull. Looked like weasel. 
Had maggots. 

Male 23 «287C 451.4 Couldn't Dead 6 da. -- Killed and eaten by predator, 
weigh 9/1 skunk or cat, 30' from release. 

Female a 281¢ 433.4 351.4 8/30,1 pem. 3.5 da. - 132.0 Killed near ditch by Milford M. 
Male 279¢ 529.4 406 8/30,1 p.m 3.5 da. = 118.8 In oat field. 

GROUP B. (Released Aug. 27, 9:00 a.m. Age 9 wks. 1 day. From wild eggs.) 

Female 8 e261¢ 477.8 487.4 8/31,1 p-m. 4.5 da. + 9.5 Ditch north of ragweed patch. 
Male 10 283C 474.8 326.0 8/30,10:00 3 da. = 148.8 Picked up by hand in ragweed 

patch. Had freshly dislocated 
neck. 

Female 21 267C 357.6 381.0 Dead 9/1 6 da. + 22.4 In ditch. Dead at least 1 day. 
See notes of 15. 

Male 27 = 276c 620.5 572.1 8/30,1:00 3.5 da. - 52.4 Oat field. 
Female - 602¢ 514.8 430.6 8/30,12:00 3.5 da. - 84.2 Across road from M.M. house to S.W. 
Male 3 263 578.3 474.6 9/2,9330 1. da. 103.7 S. of ragweed patch about 30! 

along Hickey-M.M. line fence. 

GROUP C. (Released 9/3/38, 10:00. Age 9 wks. 4 days. From wild eggs.) 

Male 9 28hc 627.0 637.0 9/7,10:00 4 da. + 10.0 Alive from junk pile. 
Female 24 2730 439.2 481.5 9/7,10:300 4% aa. + 42.3 Shot. Lost some wt. from killing. 
Female 25 262c pated 639.0 9/7,10:0c0 4 aa. + 44.7 Shot. 
Female 26 © 288C 3h 2 eee 9/7,10:C0 4 da. + 20.8 Shot. 
Female 3 598C 402.0 -0 9/7,10:00 4 de. + 38.0 Shot. 
Female 6 2920 468.0 489.0 9/7,10:00 4 da. 4 21.6 Shot. 
Female 44 272¢ 502.2 5u1.2 9/10,3:00 7 da. + 39.0 Shot. 
ci A ISIE SE PSMA 7a Lh RS ac ed IN PS eI EP 8 

GROUP D. (Released 9/3/39, 10:00. Age 8 wks. 1 day. From wild eggs.) 

? 52 2043 307.€ ? Found dead about 30' from release 
point, N. side of road along fence. 

Female 51 6000 424.3 423.0 9/7, 3:00 4 da. - 1.3 Shot. 
I aa SEI SIE tn Ya ee opt a ac UES 9 Bes eI i Se AR ge RT ae ug De 

|



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR 4 Oo F Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Gerereaiics tee see eaten ve fo "Sty T AW GRAERE GHENT ORAnaKY CaN 
Petene crapscs ich nie weseke ica Sea Re 
meee CONRAN! aL, DEPARTMENT — Seescarcassutere™ "= 

EXPERIMENTAL GAME AND FUR FARM 

POYNETTE 
September 19, 1938 FILE REFERENCE: 

. Mr. Frederick Hammerstrom Birt oline 
C/O Professor Leopold's office 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hammerstrom: 

Mr. Grimmer has requested that I ship you 300 
pheasant bands, and I am sending them under separate 
cover, The bands number 62101C to 62400C, inclusive. 

As soon as you have finished stocking activities, 
kindly submit a detailed banding report to me at Poy- 
nette. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt, of Game Management 

if V& Aeceogsy / 
. B. Kellogg Jr, Manag 

HBK: DH State Exp. Game & Fur Farm
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Van ‘ ERVATION CO ISSION OF WISCONSIN yi 

fying State : State 

on Orders : Conservation Commission 

, AGB-351 ‘ PUBLISHED 

- Kk led seasons 3 Sep 30 1938 

q / t- | areas for : - WISCONSIN 

; or killin ; 

Red evtinetg Cone jirds in r : Order No. [-357 
mn : 
pe ee ee ee State of Wisconsin ., 

Department of State 
RECEIVSD AND FILED 

Sep 26 1958 
THEODORE DAITIANN 

Secretary of State 

REAS, in accordance with the power and authority 

te Conservation Commission of Wisconsin by 

nt to the »rovisions of section 29,174 of the 

_the said State Conservation Commission, uoon 

of the state of Wisconsin to close certain areas 

ating and trapping, has caused careful and 

exten ~ ions to be made relative to the existing supply 

of game in Dane county, and 

Section 2. WHEREAS, upon the evidence presented after such 

investigations, the State Conservation Comaission of Wisconsin does 

hereby find end determine that in the interests of conservation 

certain areas in Dane county should be closed to the taking, catching, 

and killing of all wild enimals and birds. 

Section 3, NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECLARED 

by the State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin, by virtue of and 

pursuant to the provisions of section 29.174 of the Wisconsin 

statutes, that State Conservation Commission Orders No. BG-SG-UGB-550 

-and AGB-331 be and the same are hereby modified to provide that it 

shall be unlawful for any person or persons to take, catch, kill, 

hunt, trap, or oursue any species of wild animal or bird at any time, 

or to have in possession or under control any gun or rifle unless 

the same is unloaded and knocked down or unloaded and enclosed 

within @ carrying case, upon that area known as the University of 

Wisconsin Arboretum, located in Dane county, Wisconsin, and bounded 

i as follows: 

Township 7 North, Range 9 Zast, Town of Madison 

Beginning at the SW corner of the NV of the SWZ of 

section 53; 

thence north and northeasterly along the east right of way 

of the Seminole highway to its intersection with Manitou way; 

thence northeasterly along the southerly line of Manitou way 

to the most northerly corner of lot 4, block 27, Nakoma;



Ni Cnty, 

STATE CONSERVATION COM ISSION OF WISCONSIN gyi 

IN THE MATTER of modifying State : State 
Conservation Commission Orders ; Conservation Commission 

No. BG-SG-UGB-350 and AGB-351 : PUBLISHED 

and establishing closed seasons : Sep 50 1938 

on certain designated areas for : - WISCONSIN 

the taking, catching, or killing : 
of wild animals and birds in 3 Order No. li-557 

Dane county, “isconsin : 
Tae re os ale NSS ee an ge nag pep a a a ae State of Wisconsin ., 

Department of State 
RECEIVED AND FILED 

Sep 26 1958 

; THEODORE DAITIANN 
Secretary of State 

Section 1. WHEREAS, in accordance with the power and authority 

delegated to the State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin by 

virtue of end pursuant to the provisions of section 29,174 of the 

Yisconsin statutes, the said State Conservation Commission, upon 

request of citizens of the state of Wisconsin to close certain areas 

in Dane county to hunting and trapping, has caused careful and 

extensive investigations to be made relative to the existing supply 

of game in Dane county, and 

Section 2, WHEREAS, upon the evidence presented after such 

investigations, the State Conservation Comaission of Wisconsin does 

hereby find end determine that in the interests of conservation 

certain areas in Dane county should be closed to the taking, catching, 

and killing of all wild enimals and birds. 

Section 3. NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECLARED 

by the State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin, by virtue of and 

pursuant to the provisions of section 29,174 of the Wisconsin 

statutes, that State Conservation Commission Orders No. BG-SG-UGB-550 

and AGB-331 be and the same are hereby modified to provide that it 

shall be unlawful for any verson or persons to take, catch, kill, 

hunt, trap, or oursue any species of wild animal or bird at any time, 

or to have in possession or under control any gun or rifle unless 

the same is unloaded and knocked down or unloaded and enclosed 

within @ carrying case, upon that area known as the University of 

Wisconsin Arboretum, located in Dane county, Wisconsin, and bounded 

: as follows: 

Township 7 North, Range 9 Hast, Town of Madison 
Beginning at the SV corner of the NWg of the SW2 of 

section 535; 

thence north and northeasterly along the east right of way 

of the Seminole highway to its intersection with Manitou way; 

thence northeasterly along the southerly line of Manitou way 

to the most northerly corner of lot 4, block 27, Nakoma;



Order No. 11-587 
De 

* 

Townshio 7 North, Range © Hast, Town, of Medison (cont!) 

thence southeasterly along the lot line between lots 4 

and 5, block 27, Nakoma, to the south line of block 27; 

thence easterly along the south line of blook 27 to the 

weat Line of lot 21, block 27; 

thence southerly a distance of 24,2 feet along said west 

Line of Lote ls 

thence easterly along the south line of lot 21 a distance 

of 60 feet to the east line of block 27; 

thence northerly along the east line of said block a 

distance of 255.4 feet to a point 60 feet north of the nortii- 

east corner of lot 21, said yoint being on the northerly 

side of Iroquois Drive; 
thence westerly along the northerly line of Troquois Drive 

a distance of 308.8 feet to the easterly line of Country Club 

road; 

thenee north and northwesterly along said Country Club 

road to its intersection with the east right of way of iianitou 

way; 
thence northeasterly along said right of way to its 

intersection with Nakoma road; 

: thence northeasterly and northerly along the southeasterly 

and easterly line of Nakoma road to the southerly line of 

lot 2, block 31 of plat C of blocks 50 to 55, Nakoma; 

thence casterly along said southerly line of said lot 2 

to the SB corner of said lot 2; 

thence northerly along the easterly line of lots Bs Oy oas 

A and 5 of said block 31 to the most easterly corner of Tota), 

block S15 
thence northwesterly along the northeasterly line of said 

lot 5 to the southeast line of Monroe street; 

thence northzasterly along said southeasterly line of 

Monroc street to its intersection with an extension south- 

easterly of the northeasterly line of Chapman street; thence 

southeasterly and easterly along a curve convex to the south ; 

i radius of which is 240 feet chord of which bears 5 87 By! 

distance 3389.2 feot to a point which is 240 fect southeest 

of the southeast line of Monroe strect and 240 feet northeast 

of the northeast line of Chepmen street extended southeasterly; 

thence N 47° 05' BE parallel to lionroe street a distance of 

444,74 feet; . 

thence along a reversed curve comoosed of two 12° simple 

curves the first of which is convex to the north, the second 

convgx to the south, the chord of said reverse curve bearing 

N 67° 3B7t EB distance 341,13 fest to 8 point on the SW linc of 

block 10, Wingra plat, City of liadison, which point is 500.8 

feet southeast of the southeast line of Monroe strest and lics 

on the northeast line of Cedar street extended southwesterly 

from Knickerbocker strect; 

thence northcasterly parallel to Monroe street 120,0 feet 

to the southwest line of Knickerbocker street;



Order No, M-357 Bie 

Township 7 North, Range 9 East, Town of Madison (cont'd) 
thence southeasterly along the southwest line of Knicker~— 

bocker street to the West line of Conklin Park, said line 
being the east boundary line of Wingra plat; 

thence southerly along the west line of Conklin park to 
the shore of Lake Wingra; 

thence northerly, easterly, and southeasterly along the 
north shore of Lake Wingra to a point where the outlet of 
Lake Wingra begins, which is known as Murphy's creek; 

thence southeasterly along the easterly bank of said creek 
to where the east 40 line of the SWZ of the SWe of section 
26 crosses said creek; 

thence south along said east 40 line to the SE corner of 
the SWz of the SWe of aforesaid section; 

thence south 89 degrees east along the north line of said 
section thirty-five (35), 419.2 feet to the west line of the 
right of way of the Chicago and North Western Railway}; 

thence southwesterly along the west right of way of the 
Chicago and North Western Railway 1,124 feet to the north 
line of Sunny Slope plat; 

thence west 861.4 feet to the west line of section 55; 

thence south O degrees 45' west along said west line to its 
intersection with the south line of Martin street extended, 
Lake Forest plat; 

thence due west along said south line of Martin street 

to a point on the north and south quarter line of section 54; 

thence south along said quarter line 1,600 feet to the 
center of section 543 

thence due west along the east-west quarter line of said 
section to the east line of section 355; , 

thence south to the SE corner of the NEZ of the SEZ of 

section 35; 
thence west along the north line of the S84 of the S$ of 

said section 33 unti] said line intersects with the SW corner 
of the Wwe of the SWa of section 35, said intersection being 
the place of beginning 

f Section 4. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all other rules and 
reguletions incorporated in State Conservation Commission Orders 
No. BG-SG-UGB-330 and AGB-331, or any other order or any statute 
for the taking, catching, or killing of game in the state of 

Wisconsin, to the extent that they are not inconsistent herewith, 

shall in no way be affected by this modification, 

Section 5. .IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this order shall be, 
upon approval of the Governor, and after publication in the erficteal 

st*te paper, namely, the Sheboygan Press of Sheboygan, Wisconsin, 

effective beginning October 1, 1958, 

Section 6. THIS ORDER was made and passed by the State 
Conservation Commission of Wisconsin at a meeting duly called and 
held by said commission in the Town of Dekorra, Columbia county, 
Wisconsin, this 14th day of September, 1958,



Order No. M-357 4, 

Section 7, IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Director of the 

State Conservation Comiission of Wisconsin be, and he is hereby 

authorized and directed by said commission to sign this order for 

and on behalf of the State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin, 

STATE CONSERVATION CO; 1IISSION OF WISCONSIN 

By 

wl (ptened) «H.W. MagKengie) a 
Conservation Director 

APPROVED: 

(signed) P, F. LaFollette 
Governor 

Sept 24, 1938 Ve 
Date 

State of Wisconsin ) 
ieee ; 

County of Dane ) 

H.-W. MacKenzie, being first duly sworn, deposes and says 

thet he is the duly qualified and acting director of the State 

Conservetion Commission of Yisconsin, and that es such director 

has custody end possession of original order No. MN-557, passed by 

the State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin under the provisions 

of section 29.174 of the Wisconsin statutes, and that the annexed 

copy of the said order has been compared by him with the original 

of such order and is a true and exact copy of such originel order 

i and the whole thereof. 

* iy a 

iad )h fr Fe 

ee Conservation Direckor 

Subscribed and sworn to 
before me this 26th day 
of September, 1938. 

Od he? . 
ve = 2 

ae Ol oi ee 
—_—— fe 

——tydtary Public 
My commission exoires Aug. 15, 1959 

RM 
9-26-08



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR <& Oo F a Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Telasknnrive conuerhver! eicWiLHON <® ese Qs, LAW ENPOREGHET “BARNEY BEVINE 

Suauied brablan clonal al weneree Eo Ws a TINANCEWG. A SONTLY 

Scnmmertenmmeneatemse —— COMSERVATION Gaz) DEPARTMENT «sc eirete stots «on 
Sina J. HH. ALEXANDER 

mapison 

February 28, 1959 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Refuges 

: Game 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am enclosing your map on which we have 

outlined the present boundaries of the Lake 

Wingra closed area. We are also enclosing a 

copy of the order closing the area. 

We endeavored to obtain a base map showing 

the sections involved in the order but were un- 

able to do so. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

u a eer 

Ralph C. Conway 
Supervisor, Refuges and 

Public Hunting Grounds 

ROO: MM 
Enc. 

|
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National Park Service 
University State Park SP-14 

Madison, Wisconsin 

: October 24, 1938 

SONGBIRDS 

During the first ten months of 1938, 201 species of birds 

were seen and recorded by William S. Feeney and Theodore Me. Sperry 

on the Arboretum. Some of these birds were attracted unquestionably 

; by the various plantings and other improvements for wildlife.



National Park Service 
University State Park SP-14 

Madison, Wisconsin 

March 16, 1939 

SHOREBIRD BEACH 

The Arboretum lagoon and shorebird beach developement 
has given immediate and interesting results. Last Spring, 
shortly after the lagoons had been completed and the beaches 
surfaced for the attraction of shorebirds, an array of 
species, some in abundance, began pouring into the area as 
if drawn by some kind of magnet. Most of the birds were new to 
the Arboretum and several recorded only rarely in Dane County. 

Among the most interesting visitors were Lesser Snow 
Geese, Blue Geese, Caspian Terns, and twenty species of 

shorebirds, including the following: Piping Plover, Semi-Paln 
Plover, Killdeer, Black Bellied Plover, Ruddy Turnstone, 
American Woodcock, Wilson's Snipe, Spotted Sandpiper, 
Greater Yellowlegs, Lesser Yellowlegs, Pectoral Sandpiper, 
Whe Rumpe Sandpiper, Baird's Sandpiper, Least Sandpiper, ; 
Red=Backed Sandpiper, Long-Billed Dowitcher, Semi Palm. 
Sandpiper, Sanderling and Wilson's Phalaropee
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ay National Park Service “A. de | 
University State Park SP-14 il. 

}: Madison, Wisconsin Or a 8 pur 
Ae 

October 24, 1938 ) 

PRAIRIE PLANTINGS = SEASON OF 1938 (to date) 

(Under Supervision of T.M. Sperry.) 

More prairie planting was done in 1938 on the University of 
, Wisconsin Arboretum than in any previous years More than thirty- 

seven thousand (37,000) "spots" have already been planted, with { 
the probability that the year@ total will be between forty and 
fifty thousand spots, depending on weather conditiona. This planting 
consists of 25 different prairie species, with the year's total 
expected to reach 30 or 35. The bulk of the planting was of seeds, 
although a limited amount of transplanting of individual plants and 
"stools" of sod was donee 

A check of 1936 sod transplanting (the Andropogon and Sorghastrum) 
showed a better survival than was apparent a year ago. The plants 
are thriving, with certain indications that they may be spreaiting | 
in spite of quack grass competition. The Spartina sod survived 100% | 

; and is spreading very rapidly against blue grass competitions 

The 1937 spot plantings of at least eleven species of prairie 
seeds seem to have germinated quite well, and, although still 
mostly quite small, are apparently established. The nursegry beds 
established in 1937 yielded varying results, with fourteen species 
showing good germination and survival, four additiinal species 

. satisfactory, ten species poor, and niné species no germination 
i at all. 

| j



fn NS November 11, 1938 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM & WILD LIVE REFUGE ' awh 
wv“ . id TAS 

GAY AREA ont 
ROAD AND LAGOON JOBS 

Original estimate for road fill - 34900 cu. yde. 

Peat excavation estimated at from 1-3 ft. Instead the average excavation was 
closer to 4 fect with sous places going as deep as six feet. 

Still need approximately 8000 yds. of fi11 on the road. ‘The road should be 
finished by January first if we have good weather. 

war. 15 = 29 = 6700 cu. yds. peat cast from road. 
Mar. 30 + Apr. ie - 11,038 cu. yds. dirt from Gay. 
Apr. 29 « May 15 = worked on lagoon included in later figure. 
May 18+ May 30 © 4200 cu. yds. peat cast from road. 
May 31 - dug. 17 © . 26108 cu. yds. from east lagoon. 
dug. 18 - Nov. 3 ~ 22,206 cu. yds. dirt from Nakoma Hill. 

11,038 cu. yds. from Gay Hill 
age “5 9 Nekom * 
33, 

Most of this fillhas gone to the Gay road Some, however, has been used at the 
Olbrich Entrance, for additional sand on the Juniper hill and for topedressing 
the south figelane trail and a portion of the lawn at the Stevens area. 

Material in them has either been collected or obtained from sovernment 
nurseries. 

LIST OF PLARTS IN ARBORETUM NURSERY PLOTS 

Home _ Juentity Name 
Acer saccharisum sige Picea alba 
seer saccharum 3269 Pinus bankeiena 24 
‘Betula lutea uke Pinus resinosa 28h9 
Betula nigra 9 Pinus strobus 2 
Gelastrus scandens 7o Prunus americana 
Celtis occidentalis 206 Quercus alba 207 
Crataegus var. 93 Quercus borealis 635 
GSornue paniculata 1021 Quercus macrocarpa 837 
Diospyros virginiana by Rhus glabra 233 
Euonymus atropurpurea 11 Sanbueus canadensis 218 
¥raxinus americana 263 Smilax 7 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Sorbus americana 200 

var. lanceolata 607 Tilia americana 365 
Gleditsia triacanthos 7 Viburnum awericanum 580 ) 
Hicoria glabra 521 Viburnum lentago 133 | 
Hicoria ovata 80 Vitis vulpine 280 | 
Juglans cinerea 326 Yorthern Holly 91 
Malus beccata y 
Malus ioensis 239 
Malus zumi 10 
Morus rubra 179



LIST OF JOBS WORKED ON 70 DATE 

the Seb ieteg 10 Mat of Sete Witdh howe Yoon wart 

506 Mursery 

157 Olbrich Memorial Entrance (cutting stone) 

154 Stone Walls (cutting stone) | 

1005 Prairie Planting 

706 Moving and Planting Trees and Shrubs 

713 Razing one house and one barracks on Campus 

1023 Lineal Surveys 

1010 Marking Boundaries 

608 ‘Tree and Plant Disease Control 

602 Fire Breaks 

606 Fire Presuppression 

1023 Surveys (Type Mapping) 

906 Rodent Control | 

705 tendscaping Undifferentiated (grading at entrance) 

1015 Seconnaisance & Investigation (Wild Life Inventory) 

T14 Seed Collection 

131 ¥ence Construction 
gos Next Page 

, 

|
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Job No. 14 (905) Lake & Pond Development 

Work on Job 14 (903) imke & Yond Development (Gay Job) was begun 
March 15, 1938. ‘This job consisted of lagoon work, road, parking area, and two tiavonry Gams, plua the work done for the Wheeler 
Memorial Souneil Ring. 

Sxeavation of material from the lagoons on this ie Was estimated } at approximately 61,000 ou. yds. Haterial (reat) to be removed | from roa¢way was estimated at 6,000 ou, yds. and 9,700 ou. yds. Was actually removed. Dirt fill requirec from the road was 
estimated at 34,000 eu. yds. (because of the necessary extra Toad excavation this figure will be jumped up considerab Ly) 

The parking area and read galls for 1,200 ou. yds. of crushed 
stone for surfacing. This has been crushed. 

The two masonry dams are to be 28° x 7' with the footings 13' 
below the surface of the ground. (One of these dana will be completed by Nov. i8,) 

The following dirt and peat hag been moved on this job to dater 
Lagoon excavation 26,108 eu. yaa. 

Peat removed 10,900 cu. yas. 
Gannon dirt (10/31/38) eave ou. yds. 

Total: 70,952 cu. yds. 

2,200 cu. yds. of material has been quarried and erushed for this job. (For road, parking area, and dams. ) ; 

| The work done at the eouncil ring consisted of grading, tree 
planting and sodding, 

Noter 
Month of September ~ worked only 14 days due to rain,



Jan. 1, '38 to Date 
(#. &. Feeney) 

1. Ghorebird beaches covered and treated to retard weed growth. 

2. Deily check on shorebird beaches to determine results of improvements which, as every- 
one knows, was very successful last spring. (20 ee ee ee ee Blue and 
Smow Geese, Caspian terns, and other rare species 

3. An exeptional list of 204 different species of birds have been recorded on the 
Arboretum so far this year. 

4, Svtngsd anh voumvel. 00 wiiiae tren Vie Avweewies~ 0 cetas infertem to trees and 
shrubs = specimens used by University for scientific research, 

5. Trapped and banded pheasants in addition to 100 birds removed for restocking other areas. 

6. Bird banding ~ @ good many euall birds and hawks were bended on the area this year - 
20 hawks and 600 songbirds. 

7- Game bird feeding lest winter and spring - daily feeding at 15 stations. 

8. Wild Life Reconnaisence to determine species present, their distribution and conditions 
effecting them. 

9. Raptor Study. (Hawks and owls and their effects). 

10. A mew Dene County mammal record - found and identified a Least Weasel (breeding adult). 

11. Patrolled to prevent fire, poaching and property damage. 

12. Posted area against trapping, bunting,and fishingin closed area. 

13. free and shrub planting (effects wild life). 

14. Prairie planting (effects wild life). 

15. Brected snags for tree nesting birds. 

16. Woodeock studies - 30 mating pairs - an unusuel number for this area. 

17. Small mammal trapping - to determine species, distribution, and relative abundance. 

18. Seed collecting. 

19. Photographs ~ things of interest on Arboretum. 

20. Plene table type mapping - one third of area mapped for vegetative type and 
physical features. 

21. Rxeavation of lagoons (effects wild life).



ot NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
University State Park SPel4 

Madison, Wisconsin 

October 24, 1938 

PRAIRIE PLANTINGS & SEASON OF 1938 (to date) ; 
(Under Supervision of T. M. Sperry.) 

More prairie planting was done in 1938 on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum 
than in any previous year. More than thirty-seven thousand (37,000) "spots" have al- 

ready been planted, with the probability that the year's total will be between forty 
end fifty thousand spots, depending on weather conditions. This planting consiste of 
25 different prairie species, with the year's total expected to reach 30 or 35. The 

bulk of the planting was of seeds, although a limited amount of transplanting of ine 
dividual plants and "stools" of sod was done. 

A check of 1936 sod transplanting (the Andropogon and Sorghastrum) showed a better 
survival than was apparent a year ago. The plants are thriving, with certain indications 
that they may be spreading in spite of quack grass competition. ‘he Spartina sod sur- 
vived 100% and is spreading very rapidly against blue grass competition. 

The 1937 spot plantings of at least eleven! species of prairie seeds seem to have 
germinated quite well, and, although still mostly quite small, are apparently established. 
The nursery beds (3 beds) established in 1937 yieldpa varying results, with fourteen 
species showing good germinagion and survival, four" additional species satisfactory, 
ten*” species poor, and nine“ species no germination at all, 

PRAIRIE PLANTING ~ 1938: Seed collected from wild plants, 

Amorpha canescens 270 spots 
Baptisia bracteata ap) 
Baptisia leucentha 110°—® 
Ceanothus ovata 550. 4 
Eryngium yuccifolium 525 =" 
Helianthus scaberrime 259 , 
Hieraceum longipilum 3 " 
Koeleria cristata 3455 Ci‘ 
Lepachys pinnata $50).); * 
Lespedeza capitata 4i5 

Liatris scariosa 580 «(CN 
liatris spicatum @155)); |," 
Petalostemum candidum 29) om 

" purpureun 1390; * 
Phlox pilosa 3 i 
Silphium terebinthaceun 2 Oy)? | 
Solidago rigida OU” 
Stipa spartea who Oo" 
Tradescantia reflexa 560.” ! 

TOTAL 16,730 spots = 19 species 

TRANSPLANTS (including grass sod) ~ 411 wild plants except Koeleria, 

Andropogon furcatus (ete.) 1750 "stools" 
Aster laevis - 100 plants 

Eryngium yuccifolium ~ 60 plants 
Koeleria cristata - 122 plants (transplanted from nursery bed) 

Rosa humilis — 174 plants 
Silphium integrifolium = 30 plants 

Silphium terebinthaceum ~ 39 plants j 

Spartina micheuxiana - 265 "stools" 

2540 plants — 8 species. | 

|



ate 

Experimental mixed seeding - 1 1b. seed, various species. 

2 Natural revegetation areas + about 10 acres. 

11 
1937 seed spots - good germination 

ASeclepias tuberosa 
Baptisie léucantha 
Branneria purpurea 
Eryngium yuccifolium 
Helianthus scaberrimus 
Lespedeza capitata 
Liatris scariosa 
Silphium integrifolium 

Silphium laciniatum 
Silphiunm terebinthaceum 

Solidago rigida 

1937 Nursery Beds - Germination 

GQoD_ FAIR PQOR NONE 

Stipa spartea Lepachys pinnata Petalostemam candidum Astragalus caryocarpus 

Tradescantia reflexa Liatris spicatum Hiereceum longipilum Amorpha canescens 

Koeleria cristata Eryngium yuccifolium Baptisia bracteata Castilleja sessiliflora 

Petalostemm purpurem Asclepies tuberosa Boutelova curtipendula Andropogon scoparius 

Silphium integrifoliun Baptisia leucantha Andropogon furcatus 

Helianthus scaberrims Liatris cylindracea Ceanothus ovatus 

Sporobolus cryptandrus Pycnanthemim flexuosum Panicum virgatum 

Brauneria purpurea Bouteloua hérsuto Lilium michiganense 

Lespedeza capitata Astragalus canadensis Spartina michauxiana 

Silphium laciniatum 
Aster laevis 
Solidago rigida 
Liatris scariosa 

Silphium terebinthaceum | 
| 
| 
| 

|



ARBORETUM MAINTENANCE 

The projects which have received labor this summer 

Stevens Aquatic Gerdens 
Mowing of grass 
Cultivating and pruning shrubbery and trees. 
Resurfacing and sodding a portion of the area, 

Mheeler Council Ring area 
Mowing grass 
Cultivating shrubbery. 

2yo_ shelters and four springs. 
Required cleaning due to heavy public use. 
Furnished wood to approved fireplaces. 

Mowing end topdreseing s mile of firelane. 

Gultivated lilacs and other trees and shrubs.planted within the last two 
years (very necessary because of the heavy encroachment of grass and weeds Aue 
to the wet season. Received some help on this from the CCC Camp, especially 
where planting had been hurriedly done ‘his first cultivation was considered 
as part of the planting operation. 

Power Mower & Sulky (par. Apr. 1938) $349.83 
Hand Mower * * 19.00 
Small equipuent (Hoes, rakes, shovele, etc.) 25.00 

$ 393.83 

Gasoline and 011 (300 gal. gas) (2 gal. 011) $ 41.96 

(Gasoline on hend Oct. 1, 219 gal.) 

Fall 1938 $1500 set aside for arboretum maintenance from Regents unassigned funds. 

Grass knee high, not thought advisable to waste money getting things in shape in 
late summer when so much detailed hand work was involved. Maintenance started 
April 25, 1938. 

Labor 

April $ 46.20 
May 296.60 
June 300.00 

| Bal. of $1500.00 ¥ Gia a0 | 
$ 857.20 Picked up July ist. 

June 30, 1938 from Regents unassigned $ 900.00 
October 29 from Regents unassigned 100.00 

| $1000.90 

(Due to the long fall it was necessary to continue maintenance mch later than 
usual. MeCaffrey again went to the Regents and they voted $100 more for Arboretum 
maintenance from Regents unassigned.) 

| 

i |



Labor 

duly $ 309.30 
ty iug. 360.70 

Sept. 175.90 
Oct. 103.40 
Nov. 19,80 
“969.10 Gy 

" ptt tx F076? 

Leaving Balance of $30.90 

Submitted by G. Ym. Longenecker, 
Executive Director.



42h University Ferm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management November 22, 1938 

Mr. Williem F. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game Management 
Gonservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Bill: | 

I attach a summery report of 19 pheasants recovered after “violent | 
release" at Faville Grove. This was the experiment to find out whether young | 
Yeleases (9 weeks) suffer "shock" when suddenly turned loose in the wild, and | 
to what extent they survive. 

That survival wes good is indieated by the fact that I put up as high 
as 20 of the 50 released, at the release point, on a single hour of dog work 
in late Septembor. 

AS you See, some gained and some lost during the first week or ten days. | 

1 don't know yet what this means. {his coming year I would like to | 
repeat the experiment and compare it with a "non-violent" release from “open | 
range" rearing. | 

So far I have record of only one or two of the fifty killed during the | 
Open season. The weights are at Faville Grove--will report them later. This | 
winter's trapping should tell ue more about survival. | 

I had to underwrite the 50 experimentel birds personally. ‘They wore | 
obtained from John Kornickel near Milford. If the experiment seems promising 
to the Depertment, you might wish to reimburse Mr. Hornickel with 50 birds. | 
If this is not done, I shall reimburse him personally. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopolé 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S I have told Walter Scott I would be glad to have the Department take over 
this project under Pittman-Robertson if you so desire. There are two years! 
aceumilated work available. aa



Roden ae Poriite dreves maguat 27 1938 
Yeight Change Pood in 

Bird No. Sex After Release Bays, Srop & Gizzard 

13 hen Gained 25 grama 6 6.5 grame 

15 hen toast 100 9 4.7 

23 "hen (Killed by predator, could not weigh) 

37 hen Leet 100 3 2.6 

i) cook Lost 100 9 3.4 

8 hen Gained 20 9 367 

10 cock Lowt 190 (broken leg) 9 a2 

21 hea Gained 20 (predator- 9 3.3 
killed) 

27 cock Lost 50 9 6.2 

36 hon Lost 100 © 9 4.6 

43 cook loat 10 9 3-5 

26 hen Gained 25 4 2.6 

9 tek Gelned 10 4 3-2 

ah hen Gained 4O ¥ 2.5 

25 hen Gained 40 % M7 

* hen Gained 40 4 4.3 

ay hea Gained 20 7 37 

46 hen Gained 20 4 a2 

51 hen Lest 10 4 3.2 

19 birds recovered



| Oi. cand Dna 
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many Bo. bands ‘ 
Preserve No. Add ose 2 Boba! eae ands usod 

| 15 Loit 4] = PROK : nd CT aa 

Conservation lake Mille #2120121 300; $21201-21 500; 21301-21400; i 
Club pe een 21401-21427 (except $21411)--~226 | 

arkoi-21427 | 
(except #21411) | 

56 Janesville #37501-37600 

29 L. Geneva #37601-37650 #31601- 37632 (returned 
37633-37650, 18 bands )--~---~--32 

20 Kansasville  $37633-37690; 
37702-37738 

59 Maple Bluff #37651-37675 $57ORMSTETS —nmeenmennnennnenth | 
35 Neosho #37701-37800 37738-38800 (returned 

37702-37737. 36 bande; | 
LOSt 10 )--=---n-w nme nnnn nme nn 5l | 

41 Bvaneville $37801-37900 Cee | 

5A Ft.Atkinson — #37901-38000 37901-38000 —-nnnnnnerennnmn=200 

ha 26 Stevens Pt. $38001-36100 $36001-38100 ------=----------100 | 

| uy Racine #38101-36200 | 

: Milwaukee #38201-38300 #36201- hoo1-44032 ' . teers” thesis Lament saat | 
wie 4yoM6, 44108, 4uizk, 
44136, pied of 44138, 44LhO, | 
wurk3, 44267); wi20n 4300 | 
(except ore 4boh3, ® 

| Mass. Mans. Mase, Mars | ’ ’ . : 

ee (except 44kol, | 
+ Wahoh, Wio7, Lado, 

4ub11, Gablb, bubI65, Uubigs, | 
4bhe2o, Suber, Yabo, Yhu2G, | 

44436, pee f Wybbe, Ways, 
pled , 5, Wake, Wbks3, 

YLNET, YYLQG )annnnawnnnnmnnne 382 

53 Appleton $38 301-38800; $38301~36375; 38491-38535; 
als. ee’ Sa eel 

Buus returned 

ss516- 356501 38526-38600, 
150 dands )=~-------emaneneman 378 

28 Woukeshe. $38801-39000 $38801-36910 (except 38613; 
or 38911-39006, 
95 bands) -----------eewemnn 105



_ Bamiing Record, 1937-38 

No. bands 
Preserve Ho. Address forwarded Bands used 

2745-2750; 2801- 2750; 2801-2900; 2902-3000 
2900; 2902-3000 (except 2807; 2812; 2593 
(except #2807; 2812; & 2903)-------~-----------205 
2893 & 2903) 

60 Milford #2030-2037; 2101- #2030-2037; 2101-2150; 
2150; 2154-2200; poy! sa bo 2406; 
sn 2406; 2h08- 2408-212; 244; 2417- 

12; 24ak; 2hi7- 2hae? 2has-2h3g; 252h- 
2426; 242s-2438; 2527; 2530; 2532; 2534-2600; 
25242527 2530; 2751-2800; 2802; 2832; 
2532 52534-2600; 2850; 2851; 2890; 37690- 
2751-2800; 2802; 37699; 38401-38441; 
2832;2850;2851; WUNOLHUN ZO, Yb zo bis 35, 
po. 31690-57699; So mertisnancemnnttesnnen ca snanann ce ST 
is 1-384; l= 

30; Guba 35. 

fotel birds toe-punched (to October 15, 1937) --------------- nn nee eenen mene wenn nnn 165 

Fabrice Area Whitewater #43901-43930 $43901-43923-------nmnen- 23 

Faville Grove Lake Mills #2029; 2030; 2039; 
2040; 2529; 2531; 
2806; = 2840; 
as en 
7676-37689; 37700; 

eee ek exec 

28422, 28423, 28127, 
WUNG2 Jenne --nnmnnnanmmee= 110



LAKE MILLS CONSERVATION CLUB 
Lake Mills, Wisconsin August 22, 1937 

Age of birds: 12 wks. 

Band No. 5 Pt. of release - _ Sex Pt. of release 
213 OL Cock ai 5 Cock 

5 Cock 61 Hen 
Cock 62 Cock 

05 Hen 8 Hen ; 
O7 Hen 65 = 
08 Cock en 

Cock Wille Mar Gock Olsen's, Beans Lake 
te Hen ears we eee 67 Hen 
1 Cock (off of 30) 68 Coek 
12 Hen 69 Hen 
4 Hen 7o Cock 

1 Hen 71 Cock 
13 Hen 72 Hen 
1 Cock 13 ~_ 

a Cock B Hen 
06 Cock 7 Hen 
18 Hen 17 Cock 
19 Cock 78 Cock 

a iS a, en en 
22 Cock Leo Wollin $1 Hen Herman Henke, Brick Street 
a Cock (off Highway 30) 82 Hen Creamery, Big Woods 

Hen a Cock 
25 Hen Cock : 
26 Cock 85 Hen 
27 Hen 86 Cock 
28 Cock 87 Hen 
29 Hen 88 Hen 

0 Co c 
$5 ae % Hen 
31 Hen 91 Cock 
32 Hen 92 Hen 
% Cock 93 Cock 

Cock 94 Hen : 
3 Hen Cock 
32 Cock Wm. Engsberg Farn, 3% Hen London Marsh, Mrs. James 

a Hen Cambridge Road 97 Cock Behm, South Bnd 
38 Hon 98 Hen 

2 Cock 99 Cock 
Coek 214 00 Cock 

41 Cock O01 Hen 
4a Hen 02 Hen 
w Hen 3 Hen 

Ye Cock 05 an 
y Cock 06 Hen 
47 Cock 07 Cock 

Cock en 
. i‘ ps He: bier, R.R. o ‘ick PoE tena. 8 EL peri 

2 Cock Road ig Hen 
Hea 1 Cock 
Cock i Cock 

2 Hen 1 Hea 
; Cock ly Cock 

7 Hen 18 Hen 

58 Cock ' Hen 
59 Hen 20 Cock



Band No. Sex Pt. of reloas . § Pt. of releas 
214 Bi Hen 212 os Cock 

os oak Ss ee 2 en 

4 Hen 57 Hen 
25 Cock 58 Cock 
26 Hen 23 te 
27 Hen 

212 O01 Cock Albert Zetler, Brick 61 Hen 8. end of Rock Lake, 

02 Cook = St, conter of marsh 62 Hen Ghas. Lichtenberg _ 
PH Hen 8 Cock 

Hen Cock 

| Se . = Cock 
o7 Hon 67 Cock 
oe —2 68 28 

en jock 
10 Coak 70 Hen 
11 Hen 71 Hen 
12 Cock : Cock 
1 Hen Cock 
4 Cock ! a Cock 
2 Hen Roy Strassberg, p Hen W. Wolf, near Beans Lake 

16 Gock = Brick St. U. end 76 = Cock = off Cambridge Road. 
17 Hen Tl Cook 
18 Cock 18 Hen 
19 Hen 19 Cock 
20 Cock 80 Hea 
21 Cock 81 Cock | 
22 Hen 82 om 
a Cock - en 

Hen Hen 
25 Hen o Cock 
26 Cock 8 Hen 
27 Cock a — 
28 Ben en 

29 Hen Mad Iake, &. ond, 83 Een Rast side of Mud Lake, 
30 Cock W. Rahn father's go Cock MA. Dreger farm 
31 Hea farm. Old Pungel 91 Cook 
32 Coek fara a oo 
3 Cock en 
4 Sock 30 Cock 

35 Cock 33 Cock 
36 Cock 9 Goel 
37 Hen oT Cock 

Hea 98 Hen 
% Hen 99 Cock 
= Hen 

1 Hen 
ke Cock 121 cocks and 105 hens - 226 total 

iB Cook 
Sock 

13 Hen 
4 Cock S. end of Mud 
47 Hen Lake, J. Burrows 
4g Cock 
% Cock 
5 Hen 

51 Cock 
52 Cock 
53 Hea.



PRESERVE WO. 22 
Madison, Wis. 
August 26, 1937 
Age of birds: 9 wks. 

Band Wo. Sex Pt. of release Band Mo. Sex Pt. of release 

22 96 Hen 28 50 Hen 
97 Cock 51 Cock 
98 Hen 52 Hen 

28 O01 Cock a Hen 
02 Hen Hen 
- Hen 2 Cock 

Cock Hen 
oe Cock 57 Hen 

Cock 58 Hen 
08 Gock 2 Hen 
og Cock Cock 
10 Cock 61 Hen 
11 Cock 62 Hen 
13 Coek 6 Cock 
14 Hen Hen 
2 Cock 8 Hen 
1 Hen Hen 
17 Cock 67 Hen 
18 Cock 68 Goek 
19 Cock 69 Cock 
20 Gock 70 Hen 
21 Cock Hill overlooking 7i Cock 50 cocks & 50 hens 
22 Hen marsh, west central 72 Cock purchased from 

a Hen side of preserve. ® Hen Poynette Game Farm 

Gock Pheasant Branch, Wis. Coek 
ot Hen 15 Hen 
2 Cock 76 Cock 
27 Hen 77 Hen 
28 Cock 78 Sock 
29 Hen 79 Hen 
30 Cock 80 Hen 
31 Goek 81 Hen 
32 Cock 82 Hen 
z Cock a Hen 

Hen Cock 
33 Cock 2 Cock 
3 Hen Cock 
37 Hen 87 Hen 
38 Hen 8s Hen 
? Hen 89 Cock 

Cock g0 Hen 
yi Cock 91 Cock 
he Cock 92 Hen 
i Hen gu Cock 

Cock 32 Hen 
W2 Cock Cock 

Hen 7 Hen 
47 Cock 98 Cock 
4g Hen 99 Hen 
4g Hen 29 00 Cock



PRESERVE WO. 22 
Madison, Wis. 
Sept. 24, 1937 
Age of birds: 14 wks. 

Band No. Sox Pt. of release Band No. Sex Pt. of release 

27 03 Cock 29 49 Hen 
45 Cook 50 Cock 
46 Hen 51 Cock 
47 Cock 52 Hen 
4g Cock 2 Cock 

: Cock 
29 02 Hen 22 Cock 

o% Hen 57 Hen 
of Cock 58 Cock 

Cock 2 Cock 
o7 Cock Hen 
08 Cock 61 Cock 
09 Hen 62 Cock 
10 Hen & Hen 
11 Hen Hen 
12 Cock $5 Hen 
a Cock Hen 
1 Cock 1 aoe 
1 Cock en 
12 Hen ee 
1 Hen en 

ie Hen Southwest corner Ts Hen 55 eocks & 50 hens 
19 Hen of preserve, edge 72 Hen purchased from Poynette 
20 Hen of buckwheat B Hen Game Farn 
21 Cock field, Pheasant T Hen 
22 Cock Branch, Wis. B Hen 
7 Cock 7 Hen 

Hen 77 Cock 
2 Cock 78 Cock 
2 Cock 79 Hen 
27 Cock 80 Hen 
28 Cock 81 Hen 
29 Cock 82 Cock 
30 Cock & = , 

: ' bom Cock 32 Cock ae : 
% Hen en 

Hen 87 Hen 
35 Cock 86 8 
36 Hen 89 oo 

a Cock o Cock 
3 Hen 92 Een 

Hen a Hen 
= Cock ~ 

Cock 
Sek . om 
Hen 97 Hen 

12 Cock 98 Cock 
Hen 99 Hen 

47 Hen 30 00 Cock 
4g Hen



Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
Sept. 11, 1937 

Age of birds: 12 wks. 

Band No. Sex Pt. of release Band No. Sex Pt. of release 

379 O1 Cock 379 51 Hen 
02 Hen 52 Hen 
o Cock y 28 Cock 

Hen Cock 
oe Hea 55 Cock 

Cock 56 Cock 
07 Hen 57 Hen 
08 Hen 58 Cock 
09 Hen 59 Cock 
10 Cock ; 60 Hen 54 cocks & 46 hens 
11 Hen 61 Hen raised from hatching 
12 Hen 62 Cock date on Jones farm. 
3 Cock 63 Cock 
1 Hen oh Hen 
15 Hen & Cock 
1 Hen Hen 
7 Hen 67 Hen 

18 Hen 68 Cock 
19 Hen 69 Hen 
20 Cock 70 Cock 
21 Hen 71 Cock 
22 Cock 72 Hen 
23 Cock i Cock 
24 Hen N.&. corner of 7 Hen BLE. corner of 
32 Cock woods located at Le Hen woods located at 
2 Cock junction of west 7 Cock junction of west 
27 Hen line of preserve 7 Hen line of preserve 
28 Hen with east bank 78 Cock with east bank 
29 Hen of Rock River. 79 Hen of Rock River. 
30 Hen 80 Cock 
31 Hen $1 Cock 
32 Cock 82 Cock 
2 Cock ' 2 Cock 

Cock 8 Cock 
3 Cock Se Hen 
3 Hen 8 Cock 
37 Ben 87 Hen 
38 Cock 88 Cock 
3 Hen 89 Cock 

Een 90 Hen 
41 Een 91 Cock 
ke Cock 92 Cock 
i Hen 93 Cock 

Hen gh Cock 
13 Cock 32 Hen 

Cock Cock 

47 Cock ; 97 Cock 
4g Coek 98 Cock 

4g Cock 99° Cock 
50 Cock 380 00 Cock



PRESERVE NO. 53 
Appleton, Wis. 
April 16, 1938 
Age of birds: 

Band No. Sex Pt. of release Band Wo. Sex Pt. of release 

383 76 Hen 383 90 Hen 
77 Hen 91 Hen 
78 Hen 92 Hen 
79 Hen 4 Hea Mosquito Valley 
80 Hen f Hen shooting preserve 
81 Hen Mosquito Valley 33 Hen 
82 Hen shooting preserve 9 Hen 
2 Hen 97 Hen 

Hen 98 Hen 3 cocks & 25 hens 
85 Hen 99 Hen 
86 Hen 384% 00 Hen 
87 Hen 4g Cock 
88 Hen 4g Cock 
89 Hen 50 Cock 

<-sheornisenstiitiieibciaintiinenieitidiieniesiinlinaletngiietnmacitiesesinislcipineiaalaiaentenuseniasiiinsininitoniissiebimsalaenivinasunnnininiietslitlasl



PRESERVE WO. 69 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Sept. 29, 1937 
Age of birds: 16 wks. | 

a a Sex Pt. of release oe No. Sex Pt. of reloase 
fien a Cock 

05 Hen Cock 
06 Cook 25 Cock 
oF Cook 2 Cock Near center of preserve, 
08 Cock 27 Cock Golden Lake, Yeukesha 

09 Hen 20 oHen County, Wisconsin 
10 Cock 29 Hen 
ll Hen 30 Hen 
12 Cock Near center of 31 Cock 
3 Cock preserve, Golden 32 Hen 
1 Cock lake, Waukesha 33 Ben 21 cocks & 16 hens re- 
3 fen Gounty, Wis. Cock leased from coops in 

! 1 Cock 33 Cock enter of preserve - 
17 Ren 3 Cock not held in liberating 
18 Hen 37 Cock pens. 
ig Hen 38 Hen 
20 Cock 40 Hen 

ef 

22 Cock 
Sept. 26, 1937 
Age of birds: 14 wis. 

No. . S. 
382 41 Cock 382 7 Hen 

he Hen Cock 
a Hea B Cock i 

Hen T Cock 
- Ben 7 Cook 

Hen 78 Cock 
47 Cook 79 fen 
4g Cock 80 Hen Near center of preserve, 
4g Hen 61 Cock Golden Lake, Weukeshe 

50 Hea 82 Cock County, Wie. (In the 
51 Hen 2 Cook 160 acre sanctuary. ) 
52 Cock Cock 
53 Ken &2 Cook 

. Cook & Cock 
2 Hen Wear center of 87 Cook 

Hen preserve, Golden 88 Cock 
S7 Cock Lake, Waukesha 89 Cock 
58 Hen County, Wis. (In go Cook 4O cocks & 23 hens re- 
59 Hen the 160 acre 91 Cock leased from liberating 
60 Cock sanctuary.) 92 Cock pens after being held 
6 Hen’ 3 Cock for 5 days in the 
62 Hen Cock sanctuary where no hunt~- 
8 Hen 3 Cock ing was permitted at any 

Cock fen time. 
% Hen 97 Cocke 

Hea 98 Cock 
67 Cock 99 Cock 
68 Cock 383 00 Cook 
69 Sock 362 O01 Cock 
7@ Hen 02 Cock 
72 Cock 03 Cock 

debimseeah McsnincioleiscMMMMthcinoninixoeiieeieipatcisiencchalghbnsdesbllmaeaclsesasnclibiesl



PRESERVE WO. 69 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Nov. 11, 1937 
Age of birds: 24 wke. 

Band Wo. Sex Pt. of release Band Wo. Sex Pt. of release 

441 Ob Hen 441 42 Cock 

o7 Hen yy Cock 

10 Hen 12 Cock 

iL Hen Cock 9 cocks & 21 hens re- 

5 Hen 47 Cock leased from liberating 

1 Hen 4g Hen pens after being held 

! 1 Hen 4g Gock for 4 days in the 

1 Cock 50 Hen sanctuary where no 

17 Hen hunting was permitted 

23 Hea at any time. 

25 Hen Near center of 51 unknown 

26 Hen preserve, Golden 52 unknown 

27 Hen Lake, Waukesha 5 unknown 

28 Hea County, Wis. (In 4 unknown 

29 Hen the 160 acre 55 unknown These birds released from 

30 Hen sanctuary. ) 56 unknown coops in the center of 

n Hen 57 unknown the preserve - not held 

32 Cock 58 unknown in liberating pens 

33 Cock 59 unknown 

35 Hen 60 unknown 

39 Hen 61 unknown : 

yy Hen 62 unknown ‘ 
63 unknown 
64 unknown 

ene



PRESERVE WO. 69 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Nov. 14, 1937 
Age of birds: 26 wks. 

Band No. Sex Pt. of release Band No. Sex Pt. of release 

Ubi 68 Cock 44a 33 Hen 
69 Cock 2 Cock 
70 Cock 25 Cock 
7 Cock 26 Cock 
72 Cock 27 Hen 
B Cock 28 Cock 
T Cock 29 Cock Near center of preserve, 
75 Cock 30 Hen Golden Lake, Waukesha 
76 Cook 31 Cock County, Wis. (In 
17 Cock 32 Hen the 160 acre sanctuary. ) 
18 Cock HY Cock 
19 Hen Hen 
80 Cock 33 Hen 
81 Hen 3 Cock 
82 Cock Near center of 37 Cock 
83 Cock preserve, Golden ko Hen 
By Cock lake, Waukesha 52 Cock 
85 Cock County, Wis. (In 54 Cock 
86 Gock the 160 acre 55 Cock 
87 Cock sanctuary.) 57 Cock 
88 Cock 2? Cock 
89 Hen Cock 
90 Hen 62 Hen 43 cocks & 31 hens re- 
91 Hen 69 Cock leased from liberating 
92 Cock 7o Hen eos after being held for 
% Hen 7i Hen days in the sanctuary 

Hen 74 Cock where no hunting was per- 
95 Hea 77 Cock mitted at any time. 
96 Hen 82 Cock 
98 Hen & Cock 

99 Hen 8 Hen 
44e 17 Hen 87 Hen 

18 Hen 89 Hen 
19 Cock z Hen 
20 Cock Hen 
21 Hen 96 Cock 
22 Hen 98 Hen



PRESERVE WO. 69 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Nov. 18, 1937 
Age of birds: 2 mos. 

Band No. Sex Pt. of release Band No. Sex Pt. of release 

441 97 Cock 443 72 Cock 
Uke 67 Cock 13 Cock 
443 41 Cock T Cock 

46 Cock 7 Cock 
50 Cock 18 Cock Near center of preserver. 
52 Cock 719 Cock Golden lake, Waukesha 
54 Cock 81 Cock County, Wis. (In the 160 
56 Cock 82 Cock acre sanctuary.) 
58 Cock Near center of 83 Cock 
59 Cock preserve, Golden 86 Cock. 
60 Cock lake, Waukesha 88 Cock 
61 Cock County, Wis. (In 89 Cock 
62 Cock the 160 acre 90 Cock 44 cocks released from 
65 Coek sanctuary. ) 91 Cock liberating pens after 

Cock 92 Cock being held for 4 days 
6 Cock 33 Cock in the sanctuary, where 

Cock Cock no bunting was permitted 
67 Cock 95 Cock at any time. 
68 Cock 96 Cock 
69 Cock 7 Cock 
70 Cock 98 Cock 
71 Cock 99 Cock 

sitesi taeda Sishcn ioe adenine



Milwaukee, Wis. 

Dec. 9, 1937 
Age of dirds: 18 wks. 

Bend Bo. Sex Pt. of release Band Wo. Sex Pt. of release 

Wu % Cock 44 03 Cook 
Cock 2 Coek 

ke 00 Cock Cock 
ou Cook og Cock 
02 Cook 12 Cook 
83 Cock 16 Cock Near center of preserve, 

Cock : 17 Goek Golden Lake, VYaukesha 
% Cock 19 Gock County, Wis. (In the 
0 Cock 22 Cook 160 acre sanctuary. ) 
o7 Cock Wear center of au Cock 
06 Cock preserve, Golden 25 Cook 
og Cock Lake, Waukesha 27 Cock 
10 Cook County, Wis. (In 28 Cock 
lL Gock the 160 acre 29 Cook 
12 Cook sanctuary. ) 31 Cook 
3 Cook 32 Cock 
L Cock 33 Cock 
1 Cock ea Cock 52 cocks released from 
1 Sock 35 Cock liberating pens after 
50 Cock 38 Cock being held for 4 days 
e Cock 3 Cock in the sanctuary where 

3 Cock Cock no hunting was per- 
%3 Cock 47 Coek mitted at any time. 
1% Sock rd Cock 
$1 Cook ug Cock 

4kz 00 Cook 52 Cook 

aoeseeeneeneeeertenenemenmn annem etenecnmetentinemmemneanmnmeneemnetemennmememmenmemmannanemmmnmemennmenennmnmen nina enennese cena EE



PERSEATR BO. 62 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
April 10, 1938 — 
Age of birds: 

Band No. Sex Pt. of release Band No. Sex Pt. of release 

440 01 Hen 441 18 Hen 
02 Hen 19 Hen 
oe Hen 20 Hen 

Hea 21 Hea 
05 Hen 22 Hen 
06 Hen 34 Hen 
o7 Hea yhe Z Cock 
08 Hea Hen 
09 Hen he Hen 
10 Hen kg Hen 
11 Hen 58 Hen 
12 Hen 60 Hen 
13 Hen oy Hen 
1 Hen 65 Hen 
3 Hen 68 Cock 
1 Hen Near center of 72 Hen Near center of 
17 Cock preserve, Golden VB Ben preserve, Golden 
18 Cock Lake, Waukesha § Hen Lake, Waukesha 
19 Sock County, Wis. 85> Hea County, Wis. 
20 Cock 88 Cock 
21 Cock 90 Cock 
22 Cock 91 Hen 12 cocks & 57 hens 
2 Hen 95 Hen released from liber- 
2 Hen 44Z 08 Hen ating pens, after 
25 Hen 13 Hea being held for two 
26 Hen 30 Cock weeks. 
27 Hen 55 Hen 
28 Hen B Cock - 
29 Hen 7 Hen 
30 Hen 80 Hen 
31 Hen sh Hen 

441 O2 Hen 85 Hen E 
03 Hen 87 Hen 
09 Hen ? Hen 
12 Hen



FRENCH ROAD HUNTING CLUB ; 
Milford, Wisconsin August 28, 1937 

Age of birds: 9 wks. 

Band 8 Pt. of Wo. Ss Pt. of r 
35 36 Cock 25 is Hen 

26 Cock Chas. Froelich 76 Cock 
38 Hen farm 718 Een 
31 Hen 17 Hen 
2 Hen 79 Hen 

1 Hen 32 hens & 9 cocks 80 Hen 
4o Hen raised by Mi.. 81 Cock 
7) Cock Strike. 82 Cock 
Wy Coek From 40 eggs he 83 Cock 
ky Cook got 31 birds, 87 Hen 

45 Hen plus 53 birds he 8h Hon i 
46 Hen purchased, makes 88 Hen 
47 Hen total of $4 birds. 86 Hen 
hig Hen 41 of these survived 89 Hen 
hg Hen and were banded. 85 Hen Chas. Froelich farm 
51 Cock 90 Hen 
50 Hen 98 Cock 
5y Hen ab Hen ig 
56 Hen 9 Hen 35 hens & 22 cocks 
53 Hen 26 00 Cock raised by Mr. Hints- 
55 Hen 25 99 Goek mn. 
52 Hon 91 Hea 
2 Hen 92 Cock 

Hen we ig Hen 
61 Hen gu Hen 
62 Hen 95 Cock 
oa Hen 21 02 Cock 
63 Cock ou Cock 
57 Hen } 03 Hen 

58 Cock o1 Hen 
66 Hen 05 Hen 
67 Hen 07 Cock 

68 Hen 08 Hea 
65 Hen 06 Hen 
7 Hen og Cock 
69 Hen 11 Hen 
73 Hen 10 Cock 
7o Hen 12 Hen 
72 Cock 4 Cock 
5 Hen 13 Hen 

*9.P. Een 2 Cock 
21 9 Hen 1 Hen 

4a Hen 17 Hea . | 
36 Hen Spitser fara 18 Hen 

T.P. Hen 22 Hen 
4L Cock 19 Cock 
37 Hen 1l hens & & cocks 23 Hen 

2.P. Hea raised by Mr. ~ 20 Gock 
e.F. Cock Topal. 21 Sock 
?.P. Hen 25 Hen 

43 Hen 26 Cock 
2.P. Coek ah Cock 
.P. Hen 28 Hen 

yy Cock 29 Cock 
T.P. Coek | Hen 
2.P. Cock 3 Hen 
“ —. 30 Hen 

*All birds toe-punched (1.P.) in left out- 
2.2 S side web.



ee ws ee CLUB 
continued 

Ho. 5 Pt. of r e Ho. Sex Pt. of release 
tP- Hen 21 32 Cock 
2.7. Hen 50 Cock 
?.P. Cock 56 Hen | 
$.P. Cock 57 Hen 

21 46 Cock ; 55 Hen 
33 Cock 56 Cock 
38 Cock 59 Cock 

T.P. Hen Spitser farm 61 Cock 
z.¥. Hen ? 64 Hen 
t.P. Hen 60 Hen 
#.P. Hen 62 Hen 
?.P. Gock 18 hens & 13 cocks 63 Hen Zable farm 
#.P. Cock raised by Gordon 65 Hen 
$.P. Hen Spitzer. Birds 66 Cock 
7.7, Cock small and light; 67 Cock 
T.P. Hen most of them could 68 Cock 14 hens & 18 cocks 
T.P. Hen not carry band even 69 Cock raised by Mr. Raats. 

35 Hen though of same age 70 Cock 
?.P. Hen as other birds re- $.P. Hen 
2.3. Hen leased at same time. 71 Coek 

47 Cock 72 Cock 
ho Cock B Cock 

2.P. Cock 7 Cock 
39 Cock 15 Cock 

®.P. Hen 76 Hen 
$.P. Hen 71 Cock 
4a Cock 18 Hen 

v.F. Hen 19 Hen | 
?.P. Ren 80 Cock 
2.P. Hen 81 Cock 
2.P. Hen 62 Ben 

83 Hen 

“This hen (crippled) toe-punched in outside web of right foot; all other toe-punched 
(2.P.) birds toe-punched in outside web of left foot.



FRENCH ROAD HUNTING CLUB 
Milford, Wiseonsin - November 22, 1937 

Age of birds: 5 mo. 

Band No. s. Weight Pt. of * Sex Weight Pt. of releas 25 ah Cock Tak Crate shenhs_.. 27 ae Cock get 25 Cock 1396.2 87 Cock 1221.7 
27 Cock 1068.4 88 Cock 1071.9 
30 Cock 1242.8 89 Hen 1066.5 
32 Hen 916.2 g0 Hen 907.2 
ay Hen 946.7 91 Cock pron gs 
4 Gock 1226.3 92 Hen 1036.2 

21 Cock 1080.3 23 Hen $86.1 
84 Gock 1356.6 Rest area 3 & 2 Cock 1092.8 

a ae eo ‘ ' 2 87 Hen 936.4 97 Hen 848.2 & 5 88 Cock 1473.6 98 Hen 946.2 
89 Cock 1378.2 99 Cock 843.0 21 cocks & 19 90 Hen 998.1 28 00 Hen ? hens raised by 91 Cock 1177.2 24 cocks & 16 02 Cock 1204. Chas Froehlich 92 Cock mPa hens raised by 32 Cock 1146.2 & Son 
33 Gock 1386.2 John Hornickle 50 Hen 906.0 
9 Hen 997. 2 51 Cock 912.1 
95 Cock 1212. 90 Gock 1125.3 
96 Gook 1347.3 
97 Hen 1029.3 
98 Cock 1242.3 
99 Cock 1308.0 

22 00 Gock 1239.9 
27 51 Hen 924.6 

52 Ren 1071.5 
ay Hen 976.3 

Goeck 1092.3 
55 Hen 951.9 
56 Cock 1177.7 
57 Gock 1307.7 
58 Cock 1254.0 
59 Cock 1030.0 ‘ 60 Hon 1002.4 
61 Cock 1089.0 
62 Cock 1156.8 
§ - Hen 1016.2 

Hen 1083.7 
5 ‘ica ies 

178. 5 
67 Hen 1040. 
63 Cock 1296.2 
69 Ceck 1169.1 
70 Cock 1229.2 
Tl Coek 1209.9 
72 Hea 814.2 
15 Cock 1014.8 
7 Hen 948.6 
15 Cock 980.1 * 
16 Cock 1221.6 
17 Hen 898.9 
78 Hen 888.0 
19 Hen 925.1 
80 Cock 835.2 
gl Hen gy} 
82 Hen 883.7 
83 Hen $27.9 

84 Cock 948.0 
85 Hen 799.0



FRENCH ROAD HUNTING CLUB 
Milford, Wisconsin 
December 17, 1937 
Age of birds: 6 mo. 

Band No. Sex Weight Pt. of releas No. §& Wei, Pt. of rel 
20 30 “Hen 1091.5 ge i 7 Hen aft 

3 Cock 1395.0 20 Cock 989.6 
32 Hen? ---- 21 Cock = 
3 Cock 1170.0 Rest area 2 23 Hen ie R 
% Hen 1129.0 & 3 a4 Hen 362.4 é& 2 
35 Hen 1109.0 s Hen 898.5 
36 Cock 1392.8 Hen 871.2 1l cocks & 15 
37 Cock 1314.5 5 cocks @ 6 28 Cock 1041.2 hens raised by 

24 18 Hen at hens raised by 29 Hen 881.3 Chas. Froelich 
19 Cock 1245.4 John Hornickel. 30 Cock 1217.1 & Son 
22 H 1065. 31 Ben 9-3 

4 00 Sox ” oh eae 32 Cock 1285. 
2h 06 Hen 984.2 3 Hen 1006. 2 

08 Cock, 1239-9 3h Cock 1320. 
09 Cock 1079. % Cock 1096.0 
10 Hen fe 3 Hen 892.1 
11 Cock 1165.0 37 Ben 975.0 
- Hen 785.0 38 Ben 976.1 
1 Hen __ 1088.0



FRENCH oe ee CUB 
iford, Wisconsin 

December 24, 1937 
Age of birds unknown 

Band No. Sex Weight _Pt. of release Band Wo. Sex Weight Pt. of release 

37690 Hen 1088.1 Wyk 1300 «Hen =: 1182.6 
9. Hen 1018.6 14 = Goek §=91316.6 
92s Hen 990.6 15 Cock 1327.6 
33 Hen 827. 2 16 «Cock 1254.2 

Gock 1539. 17. Cock «1512.0 
95 Hen 1197.4 18 Hen 1086.8 
96 Hen 1083.2 19 Hen 1058.0 
97. s« Hen es 20 «Hen a 
98 Hen 967.1 Rest area 2 21 Hen -0 Re ea 
99 Hen nae &3 22 Hen 974.9 ppt 

44h Ol = Hen 964.1 2 Hen 1031.6 
02 «Hen 1014.2 3% hens & 10 Hen 935.9 Wild birds 
Z Hea 951.9 cocks trapped 25 Cock 1311.5 caught at 

Hen 1081.7 dy Harold Shine 26 Hen 1178.8 University 
0 Hen 916.3 27. Hen 1067.3 Arboretum & 
06 Hen 1153.1 28 Cock 1353.7 University Bay 
oT Hen 1220.2 29 Hon ran’ Farms; given 
08 Hen ies 30 Hen 1022. to Preserve in 
09 Hen 1110. 32 Sock exchange for 
10 Cock 1197.2 33 Hen equal number 
11s Hen 945.6 34 = Cock of their 
12 Hen 1013.3 35 Hen artificials.



TRENCH ROAD HUNTING CLUB 
Milford, Wisconsin 

April 19, 1938 
Age of birds; 10} mo. 

384 O1 Hen 1207.8 384 22 Hen 859.9 
*e Hon 601.8 ° 23 Hen 615.9 

4 Hen 1208.2 Hen 185-9 
Hen 1186.7 9 Hen 7 

a sau 3 Rest area 2 i 7 fen grt 

oR . Hen . Rest area 2 
o7 Hea 9 28 Hen 763.9 
08 Hen 1116.9 29 Hen 843.3 
09 Hen ye 30 Hen 719-7 
10 Hen 5 31 Hen 1089.7 
11 Hen 910.7 32 Gock 966.6 
12 Hen 1216.7 3 Hen 1027.9 
7 en 1063.9 ‘ 

. Li Hen 1k 32 hens & 2 2 Hen ; 
16 Hen 2 cocks raised Hen 694.2 
u Hen 1181. by Macdrthur, 37 Cock 1215.3 4% hens & 3 
Uy Ken 930.5 sold to pre- 38 Hen 985.0 e¢ocks raised 

16 Ben 1189. 2 serve 22 Hen 1020.3 by Ben Froelich 
19 Hen 999. 0 Cock 1139-9 
20 Hen 960.8 HL Cock 875. 
21 Cook 1091.6 

siesta icnipsiteiaeoniencciginpeeiinaaiiciedgesncoualciasieniadasistiniobiasinhpeiboaiebiasluiilninlioniaibiabicbeulliolaiinibbaaii 

“these birds (Nos. 'O2, ‘14, & '23) held in rearing pens by Ben Froehlich due to injuries-- 
not released.



PAVILLE GROVE WILDLIFR AREA 
Lake Mills 

Age of birds: 6 mo. 

Aluniaun Color Tail 
Band No. Sex Weight Band No. Marker Remarks 

376 76 Cock 1272.8 Bl White 
20 39 Ren 1004.5 Bea White 
20 30 Gock 1464.8 * White 
28 06 Hen 1005.9 White 
20 29 Cock 1190.2 oe White 8 cocks & 12 hens raised by John 
20 ko Cock 1174.2 Be White Hornickle; exchanged wild trapped 
28 38 Hea 926.1 Be7 White birds caught at University Arbor- 
25 z Hen 964.2 Beg White etum for these birds. 
26 - Cock aes Beg White 
28 Gock 1141.3 B10 White Released at » Borth of 
khy 36 Hen 1013.9 B-11 Jhite area, with four mia = 

38 Cock me? B12 ¥hite 
37 Hen 612. a white 
32 Hen 1023.1 Bel White 

Hen 1022.1 B15 White 
41 Ren 627.3 B-16 Thite 
4a Hen 999-7 B17 Thite 

376 85 Hen 1116.9 3-18 White 
8 Hen 933.0 B-19 White 

33 Cock hogs B-20 White 
Cook 1387.6 B21 Purple 

47 Hen 684.1 Be22 Purple 
ae 87 Hen 1049.7 »e Purple 

hg Cock 1159.5 Be2 Purple 
4g Cook 1211.1 Pa Purple 

376 82 Hen §3- Be2 Purple 5 cocks & 13 hens raised by John 
18 Hen 1064.4 B27 Purple Hornickle; exchanged wild trapped 

25 29 Hen 936.2 B28 Purple birds caught at University Arboretum 
376 79 Hen 1017.8 B-29 Purple for these birds. 

89 Hen 855.0 B30 Purple 
81 Hen 920.6 B31 Purple ‘ 
83 Cock 1380.0 3-32 Purple Released at Seats ‘3 corn field — 
1? Hen 779.8 7a Purple on prairie, north of area. uhh 50 Hen 952.6 B Purple 

376 Sh Hen 1088.3 3 Purple 
377 00 Cock 1462.3 Be3 Purple 
U4y 51 Hen 908.4 3B-37 Purple 
376 80 Hen 1048.7 3-38 Purple



FAVILLE onOve WILDLIFB ARBA 
Lake Mills 
Jamary 12, 1938 
Age of birds: unknown 

Aluminum Color Tail 
teat a Sex Hetghs Zant Ho. Marker Benarke 

4b en 1066. ‘een cocks & 2 hens (wi ras) from 
Gock 1108.5 G2 Green University Arboretum released a 

45 Cook 1330.3 = Green Farm on 12/eerat 7 th ho 
1 H. 032. art is. 

2 jock 14. een 
5 Gock 1369.7 G-7 Green 
2 Cock ies G-8 Green 
5 Cock 1450.5 G-9 Green 
57 Cock 1319.3 G10 Green 
58 Cock 1430.3 G11 Green 
59 Gock 1509.3 G12 Green Released near Springer fara. 
60 Hen 924.1 i | Green 
61 Cock 1191.6 G1 Green 
62 Cock 1422.4 - Green 10 cocks & 13 hens (wild birds) trapped 
& Hen 933.0 Gel Green at University Arboretum. 

Hen 1007.0 G-17 Green 
bs] Hen ot 6-18 Green 

Hen 768. G-19 Green 
67 Hen 647.1 G20 Green 
68 Hen 1032.5 G-21 Green 
69 Hen 878. 2 G22 Green 
Jo Hen 4 4 Green 
71 Hen .0 G=2 Green 
72 Hen 990.1 G25 Green 
3 Cock 1260.3 G26 Green 
7 Hen aes G27 Green 
15 Hen _ 924.1 G28 Green



FAVILLE GROVE WILDLIFE AREA 

Lake Mills 
February 1, 1938 

Age of birds: unknown 

Aluninun Color Tail 
Ho. 5 Weight lo. Marker 

ra 85 Cock int a} a “Grange , 
82 Hen $81.4 G-31 Orange 
a Hen Tt G-32 Orange | 
8 Hen 321 G=33 Orange 
86 Cock a G=34 Orange , 

87 Hen 864.7 +35 Orange 4 cocks & 16 hens (wild birds) | 
88 Hen 903.7 G36 Orange trapped at the University Arboretum | 
89 Hen 876.1 G37 Orange and Hill Farm. 
90 Cock 1343.3 G-38 Orange 
91 Hen 946.1 0-99 Orange Released in Perry's marsh. 
92 Hen 951.1 Ge Orange 
2 Hen 1010.8 Gay Orange 

Hen 905.4 Geko Orange 
95 Hen 982.2 - Orange 
9 Hen 901.9 G=' Orange 
97 Hen 927.9 Orange 
98 Hen ot Ge Orange 
99 Cock 1286. G47 Orange 

~ 00 Hen 957.4 Gels Orange 
284 19 Hen 930.2 G49 Orange



FAVILLE GROVE WILDLIFE ARRA 
i ls, Wis. 

Trapped wild birds - age unknown 

Aluni num Color Tail 

Ho. Wei, lo. ‘ker 

oan o1 < inte as Red - i leased Dec. 28, 1937 in Ragweed Patch 

02 Hen 684.1 Y-2 Red Released Dec. 28, 1937 im Ragweed Patch 

5 Hen 981.0 af Red Released Dec. 28, 1937 in Ragweed Patch 

Hen ange, Y Red Released Jan. 9, 1938, in Ragweed Patch 

05 Hen 1147.1 Bel Orange Released Jan. 11, 1938 at Farmers Is. ,5.2. 

06 Hen 1039.5 ¥-5 Red Released Jan. 14, 1938 in Ragweed Patch 
07 Cock 1505.2 1-6 Red Released Jan. 15, 1938 in Ragweed Patch 
08 Gock 1537.1 ¥-7 P. on ¥. Released Jan. 15, 1936 at H.K.Sta. 2 | 
0g Hen 1163.6 ¥-9 Red Released Jan. 19, 1938 at Ragweed Patch | 

10 Hen 1205.7 Y-10 Red Released Jan. 19,1938 at Ragweed Patch 
ll Hen 1060.1 Y-11 Orange Released Jan. 21, 1938 at G.P.Sta. 4 

12 Hen 986.6 Y-12 Red Released Jan. 31, 1938 at Ragweed Patch 

13 Hen 1063. 2 7 Red Released Feb. 1, 1938 at Ragweed Patch 

1 Hen 1120. Yel Orange Released Feb. 1, 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

15 Hen 912.7 oe Orange Released Feb. 1, 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

16 Hen $97.0 Yel Orange Released Feb. 1, 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

17 Hea 869.3 Y-17 Orange Released Feb. 1, 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

18 Gock 1362.2 Y-18 G.on ¥. Released Feb. 1, 1936 at Pr.Sta. 1 

20 Hen 1028.4 Y-19 Orange Released Feb. 3, 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

21 Hen 1073.9 Y-21 Orange Released Feb. 2 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

2k Cock 1363.1 Y-22 Orange Released Feb. 4, 1936 at H.K.Sta. 2 

25 Hen 1061.1 es Orange Released Feb. 4, 1936 at H.K.Sta. 2 

26 Hen 965.4 T- Orange Released Feb. 4%, 1938 at H.K.Sta. 2 

28 Cock 1399.2 4 Pink Released Mar. 7, 1938 at Pr.Sta. 2 

29 Cock 1304.1 Pink Released Mar. 7, 1938 at Pr. Sta. 2



FE. ; 

F miles east of Whitewater 

Sept. 20, 1937 
Age of birds: 2 & 12 mo. 

Band No. Sex Pt. of release Band No. Sex Pt. of release 

439 01 Cock 439 13 Hen 12 cocks & 6 hens, 8 
02 Cock 1 Cock weeks old. 
&3 Hen 15 Cock 

Cock 16 Cock 
8 Hen 17 Hen 

Gock Walworth County, 18 Cock 
o7 Cock R.15 B.,7.4 0., 19 Hen 
08 Hen 8.12 (N.B.40, 20 Hen 
09 Cock H.E.E sec.) 21 Hen 5 hens, 12 months old, 
10 Cock 22 Hea Teleased same site as 
11 Hen 23 Hen others 
12 Cock



Lake a: Conservation Club 
Released Aug. 22, 1937 
Age of birds: 12 wke. 

Time elapsed Distance from 

Band Wo. Sex ___ Date collected since banding release point  Remarkg 0 

213 O1 Cock 9 -ern= 1937 wom ewe mom me Shot during hunting season 
06 Cock Oct. 27, 1937 66 days 1 mile Shot 1 mi. 8.38. of L. Mills 
09 Cock = s=+-= 1937 acecee ween Shot during hunting season 
11 Cock 9 arene 1937 wmecne sominenenee Shot during hunting season 
39 Cock <+ewe 1937 omen onene Shot during bunting season 
60 Gock ---—= 1937 wocece none Shot during hunting season 
18 Cock — cenen 1937 mene mae Shot during hunting season 
79 Cock  -~=== 1937 wcnewe ance Shot during hunting season 
83 Cock = === 1937 weeeee cone Shet in London Marsh 
89 Cock  +--== 1937 meeme onenee Shot during hunting season 
95 Cock Nov. 4, 1937 74 days 1/2 mile Shot L.Marsh ("Sink Hole") 
99 Cock = -eewe 1937 cataeinad momen Shot during hunting season 

214 ob Cock Oct. 1937 oomere ommee Found dead in London Marsh 
08 Cock = ~e=e- 1937 meeemne aeamen Shot during hunting season 
15 Cock = -eene 1937 comme rome Shot during hunting season 
20 Cock = seee- 1937 woonee wocere Shot during hunting season 

212 42 Cock = ---<< 1937 eon conene Shot during hunting soason 
ug Cock ----- 1937 wees nese Shot during hunting season 
52 Cock ----- 1937 cnecee cmenee Shot during bunting season 
64 Cock = s#-= 1937 woenee wee eee Shot during hunting season 
go Cock ----~ 1937 ccocee concen Shot during hunting season 
95 Cock = swen= 1937 omen ocmmme Shot during hunting season



BAND RETURNS 
Preserve No. 22 
Released Aug. 26, 1937 
Age of birds: 9 wks. 

Time elapsed Distance from 1 
. Weight § te coll i releas int 

22 96 oP Hen Jan. 16, 1936 in days (shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
97 wene= Cock =------ 1937 aaene nee (Dr. Dreher, outside pre. ) 

28 02 wo-e= Hen Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yde., found dead. 
3 wweee Hem wanene= 1937 eoceneee (Dr. Dreher, outside pre. ) 
Ol wo--- Cock Sept.24, 1937 wor enna Within 125 yde., found dead. 
14 womee Hen s-----= 1937 emma (Shot by Mr. Van Sant) 
28 1068.0 Cock Jan. 31, 1938 158 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
29 woee= Hom ------- 1937 sieiereiintine (Shot by Mr. Van Sant) 
32 o---~ Cock Sept.2%, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
é w-~--- Hen Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yde., found dead. 

o---- Cock Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
uy seme Cock <------- 1937 sniominconings (Shot by Dr. Neff) 
50 ----- Hen Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
51 ~---« Cock Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
63 orere Coek <------ 1937 somite mein (Shot by Dr. Neff) 
68 o---- Cock Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
69 wn---- Cock Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
18 wonme Cock <-<---- 1937 ae eerece (Shot by Dr. Neff) 

go o-~-- Hen Sept.24, 1937 29 days Within 125 yds., found dead. 
96 1143.0 Cock Nov. 21, 1937 87 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
98 ----- Cock Nov. 7, 1937 73 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
99 890.0 Hen Nov. 22, 1937 88 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 

Released Sept. 24, 1937 
Age of birds: 14 wks. 

Time elapsed Distance from 
No. W collec i int BT anne Gok eee ASST eeenee hot Oy Oe Va Sat) 

\ 850.0 Hen Mov. 22, 1937 59 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
4g ww--= Cock Nov. 17, 1937 54 days (Shot by Mr. Boys) 

29 06 wosr= Cock ------ 1937 wannne- (Dr. Dreher, outside pre. ) 
08 wo--- Goek Nov. 7, 1937 Wy days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
11 weo-- Hon ov. 7, 1937 Wh days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
3 1145.0 Cock Nov. 22, 1937 59 days ' (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
1 were~ Cock <----- 1937 seeeceioneion (Shot by Dr. Neff) 
24 653.0 Hen Jan. 31, 1938 129 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
29 wmn-= Cock ------ 1937 aeenn-- (Shot by Mr. Van Sant) 
30 --~-- Cock Nov. 17, 1937 54 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
32 weene Cock ------ 1937 ceneeee (Shot by Dr: Heff) 
34 oo~~= Hen Mov. 17, 1937 54 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
22 wree= Hon <----- 1937 rapes (Shot by Dr. Neff) 

2 1026.0 Geck Mov. 21,1937 58 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
ky co-e~ Gock Nov. 17, 1937 54 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
47 783-0 Hen Wov. 21, 1937 58 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
61 1164.0 Cock Sov. 22, 1937 59 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
62 wen-= Cock ------ 1937 waeee-e (Shot by Mr. Van Sant) 
66 846.0 Hen WSov. 27, 1937 64 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
69 1287.0 Cock Wov. 27, 1937 64 days (Shot by Mr. Roys) 
85 weem= Cock <----- 1937 spneiitie (Shot by Mr. Van Sant) 
92 894-@ Hon Nov. 21, 1937 58 days (Shot by Dr. Schneiders) 
gh =--->__Hon Nov. 17, 1937 5u daye (Shot by Mr. Roys)



BAND _RNZURNS 
Preserve No. 53 
Released Sept. 5 to Dec. 16, 1937 
Age of birds: 10 to 20 wks. 

Ho. Ss. m 
a 19 Cock 3 it ne 

36 Cock 81 Cock 
63 Cock 87 Cock 

384 23 Hen 91 — 
55 Hen 9 Hen (7 
3) Hen aa Cock 

66 Hen 98 Goek 
Ts Hen 97 Hen 
$1 Hen 387 O01 Hen 
Bu Cock 10 Cock 
86 Hen 14 Hen 
90 Hen 15 Cock 

385 O1 Cock 20 Hen 
03 Hen 22 Hen 
of Cock ek | Cock 

Cock 27 Cock 
09 Hen 28 Cock 
10 Hen 29 Cock 
ll Ren 31 Hea 
12 Cock 33 Hen 
13 Cock 33 Gock 
7 Hen 3 Cook 
21 Hen 37 Hen 
22 Cock i 2 Cock 
23 Cock 0 Cook 
25 Cock (?) uy Sock 

386 02 Cock 45 Hen 
ou Cock 4g Hen 
05 Cock 4g Cock 
o7 Cock 50 Cock 
08 Cock 4 51 Hen 
10 Cock 52 Cock 

' 12 Hen z Cock 
16 Cock Hen (3) 
19 Hon 22 -  Goek 
20 Hen - 5 Cock 
2h Hen 57 Cock 
26 Hea 2s Cock 
27 Hen Cock 
28 Hen 61 Hen 
29 Hen 66 Hen 
31 Cock "68 Cock 
36 Hen 72 Hen 
2 Hen 3 Cock 

Ben 75 Coek (7) 
ui Hen 78 Cock 
4a Cock 60 Cock 
46 Cock 81 Cock 
uy Cock ah Cock 
kg Hen 83 Coek 
50 Hen 8 Cock (7) 
52 Hen 87 Hen 

26 Hen as Hen 
Hen 90 Hen 

62 Cock 96 Cock 
7o Hea 98 Cock 

Tl Hen *67 Hen



BAND RETURNS 
Preserve No. 69 
Released Sept. 26, 1937 
Age of birds: 16 wis. 

Time elapsed Distance collected from 
Band Wo. Weight §. Date collect since S it 
382 04 Tear Hen Jan. 22, iS3 118 days 1 ie area 

09 0 wees Hen Jan. 16, 1938 112 days 11/2 miles 
15  -~e=ee Hen ov. 24, 1937 60 days 1/2 miles 
17 1134.0 Hen Jan. 22, 1938 118 days 1 1/2 miles 
18 -=-~—— Hen Dee. 31, 1937 e days 3/4 mile 
20 weomm= Cock Nov. 7, 1937 days 1/4 mile 
22 2 wenen= Cock ov. 6, 1937 41 days 1/% mile 
23 wwemem Gock Oct. 31, 1937 35 days semana 
27 0 =e--= Cock ov. 20, 1937 55 days 1/2 mile 
3l 0 weeee= Cock Mov. 20, 1937 55 days 1/2 mile (found dead,only bones) 
37 «= -:1360.8 Cock Dec. 24, 1937 89 days 11/2 miles 
39 weeme= Hen ov. 18, 1937 53 days weer eeee 
NO no---= Cock Oct. 31, 1937 35 days 11/2 miles 

Released Sept. 26, 1937 
Age of birds: 14 wks. 

Time elapsed Distance collected 
and Wo. Weigh Sex Date collected since bandin from release point 

Fe w ==---~ Hen a + 21, 1937 3 days a7 mile 
50 8 -1134.0 Hen dee. 19, 1937 85 days 1 1/2 miles 
51 anew Hen ov. 6, 1937 42 days 1 1/2 miles 
2 w----- Hen ov. 13, 1937 49 days 1/2 mile 

wa--=- Cock ------= 1937 waeneee aberite 
67 = seeee= Cock Oct. 30, 1937 34 days 3 1/2 miles(shot 2} mi.¥.Dousman) 
76  -wwene Cock Dee. 22, 1937 87 days 1 mile 
TT wecem= Cock Oot. 23, 1937 27 days 1/2 mile 
80 weenne Hen Oct. 23, 1937 27 days 1/4 mile 
81 1190.7 Goeck Dee. 12, 1937 67 days 1 1/2 miles 
BE eweeee Cock Oct. 23, 1937 27 days 1/4 mile(found dead, predation) 
85 neem Cock Oct. 1, 1937 5 days 500 yds. (found dead, predation) 
860 w----= Cock Oct. 31, 1937 35 days cones 
87 wae Cock Oct. 23, 1937 27 days 1/2 mile 
QL wemeee Cock Sept. 27, 1937 1 day 50 yds. (killed by dog) 
92 s----- Cock Nov. 5, 1937 40 days 11/2 miles 

Released Wov. 11, 1937 
Age of birds; 24 wis. 

Time elapsed Distance collected 
Band No. Weight Sex Date collected since banding from release point 

2 wome-> Hen Dee. 10, 1937 29 days vn 
32 0 waere= Cock ov. 27, 1937 16 days smo 
33 1020.6 Cock Dec. 24, 1937 43 days 1 1/2 miles 
2 w----- Hen ov. 24, 1937 13 days 3/4 mile 

1 we=ee= Hen ov. 27, 1937 16 days omen 
yo weewm= Cock Nov. 28, 1937 17 days 3/4 mile 
5 eee ame meme 61987 mreeare seins 

2 eweeee ome ov. 14; 1937 3 days 1/2 mile 
62 0 wnanee ---= = Kow. 20, 1937 9 days 1/2 mile 

densely AN et Bin, le, I ll NN I sin ccls MMR etic



BAND RETURNS 
Preserve No. 69 
Released Nov. 14, 1937 
Age of birds: 26 wks. 

fime elapsed Distance collected 
Band No. Weight Se; Date collected ice bandin ‘rom release point 
Ga 76 ists oe us 1 i538 a days ; i hg miles 

7 eo---= Cock Nov. 27, 1937 13 days 3/4 mile 
TT woone~ Cock ov. 27, 1937 13 days weer rene 
17 1020.6 Cock Dec. 24, 1937 4O days 1 1/2 miles 
82 w-~em= Cock Dec. 4, 1937 20 days corte eee 
5 o~e~== Cock Dec. 4, 1937 20 days semen ene 
8 wemnem  (Coek Mov. 27, 1937 13 days 3/4 mile 
86 woomee Cock Nov. 17, 1937 3 days onnneee- 
gl ~s---~ Hen ov. 15, 1937 1 day © (Found dead, predation) 
95 weewwe Hen  -nwwnne orem 25 yas. (Found dead, predation) 
96 w----- Hen ov. 20, 1937 6 days 1/2 mile 

W4e 21 907.2 Hen Dee. 24, 1937 4O days 11/2 miles 
25 wene-= Cock Nov. 21, 1937 7 days 25 em (Found dead) 
28 wwwmem= Cock Dec. 1, 1937 17 days 3/4 mile 
29 wvene= Cock Nov. 17, 1937 3 days wane eene 
8 wreem= Cock Wov. 17, 1937 3 days were ene 

wcwwne Hon Mov. 21, 1937 | Ses 3/4 mile 
35 s-~--~ Hen Dec. 10, 1937 26 days wemeenee 
3 sev-e~ Cock Dec. 10, 1937 26 days serene ne 
37 ~----- Cock Dee. 1, 1937 17 days 3/4 mile 
ho comme Hen Wov. 17, 1937 3 days eee 

Zz wceme= Cock Dec. 10, 1937 26 days ween eene 
were Cock Dec. 9, 1937 25 days 3/4 mile 

82 weo--- Cock Jan. 2, 1938 49 days 1 nile 
86 w=---~ Hen ov. 18, 1937 4 days 1/2 mile 
34 wowwe~ Hen Wov. 17, 1937 3 days eee ee 
96 o----- Cock Nov. 21, 1937 7 days 3/4 mile 
98 m---2- en Dee. 11, 1937 2]_ days 3/4 mile 

Released Nov. 18, 1937 
Age of birds: 2 months 

Time elapsed Distance collected 
OC Os 2 LE t 3 8 de CQ Ll sted gi Le BAG LD from 4 GAS 30 3. 

i 3 3 s-sm= Gock Dec. = i937 7 days 100 7 2 aT tia e hawk) 
56 1205.6 Cock Dec. 12, 1937 24 days 1-1/2 miles 
58 woe=-= Cock Nov. 24, 1937 6 days 500 yds. (killed by hawk) 
59 w-eee~ Cock Nov. 27, 1937 9 days 1-1/2 miles 
60 -~ene= Cock Nov. 24, 1937 6 daye 1/2 mile 
61 wome-= Cock Nov. 21, 1937 3 days 3/4 mile 
62 ---ee= Cock Nov. 27, 1937 9 days 1-1/2 miles 
6 w----- Cock ov. 2, 1937 6 days 1/2 mile 

woom-= Cock Mov. 21, 1937 3 days 3/4 mile 
65 1332.5 Cock Dec. 24, 1937 36 days 1-3/4 miles 
72 wwenn= Cock Jan. 16, 1938 59 days 1-1/2 miles 
72 wer--- Cock Wov. 24, 1937 6 days 1/2 mile 
18 1020.6 Cock San. 22, 1938 65 days 1-1/2 miles 
81 s----- (Cock Nov. 21, 1937 3 days 3/4 mile 
83 1020.6 Cock Dec. 12, 1937 2h days 1-1/2 miles 
88 wen--= Cock Mov. 24, 1937 6 days 1/2 mile 
90 wore-- Cock Mov. 27, 1937 9 days wecene 
92 s~---- Gock Wov. 21, 1937 3 days 300 yds. (killed by hawk) 
93 w-~--= Cock Dec. 9, 1937 21 days 3/4 mile 
95 we---= Cock Dec. 9, 1937 21 days 3/4 mile 
96 =--7--___ Cock Nov. 21, 1937 3 days 3/4 mile



Preserve > 69 
Released Dec. 9, 1937 
Age of birds: 18 wks. 

Time elapsed Distance from 
Bend No. Weight Sex Date collected since banding release point 

442 o2 1134.0 Cock Dec. 18, 1937 9 days 3/% mile 
S ores Gock Jan. 16, 1938 38 days 11/2 mile 

1360.8 Cock Dec. 18, 1937 9 days 3/4 mile 
05 1332.5 Cock Dec. 24, 1937 15 days 11/2 miles 
07 595.3 Cock Dec. 12, 1937 3 dayo 11/2 miles 
0g 1360.8 Gock Dec. 21, 1937 12 days 3/4 mile 
10 1134.0 Cock Dee. 12, 1937 3 days 11/2 miles 
12 1020.6 Cock Dec. 12, 1937 3 days 1 1/2 miles 
3 1247.4 Cook Dec. 25. 1937 16 days 11/2 miles 
1 1077-3 Cock Dec. 22, 1937 13 days 11/4 miles 

Why 93 1162.3 Cock Dee. 18, 1937 9 days 3/4 mile 
oeee Cock Jan. 16, 1938 38 days 11/2 mile 

0g 1615.9 Gock Dec. 26, 19 17 days 1 mile 
17 1162.3 Cock Dec. 24, 1937 15 days 1 1/2 miles 
19 1162.3 Gock Dec. 18, 1937 9 days 3/4 mile 
27 i Gock Dec. 12, 1937 3 days 1 1/2 miles 
ae 1287.4 Cock Dec. 18, 1937 9 days 3/4 mile 
39 1360.8 Gock Dec. 18, 1937 9 days 3/% mile 
kg 1162.3 Cock Dec. 18, 1937 9 days 3/4 mile



BAND RETURNS 
Preserve lo. 60 
Released Wov. 22, 1937 
Age of birds; 5 mo. 

Time elapsed Distance from 

1d No. Weight Se: De collected since banding rel » point Remarks 
5 a 3 ti “i Conk z ae FF. 1937 5 days Lest Tao; grams 

27 0 wawee- Cock ------- 1937 weeeee Banded in Aug., held 
30 0 weeee= Cock Nov. 25, 1937 3 days Banded in Aug., held 
wy 927.9 Hen Wov. 25, 1937 3 days Lost 18.8 grams 

21 § 859.7 Hen Dee. 18, 1937 26 days Lost 115.6 grams 
$ -----~ Hen Jan. 1, 1938 4O days Shot 
87 wwene=e Hen seee--=- 1937 erste Shot 
68 = wen-== Goek Nov. 25, 1937 3 days Band not turned in 
90 swwewe Hen Wov. 25, 1937 3 days Shot 
91 1239.9 Cock Dec. 18, 1937 26 days Shot, gained 62.7 grams 
92 wows Cock ------- 1937 enna eee 
z 1310.4 Gook Hov. 25, 1937 3 days Shot, lost 75.8 grams ; 

wweee= Hen ov. 25, 1937 3 days Blind in left eye 
35 oeeee= Cock ------= 1937 wnon-- Shot 
9 core=- Cock Dec. 4, 1937 12 days Sealy leg both legs 
97 859.1 Hen Dec. 18, 1937 26 days Lost 170.2 grams 
9B — ewemee Cogk <-----= 1937 weeen- Shot 

22 000 w----= Cock Nov. 27, 1937 5 daye Pound dead 
27 3 876.6 Hen ec. 12, 1937 20 days Lest 75.3 grams 

o~e--= Cock Nov. 27, 1937 io Shot 
56  ------ Gock Nov. 28, 1937 days Shot 
23 emeen= Cock <------ 1937 wennee Shot 

907.2 Hen Jan. 15, 1938 54 days Lost ae grans 
61 948.9 Cock Nov. 27, 1937 5 days Lost 140.1 grams 
62 1097.9 Cock Mov. 25, 1937 3 days Lost 58.9 grams 
64 eneene Hen Jan. 23, 1938 62 days Shot 
65 ween Hen ------- 1937 eoeene Shot 

&7 995.9 Hen ov. 25, 1937 3 days Lost 44.7 grams 
6B weweee Cock nmn-=-- 1937 aren-- waneee- 
7l  =—-:1082.9 Cock Mov. 27, 1937 5 days Weight without feathers 
74 = eweeee Hen Nov. 25, 1937 3 days Shot 
5 worm Cock Nov. 25, 1937 3 days Shot 
17 9 wneen= Hen Dee. 25, 1937 33 days Shot 
78  <----- Hen Jan. 16, 1938 55 days Shot 
80 772.8 Cock Wov. 25, 1937 3 days Lost 62.4 grams 
82 883.9 Hen Dee. 18, 1937 26 days Gained .2 gram 
86 993-2 Cock Wov. 27, 1937 5 days Gained 12.1 grams 
8s 844.2 Goek Nov. 25, 1937 3 days Loss of 227.7 grams (7) 
89 s +enme= Hon Jan. 21, 1938 60 days Pound after being shot 
90 866.7 Hen Dec. 11, 1937 19 days Lost 40.4 grams 
97. w--~-= Hen Jan. 23, 1938 62 days Shot 
98 ae Hen Wov. 25, 1937 3 days Shot, no woes mais. te 

—22__1076.6 Goek Nov. 25, 1937 3 days Gained 233-6 grams (7)



Preserve ay 60 
Released Dec. 24, 1937 
Wild birds - age unknown 

Time elapsed Distance from 

376 92 ocw-e~ Hen Jan. 1, 1938 6 days Shot 
gh -----~ Cock Jan. 15, 1938 22 days Shot 
95 ooe-~+ Hen Jan. 9, 1936 16 days Shot 
96 comme Hen Dec. 25, 1937 1 day Shot 
97 1190.7 Hen dan. 22, 1938 3 days Gained 121.1 gr. ,fat 
98 www--~ Hen Jan. 9, 1936 16 days Shot 
99 ~o---~ Hen Dec. 25, 1937 1 day Shot 

yah o2 ocw--~ Hon Jan. 2, 1938 9 days Shot 
05 oonnee Hen Dee. 25, 1937 i day Shot 
0% oo-~-~ = =Hen Dec. 25, 1937 1 day Shot 
ag -~-~~~ Hem Dec. 25, 1937 1 day Shot 
14 women Cock --~---- 1937 ooeeee Injured,.died in pen 
15 aewmewe Gock Jan. 1, 1938 8 days Shot 
16 anwee= Cock Jan. 22,.1938 29 days Shot 
33 w~--~= Hen Dec. 25, 1937 1 day Shot 

o---—- Hen Jan. 23, 1938 30 days Shot (date not sure) 
2 eo---> «Cock Jan. 15, 1938 22 days Shot 

<--~-- Hen Jan. 15, 1938 22 days Shot, cealey leg 
27 semeee Hen Jan. 23, 1938 30 days Shot 
32 wore-~ Cock Jan. 23, 1938 30 days Shot 
33 neem Gh saerees 1957 sone Shot 
Be] ww--~~ Hen Dec. 25, 1937 1 day Shot



eo a 60 
Released Dec. 17, 1937 
Age of birds: 6 mo. 

Time elapsed Distance from 
Band Ho. Weight Sex Date collected since banding release point Remarks 

20 31 w----- Cock Dee. 17, 1937 0 days Shot 
32 oe «= Hen soocew= $1937 onenee Returned with other bds. 
34 wnee-= Hen 9 s=---- 1937 onoen- Shot 
35 comme = Hen womwmee 1937 mentee Shot 
36 weeem= Sock «0 ---=-- 1937 ed Shot 
37 w----- Gock Dec. 17, 1937 0 days Shot 

24 08 1157.1 Cock Dec. 18, 1937 1 day Lost 82.4% grams 
16 oowee= Hen dan. 15, 1938 29 days Shot 
ll were-- Cock «0 eene--= 1937 onen-e Shot 
14 ‘eoweee Hen 9 -eeen-= 1937 weno Shot 
17 wo---- Hon Dec. 17, 1937 0 days Shot 
18 wowes= Hen  -seeee= 1937 waeeee Shot 
19 1163.4 Gock Dec. 18, 1937 1 day Lost $2.0 grams 
20 923.1 Gock Dec. 18, 1937 1 day Lost 66.5 grams 
21 ew-e== Cock Dec. 18, 1937 1 day Shot ; 
23 weee-- Hen 9 -=--"-- 1937 wnene- Shot 
28 wenme= Cock 9 seen--= 1937 wnceee Shot 
29 wre--- Hen Jan. 1, 1938 15 days Shot 
3L womeee Hen 9 weene-= 1937 waneee Shot 
3 comem> Hen 0 w-eem-= 1937 sence Shot 

ecvem- Cock Jan. 1, 1938 15 days Shot 
33 1000.4 Goek Dec. 19, 1937 2 days Lost 95.6 grams 
3 we-en~ Hom Dec. 17, 1937 © days Shot 
ETRE AL SEL ALLE LCCC ALLE OAL LTE A SE A LS CAE CELE CE TE OT CE ATE I AN SLICE A AS EES



Preserve No. 60 
Released Aug. 28, 1937 
Age of birds: 9 wks. 

Time elapsed Distance from 
Band No. Sex Date collected since banding Yelease point Remarks 

25 36 Hen ov. 11, 1937 75 days Shot 
60 Hen Sov. I: 1937 Tl days Shot ( 
61 Hen Wov. 6, 1937 70 days Shot,date & sex uncertain 
63 Gosk Nov. 6, 1937 70 days Shot 
66 Hen -=-- 1937 oneeene Shot 
15 Ben ov. 6, 1937 7O days Shot . 
77 Hen ov. I. 1937 Tl days Shot 
78 Hen ov. 6, 1937 70 days Shot,bdand struck by shot 
85 Hen ov. 7, 1937 7l days Shot 
91 Hea ---~ 1937 aoetene wees 
95 Cock = ==+= 1937 easement Shot 
97 Hen Wov. 13, 1937 77 days Shot 

21 4 Hen Jan. 15, 1938 140 days Shot 
Cock Wov. 25, 1937 89 days Shot 

06 Hen Dec. 11, 1937 105 days Shot 
11 Hen Nov. 13, 1937 77 days Shot 
ak Cock Nov. 7, 1937 Tl days Shot 
2 Hen ov. 14, 1937 78 days Shot,no band turned in 

1 Cock ov. 7, 1937 Tl days Shot 
8 Hen ov. i1, 1937 75 days Shot 
T Hen ov. 11, 1937 75 days : Shot 
18 Hen onem 1937 neni oome 
‘Shalini ca 

c



Faville ine Rassee Area 
Released December 25, 1937 

Age of birds; 6 months 

Time elapsed Distance from 
Band No.  Weig’ Sex Date of collectio: ne ding release point Remark: 

0 30 492. ck April 5, 193 100 days 3 e i y car 
uy kg =-----__Goek Jan. 16, 1938 22 days 1/4 mile Raptor kill 

Released Feb. 1, 1938 
Wild birds - age unknown 

Time elapsed Distance from 
Ho. We’ s Date of collection si r 

woneve Hen eb. 12, 1 days 1/2 mile ‘ound dead--dog? 
30 =---->__Gock Feb. 7, 1938 6 days 1/4 mile Found dead 

Released Jan. 19, 1938 
Wild bird - age unknown 

Time elapsed Distance from 
Band No. Weight Sex Date of collection since bandin release point FPemerks 
264 09 = ~~~ en Mar. 25,1938 ss Oh days =~ yds. Predator kill



Preserve No. 75 
Released Sept. 27, 1937 
Age of birds: unknown 

Time elapsed Distance from 
By — Ses Date collected since banding release point ____Remerke 

a ee ae Tne 
45 ——. Coe: Bae — 
56 wo sore: Sa nee 
2 anne | AO saw All birds shot on preserve where banded 

oe oe EE cee 
84 oe wane 2a seat 

Lost 5 other bands recovered from birds shot on preserve. 

Preserve No. 29 
Released Sept. 20, 1937 
Age of birds: unknown 

376 93 --- Nov. 28, 1937 69 days 200 yas. Shot on preserve 
--- Nov. 1, 1937 42 days 3/4 mile Shot on preserve Wo. 1 

10 --- Dee. 28, 1937 99 days 250 yds. Shot on preserve 
19 --~ Dee. 22, 1937 93 days 200 yds. Shet on preserve 
21 —— sonamam LOST neeeee oem Shot on preserve 
25 Sere 18 o277--- Secanainmnantal Shot on preserve 

Preserve No. 35 
Released Nov.6, 1937 
Age of birds: unknown 

37701 Hen Nov. 17, 1937 il days Shot_on preserve where banded 

Preserve No. 514 

Released Sept. 11, 1937 
Age of birds: 12 wks. 

379 03 --- Nov. 15, 1937 15 days 2-1/2 miles. Shot out of preserve 
13 --- lov. 10, 1937 60 days 5 miles. Shot out of preserve, west 5 --- Nov. 15, 1937 75 days 2-1/2 miles. Shot out of preserve 
15 Hen Wov. 11, 1937 61 days Turned in by hunter on Preserve No. 60 
82 Sock Nov. 5, 1937 55 days 2 miles. Shot 3 mt. fron i. Koshkonong. 

Preserve Bo. 53 
Relessed Sept. 15, 1937 
Age of birds: 11 wks. 

383 12 --~- Nov. 10, 1937 56 days Shot detween New London and Shiocton 
51 won Nov. 5, 1937 51 days 14 miles. Shot between Bear Creek and 

c lle. a enneteeeteeenaneneneenenenennnnnenenrnnnanneenneeineennctsntonville.



MISC. 
(From pheasants killed during Ss Season) 

2257 - Shot by Bill Ferry, Oct. 24, 1937, om the north-east corner of Farmer's 
Island (Junction of Hildebrandt South fence and Stile's Brook). ‘This cock 
traveled about 1 mile from the Ragweed Patch, where it was released 
Veb. 1937. Brought from Madison to the Ragweed Patch. 

2261 - Old cock, weight 1366 grams, released in Ragweed Patch Jan. 23, 1937. Found 
dead May 20, 1937 by Arthur S. Hawkins, Stile's Brook near intersection 
with county trunk G (small hayfield), moved about 2/3 mile. No sign of 
what killed it. 

2504 - Cock shot om Milford Shooting Preserve, November 25, 1937. 

2563 - Shot by J. Hornickle on “"Stovehouse Farm" of Milford Shooting Preserve, 
November 6, 1937, A.M. 

2703 - Young cock banded and released on Feb. 4, 1937, at Farmer's Island, weight 
1278 grams. Shot by Lake Mills sportsman. 

2712 - Young hen, weight 1156 grams, banded and released at Farmer's Island on 
¥eb. 4, 1937. Band recovered from leg of bird, near mowed-over nest in 
hayfield, about 1/4 mile from point of release, on July 23, 1937. 

2713 - Gla cock, weight 1557 grams, banded and released at Goose Pond Station 2 
on Feb. 4, 1937. Shot by Aldo Leopold, G.P.Station 2, on Oct. 30, 1937, 
1:5, weight 1546.5 grams with empty crop. No movement since released. 

2714 ~ Young hen, weight 1084 grame, banded and released at Goose Pond on Feb. 4, 
1937. Killed by raptor on Feb. 5, 1937, between Blackbird Pond and Cole 
Pond. Moved 1/2 mile in one day. 

2869-8 - Shot by ©. Motl, 1 mile east of Waterloo. 

3365-B - Banded and released by the St. Croix Valley Rod and Gun Club, Hudson, in 
the 1937 day old chick program. Shot by Hardy L. Adams, 508-lith St., 
Sudson, Wis. on the outskirts of Hudson, October 24, 1937. 

5538 - Hen shot by I. J. Porkins, Jamary 10, 193, on north edge of shooting 
preserve No. 69. 

$193-B - Shot by C. Motl, 1 mile east of Waterloo. 

229-8 ~ Banded and released by the Waterloo Sportsmen's re in the 1937 day 
old chick program. Ghot by 0. White in section 10, 15 miles east of 
Waterloo, either Oct. 23 or 24, 1937. Cock in immature plumage. 

8246-B - Shot by ©. Motl, 1 mile east of Waterloo. 

14716-A = Shot by Kuhn, Lake Mills, edge of woods nearest air-beacon on highway 30 
near Deerfield on Gctober 2%, 1937. 

32022-B - Banded and released by &. A. Hutchinson, Clintonville, in the day old 
ehick program for 1937. Shot by G. Putman, New London, in the town of 
Liberty, 3 miles east of New London. Moved 3 miles.



Miscellaneous Band Returns (cont.) 

35064-3 ~ Blackneck banded and released by the Verona Sportsmen's League in the 
1937 day old chick program. Shot by R. spinti, 1/2 mile east of Mt. 
Vernon, Dane County. 

36425-B - Shot within 1/2 mile of #8229. Illegally shot hen, found dead, band 
recovered. 

36427-8 ~ Shot within 1/2 mile of #6229. Illegally shot hen, found dead, band 
recovered. 

36446-B - Blackneck shipped to Ben Strassberg of Lake Mills, on Sept. 7, 1937. 
Shot 2 ©. Finger, Lake Mills, 1 mile east of town, Canning Co. Marsh, 
Oct. 24, 1937. Large, old bird. 4 

36447-8 - Shot by G. Ashworth of Jefferson, Wisconsin, "Island" on Crawfish River, 
2 miles north of Jefferson. ; 

42295-B - Reared and banded by the Izaak Walton League of Bvansville in the 1937 
day old chick program. Shot by Robert S. Hubbard, Bvansville, Wisconsin. 

42413-B ~ Reared and banded by the Isaak Walton League of Evansville in the 1937 
day ol@ chick program. Sent in by G. B. Cain of Bvansville. 

42416-B - Reared ani banded by the Isaak Walton League of Bvansville in the 1937 

day old chick program. Sent in by ©. B. Cain of Rvaneville. 

43915-B - Bight-weeks-old cock banded and released in Walworth County, Range 15 x, 
fownship 4 N., Section 12 (N.#. 40, N.H. 1/4 sec.), on Sept. 20, 1937. 
Found by Earl Cox, Whitewater, Range 16, Township 49, See. 12. Report 
received Nov. 15, 1937.
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- : = td] aes i ee ae TOR OBSEVATIONS §X STA ie on Titel pn Slow 4 

eA ARM Ripple Frank, a 
a - ‘ : afi f fs 7 ve ke ‘ ’ Lh ‘ ete aed + OK 5 — OA 

~ E 
——_ Date Svecies —____—Observer_————-_Loeaticns ond Renner ks — aaa 

: A : 4 

__November Screech Owl Sverry Found injured in camp, red Phase ' 

¥ 11/30/37 arge r uring census drive in wood 0 ° arred? oo ee SE eee 
aes 

a 7 2 

ia 12/15/37. Great Horned Owl F Z h Flew through just tack of FF6. Gasseaee) 
2 : = pe Lan Cok Ar apjetia aa ool, Be... 

12/20/37 Large Brown Owl P 4 wehed sirfov lL. plong—oteeof—wesdiet—South- 0 

Se eae ofthe lakeshore —Lenced=areae GH) — 

en ei te nee eee 

=! 18/8/87 Owl po In woods North-East of FH6.(GH 

z 12/29/37 Great Horned Owl F 1 Jt /, 3? Flushed a great Horned Owl from woods North of 

. * ag (Fo--also & er owl reported sma ° 

i XA = = : “ Crist certian lhe Hair ' / 

1/3/38 Great Horned Owl F! < Flushed two Horned Ywls from woSds North-East 
: #6. Collected two pellets in vicinity 

- @ ¢ ~ has been noticed that the Horned Owls dtagime | 

——— Se : fai he eee 
c 1/4/38 Redsteiicine: Poa 9 2:00 P.li, Windy Zi agit a Ye poop 

ee South of Forest“Patk=y!* rst,seen Om the ara. 
E since esived Nove /@. a 

I i ge i ahh nnn nena = SS 

ee eck ens asd ee 
esha ter back of camp, Barred? oe | 

<ie repack ste 
_1/\tf8 — Large Owl P : Flushed from willow trees East of Forest Parka 

: +00 a = : ” 4 ¥ 

——1/16/38 Barred Oj perry 6 BS SS Ma eg 7 

____3/19 /38——_Barred—Ow ashpl Ab FSS PRE LOBRCIV AE DOSS DA eK, OS Gamp—at Sele Pe $435, —__ 
; des ge fort 

* : Qs s 
= ¢ 1/19/38 Barred Owl Sperry: .. Pheasant Kill found back of camp. Kill made 

. . ; > between P.M. 1/18 and A.M. 1/19. = 

— ag Barred 0 P= Ow eturned to-cached phesss gS g 
“# a or this—Avit.-and-recached = eS 

+ 40/38 __ Barred On : Owl returned to cache a 0:30 sprung trap }- : 
s , = set for him and carried off 4 pheasant. i cd 

i eT Fr ae ee ee E . ¥ 3 

1/21/38 Barred Owl wth Boys waited up for owl ami caught at 12:30 A.M. 7



wn ee ee ee ee UR ee ee i ee 

i SS To 

—_Date —___ Sves.ies ______—_ Observer —_—___-Leeatiens—and—Remex es @™—@ J 

1/22/38 Barred Owl Wet b— Photographed and banded owl and released — 

71/27/38 Saw=whet OwL WT = = Near P#0--took movie and still photos 
im = oe oer oe ee 

a 29/38 Great—Horned Perth Léct-of 2) GNorthniast ofl e¢6—found—1 _pettet——$_—_£_ 

y * ; Shelter. : 

| } 2/7/38 Long-eared Owls Foy Flushed a pair of Long-eared Owls from willows - 

== =e - Verto s=2S  eee eeeee 

yy : = : < 

2/8738 Great Horned Owl F 3:30 p.m. Flushed a Great Hopned Owl nearl 
z 5 overhead, along trail in woods East of Fi6, 

. “ Another owl hooted nearbye he pair ac ted as 

E: AO /3.8 Long-eared Owls 00 owls down to the Longgeared 0; e itor 

. The owls were found in the usual location and 

. f - we got a good look at both of them. Picked up 
: 50 or more pellets, one very fresh one containe i 

OHSS BETTS 
ee ea mga SST 

8 Barred 0; = aw the Barred Owl perched among the leavesin 

L Oaks a short distance North East o he stone . 

| : : = shelter back of cam 2:45 PM.) 

Mars! cw ee Eos orth of Junction of ighway 51 and 151 Rsdy of 
ion, Saw a tale marek Hawk flyibe Low 

ee hy So 

2/17 738 Long-eared Owl Fy 2:30 P.M, Visited Long-eared Owl location, but 
. . the owls were not around. Colledted 9 pellets- 

* only 4 fresh ones. 

2/23/38 — ned 0 : alts e eB _ i 

'2/ea/s8 Long Eared Owl Fy 11:00 AeM. Rechecked the Long Eared Owl lo- 3 
| A : sae cation. Owls hadn't been here since my last _ 
: = a visit a week ago. But found both in a willow a 

Se Se ST about 50 imrds to the Wests Colicoted G=pellats fe 

ee CF a 
: 5 ps ee ee eee Le 

E : see a ee eee 
| eras eS eS eee 

tL 
: f 

i a ee ee 
\ : 2s 
SSS Se SS eee
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RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

| Date . ORE : Observer aa and = a) ones _ S$ ines eed al 

= : Wingra. Once before a Red-tail was seen 
: soaring over the Arboretum. Both times 

: = there was a strong wind from the West. 

——3/t/38—Buteo——_—_—_# <—“‘spepry_reported—seeing a Buteo-over the : - Noe Woods thi 5 

3/2/38 Long-eared Owls : ee LS Didn't ind Long-eared Owls while collecting Pees Foe : : pellets. 

8/2/38 Great Horned Owls ~~ F y=" Pf, _ Checked Great Horned-Owits for nest 

3/4/38 Great Horned Ywls Pp Flushed Great Horned Owl at South-East 
: woods, Corner Hast of FH6. Stopped snowing 

= for half an hour and started again with re- 
newed vigor. a Se ee ee ee 

3/8/38 Great Horned Owls "FP 2/40 P.M. to 2:50 PMs, Took Pierce aniWad- 
J dell into woods, East of F#6 to look for Horned GO ue Tee Eee 

Owl's nest. As we approached, one owl flew 3 
from wood across road, East tO wood on top of 

eee z hill, followed: bysabout 15 crows. —Then—the——— 

1” ,. : - 2 
Ne st" about 40-245 fect up_in an oak tree ___ 
East of F#6. The owl didn't: flush until Wad- 

: dell started to climb the tree. The nest was 
lined with damp oak leaves ami contained two, 

ae ms : dirty-white, nearly round eggs. The owl re- 
SS ee an got On the meet ag saemeaatwe ieee 

OT “The-mate—came—back-a-f ew amin tes—iatbersand tt : 1 + 

Bas 2 nesting for a week or twoe 

3/9/38 Red-tailed Hawk W Saw a large Red-tailed Hawk soaring high over 
Noe Woodse 71770 kom, ie 

a ee eee 

se a OE field nonr “helio e row Sonth at Colt (pures,: 
- : Av M. 

ars Ww! : Pe aw a male Marsh Nawk flying over field West 
i , of cornfie outh of camp. st seen,8:45 AM) 

a : ioinit e pir. 3:55 male Marsh Hawke £3 

a: : i 4 y ing between RT8 & 9 and from Hawk snags near 
burnt house. ee i ee ie Si ec eee ee ee 

He 7 7 = 
: : 

. Sis = danas a <a wi cae a ae a aces aa el



5 RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

Date Species cess! 5o= oObgeryer —- i nd Remark: Ja 

3/18/38 Red-tailed Hawk- aaa Saw 2 large Hawks soaring over camp. They 
; ‘ ae ooked like Red-tailed Hawks but I could not 

SS eS ae FO ol a : ‘ : 

ge 88 8 

3/14/38 Sparrow Hawk : F - A rrow Hawk reported on Arboretum Sunday. 

rsh Haw! = P& 3 of, Mar awk pleying over field West 
a ee Opi ion Or Crate Ley mOOnea LIES Hey GUN em HOw oe ee 
$$ 4_______#___*\_._____4___reveh-+—we—sew—aMa+ sh Hawk et West—end—of—§_— = : 

__ 3/14/38" Broadwing Hawk = A broadwing Hawk ‘soaring over field West of 
E : "Arboretum. (1st seen) = 

CO = 3 
Cop 3/34/38 Marsh tiawk oe P i Marsh Hawk over fieldSWest of Arboretum. = 

: Ty , Red-tail ; 

3/16/38" Great Horned Ow’ F L rorned Owl on nest. Mate flew from tree 
; nearby. = 

~_ a? = > 2 = 2. ern rape Re anit 7 a 

| ; about 11:20 AM, Saw 1 high over field north 
a = of camp at 3:00 P.M. 

—— 3719788 —Buteo Hawk as ro Looked like a Red-shoulder flew over FHS 

| z : : 2 _Wingra, North of Spring #3. 

3/19/38  Red-shoulder 2 F ane and saw a Red-shoulder East of ; 
eee ee a = enced area. 10: ol, 

3/19/38 ler sh—Bewke ———_________B 711116 Avy, —A -Mersh—tewk-end 9/38 ——MarshHaw i 5 A.M, A sersa teawk endl-ebuteo baek-of-eame 
ee em ay ells eee ee ee 

3/19/38 Red-tail Hawk : : FG A Red-tailed Hawk soaring over fenced area back 

ORD NES ee ee 

3/21/38 —-Red=tail Hawk F —} 9100 ALM. back of camp saw a Red=tail and several #7100 Sac bask OF CORD Sew & ROd=tail and “Severs 

E he time between—9+90—and 0400 AM 

3/21/38 7? : T+ Saw 2 large “awks over Fit. 

= 922750 tere Cae F 4 Saw a male Marsh tawk at Dun's Marsh. [times 

Et rs a 
F ; :



: sj 

RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

-. Species Observer Location and Remarks 

: oe . os : Pact 

i i : tb 3.45, 25, 25 
1/25, F 11. Kept owl off rest about 40 minutes. 

3/23/38  Long-eared Owls F — Looked for Long-eared Owls with Sowls. 

3/24/38 Red-shouldered Hawk =F 2——. 9:30 Screaming ovver woods in aaraiey of ee Z 
4/35 Red-tai ewe = O10 Red—ta Hawk—elong Lake —betwéeen—Owl—nest } 

Fac ge ee Ago snotkercweriie lesan one fe ee, 
3 Lost City 

KI 3 Red=shouldered Hawk F ees Waddell saw hawk over FH2. : 

3/24/38 Marsh Hawk F 10:20 A female Marsh Hawk flying over swamp : 
3 -South of little bridge Hast of FRG. 

ise a8 ie Seeks ae Seer ioros 

ne 8 Red-tail Hawk : p 245 Ph One Red-tail Hawk soaring over field 
v South of Arboretum. 

3/25/38  Buteo Hawk : —5r tee : “Three Buteos soaring over Golf Course--1:50 P.M. 

3/92/58 Sparrow Hawk F eH : Longenecker reported 2 Sparsow Uawks hovering 
| } : over field South of camp and 1 Sparrow Hawk lit 

on Snag Foe 

3 /28/38 Warsh Hawk : S sate 9:15 AM Male, flying over West Marsh. 

2 = half=pipped, Both eggs moved, Ow] stepped 
: carefully into the nest about 5 minutes after 

i we left. This means the brooding of the eggs 

; : began about Marsh I. 

pe Cte hoo another Bytes Eigmaeuer a2 ce 
vicinity of FH9. 

3/28/38 Long-eared Owls £ 2s Searched for Long-eared Owls in vain in usual Haunts. 

; 9738 Marst AWE rp 700 P.M. Ma Hawke flying ove ity-of- = 

a 9/38 ——Ntere y Ch aM en Sh aes eae i ae aca 

2/20/38 Great Horned Owl Wa Climbéd to the Owls nest, found’ 2 robins and 1 : 
Y/ j garter snake. : | 

0/38 Great Horne : 350. A.M. reat Horne ew_off nes 
= i. “co | [es aog5 —even- qoyeel ore we Bmrived a0 0vs- Boume—0 Cowl wir ces == —ag 

= SS a pipped eer nests —( epee 

J Ee gg ee eee ee | 

3/30/38 Marsh Hawk p A male and female Marsh Hawk, flying over 
> gwamp South of Lost City. :



GSE, Se i SS i ee ee et ei ee ee ae ae en ee Se ST 

Date Species ——s Observe Location and Remark: =. 

3/80/38 Marsh Hawk z ’ : E TE female = = flying over _ West 
- > of Lake Wingrsa ard by a : 

ms : c = 

kg 0/38  Red=-shouldered Hawk ACTS >3;00 P.M, A Red-Shouldered Hawk perched in tree ni 
y near Sparrow Hawk Snags. 

3/30/38 od-shouldered Hawk — : ; = me dered Hawk verche a = 

8/30/38 Marsh Hawk (FP f a 5:00 P.M. A female Marsh Hawk flying low 
~ over cat-tails near Marl Bed “Road. Also 

eae : Za a Red-tail Hawk over North-East end of 

4/1/38 Buteo Hawk = 4245 P.M. Three Buteos soaring over wood on left 
: : ; side of road. U.S.#18, 2 3/4 miles West of — _* 

s Madison Limit. : : 

4. /4./38 Marsh Haw pA 2:00-P.iMe A -femate “ersh Hawk flying-ove : 

4/4/38 Buteo Hawk P Saw_a Buteo Hawk soaring Northward over c 
. i : tat 12:45 P.M. : 

tT? perry répor seeing a couple o: wks over 

4/6/38 ers Hawk = Pi ; “Weddell reverted a mile Merah Hawk flying over 
. : marsh West of Lake Wingra} 

4/6738 Marsh Hawk y 4:30 A Marsh Hawk over marsh West of Lake Wingra. 

aie Ee ono te ate a Sparrow—Hawk : Ppa: y Dougherty reported seeing a Sparrow Hawk nes 
rer ee eee Colt oe 

° ¥ 4/8/38 Marsh Hawk FE. ~ 8:00 A.M. A female Marsh Hawk soaring over field 

: West of camp. u 

a Wg "~~=~Saw-a large Buteo soaring over Lost City. Too 

£ t z 7 . - % 

4/8/38 Red-tail Hawk P / ‘Saw @ Red-tail or Red-shouldered Buteo soaring 
: : over canal near FH14. = : 

—__~#/8/38 Marsh Hawk FY = 7:55 A.M, Ko male Marsh Hawk flying over [ — 
se ee ee 

EF 4/e/32 Marsh Hawk - nae. 9:15 A.M, A Male Marsh Hawk West of Wingra 
: = flying low over marsh.



; RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

a Date S60) 6s nserver —_—_——_Leeation-end hemerite eee 

4/8/38 Marsh Hawk Hy & Saw 2 Marsh Hawks £lying over fenced area back 
. of camp. One of them seemed to-have something 

= = in its claws or else its foot was hanging. 

Af 2/58 Red=-ta ed_Hawk-— ) Sa 9 argeRed-tai Le, oaring—ove amp—a—-—_— 

Se Eee ele a ee ee eee 

«4/9/38 Red-tailed Hawk Fy. While watching the Marsh Hawk with glasses 
: a Red-tail came into view. 

a Pi ee 

4/9/38 Marsh . Hawk eZ 8:45 A.M, A male Marsh Hawk flying over pond _ 
West of camp. 

479738 Marsh Hawk ~~ re A Warsh Hawk was stunting over marsh West of 

4 10/38 Marsh Hawk pH A Marsh Hawk over parking ares North of camp 

eb 2 = Se Se eee 
4/10/38 Matsh Wewk A Varsh LawF et Junction 6846.PiMji RK Marsh Hawk at Junction of Cap- 

ae i ital Road 
= 
A Sr 

Goshawk Hawk soaring South-iWlest of Arboretum, _ 

4/11/38 Buteo Hawk FY Another Buteo along #18 South West of Arboretum. 

—4/t1/38—Redteati Hawk ———- EB p4i-tail ovck Redstaihutrer woods South of Noe Woods. 

pee eg betes ves nornfisid, aed eee eee) 

4/11/38 “Cooper's Hawk | Rie Sperry reported seeing 2 Cooper's Hawks this AM. 

1, 

t Nor th: over Spring --2.——_—_— (a - 

4/12/38 Red=tail meee Woe ee liver Rai<teil soaring. over Lost City at _ 
10:20 A.M. 

rsh Ha ; ’ aw a. Mars! wi) ying over fenced area back of 
we 

- oa said it was unmistakab ly a Falcon, Must have 

? Been a Duck Hawk. 
«713/38 . Marsh Hawk F/ 4 Marsh Hawk and a Red-tail soaring and flying 

/ sed=tail — ~~ —__ ~_" 9ver fenced area back of camp. Also saw both Marsh’ 
—————._ —_t00- — Eowks-ond-Buteo fer li cr 

a 
- 4/13/38 eon Hay ;



RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS : = 

Date Species Observer Location and Remarks : fe 

4/13/38 Marsh Hawk FD While watching a Marsh Hawk with binoculars, a 
Red-tail Hawk oLinj Cooper's Hawk came into view back of camp. 

SS oe ee lee. eS ee 

4/14/38 Marsh Hawks F: 9:00 A.M. A mle Marsh “awk flying low over mars} 
= back of camp. 

ee | ee ee ee 

Sees a b-west-end-of -Wingre. —_booved-demr-um saw 

4/14/38  Sharpshinned Hawt FY 2:35 A Sharpshinned Hawk flew low along the 
= East side of Duck pond. Positive. ‘ 

4/15/38 Marsh Hawk pe :40 P.M. A mala and female Marsh Hawk ating 
i =o E o=.7 S220 near Capitel.s — _o , 

= 47/15/38 réat Horned Ow W 73 ound a Great Horned Owls Nest in woods 
South of Arboretum. Young one pretty large —— 

4/15/38 Marsh Hawk W Saw a large Marsh “awk ing over cornfield 
: : South of camp about 1400. 

4/8 se Mere Beno ee, i" t #25 - Saw three Marsh “awks cutting up over the 
 —gaeesapaestoes 

: 
- = 

near some trapped quail--later he dedided it was 
: a Sharpshinned Hawk. 

—-4/21/88—tooper*s Hawk ——- _P-2-- > itle looking for a Golarinch in the treetops 

2 _ 2 Red -tail fly over —— —-—--- 

4/18/38 Marsh Haw ae . :. Saw a Marsh Hawk flying over fenced area back 
of camp at 8:15 A.M. 

4/18/38 Marsh Hawk W /-___._ Saw a male Marsh Hawk flying over the Westsof 
= = - Lake fingere at 9:30 AwMe E: 

ee See ee Sa SSS 

4/18/38 | Marsh Hawk W ay Marsh Hewks flying high ove oods South 

og UE stato see vi biae” ot lake Wineres 0 ee 
3 { 

= ed-tail Ha aw a Red-tail soaring over Spring #1. =e 
ei ss 

| St ae = LN ee Re a a ee ee
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RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

a 

<a. ates — Species. Seams sonQieereens een tier ani Reriarke sStssce = Sted 

4/19/58 Osprey WwW = Saw a large bird which resembled the osprey. 
zi — It was larger than a Hawk and was white on 

the head and all its underbody was white. Also 
: its wings were dark above and a dask grey under= 

= 
: = eo 7. } b Be oa ae oe 

i ree ; } } he Pont hack oF 

: It_was eating something, but I could not de- 
termine what it was it carried in its cdaws when 

case it flew. 

ere se neale MarshHawk-flying over—field—in——— 
i we LleyEast—of eemp-near PHIg, 

: bit toncerevhtashekestian 

@ mouse in its claws about 10:00 A.M. 

4/21/38  Long-eared Owls eS Saw two Long-eared Owls perched in trees in 

- A . 

= oo Long-eared Owl West. ee 

4/91/38 Great Horned Owl ree Boys reported Great Horned Owl nest torn 
a a ae: Oa ya. ee ee 

— een backepe od 

a a a Ea 8a) SER ee eS 
4/23/38 _?°Bald Eagle ie 12:30 Saw a large Raptor flying and soar- 

: ing over tree top North of camp--must have been 
ee a a ee an em bure Dale Bertes ee eee 

Z Owl territo: 

a ae Marsh Hawk = ; Marsh Hawk nest with two eggs found by Wad- 
id dell. 

eth Pi sh in be Leng yp 

| @. 4/25/88 Screech Owl — FOV Late P.M. Sperry saw a Screech Owl along 
€ 5 : woods NE. of camp. 

pS) ee ee ee ce a ee ee eee



RAPTOR CBSERVATIONS : 

= Pate Species a a255 5s Obeerver! ——_ oagtiioninnd Remarks —s2252 2 eet Of 

4/25/38 Marsh Hawk W Arrived at the West of Windra Marsh at-8:05 
Sa ee ee a eS oe a oe ere ances flying over the 

SS ee ae Ee ep ee et 8 10 pone eat oer 
brite —b-mte Marsh —_dowk arrtved—at— 

: middle of swamp and then took off at 8:45, fle 
East and left again, flyi alo South edge 

of lake. One female Marsh “awk arrived fly- 
es ee eS ee ing in from the East at 9:10 and left the 

Se ee BE I WENO Canis nl ee tO gee = Sew I co 

SS a a i Ee a a 
ued his hunt until 10:45, when a female arrive 
and gave its cry 3 times, Both male and 

— pe eneesees female hunted over the West..end of the swamp, 
—... =e he——nesas. ligeting..ceveral.. times, but. never came up witE 

eon tiring itr thre ir tarts Att 19750 tho ma to 

a a ea ne cone back st 110 lh he came bem to. eo ee 
: same place he lt as mentioned above and f 

: with something in his claws. He flew over 
P the female and she tried to take it away 

Se rnin seresine alte eS ere e fema 
ee eT ne tip ker -seremmingrett-iee-time-tke-aay 

es a ee beak end “flow tate niece Grave the = 
female had been before. They both flew to 
and from the place often for ten mimtes, when 

emale stayed and the male lit over near 
ae Se ee ee Renee Dang. 6 CHS PUMD THOUS a6, tke fort course. soko eon. > 

ee ee Oe eee 
a rg ee Se a eee 

Arrived at swanp at 1:30 P.M. No Hawks to 
be seen. 1:40 saw a Marsh awk flying East 
above West end of Lake Wingra. At 1:50 a 

eee ee ae SSeS ao? saat tee <3: we @ Warsh Hawk. cams: flying over the snes. 
ee SS eee eee egies wi en we ned noe Senneterre 

In about 2 minutes he took off and started 
: 20 to soar over the swamp. At 2:05 the male ceame— 

SS a ee flying over where the female was eating some- 
= =<fan Ss oS | Sa aS eS ee ee fom is_agurted sence ing acdsee 

ee torreon on ets fey a ed 

ee a ee a fhe fed for 14 minutes then resumed — 
: what I think is nest building. I cannot tell | 

See now but will fing out later. She makes sev=-  _ 
=z ee eral . trips around the West end of the s 

ees Ss LL ce lye eottlios at the same place; ont See 

er Te is ft thie gwep fide Ease te 
2:20, Fo 

: off her nest at 3:16. She flew up screaming _
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RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

Si / Bete ____ Shanice = Observer Location and Remarks 0 

4/25/38 Marsh Hawk Ww Continued ; 
eee 

i he—ki:-w nated Ly 4 

ssi BL 5OE OOM Sho stayed there Sor 18 min 
pa So ~ utes, then came back and lit on her nest, 

which had 2 eggs in ite The eggs were a di: 
dirty white with bitkish Brown spots on them 

eS eng ene time. she wae Ort he ests aS 

Ro ee Cn pe ee ee 
Se a a ae 

4 5/38 Ospre N aw —an Ospvre ing ove he Wes end o 

$s Wing re._with o fish in its claws. 16 Tig 
A meee over to Seminole Highway to light on a 

7X telephone pole, when a car came along, it 
flushed aml flew over in the timber South 

Se ae agreement OE ON eee 
a a a Se ee 

ee ~~, 5/2/38 ———-Sharp-shin —_______-,_________Flushed_a_large-blue_Sharp-shin from brush_ 

a ee ee ee eee 
5/2/58 Cooper a Yesterday F.l!. Sperry saw a Coopers hawk 

fly over field south of camp. re eee 

5/10/58 Cooper a Cooper hawk sailing - ‘or 
"Los y, Wo a a 

OE OOS Hack of camp— prebably = nest. — 
Cn er 

0, sh : Amale marsh hawk flying fast marsh. ; 

= 5/Y/s8 Cooper : a - after 3 
SSS Ses feces 
$$ 

/ / 

s/s werch == pf YM sam 2 mele warsh hawk fly low over Osie 
Sp ee 

ee 5/10/38 Redtail W ails sogring over woods South o 
Los oe 

i= 

. £ 8/18/38 Cooper A Coomper flew out East of "Lost Gity" ana 
a .  G@ireled bac owerd S.W. pa ost” 

SS 

pee (io/sg ; <_ pair of Maroh-hawke-cizeling‘e Little ooh 

; —* “City Walked 

alee: = AGeuwke Way” eis ae ‘ated Silat i Li



RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

Late species Observer Lecation and Remarks 
af pe 

5/13/38 nedtail M F A Redtail somring over F side of Lost 
City woods. : 

5/18 438 kedtail We 4 & Hedtail hoveringiabeve Fast end of 
Lake Wingra. 

5/14/38 Hedtail “ 4 Y Am adult and ¢ moulting immature red- 
tail soaring over east end of fenced 
area back of camp. 

5/19/38 Cooper at AY Flushed Cooper hawk in Nee woods. 

5/19/28 Redteil a4 A Redteil soaring high over fenced area _ 
= buck of Camp. | 

_ uv 

5/19/38 Marsh ye a oe awo varsh hawks flying over Noe woods. — 

5/19/38 Marsh a + A female Marsh hawk flying in swamp “. | 
of Wingra. _ 

ye, 
5/20/58 Cooper : Pd “ / Coopers on “est. i 

5/20/38 Marsh W a Flushed female Maish hawk from nest 
E. of "Lost City". Five eggsain nest-- 
female verg bold. 

~—— a7 « 

5/22/38 Marsh “ wa in a line between Sp. H. and #3 and 
Wingra Leke Snag, saw a male marsh hawk 
fly in with a mouse. As he flew over 
the marsh the female rose to meet him | 
and he dropped the mouse which she caught © 

in the air below. 

Tp? Bo” E 
Lo Mersh/ WA BN2 Flushed fernle Marsh Hawk from nest in 

: East mearsh--five eges in nest | 

5/25/58 Marsh eg a x Ey ; Flushed female marsh hawk from nest with — 

five eggs in swamp S.Weof Wingra this : 

is the second nest for these hawks. : 

5/27/58 Goovers XY wd ngs Goopers Hawk flushe while we were phat- 
z Ographing today. Five eggs in nest. | 

: 

5/31/38 Marsh / A A Hye give eggs in Marsh Hawk nest in east 7 
Marsh. | 

6/2/38 Marsh / we 4 HIY'S still five eggs in Varsh havk nest E. | 
: of "Lost City". |
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RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS € 

Date Species Observer Location and Remarks 

6/2/28 Marsh wt Hnfl c~ while near open. found half of a 
Marsh hawk egg shell that lookedif 

: = recently hatched--wlaked @er to 
marsh hawk nest and flushed female 
to find three youngeand one pipred 
egg and one unpipped egg. As we 

aprroached to nest the rale came 

in with a ; lucked young meadow lerk 
which he accidently or otherwise 

E dropped several yards from the nest, 
v 

6/2/58 Gooper wk Hn#4 Flushed Coopers hawk from nest in 
Noe woods. Two young and 3 eges. 

6/6/28 Marsh W Byfs 7 Still five eggs in nest E. of “Lost 
City"+-flushed the male. 

6/6/38 Marsh Ww HMfl Vv Marsh hawk nest in vest marsh. 
1-5; 2-42 $-28/24-2 5-1 ozs. 
The largest has nine quills about 
2 imeh long. The smallest was about 
one dey o!d posséblg two days olé. 

; 6/7/28 Varsh Ww myf2 Marsh hawk nest East marsh 1--11/5 
2--7/8 oz. Also one pipped ege and 

— two unpipped eggs. +s0o0k one stil 

photoaat SS ft. 

6/7/58 Cooper Ww HNg4 c~ 1. 3g 02. 2. BI/S 5.23/5 4. ae 
5. 1121/5 2 days ?? Qld bird flush 
ed from nest and didn't return antil 
we were about ready to leave. She 

dauded in trees near by took two 
, still photos. 

Le 
6/9/38 Marsh W Bs Marsh hawk nest in east marsh 3 

young 2eggs piped 1.18 2. 118 
5. loz. No quills. Piped eggs 
weight 1. 11/5 oz. 2.1 1/5 oz. 
Still and movie shots taken of young 
and nest. Still S$ movie 4" and 2t 

6/9/38 Marsh W BMS py Flushed female and found five eggs 
still in nest E of Lost City. 

6/9/38 Marsh W BNf1 VY Marsh hawk nest west of Wingra. 
Flushed female. 1. Goz. 2. 65 oz. 
3. 5 0,. 4. Shoz. 5. B2-0x. 

6/10/58 Marsh W BNZ2 LU Mersh henk nest east =< marsh. 
ee © 1. 2302. 2. 17/8 3. 1 3/Soz. 

4. 1/802. 5S. Dead in s§ell . 

6/10/38 Marsiz W aMgl 4% Marsh hawh nest west of Wingra. 
1. 1050z. 2. S1/S0oz 3. Goz. 
4. 4$0z. 5 S$0z. 3:30 flushed 

“ female and put up blind. Niji ae = s iss
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Date Species Cbserver Location and Remarks : 

6/11/38 Marsh W mys marsh hawk nest east of "Lost City" 
1. lLi/Sez. 2. 11/8 os. one 
piped egg, two not piped. 

6/20/38 Marsh ® Hiags nawk nest east of .ost city--flushed 
female--five young, youngest about 2 
days old. wne still photo of nest and 

movie shots of female diwing. 

6/20/38 Cooper w nye sive large downey Yoopers in Noe. 

6/20/58 Marsh iW High Marsh haw nest west of wingra. 
Le Lede, Bed. 38-400601 
Ze WeSe,B.o. 38-405602 
Se WeS., 37-518140 

4. ueS. 357-518141 
: De Us. 3.8-4056U5 

6/22/38 vooper if BMyf4 * Found one dead Cooper under nest with 
a small hole in her neckand breast 

Maybe result of a fight. Hawk sat on 
edge of nest for an hour wnile Waddel 
was in the blind. 

: three 
6/23/38 Marsh W HMyg2 Banded twexfemale Marsh hawks. 

= #37-518142 518143 518144 lio 
other young ones found. 

6/23438 Marsh iW HingS Banded two males and left 3 females 
umbanded. 58-405604 %8-405605 

6/24/38 - vooper W HN¥S aried to feed oid female but she ws too 
: wise. 

6/24/38 cooper r Hing’ Banded coopers: 
- 57-518145 38-405607 58-602206 

9/6/38 Marsh ¥ wa tlushed four young marsh hawks from nest 
. ahey all flew very well,the old female 

Was on guard as usual. vollected 8 or 
: ott ten peliets. : 

7/6/38 marsh Ff HN¢g2 round ony two young hawks at this nest. 
? #918142 #518145 ‘omit both were nearly 

fully fledged. uethered these two #6 
: at the nest for making food studies. 

2/7/38 Marsh iW Hig “ As sder and i approached the voopers 
- nest gaw two or more young birds staniing 

on the nest. Before we were very close 
: they went up into the vranches and then 

7 flew out. shey were able to fly quite 
well, but «fter considerable search we 
found two of them and managed to keep 
them flying until they came to the ground 

Continued on next page
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: HAPTOR OBSERVASION 

Date Species Observer Location and Remarks 

2/2/38 Marsh u my4 7c these were 405607 and 620206 

= Hooded and tethered birds at the 

S.E. side of woods. Returned at 
5:30 emd found an immature hawk in 
the nest. Left the tcthered mE 

tied without hood on a log near the » 

2 nest in Noe wocdsi 

7/7/38 Marsh W Hn#s Found four young Marsh hawks and th» 

: female ai the “Lost City" nest. 

The young not yet able tg fly but som 

: will be able, 

7/8/38 Cooper a Hj 4 Ss -Flushed old bird and two young © 

2 woopersfrom nest. ‘nis numbers 
four young counting,the two tetherel 

It is evident from our notes thet 

the young are able to leave the ness 

at ahout four weeks but will return 
to nest and fecd. 1:50 Two yourg 
birds in trees near net., Eder 
climbed next trec and reset on sprure 
trap and rearranged the othsr four.’ 

While I was wetching about nocn the 

female,came in to the net and flew 

: off and perched nearby. Later she 

. left a flucked sparrow which der 
found in net at 1:50. a 

9/9/38 Marsh Ww ANS VY Banded rest ef young .aTsh hawkd 
37-521956 37-521957 ‘ethered 
405604 the other 405605 

: 2/9/38 Marsh W Haga “ ~.  gbout noon found an immature female 
caught in twine with left leg broke: 

Put on an emergencey splint until 

3 : 5:30 P.M. next day whemsa better : 

splint was put on. last evening or 
this AM. thés hawk hed been back to 

- the nest. : 

7/11/88 Marsh W ange = The two tethered hawks were both 
killed and mostly caten-—-probably - 

: skunk etc. Eder saw an immature ant 
2 old hawks. ‘he dead ones were 

: ee banded. S7-518142 %7-518143 

7/11/38 Marsh W ANS The female and fhree yougg were at 
the nest. Tetiered the female. 
Took in male for hunger trace ex- 

periment. at 10:00 this ons had an 

: empty crop. woeked 1eit wing and 

a4 tethered out at camp.



RAPTOR OBSERVATION VW 

Date Species Observer Osea Location and Remarks 

7/11/38 : 
'- Goopers =—Ss Feeney “WN4:“the tethered male and female Cooper were 0.K. but didn't 
_ ook as if they had fe this A.M. There was a small nestl- 

ing lying on the ground near the mele. The female took this 
é eae : 2 from my hand when offered and began eating aS soon as we 

: moved away a little. Heard one of the hawks calling as we 

approached also again at 10:50 while I was in the Blind. — 

10:35 old female came in calling like a loud catbird, but s 

soon disappeared without coming near the teathered female. 

5 : 2:00P.M. we fed the young female some pigeon which she ate 
: : __ while we were nearby. Heard the third young calling to the 

west and presently heard the clucking of the old hawk in the 

woods nearby. In five minutes she or he came clucking to 

- eens “the tethered birds carrying a sparrow he flew back and forth 

near the two young but being tied they were unable to get the 

= 7 food although the old bird came quite close and pretended 
to be eating the prey in a little whild the old bird flew up 
to the nest for a moment, then back to the tethered birds anc 

sss then away to perch at a distance and cluck. When the eluckii 

: : beganthe other old bird answered with the catvird like call. 

oon the same old bird came back near the young and remained 

RRR ae until about 2:40 P.M.-while weiting he left the prey on a—— 

a eens Limb and-preened. After he left? heard one of the old birds 

es sealing again. the two tethered hawks intermittendly called 
ee : very high pitch tehoon or cheen repeated one to eight 

3 times. When food comes very close this ca ecomeé: more — 

Big. 5. ee | ee OS Ee eee into the twithering trill as when frient 

‘ened or caught. Sharpshin and Coopers both make this loud 

oes call, also a scream I- think when seared. ‘There is _anothes 

flicker Like I saw the old birds make sometimes when their 

- __ nest is disturbed. This makes at least two calls for the _ 
___ young. ‘The young hawk flew off the limb twice hung for a 

while by leash and then finally fluttered back.on the limb. 

eee een 5:00 heard the woodperker like ¢luck of the male? as he flew 

———- : : Serene wale-from-e tree to the west accompained by a renewed 6 a 

ee a - 3:15 the male ? came down and lit near. 
s __the immature female. This time leaving a plucked robin and 

__ eating som of the pigeon we left. Took the immature male 
_ Gown and tied him to his log for the night. aan ae 

7/12/38 Marsh Z gee a 
ee Fea eed HN?S The male Marsh hawk was brought in yesterday-405605 was 

————————————freasured-at-8:10-A.M.—tedey-and-retu
rned to nest. — ids wing 

gt gt 9/8" the tea ther tines 1) tas. centoe ae saeea ce 
= ere : ____4", tips 2 i” and 2 4" the other untethered femle was at 

ere i ae the nest this A.M. One leg seemed to be li 4 —————$$$_—_—_—_—. os SE paralized. Soaked 
ee ee ee _ the left half of tail on the male before releasing. There 

Se erg eee ae was part of a young pheasant at the nest at 9:30 A.M. the 
ee eee ee two birds were O.K. = : oO : iia ional 

intlikns Spina Sak Left two gal = Trows with them. 

pee 4 wa 

CY SS CEN#2. Visited ersh hawk nest in cast marsh. The remains of two 
ey ___@ead hawks were gone this A.M. found feathers strung along 

Le Se _ @ Path as if a Mink or Skunk had carried them off. ] = Po ee 

ona FV HIy¥S ‘Tethered mle=4056046%; 521957 0.K. Collected a pellet with 
- ~ __ Pheasant feathers neir the male and one with anake scales ne 

near the female. =e 2 as s 

e paeseaa = 7 = > 

~ : a wy 

ant 
”
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RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 

Date Species Observer Location and Remarks 

2/13/38 Coopers F / _HN#f4 10:25 A.M. The two tethered Coopers 0.K. AS soon as I 
was.in the blind I heard one of the old birds clucking 
and soon the other answered with the characteristic cat- 
bird cry. The little male also called. ‘There vas not any 
food around when I came but collected 2 pellets from under 
the female. 10:35 heard the third young calling rapidly 
to the N.W. as if the old bird was showing him food. T 
Suspect that the loose young is getting the bulk of the 
food. Left at 11:50 and returned at two P.M. birds didn't 

_appear to have been fed so gave each all the beef they 
could eat(1l¢) 2:35 P.M. heard old bird clucking near and 
answered by young. In 3 or 4 minutes the bird(male?) came 
in with a small bird flying back andforth from treé to tree 
and to ground to tree coming close to the young but not 
quite close enough. During this time(he) occasionally 
pretended to eat the prey and seemingly puzzled that the 
young birds didn't follow up to the food. At 3:05 the ola 
bird came close enough to the young hawk for him to get me- 
al then the adult flew up on a limb preened itself and de- 
parted at 5:10 P.M. ‘he young birds call became more rapid 
and excited «s the adult flew closer to them. 

— --I-have noticed that sparrows and other small bird dis= 
appear without feathers or other remainings left after : 

ae ae eae ____ fegGing expeyt when the gucie, 8 
£2. Y 2 

2/38 F HN#4 10:00 A.M. Fed the two Coopers beef as there was no food 
in sight. Set up still camera and went in blind at 10:50. 

as Nothing happened by 11:45. Returned at 1:45 to find a small 
headless striped ground squirrel lying on the ground near 
the little male. Tied the male on a limb to leave the hawk 

._in front of the camera. Just before 3:00 P.M. hear a thud 
in the branch farther on a cluckine of one parent near, 
and the moving of the otherca little farther west. Soon 

: = ; : _ ‘the untethered young answered and c=me flying from the Bast 
past the blind to his parents, then the excited pitch twitt- 

' ering sereams as when receiving the food and all was quite. 
The other remain still. 

fa F a HN#S All four hawks at nest took in male=405604 for hunger ex- 
7 permint at 2:45. Hada half crop of food. Measurement= 

Central tail feather 4 3/8" Tips 3" and 3-" Md primary 
2 = 6 3/8" tipsS 9/16 (left wing) Hooded and staked out in the 

yard. Collected a pellet from near the feamale 3;50P.M. 
Without any calling the adult male? came in. This we ob- 

bee i sais eee served by a sudden burst of anxious calling from the young. 
The parent brought in a plucked flicker and left it with 
the male without delay. ‘Then the adult took a@ perch nearby 

=— = : and preened and watched until flushed by us at 4:15 P.M. 

Sree EF HN#S Eder visited hawks and found the tethered male dead-appar- 
sane ently from starvation, as we have observered the loose ; 

young manage to get most of the food plus the trouble caus- 
ed by the parents expecting the tethered bird to come and t 

~ take the food from them which they can't do unless the old 

bird comes very near without being intercepted by the un-= 

tethered hawis.. Collected a pellet from near the loose fe- 

mle.



RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS - 

Date Species Observer Location and Remarks 

7/15/38 2 ENS Eder visted hawks and found the 
tethered male dead-apparently from star 

= vation, as we have abserved the loose 

young manage to get momost of the food 

plus the treuble caused by the parents 

: expecting the tethered bird to come and 

: take the food from them which they car- 

n'téo unless theold bird comes very nea 

without being intercepted by the un- 

getherec hewks. : 

Collected 2 pellet from near the 

he loose female. 

7/16/38 El ENS 8:45 A-lle Fed the male at comp beef 
measured and returned tethered hawk to 
nest. Tail 4 5/8" basal skin 53” to 
body tip 34" ; second wing 5°" to 

: basal skin to body 6 $/16 ", tip- 
_ 41/8". He didn't appear to be affect- 

ed by a days fasting.gvackly on the 

ground out of reach of the young. ‘s I 

approcached both of them were calling 

as when the old bird is in sight.Old 

birds hadn't showed upby 10:45 

2/17/38 # FNS ¢ fed tethered m te about log. of beef 

Fluched untethered female nearby . 

—— 
AN’4 # At 12:35 P.M. found the rear half of a 

half grown cotitontail near the tether= 

ed male. “ed both Coopers About : 

two 02s. of beef each. 

7/18/38 F mN/4 .~ 8:45 A.M. found the remains of a 
young robin a few te-tfrom the tether 

ed birds looked as if the untethered 

: hawk had eaten it. Placed the male 
ona limb and waited in the blind 

for a picture. During the morning 

; the young cslled accasionely but 
the parents hadn't showed up by 11:45 

. 1:30 P.M. When we retruned found that ° 
old bird had bought in food durning t 
the noon xmxuvhour. There was a brown 

S bat on one end of the females leg and 

@ plucked starling on the other end. 

Picked up about 6 pellets near the 
/ ‘vemales perch. Left the female hooded 

8/1/38 Marsh F HNg? “ Measured the tethere4 mile Mrsh 
Hawk Md primary on right taxte wing 

=230 mm. No comspicous hunger streaks 
on wings this tail was conspicously 

} 3 marked in various places.fhe left 

a Deek front had one very plain hunger 
trace at 123 mn from the base-no other 

: conspicous marks onthe feather. The 

= left anthlertail feather was 190 m 

long, 35 of which was still loosely 

sheathed Cont. on nest page



RAPTOR OBSERVATIONS 
: 1 

Date Species Observer Location and Remarks 

9'/ 3 Fe Cont inued 
= The secons left was also 190 m. but un- 

sheathed. The ontter tail feather had abe 

Ss about two more bands then the other tail 

feathers and were brighter in color. 

The Dick feathers were not banded and 

: were not banded and were very dark. ‘The 

x hunger traces were as follows reading 

from left to rigit: 1=210-120 

- é : 2=115 
3115 
4=136 

s 5=23-113-150 
6=110-122 
7=123 

8=115-150-152 
: 9=18-24--89-131-157 

10-141 
11=112-115-125 

12=6-15-24-30-51-94-122-152_soo not of 

. 7/12/38. According to the experiment, 
wetting the growing feather had no effect 

at all. None of the exposed portion of t 

the feather wes demaged but about 7/8" 

within the wing-in the Fomiative part of 

the pulp the gunger trace is developed 

>. 

:



RAPTOR NOTES 7. é 
(SUPPLEMENL) 

Date Spieces Observer Remarks 3 

4/18/38 i way to Devil's Lake from vadison saw a Kedtail 
: Hawk flying along bluff 3 miles south of ijisconsin 

River on U.S. #12 \o hawks seen on return trip. 

4/19/48 H F a No hawks seen on way to Devil's Lake between 7:00 
and 8:00. 

H F a Saw a Marsh Hawk flying over field between devil's 
Lake and State Nursery on return trip.» About 3:30 
saw at a distance something that looked about like 
a Pigeon nawk. later saw a falcon flying low over 

a marsh. Looked about the size of a male Duck “awk 
might have been a rigeon “awk. (Driveing fast). 

4/20/38 H F ee 7:20 A.M. A male Marsh Hawk flying over field in . 

valley east of camp SP #12. 5 

H F — Hartman reported nawks nesting on side of cliff 

near Devil's Lake camp. 

. 4/19/38 Ow F 5:15 P.M. flushed a HKed-phease Sereech Owl from Low 
v2 in bushes up into a tree in Noe's woods. 

6/6/38 H W- Checked Warsh Hawk nest in swamp south of Fish Hat- 
‘ chery Read. 2 young Hawks and 3 eggs not pipped. _ 

BE 6/16/38 H W a Observations at hawk nest in west end of wingra. : 
At about 2:00 P.M. the mle brought in a smll mouse 
I cauld not see what kind it was. When she dropped 
it so I flushed the hen off the nest it was an im 
ature one. it was a peromyscus. After the male did 

: not return with anything while i was still there.
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Nt : RAPTOR NOTES ¥ 
j (SUPPLEMENT ) 

Date Spieces Observer .. Remrks 

1/19/28 —— F. — 1:30 P.M. = Fhushed a Barred Owl from tree in woods ... ~ 
Neve of Stone Shelter #2. Immediately 7 BlueJays 
flew around. 

2/20/38 Ow F - Looked for Geiie owl and Barred owl but didn't find 
them. 

2/14/38 ow F = Yesterday Sowls said they had a G.H. owl at the Univ. 
é : that weighted over five lbs. 

3/1/38 H eS “aw 1 Red-tailed hawk soaring over west end of lake 
5 and marsh at 2:10 ».m. 

3/2/38 Ow P a Found thirteen or more owl pellets at Great Horned 
Owl snag east of +#6. Wind changed to North-east 
at 2;00. 

3/3/38 Ow F —— Didn't see owls. 

3/10/38 ow s a Picked up 6 Lele owl pellets at the old location and 
4 under a snag near by. None at the new location. 

3/16/38 aw P ae Saw small owl at F#9 could not get a good look at him. 

3/28/38 ow 8 Fee Looked for long earred owlss Didn't find any trace | 
of them. . — 

= 
4/1/38 H F ee 9:50 A.iie an adult xedtail soaring over hill west 

of Fennimore. 

4/1/38 H Peo 10:30 a Coovers Hawk flew across road ldmiles east 
of Nelson Dewey Park. 

4/1/38 H F se 10:30 A.M. a Kedrail soaring 1 mile east. of Nelson | 
‘ Park. 

4/1/38 H t= 1:45 a Marsh Hawk flying over fields 7 miles west 
of Montfort. 

4/1/38 H F we 1:55 0eM. a female Marsh Hawk flying overfield near 
: Hieht 718 1 mile west of Montford. 

4/1/38 H F Be 2:15 ‘turned back to take an owl picture along road 
and saw a Sparrow Hawk hovering over field near road 

3 3 miles west of Dodeeville. : 

4/1/38 H i 4:35 4 Marsh hawk flying over a marsh 1.4 miles west 
: of verona. 

4/9/38 H a Female Marsh tiawk soaring over fields uorth of camp. 
f 

Sg 4/11/38 H F wy 6:45 P.M. A Marsh Hawk back of camp. 

Pree en s SOS 6a SST i ere Sis ULCER « 
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Copied from Trans. Wis, Acad. Sciences, Arts & Letters, Vol. XXXI, 1938, pp. 533-4. 

FISH RECORDS FOR LAKE WINGRA 

Chancey Juday 

Introduction 

In recent years the Wisconsin Conservation Department has been 

operating seines in the various waters of southern Wisconsin for the 
removal of the carp. In connection with these operations, two seine 
hauls were made in Lake Wingra, which is situated at the southern edge 
of the city of Madison, on November 15 and 18, 1936, for the purpose of 
removing carp from this body of water. This gave an opportunity for 
collecting some data regarding the fish population of the lake. Data 
regarding the total mumber of fish caught and the weight of the carp 
were obtained by the seining crew of the Conservation Department. 
Three assistants employed by the Works Progress Administration obtained 
material for a determination of the weights of the other species of fish, 
as well as scales for a study of the rate of growth of some of the species. 

Lake Wingra is roughly rectangular in shape and has an area of 200 
acres. It is a shallow body of water, with a maximum depth of 14 feet; 
only a very small area, however, is more than 10 feet deep. 

A smallemeshed seine was used in making the hauls; it was long 
enough to reach entirely across the lake in its widest part and deep 
enough to cover the entire depth of water. As the hauls extended the 
entire length of the lake, the two catches give a fair idea of the fish 
population, except those specimens that were small enough to escape through 
the meshes of the net. 

; 
fable I gives a summary of the data obtained. The weight of all : 

species of fish, except the carp, was determined by using the average 
weight of random samples taken at the time the seine hauls were made. The 
sunfish group consisted chiefly of bluegills. Both large-mouth and small- f 
mouthed black bass were caught in the hauls, but they are combined in f 
the table; the former were a little more abundant than the latter. fi 

On the weight basis, the table shows the great dominance of the carp r 
in the fish life of Lake Wingra; by weight the carp makes up a little . 
more than 58 per cent of the fish crop, and the three species of rough 
fish (carp, buffalo and gar fish) constitute 65 per cent of the catch. 
By weight the pan fish amount to 30 per cent of the two catches and the 
game fish a little less than 5 per cent. 

j/ 

The last column in Table I shows the weight in pounds per acre of ii 
lake surface; the total catch was 357 pounds per acre, of which 124 pounds /



consisted of game and pan fish. The smallest fish taken in the seine 
hauls were in their second year of age, so that a few pounds per acre 
mast be added for those that were small enough to escape. The entire 
fish at the time of seining can be conservatively estimated at 
ahout 365 pounds per acre. 

Table I 

Number and weight of fish caught in Lake Wingra on November 15 
and 18, 1936, Weights are indicated in pounds. 

<-> a eTOCs enelnnaneetitionincaetereaTaRatiatnetetty 

Kinds of fish ame as ohne cs 

Carp 6,000 41,850 “ 
Buffalo fish 652 1,300 5 
Gar fish 2,500 23 17-5 
Black bass 1,100 Xe $.0 
Wall-eyed pike 1,000 yo 7-5 

Sunfish 20,000 6, 3:9 
Grappies 40,000 13,300 0 
White bass 1,500 1,900 9.5 

rrr RRNA SSRN NA 

Totais 72,752 71,550 357-0 © 
A A A A ACR A RR A A NR EN ATG CA A A A NR tt A A COO REE AAT EA RA A NCEE RE 

E 
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REARED BIRDS KILLED IN 1938 

RELEASE DATA | KILL DATA 
Total 

eres Bice | mite [Fig eee” [eis tamnis fee” Preserve Date weeks birds | Male | Female | known Male |Female |known Male |Female |known 

» {Riley 

MeCaughey birds | 7/25 1.5 63 14 | 212 37 ¥ 1 Z i 9 
Brennan birds | 7/25 7.5 46 15 | 25 6 g 1 9 

No. 28 9/13 12 27 28°22 0 5 5 

No. 51 8/17 8.5 100 57 | 43 0 3 1 4 

No. 513 8/17 8.5 98 66 | 32 y 2 6 

No. 51a 8/17 8.5 102 51 51 4 ¥ 2 9 

No. 69 8/27 8-10 39 17 22 7 0 at 

Elkhorn 8/20 15 99 12 | 15 72 0 
Game Club 

No. 60 11/20 ? 114 55 59 15 | 20 35 

No. 60 12/8 ? 57 4o | 17 22 5 27 

wus | «dL id re [oe Joe [os | ole |e [a | 5 |e |o | 
Cocks shot - 08.8% of total release 
Hens shot - 05.0% of total release 
Accidental deaths - 01.1% of total release 
Total kill - 14.9% of release



193% 
B. A. fripp, Inspector W. pP. 
Inspectors Headquarters , 
State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

The area known as the "Gardner Tract" was added to the Arboretum because of its possibilities as potential range, breeding grounds and study area for migratory waterfowl and shore birds, and because it offered a chance for additional ecologi- Cal associations and study. Negotiations were first carried on several years ago with the Biological Survey for funds to purchase this land. They were very much 
interested in it and an option was taken. Then their funds became tied up and for @ time it was thought that the chance of getting the land was lost. Sast as 
the option was about to expire, Louis Gardner, a Madison man who saw the value of the tract to the Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge, gave the University the necessary 
money to make the purchase, 

This marsh besides being excellent potential wild life renge is rich in marsh flora of a type not often found. There are large numbers of the small white and small yellow Ladyslippers ana maay clumps of fine rare orchid hybrids. An orchid | hybridizer from the Bast said, shen going over the area, that these hybrids were, better than any artificially pollenated ones he had ever seen. \ 

Considerable careful study was made of the marsh, the soils, the plants, the\ birds and animals on the area. The plant and soil Survey showed that fir: has done & great deal of damage to certain parts of the marsh, particularly near the hendews. 

There are places that have been so badly burned that the natural plant cover. 
has been entirely destroyed and much of the peat burned away. Nettles come in in ‘ heavy stands on these burned peat areas. In maping the marsh, it was found that oS most of these nettle areas are near the margins of the property making it possible to do away with them and protect the undisturbed marsh at the center by a system . of encircling ponds. The ponds thus formed also performing their major function x as waterfowl range. 

: It is proposed as shown by the plans to screen the marsh borders from the road 
with shrub and tree plantings, as shown on accompanying plan 

The scil survey shows that much of thie Voundary furnishes the correct habitat 
for tamaradk and associated plants while the area to the northwest is almost ideal for the River Birch association. At:the present time, there are a large number of river birch growing in our nurseries which are to be used for this project and the Wisconsin Conservation Comuission is growing tamarack in their nurseries purpose- 
ly to be used in connection with this job. 

The warsh border plantings will furnish data on establishing tamarack and River Birch associations will make a display for marsh roadside planting and will 
furnish cover for pheasants, quail and song birds. 

The material taken from the ponds with a very short hawl can be used on the badly burned marsh to the east of the Fish Hatchery road. This will get rid of the soil from the ponds and will improve this piece of property. The idea is to eventually use the property to the east of the road for a picnic and recreation 
area in connection with the Arboretum. The south portion of this parcel of land
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as shown by the plans rises well above the marsh and will furnish an excellent site 
for a shelter, fire places, toilet facilities and other picnic necessities. This 
picnic spot is close enough to the rest of the Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge so 
that it cam be studied and enjoyed but it is also so located that it will not 
hawper the major purpose of the project. 

It is felt by the Arboretum committee that the development of this Gardner 
Tract as planned is of major importance to the whole project in that it will make 
it @ more complete and worthwhile ecological and Wild Life laboratory. ; 

For the Arboretum Committee, 

G. Wm. Longenecker 
Executive Director of University 
Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge.
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Arboretum folder 

4oh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Jamary 16, 1939 

; Mr. H. B. Kellogg, Jr. 
State Experimental Game and Fur Farm 
Poynette, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kellogg: 

I return herewith pheasant band No. 372898 (cock). 

This bird was trapped by Feeney on the Arboretum 
near the forks of Capitol Aveme and the Arboretum Road 
Dec. 15, 1938. He was banded and released Dec. 16 at the 
same spot. 

This banded cock, together with a hen, was found by 
Harry Anderson Jan. 6, hidden in a gunny sack covered with 
grass, near the same spot. The birds had been shot with a 
shotgun and had been dead several days. This shows,of course, 
that some violating is under way on the Arboretum, and should 
remind us of the need for some systematic patrol of the 
Arboretum refuge. 

Copies of this are being sent Feeney, Anderson, 
Longenecker, Gilbert, Jackson. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 
enel 
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Preliminary Summary of Pheasant Banding: ) oh 
University arboretum 12/6/38-1/16/39 fb Ql 

1. Record of catch: : : 
33. New Fheasants banded and released ; ; 

_6& Not banded 
39 25 hens and 14 cocks 

6 Returns - 3 hens and 3 cocks. All banded at Arboretum last March 
7 except /2664 cock- band source unknown. 

45 Total birds caught- 25 hens and 17 cocks 

7 Repeats; 4 once; 1 twice; 1 three times; 1 four times. 

2. Trapping Efficiency: : 
45 Individuals caught not counting birds escaping from traps. : 

15 Additional repeat catches. 4 

58 Total catches recorded. 

26 Trapping days with and average of 11 traps set. Weather mostly 

mild and poor for trapping. =e 

3. Injuries from trapping: : 
Where traps are visited systematically twice a day and well covered 

on top with grass or weeis, injuries are .cgligible, but where traps 
are not visited in the evening or left with top uncovered, very bad 

head injuries result. Leopold and Feeney think that traps with burlap 

or canvas-covered tops would be and improvement over chicken wire tops, 

“ 

4. Mortality: 
12/13 A hen killed because of bad head injuries caused by bird being ‘ 

left in trap all night. 

12/15 Same eas atiove. 
2096 A hen apparently killed by dog near trape 

20998 A cock killed because of broken wing; result of being stepped on. = 

1/14 A hen died while being weighed- autopsy indicnted bird was choked fe 

with corn. 
vafas A ceek filled by deg a7 FH /6- 

5. Crops examined: 
12/15 Hen Pheas. 62.2g. est. 4% full all corn. = ; 
12/15 Cock pheas. 19.224 est. ? gorn and blue-centered Compositae. 
1/3 Hen pheas. 94.8g. est. 2% full corn and leaves?” ae 
1/14 Hen pheas. 19.5g¢. est. empty all corn. ¥ 

6. Banding has thus far revealed no significant amount of shifting of the pheasants. 
: from one part of the area to another. 

7 Holding overnight has caused no apparent chance in the vitality or appearance | 
of the birds. one bird so held (#572898) was shot about a month later, 
Supposidly in good condition. 

3. When pheasants or quail are held overnight in a sack the contents of the crop 
does not pass to tae gizzard, the crop appearing to remain as full as it 

was at time of capture. 

9. By carefully feeling pheasant crops the contents can be roughly estimted 
quantitatively in fifths, fourths or thirds. A full crop of corn weighs 

approximately 100 grams- perhaps 125 g. 

10. Weight: 
Hens- Min.= 879¢. 2/3 crop; Max. = 1548- crop?; average (25) = 1189 
Cocks-Mine= 1319g. 2/3 crop; Max. = 1765- 2/3 crop; Average (14) = 1539
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: ll. Loss of weight : 
Number Date We 
2099 12/6 1431 unknown crop weight 

12/15 1265 net (croy weight deducted) 
9 dae 168¢. or less lost 

372773B 12/7 1702 unknown crop weight 

12/20 1470 = net ; 
13da. 232g6 or less lost 

37269 12/7 1326 unknown crop weight ‘ 
i 1/4 1166 full crop , 

28 dea. 160g~- or more lost 
oe 37283 

12/14 975 unknown crop weight 
12/30 888 net 

16 da. 8%. or less ee 

25904 12/9 1567 net 
1/6 1500 net 

22da. 67g. net loss 

: 37293 12/17 1207 net = 
12/30 1107 net : 
1/4 1000 net 
Aid 1000 net 

dae 207g. net loss 

These records indicate*that-weichts vary inversly with the number of 
: days.* The ratio of change varies with the severity of the weather. 

12. Ifa balance scales is used, weighing can be facilitated by using a — 
piece of burlap, cut to weigh 100 g. (about 36" x 14"). ‘The bird 

: is rolled in this and laid on the seales. A regular poultry scales. 
with a cone would be even simpler if available. é 

*(One individual cannot be compared with another, as different birds do 
not lose equally over the same period cf time.) 3 ow ee 

: W.S. Tene
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January25, 1939 

FILE REFERENCE: . 

Permits 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of January 19 to the conservation 
director has been forwarded to me for reply. 

In discussing the request for these permits with 
Mr. MacKenzie, he has instructed me to advise you that 
the necessary permits will be issued so that you may 
follow out the three tests outlined in your letter. 

I shall await further word from you on the specific 
dates to be covered by the permits. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

Mk eitnnt 
W. F. Gy ner 

Supt. of Gdme Management 

WFG: AB
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424 University Farm Place 
January Division of Wildlife Management 19. 1959 

Mr. H. W. MacKenzie, Director 
Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MacKenzie: 

During the past two years my group has been conducting experiments to 
determine the movements and survival of released pheasants. The 1937 work is 
Summarised in the attached mimeograph. The 1938 work is briefly summarized in 
my letter of November 22, 1938, to Mr. Grimmer. I now attach the proposed 
1939 plans. 

Since these plans call for scientific permits from your Department, 
and also for the donation of birds by private cooperators, I do not want to 
accept the private donations before being sure that the scientific permits meet 
with your approval. I am also, of course, anxious to obtain whatever advice 
you and Mr. Grimmer can give me as to the 1939 work. 

The attached outline gives briefly the four experiments which we would 
like to undertake and the number of birds involved. 

The needed permits, in so far as can be foreseon at this time, would 
be approximately as follows: 

Test No. 1. Permit to shoot up to 50 of the 100 birds to be released 
at Faville Grove. ‘These shootings would fall in August 
and September. 

Test No. 2. Permit to shoot up to 20 of the 100 birds to be released. 
This release is tentatively scheduled for the Perkins 
Game Preserve in Weukesha County. 

Test No. 3. Permit to shoot up to 20 of the 150 birds to be released 
at Riley. 

fest No. 4. Wo shooting permits involved. 

It 48 understood that all shooting permits will apply only to privately 
owned birds released for experimental purposes on the above areas. 

Should you care to extend any of these experiments to your own releases, 
I would, of course, be pleased and would be glad to help in every way possible 
to have our experiments strengthen yours and vice versa. 

I would appreciate an opportunity to explain to you verbally all pro- 
posed operations. If you have time to discuss this,I am at your call. 

Yours sincerely, 

encl Aldo Leopold



Jan. 10, 1939 

1939 Plans, Pheasant Survival Study 

Four variables need testing (or retesting) in this year's experimental 

releases of artificially propagated pheasants. 

1. Mash vs. Grain Birds. Hd Lloyd has suggested that one of the important 

causes of poor survival may be that birds are raised on mash and released 

before they are accustomed to either grain, weed, or insect foods. To test 

this it is proposed to take two lots of identical age and origin, one kept on 

mash, the other "weaned" to grain at the earliest possible age, and release 

both at 9 weeks in the same place. Both lots should be weighed before release, 

and if possible since birth. Both would wear both metal and colored bands. 

Up to half of the release should be shot at intervals during the first 

month, to see which lot loses the least weight. During the shooting season the 

two lots should be compared fwQ number appearing in the bag, and for weight 

as compared with each other and with wild birds. During the winter season 

trapping and banding operations should give a still further comparison of 

survival and weight of the two lots. 

It is proposed to make this test at Faville Grove. 

2. Mature vs. Immature Birds. It is common knowledge that mature releases 

usually survive better than immature, but most experiments, including our own 

past work, have admitted another variable: the differences in weather at 

different times of release. This experiment should release two lots of identical 

origin and method of handling, differing in age, but released at the same place 

at the same time. The subsequent check should be the same as No. 1, i.e., 

shooting a few to measure shock from release, and following the rest through 

the hunting and trapping seasons. 

It is proposed that this test be made by Mr. Perkins, if he is willing, at 

his shooting preserve in Waukesha County.
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3. Violent vs. Gentle Release. Identical lots should be released at 9 

weeks, one by crating, shipping, and handling in the usual way, the other by 

slow "leakage" from the rearing field. Comparison of survival should include 

not only the usual sequence of shooting, hunting, and trapping, but a student 

should live with the birds between the time of release and the shooting season 

to make observation on comparative dispersion. 

This is a repetition of the test made in 1933 at Riley, and should be 

repeated there. 

4. Wild ys. Artificial Eggs. Hayfield eggs should be salvaged, and the 

resulting stock matched against an otherwise similar lot of eggs from confined 

birds. The 1938 tests disclosed possible differences. 

This test should be run at Milford Preserve, if they are willing. The 

raising of the birds may be possible through Mr. Hornickel of the Milford Game 

Farm. The salvaged hayfield eggs can come from Faville Grove. 

Birds needed 
Test No. 1. Already donated by Ed Lloyd, Lodi Game Farm 100 

Test No. 2. Regular Perkins stock to be used (7) 100 

Test No. 3. Regular Riley stock to be used 150 

Test No. 4. Regular Milford stock (7) plus wild eggs 
from Faville Grove 100 

5



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 28, 1! Division of Wildlife Management + 

Mr. J. A. Grady 
Editor, The Game Breeder 
28 West State Street 
Doylestown, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Grady: 

The Division of Wildlife Management of the University of Wisconsin 
is about to undertake a special search for criteria of age in the ordinary 
Pingneck pheasant. What we would like to find is some external character 
which would ensble a wildlife manager to classify bags into young and old 
birds, or which would enable a buyer or seller of artificially propagated 
pheasants to classify an entire shipment without doubt or hesitation inte 
young and old birds. 

I am aware, of course, that game breeders use spurs and other 
external characters for this purpose, but in our experience spurs are con- 
vineing as criteria of age only when they are very well or very poorly 
developed and that there are always intermediate birds which cannot be 
Classified by spurs. Moreover the spur method as an age criterion applies 
only to males. 

The Badger State Game Farm at Lodi, Wisconsin, is cooperating with 
the University in this investigation and has set aside 25 birds which are to 
be deliberately superannuated with periodic examination of changes in both 
thelr external and internal characters. 

In addition we would like very mech to have single specimens of 
superannuated birds of known age. I% occurred to me that some of your 
readers might be willing to donate such superannuated birds for study purposes. 
Tf so, we would be glad to pay shipping charges. It would be advisable for 
prospective donors to write me before making shipment, stating particularly 
the evidence by which the age of their birds is known. Recorded band mmbers 
are of course the best evidence. Any birds over three years old would con- 
stitute valuable material. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ah 2, 

Mr. Tom Wallace, Mditor 
The Courier-Journal 
Louisville, Kentucky 

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

I want to give you the history of pheasants on the University 
Arboretum, thinking that you might want this information for your talk to 
the sportsmen on the question of predators. 

The Arboretum is a tract of 600 acras acquired by the University 
in 1933 for biological experiments. In 1933 the first pheasants had just 
been planted. During the six years which have passed since then the birds 
were fed every winter, but we have purposely omitted all predator control. 
We wanted to see what the birds would do in an area badly infested with 
‘*vyermin" but where food and cover conditions were good. ‘The area has been 
ecensused by carefully conducted drives at least once a year and sometimes 
twice. 

By 1934 the pheasants had increased to 75 and by 1935 to 175. In 
1936 we trapped and removed 100 birds, tut the residual population was still 
179. In 1937 the population jumped to 260, of which we trapped and removed 
127. In 1938 we had a wet summer and ended up with 182 birds. 

Averaging the last two years we can claim conservatively that we 
have obtained a population of 200, which is 1 pheasant per 4 acres. There 
are not many pheasant coverts in southern Wisconsin which show a better stand com 
than this, and the average of southern Wisconsin is nearer 1 bird per 30 acres. 
This stand has been built despite an anmal removal as great or greater than 
that which hunters would have made if the area were open to shooting. 

All of this has happened despite an uncontrolled and abundant popu- 
lation of horned owls, Cooper's hawks, minks, weasels, coons, opossums, crows, 
stray cats and self-hunting dogs. 

I think this experiment can be conservatively interpreted as refuting 
the common assumption that a clean-up of predators mist precede any successful 
effort to build up a good stand of game. 

T cannot, of course, claim that we would not have had an even better 
stand if we had cleaned up the predators, but if we had dons so we would 
certainly have had » mech less interesting area, and it might be that the 
elimination of predators would have rogulted ia rodent troubles worse than the 
predators themselves. This winter, for example, we had on the Arboretum 11 

\ ’ -
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long-eared owls in one flock which we know from their pellets were eating 
about four meadow mice each per day throughout the entire winter season. 
This would be 6,000 mice per winter. Even.as things stand these mice are 
so thick as seriously to threaten our feeding stetions and our cover plantings. 

We have had to remove about 200 rabbits per year from the Arboretum 
in order te protect our cover plantings. If these had not been held in cheek 
by the predators, it might well have been impossible for us te maintain any 
cover plantings. 

Please call on me whenever I can be of any use to you in furnishing 
informetion of this kind. I enjoyed cur visit. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

lll



> Arboretum report for Russ Pyre 5/39 
: from Leopold : 

The anmal pheasant census drive was held on Jamary 27 with a 

crew of 70 COC men. A total count of 182 pheasants was made. Of these 53 

per sank were hens and 47 per cent cocks. This represents a decrease over the 

preceding years when 260 pheasants were counted. In previous years the Con-. 

servation Department has trapped off excess pheasants from the Arboretum and 

used them to re-stock other parts of the county. Last winter, however, because 

of the reduced population no removal was made. 

The annual quail census made by W. S. Feeney and T. M. Sperry showed 

| about 200 quail, ‘ gratifying increase over the previous winter. 

The rabbit population on the Arboretum showed an increase over the 

previous year although the total population is not known. About 100 rabbits 

_ were trapped off and removed in order to protect shrub and tree plantings. 

Most of these rabbits were used by the Department of Zoology for scientific 

studies. The remainder were used by the Conservation Department for re-stocking 

depleted ranges in southeastern Wisconsin. 

One of the extraordinary events in Arboretum wildlife was the arrival 

during the winter of about a dozen long-eared owls which were evidently attracted 

by the extreme abundance of field mice. They stayed the entire winter, and from 

an examination of their pellets consumed mice at the rate of about three per owl 

per day. Part of these owls tried to nest this spring but so far all nests have 

been broken up through being found by visitors. : 

The pair of horned owls which the Arboretum officers have been trying
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to protect since the establishment of the area have been missed during the f 

past winter. It seems likely that the destruction of their nest by vandals 

year after year has finally discouraged them and that they have moved out. 

The spring flight of ducks on Lake Wingra and the adjoining Arboretum 

ponds has been very satisfactory. An attempt was made during bein adi and 

spring season to attract ducks to the Gardiner refuge on the east marsh by 

feeding the ponds in the refuge with corn, tut repeated disturbances by visitors 

have so far excluded most of the ducks from this area. No success has been had 

in attracting geese, probably for the same reason. 

During the year a series of nesting snags have been erected for 

sparrow hawks, flying squirrels, screech owls, and wood ducks. Several of these : 

snags were immediately occupied, but part of them were promptly cut down, 

evidently for Hveeeea, by some trespasser. : 

The most important event of the year from the wildlife conservation 

standpoint is the establishment of a motorcycle patrol through funds furnished 

by the Board of Regents this spring. The Arboretum officials hope that this 

additional patrol will result in cutting down the losses through vandalism 

which have occurred in the past. 

Looking back over the five years of experience in attempting to build 

up wildlife on the area, the following conclusions may be drawn: : 

An excellent stand of pheasants and quail has been built up through z 

winter feeding alone mt without the usual control of predators that accompanies 

such operations. Pheasants on the Arboretum run about one per two acres of 

pheasant range, which is as good a stand as could probably be found on any other 

area of like size in Dane County. 

The fact that about 100 pheasants have been removed by trapping each
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winter is considered at least equivalent to the kill by hunters which would 

take place on an ordinary pheasant range. 

It is therefore concluded that where cover and food are good it is 

not necessary to control predators in order to build up a heavy pheasant population 

and one that is about to sustain the removal of a normal harvest. 

ad



PHEASANT BAND AND WEIGHT RECORD 
end dle al eaecaaae UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

e not significan' 12/1/38 +t 
within 10 g.) 2/38 to 5/3/39 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro; Cor. Wt. Cond. Trap Release Remarks 
*"2099B 12/6 Male 1431 = — er. M7 «12/7 =" 3731/38. 

" 12/15 8 1282 19.2 1263 Killed" Baa trap injuries. 
372778 12/7 Mele 1702 -= -- " FRE OPLM. 

" 12/9 " -- -- G * Ad. 
" 12/15 " -- -- Pf. «18/16 
“ 12/20" 2491.5 1/5 1971 F #.- 2agfar 

372783 12/7 Male 1627 -- -- Pf. Sh. P.M. (Sh--shorebira 
lagoons) 

* (28908B) 
(37279B) 12/7 Female 1548 -~ = 2. FHT = P.M. Banded 3/11/38 & 

12/7/38 rebanded. 
" 4/1g " 1516 lit. 1510 PR. (RT) A.M. Caught in rabbit 

trap at F#16. 

37280B 12/7 Female 1326 -- -- G FAT «12/8 
" _ " 1166 full 1066 Pf. " P.M. 
" 1/14 " 1146 1/2 996 G ope 
" 2/2 Female 971 3/4 =89.4=882 Dead " (dog?) 

372813 12/9 Male 1407 +e -- G Fl = 12/10 

372823 12/10 Male 1577 full 1477 Pf. FHL OP.M. 
" 4/10 fi 1371 lit. 1365 G M7 (4/11 11:00 A.M. 4/11 
" " " (1356 " 1350) 2:45 Pom." 
" 4/ie " 1350 tr. 1349 " FAT 4/13 S340 aM. 4/13 
" " 8 (1336 tr. 1335) 2:15 P.M. 

an---- 12/13 Female 1236 -- -- Killed F#3 Bad trap injuries. 

372838 12/14 Female 975 mr -- G RAT -- 
" 12/30 =" 898 1/10 = 888 F « PLM. 
" 1/31 a 873.5 3/5 813 G * Pe. 
" 2/2 8 839 1/10 (829) G © PAL 

3728uB 12/14 Male 1432 -- -- G Hl P.M 
= 3/16 " 1339 2/5 1300 Pf WHO (3/17 

3/27 * 1397 1/5 1377 Pr 8 = 3/28 
* 3/32 * i412 4/5 1332 G HO PLM. 

372858 12/15 Female 1283 full 1183 Pf Ml -- 

372863 12/15 Female 1386 3/4 1312 Pf Rl = 

oenen= 12/15 Female 1200 1/2 62.2=1138 Killed F#1 Bad trep injuries 

372873 12/15 Male 1765 2/3 1700 Pf WH -- 

37288B 12/15 Male 1547 1/4 1522 G ry =e 

one--- 12/15 Male -- -- Pf re -- Not banded.



Arboretum - 2 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro: Cor. Wt. Cond. Trap Release Remarks 
*2890uB 12/15 Male 1587 1/5 +1507 = = =" 3/11/36 

" 1/6 " 1530 1/3 1500 Pf iT 

372898 12/15 Male 1360 1/3 —-:1327 Pf FO «12/16 
" 1/16 " - -- Shot near F¥9 

(poacher) 
372908 12/15 Female 1091 1/3 1060 Pf FHL 12/16 

" 2/1 " 980 1/ 960 Vopr. FHL P.M. 

37291B 12/16 Female 1281 1/3 =a G Ry -- 
a 1/19 " 1177 2/3 32 " 9 = 1/20 

372923 12/16 Female 1211 3/4 = 1136 Pf S& -- 
a 3/9 " 1076 1/4 1051 Pf R16 3/10 

37293B 12/17 Female 1238 1/3 1205 F HT = 
" _ # 1107 empty 1107 Pr. "P.M. 
" 1/ " 1048 1/2 1000 G .. PAL, 
" 1/7 a -- 1/4 -- ‘ke. 
a 1/11 " 1021 1/5 1000 PE 5 P.M. 
. 3/13 . 987 1/5 967 Vopr. Sh 3/14 

372943 12/17 Female 1379 full 1279 Pfr Ss 

372953 12/17 Female 1232 1/2182 Pf rH = 

wesnee 12/17 Female -- -- G HO o-- 

*28911 12/20 Female -- -- - Fy A.M. — 3/11/38 
1 

372963 12/20 Female 1305.5 2/3 1240 Pf FH 12/21 

3729738 12/20 Female 1094.5 empty 1094 F FH14 12/21 

372983 12/24 Female -- -- -- Swamp 12/25 
a 1/18 " 1144 2/5 1108 Pf F#15 1/19 

372993 12/29 Male 1319 2/3 1253 Pf Swamp P.M. 

* 2096B 1/3 Female 1088.5 3/4 1013 Dead FHO (dog) Banded 3/17/38 FH14 

373008 1/4 Female 1140.7 1/2 1091 Pf mb 

" 1/14 " 1175 2/3120 G Sh P.M. 

373263 1/4 Female 1060 2/3 994 pr Sh P.M. 

373278 1/4 Female 1038 3/4 953 Pr Sh P.M. 

37328B 1/4 Female 879 2/3 813 Vipr. Sh  P.m. 
n 1/18 " 862 1/10 = (852) Pr S& . r/19 © 
" 1/24 " 783 1/4 158 V.pr. Sh  ?P.z. 
? 1/30 " 694.5 1/4 670 Rr. FT 1/31



: Arboretum - 3 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro Cor. Wt. Cond. Trap Release Remarks 
373298 1/4 Female 1028 .) es ees YF] P.M. ee ee tee 

" 2/1 " 1001.5 3/4 926 " FHLO P.M. 
" 3/9 " 910 Tits 905 G "PLM. 
" 3/20 " go 1/5 374 Pf we 3/22 

37330B 1/4 Female 1349 3/4 1274 2 FAT sP.M. 
" 2/2 " 1055 lit. 1050 F ee, 

37331B 1/4 Male 1750 full 1650 Pf ej aes 
" 1/17 " -- -- -- u A.M. 
" 1/24 " 1606 2/3 1540 G "P.M. 
" 1/30 " 1995 1/2 1905 " * iff 
" 2/2 " 1 ty 1464 " . Pu. 
" 4/10 " 1588 1/3 1555 Pf » 4/12 

373328 1/4 Female 1202.4 3/4 1127 Pf FAT 1/5 

* 26648 1/7 Male -- full F FHT ALM. Banded? 

373333 1/1l Male =:1437 1/4 we G FHLY P.M, 
" 1/18 " 1432 1/2 1382 " FHO " 
" 2/2 " 1327 2/3 1261 " FHS Ott 
" 3/3 " 1228.5 1/ 1203 8 H 3/4 
" 3/16 " 1308 1/2 1258 " 9 OPM. 
" 3/23 " 1347 1/2. 1297 " "  3/2h 
" 3/28 " 1340 2/5 1300 " FRY P.M. 
. 3/29 : 1308 empty 1308 x epee 
4 3/31 " “= =~ V.pr. "ALM. 

37334B 1/13 Female 1146 empty 1146 Pf FRO 1/14 
4 1/31 " 1158.5 1/3 1125 PE "PLM. 
" 3/8 " 1024 1/4 1000 Pf " 3/9 
" 3/21 " 1053 1/4 =: 1028 G “24, 
. 3/28 " 1058 1/5 1038 " 8 ft 

wotnee 1/13 981 empty 19.5*962 died 4 (7) Not banded. 

373358 1/17 ‘Female 1070 1/3 1037 G FRl2 P.M. 
4 1/24 " 1038 1/ 1013 . FRI6 P.M. 
" 3/2 864 1/4 840 F " " 

373363 1/14 Male 1610 full 1510 G Fe] = P.M. 

373373 1/17 = Female 1128 1/4 1103 F FH2 P.M. 

373383 1/17 Female 1174 full 1074 G Sh P.M. 

373393 1/17 Female 1172 1/2: 1122 G Sh P.M. 

373408 1/17 Female 1029 4/5 949 Pf #9 P.M. 

ao---- 1/17 Female 1206 4/5 1126 Pf FO P.M. Not banded. 

373413 1/18 Female 1142 1/4 1117 Pf Sh P.M. 

4OB 1/18 Mal 1551 4/5 1471 G Fe] P.M. 
7 ee " 126 23, 1456 " rah ALM.



Arboretum = } 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro Cor. Wt. Cond. Trap Release Remarks 
373433 1/18 Female 1211 i736 ¢ 7 P.M. EN 

373448 1/18 = Male 1588 3/5 1528 Pf FR16 P.M. 

373453 1/18 Female 1133 1/5 4133 Pf FHI2 1/19 
" 3/8 " 878 2/5 838 V.pr. WHO P.M. 

373463 1/18 Wale 1513 1/10 1508 Pf F#12 1/19 
" 3/2 " -= -- Dead FHI6 (dog) 

373473 1/18 Male 1490 1/3. 3357 Pf Sh 1/19 
" 3/24 ® 1354.5 0 == == Pf Sh P.M. 

37348B 1/19 Female 1162 2/5 1122 Pf Sh P.M. 
: 3/7 “ 1043 3/4 968 Dead Sh (dog) 

37349B 1/19 Male he 1/5 1422 Pf s 1/20 
" 2/8 " 1251.5 3/4 1176 G Sh 2/9 P.M. 2/8 

(2/9 1195 1/3 +1162) A.M. 2/9 
" 2/14 " 1194 us 1161 " Sh P.M. 
" 2/21 " 1177 1/ 1152 a Sh 2/22 
" 2/23 " 1013.7 1/5 994 " Sh = 2/2h 
" 3/3 " 929 empty 929 " (RT. 27)3/4 (R.T.--rabbit trap) 
" 3/8 " empty 7? " hedge P.M. 
: 3/9 " 869.2 ® 869 Dead (dog) 

37350B 1/19 Male a 3/5 1972 F So =s-1/20 
" 3/22 " 1543 full 1543 Pf FHLO 3/23 
. 3/27 " -- -- Dead " 

wonene 1/21 Female -- 66.3 Dead Sh (dog) 

373513 1/24 Female 1181 3/4 1106 Pf FQ OPM. 
. 3/3 ® 1095.3 4/5 = 1015 @ PHY 3/4 

ees Wag tate Hon -- Dead FH (7) 

373523 1/31 Female 1107.5 1/2 1057 Pf T¥10 P.M. 
: 3/8 . ae 4/5 909 , 38 
" 3/15 4 91 2/5 874 Pr “ALM. 
. 3/23 . 975 1/2 925 er we 3e8 

373533 1/31 Male 1680 2/5 1640 F FH10 P.M. 
" 2/21 " 1647 1/3 =: 1614 G «  — e/ee2 

37354B 2/1 Male 1425 Some 1420 Pf FHI2 P.M. 
" 4/20 " 1341 tr. 1340 F FH6 P.M. Caught in R.T. 
x 5/3 “ 1169 lit. 1165 ® n " ea 

(Wt.-200 g.) 

373553 2/1 Female 1008 4/5 928 Pf F#1O P.M. 

37356B 2/1 Female 1147 full 1047 G Fel P.M. 
a y/lyp. om 1293 1/5: 1273 Pf Fel AL15 

wer---- 1 Female -- -- Dead FH#1I6 (dog)



: Arboretum - 5 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cr Cor: Wt. Cond. Tra Release Remarks 
aera a 2/z Female -- me FFL Escaped 
enn---- 2/1 Male -- -- " " 

373573 2/1 Female 1018 full 918 Pf F#9 2/2 
2 3/23 " 1084 3/4 1010 Pr F#9 3/o4 
" 3/27 " 1021 1/4 996 Pr " 3/28 
" 3/31 " 1004.8 tr. 1004 F FHS 4/1 

373583 2/1 Female 933 1/2 883 F HT o2/2 

373593 2/2 Female 1094 full 994 Pf Tey PLM. 
. 3/8 . 955 1/3 922 2 . 3/9 
" 3/24 1827 1027 -- - Pf " P.M. 
" 4/26 n 1095 lit. 1090 Pf " P.M. R.2. 

373608 2/6 Female 1041 tr. 1040 Pf Sh 2/7 
. 3/7 : Tl 1/2 921 G “ 3/8 
a 3/17 " 986 1/4 961 F " P.M. 
" 3/21 a 1006 1/4 981 " " " 
a 3/23 " 1/3 ? Pf? " ? 
. 3/27 . 959 tr. 958 G “ 3/28 
" 3/29 : 969 1/5 89 @ . 3/30 
" 4/1 " 986.5 1it. 980 " " A.M. 
" 4/7 " 1027 1/4 1002 Pr " P.u. 
" 4/11 " 1045.7 le F a P.M. Head healing 
" 4/13 " 1042 ip 1022 G a P.M. A.M. 4/13 
" " " (1036 1/5 1016) " " P.M. 3:15 

373613 2/14 Male 1335 1/10 1325 Pf Bf, 
" 4/1 > 1305.5 1/4 1280 ¢G " A.M. 
" faa (8 1269 lit. 1263 " " 4/y2) 8:45 A.M. 

(4 — tr. 1293 " " e) 2300 PM. 
“ 4/14 " 12h. empty 1241 " " 4/15 

373623 2/17 Male 1432 2/3 +1366 G FHIO P.M. 
" 2/22 " 1312 1/5 1292 F " 2/23 

373633 2/21 Male 1492 ae 1326 G 3.2. 2/22 
" 2/25 " 1425 3/ 1350 F " A.M. 
" 2/27 " -- -- Pr Ui 

" 3/3 i 1371 2/3 1305 F . 3/4 
" 3/7 " 1371 1/2 1322 F " P.M. 
. 3/9 . 1323 1/5 1303 F * 3/10 
" 3/13 * 1399-5 empty 1359 Pr . 3/14 
a 3/15 " 1330. " 1330 V.pr. 0 3/16 
" 3/20 4 1390.3 lit. 1385 Pr " 3/22 
" 3/22 " 1375.2 3/4 1300 V.pr. " P.M. 
" 3/27 " 1320 1/3 1287 V.pr. " 3/28 
: uy ® 1370 1/5. 1350 . . 4/5 
" 4/7 " 1335 1/5 1315 " " P.M. Cold weather. 

64B 2/2 Female 116 3/4 1090 G Bit. 
? sy : 10K th 1024 Pr . P.M. 

" 3/11 " 890 tr. 889 Pf " A.M. 
4 3/14 " 899.5 lit. 895 Pr " P.M. 

* 3/16 " 876 1/5 856 Pr " "



Arboretum - 6 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro Cor. Wt. Cond. Pri Release Remarks 
w 3/17 = 875.5 tr. 875 V.pr. oS Se fo ee 
" 3/20 " 875-3 14%. 870 " " 3/21 
4 3/23 " 903 2/5 863 " FH6 = 3/24 Mistake in release 
" 4/5 " g10.5 1/4 885 P z.T. . AM. Tailless 

373653 2/23 Female 1122 4/5: 1042 Pf 3.2. 
" 3/3 " 1006.5 1/5 986 G " 3/4 
" 4/6 " 1121 tr. 1120 " " 4/7 

373663 2/24 Male 1534 1/3 1500 Pf FY 8 6P.M. 

373673 2/24 Male 1212 1/3 1180 V.pr. LY P.M. 
0 3/2 " -- - Dead Pond Dead about a month 

back of camp. 
373683 2/2h Female 776 tr. 115 Pf Bt, 2/25 

373693 2/25 Female 995.5 1/2 O45 Pf YE. PLM. 

37370B 2/25 Female 786 1/3 153 F FOP. 
. 3/9 : 907 3/5 7 ¢ . 3/10 
" 3/14 a guo F sho " " P.M. 

Cat.) 2/28 Female -- -- _ B.T. escaped 
(-3 ) " " - ~-- -- " a 

w------ 2/28 Female -- -- - re OU" 

373718 3/2 Male 1359.4 4/5 1279 Pf B.T. P.M. 
" 3/8 " 1/2-52.5 Dead " (dog) 

en----- 3/2 Female 962 2/3 878 Dead 3B.T. (exp.) All right-Otto 
w-----< " Female 880 2/3 810 Dead " " . 6 " 

373728 3/3 Female 1226 ed 1193 Pf Wh ALM. 
. 3/15 . 1353 3/4 = (1278) G : 

wenee- 3/6 Female -- -- Dead 23B.T. (trap) Sperry's bird t. 

373738 3/7 Female 813 empty 813 Pf RT. P.M. 
Hedge 

37374B 3/7 Female 994 3/5 934 Pf FH6 P.M. 
3/9 - 972.9 ee 900 " FH10 3/10 

" 3/15 0 998.1 4/5 918 " FH6 ALM. 
, 3/16 " (1167) 1/2 t . . 3/17 

373758 3/8 Female 984 1/3 951 F FIO P.M. 
" 3/15 " 980 1/3 Qu7 G " A.M. 
. 3/17 . 993 1/4 968 ® © PM. 

373768 3/8 Female 1059 2/3 993 pe PHO P.M. 

373773 3/8 Female 881.5 1/3 Bug Pf FH1IO 83/9 

373783 3/9 Female $838 1/4 813 V.pr. 3B.f. A.M.



ES Arboretum = 7 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro Cor. Wt. Cond. Tray Release Remarks 
373798 3/9 Female me 1/2 806 ¢ <r P.M. Rea ee 

37380B §8=—- 3/9 Female 929 1/3 896 G ret PLM. 
. 3/23 . 905 2/5 865 Pf . 3/14 
" 3/21 " (988) = 2/3 ? G " P.M 
. > 907. a/5 «867 Pf «  3/oh 
" 3/28 " (1007.5) 1/2 ? G " A.M. 

37381B 3/10 Female 1045 3/5 985 Pr FRO P.M. 

37382B 463/10 Female 970.5 3/4 895 P Sh 3/11 

37383B 3/10 female 1103 1/2 1053 Pr FAO (3/11 

*28906B 3/10 Female 893 4/5 813 Pr M4 3/11 Banded 3/11/38 FY 
" 3/15 " 879 3/9 819 Pr " 3/16 
" 3/21 " 858 1/ 833 " " 3/22 
. 3/27 : 865 empty 865 . 3/28 

37384B 4 =93/11 Female 1035.5 empty 1035 ¢ FRO ALM. 
" 3/31 " 1114 2/5 107 Pf “ P.M. 

37385B 3/14 Female 1042.2 1/5 1017 ¢ Bot. 3/15 

373868 3/15 Female 1082 1/2 1032 F FLO A.M. 

37387B 3/16 Female 1043 2/5 1003 Pf FHI = 3/17 

37388B «= 33/16 Ss Male §=_-«-121 lit. 1205 Pf FH2 3/17 

( & ) 3/16 Female -- - - FH1O = escaped 

37389B 3/17 Female 1184 2/3 =—-:1218 Pf #9 P.M 

373908 3/17 Female 1112.5 3/4 1037 Pf F#9 P.M. 
s 3/22 a 1083 3/4 1008 Pf " 3/23 

373918 3/17 Female 92 4/5 862 F WY P.M. 
" 3/1 " 907 emp. 907 Pr " " 

373923 «= -3/17.—Sfs«sFemale 1274.4 1/3 12 Pr FAG P.M. 

*23907B 3/21 Female 1174 1/2. tek G THe OAM. Banded 3/11/33 at 
camp. 

373938 3/22 Female 976 4/5 896 V.pr. FRO 3/23 

w----- 3/25 Female -- -- Pr FY OALM. Released unbanded. 

*28712B 03/27 Female 1197 2/5. °° 1277 Pr 9 = 3/28 Banded 3/5/38 F#15. 
" 3/32 " 1168 1s 135 G " 4/1 

37394B 3/28 Female 1192.5 2/5 1152 Pf hedge P.M. 
" 7/26 " -- -- -- Dead " Found dead-band worn 

373953 3/28 Female 1101 2/3 1035 Pf #8 3/29 

37396B 3/28 += Female 1051 emp. 1052 Pf F#H16 = 3/29 
" 4/26 " 1102 lit. 12100 " " P.M. Caught in R.T.



_ Arboretum - & 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro Cor. Wt. Cond. Tra Release Remarks 
37397B 3/29 Female 1059 le 1058 G P.M. Caught in R.T. 

7 
37398B = 3/29. Male =-:155 lit. 1510! Pf M4 3/30 

373998 3/29 Male 1390 2/5 1350 Pf M8 =. 3/30 

374008 3/29 Female 1069 2/3 1003 Pf M16 3/30 

65201 3/30 Female 1343.6 3/4 1268 PE FHIO 3/31 

65202 493/30 += Female 1082 full 982 G FH6 = 3/31 
" 4/15 " 1199 1/2 s-1149 4 " A.M. 

65203C 3/30 Female 1073.7 1/4 1050 G FH16 = 3/31 
. 4/11 " 1085 3/5 Pf Fe] P.M. 

652046 3/32 Female 1310.5 1/4 1285 Pf FHIO =P... 

65205¢ 3/31 ‘Female 1257 1/3 =: 122h G FG P.M. 

65206¢ o/3 Female 1290.5 3/4 1215 G rey OPM. 
, 1/5 " 1257 1/s = 1232 " " ALM. 

------ 3/31 Female ---- -- Pf FHLO escaped 

652076 + 4=03/31 Ss “Female § 965 1/5 945 Pf RT. P.M. Lost City R.T. 

65208 93/31 Male 1296.6 1/4 1272 ¢G rE 4/1 
a 4/5 " 1363 4/5 1283 Pr " ALM. 
" 4/6 " 1290 1/5 «1270 " " 4/7 (Overnight loss?) 
" 4/12 " 1214 1/5 1194 " " 4/13 8:52 4/13 

(79h). 3/5 arp) 2:55 4/13 

65209¢ A /1. Female 933 emp. 933 Pf R.T. 4/2 Lost City 

652100 /1 Female 999 tr. 998 Pf 4 4/2 " " 

oron<- 4/4 -- -- " A.M. K release for R.T. 

Selle —_ 4/5 Female 1128 3/4 = 1053 7 Sh A.M. 

65212¢ 4/5 Female 1153 1/2 1103 Pf M16 ALM. 
0 4/7 " 1113 tr. 1112 a " 4/8 

65213c | 4/5 Female 1287 2/3 -. teen G rE ALM. 

65214¢ 4/6 Male 1368 13%. 1363 F Sh 4/7 

65215¢ 4/7 Male 1355 1/5 1335 G R.T.14 P.M. R.T. near Fly 

65216¢ 8=— 4/8 Male 1333 tr. 1332 Pf R.T.16 A.M. R.T. near F16 

wenee 4/10 Female 1331 1/5... 132 Died BB (9) Died while weighing. 

65217¢ 4/11 Male 1302 lit. 1300 Pf (R.T.) P.M. Fey 
® 4/14 0 1262 tr. 1261 " " " " 
" 4/26 " 1147 a/s-  aaee Pf FAY PLM. RT. 
" 5/2 " 1113 1/4: 1088 G " " "
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Band No. Date Sex Weight Cr Cor.Wt. Cond. Tray Release Remarks 

65218 4/10 Male (1610 full a Pf TAL —A.M.4/12 Semi-albino 
(1545 4/5 1465) 2:45--h/11 

8:45--4/12 
65219¢ 4/11 Male 1284 full 1184 Pr BT. P.M. Head badly skinned 

. " (1277) 1177) . 
" 4/14 " 1169 lit. 1163 Pr " 4/15 

652200 4/11 Male 1407 1/10 1397 Pf (R.T.) P.M. Lost City? 

652216 «= 44/12 Male = 1329 lit. 1323 Pf (R.f.) P.M. Lost City R.. 

652220 " " 1385 tr. 1334 " Cee as " " " 

65223¢ " Female 1089 tr. 1088 G Bt. 4/13 S:47 4/13 
1084 " 1083 2:30 8 
1077 " 1076 5115." 

6522hc 4/13A Male 1610 1/10 1600 G Fl SOPWM. A.M. 
1596 " 1586 G 2:35 

65225¢ " Male 1909 4/5 1429 Pr Fel OP.M. A.M. 
rhs " 1408 P.M. 

65301¢ 8 Male 1337 emp. 1337 Pf RT. P.M Near F#14 
" 4/25 " 1158 2it. 1153 V-g. " A.M. "8 

653020 «4/13P Female 107% 4/5 994 Pf TH6 =P. 14 83154 4/14 Spencer 
1065 3/4 1:30P " " 

65303C " Male 1365 aie 1325 Pf Bf. " $:284 4/14 Spencer 
1349 1/ 1:hop " 

65304¢ " Female 1117 2/5 1077 " B.f. " - 4/14 Spencer 
1112 e 1345p " 

65305¢ 4/14a Female 1000 2/5 960 ¢ MyH600=C=«*t 

65306¢ 4/1NP Female 1087 1/3 1054 Pf FHL A115 

65307¢ «= 44/15 0S Female 1186 lit. 1180 G FH ALM. 

653080 " f 1251 4/5 1172 " rA6 Of 

65309¢ " Male 1340 lit. 1335 Pr " 

*2g901B 4/21 Female 1139 emp. 1139 G (R.f. ) P.M. 
4 4/27 " 1092 1/5 1067 " (Hedge) * 

653106 4/22 Male 1279 tr. 1278 " YE ALM. Caught in R.T. 
fi 5/3 " 1094 1/5 1074 " ? P.M. " " ow 

65311 «94/27 Female 1049 emp. 1049 Pf 4 OPM. R.T. 

653120 4/28 Male 1294 tr. 1291 Pr Rf. - Pak Lost City 

65313¢ 5/2 Male 1231 lit. 1225 G RAY P.M. RT.



: Arboretum - 10 

Band No. Date Sex Weight Cro Cor. Wt. Cond. Tray Release Remarks 
Gs1uC «45/3 Male 1222 1/5 +1202 ¢ RT. P.M. Lost City 

Pf - perfect; G - good; F - fair; Pr - poor. 

Rf. - rabbit trap. 

* Returns from previous banding: (10) 

20968 «1/3 2890HB  =—-:12/15 
20998 12/6 289068 3/10 
26648 1/7 28907B = 3/al 

287128 3/27 (289088 12/7) rebanded 
2g901B 4/21 28911B 12/20 

Series used in this banding: 

372778 373263 65201¢ 653016 
(24) 373008 (15) 37008 (25) Geoonc (U4) cearhc 

Total - 147 banded pheasants. 

Compiled by W. S. Feeney.



pees SMALL MAMMAL STUDIES U4. Tack, 

: University of Wis. Arboretum 

In 1938 seven plots 150' square were laid out in various cover types. ‘These 

plots were trapped for a period of ten days in 1938 and 1959 respectively. ‘The “ 

object of this study being to determine the small mammal species present on the 

area; their distribution; relative abundance; and comparative status. 

Both years thirty-six tin can live-traps were spaced 10 yds. apart in six 

rows, all equidistant. Peanut butter, raisins, rolled oats*, and bacon were 

used for bait simultaneously, all being freshly baited each day. 

fhe results are as follows : 

May 1938 May 1939 
(safe to 5/15) (5/6 to 5/19) 

L Upland Grassy Field 

8 Microtus pennsylvanicus 18 Microtus pemsylvanicus 

1 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi ee we een n en nnn one -- === 

1 Citellus tridecimlineatus 2------------------------- 

IL Red Osier Willow Swamp 

2 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 8 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 

6 P. leucopus noveboracensis 2 P. leucopus noveboracensis 

on rr tenn 2 Zapus hudsonius 

perenne nen 1 Blarina brevicauda 

1 Sorex cinereus a----- = 

ee ee 3 Song sparrow 
4 Catbirds 1 Catbird (| 
-+---------~-~+-~---~----------- 1 Swamp sparrow ao 
1 White throated sparrow eee po a eee 

: ITI Upland Oak Hickory 

4 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 2 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 

5 P. leucopus noveboracensis 3 P. leucopus noveboracensis 

3 Glaucomys volans 2 Glaucomys volans 

penne ne een 1 Tamias striatus 

IV Upland Hazel Brush 

ao - a en nee 5 Microtus pennsylvanicus 

4 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 7 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 

6 P. leucopus noveboracensis 2 P. leucopus noveboracensis 
3 Tamias striatus 3 Tamias striatus 
tn n= 1 Song sparrow 

4 Catbirds 1 Catbird 
1 White throated sparrow pao nnn oe ena ne enn ene 

------ +--+ +--+ +--+ 2 Brown thrasher :



V_ Aspen Swamp ee 5 : 

2 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 

10 P. leucopus noveboracensis Not checked in 1939 

1 Blue jay 

Vi Nettle Marsh 
5 Microtus pennsylvanicus 3 Microtus pennsylvanicus 

1 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 1 Peromuscus maniculatus bairdi 

2&Mus musculus o--++------- = --- nnn 

5 Song sparrows 2 Song sparrows 

VII Brush Grass Marsh 

1 Zapus hudsonius ecieieeaenear aeae ae een ERE 

1 Blarina See aa eet 

2 Sorex cinereus 1 Sorex cinereus 

1 Mus musculus Scetecpepeeiac ages a neces ees eee el are ea 

1 Swamp sparrow a 

*(Rice Krispies used in 1938 instead of rolled oats.) 

The above summary shows: 

1. & definite increase in Microtus. 
2. About the same list of species. 

3. A similar distribution. 

The comparitive abundance of species for the entire area is indicated by 

the total catch.# 

13 Microtus 26 Microtus 

29 Peromyscus (12 man. : 17 leu.) 25 Peromyscus (18 man. : 7 leu.) 

5 Sorex 1 Sorex 

1 Blarina 1 Blarina 

1 Zapus 2 Zapus 

3 Mus Se ee eee eee eee eee 

3 Tamias 4 Tamias 

3 Glaucomys 2 Glaucomys 

1 Citellys eee ena manera raren seeeees mane at 

#(aspen plot not included) @\ 

5 July 1939 

W. S. Feeney



me Oe 
Rabbits Taken on Arboretum ~- Elder ‘ 

F mal es 5 30 - ml. 8! 9 55~ 55 i 

1-12 No weights - 12+1 to 1-738 9 1+11-36 125 
12 ass 77 10 i qa 
15 I-17 1203 il 1-1 7 

ye oe 
it 1+28 as ik 115 rae 
ty 1-29 1217 1 +18 1075 
18 2-2 1362 1 127 1472 
19 2-2 1330 iy 1929 1272 
20 2-2 os 18 1+29 1104 
21 2], 13 19 2-1 141g 
22 2-1 1118 20 oy 1608 
33 2-16 1891 21 2-1 1302 
2 2-25 1132 22 2616 4 
25 3 1132 m4 2=23 127 
26 3-4 1132 2-23 1189 
27 3-8 1132 23 1325 
28 Jn 1217 38 2925 a 
29 3-8 1019 ey 3-3 ay 
30 3-11 aks 28 3=8 1386 
31 Jel 29 5nll ps 

, 2 3o15 1330 30 ee a 
z 3-1 1019 Ru jel ped 

ce OR 3 ee 
36 3-28 127% 38 3-30 12k5 
3 17-39 1189 5y A5=39 1387 
5 1-16 i 22 i+? 1325 
57 1-16 iL 1-7 12h0 

58 1-17 1724 2 57 1-11 1245 
2 118 1362 58 1-12 po 

s ie im 2 ty Bs 
62 1-20 1560 61 1-15 1362 

a 5 Bm i — i eh 1-20 125 
6 as 6 1-20 12ue 2 é 67 222 1362 1-20 1 
68 a-ak . a7. 812 

7 any 1 69 2nih 
= a ia 70 2-15 1 
i 4 12l 7 2015 1362 72 1 
3 3-4 1245 72 7 1133 

| fs a 
R ne ees 75 2-2 12h5 t at mn é 2 121 7 ’ ; oes 15362 

(cont. )



Arboretum Rabbits, p. 2 

78 2-28 1245 Additional Notes: 
19 2-28 1240 
80 2-28 4 Total rabbits trapped: 91 males, 77 
&1 228 females from Dee. 15, 1937, to March il, 
82 5-1 1245 1939. 
2 3-1 960 Sex ratio entering traps 50-50 until 

3- 1189 Feb. 9 in 1938. No change observed in 
a ats 1133 1939. 
S Bek, First pregnant female on March 15,1938. 
87 yuh 1075 Pregnate about March 11. Male ready for 
8S 3-8 1 breeding on about 2d week of February. 
89 3-8 1362 
go 3-11 1047 
91 3-11 1161 

SE ELE A ANC TE,



A SHORE-BIRD CENSUS AT THE ARBORETUM 

by 

H. Winkler, Be Meyer, and P. Glassberg 
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A SHORE-BIRD CENSUS 

AT THE ARBORETUM 

by H. Winkler, B. Meyer, and P. Glassberg 

; Although this project was primarily concerned with shorebird censusing on the 

Arboretum lagoons, careful note was kept of all birds seen on our tgyips. We were 

out at least three times a week -- usually more <= and were able to get fairly ac- 

curate dates on a large number of the (see wh and resident birds. 

In the complete list of first arrivals, distinction is made between the follow- 

ing three groups: (1) spring and fall migrants and summer residents which winter 

south of here, (2) winter residents which leave here in the spring, and (3) year- 

round residents. Group one, obviously, makes up the bulk of the records. 

Our shorebird work was carried on as follows: Usually at least twobt us work=- 

ed the lagoons together, noting 211 birds seen. When birds were flushed they were 

carefully watched and their landing place noted and, of course, were not counted 

again. This system proved superior to that in which we separated and walked in 

opposite directions around the lagoons, as there was less chance of repeats in - 

the former method. 

The attached records show that the east lagoon proved to have a far greater 

attraction for shore-birds than did the north-west lagoons at the west end of Lake 

Wingra. This was probably due to the fact that they are considerably larger and 

in amore suitable shore-line. The shore-line of the eastern lagoons is long=- 

er, more winding, and sandy, approximating a beach in many places. The north-west- 

ern lagoons are small end the land typically meets the water with a shelving bank 

of clay or peat, one to two feet in height. The island in thebeuthern of the two 

lagoons was usually occupied by a spottie or two in preference to other areas about ; 

x these lagoons, although this could not alwaffy) be counted on. The western lagoons, 

~ moreover, are exceedingly accessible from se ton Ge townspeople, child¢yen, etc. 

and are fronted on the west by green lawns and attractive trees. The eastern lag~ 

oons on the other hand, are less attractive to humams, less atcessible from the 

street, and bid fair always to have a superior shore-bird population. a 

| The following (I) is a résumé of first dates on shore-birds; the next(II) is °
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a complete account of dates on which  ore-birds were observed, with indications 

of abundance. 

Ie 

First dates on shore-birds 

; Mar. 21. Killdeer (ove recoros) 

War. 23. Wood cock 

Apr. 2. Wilson snipe 

Aprs 26. Uplend plover 
Pectoral sandpiper 

Apre 29. Solitary sandpiper 

" "Spotted sandpiper 

May 2. Greater yellowlegs 

May & Lesser be 

May 6. Semipalmated sandpiper 

May 10. Piping plovér 

+s Red=backed sandpiper 

a Least a 

May 12. Baird's sandpiper 

May 14. Golden plover 

as Semipalmated plover 

May 25. Ruddy turnstone 

: II. 

Complete notes on shore-birds ; 

March. 21. 9:00 A.M. East lagoons 

2 Killdeers : 

- March 23. 5:00 P.M. East lagoons 

= 1 Woodcock 

March 24. 1:00 P.M. Bast lagoons 

3 Killdeers 

March 25. 8:00 A.M. East lagoons (hereafter, unless specified 
; to the contrary, place is East lagoons) 

9 Killdders
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Mar. 26. 3:00 PM. 

4 Killdeers 

Northwest lagoons 

3 Killdeers 

Mar. 28. 1:00 P.M. 

11 Killdeers 

Mar. 29. 2:00 P.M. 

1 Killdeer 

Northwest lagoons 

4 Killdeers 

1 Woodcock 

Mar. 30. 6 Aclie 

5 Killdeers 

5 Killdeers 

3 Wilson snipe 

Northwest lagoons 

3 Killdeers 

Apre 6. 4 P.M. 

"-1 Wilson snipe 

Nortligst lagoons 

3 Killdeers : 

Apr. 9. 11 A.M. 

10 Killdeers g 

Apre 11. 3:30 P.M. Northwest lagoons 

2 Killdeers 

: 2 Wilson snipe 

Apr. 13. 2 P.M. 

: 6 Killdeers 

Apr. 14. 5:00 P.M. 

4 Killdeers 

Northwest lagoons 
1 Killdeer
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¢ Apre 15. 5:00 P.M. 

14 Killdeers 

Apr. 17. 5:00 P.M. 

7 Killdeers 

3 Wilson snipe 

Northwest lagoons 

2 Killdeers 

Apre 19. 7:00 P.M. 

6 Killdeers 

Apr. 20. 9 :00 A.M. 

: 9 Killdeers 

4 Wilson snipe 

1 Woodcock 

Northwest lagoons 

1 Killdeer 

1 Woodcokk 

Apr. 23. 7:00 A.M. 

9 Killdeers 

Apre 26. 6:00 A.M. 

12 Killdeers 

. 12 Wilson snipe 

2 Spotted sandpipers 

1 Woodcock 

1 Upland plover--S-E part of Arboretum 

Northwest lagoons 

1 Pectoral sandpiper 

, Apre 29. 6:00 A.M. 

3 Solitary sandpipers 

12 Killdeers 

4 Spotted sandpipers 

8 Pectoral sandpipers 

Northwest lagoons 
2 Wilson snipe
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Apre 30. 5:00 P.M. 

10 Killdeers 

8 Spotted sandpipers 

1 Woodcock 

e 8 Wilson snipe 

May 1. 5:30 A.M. 

16 Killdeers 

4 Spotted sandpipers 

Northwest lagoons 

3 Killdeers 

: “May 2. 6:00 A.M. 

15 Killdeers 

6 Spotted sandpipers 

2 Solitary sandpipers 

10 Greater yellowlegs 

Northwest lagoons 

1 Killdeers 

4 Wilson snipe 

May 3. 6:00 A.M. 

20 Killdeers 

7 Spotted sandpipers 

3 Solitary = 

May 5. 8:00 A.M. 

27 Killdeers 

3 Solitary sandpipers 

6 Spotted - 

z 6 Wilson snipe 

6 Lesser yellowlegs 

Northwest laggons 

2 Killdeers 

3 Spotted sandpipers



° << 
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May 6+ 6:00 A.M. 

2 Semipalmated sandpipers 

20 Killdeers 

6 Wilson snipe 

= 8 Spotted sandpipers : 

6 Solitary " 

Northwest lagoons 

2 Wilson snipe 

May 10. 5:30 A.M. 

: 22 Killdeers 

6 Spotted sandpipers 

6 Pectoral sandpipers 

10 Semipalmated " 

1 Piping plover 

1 Red=backed sandpiper 

8 Least sandpipers 

3 Solitary #£" 

: 4 Wilson snipe 

Northwest lagoons 

2 Killdeers 

2 Spotted sandpipers 

May 11. 6:00 A.M. 

4 Killdeers 

2 Spotted sandpipers 

2 Lesser yellowlegs 

1 Red-backed sandpiper 

May 12. 5:00 PM. 

2 Baird's sandpipers 

1 Red-backed = 
1 Solitary - 

3 Semipalmated " 
2 Spotted su 
8 Killdeers 

Northwest lagoons ; 
5 Wilson snipe; 1 Solitary sandpiper
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May 14. 6:00 A.M. 

10 Semipalmated plover 

16 Killdeers 

6 Wilson snipe 

ms 1 Upland plover 

4 Spotted sandpipers 

2 Solitary * 

20 Pectoral B 

6 Least 2 

14 Semipalmated " 

8 Lesser yellowlegs 

East of Arboretum 

1 Golden plover 

Verona Ponds 

1 Long-billed dowiteher 

2 Wilson's phalarope 

May 15. 6:00 A.M. 

11 Killdeers 

3 Semipalmated sandpipers : 

4 Spotted - 

Northwesilagoons 

2 2 Killdeers 

4 Spotted sandpipers 

1 Wilson snipe 

May 18. 10900 A.M. 

8 Killdeers : 

‘ 6 Spotted sandpipers 

5 Lesser yellowlegs 

2 Solitary sandpipers 

1 Semipalmatea 2“ 

Northwest lagoons 

1 Pectoral sandpiper
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May 19. 5:00 A.M. 

11 Killdeers 

2 Spotted sandpipers 

1 Greater yellowlegs 

5 Smipalmated sandpipers 

1 Baird's sandpiper 

1 Least x 

8 Semipalmated plovers 

May 23. 6:00 AM. 

17 Killdeers 

4 Spotted sandpipers 

3 SEmipalmated " 

1 Solitary : 

Northwest lagoons 

3 Killdeers 

1 Woodcock 

1 Solitary sandpiper 

May 25. 10:00 A.M. 

2 Ruddy turnstones 

4 SEmipalmated sandpipers 

2 Spotted * : 

2 Solitary e 

9 Killdeers



Non-shore-bird Records 

In addition to the close count of shore birds an accurate list was kept of 

all new arrivals. In the First Arrival Dates (IV) appear the 171 species of birds 

seen by us for the first time between March 23 and May 25. Not ell winter and year- 

: round residents were seen by us in the first week, end our first records of these : 

a included. thus, the hairy woodpecker, though first seen by us on April 6, is be- 

lieved to have been in the Arboretum all winter end doubtless to have been seen by 

others before use Many were seen by ughfter being reported by others; but obvious- 

ly this was our work, end these ere our records. Ovt total of 171 we consider rath= 

er a good number of lirdse 

Some of our records we consider unusually good, including both interesting 

migrants and particularly good early or late dates. The evening grosbeak (May 10) 

was perhaps the most interesting as dates go, being quite late. The myrtle warbler 

(April 6) on the other hand, was quite early. (See III, Ontstending Records). 

Perhaps two unusual records inure special comment. One is that of the night= 

hawk (Merch 25). This was very early but we have every reason to believe in the ac- | 

curacy of the identification; striking white wing-bars visible in flight certainly = 

clinch the point. Another bird whose early appearance was a great surprise was the 

little blue heron (May 5). Judging from the field markings, there remains little 

room to suspect that this was in reality the little green, several times seen dur- 

. ing the progress of our worke 

Some reading was done on papers dealing with censusing methods; but since 

little was found applicable in our work, no citations will be given.



III. 

Outstanding Records 

March 4 (before commencement of Arboretum work proper) 
21 Long-eared owls 

1 Short-eared owl 

: March 25. 
1 Nighthawk ; 

March 266 
I Hooded merganser (9) 

March 27. 
3 Vesper sparrows 

March 30. 
T Pied-billed grebe 
1 Winter wren 

April 8. 
Greater yellowlegs 
Savanneh sparrow 

April 10. 
Swamp sparrow 

April 6. 
Myrtle warbler 
Barred owl 

April 26. 
Sharp-shinned hawk : 

April 29. 

rasshopper sparrow 

May 4e 
Upland plover 
Lesser yellowlegs 

May 5. 
Lincoln's iseerren 
Little blue heron : 
Blee-grey gnatcatcher 
Orchard oriole 

May 6. 
White-eyed vireo 
Tennessee warbler 

May Te 

Cooper's hawk : 

= May 10. 

atone King rail 
Forster's tern 
Evening grifobeak 

May 12. i 

Philadelphia vireo
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First Arrival Dates 

March 21, 1939 (ova ries7 Day ovr ) April 1, 1939 
Cowbird Downy woodpecker - #/ 
Red-winged blackbird Red-breasted merganser 
Eastern meadowlar& Baldpate 
Western e Flicker 
Bluebird Prairie horned lark -#/ 
Killdeer 
Robin April 2, 1939 
Bronzed grackle Wilson snipe 
Starling- |" Phoebe 
Quail-’ 
Ring-necked pheasant -/ April 3, 1939 
Cardinal-/ Migrant shrike 

Shoveller duck - 
March 23, 1939 
Mallard duck April 6, 1939 
Rusty blackbird Myrtle warbler 
Song sparrow Hermit thrush 
Woodcock Yellow-bellied sapsucker 
Tree sparrow -2* Hairy woodpecker - #/ 
Slate-colored junco-+ Chickadee - 2/ 
Blue jay ~/ _ Lesser scaup duck 
Kingfisher - Bilan exceprroa, was here (an winter) 

White-breast. nuthatch-* April 9, 1939 
Blue-winged teal 

March 24, 1939 Ruby-er. kinglet 
Red-shouldered hawk Brown creeper 

March 25, 1939 April 10, 1939 
Pintail duck Coot 
Fow sparrow Swamp sparrow 
Mourning dove White-throated sparrow 
Nighthawk Great blue heron 
Prairie chicken -« / 

April 11, 1939 
March 26, 1939 Tree swallows 
Hooded merganser 
Chipping sparrow April 13, 1939 
Black duck Field sparrow 
Red-headed woodpecker Purple martin 

March 27, 1939 April 14, 1939 
Herring gull : American bittern 
American merganser : 
Purple finch April 17, 1939 
Amer. crow-x/ Bufflehead duck 
MYersh hawk - / Redhead * 

March 30, 1939 April 19, 1939 
Pied-billed grebe Red-eyed towhee 

: Screech owl-a/ 
Winter wren April 20, 1939 

ee Loon Horned grebe 
Ring-billed gull Ruddy duck 

Golden-eye duck 
March 31, 1939 Grey-cheeked thrush 
Golden-cr. kinglet -4 
= April 23, 1939 
oe Bvening grosbeak 

Bank swallow 
House wren 

Rough-legged hawk



a 

: Aa 
April 26, 1939 api 6 (contin. ) 
Spotted sandpiper Wood thrush 
Long-billed marsh wren White-eyed vireo 
Palm warbler Yellow-throated vireo 
Barred owl Red-eyed * 
Brown thrasher : Tennessee warbler 
Upland plover Rose-brgated grosbeak 
Vesper sparrow Indigo “unting 
Sharp-shinned hawk Semi-palmated sandpiper 
Pectoral sandpiper White-crowned sparrow 

Ala 
April 29, 1939 Apeil 10, 1939 
Solitary sandpiper Caspian tern 
Rough-winged swallow Common tern 
Barn swallow Forster's " 
Grasshopper sparrow Piping plover 

Red~backed sandpiper 
April 30, 1939 Black tern 
Sora rail King rail 
Chimey swift Magnolia warbler 

g Warbling vireo 
May 1, 1939 Short-billed marsh wren 
Sharptail sparrow (Acadian 7) Ovenbird 

é Cerulean warbler 
May 2; 1939 May 
Virginia rail Apri: 11, 1939 
Greater yellowlegs Double-crested cormorant 
Long-eared owl-#/ Least bittern 

Green-winged teal 
May 3, 1939 Veery ‘ 
Bobolink Kingbird 
Yellow warbler Ma 
Northern waterthrush Apria 12, 1939 
Goldfinch : Acadian flycatcher 

Philadelphia vireo 
May 5, 1939 Baird's sandpiper 
Northern yellowthroat Cape May warbler 
Black and white warbler 
Wilson warbler May 14, 1939 
Little green heron Red-tailed hawk-/ 
Little blue heron Whip-poor-will 
Nashville warbler Red-bellied woodpecker 
Black-throated green warbler Crested flycatcher 
Catbird Blue-winged warbler 
Orchard oriole s Black-poll warbler 
Olive-backed thrush Scarlet tanager 
Chestnut-sided warbler Henslow's sparrow 
Blae-grey gnatcatcher Gadwall duck 
Cliff swallow Ring-necked duck 
Parula warbler Cooper's hawk-/ 
Louisiana waterthrush Fah pelinarednpiovery Belden plover 
Lincoln's sparrow May 15, 1939--Black-thr. blue warbler 
Baltimore oriole 

= Lesser yellowlegs May 18, 1939--Olive-sided flycatcher 
Savannah sparrow 3 
Redstart May 25-1939 --Ruddy turnstone 
Ma 

Aprit 6, 1939 
Xakkowxkekkinixsxpaneker 
Yellow-billed cuckoo 

Least flycatcher 
Wood pewee
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dug. 25, 1939 

Mater ag Related to Stability of Pheasant Releases 
Stoddard tells me that releases of artificially propagated quail 

mist be “hardened” to accepting suceulence in place of water. If this 

is not done, extreme instability may result, especially in dry, dewless 

periods. 

Quail are hardened by moving the wire-bottomed pens over stands of 

Mexieen “clover” (sp?) and withdrawing water. The birds learn to pluck 

the suceulent clover through the wire. : 

Is this a factor in the stability of pheasant releases? 

What wild suceulence is acceptable, and grows during dry Augusts? 

What tame succulence is acceptable, and could be grown, for August 

use in hardening pens? 

Do the recorded returns from pheasant releases show correlation with 

water, drouth, and succulence? 

What experimental procedure would throw light on this question? 

Who could experiment with it in 19407 

AL. 

File: Water 
Pheasant 
Survival Study V 
Quail 

}



4k University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management October 13, 1939 

Mr. B. A. Tripp 
Inspector's Headquarters, H.P.S. 
State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear wr. Tripp: 

This is an appraisal of the Gardner Tract, now proposed 
for development as part of the University Arboretun. 

The tract is rather sharply divided into (1) burned peats, 
valuable mainly as pond sites, and (2) unburned peats, valuable 
for marsh flora. 

The plan proposes a chain of ponds on the burned edges, 
enclosing (and protecting) a central island still containing 
valuable flora. The ponds will be a valuable extension of the water- 
fowl ponds already constructed. ‘he whole area will be good upland 
game range, particularly the island, which is large ehough to kelp 
toward the eventual reestablishment of prairie chickens. : 

There will be a tamarack border eventually harboring long 
eared owls, jumping mice, and other characteristic tamarack speties. 

in my opinion the development plan is sound, and its 
execution will bring a valuable addition to the Arboretum. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Research Director 
University Arboretum



hou University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Siew , 1998 

Mr. M4 Lleya 
Badger State Game Farm 
Lodi, Wisconsin 

Dear Ha: 

: I am sending you summary sheets of the percentage gain or 
loss of the pheasants you donated for our experiments at Faville Grove. 

We got reweights on 34 of the 50 birds (16 esesped without 
subsequent check). Of the 34 reweighed: 

21 were reweighed once 
7 4 ® twice 

hon " three times 
1 was ® four times 

% ® # five times 
total 

The G-week birds averaged 5 per cent loss on the first reweighing 
but thereafter gained. : 

The 10-week birds averaged 2 per cent loss on the first reweighing 
but thereafter gained. This is the smallest loss I have measured in any f 
lot of young pheasants, and tells its own story as to the quality and survival / 
value of your stock. 

How the Fates of gain were affected will require comparison with 
ether resords. Will report on this later. I will also report on how the 
gains and lesses compared with the birds of the same age retained in your 
pens during the same period. 

Your generosity in donating these birds is much appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Ropar Wy 55p 

Mr. H. D. Ruhl 
Game Division 
Conservation Department 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Harry: 

You may remember that last year I was having difficulty with 
the Wisconsin Department in getting some experimental pheasants for studies 
of release and survival. You offered to ship me some, but I later arranged 
to get some experimental birds from a private game farm. 

In August of this year I proposed that we in some way join forces 
on this study and Mr. Tubbs replied under date of August 29, suggesting that 
we talk it over at the time of the Midwest Conference. 

I am now more than ever convinced that during the last four years 
we have made o valuable start on survival experiments, but that Wisconsin 
is not the place to head up this work because of the difficulties of depart- 
mental cooperation. I would like, therefore, to propose that Michigan heed 
up this study and that I turn over to you the accumiated results to date, 
plus, if possible, my trained man (Buss) to continue the work under your 
auspices. 

I realize that this may not fit in at ell with your program or 
your needs, but I am laying it before you so that we can talk it over at 
St. Paul. 

' The X marks on the attached outline indicate the subdivisions of 
the field on which we have conducted experiments and have material to offer. 

I notice that the Biological Survey in the administration of 
Pittman-Robertson funds is lesning heavily toward interstate pools. You 
probably know of the proposed pool on cycles to head up at Minnesota. what 
I am proposing is an interstate pool on pheasants to head up at Michigan. 
We might also have an interstate pool on prairie chickens and sharptail 
grouse which might head up here. When I say “head up" I do not mean that 
the other states would not participate, but that the fractions of the total 
problem that they undertook would fit into an outline set by the leading 
state, and while each state would contime to give temporary publication to 
its own work, the ultimate summing up in permanent published form would be 
by the leader with the others as cooperators. 

I have no illusions about this letter necessarily being clear, 
but 1t may give you an inkling of an idea that I would like very meh te 
discuss with you. :



2 = Ruhl 

: I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this to Albert 
M. Day, because the proposal really flows out of his own proposal on the 
question of cycles. I am hoping that he can be at St. Paul at the 
December 1-2 meeting. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee A.M. Day Professor of Wildlife Management 

Buss



Pheasant Survival Study 

(A) Shock upon release 
Gentle Violent 

Age x x 

Hardening 

Physical Development x 

(8) Dispersion & Survival 
Gentle Violent 

Age x x 

Wild vs. tame x 

Physical Development x 

(C) Characteristics of Wild Pop. 

Sex ratio x 

Physical Dev. X (at various ages) 

Age classes , 

Kill ratios x 

' 

Note: "X" indicates Wisconsin experiments, 1936-1939.
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SECRETARY August 29, 1939 DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Division of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter of August 17 has been received. 

; While our pheasant study project has not been 
given definite approval, it is rapidly rounding into shape 
and we hope to have the project under way by the first 

of the year. In that project we have made ample pro= 
vision for special help to aid in special studies 
so that we can probably handle most any type of research 
such as suggested in your previous correspondence. 

The Midwest Wildlife Conference is being held 
in Minneapolis, and it will probably be possible for us 
to get together at that time and outline in detail the 

method of procedure in this study. 

Very truly yours, 

‘ H. D. Ruhl, In Charge 
Game Division 

& Fs a | AT 
ys 7 Ce 

F. F. Tubbs 
Ornithologist 

FFT: EK
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424 University Farm Place 
November 20, 1939 

Mr. Russ Pyre 
Wisconsin State Journal 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Pyre: 

We tested the order to preference for grains in two different 
ways. 

On the Arboretum Ellwood Moore offered the birds a string of 
standing food patches, each planted to a different grain and each equally 
available from the swamp where the birds lived. He determined the birds! 
preferences by sitting in a blind and watching which patches they selected 
for feeding, and he also checked their selection by shooting a few birds 
and examining their stomach contents. 

On the Faville Grove area near Lake Mille Arthur Hawkins like- 
wise offered the birds a “cafeteria” of different grains, but instead of ; 
offering them standing in food patches, he offered them in trays divided 
inte compartments, each compartment filled with a different grain. Selec- 
tion was determined by measuring the consumption from the various compart~- 
ments. 

Hach of these two cafeterias was run for two years. 

At the end of the two-year period we found that the two experiments 
partly checked each other and partly contradicted each other. In both exper= 
iments corn headed the order of preference, that is to sey, game birds prefer 
corn to anything else. Wheat and buckwheat seem to tie for second place. 
Barley, rye and oats in both cases fell toward the bottom of the list and in 
the order named. In both cases soybeans fell toward the middle of the list 
of preferences. 

The preference shown for the various sorghums, however, was contra- 
dictory and varied greatly with the kind of sorgimum. A dogen kinds were 
tested. Some were so palatable that the birds ate them up in the milk, so 
we could never test them on the stalk during the winter. Others, notably 
Sudan grass, were so unpalatable that the birds never touched them until 
spring when everything else was exhausted. Some, like black amber cane, 
fell near the head of the list in some experiments and at the tail of the 
list in others. There were certain contradictions likewise in the consumption ; 
of wheat and buckwheat. 

A year ago Hawkins moved to Illinois and repeated some of these 
experiments down there. Black amber cane in Illinois outranks even corn in 
the estimation of the birds. These contradictions have now Taised the
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question: Is there something in the origin or curing of a given grain 
which makes one lot of that grain palatable and another lot not palatable, 
or do pheasants in Illinois have different tastes than pheasants in 
Wisconsin? 

In order to settle that question, Hawkins and I are this winter 
undertaking the following experiment: We are buying samples of a dozen 
grains and first mixing each sample to get it uniform throughout. We will 
then divide each sample into two halves, one to be fed in Illinois and the 
other in Wisconsin, all the conditions to be equalized in so far as possible. 
If we find that the birds select grains in the same order of preference in 
the two states, then we will have evidence that the contradictions of past 
years inhered in the quality of the samples rather than in the appetite of 
the birds. 

I am sending you three technical reports on these experiments. 

It should not be assumed that the most palatable grain is the 
best kind of grain to feed. On the contrary, I believe that a feeding 
station should offer grains of medium as well as high palatability. ‘The 
high palatability grains are exhausted too quickly. This is especially 
true of food patches which mst last the winter in order to be useful. 
In hoppers 1% does not matter so mich because there the supply can be 
currently renewed. 

There are also other considerations, especially the manner in 
which a grain stands up above the snow. The work all boils down to this 
practical conclusion: corn and soybeans are the most dependable feeds 
for southern Wisconsin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Hawkins



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

STATE PARK DIVISION 

See Arboretum, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dec. 12, 1939 

Mr. Charles Evans, 
‘% Dre Robert G- Green, 
Lene 9 of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, Minn. ® 

Dear Mr. Evans; 

I was er ea interested in the talk with you about 
tularemia. Since the st. Paul meeting, I have run onto several 
discrepancies on the subject and thought I'd better write to you 
before I stick my neck out any farther. 

Can fleas ferent tularemia zooms veleaee mechanically? 
How long would a rabbit have to be held er natural exposure 
and infection before it would show definite external symptoms? 

You remember the two men oe and ee) whom I 
told you contracted tularemia from Arboretum rabbits on which 
a were a — studies at the me + Wisconsin. 

I also mentioned that we had a problem in aiee ie rabbits for 
restocking purposes. I understood you to hat cottontails 
were at susceptible and nonresistent to Shepenia. and that 
they would be dead with the disease in about two weeks after 
infection. Also, that in your Qe latitude the a 
vectors hibernated about Nov. lst, and therefore in approximately 
two weeks after that date the cottontail populetion would be free 
from both tularemia carriers and the disease. [ recall also that 
one of your posters made a recommendation to hunters on that basis. 
I allowed two weeks for the difference in latitude between the 
fwin Cities and Madison, and therefore presumed that our tularemia 
worries would be over alter Dec. lst. 

The other day, Dec. 6th, when seeing, over some of our 
cottontails, I noticed that they were loaded with fleas and 
immediately became suspicious. Since, I have questioned some of our 
tularemia men and they cited instances in Iowa where infected 
cottontails had lived for over six weeks, and that furthermore, 
in paris of Iowa at least, tularemia reaches a peak in late January. 
Recently the Chicago Tribune carried a notice by the Illinois 
Netural History Survey warning hunters that this time of year 
tularemia was most prevalent, consequently most dangerous» 

We had resumed mapping of cottontails for restocking, 
but thought we had better send out any more until the incongruities 
have been cleared up by further information. I would appreciate it 
war much if you would mention this instance to Dr. Green and advise 
us further. 

Sincerely yours, 

; W- S- Feeney 
ec -Professor Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES ee 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Ot 1% 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 5 
STATE PARK DIVISION 

yaamretty Arboretum, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dec. 7, 1959 

Mr. We Fe Grimmer, 
. Wisconsin Conservation Department, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Grimmer; 

Recently we have discovered through Dr. Green's group 
of the University of Mimesota that cottontail rabbits are weg 
susceptible and nonresistant to tularemia. fhe disease is sa 
to be fatal to these rabbits in about two weeks from time of 
infection. It also has been determined that the carriers, chiefly 
ticks, which  aeeons the disease from one rabbit to another hibernate 
in this lati between Nov. l and 15. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to conclude that the drberetye rabbite are free from tularemia about 

two weeks after the h tion of the vectors or about Dec. 1. 

On the basis of this information we are preparing to resume 

Gains is'botog expressed todey to ure Glaroree, Wegmann, 2047 Douglas s is expres . rence 8 
Ave-, Racine, lsissonein, who is peantvlag the rabbite for the ” 
Wisconsin Sportsman's Association. 

Sincerely yours, 

; We S- Feeney 

ec- Professor Aldo Leopold



4 i ‘ FOOD PATCHES ( 
University of Wisconsin arboretum - 1959 

The 1939 food patch experiments, findings and recommendations 
are see) to the conditions on the University of Wisconsin 
Arboretum in particular, but might also be useful elsewhere. 

: Mixtures; Food patch mixtures for game birds, composed of assorted 
—————~ seeds broadcasted after mixing, have been much discussed. 

It has usually been concluded that such mixtures are both 
agronomically and effectively unsuccessful. Homogeneous ae grow 
well, but a many-seeded mixture does not-, Consequently, the luring 
power of a poor mixture is not as good as,simple uniform crop such 
as buckwheat, soybeans or corn. 

Method; To get the theoretical advantages of a mixture without the 
———— . usual shortcomings, we blocked off our food patches and drilled 

in six to ten foods in separate units within the plot- i.e. 
one or more rows of sunflowers beings adjacent to a few rows of millet, 
and so on until the desired combination is completed. By this method 
we could get a variety of foods, providing the various conditions, 
which were attractive to both game and song birds. | 

Our Dpendenaiioes (ee. with the possible exception of buckwheat, 
: were a failure. Even the buckwheat did much better when drilled in rows. 

There were at least two reasons for the poor success of the broadcast 
method. First, surface sown seeds were ree picked up by birds and 
rodents before = germinated; secondly, the broadcast plots could not 
be cultivated and therefore did not thrive against the weed — 
All of the seeds we used flourished when planted in rows and cultivated. 

Size of Beds and 
Vulnerability; Sry beets. when planted in single rows near brushy 
—————  FaDbIt territory, werd completely browsed off in the 

early stages. However, when several rows were po 
in a block the level of security was raised sufficiently so that most 
of the patch escaped rabbit depredations. The number of rows or the 
sige or the plot which will succeed depends on the pressure of the 
location. A single row would do well if rabbit proofed. Similarly, 
ground te or rabbits te off the fruiting stems of the proso 
in two of the patches. Somewhat analogous to the introduction of quail 
into new territory, the planting must be large enough to take care of 
all losses with enough remaining for a successful survival. : 

Another factor, of course, determining the size of any particular 
bed, sepends on the use the patch will get when mature. §unflowers, 
for instance, are eaten at and quickly when planted in good song 
bird ot therefore, if the supply is to last throughout the 
migration or longer, a fairly good sized block should be planted. 

Materials Used; Corn, sunflower, soybeans, proso, feterita, Milo maize, 
————————-  Kaffir corn; German millet; Sudan grass; buckwheat and 

hemp were planted. The corn is the most substantial 
game bird food and is more attractive to pheasants than anything else 
we have tried. Soybeans, at least for part of the season, seem to be 
preferred by quail. Sunflowers are the most attractive to song birds 
such as chickadees; goldfinch; juncos; tree sparrows; etc. It is an : 
excellent chickadee Baia. 

It should be remembered, as pointed out by Leopold---- that 
the various feeds, excepting corn, do not furnish an all winter food 
supply, but are intended to serve chiefly as a fall bait. Corn is 
necessary to sustain the birds during severe weather uae Ene the 
critical season. In bad weather even corn must be fed in hoppers, etc., 
in protected places in order to be accessible to quail.
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Recommendations for Arboretum Planting; 

1. In 1939, we AES a 2.4 acre cornfield and 4 food pee: 
The cornfield is too small to take care of the oe ird 

population on our 925 A. Arboretum. It should be about 4 or 5 acres in 
size. The smallest food plot was 100! by 30'. This is too small for 
a combination of more than two or three foods. It seems advisable for 
1940 to have five to ten food plots each about + acre in size. These 
should be planted not later than May 25th, although this year a plot 
planted as late as June 5 matured. 

2. Considering pheasants, quail, and smgbirds, the following 
materials are recommended. Corn for pheasants and quail- also 

a good bait for re when shelled; soybeans for quail; sunflower 
for chickadees and other songbirds; prose for small sparrow-like birds; 
feterita for song birds and game birds- not first choice; Sudan grass 
for small birds; German millet for small birds. Hemp was much used by 
smal] birds last nem aye» but the seed pee from Olds Seed House 
this season did not germinate. The table below shows the relative 
values of our plantings up to November 15, 1939. 

Preférred Moderately used Little used Not used * 

corn Feterita German Millet Milo maize 
{Sunflower Sudan grass Buckwheat Kaffir corn 
qProso 
Soybeans 

3. Plant everyting in rows. With the exception of corn, rows about 
18" apart are all right. Sunflowers and corn should be planted 

in hills but all the other materials can be drilled, either by hand or 
machine. 

4. Cultivate everything with hoes. A cultivator could be used on 
corn, if available, but is not necessary. 

5. Tests with commercial fertilizer, no fertilizer, and sludge show 
that it is best to fertilize with sludge. This can be procured 

gratis from the City Disposal Plant. Sludge should be spread uniformly 
about 3" deep over the rows after planting. It is not necessary to ; 
cover the entire field with fertilizer as strips 8" to 12" wide over 
the rows will do. 

%* The Kaffir corn and Milo maize were moderately used when the heads 
were down mear the ground. 

# All eaten much earlier than 11/15. :
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SUMMARY: 

Crops closely pamee in rows and cultivated grow much better 
than those broadcast. 

The es of a mixture of foods varying in maturity, geintera Se: 
accessability, etc., can best be obtained by drilling each foo 
oe ina group of blocks. §uch a patch is far superior to one 
in which the seeds are mixed before sowing. 

It is thought that several small patches are better than a few 
large ones, but the individual blocks of a specific food should be 
large enough to survive premature depredations by rodents. The size 
of individual‘ bloeks’as:welltas theicontents should be determined 
by the ecology of the area. 

Plant about 4 or 5 acres of corn to take care of Arboretum winter 
trapping and food ait Five or more miscellaneous food patches will 
pe to localize and hold game in ee convenient for winter 
feeding, as well as being very attractive to certain migrating and 
wintering song birds. 

Fertilize with sludge spread about $" deep over the rows after 
planting. 

Materials recommended for the arboretum besides conn are; 
sunflowers; proso; soybeans; Sudan grass; fetereta; hemp; German millet; 

and possibly buckwheat. (Sunflowers, proso, etc. -plot 715; soybeans, 
Sudan grass, geese etc. -plot #6; hemp, sunflowers, millets, fotereta- 
plot 48; sunflowers, soybeans, etc. -Nursery plot). 

Further experiments might prove interesting.
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Conservation 
Club 

No. 22 8/26 9 100 50 50 6 5 v8 4 22. 
No. 22 9/24 14 105 55 50 15 9 a4 

No. 514 9/11 12 100 5u 46 6 1 7 
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FsR.8.6., 8/28 9 181 70 111 & 14 22 
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Report of Research Investigations for the Summer of 1938 

and for the Academic Year of 1938-39 

I. Subject: Ecological Relationships in the Arboretum Area. 
RFSS 3294, 

II. Object of Investigation: 

1. To determine the influence of the morphological, 

chemical and biological characteristics of the soil profile 

upon the development of the plant-animal associations. 

2. To establish a reliable ecological basis for the 

restoration of the original flora and fauna of the area, as 

well as for the establishment of demonstration plantings. 

III. Present Status and Results Accomplished 

A. The field and laboratory work is completed and the 

results are consolidated in a report. The final draft of 

the report will be prepared and submitted to the Alumni 

Foundation as soon as the stenographic work is finished. 

B. The following papers have been prepared as a result 

of investigations connected with the Arboretum area: 

Wilde, 3. A. and White, D. P. "“Damping-off as a 

Factor in the Textural Distribution of Pine Species." 

PHYTOPATHOLOGY, April, 1959. Vol. 29, No. 3; 367-369, 

Wilde, S. A. "Classification of Gley Sotls for the 

Purpose of Forest Management and Reforestation." Approved 

by the Soils Department and submitted to ECOLOGY for publication. 

White, D. P. "Soll Survey of the University of 

Wisconsin Arboretum." Report to the Wisconsin Alumni Research 

Foundation.



2. 

Wilde, S. A. "On the Origin and Properties of 

the Soils of the Mid-western Prairie Forest Belt." Manuscript 

in preparation. 

S, A. Wilde, 

SAW :MJS Assoc, Prof. of Soils



Brief Statement on the Soil Survey of the 
University Arboretum Area 

The University of Wisconsin Arboretum comprises a wide di- 

versity of physiographic end ecological conditions. A detailed 

soil survey revealed twenty-one soil types correlated with dif- 

ferent forest, grass and marsh associations. These types may be 

grouped into the four broad units: upland soils, gley soils, 

prairie soils and alluvial soils. : 

Nut-structured upland soils support forest vegetation, 

composed predominantly of oaks and hickory. ‘The rate of growth, 

quality of wood, composition of ground cover vegetation, and 

silvicultural adaptation of stands of this group are correlated 

primarily with the textural properties of soil. Silt loam soils 

are suitable for planting of valuable hardwoods, such as white 

ash, white oak and black walmmt. However, the planting of most 

of the conifers is questionable as these soils are predisposed 

to the development of root-rot organisms. On the other hand, 

sandy loam soils are well adapted to pines, but are not suited 

to hardwood species because of deficiency of plant food. HBroded 

sandy clay soils require a transitional soil-improving cover 

of pioneer species, particularly black locust, paper birch and 

box elder. 

Gley soils or mineral soils influenced by ground water 

table, are associated with a wide variety of vegetational units 

including marsh meadows, struggling swamp border oak stands, and 

productive mesophytic forest. ‘The character of vegetation on 

these soils is directly related to the height of the groundw ater 

table, Soils with a ground water table deeper than 4 feet pre- 

sent an ideal site for the planting of trees, Soils with ground
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water table occurring at a depth less than 18 inches are subject 

to heaving and their reforestation requires the use of cuttings 

or special planting technique. 

Prairie soils support grass vegetations The adaptation 

of soils within this group varies depending upon the drainage and 

depth of overwash deposit of silt. The application of mineral 

fertilizers was found to be essential in order to reestablish 

the original prairie cover on these soils, 

Organic and mineral alluvial deposits include peat, muck, 

mgrl and beach sand. These types support a number of water- 

loving associations such as sedges, cat-tails, willows, and 

cottowood. The distribution of these forms 1s determined by 

the nature of the deposits. Cottonwood, alder, willow and white 

cedar are the principal species to be considered in reforesting 

these sites. 

In numerous instances the mutual relationship of organisms 

and soil conditions is sharply defined and apparent even to the 

casual observer; in other cases, the correlation is masked by 

men's activity end may only be disclosed through a study of 

analytical data. The post-settlement period has brought manifold 

changes in the composition of plant-animal communities. The 

cutting of the valuable species and the destruction of natural 

reproduction by grazing resulted in the invasion of infested 

sprouts and a general degeneration of the forest. The originel 

all-aged associations of trees and herbaceous plants gave place to 

even-aged stands largely depleted of ground cover, The prairie and 

meadow grasses were replaced by cultivated plants with a subse- 

quent modification in the status of birds and mammals. The
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control of predators was followed by a great increase of rodents, 

especially mice, gophers and rabbits. Cropping and other forms 

of land utilisation affected not only the "above-ground" popula- 

tion, but the very soil itself. Destruction of structural aggre- 

gates by cultivation, burning the forest litter, trampling by 

grazing stock, burying the prairie hemus under an overwash of 

silt, and drainage of lowlands are the most striking examples of 

such changes in soil. These obvious changes resulted in con- 

eealed but profound modifications in the chemical and biological 

composition of the soil, vig. depletion of plant food and de-~ i 

generation of important soil organisms, such as earthworms, s 

mycorrhizac, and microbes controlling damping-off fungi. 

The acquisition of the arboretum area has put an end to 

nearly all of the adverse outside influences and affords an 

Opportunity for the restoration of this area to its original 

state. Such restoration may be materially hastened by the ap- 

plication of modern cultural technique. However, the use of 

cultural methodsa involves the danger of converting the present 

"semi-natural" state, into a state of complete artificiality 

with all of its liabilities. Consequently, the re-establish- 

ment of the natural conditions requires @ carefully worked out 

program assuring @n ecologically sound development. The survey 

of soils and related environmental factors accomplished by 

Mre Ds Pe White with intensive accuracy and detailness, provides 

the initial step in this direction. 

Although the Arboretum comprises somewhat less than two 

square miles, it is a representative sample of hundreds of 

thousands of acres located in southern Wiseonsin. Therefore, 

the restoration of the original cover and the soil fertility
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of this tract may have a great value in the general land-utili- 

gation and land~improvement program of this state, and perhaps, 

the entire prairie-forest region of the middle west. 

$.Q.W. 

S. A. Wilde 

Assoc. Prof. of Soils
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; , WHAT IS THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN i — 5 i 
3 ARBORLTUM, } ——— S 
| WILD LIFE REFUGE, AND FOREST EXPERIMENT PRESERVE? | Se 

i ’ 
4 

j Aldo Leopold 
at ‘ ; ; 
“5 University of Wisconsin 

‘| : ee ee 
C : ‘ 

j What Is An Arboretum? - An arboretum is ordinarily a place where the } 

4 . serious-minded.citizen can learn, by looking at them, the difference 

i between a white and a black spruce, or to see in person .a Russian olive, 

ae a tamarisk, or an Arizona cypress. That is, it is a collection of trees 1 

4 Sometimes an arboretum also serves as an outdoor library of horti- 

: cultural varieties, i.e. a place where one can compare all the apples, 

i ,all the lilacs, all the roses. 

1 Some advanced institutions arrange their tree-collection as nature 

| associations, rather than as taxonomic Groups. They present, for exam, 

jh ea a sample of the Douglas fir forest of the Northwest, snowing the hen- 

locks, larches, and balsams which grow in association with Douglas fir, ‘ 

and also the ferns, salmonberries, yews, and shrubs which grow under: 16, 

and if possible the mosses and herbs which grow under the shrubs. Such 

exhibits are called "ecological Groupings" and represent "advanced 

thought" in arboretum management. 

the Wisconsin Arboretum. We want to have all these things, but they by 

: no means represent the main idea which we are trying to express here. 

Stes something new and different. Perhaps we should not call the plac 

3 an arboretum at all. Whether our idea is a worthy one, 1 will have to 

leave you to judse. 

Our idea, in a nutshell, is to re-construct, primarily for the use 

of the University, a sample of original Wisconsin--a sample of what Dane 

County looked like when our ancestors arrived here during the 1840's,
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Obviously, it will take 50 years to do this thing.- Obviously, too, 

it will be done for research rather than for amusement, and ror use by 

: the University, rather than for use by the town. . 

What I want to try and picture today is why it is important to the 

future welfare of our state to lmow what it was like before we took it 

: away from the Indians. 
: Easy ' 

Rebuilding the Wisconsin Landscape... First let me convince you that if 

you were set down, blindfolded, in Nakoma in 1940, you would not only 

; fail to recognize the place, but you might fail to realize you were in 

Wisconsin at all. 

This hill. on which we stand was then an "oak-openins." Our srand- 

parents describe, sometimes with. rapture, the beauty of these open or- 

chard-like stands of oaks, interspersed with copses of shrubs, and the 

profusion of prairie grasses and flowers which grew between. But just 

what shrubs, grasses, and flowers were they?» We don't know. hy did 

: they remain open, instead of growing up to solid woods? Probably fire, 

but we're not sure. What oaks? Largely burr-oak, but we are not sure. 

We co know this, that the bluegrass which now covers half of our county 

was not present--it came with the white man--while the native srasses 

which then grew here are now rare or even possibly extinct. The pheas- 

ants and possibly even the quail which now inhabit Nakoma were dosent; 

instead the oak-openings were populated with sharptailed grouse, then 

appropriately called "burr-oak grouse," and now found only a hundred 

miles to the north. The wild turkey apparently did not occur. ‘the 

copses contained the ordinary partridge or ruffed crouse. ‘There were 

elk and deer--elk horns have been pulled out of our local marshes, and 

of deer we have ample records. 

the Wingra Marsh, which we boast of as largely "unspoiled", we 

would not have recognized in 1640. ‘Those waving meadows of grass,
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rushes, and dogwood were then largely a tamarack forest, undercrown with 

3 sphagnum moss and orchids. We lmow this because tamarck logs were en=- 

countered ‘in draining the golf course. The tamarack forest hes been 

gradually converted into grassland by repeated burning, cutting, grazing, 

: and mowing--a ‘process ‘still plainly visible in’ any of the tamarack re- 

licts of the eastern half of ‘the county. | a : 

The deep layers of peat which comprise this marsh are merely the 

closely-packed remains of sphagnum plants which could not decay because 

' ofthe acid water in which they were "pickled" through innwuerable sen- 

erations. Professor Fasset ‘ofthe Botany Department takes his students 

there to’ exhume samples of this peat from various depths, and in these 

samples he finds embalmed the very pollen grains which fell or were 

blown into the marsh from the plants then growing in and around it. So 

perfectly are these pollens preserved that their shape and structure 

tells the kinds of plants which srew, while the relative abundance of 

: the various kinds tells’which plants were then most common. The bos 

is, in short, a vast historical library telling the story of the arbore- 

tum back to the Glacial Epoch, 10,000 years ago. Its volumes are still 

largely untranslated, but it is easy to see why they constitute a valu- 

able educational and scientific asset. i 

Lake Wingra itself wears so different an aspect that the early sett- 

ler would not know it now. lIiuch of the shore was then a wild rice bed. 

The water level fluctuated more, but averaged higher. It was full of 

waterfowl, whereas now the ducks show almost an aversion to it. Pre- 

sumably the introduction of carp contributed heavily to these chances, 

but we do not know, 

why Study Original Wisconsin? Granted, then, that we have radically 

changed the aspect of land, what of it? It's still good to look at--
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why worry? Why try: to Giscover the exact processes by which the Wis- 

: consin of 1840 became the Wisconsin of 1950? Americans shall look for= ~ 

ward, not backward, so.why dig up these: ecological graves? 

: Because we are. just beginning to realize that along with the in- 

tentional;, and necessary changes in the soil and its flora and fauna, we 

have also induced: unintentional: and unnecessary changes which threaten 

to undermine the future capacity of the’soil to support our civilization. 

: In some places: these changes will merely reduce our standard of liv- 

: ing--physical,-in the sensesof'a healthy agriculture; spiritual, in 

the sense: of needless spoilation of natural beauty. In'‘other places, 

these changes. threaten the actual physical exitense of even the pres- 

ent social structure. In some cases, the damage is temporary, in 

others permanent. ; 

For example, the°erosion of topsoil which followed too much wheat 

and too many cattle is carrying the best parts of southwestern Wiscon- 

sin to the Gulf of Mexico. It will take time, geological time, to re- 

pair this loss. 

' The fires which followed lumbering have probably out by half, for 

at least a generation of two, the capacity of northern Wisconsin to 

support a self-sustaining population. Zverybody knows this, but few 

know that the same fires have burned up many of the peat beds in pur 

drained marshes, and thus threaten to turn land once too wet into a 

future sand-dune. Three meres in Dane County have been burning all 

summer . When some old ratbletrap of a building catches fire we all 

rush to the rescue, but when the compound interest of 10,000 years of 

plants catches fire, our officials sit by with folded hands while the 

earere citizen's depth of understandingis reflected by the observa- 

tion that he dislikes the smell of peat smoke.
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The new insects which modern transportation continuausly imports 

from the four corners of the earth are a standing threat to future ag-~ 

riculture. Our white pine--the very backbone of our original economic 

structure--now threatens to go down before the blister rust, HH@ an im- 

._ ported disease. In the offing stands the threat of June-beetles (white 

grubs) making it imperative to cut down all the white oaks in our past- 

ures. Granted we could shade our cows under tin roofs--who would want 

to live in a Wisconsin of oakless pastures? 

Beg Now this is not a tirade against careless farming, lumbering, or 

transportation. It is rather an admission that the tools wherewith we 

are building our civilization are so powerful, and their use has such 

complex and unexpected consequences, that we are tearing down about as 

fast as we are building up. It is an admission that science coes not 

yet know enough, or is not yet sufficiently listened to, to anticipate 

and prevent this process of wreckage which attends our supposedly ad- 

vancing footsteps. 

Research. The business of a University has heretofore been conceived to 

be the preparation of citizens to cope with their environment. ‘The Uni- 

versity must now take on the additional function of preserving an en- 

vironment fit to support citizens. This task is of a complexity far be- 

yond what I can here take time to explain. I will ask you to wheaet my 

word for the fact that it is a long and difficult job. To perform it, 

a University must have, for the daily use of its faculty and students, 

a living exhibit of what Wisconsin was, what it is, anda what it expects 

to become. lxamples of what it is lie on every hand. ‘What it expects to 

become may be exemplified on public forests, refuges, farms, and parks. 

What it was is to be exemplified on the arboretum, and I hope on nuner- 

ous other areas created for the purpose.
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This, in,a nutshell, is the function of the Arboretum; a recon- ~ 

structed sample of old Wisconsin, to serve as a bench mark, a start- 

ing point, in the long and laborious job of building a permanent and mite 

ally beneficial relationship between civilized men end a civilized land- 

scape. ; ; 

; eee ee 
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2. fo make a complete chemical end biologicel analysis 

of the various s0i1 horizons. 

S. To make a deteiled survey of the soils and other 

physical conditions of the Arboretum, 

4 To make a complete inventory of the present forest 

cover, lesser vegetation and animal population in relation to 

the site factors, (fo be carried on in cooperation with the 

Boteny Department and the Chair of Game Management). _ 

5 To outline « plenting program for various species of 

trees and other plents. (To be carried on in cooperation with 

the Director of the Arboretum). ; 

Bersonnel: 
Graduate assistant on s 12 month basis at $50 a month for 

10 months as a helf-time appointment, and at $100 « month for 

two summer months as a full-time appointment- - - - $700.00 

Chemicals and Supplies- -------- - => = 50,00 

fotel- -----+++2e7 2072502222 > = $750.00 

fhe equipment and facilities for carrying out this in- 

vestigation are now aveilsble in the Department of Soils and 

the Arboretum of the University of Wisconsin. 

Time: 

It 1s desired to start the investigation October 1, 1957. 

fhe exact time of completion of all details of the project is 

difficult to predict, as it will depend upon the conditions 

of the area and extent of cooperation on the part of other 

departs ents involved, However, @ preliminary report may be 

expected at the end of 1958.
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Roesible Future Development: 
The knowledge of ecological relationships serves as a 

basis for the future activity of three important bren ches 

of conservation; namely, forestry, lendscape engineering md 

geome menegement. Consequently this investigetion, aside from 

its locel importance, should provide information of generel 

theoretical and practical value. The work will aid in the 

development of this outdoor laboratory for students in Soils, 

Botany, Game Management, Landscape, Engineering and related 

subjects, 

8. A. Wilde 

SAW MIS Assoc, Prof. of Soils 

\
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An Outline of the Major Problems Involved in the 

Study of the University of Wisconsin 
3 Arboretum Area 

Genesis of Southern Wisconsin Soils 

fhe arboretum soils, according to the accepted present 
day et belong to a broad _seneteen’ oe known as 

®greyebrown podzolie soils". This soil group extends from 

= — ——- ok, seenens, eee Se a to 
ssouri, Kentuc eastward to gt a pe England 

States bovering appraxinately one-s of the t area of 
the United states. As es investigations have shown, 
the soile of southern Wiseousin and Minnesota exhibit @ nume 

ber of Te Pg cee and chemical oe mage which 
justify their classification ac an entirely independent 

feal soil group. This classification ie urgent not only 
a Herpes| scientific viewpoint, but in the interests of 

land utilization as well. The accumulation of basic analytie 
eal data on the soil properties of the newly proposed geneti- 
eal soil group constitutes one phase of the Arboretum stuiy. 

ste Completion of this stu@y is expeoted in the spring of 
e 

Prairie-Porest guogession 
fhe order of succession of tree and aoe vegetation in 

the transitional ee gone and the mode of develop~ 
ment of dark colored prairie soils and light colored forest 
soils are still subjeet to considerable controversy. The 
existance of both these ecological matteo unite on 
the Arboretum area may furnish a olue to the solution of this 
problem. The content of electrolytes, distribution of humus 
Golloids, silica-sesquioxide ratio in the soil profile, and 
the character of structural aggregates are the properties 
which should indicate the course of evolution of the prairie 
and forest soile. The solution of this problem calls for an 

on of a number of areas outside of the Arboretum, 
and would require a period of at least two years study for 
ite completion. 

Woodlot vanagement 
A eonsiderable portion of the Arboretum presents & Syyhe 

eal example of woodlot conditions as found on several million 
acres throughout southern Wisconsin. it is generally reeog- 
nized that the productive capacity of southern Wisconsin 

wooglote is far below the desired level. The causes of une 

satisfactory growth and decadence may be attributed either to 

fundamental deficiencies of soil or to a number of other ad- 

\
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verse conditions, such as onlsivasiion, pasteringe burning by 
Indians and early settlers, exposure due to isolation, infer- 
dor properties of the pioneer species or unsuitability of the 
basic species making up the existing woodlots. ! 

gen fhe problems which require an immediate solution are as | 
‘ollows: | 

(a) To what extent the properties of soil and | 
@limate are responsible for the deterioration of tree growth; | 

(>) Whieh types of soil, if any, are well adapted | 
to tree growth, and which types of soils are ecologically or | 
economically unsuitable to forest production; 

(e) Which are the disease resistant species of 
commercial importance to be considered in planting or seles- 
tive logging 

(ay What are a few silvicultural practices best 
adapted to bring the existing soil conditions to the state of 
maximum’ productivity. 

fhe solution of the first three points can be achieved 
in a yon ee short period of study, such as two or three 
veneer? fhe solution of the last point will require an inves- 
igation over a longer period of time. 

8011 Survey and Planting Program 

Im addition to the outlined objectives of broad general 
aegresneet the proposed development of the Arboretum ares 

' galle for a solution of a number of soil problems of strictly 
loeal significance. The adaptation of existing soil types to 
various oe associations and the epeeific planting technique 
geaates es the major portion of these problems. As the study 
hus far indicates the following soil types are likely to be 

recognized: 
(a) Deep nut-structured 511% loam formed on loess- 

like, outwash naterier and characterized by a well developed 
crumb mull humus horigzen, ani a high degree of potential fer- 
ooaes fhis soil appears to be well adapted to a number of 
valuable hardwood species, such as white ash, green ash, wal- 
nut, hickory, butternut, white oak, maple, basswood, and black 
eherry. At the same time, this soil type ig not sulted to the 
ma jor ty of gonifers, particularly pi e The chief reason 
for the dubious value of this type for coniferous planting is 
the high activity of roosterot fungi, as shown by greenhouse 
investigation and consequent difficulties in attaining natural 
reproduction of planted stands. 

(b) Structureless, humus-deficient een loam, ule 
derlain by heavy subsoil of unassorted t37T.” soil is 
likely to be best ooneee to lese a hardwoods, —— 85 

e 
Fed 28%: Se thas ERLE 1SRRS Mey SUEET SRS Eftnin’ tne 
Sbovetum areca that is suitable to pine <—: Although, 
the er does not exceed a th of inehes, 4% , 
pis, S elslve role in both stant ine and natures repeneeation 
of established stands, because of its physical properties and
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relative areas —_ damping-off organisms. . 
¢) Gravelly s clays developed on smaller 

eroded areas 0 Ree Se, ° esause of high plasticity, 
inadequate aeration, and danger of frost heaving, these soils 

require a special reforestation technique such as ball plant- 

ing, or hole planting with addition of organic remains. The 

"gwamp-border" species which are tolerant of poor aeration 
should be best suited to these soils. 

(a) ger loams or mineral soils influenced by 
ground water level. ‘This type is conveniently divided from 
an eeological or silvicultural standpoint into three impor- 

tant phases characterized by the position of the water-logged 
gley layer, namely: Alpha-gley loams, Beta-gley loams and 
Gammaegley loams. Signe es er soils with a ground water table 
encroaching upon the A horizon are suitable for gery | to 
moisture-loving hardwoods and some moisture loving conifers 
such as elm, alder, willow, cottonwood and white cedar and 
require the mound ns top-furrow eee or the use of 
cuttings. Gamma-gley soilg is one of the most favorable types 
of hydromorphous soils for tree planting, as plantations on 

these soils receive the benefit of abundant cappillary water, 
and yet their root systems utilize the nutrients of a 4 to 

5 foot layer of well aerated soil. These soils are adapted 
to a wide range of both lowland and upland species. Beta-gley 

soils, being a transitional form, require their own specific 
silvicultural treatment. 

(e) Prairie soil with exposed organic layer, well 
adapted for the re-establishment of the original association 
of prairie es 

(Z) Buried ee irie soil covered with a blanket of 
silt loam over-wash, req mg Spécial consideration in the 
attempts to re-establish the original prairie vegetation. 

(g) Peat and muck formed in sloughs and alluvial 
bottoms, suitable to speGific swampy and marsh vegetation. 

(h) Smaller areas of beach sand, marl, and shallow 
soils underlain either by gravelly glacial till or residual — 
Bandstone require individual consideration as to the planting 
technique and selection of species. 

The destruction of the structure, specific forest soil : 

organisms, and depletion of nutrients in several types of 

forest soils through cultivation present a problem of con- 
siderable silvicultural importance and necessitate further 
subdivision of some of the above types.
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Reasons for study: Most of the southern Wisconsin woodlots are 
over-pastured. The present war economy will make even greater 
demands upon these woodlots. The effects of such over-pasturing 
are complete lack of reproduction, compaction and erosion of the 
soil, and destruction of wildlife cover. In addition, mature 
trees have been dying off in recent years, presumably due to the 
cumulative effects of these conditions. 

The farm woodlot, aside from its use as pasture, has 
supplied the farmer with fuel, fence posts, and some farm lumber. 
These products are available to him without the outlay of cash, 
In some instances, railroad ties and other cash products are 
harvested by him. In any event, the harvesting of mature trees 
and the utter lack of replacement by young growth presents a 
problem which.demands immediate attention. 

The regions to which this study would be applicable are 
areas which originally were occupied by prairies or oak openings. 
The interim between the cessation of fires and the period of 
intensive farming marks the origin of our present day woodlots. : 
This &s attested to by ecological interpretation as weil as 
historical Fecords,. 

Due to the accelerated inroads upon our merchantable timber 
for war purposes, it becomes imperative that the farmer have his 
own source of fuel and farm timber. Aside from the actual production - 

- ,of timber, woods which can be quickly and easily astablished on 
slopes seem the best answer to.a growing erosion problem, 

Lf While this study attempts a practical solution to the 
present woodlot problems, the ecological aspects involved in the 

oe conversion of present oak-hickory woodlots to red cedar will be 
a —Stressed, The Study will asevthe Arboretum as an experimental area : 

g Ja and will continue for thirty years, G_aduate students may be 
assigned from year to year after the project has been established. 
Continuity will be supplied by the Technical Committee and by the 
Arboretum Biologist. 7 

‘ Procedure: 

1. Investigation of existing stands of red cedar. : : 
( Waukesha Co., WIBU proverty, Sauce Prairie) 
a, Effect of various density stands on rate of growth 
b. Type and densittysaf cover 4 
c. Locate good seed stock and collect seeds ms 
ad. Make pH determinations ‘ 

2. Planting program - see attached maps 

aiHaif of-the:earea to be treatediwith marl, the remaining . 
half not; the former should first be tested to determine 
the amount of marl needed, if tests of existing stands 
indicate such a need. 

b. Each of the above areas is to be subdivided intp three > 
areas - thich cover, thin cover, and no cover. The cover ' 

; is represented by existing oaks of a formerly pastured 
woodlot. 

c. Hach of the above cover types is to be re-divided into 
: ‘ areas of thick cedar plantings and thin plantings. 

nS: These densities to be determined by results of examination of existings atands. . 
ad. Control areas 
e. Measurement studies will be instituted from time to +ime 

after the project has been initiated,



ao 
<——— 6. Complimentary studies 

@. Soil changes - physical, chemical - - Soils Department 
b. Soil flore succession - Hesseltine, Botany Dept. 
c. Sokl fauna succession - Dr. L. Noland - Zoology Dept. 
d. Insect association succession - entomology students 
e. Mammal succession - Dr, A. D. Hasler - Zoology Dept. 
£,. Avian succession - Arboretum biologists 

Financial support: Funds will be needed for?: syul of some trees, “poe 

1. Removal of trees - 
2. Hauling and spreading marl 
3. Planting seeds 

It is estimated that it will take one month to complete removal of 
trees, spreading the marl, and planting the seeds. One man of the 
Arboretum maintenance crew should be retained at 100.00 per month. 
Cost of hauling marl cannot be determined until existing stands 
of cedar are checked to determine the amotnt needed. It is requested 
that the Bunn Fund supply the necessary funds. 

Personnel: Preliminary field work will be done by the Arboretum 
Biologist with the aid of maintenance personnel, Records will be 
kept by the Arboretum Biologist. 

The study will be conducted under the supervision of Dr. 
J.@.Curtis with the aid of the members of the Arboretum Technical 
Committee. 

John Catenhusen 
Arboretum Biologist
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- ( Pheasant Trapping Records " 1 
‘ 1941-1942 

John Catenhusen 

DATE DATE TRAP \ 
SEX BAND NUMBER STATUS TRAPPED RELEASED NUMBER CONDITION WEIGHT BURSA 

g unbanded recovery 9/23 road kill at lilac beds 
unbanded recover. 9/23 a = ui " 2 

£ unbanded recover. 12/4 west marsh - cause of death unknown 
< 2801F -2F new 1279 12/9 2 OK 1018” open 
g unbanded recover. 12/9 dl Gat kidd - 07a open 
. 2803-4F new LO720" 187160 a OK 1183 clos. 
+ 2805F new 1271 12/12 4 Ok 1037. 22mm 
a 2806F new L2/7E1 LAL 4 6K 12007 4 
$ 2807F new 2/i2- Le/is a OK 1078 22 
4 551D return 12/12 12/12 18 OK 1291, 4 
¢ 2808F new EL/le L272 t OK 1052 en 
£ 2809F new TA/l2- 2e7ie 11 ce 1097") 7 
£ 2810F new Le/l2 Le7ie a ok 1016 15 
¢ 67698C * yeturn tevig de7ie 14 OK 1710 , 4 

2811F new Igfi2 12/12 a2 OK 1332", clos. 
% 2812F new LE7L5 = TB716 9 6K 1269 4 
g 674030 return 12/15 12/16 18 OK 1268 | clos. 
g 2813F new Le/i6 te 76 4 OK ser 29 
z 560D return 12716 12/17 9 OK 1086 | clos. 
g 2814F new E37L7. Ue7i7 18 OK 1226", clos. 
¢ 2815F new Lest. 2kerLy zg 6K 11967, 2 
£ 2816F new Lae Lave 14 OK 1046 clos. 
g- 2807F repeat Les? 2eee eS OK 1056 oe. 
g 560D repeat ABPLC: LA7L8 9 OK 1184 clos. 
a 676980 repeat 12/18 12718 14 OK 1706 4 
g 2809F repeat Ae/ee i2/22 1 OK 1030 17 
% 2814F repeat 12/23 12/23 18 OK 1183 clos. 
g 2807F repeat 12/26 2/25 4 OK 1019 22 
7 2817F new 12/24 12724 18 OK 1153 /, 25 
£ 2818F new 12728. 12/28 18 OK 995 oe 
g 674036 repeat 12/28 12/28 10 OK pe Ee clos. 
g 2819F new 12729 12729 18 OK 991 25 
= 2820F new Lefeo Leased 18 OK 1074 24 
g 2821F new L2729 12/29 18 OK 1032” 23 
¢ 2822F new aefeo 12729 2 OK 1000. 27 
a 2823F new 2/239 12729 10 OK 1814 3 
a 2824F new 1/12 1/12 15 OK 1326" ae 
< 2825-6F new 1/12 1/13 Lo OK L074 elos. 
a 2827-8F new 1/12 1/13 15 OK 1537 clos. 
z 2829-30F new 1/12 i713 15 OK 1041” or 
g 2831-2F new L/12 LfLS 45 OK 1033 21 
% 67403C repeat T/TE: 1S iS OK 1134 clos. 
°e 2835-4F _ new 1/12 1/13 . OK 1017” clos. 
a“ 67445C return 1/12 1715 7 OK 1422 z 
z 2803-4F repeat L/re L7LS 7 OK Ie? « ClOBe 
g 2835-6F new 1/12 1/13 7 OK Li56 clos. 
£ 2837-8F new L/1e 1/13 4" Ok 988". ae 
¢ 2839-40F new iL7i2- A715 19 OK 904 Pa 

) 2 674750 return 17S. 4/715 2 left spur Fay clos. 
$  561D return 1/162 1/15 2 OK 988 | clos. 
— 2841-2F new TAS Yas 2 OK 842", 19 
. 2845-47 new L716 L7LS 7 OK 1002" - el 
2 2845-6F new L7i3 LIiS id OK 1103 20 
z 674770 return 1S ALS it OK 1058 _- clos. 

g 2847-8F new 1/13 1/13 9 OK 996 20 

% v 2849-50F new DES = 27S 8 OK LTS SL



2 

re 2851-2F new 171s 2715 8 OK 1006” 22 
“ 37396B recover. 1/13 15 Dog kill 
£ unbanded recover. 1/13 as) Dog kill 
£ unbended recover. 1/13 if Dog kill 
g unbanded recover. 1/13 zt Dog kill 
¢ unbanded recover. 1/13 1 Dog kill 
. 37395B return T/13* 1 /v4 9 oK 970. clos 
g 2853-4F new 171s: = Vee 15 OK 952", 24 
g 2855-6F new L7/is.. 1/is 15 OK 835", 21 
a 2857-8F new 1/13 1/14 15 OK 1354 clos 
£ 2822F repeat I/is Tyas 2 OK 1026 27 
5 2859-60F new T/15 744 2 scalped 8577 26 
2 2861-2F new Tie 7/14 19 OK 1502 r 

2863-4F new TA aa 15 OK 9627 25 
2 2865-6F new T/i4. 1744 2 OK 1146”, 3 
3 2867-8F new Ts Aik 2 OK 1107”, 23 
z 2869-70F new Tas. 74 2 OK 1116”, 3 
+ 2871-2F new T7te aye a OK 1156”, 22 
% 2873-4F new i714 w/e 15 sealped 1114” 21 
£ 2875-6F new 1/14 1/14 15 scalped 1083" 25 
t 2877-8F new Wie 1/7 8 OK 1012 22 
£ 2879-80F hew VATE as 8 OK 1049”, x 
2 2881-2F new Tis. wy 7 OK 1031 18 
z 2837-8F repeat T/A. 7 ok 980 , 22 
Z 2883-4F new TAs = §=i7a5 10 scalped 1086 clos 
z unbanded recovery 1/14 Road kill - near #15 - 
z 2885-6F new 1/5 - 1705 ? ok 10567 25 
a 2887-8F new PA 75 8 OK 13367, 9 
4 2889-~90F new ifs Tis 7 Scalped 1120", 2 
z 2891-2F new T7its.- As 7 OK 880 2 
$ 2845-6F repeat t/i5 1715 y OK 1052 20 
£ 2839-40F repeat i/is — 17% 19 OK 871 BE 
g 2895-4F new Eee L715 Bia) Ok 11667, clos 
z 2895-6F new 1/15 1/15 15 OK 1122”, clos 
$ 2897-8F new 2/15. 1735 2 OK 963”, 23 
z 2899-2900F new a715 2/15 7 OK 909 12 
o 2861-2F repeat T/ié 1/6 19 OK 1447 / 2 
a 2901-2F new 1/16 17176 19 OK 1342 30 
g 2818F repeat 1/16 «1/16 10 OK 936 __ 22 
4 2903-4F new Wis 1/16 10 OK 994 Ly 
$ 534D return Te 1/716 1 OK 1144 clos 
a 511D return 1416 1/16 i. 30% 1512 elos 
© 555D recovery 1/16 15 Dog kill 1158 
g 2831-2F - recover. 1/16 15 Dog kill 1010 
a unbanded recover. 1/23 Road kill - Monroe St. - 
g 2905-6F new 1/26 1/26 8 OK 1009 clos 
: 29035 -4F repeat 1/29 1/29 10 scalped 1066 open 
g 2877-8F repeat 1/29 1/29 10 scalped 1081 open 
£ 2847-8F repeat 1729 E729 10 OK 950 open 
4 2895-6F repeat 1/29. 1729 10 OK 1094 , clos 
Z 2907-8F new 1/29 «1/29 z OK 1179 open 
$ 511 DaneCo. return L729 1/29 2 Ok 1063 clos 
gz 2909-10F new 1769 1/29 1 scalped 1173 open 
g 2803-4F repeat 1/29 1/29 8 OK 1216 clos 
g 2891-2F repeat 1/29 1729 8 OK 983, _ open 
z 2911-2F new 1/29 +1729 19 OK 1139%, open 
2 2913-4F new 1/29 +1729 15 scalped 1134 open



2 2915-6F n : ; cee as aes 1/29 15 scalped 748” open 

2 2809F recover 1/30 nee 2 = ii 03 

: 2917-8F new «1/30 3 _ eo s : 2917-95 new 1/50 1/30 s tx 1191 open 

3 2818F repeat 1/30 ie . 4 a = oe 6s ek : 1/50 10 Ok 985 = 

: _ 150 1/30 10 wing scraped __, ie 

510D : : an oe pe 1/30 10 OK ee pe 

cere ph lees io 1/30 19 scalped 1189 ° ‘ 

3 — serene ed 1/30 £5 scalped 1100 nee 

: — ~ — 1/31 10 scalped 1025 tan 

i eae! new 1/31 10. = OK 850” ee 
: L/S 1/31 1 of 1054 Infection 

2843-4F ce 

g 2803-4F tae oe es ; . oe : “open 

t 2903-4F recover 2/4 c aa = olos 
oe os 

a 2877-8F recover. 2/4 4 i 

g unbanded recover 2/4 . Ls ee 

q unbanded recover 2/4 ; ae 

: ron repeat 2/4 2/4 = - a 

ie -s BH ee ee 2 e K 982 

g 2929-30F 2 fe = See — 
g 2822F repeat 2/6 = - 

g 2931-2F : new ec. aes = 7 is vox left leg had been broken 

: — well healed. 

2 —. sepeet 2/12 2/12 ai OK peo 

¢ 2817F we sie ns oe Ss : nee clos 
i 2965-48 00 Ose . - 

-2F : . f ged pa ga ae 2/l2 9 OK i ae 

: 2985-68 ms 2 a a7ie ll = §6OK 900” eee 
: 2805~ gsteat Je a/ie- 20 On 1016 oon 

z 2822F repeat has i » = “e open 

s 2885-6F repeat 2/12 eri2 5 so ben 
5 2937-8F new 2 go : = eg econ 2937-8F /13 2/13 — : 1393", on 
; new 2/13 2/13 i oe 
2 2941-2F new af, 3 x om ; ‘ 2941-28 ee 1088” Tos 
g pee oo 715 Box found with pheasant ski bit. - et 2 in, rabbit 

a 2937-8F recover 2/16 6 tore 

2939-40F aa 2/16 5 ere 

¢ 2945-45 new 2/17 2/17 $ _— < 
: recovery 2/17 near trap 4 only not ee a 

2845-6F ee : : a a sa : se ed Q 

: nee a. roe near trap 5 killed an a ae t a 

4 2845-49 — 2/26 2/25 10 OK 989 "ae 

: 2s SS oie 2 ee 2 OK 1077 open
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g 2847~8F repeat 2/26 2/26 10 ok 933 open 
& 2814F repeat 2/26 2/26 10 Ok 1160 open 
z 2947-8F new 2/27 2/27 10 scalped 1090“ open 
g 2949-50F new 2/27 2/27 20 sealped 1113 open 
2 2883-4F repeat 2/27 2/27 10 scalped 1052 clos 
£ ’ 2951-2F new a/ai. 2/27 =~ 20 Left feot paralyzed 

883 clos 
5s 2891~2F repeat 2/28 “2726 “16 ok 950, open 

¢ 2953-4F new 2/28. 8788 -< 72 OK 1260", clos 
£ 2955-6F new 2/28. -2/28 93. Ok 1075 clos 
% 2915-4F recover, 2/28 2/28 15 Cat kill 
é 2957-8F new S/2° 3/2 5 Of 1455 clos 
-: 553D return 3/2 3/2 5 sevre old scalp healed 
a LIS clos 

2811F repeat 3/2 3/2 10 OK 1324 clos 
z 2812F repeat S/8. 75/8 12 Oe 1055, clos 

ie 2959-60F new 3/3 3/5. 32 OK 1046 clos 
ee 2839-40F repeat 3/3 5/5. ie OK 951 clos 
2 2818F repeat 3/3 S/S 1d. OK 860, open 

i. 2961-2F new 3/5 3/5. 95 OK 925", clos 
7 2963-4F new 3/50 3/5 DCU 1181", — clos 
z 2965-6F new 3/3 3/3 19 right spur 1226”, clos 
g 2967-8F new 3/3 3/3 20 OK 1012%- open 
7 2969-70F new 3/3 3/3 7 OK 1125 open 
$ 561D repeat 3/3 3/3 3 OK 947 clos 
2 2971-2F new 3/4 $/4 15 OK 934 open 
4 674770 repeat 3/4 3/4 5 OK 1018 clos 
A 67498C reyurn 3/4 3/4 14 OK 1740 clos 
. 2973-4F new a oe 1070” open 

ae 2859-60F repeat 3/4 3/4 3 OK 880 open 
g 2975-6F hew 3/5 S/S CK 973° clos 
& 511 DaneCo. repeat 3/6 3/6 2 OK 1077 clos 
3 2885~6F repeat B/10 3/10 z oK 1008 open 
i 2933-4F repeat 3/10 3/18 «11 Ok =. 1068 open 
¢ 2818F repeat 3/16 3/16 10 scealped 971 open 
3 2977-8F new $/16 3/16 10 Ok 1068". open 
4 2979-S80F mew 3/16 3/17 18 OK 1114 open 
@ 2981-2F new 3/16 3/17 18 OK 1521” open 
2 2909-10F repeat S/lG 3/27 Tin. OR 117s open 
. 2983-4F new S/16 «(3719 6 1145” ~— open 
2 2985-6F new BilY -  B/17% #2 OK 1285” clos 
2 2812F repeat O/T 3/17 14 OK 1124 open? 

551D repeat 3/17 OLLT 410 OK E75 clos 
£ 2814F _ repeat 2/1) 3/4 10 OK 1285 open? 
g 2987-8F new S/17 3/17 10-  OK 1124” open 
¢ 510D Fepeat 3/17 3/17 10 O£ 1331, clos 
f 2989-90F new 3/17. 3/17 Corn OK 975 open 
$ 2991-2F new 3/17. 3/17 Com OK 1050”. open 
: 2993-4F new 3/17 3/17 10 scalped 982° clos 
2 2947-8F repeat 3/17 5/17 10 scalped 1115 open 

2965-6F repeat 3/18 3/18 19 OK 1116 clos 
q 2863-4F repeat S/18 3/18 . 14 oK 944 open? 
“ 2829-30F repeat S/ie = 3/18 14 OK 1185 open 

2811F repeat 3/18: 3/18 = 10 OK 1371 open 
; 2995-6F new 5/ie: “5718 15 OK 1278” clos 

2997-8F new 5/18 = 3/18: 1 OK 1229 open 
z 2810F repeat 5/18 3/18 a1 OK 973 open 
% 2933-4F repeat 3/18 3/18 18 OK 1040 clos 

2999-3000F new 3/19 3/19 14 O€ 1447” open 
¢ 2818F repeat S/19 ~S/19° = 10 ok 902 clos 
- 2855-6F repeat 3/19 3/19 IL 0K 1044 clos
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g 2909-1LOF repeat 3/19 3/19 20 sealped 1045 open 
2 2833-4F repeat 3/20 5/20 19 OK 1005 clos 
£ 2965-6F repeat 3/20 3/20 19 OK 1245. clos 
: 3001-2F new 3/20 3/20 14 sealped 985” open 
¢ 2991-2F repeat = 3/20 3/20 8 OK 1100. open 
g 3003-4F new 3/20. 3/80 19 eK 1255", open 
¢ 3005-6F new 3/20 3/20 20 Ok 1106". open 
g 3007-8F new S/ek — 5/2], 14 OK 1052", clos 
£ 3009-10F new 5/21. 3/21 re. OK 1178 clos 
a 3811" repeat 3/2L 3/21 10 OK 1215- eles 
4 3011-2F new S/2i. -. B/21 14 OK 1140", clos 
¢ 3015-4F new 6/2) 5/2is 435 OK Iles eles 
q 3015-6F new 3/21 3/21 18 OK 980° open 
¢ 3017-8F new 3/25 3/238 Corn OK 977 clos 
Z 2983-4F recovery 3/23 15 Dog kill 2 
g 3019-20F new 3/24 3/24 Corn secalped 985" clos 
¢ 3021-2F new 3/24 5/24 Corn scalped 1086" open 
ve 3023-4F new 3/24 5/24 Gorn 0k 971" open 
3 3025-6F new 3/26 3/26 Corn OK 112 open 

298k-2F repeat S/27. 3/27 18 OK 1565 open 
z 2967-8F repeat 3/27 3/27 18 sealped 1025 open 
a 2823F repeat 3/27 3/27 10 OK 1800 clos 
A unbanded recovery 3/27 14 Dog kill 
g unbanded recovery 3/27 15 Dog kill 
2 3027~8F new 3/27 19 Died while banding 
4 3027-8F recovery 1424 clos 
2 2865-4F repeat 3/27 3/27 9 OK 988 open? 
$ 50235-4F repeat 3/31 3/31 Corn OK 269 open 
9. unbanded recovery 4/1 Hammersley reports road kill > Monroe St 
z. 5029-30F new 4/1 4/1 Corn OK a2 51: clos 
g 5031F new 4/1 4/1 Corn left leg had been broken- 

ne ae 
3 3033-4F new 4/1 4/1 Corn scalped 1216” open? 

: . 3035-6F new 4/3 4/3 Corn OK 1127 open
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Figure 3. Survival Series. A: Survival of 

uncorrected year classes through four winters. 

: B: Year-classes corrected for untrapped residue 

? C: Year-classes further corrected for unknown 

age; this is now an age-class series. D: 

of A,B,& C. True survival probably lies withi 

the stippled zone. 
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The annual census of pheasants on the University Arboretum was 

held Saturday, December 12, and shows a total of 402 pheasants 

according to John A. Catenhusen, Arboretum Biologist. This is an 

increase of 85 birds as compared with the count of 317 obtained last 

year at this time. The annual counts have been going up steadily 

since 1937 when the census showed 260 birds. 

The census drive was made by a crew of 15 men composed of volunteer 

men from the University, the Conservation Department, and West High School. 

Eleven separate units of the Arboretum were driven one by one, the drive 

om each unit being in a direction to push the birds out of the area 

, or to some unit already driven. In this way the duplicate counting 

of individuals was avoided. | 

Censuses were formerly made by crews from the C.C.C. camp, but 

during the last two years these have been unavailable. But for the 

cooperation of the West High School boys, manpower would have been 

lacking to make an adequate census this year. 

On Saturday, December 19, the same crew will make a census of 

the Fish Hatchery marsh,where the Conservation Department is conducting 

a pheasant study under the direction of Irven 0. Buss. 

On both areas, after the census is completed, trapping and banding 

operations will contimue through the winter in order to determine the 

survival of sex and age classes from year to year, “tn order to find out 

whether any birds shift from the Arboretum to the Fish Hatchery or vice 

versa. During the past two years no birds have made any such shifts, 

that is no Fish Hatchery band has yet been recovered from the Arboretum
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and no Arboretum band has been recovered from the Fish Hatchery. 

This fact, according to John Catenhusen, Arboretum Biologist, sheds 

new light on the year to year movement of pheasants. Pheasants from 

both areas are known to nest on the intervening uplands, but apparently . 

they return to their previous locations in winter. 

The banding operations on the Arboretum show that each generation 

of pheasants disappears within five years and is replaced by succeeding 

generations. The replacement in cocks is more rapid than in hens. 

The Arboretum census showed 43 per cent of cocks, a considerable 

rise as compared with the 29 per cent last year.
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BIRDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

Harry G. Anderson, William 5S. Feeney, and Theodore M. Sperry 

The University of Wisconsin Arboretum (see map) is situated on the 

south shore of Lake Wingra in the outskirts of Madison, Wisconsin. Its 

1137 acres include diverse hal.tats for birds: open water, marshland, 

wet meadows, old fields, woodland, and woody thickets. 

Most of the data included in this paper were obtained by the authors 

during the period from 1933 to 1941. Included, also, are some early 

records dating back to 1870, and some observations on rare species 

contributed by various local ornithologists. 

SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 

The observer of birds on the Arboretum may expect fo find, during 

the various months of the year, about the following numbers of species: 

January 25 July 80 
February 35 August 100 
March 85 September 140 
April 130 Ostober 23 
May 180 November 
June 100 December 35 

: Birds occurring on the Arboretum may be grouped according to the 

seasons during which they are present. 

1. Birds present yearlong: 

Mallard Barred Owl 
Red-tailed Hawk Long-eared Owl 

Bobwhite Short-eared Owl 
Ring-necked Pheasant Red-headed Woodpecker* 
Screech Owl Hairy Woodpecker 
Great Horned Owl Downy Woodpecker 

* Uncommon in the winter 

1 Sournal Paper Number 5 of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. Harry G. 
Anderson of the Department of Zoology studied birds on the Arboretum from 
1933 to 1936; William S, Feeney of the National Park Service from 1936 to 1940; 
Theodore M. Sperry of the National Park Service from 1936 to 1941. John 
Catenhusen, Arboretum Biologist since July, 1941, edited this paper and 
contributed incidental observations.
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7 Blue Jay Starling 
Crow English Sparrow 
Blackecapped Chickadee Cardinal 
White-breasted Nuthatch Goldfinch 

2. Birds breeding further north, but wintering here: 

91a Squaw* Purphe Finch 
Goshawk Pine Grosbeak 
Rough-legged Hawk Redpoll 
Snowy Owl* Pine Siskin 
Saw-whet Owl Crossbill 
Northern Horned Lark Slate-colored Junco 
Northern Shrike Tree Sparrow 
Red~-breasted luthatch* Lapland Longspur 
Brown Creeper* Snow Bunting 
Evening Grosbeak 

* Uncommon on the Arboretum 

3. Birds breeding further north, wintering further south, here only in 

migration: 
Leon Solitary Sandpiper 
Horned Grebe Greater Yellow-legs 
Double-crested Cormorant Lesser Yellow-legs 
Whistling Swan Pectoral Sandpiper 
Canada Goose White-rumped Sandpiper 
Lesser Snow Goose Baird's Sandpiper 
Blue Goose Least Sandpiper 
Black Duck Red-backed Sandpiper 

Gadwall Long~-billed Dowitcher 
Baldpate Semi-palmated Sandpiper 

Pintail Sanderling 
Green-winged Teal Wilson's Phalarope 
Shoveler Herring Gull 

Redhead Ring-billed Gull 
Ring-necked Duck Bonaparte's Gull 
Canvas-back Duck Common Tern 
Greater Seaup Duck Caspian Tern 
Lesser Seaup Duck Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Gold en“eye Winter Wren 
Bufflehead Hermit Thrush 
Buddy Duck Olive-backed Thrush 
Hooded Merganser Gray-cheeked Thrush 
Anerican Merganser Veery 
Red-breasted Merganser Golden-crowned Kinglet 
Sharp~shinned Hawk RPuby-crowned Kinglet 
Osprey Black and White Warbler 
Pigeon Hawk Tennessee Warbler 
Piping Plover Orange-crowned Warbler 
Semi-palmated Plover Nashville Warbler 
Black-bellied Plover Northern Parula Warbler 
Raddy Turnstone Magnolia Warbler 
Wilson's Snipe* Cape May Warbler
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Black-throated Blue Warbler Mourning Warbler 
Myrtle Warbler Wilson's Warbler 
Black-throated Green Warbler Canada Warbler 
Cerulean Warbler Rusty Bladkbird 
Blackburnian Warbler Leconte's Sparrow 
Chestuut-sided Warbler Clay-colored Sparrow 
Bay-breasted Warbler Harris's Sparrow 
Black-poll Warbler White-crowned Sparrow 
Pine Warbler Gambel's Sparrow 
Palm Warbler White-throated Sparrow 
Northern Water-Thrush Fox Sparrow 
Louisiana Water-Thrush Lincoln's Sparrow 
Connecticut Warbler 

* Occasional in winter , 

4. Birds breeding here or in the immediate vicinity but wintering further south: 

Pied-billed Grebe Rough=wi 
Breat Blue Heron Purpl a — rple a 
Green Heron House Wren 
Black-crowned Night Heron Long-billed Marsh Wren 

American Bittern Short-billed Marsh Wren 
Least Bittern Catbird : 
Blue-winged Teal Brown Thresher 
Gooper's Hawk* Robin* 
Red=-shouldered Hawk Wood Thrush 
Broad-winged Hawk Bluebird 

March Hawk? Cedar Waxwing* 
Sparrow Hawk* Migrant Shrike 

VirginianRai) Yel low-throated Vireo 
Sera Bai) Red-eyed Vireo 
Florida Gallimle Warbling Vireo 

Auoriean Gost Golden-winged Warbler 
Killdesr Yellow Yarbler 
<p eg le Ovendira 
per 4 Sandpiper aoe Yellow -throat 

Black Tern . Bobolink 
Mourning Dov 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo a eee 
Black-billed Cuckoo Red-winged Blackbira* 

Whippoorwill Baltimore Oriole 
Nighthawk Brewer's Blackbird 
Chimney Swift \ Bronzed Grackle 
Ruby-throated Hummingbird Cowbira 
Belted Kingfisher Searlet Tenager 

fxiener Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
Crested Flycatcher : Dickeissel 

Phoebe Towhee 
Alder Flycatcher 

Least Flycatcher coedaauae titi 

Wood Peewee Henslow's Sparrow 
Prairie Horned Lark* Vesper Sparrow 

Tree Swallow Chipping Sparrow 
Bank Swallow Field Sparrow 

. Swamp Sparrow 

* Occasional in winter Song Sparres*
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5. Birds occurring further south, occasionally ranging this far north; 

Carolina Wren 
Kentucky Warbler 
Orchard Oriole 

BREEDING BIRDS 

Approximately 87 species of birds have been recorded as breeders on 

the Arboretum. They are listed under the months during which they have 

been observed to nest. Birds that breed in the immediate vivinity but have 

not been recorded for the Arboretum are not included in this list but are 

recorded under Lists 1 and 4, 

February Short-eared Owl 
Belted Kingfisher 

Great Horned Owl Ruby-throated Hummingbird 
Redheaded Woodpecker 
Hdry Woodpecker 

March Downy Woodpecker 
Kingbird 

Mallard Tree Swallow 
Prairie Horned Lark Blue Jay 
Grow Black-capped Chickadee 

House Wren 
April Long-billed Marsh Wren 

Short-billed Marsh Wren 
Blue-winged Teal Catbird 
Red-tailed Hawk _ Brown Thrasher 
Red-shouldered Hawk Starling 

Bobwhite Yellow-throated Vireo 
Ring-necked Pheasant Red-eyed Vireo 
Killdeer Warbling Vireo 
Woodeock Yellow Warbler 
Mourning Dove Ovenbird 
Sereech Owl Northern Yellow-throat 
Longeeared Owl Redstart 
Northern Flicker English Sparrow 

Phoebe Hastern Meadowlark 
White=-breasted Nuthatch Western Meadowlark 

Red-winged Blackbiré 
May Baltimore Oriole 

Gardinal 
Green Heron Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
American Bittern Indigo Bunting 
Cooper's Hawk Towhee 
Marsh Hawic Savannah Sparrow 
Virginia Rail Chipping Sparrow 
Sora Rail Field Sparrow 
Florida Gallimle Swamp Sparrow 
American Coot Song Sparrow 
Spotted Sandpiper
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June 

Least Bittern 

Black Tern 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo 
Black=-billed Cuckoo 
Nighthawk 
Whippoorwill 
Crested Flycatcher 
Alder Flycatcher 
Least Flycatcher 
Wood Peewee 
Wood Thrush 
Bobolink 
Dickeissel 
Rastern Goldfinch 
Grasshopper Sparrow 
Henslow's Sparrow 

During the breeding seasons of 1934 to 1936, six census areas (see : 

map} totalling 150 acres, were intensively studied, and all singing males 

and as many nests as possible were recorded. We found the following 

mamber of breeding pairs: 

Red-winged Blackbird 40 pairs  Yourning Dove 6 pairs 
Long-billed Marsh Wren 34 * Pheasant 30 " 
Yellow Warbler as Bobwhite 10 " 
Catbird iw ..% Flicker 8 * 
Northern Yellowethroat 21 # Blue Jay 8 - 
Cowbird 7 * Cardinal é * 
Goldfinch 1 ® American Bittern « 
English Sparrow is? Indigo Bunting 7 * 
Swamp Sparrow i * Crow 4 " 
Song Sparrow yh" Woodcock 8 * 
Red-eyed Viettio ip. * Bluebird 4 " 
Field Sparrow i. 
Warbling Vireo , ee Total 370 . 
Robin 8 Average per acre 25 * 

The density of nests varied with the habitat, ranging from .45 nests 

per acre on old fields to 2.80 per acre on marshes. 

MIGRATION 

This list gives the earliest arrival date and the latest departure 

date recorded during the period 1933 to 1941 for each migrant species. 

It also includes species of irregular movement, with remarks on their
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Arboretum status. It excludes all birds recorded under Lists 1 and 2. 

The order is the order of spring arrival. Species showing an 

arrival date in the spring and a departure date in the fall are 

breeders, while species showing arrival and departure dates for both 

spring and fall occur her* only as transient visitors. 

The relative abundance of each species is indicated by the 

following abbreviations: C-common; FO-fairly common; U-uncommon; 

Rerare.
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Species Abundance Migration Dates Remarks 
Spring Fall 

Red-winged Blackbird Cc 2/5- -11/25 Sometimes winter 
Cooper's Hawk ¢ 2/23- -10/28 Sometimes breeds and winters 
Bluebird c 2/28- -10/27 
Mersh Hawk FC 2/28- -11/8 3 pairs usually nest 
Canada Goose c 3/2- -11/22 Flies over but seldom alights 
Killdeer c 3/3- -11/30 
Song Sparrow ¢ 3f -11/2 Sometimes winters 
Western Meadowlark u 3 -10/15 A few breed 
Robin G 3fe~ -11/7 A few winter 
Herring Gull c 3/6-6/7 *.. 9/28-11/25 Immatures sometimes winter 
Red-headed Woodpecker Fe 3/6 -10/24 Sometimes winters 
Bald Eagle R 3/7-4/12 - 2 records flying over 
Cowbird c 3/T- -9/29 

; Sparrow Hawk U 3/9-4/18 Sometimes winters 
i Red-sheuldered Hawk FG 3/10- 1 pair nests : 

Woodcock FC 3/11- -11/7 about 30 pairs 
Bastern Meadowlark c 3fll- - -11/9 
Ring-necked Duck FC 3/14=5/22 10/20-11/9 Sometimes in company with scaups 
Lesser Seaup Duck c 3/29/23 10/20-11/23 
American Golden-eye = Fo 3/14/12 10/24-12/20 
Rusty Blackbird c 3/14=4/29 9/28-12/20 A few winter 

Stes tndl . aU 
Hooded Merganser 76 sho rojaraafe “Least common of the 3 fish ducks 

American Merganser Fe 11/1-11/25 ( RE 
Mourning Dove c 3/16- -10/24 | KHEXXEMAAEXHMEERCEELAZEE Sometines winters 

Phoebe c 3/16- -10/12 | SSREETAAR REHLERATS Nests under nearby 

Golden-crowned Knight C 3/18-5/ 9/29-12/30 Sonetines winters 
Great. Blue Heron u 3/19- “11/9 Birds from outside rockeries feed on — 

Pintail u 3/19-4/30 10f15-11/20: * 
Shoveler Uv ane 10 -12/28 

Sassi en : 0 {17 ae Irregular visitor from Wisconsin — 

Bronzed Grackel -10/28 
American Coot” : 3/21- “11/21 A few breed 
Migrant Shrike u 3/22- Rarely breeds 
Green-winged Teal u 3/22-4/24 -11/9 
Pied-bill Grebe ¢ 3/22 -11/7 he a 

etme u eewl30 rapes 
ioat faa 7 3/22-4/29 wine
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Species Abundance Migration Dates Remarks 
Spring Fall 

Whistling Swan R 3/23 One record flying over 
paffiehesd Fo 3/23-4/s 10/24-11/20 
Red-breasted Merganser Fe 3/23-4/30 11/2-11/24 
Shorp-shinned Hawk u 3/23-5/ 3 g/l1-12/26 
Wilson's Snipe FC 3/23-5/1 9/29-12/7 Sometimes winters on sptings 
Savannah Sparrow Fe 3/25" ; -10/22 
Loon FC 3/2h—4/27 mabe 
Ruddy Duek U 3/2h—5/22 “11/9 
Blue Goose R eras 11/2-11/10 5 records of single birds 

| Ring-billed Gull c 3 I 10/12-11/23 Immatures sometimes sumer 
| LeConte's Sparrow R 3/25-4/ 3 records 

Swamp Sparrow ¢ 3/25- 10/30 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet c 327-51 13 9/25-10/22 
Blue-winged Teal FC 3/ 12/26 A few breed 
Winter Wren Fe 3/2T-5/3 10/3-10/28 
Field Sparrow FC 3/28- “10/12 
Vesper Sparrow FC 3/29 -10/28 
Double-crested Cormorant U 3/29-5/10 10/7-11/16 
Black Duck U 3/30-5/16 11/7-12/26 A few winter; a few possibly breed 
Baldpate FC 3/30-5/22 -11/9 1 winter record 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker c 3/30-5/11 g/28-10/12 
Belted Kingfisher FG 3/3 -12/2 Nests nearby 
Brewer's Blackbhra R ieee 2 records; 1 pair nested 
Bewick's Wren R khaki /8 =8 {77 
Purple Martin c 4/6 5/ =8/27 
White-throated Sparrow c 4/7-5/25 g/20-10/24 
Tree Swallow c a/g -10/24 
Greater Scaup Duck R 4/8=5/22 “12/5 A few breed 
American Bittern Fe 4/9 9/29-10/23 
Myrtle Warbler c 4/11-5/22 3 records flying over 
Duck Hawk R 4/12 
Black-crowned Night Heron U ii 10/16 Bi~és from outside rookeries feed on 
Western House Wren FC a/v -10/12 Arboretum 
Towhee FC 4/14- -10/20 
Lovisian Water Thrush u 4/16=5/22 
Osprey U 4f17-5/12 5 

Whippoorwill F 4/18- -9/10 
Henslow's Sparrow Fc 4/18- ‘ 
Upland Plover R 4/18-6/15 May nest when there are stubefields 
Gadwall R 4/20-5/10 -11/9 
Chipping Sparrow ” 4/20: ~9/18
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Species Abundance Migration Dates Remarks 
Spring Fall 

Sora Rail c . Yfar a 
Eastern Kingbird FC y/2l- =9 
Rough=winged Swallow c yfei- +9/5 Does not breed on Arboretum 
Barn Swallow FC 4/2l- 89/15 Does not breed on Arboretum 
Horned Grebe U 4/22—5/% 10/31-11/9 : 
Pectoral Sandpiper v 4/22=5/10 ~8/: 
Bank Swallow c wa ~9/7 
Bonaperte's Gull u hJ2u—4/26 Present for only a few days 
Brown Thrasher c 4/2 ~10/5 1 winter record 
Black & White Warbler ¢c BJ2he5/22 10/i-10/12 
Orange-crowned Warbler U 4 /2h-5/10 
Western Palm Warbler FC 4Joh-5/20 9/28-10/10 
Korthern Pine Warbler u 4/26-5/2 10/12-10/15 
Greater Yellow-legs U kfeq7-5/21 -11/7 
Lesser Yellow-legs U 4f27-5/21 8/1-9/29 
Yellow Warbler G k/eq~ ~8/20 
Black-throated Green Warbler FG 4/28-5/22 
Northern Water-Thrush U b/2G=5, 2 
Gambel's Sparréw R 4/28-5, 
Spotted Sandpiper FC 4/29—5 on 9/28 
Solitary Sandpiper FC wages 9/23-10/3 
Common Tern U 4/29~6/20 
Chimney Swift Fe 4/29- -10/7 
Prairie Marsh Wren c 4/29- -10/12 
Blue-headed Vireo u 4/29-5/22 9/28-10/4 
Green Heron ¥re 4/30 ~3/26 A few breed 
Semi~palmated Plover ee 14 30-5/27 6/20-8/ 
Golden-winged Warbler u weet 
Blue~gray Gnatcatcher FC 4/30=5/11 
Virginia Rail Fe 4 /20- -9/28 
Gatbird ¢ 5/1- -10/7 
Blaeck-bellied Plover R 5/2-5/22 16/2h= 
Black Tern FC 5/2- {10 
Crested Flycatcher u 5/2 se 
Least Flycatcher U 5/2= -3/5 
Gray-cheeked Trhush Fe 5/2-5/25 9/10-9/28 Difficult to distinguish from @live- 
Olive-backed Thrush Fc 5/2=5/25 9/5-10/6 backed thrush 
Nashville Warbler FC 5/2-5/22 9/20-10/12 
Northern Parula Warbler U 5/2=5/16 
Northern Yellow-throated Warbler C 5/2- 1 winter record
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Species Abvandance Migration Dates Remarks 

es ces aetna cane cineca eit entcieccomeccmincs mons illumi eect ci aa ea 
Bobolink : c 5/2- 9/5 
Baltimore Oriole FC 5/2= ~8/28 
Rose~breasted Grosbeak FC 5/2= 10/3 
Lincoln Sparrow R 5/2=-5/18 
Wood Thrush Hy 2g wane 
Varbling Vireo = 
Tennessee Warbler ” ethos ae: 
Magnolia Warbler 

. 
Bay-breasted Warbler U 5/35/22 9/18-10/12 
Ovenbird re 5/3 -10/6 
Redstart c 2 -10/12 
Black=billea Cuckoo u 5 
Short-billed Marsh Wren FC 5p ~9/28 
ee ae tO Bhedles 11 Warbler 
Blackburnian Warbler ¥e pi /25 9/23- 
Grasshopper Sparrow U 5[%- 
White-crowned Spzrrow u 2ergiz° 
Wilson's Phal,rope u 5/5-6/8 
Red=breasted Nuthatch E 5/5- 12/26 
Willow Thrash U 5/5-5/22 
Chestmt-sided Warbler Fe 5/5-5/25 9/2-9/28 
Least Sandpiper u 5/5-6/10 at | 
Highthawic FC 5/ ~10/ 
Alder Flycatcher v 5/6-6/2 -8/27 
Yellow-throated Vireo ¢ 5/6 ~9/20 
Scarlet Tanager re 5/T- 10/3 
Black-throated Blue Warbler u 5/8=5/16 
Black Rail R 5/9 Ym. Feeney saw 2 birds 5/9/40 Lesser Snow Goose BR 5/10-5/21 
Red~eyed Vireo € 5/10- 10/6 
Indigo Banting G 5/10- 
White-rumped Sandpiper R 5/10-5/15 
Red-backed Sandpiper u aeaiee 
Semi-palmated Plover u 5/11-6/9 8/11-9/13 
Clay~colored Sparrow R 5/11-5/24 
Florida Gallimle U 5/1- 
Wood Peewee u 5/1 710/15 
Wilson's Warbler u 5/11-5/25 
Yellow-headed Blackbird R 5/1- 
Olive-sided Flycatcher u 5/12=5/23 
Ruby-throated Hummingbird FC 5/13- -9/29
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Species Abundance Migration Dates Remarks 

Spring Fall 

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher U 5/13-9e2 
Prairie Warbler R 5/13- One recora 
Caspian Tern R 5/15-5/21 6/29- 
Philadelphia Vireo R 5/15- 
Cerulean Warbler R 5/15- 
Mourning Warbler v 5/15-5/25 
Canadian Warbler v 5/1 zt 
Ruddy Turnstone : R anes 
Least Bittern U 5/19 ~8/20 
Kentucky Warbler R 5/19- 
Piping Plover R 5/20-5/21 
Long-billed Dowitcher R 5/20- 7/18-9/26 
Sanderling R o_o 8/oh 
Baird's Sandpiper R 5/21 
Connecticut Warbler R 5/22-6/1 -10/6 
Nelson's Sparrow B 5/2h- 1 record 
Orchard Oriole R 5/26- 
Dickcissel R 5/26- 
Cliff Swallow u 5/28- 
Harris's Sparrow R zat 1 record 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo v ia 
King Rail R /1T- 
American Egret R 8/15- 1 record 
Turkey Vulture R 9/23 1 record flying over 
Pigeon Hawk R 10/13-10/17 2 records 
Acadian Flycatcher R 5/1he 1 record
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INTRODUCED SPECIES 

English Sparrow 
This species was introduced at Fort Howard (near Green Bay) and 

Sheboygan in 1875 as well as in the Rast. It has long since become an abundant 

resident. On the Arboretum it prefers the area occupied by the Civilian 

Conservation Corps buildings. 

Starling 
The starling wae introduced in New York City in 1890. It was first 

observed in Dene County in 1928. It is now a permanent resident, though 

less common in winter than in the other seasons of the year. 

Chukar Partridge 

: No chukar partridges have been planted on the Arboretum, bat numerous 

releases have been made in Dane County. ‘Two birds drifted to the Arboretum 

and remained throughout the spring and summer of 1940, 

Ringnecked Pheasant 

The first of these birds (unknown mumber) were released in 1923-1924 

by Frank Schultz of the Isaak Walton League. #4 Lloyd planted eight in 

1925. §. H. Chase released 14 at his residence in 1927. A census taken 

during the winter of 1929-1930 by Paul Errington showed six to be present. 

In 1932 J. G. Dickson planted 22, while Frank Schult: released 26 in 1933, - 

after which no more plantings were made. Yearly censuses have disclosed 

&@ considerable increase: 

is36 = == = > fp toca 
wists ae ee nee 

Hungarian Partridge 

i Four paris of Hungarian Partridges were released near the present 

headquarters by Frank Schultz and W. W. Cook in 1929. They were seen a short 

time later at Professor George Wagner's residence in Wingra Park, lone
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have been observed since. 

SPECIES RECORDED PREVIOUS TO THIS STUDY 

Wood Dus: 
This species was at one time quite numerous on Lake Wingra. 

W. H. Chase, hunting in this region from 1873-1996, killed 161. 

During this period Wood Duck compdsed 11 per cent of his bag. He killed 

his last Wood Duck in 1894. 

Ruffed Grouse 

W. H. Chase considered this grouse a common resident of the Lake 

Wingra area and bagged 94 birds between the years 1873-1894, 

A. RB, Gahn reported that grouse were still common in the Wingra woods 

in 1915. 

Pinnated Grouse. 

A, RB. Cahn refers to the prairie chickens as being “very common, 

probably nesting.". 5S. H, Chase last heard "chickens" booming in the 

marsh in 1931. The last record was three birds seen on December 8, 1936, 

during a pheasant census. 

Passenger Pigeon 
W. H. Chase recorded this extinct bird as late as 1888, bagging four 

in that year. 

Bell's Vireo 

Two records are known for the Arboretum region, A. ¥. Sehorger collected 

& specimen in the Lake Wingra area on July 3, 1914, and Warner Taylor found 

&@ nesting pair on June 9, 1922.
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. PUBLICATIONS HELPFUL IN THE STUDY OF ARBORETUM BIRDS 

The bird student should own and carry with him a good mamal. One 

. Such is; 

Peterson, Roger Tory. 
1939. A field guide to the birds. 167 pp. Houghton 

Mifflin Company, New York. 

The bird student may find a full account of the life histories of birds 

in the following publications which are available in libraries: 

Roberts, Thomas 5, 
1932. The birds of Minnesota, 2 vols, 1512 pp. The 

University of Minnesota Press, Minnespolis, Minnesota. 

Barrows, Walter B, : 
1912. Michigan bird life. 622 pp. Wynkoop Hallenbeck 

Crawford Company, Lensing, Michigan. (out of print) 

The bird student may consult the following check lists in libraries: 

Schorger, A. W. 
1929 and 1931. Birds of Dane County. ‘Transactions of the 

Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, 24:457-l99, 
26:1-60, 

Barger, N. R. et al. 
1942. Wisconsin birds « a preliminary cheek list with 

migration charts, The Wisconsin Society of Ornithology, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

The following periodical deals with Wisconsin ornithology’ 

The Passenger Pigeon, Monthly bulletin of the Wisconsin Society 
of Ornithology, Madison, Wisconsin. 

LITERATURE ON ARBORETUM BIRDS 

Anderson, Harry @. 
1936. pp. Avifauna of the Arboretum of the University 

of Wisconsin, A thesis submitted for the degree of 
bachelor of arts. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wiseonsin. 

Cahn, A. R, 
4m ecological survey of the Wingra springs region. 

Bulletin of the Wisconsin Natural History Society, 13:123-177. 

Leopold, Aldo. 
1937. The Chase journal: an early record of Wisconsin wildlife. 

Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Seiences, Arts 
and Letters, 3:69+76. 

Schorger, A. W. 

1929 and 1931. Birds of Dane County, Wisconsin, Transactions of 
te iggonsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, 24:457-h99,
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1942 Pheasant Drive Census-~Arboretun 

December 12, 1942 { 

15 men 

Drive Ho. Socks Hens Unknown Total Misc. 

a 3 17 ° 20 

2 ° aay 2 7 

3 12 6 1 19 

4 nn 9 2 2 os 

Cornfield 5 75 75 25 ang eto 
7 oa 5 4 16 2h ong-ear Owls | 

Ta 2 5 0 7 | 

~~. 5 6 7 8 13 25 Long-ears (see above) — 

9 12 39 0 50 

Murphy 10 3 8 0 16 

peer ll i 3 9 20 

Deer pen 14 A 4 2 al siz . 
: 146 192 * we ee 

Estimates of undriven unite 

Hoo wootsl2 1 10 10 

a _ 20 me ben. 

(Grady Tract corn cut before this census; probably had few birds ~/ ' 
previous censuses) 

Per cont of cocks 146 > 338 = 43 per cont Cage hack 
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; mMapison 

November 10, 1942 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Permits 
Mr. John Catenhusen Game 
424 University Farm Place control 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear John: 

Here are the two permits for the Arboretum rabbit shoot 
and pheasant trapping. Also attached are nine extra copies of 

the pheasant permit in case you have some helpers. All 
assistants should carry a copy of this permit with them, and 
their names should be filled in in the space provided, 

Extra copies of the rabbit shoot assistant permits will 
be left in the hands of Earl Loyster, or whoever takes over 

for him in his absence, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

aSRS— SAS 
W. EL. Scott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 

WES: LB 

Attach, 11
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Permits 
Game control 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MADISON 

November 9, 1942 

Miscellaneous Permit 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

This is to certify that the following individuals: 

Frank M, Kozlik Conservation Department, Medison 
John Catenhusen University of Wisconsin, Madison 

and their designated assistants, are hereby permitted and 
authorized by the Yieconsin Conservetion Commission of 
Madison, Wisconsin, to trap pheasants on the srea known as 
the University Arboretum, Dane county, Wisconsin, said birds 
ceusing considerable damage to plantings thereon. 

It is understood that one hen out of four of such 
pheasants trapped shall be immediately released on the srea 
from which they ere taken. A specified number, as indicated 
by the game division of the Wisconsin Conservation Department, 
Wadison, shall be turned over to the pheasant research project 
of the conservation department, to be studied for endocrine and 
goned experiments. The breests end ee of all hens killed 
are to be salvaged and stored in the Wisconsin Cold Storage 
Company plant and later sold by the conservation department 
as a single lot. 

All cock pheasants and ell hens trapped, excepting those 
released as above provided, shall be turned over to the Dane 

_ county conservetion warden for restocking elsewhere in Dane 
county. 

Nothing in this document shell give the holders, 
Frenk M. Kozlik an@ John Catenhusen, or their assistants. 
the right or authority to take any species of birds or 
animale other than those specified herein, and the above 
activities shall be confined to the area known as the 
University Arboretum, Dane county, Wisconsin. 

It is also understood that a complete report in this 
connection will be submitted to the conservation desartment 
at Madison, by the aforesaid Mr. Kozlik and Mr. Catenhusen, 
not later then May 1, 1945, 

This permit is not transferable, end is effective from 
November 15, 1942, to April 1, 1943, 

; E. Vanéerwall 
Conservation Director
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: 1942-43 Plan for Arboretum Rabbits and Pheasants 

Arboretum Technical Committee, Irven Buss, and Barl Loyster 

Rabbits, losses of planting stock and naturyl reproduction were heavy 

last winter, and from appearances to date, will be still heavier this 

winter. Neither the University nor the Department can initiate es rabbit 

research project at this time; hence, we think of no way to utilize 

the present situation for research purposes except to find out how big 

a total kill can be removed from the 1137 acre srea in the Arboretum, 

Such a kill figure would have value to the Department in estimating the 

possible rabbit yield from mblic shooting grounds with similar cover. 

Sarl Loyster is organizing a series of shoots to take place on 

consecutive days between Nov, 10 and 20, A crew of about ten men will 

be furnished jointly by the Department and by the Arboretum, ‘A number 

of dogs will ve furnished by crew members enlisted by the Department, 

Zach member of the crew will furnish his own shells and will in return, 

keep the rabbits he shoots, 

Barl Loyster will captain each day's shoot, Whenever he is ola e 

John Catenhusen will sct as eaptain, Fermits sre to be issued by the 

Department to Loyeter and Catenhusen, _ 

Advance publicity will be given explaining to the public the purpose 

of these control operations, loyster will publish one notice at the 

end of this month and another one a few days prior to the shooting period. 

Pheasants. The following plan attempts to combine an adequate removal of ~~ 

pheasants with the greatest possible yield of new information to the 

pheasant research projects of the Department an? the University. he 

The census drive should be held as usual as soon as the marsh freezes 

(usually about December 1), iv
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As many phessants should be removed as we are able to remove by trapping, 

provided only that: 

i. At least 50 newly bended birds should be caught and released so 
as to assure the conf inuity of the records on turnover, 

2, The removals should fall proportionately on the sex and age classes. 

The catch durine the lest three years has varied from 145 to 178. 

Assuming that dy more intensive trapping and more intensive dog control we 

ean catch a total of 200 this winter, this would provide a removal of 150, 

or half of last year's census count. 

The procedure should bet 

1. Trap steadily from November through Mereh 

2, Release every third or fourth bird caught, banding those 
not already banded, 

3. Remove all other catches and dispose as follows: : 

a, Hens (estimate:90), Tarn over to Buss for uterus study 
(See his memo 31s thay, Bresats are to be salvaged and 
g0ld by the Department as meat, 

4, Shoots will be arranged next spring on farms where complaints oceur. 

Bogs, ‘The trappings proposed will be impossible without a concurrent control 

of self-mnting docs, Trapping has proved to be the best control. The 

Humane Society handles the dogs in secordance with their regular procedure, 
Publicity concerning damage by dogs will be written by Aldo Leopold, 

Quail, All quail on the Arboretum should be banded as usual, and a belt 

of surrounding coverts should be trapped to trace the whereabouts of 

former bandings, This can be done incidentally to the pheasant trapping, 

Personnel, fo carry out the rabbit, pheasant, dog, and quail work will 

require two technica] men ani one assistant from November through March as follows 

Catenhusen=~half time 11[1 to 4|1 
Butzen=-half time 11/1 to 4] 
Kozlik to be furnished by the Department full time 12{1 to 4|1
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% ‘The division of the work can best be arranged after the personnel is known. 

We wish espectolly to emphasize the need for having all pheasants handled 

by technical personnel; otherwice the data derived from these operations 

will be defective for research purposes, 

ec Curtis 
Longenecker 
Hasler 
Catentmeen 
Buss 
Loyster 
Seott 
Grimmer
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_ POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* 

Aldo Leopold, Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and John A. Catenhusen 

This study measured, by five successive censuses and bandings of a 

sample population, the rate at which individual pheasants disappeared and 

- were replaced by reproduction. 

The population occupied a winter range of 600 acres on the University 

5 of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, was unshot except along one 

boundary of the area, and doubled in numbers during the study period, It 

sustained a trap mortality equivalent to very light shooting. 

The study area includes 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory 

timber, and 40 acres of old fields. The area has been ungrazed, unmowed, 

and ‘<eburesd since 1932, and offers heavy winter cover. It actordéingly- 

serves as winter range for the pheasants of a much larger adjoining summer 

range. eet 

Methods and Terms Used 
The census. A census drive was hela each December as soon as the 

instal had frozen, and was completed in a single day. Eleven fixed units 

were driven one by one, each ina direction aimed to flush the pheasants 

into a unit already driven, or into outside territory. The driving crew 

varied from 15 to 70 men, spaced 5 to 30 yards apart, depending upon 

cover density and the dimensions of the unit. Tallymen stationed in 

advance around each unit counted the emerging birds, including "sneakers". 

Sexes, when distinguishable, were tallied separately. No bird alighting : 

in an undriven unit was tallied. S 

* Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

The Civilian Conservation Corps, National Park Service, furnished field \ 
personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin 
Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding pheasants outside 
the Arboretum area,
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The driving units remained uniform throughout the study period, but 

: the weather and size of crew did not. Feeney, by a series of experimental 

drives in January 1939, found that a 70-man-crew flushed 22 per cent more 

pheasants than a 10-man crew, but a weather variable may enter these figures 

for one cannot drive a given unit twice on the same day. 

We believe that the actual population was never less than the census, 

but that it may have exceeded it. ; : 

Prapping. About 16 traps were operated from November through April. 

The traps were visited two or three times a day when in operation. During 

storms, and frequently at other times, the traps were propped open and used 

as feeding stations. The traps were wire=-covered crates with bob-wire 

entrances?" P-179) at the two ends. Corn was wk as bait. The wire 

roof was thatched with vegetation to reduce scalping, on-approaching-—the_ 

reps 

' During the first four winters the Seuaped birds were taken in sacks 

to a headquarters building for weighing and banding, being released at the 

point + capture during the next round of the traps. This involved holding 

the evening catch over night, for the last round mst be made at dusk to 

avoid overnight exposure. During the fifth winter scales and banding 

equipment were carried to the traps, and the birds released on the spot. 

Terms. In this paper a "new" bird means one trapped and banded 

for its first time. A "year-class" means all the new bandings for a given 

winter. Whenvver a new bird is retrapped during the first winter, it is | 

a "repeat", The first time this bird is retrapped in any subsequent winter, 

it is a "return", but additional trappings are repeats. Any banded bird : 

found dead is a "recovery".
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A turnover means the number of years required for a year-class to 

shrink to zero, The turnover rate is the rate of shrinkage of any year=- 

class during a sedi of winters. ; 

Turnover 

During the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of new unbanded 

pheasants, plus repeats of these, Darina subsequent winters the catch 

consisted of new unbanded birds, plus returns from previous years, plus 

repeats of both. The £52 pheasants banded were trapped 1671 times, an 

average of nearly 3 catches per banded bird.



Table 1 presents the catch by winters, exclusive of repeats, and also 

the census, ; | 

Table 1 

Comosition of the Gatch by Years , 

In winter of Newly Returns of birds originally banded Total .Cenbus Per Uatrapped 
Banded 1 yr. 2yre. 3 yrs. yrs. Catch Gent Residue 

Year-class. ago ago ago. ago Gatch (Census- : 

ae ca Ls aictcneemcnnidiceacnecoesiastn aes 

1937-38 22 22 133° 17 111 

1938-39 137 8g 45 oh 60 69 i 

1939-40 4s 25 5 178 MOtsé*#BR 162 

1940-41 127 26. 9 o 162 9-299 oY 137 

1941-42 128 13 2 2 0 5 = =317 46 172 

Total 562 12 16 2 0 652 1303 651 

Average ue 1g a. 4 § 130 «6. 130 

Seale of 100 100 16 4.7 1 0 

‘® A census drive on November 30 tallied 260 pheasants. Subsequently 127 were removed, 
leaving 133.-
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‘ fhe composition of the catch is read horizontally; thus the second 

winter yielded 137 new bandings plus & returns from the first winter's 

yeareclass of 22. 

The history of any year-class is read diagonally downward: thus 

the second year-class is represented by the series 137=25-9=2. 

The average of the five survival series appears at the bottom of the 

table and is represented by the series 112-18-5,3-1-0. Probably most of | 

the birds in the average year-elass (112 birds) were } year old when | 

banded, and none returned to the traps for the fifth winter. Hence the 2 | 

average turnover pefiod is five years, and this is Also the maximum age é 

ordinarily attained by individual pheasants. 

While the average survival series gives us the turnover period, it 

does not convey a true picture of the details of year-to-year turnover 

rate. The reasons for this are now discussed. 

The initial figure of each year-class survival series represents all 

of the individuals: bearing bands of that year-class, whereas the remaining 

figures include only those survivors returning to the traps. Additional 

banded survivors exist in the untrapped portion of the population. We 

know this to be true, for findividuals often "skpped a year" in returning 

to the nets 

The banded survivors of any year-class are assumed to be proportionately 

distributed between the trapped and untrapped portions of the population. 

Thus during the second winter we caught 8 of the original year class of 22, 

but additional survivors of the 22 exist among the untrapped residue of 69. If 

the distritution of survivors is proportional, then 8:145::x:69. The correction, 

x, is 4 birds, which added to 8 gives a probable actual survival of 12. 2
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In Table 2 all the survival series are corrected by this method. 

Table 2 

j Commuted Composition of the Banded Population 

(Corrected for untrapped residue) — 

In Winter Newly Probable Survivors from Probable (Census) Probable 
of Banded “lyr. 2yre. 3 yrs. | yrs. Banded Per Cent 

Year- ago ago ago ago Population Banded 
Class 

1937-38 22 22 133 16 

1938-39 137 12 149 a4 70 

1939-40 14g 4g 10 206 340 61 

1940-41 127 4g 7 0 192 299 oF 

1941-42 128 28 4 ¥ 0 164 317 52 

= << a UU Ch TUL. CULCUhUlLeD 
Average 112 3 10.42 >.2 0 146 261 56 

Scale of 100 100 30 9 1.8 0 

sant pean lheemaisisieisiidceilaihs i asi ceigheealpaocabielccmesoeisteacatniaiaoesssiseahnialiapuabetiaitedoe ioadaansicee pcchinliseeciciiib ene eiciaidbiaiaiibicminiis demapiiaisaptibinibudai: .
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? It should be noticed that, by reason of this correction, the new . 

average, series (112-3le10. 3-2-0, shrinks less abruptly than the uncorrected 

series of Table 1. Reduced to a seale of 100 the corrected average is 

5 100-30=9-1. 8-0. 

Figure 1 shows graphically the origin and point of application of 

corrections for untrapped residues. 

Table 2 is believed to be a truer pinbare of year-to-year. survival 2 

than Table 1, mt the correction is based on the difference between the 

total catch and the census, and hence is vulnerable to census error. 

If the census is too low, it makes the correction too low, i.e. leaves : 

the shrinkage still too abrupt. It does not, however, dhange the total 

length of the turnover period, which Table 1 shows to be five years. 

; Correction for untrapped residue may be avoided only by trapping the 

entire population each year. Our experience indicates that this is impossible 

in pheasants. @¢¢«~ ft ef ater Papers tO REt Nan gee eT 
Ho Pr cP Ba PepulaLim ao earnest min 2D Oban co 

The initial figure of each survival series consists partly of reproduction 

; and partly of older birds. If the turnover rate shonged materially with 

age, 1t would be necessary to split off this older component before the 

residual series represents an age-series. However, the mixed series 

100-30-9-1.8-0, which undoubtedly contains a preponderance of } neat eens, 

gives no indication of any great change with age, the shrinkages being 

10-70ea' {ose vighi-teet graph, Figure 1). Hence no attempt ts made to : 

split off the older component. : 

We have one anatomical check on the general reliability of the series 

‘i 100-30-9-1.8-0 derived from Table 2. The proportion of old birds in any 

large sample should be 30 + 9 + 1.8 = 29 per cent. During the fifth 
100+ 30+ 941.8
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| winter we probed the bursas'”) of the first 84 unbanded birds caught 

(up to Sanuary 16) and found 25 of theg, or 30 per cent, to have closed 

| bursas, i.e. 30 per cent were old birds. fhts~—30-per-cont—doubtless— 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rates (70-70-80 per cent) in the 

series 100-30-9-1.8-0 probably has special significance, The numerical 

base for these shrinkages of course decreases to the right, hence the 

terminal figure carries the least weight. The identity of the the firat 

two figures strongly suggests that once a pheasant reaches his first winter, 

: the experience which accrues from age ceases to have any further survival 

: value. Green and Evans (st p- 276) found this same characteristic in 

their much larger survival series for snowshoe hare. 

The approximate age composition of the Arboretum pheasant population 

may be computed directly from the corrected survival series: : 

Birds, tostly 4 year old 100 TL & 

mostly 1 years old _ 30 21% 

mostly 2} years old 29 64 

mostly 3$ years old 1.8 1% i 

mostly 44 years old 0. a 

140.8 100 4 

The inclusion of about 30 per cent of older birds in each of these 

age groups in no way changes the percentage -composition, provided there be 

no change of turnover rate with age. : 

: Hgress and Ingress ; 

The foregoing deductions assume that the Arboretum pheasant population 

is self-contained, i.e. that the individual pheasants which comprise the 

Arboretum population during one winter do not spend the next winter elsewhere, 

or vice-versa. 

; ‘ yee
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If pheasants shifted from the Arboretum to another winter range 

(egress), they would escape our traps and appear as false shrinkage in our 

survival series. 

If pheasants shifted to the Arboretum from another winter range 

(ingress), they would falsify our assumption that each new year-class consists 

of reproduction plus survivors from previous unbanded residues. It would 

consist in part of ingress, and the effect would be a false prolongation of 

the survival series. 

If both ingress and egress occur (as ie likely if either occurs), ; 

: our series would contain compensating errors of unimown magnitude. : 

At the Arboretum the city of Madison, and also wide lakes, block 

movement to or from the north. If there is important movement, it is 

to or from the south. 

: fo the south lie open upland farms, known to be used by Arboretum ‘ 

pheasants for feeding excursions during winter thaws, and for nesting in 

summer, This open upland is broken by two areas of marsh cover. 

The smaller and nearer of these (Dunn's Marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 

on the southwest. It was not trapped, but Arboretum pheasants doubtless 

visit ian Seasons. Its winter capacity is uot over a dozen pheasants. 

It leads to no other marshes. : 

The larger is the Fish Hatchery Marsh, lying 1} miles to the southeast. 

It has a winter capacity nearly as large as the Arboretum, and leads east- 

ward to a chain of other marshes. It is the likely route of egress from or 

ingress to the Arboretum. Irven 0. Buss of the Conservation Department made 

@ census of the Fish Hatchery pheasant population during the last two ee 

winters; and then trapped and banded nearly half of the pheasants. Buss's i 

census is probably more accurate than ours because his cover is lighter.
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Conses Trapped and Per Cent 
OS etait ae Zrapped 

. Winter of 1940-41 22k - ae 31 

1941-42 216 113 52 

TOTAL ©=—s«183 

Ho Arboretum band has appeared among the 183 pheasants trapped by 

Buss, nor has any Fish Hatchery band appeared among the 307 pheasanta 

handled on the Arboretum during the same period. 

fo appraise the meaning of this, the following rough Sasatien is 

offered: Between the fourth and fifth winters the following pe nea dis- : 

appeared from the Arboretum, or at least eluded our traps tere.) ’ 

_Breace dt fet yout 12J213 = 14 

: hind fr ase p6ue = 4 

Sererd Yeon Che = Jae = 7 

Total shrinkage 145 banded birds 

é If a quarter of this shrinkage were due to egress, and if half the 

egress lodged in the Fish Hatchery Marsh, the Fish Ratahoey population 4... “5 Wu ey a 

test winter should have included 18 pheasants bearing Arboretum bands. 8 

Buss's traps sampled 52 per cent of the Fish Hatchery population; hence 9 

Arboretum bands Bhould have appeared in his traps. The fact that none 

appeared indicates that egress must account for much less than a quarter 

of the total shrinkage. g 

The same reasoning, applied to non-appearance of Buss's bands in 

Arboretum traps, indicates that the ingress mst be very small. 

In all of the ‘foregping aiscussion,we are considering only changes in : 

; winter range from year to year. Both the Arboretum and the Fish Hatchery 

marsh are known to radiate pheasants during every winter thaw, but these birds 

\ . Pea ie AN os in es ee
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may be seen flying back to roost at sunset, Both also radiate pheasants 

macoveneh ont tf an : each spring for nesting; Buss has feund his bands in upland nests of , . 

; mower-killed heng ba miles from the Fish Hatchery. Apparently, however, 

the birds return in winter to their original winter range, rather than to 

. shift to other winter ranges. If this proves true of wild pheasants 

elsewhere, it is a character very impartant in management. 

Only two pheasants bearing Arboretum bands have so far been reported : 

by hunters, Both birds were killed within a half-mile of the Arboretum 

boundary. Hunting returns are, however, of no quantitative value for 

. Measuring movement, for hunters are known to take many bands which they a 

not report. 

There is one possible fallacy in these deductions: an outward shift, 

consisting of young wcmhied pheasants only, might take place in suzimer 

or fall from either area without being detected by banding operations. Buse, 

however, has found evidence of strong inward movement in fall towaré the 

Fish Hatchery marsh, and the same inward movement probably holds for the 

Arboretum marsh. 

Pray Mortality 

Tn any banding study, trap mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses. the survival picture. In this study one out of ; 

: every séven banded Minds, nd ons’ out of every Se a8 ‘dliea SS pe outs 

in the traps, mostly by self-hunting dogs.“ At tines “ae 3 
discontime pheasant trapping until dogs with the "trap habit" could be : 

' Caught and removed from the area, ; 

frap vortality killed every category of sukesini new birds as yet 

unbanded, newly banded birds repeating, and older banded birds returning or 

repeating. In the long fun, it probably fell on “ae of these categories
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about in proportion to its mnbers. fo correct the tables for trap, losses : 

would be impossible, for the Lenabaf were concu rent with the trappings. : 

The best way to allow for trap mortality is to consider the whole population z 

: as having been subjected to a 14 per cent kill, despite its location on 

a refuge. 

About 2 per cent of the banded birds were recoveréd as "natural" or 

non=trap mortality. Known causes of death include dog, sens barred owl, : 

fox, péaching, and weather. Mo at empt was made to distribute the mortality 

among these or other causes. This natural mortality mst account for the 

annual waraevex rate of 70 per cent in the average survival series. 

Turnover in Other Species 

Table 3 compares the survival of Arboretum pheasants with survival : 

in pheasants and allied species, as reported by other authfos. 

.
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Table 3. Survival Series in Upland Game Birds and Mammals 
(Starting with 100 grown young-of-the-yecar) 

Pheasant Pheasant Hungarian Galifornia 41 Snowshoe Hare 
(this paper) Randall Partridge (Bip 2k Zmlen Richardson Green & Evans 

Of, p-302) Middleton (6,p.247)(7,p.95) (S.p.240) (3, p-273) 
° (5,p.814) / & i ¥ 

6 
' First year 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Second year. 30 28* 27? 26.8 31 27.8 31.6 

Third year 9 7.2 15° 7 9.3 

Fourth year 18 2 7 3.1 3.3 

Fifth year 0 0.5 0.7 0.6 
LL | NR 

Note: Asterisked figures are computed by us from the author's data. Richardson includes 
some game-farm quail, which are not strictly comparable to wild birds. The Randall and 
Middletoa birds were not banded, and their areas are hunted. 2 

Despite the divergence in species and in nethods of study, the survival 

series are strikingly similar. Thie if not-aceidental;—may-have-signifseance. 

We do not know how to interpret scl. fe J. ;
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Sex Ratio and Sex Turnover 

‘ The per cent of cocks tallied during census drives, and also those 

emt in the traps, exclusive of repeats, is as follows: : j 

first winter Im census: 414% In traps: 34% 

Second 53% 35% 

Third 454% 23% 

Fourth 31% 30% 

Fifth 29% 12% 

Average i ag = 21h = 144 more cocks 
in census 

The census consistently shows more cocks than the Sense, and both 

show a progressive decline in Sotkcs through the study period. 

We have no explanation of why the ‘nee yield fewer cocks than the 3 

census, except that they are harder to trap. The average monthly cock 

yields of the traps give no elue: November to April yielded 21-31-29-23-15-17 per 

ee cent respectively. Lt-seens-ineredthie-thxt-cocks—are—easter—te—ft-eshy— 

_hunters, after the fivet-day-of-shooving, aFé Often unable to Fluer-any— 

at all, even though theyfiueh-many-hens. We believe that the census : 

tally of about 40:60 is more nearly correct ine trap tally .f2h6y— 

The progressive decrease in cocks through the study period warrants : 

the examination of the separate uncorrected banding returns for the two 

sexes. These, being uncorreated, shrink tee rapidly, but their total time- E 

span is correct. 

: \
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Year-class Cocks Hens 

i ; L1~3-0 21-7-5-0 

> 4-6-0 89-19-9-2 
8 35-5-0 113-21-2 

y Wn3 83-9 

5 ee 14 

Average 50.6-4.5-0 By —-5. m1 

Averace, scale of 100 100-15-0 100=17=6, 31 

Average for both sexes from Table 1: 100-16-4.7=1 

It is evident that a differential turnover rate obtains es between the two 

sexes. No yeareclass of cocks has achieved a longer turnover period than 

three years, whereas onlky one yeareclass of hens has Si serpensed short of 

five years. Pheasants surviving to their thitd and fourth winter are 

all hens. : ; 

The reasons for this differential are of course speculative. Possibléy 

increasing population presaure has augmented cock mortality through fighting. . 

Despite the trend toward a lower proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 

still has nearly twice as many (29 per cent last winter) as the hunted range 

of Dane County, where Buss (3. p-5) found a winter ratio of 15 per cent cocks 

anong 1694 pheasants tanita. 706° Yop 2 2.pon cc cnc oh ee 
Weight Changes ; 

411 pheesants caught during the last four winters were weighed to the 

nearest gram, but individual weights are not significant within 100 grams, for ; 

a full crop weighs up to that amount. By reason of this ais variable, weights 

mast be grouped in the largest possible groups to avoid accidental distortion. 

In Fable 3 the average weights of all newly banded pheasants (mostly young) 

: are grouped by 3-month periods for each winter, and by lemonth periods for Ld j 

four winters. Repeats are omitted because trapping itself reduces weight. 

Returns (older birds) are omitted to get a homogeneous age-group. The crop 

. variable makes it difficult to follow the weight-history of individual pheasants.
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fable 3 in 

Wetghts of Newly-banded Grovne) Pheasants 

Year | Cocks Hens 

a Feb.-Apr, | Aver. Aver. | 

No. | gms. No. | Gms. No. / Gms. | Ne. Gus. | 

1938-39 | 19 11549 27 1382 | 1451 33, 1163 57 1062 1099 2712 2100, 

1939-40 | 15 /1400 20 | 1451 | 12g 33 1033. «77 «1012 1018 | 2433-90 

/ 19ho-42 | 30 1481 lag 1471 43 1073. «38 = 984 1031 pete 

1g41-he | 8 143 6 tan | 1429 65 1053 49 | 1088 1068 2ng6 9a 

Total =| 72_ 66 | | 174 221 

Average | 1478 “Mas | 1075 1036 | 

Seale | Te | | | | . ee 
of 100 | 100 | 96 | | 100 96 ! 

Ait Nor, ea, Jan, Bed. Mex. Apr, Bev. Bee, dan. Feb. Mar, Apr. 
winters 1432 1526 1450 sl 1420 1386 1110 1109 1051 1015 1036 1120 

Seale 

ef 100 Gh 100 Ss FS MD 99 92 200
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The most uhmistakable deduction from Table 3’ te-thet Gocks lose weight 
progressively from November to April, whereas hens not only regain their 

midwinter loss; but by Avril actually exceed their November weight. This : 

gain of hens in early apring was detected in red grouse by Wildon (305 pp. 31-134 ) 

and in bobwhite by steadara tts PD+ 75-76). ees 2 
the total mpuek- Bernt omnipresence nsession) wing 0 thea Yo” 
Docs the varying weather and food of different years produce pheasants &. 

of different weight? To throw light on this, we select the first half of 7 4 

the winter, before winter storms have affected weights, and we reduce both ye 

cocks and hens to a scale of 100, én order to get a maximum numerical base: ee 

1938-39 52 pheasants 100 a > 

1939-40 4g 90 ef 
1940-41 73 os i 8 
1g41-4e 73 92 i P 

os 
This looks like either e progressive decrease in weight with inereasing ¢ — 

s density, or s difference between years, as high as 10 per cent, which t = 

happens to have produced extra-heavy birds in 1938-39. : : = 

Life Novation ; i 

‘The ratios developed in this paper can be combined with the reproductive a 

potential of the pheasant, und’ the nost authoritative papers on nesting studies, . 

“ to construct the skeleton of a life-equation for the Arboretum pheasant popula- &, 

tion. . 

Starting with a unit groups of 100 pheasants in winter, its sex and : & 

age composition will be, in round numbers: : 2 

: Cocks Hens otal = 

Ola binds 10 “20 30 } 
Birds-of-the-year = 30 40 Ie Se S 

otal 3 ho 60 100 :
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Among the old birds there are few or no cocks beyond their second ata 

but there are seme hens in their fourth winter, A 

Of the 60 hens, about 78 per cent, or 47, will succeed, by nesting 

and renesting, in bitusing off a brood 2 ee d The average brood will be i; 

7 chicks per nesting hen, or 9 per successful hen (22, Pe 13), & reproductive 

pra gain of 47 x 9 = 423. chicks. This gain shrinks to 70 grown young by the 

following sinters which iuatien & juvenile mortality of 84 per cent during 

the sumer and fall, Of the 70 survivors, 40 will be young hens and 30 

: young cocks. The juvenile mortality rate during the first six months is 

larger than the subsequent year-to-year mortality. (See Graph ¢, Figure 1). 

Of the original 100 grown pheasants of mixed ages, 30 will survive _ 

to the second winter. Of the original 40 cocks, 10 will survive, of the 

original 60 hens, 20 will survive. Of the original 70 birds-of-tho-year, 

now 1} years old, 30 per cent, or 21, will enter the “old birds" group i 

30; the other 9 will be 24 years old or older. 

These changes, spanning a year, will reestablish the oridnal winter 

population unit of 100 pheasants. 

SUMMARY 

Five consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that 

each annnal increment of grown young shrinks to zero by the fifth winter, 

and is replaced by later reproductive gains. The turnover period is thus 

" five years. 

The intervening survival is represented by the series 100-30-9-1.8-0, 

The shrinkage between winters hovers around 70 per cent. Its 

uniformity ‘ia that once a bird reaches his first winter, his chance 

‘ of survival does not improve with eze. 

The 100+30-9-1.8-0 series implies an age composition of 71-21-6-1-0 __ 

per cent of birds 3, 15, 23, 34, and 4S years old respectively.
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: The turnover period in cocks is 3 years; the 38 and 4} year-old 

birds are all hens. This inferior survival in cocks probably accounts for 

the 40:60 sex ratio. A 15:85 ratio prevails on the hunted ranges of the 

Same county. 

These data on survival, age composition, and sex ratio imply a mortaligy 

of 83 per cent among young pheasants between hatching and winter. 

Cocks are harder.to trap than hens. One out of every 7 banded pheasants, 

and one out of every 20 catches, wae killed in the traps, mostly by 

dogs. This loss was the equivalent of light shooting. 

Cocks lost weight from December through Spril. Hens lost weight from 

December through March, but vaatind their loss in April. : 

Trapping and banding in the nearest outside marsh showed no winter-to- 

winter shift of banded birds to or from the study area.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE Oct. 5; 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have just received your letter from lirs. Gladys Galligar 
Sperry, and I cannot see that this helps us any. We already have 
this information. What we do need are the dates that these vari- 
ous plantings were made, and the source of the material planted. 
I think it imperative that we get this information if at all possible. 

Oe 
& 

G. Wm. Longenecker 
Exec, Dir., Univ. Arboretum & Wildlife Refuge 

GWLsrme
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A. F, Gallistel, Supt., 
Buildings & Grounds 
Service Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Gallistel, 

I have gone over the propesed additions for the University 
Arboretum budget with Jolin Catenhusen and Art Hasler, We have arriv~ 
ed at the following suggested additions to the Arboretum budget. for 
the next bienniums 

Raising dane in “Ho-Nee-Un" Ponds $150.00 
Taking 150 yds, ef dirt from the Stevens Pond 50,00-75,00 
Punds for 2 additional men to aid the )} 1500,00 

research program ) per yr. 
Tractor and equipment (This equipment is j 

necessary to adequately carry on the 
research program and to facilitate i 
maintenance, Only used equipment 
available at present without high 

same Sa Total a . * 

Sincerely yours 

ME. 
Exee, Dir., Univ. Arboretum & Wildlife Refuge 

a
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Miscellaneous Censuses, Univ. of Wis. Areas Wildlife Ecology 118 
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£09 Rillinaidt Spel AC 
Columbia, Mo. 

September 19, 1942 “Rees 

= Dear Professors : pte 

I received your in uiry concerning the whereabouts of the rabbit 
data which I took in February. I regret to say that in leaving for 
Columbia rather hurrisdly I gathered together my data which I would need 

we for the preparation of the report on the entire year's work, and after 
ets bs an unsuccessful search for the rabbit data left without it. The no. 

{ue vs “trapped and some idea as to the census I did record separately however, 
ypu ee % end these figures will appear in the report which I shall try to have 
ee in your hands within the week. 

~ \ b 

Meanwhile I have, written my mother to search more thoroughly for 
the rabbit data and will notify you of results . I feel certain that 
the records must be within: the confines of my home, as I took no main | 
data sheet in the field, bit made my recordings on one main data sheet 
on the evening of each trapping date. § 

Professor Curtis expressed anxiety over my report and you would do | 
me a great favor to notify, that I an completing my report at the present 
time» 

I like my arrangement down here very well and have been more than 
busy with corn work, all of it of a theoretical nature. | 

Please accept my best regards and pass them on to your group for 
- ME o— eal = : ait a 

: respectfully, | 

ne he tugheae = 
A x : : 

: ie cotta” Vigna pte a is:



Sie bert 
i? 

102 O14 Entomology Building 
September 8, 1942 

Professor G. W. Longenecker 
Horticultural Building 

Dear B&li: 

I happened to be talking to Bill Brenner at the 
State Bursery, and learned that he has a quantity of 
tamarack which may not be available in future years. 
Our chance, then, to get tamarack plantings on the 
Arboretum is next spring, and I suggest we have an 
early session of the Technical Committee to plan 
how to take full advantage of this opportunity. 

. Yours sincerely, 

; : Aldo Leopold 

eo Curtis 
Catenhusen
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has 
eere been observed since. 

SPECIES RECORDED PREVIOUS TO THIS STUDY 

Wood Duck 

This species was at one time quite numerous on Lake Wingra. 

W. H. Chasd)nunting in this region from 1873-1896, killed 161. 
Com prised 

, During this period weod duck Coupased 11 per cent of his bag. He killed 

his last Wood @ack in 1394, 

Ruffed Grouse 

W.. E. Saal pansaiis this grouse a common resident of the Lake 

Wingra area and bagged 94 birds between the years 1873-1894. 
ow ruffed 

Be BR Cahn reported at dela were still common in the Wingra woods 

in 1915. eae posix teas sia 

Pinnated Grouse 
j "very com- 

ARs came refers to the prairie chicken as being “very 

) : found a nest in ome 
a mon) probably nesting" in 1915. 4. W. oe 

> ; 5 remembers 
oe the Lake Wingra marshes on April 26, 1914,P).8. H, Chase 

e last record 
- pearing "chickens" booming in the marsh up to ie 

easant census 
was three birds seen on December 8, 1956, qaring bie . 

Passenger Pigeon 
: 

@ 
W. H. Chase, recorded this extinct bird as late as 1888, bagging four 

in that year. 

Bell's Vireo ) d 

Two records are known for the Arboretum region. A. W. Schorger collected 

) 
a specimen in the Lake Wingra area on July 3, 1914, and Warner tarsenh Pens 

a nesting pair on June 9, 1922.
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has 
ke@re been observed since. 

SPECIES RECORDED PREVIOUS TO THIS STUDY 

Wood Duck ; 

This species was at one time quite numerous on Lake Wingra. 

W. H. Chasd®)munting in this region from 1873-1896, killed 161. 
com prised : 

* During this period wood duck Coupaeed 11 per cent of his bag. He killed 

his last Wood dack in 1394, 

Ruffed Grouse 

We B cant pansies this grouse a common resident of the Lake 

Wingra area and bagged 94 birds between the years 1873-1894. 

: A. B. sited nk Grose were still common in the Wingra woods 

in 1915. ; 

Pinnated Grouse. 

A, R. Cahn refers to the prairie chickens as being "very common, 

—— ‘ probably nesting.". S, H. Chase last heard "chickens" booming in the i 

- marsh in 1931. The last record was three birds seen on December 8, 1936, 

during a pheasant census. 

Passenger Pigeon m 

2. dias tines this extinct bird as late as 1888, bagging four 

in that year. 

Bell's Vireo ; 

Two records are known for the Arboretum region. A. W. a Be = 

a specimen in the Lake Wingra area on July 3, 1914, and Warner taylest found 

a nesting pair on June 9, 1922.



Tuly 29, 1942, 

Dear Aldo: ; 

Durand has handed me the Arboretum paper. Frior to the revision of 

the paper, I gave you the data, with references, to four species that 

had been found breeding on the Arboretum, namely: Wilson's Phalarope, 

Prairie Chicken, Sells Vireo, and Slue-gray Gnateatcher. These species 

are not included in the list of breeding birds "recorded" for the 4 

Arboretum, 

In my opinion it would be a serious errgr not to inelude the four 

species in the list on page 4, and in feotnotes sive proper credit to 

Main, French end Griffee, ete; Unless the paper is intended lerzely for 
amateurs, the literature references should be civen also, 

é Very truly yours, 
ot
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; June 25, 1942 : 

ge oe PROJECT 564; WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

_ UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM*. (John Catenhusen in charge. Arboretum funds) 

The main job was to repeat, for the fifth consecutive year, a census 

of the pheasant population, followed by continuous banding to trace age 

Glasses in the population, and their rates of shrinkage. ‘The census 

showed a population of 317 pheasants, of which almost half (14%) were 

trapped. Of these, only 16 bore bande of previous years. ‘The detailed 

computations have not yet been made, but it is clear that these data will, 

when added to the accumlated data, inerease the rate of shrinkage, ‘The 

shrinkage rate based on four years data is as follows: for every 100 

Arboretum pheasants alive during their first winter, 42 will be alive during 

their second winter, 26 their third, and none during their fourth. A 

complete turnover in each year-class takes place every four years. 

The Arboretum is an unshot refuge with perfect cover and artificial 

a feeding. Presumeably shot areas with poorer cover and uncertain food mst 3 

have a higher turnover, 

Turnover rates have been established for only one game bird in this 

country: the California quail. Sumner found the following shrinkage 

rate: 100, 27, 7, 2, 0. The turnover here is five years, a year longer 

than in Arboretum pheasants. 

Turnover rates express a fundamental character of animal populations, 

Jast as actuarial tables express a fundamental character of human population. 

It is probable that all pepalar conceptions of pheasant management are 

premised on an assumed turnover less rapid than the actual rate here 

established. 

* It is suggested that publication be deferred 6 months, after which the 
technical paper announcing these findings will be in print. Several 
National Park Service employees contributed to this project and are 
co-authors of the paper. For the Gollege to publish the findings first 
might raise questions of propriety. 

ke
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tie Of- 

hol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

¥ebruary 7, 1942 

Mr. F. G. Wilson i . : 
Professor ¥. 3. tren’ Qe Rucus oheud cf 

Gentlemen: 

On the Grady farm, which comprises the new addition 
to the Arboretum, are a number of oak trees bearing 
painted figures and evidently constituting a silvi- 
cultural sample plot of some kind. I have a dim 
redollection that this plot was laid out by one of 
you. Gan you enlighten me, and also tell me whether 
it is a going concern. 

If the Arboretum Biologist can cooperate in keeping 
: up the records, he will naturally wish to do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

: ec Longenecker 
Catenhusen
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AVIFAUBA OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORTHUM 

“Madison, Wisconsin 

| Bounding the south shore of Lake Wingra, Madison, Wiscon- 

| gin, is an area of mixed types couprising 1127 acres, knowm as 

| the’ Wisconsin Arboratun. Thie territory has been 4 favorite and 

| fruitful hunting ground over a pertod of many years for the | 

| nature lover, in particular the ornithologist. Due to the | 

: presence of open water, high and low marsh, woodland, open 

| fields, gentle shorelines, wet meadows, and because it is located 

| in the transitional zone, not far removed from a northward pos j 

truding tongue of the Carolinian fauna, it anmually harbors | 

: nearly 200 species of our avian host. 

F Because the field of ornithology is gradually becoming an | 

enjoyable hobby to an ever-increasing number of individuals, the ‘| 

, authors (at the suggestion of Professor Aldo Leopold) deamed it | 

helpful to heve gn adeouate and useful bird guide for field use 

on the Wisconsin axboretun. Upon thie area observations have | 
been continuous the year round einee 1933, and some of the records ; 

date back to the 1870's. Although these early records were 

meagre, they shed some light on the former bird status of this 3 on 
‘ 

ia ie ee ‘ r iy ae e.
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fo obtain the maximum enjoyment from bird study, one 

should have some knowledge of the avian hoet in a particular 

region where he is pursuing euch a hobby. It is recommended 

that one be acquainted with seasonal birdlife, the habitats 

used by certain epecies, the breeding birds, novenonts of our 

birds, their approximate arrival and departure dates, rare birds 

which may be seen, extirpated and extinot species and introduced 

species. Thue, it is the eincere hope of the authors that the 

following bird Lists for the Arboretum will materially aid all 

( potential) ornithologists of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 

\ 

ae a



BEASOHAL DISTRIBUTION 

Birds are found in the Arboretum at all times of tie 

year. Number of species will vary from one year to the next 

depending upon climatical conditions and man-made changes. 

Despite thie yearly fluetuation, it has been postihle to approxi- 

mate the number of species to be obeerved during winter, spring, 

summer and fall months. ‘Table 1. indicates the approximate 

numbers which may be expected in any given month. 

fable 1. 
Nuaber of Species Possible Per Month 

Tuaber of T Fumber of 

| January a5 4 daly 81 
February 34 + August 103 

4 Mareh 83 4 September 141 
| April 131 id October 95 

May 182 * November él 
| June 28 pe December 35 

, ae 
; met ra ee nt ananassae i Nn a EE AAT NEARED AON AI RR Nh Ne MG NG 

¢ ; Ie 

All birds, even those among our so-called permanent 

residents, tend to migrate or make a general shift; some go only 

a fow miles while others travel several iumdred, With this fact 

in mind, it is possible through long years of observation to 

make the following seasonal bird listings under six general 

headings. 

as 7 ate "bee f er 4 Methe. fA } Crile ie. one Bow. ; 
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: a —T eee: Pat te ae ee as eT ee ee een ee ee 

Is Permanent Residents 

eee ane a Hairy Woodpecker 
Tailed Ha Downy Woodpecker . 

fy, ks ke. - mid quail Blue Jey? 7" 
Gam et es j Ring-necked Pheasant Crow | 
Otel Pak Sereech Owl Black Capped Chickadee 

; Great Horned Owl White Breasted Nuthatch 
Voge ee ake. *Barred Owl 7 4 8tarling 

‘ -- ae “Short Eared Owl (| English Sparrow One tole gtong Bared Owl Cardinal Vi 
RT 5 tea *Red Headed. Woodpecker American Goldfineh- ~~; 

ote *  # Dees not aways winter 

F , lH. Inreguler Winter Visitors from the Boreal Regions 
a : J > 

Bee eye American Rough-legged Hawk ; vont Grosbeak) 
Ry 2 eee ont) ? ee Grosbeak | 

Be ere awewhet Owl edpoll 
Pye et) ee ae Northern Horned Lark ‘vane Siskin) 

gan a Northern Shrike now Bunting 

3 \Geeasiesally Wntering III, Summer Residents, Oecasionall nteri 

r : Cooper's Rawk mgr? Robin 
Marsh Rawk Y Cedar Waxwing 

> (Sparrow Hawk )--crqert Red Winged Blackbird 
oOurning Dove Eastern Meadowlark ) 

Prairie Horned Lark ‘ Bong Sparrow 

IV, Birds brecking te the North but Migrating Southward ih the Fall, 
y ome 3 nm * Ns 

Wilson Snipe | Furple Finch ° 
Brown Creeper : Slate Colored Juneo 

I Golden Crowned Kinglet | Tree Sparrow 
} Rusty Blackbird Lapland Longspur 

V. Summer Residents other than Permanent 

Pied Billed Grebe Spotted Sandpiper 
“Great Blue Heron Woodcock 
Green Heron #Upland Plover 

*Black Crowned Night Heron oan ae Gull 
American Bittern *Ring Billed Gull 
least Bittern Bleck Tern 
Mallard Mourning Dove. 
Blue-winged Teal _ Black Billed Cuekoo 

#Re Bic<4* Yellow Billed Cuckoo 
Cspelsi.! eas ie road Winged Hawk)? “= Whippoorwill 
- - arrow Hawk) ~ axigh then 
Cg Cel, gy 4 arsh Hawk 2 #0 ay Swit’ 

ila Cooper's Hawk . Ruby oated Hummingbird 
Virginia Rail Belted Kingfisher 
Sora Rail Flicker 
‘American Coot Eastern Kingbird 
Killdeer Great Crested Flycatcher 

WV fae Z



V, Contimed 

Phoebe Northern Yellow Throat 
Wood Peewee Redstart 
Alder Plyeatcher Bobolink 
least Flycatcher “@ient Redwing Blackbird 
Prairie Horned Lark Easterm Meadowlark 

tA a nat me pe ns erie Meadowlark 
Laks t (Pret 4, f RM ae wallow altimore Oriole 
WA Z ° Conant Swallow Brewer's Blackbird 
vn a eel Purple Martin Bronze Crackle 

House Wren Cowbird 
Short Billed Marsh Wren Searlet Tf er 
Prairie Long Billed Marsh Wren Rose Breastel Grosbeak 
Catbird Indigo Bunting 
Brown Thrasher 7 Diekeisse)\ 
Robin Towhee 
Wood Thrush Savanna Sparrow 
Bluebird Grasshopper Sparrow 

: Migrant Shrike) Henslow Sparrow 
Red Byed Vireo Vosper Sparrow 
Warbling Vireo Chipping Sperrow 
Yellow Throated Vireo Field Sparrow 
Yellow Warbler Swamp Sparrow 
Ovenbird Song Sparrow 

* Non-breeders on the area 
VI, Transients Through the Arboretum 

Northern Loon Black Bellied Plover 
Horned Grebe Ruddy Turns tone 
Double Crested Cormorant Solitary Sandpiper 
Whistling Svan Greater Yellow Legs 
Canada Goose lesser Yellow legs 
Lesser Snow Goose Pectoral Sendpiper 
Blue Goose White-rumpe@. Sandpiper 
Black Duek Baird's Sandpiper 
Gadwall Least Sandpiper 
Baldpate Red Backed Sandpiper 
Pintail Long Billed Dowitcher 

nee Teal Semi-palamated Sandpiper 
hoveler Sanderling 
Wood Duck Wilsos Phalarope 
Redhead Wilson Snipe 
Ring-necked Duck Bonaparte Gull 
Canvas-back Duck Common Tern 
Greater Scaup Duck re ay Tern 
Lesser Scaup Duck Yellow Bellied Sapsucker 
Goldeneye Olive-sided Flyeat cher 
Bufflehead Acadian Flycatcher 
Ruddy Duek Red Breasted Nuthateh 
Hooded Merganser Winter Wren 
American Merganser Caroline Wren 
Red Breasted Merganser Kermit Thrush 
Sharp Shinned Hawk Olive-becked Thrush 
Pigeon Hawk _ Gray-cheeked Thrush 
Piping Plover ‘Wilsons Thruéeh 
Semi-palameted Plover Ruby Crowned Kinglet 

‘



VI. Continued 

Blue Headed Vireo Palm Warbler 
Philidelphia Vireo Nortle rn Water Thrush 
Black & White Warbler Louisiana Wah er Thrush 
Golden Winged Warbler Kentucky Warbler 
fenneesee Warbler Connecticut Warbler 
Orange Crowned Warbler Mourning Warbler 
Nashville Warbler Wilsons Warbler 
Northern Parula Warbler Canadaian Yarbler 
Magnolia Warbler Orchard Oriole 
Cape Pel eee Rusty Blackbird 
Black ated Blue Warbler Leconte's Sparrow 
— Warbler Cley ColoredSparrow 
Bleck Throated Green Warbler Harris Sparrow 
Cerulean Warbler White Crowned Sparroy 
Blackburnian Werbler Gambel's Sparrow 
Chestnut Sided Warbler White Throated Sparrow 
Bay Breasted Warbler Fox oueceey 
Black Poll Warbler Lincoln Spsrrow 
Pine Warbler 

O ate’) — Use 

¢



SPRING AND WINTER BIRD LIfe OW BACH PHYSIOGRAPHIC 
TYPE OF LANDSCAPE 

It is not surprising that our feathered folk sre abundant, not 
only in the number of species but in individuale, when we consider 
thet many types of food and cover within the 1137 acres. Sach of t 
the six general types has ite particular bird fauna. The following 

lists under each of the land types are given in the order of the 

AOU check List. , 

I. Small ponds and shorelines ( sandy and marl beaches bordered 
by willow and cottonwood trees and thickets and rank grass) 

Pied Billed Grebe Semipalamated Sandpiper 
Great Blue Heron Sanderling 
Green Heron eee Toe 

\.. Black Growned Might Heron Ring Billed Gull 
- dmeviean Bittern Gomuon, Tern 

Least vn Black Tern 
Lesser Snow Yoose Caspian Tern 
Blue Goose Mourn Deve 

Mallard Belted isher 
Black Duck Northern Flicker 

: Gadwall Yellow Bellied Sapsucker 
Baldpate mF Zastern Phoebe 
Green-winged Teal Alder teen 
ceeawes Teal Bank == ie uit 
ghoveler Rough Swal 
erent Duck Barn eeethes 
“ser Geaup Duck Cliff Swallow 

Mareh Hawk Tree Swallow 
Osprey. Purple Martin 

Quail Blue Jay 
Ring Necked Pheasant Black Capped Chickadee 

King Rail House Wren 
Virginia Rail a Billed Marsh Wren 
Sera Rail Catbird 
xaorican Coot Brown Thrasher 

yp ~ Semipalamated Plover) \¢-° Robin 
a’ WAL deer Golden Crowned Kinglet 

Black Bellied Plover Ruby Crowned Kinglet 
Piping Plover Red ins Vireo 
— Turnstone Warbl Vireo 

American Woodcock Black & White Warbler 
Wilson Snipe Golden oe Warbler 
Upland Plover Haehvilile Yarbler 

Spotted Sandpiper N. Parula Warbler 
Solitary ry cs ened Yellow Warbler 
Greater Yellow Legs Magnolia Warbler 
Lesser Yellow Legs Black Throated Blue Warbler 

Pectoral Sandpiper ee Warbler 

White-rumped Sandpiper ack Throated Green Warbler 

Baird's Sandpiper Blackburnian Warbler 
Least Sandpiper Chestmut Sided “arbler ; 

Red-backed ae Yellow Palm Yarbler 

wi Long Billed Dowltcher Ovenbird



I. Continued 

Werthern Water Thrush Purple Pinch 
Gennecticut Yarbler Somuon worn 

Mourning Warbler Zastern Goldfinch 
Worthern Yellow Throat fowhee 

Filson Yarbler Slate Coloréd Junco 

—— Sisy Gelored Sparrow s z 
Lish Sparrow White Throated Sparrow 

; Otent pte J Blackbird White Grewned Sparrow 

Rusty Blackbird ee an 

Bronze Grackle L Sparroy 
Cowbird Swamp Sparrow 
Seetern Cardinal Seng Sparrow 

Il. Woodland (Red and Yhite Oak woods in péth highland and the 

weodiant Saresine to tne marehy share) ware 

Sharp Shinned Hawk Blue Gray Gnateatcher 
Gooper's Hawk Golden bene aaa’ 

Red! Tato ark mato rraeeast Fires 
Red Ghouldered Hawk =e v 

Broad Winged Hawk crea nl 

bee Coukoo Red Eyed Vireo 

Yellow Billed Guokoo Warbhing Vixeo | 
Sereech Owl Black & White Warbler 

Great genes Owl fence tater 
Long . Owl Orange. Orowhed Warbler 

Sawewh Hashville Warbler 

Seeosesaaki Parula Warbler 

Ruby, Throated Huuningbind Hagelin cemey : 
penezn Fi toket se ented Bive Nestiler 

Yellow Belilied Sapsucker 's Raybler 

Red Headed Woodpecker ps hho NaTNneS SS  wauliior 

Northern Hairy Yoodpecker GertiLeat ites arbi. jee 

Northern Sonny Woodpecker cae 

MOF nee Or ee en Ghentnut Sideq Yarbler 
Yellow Bellied Flycatcher oe or one ee 
astern Wood Peewee Fein Cawbler ar 

— Ovenbird genie 
Black Gapped Chickadee Pine Yaxolex ™ 
White Breasted Huthateh rae iceman 
Brown Creeper . exvler 

eee Sidiaitiies Baltimore Oriole 
Robin 

Searlet Tanager 

Wood Thrush Gaprdinal 
Rose Breasted Grosbeak 

Hermit Thrush Bunt ' 

Olive Sacked Thrush a. 
Geer Gheeeked fhrush Purple 

sons Thru 
Bluebird Glate Colored Junco



II. Gontimed 

free Sparrow 
White Crowned Sparrow 
White Throated Sparrow 
Fox Sparrow 

III. Mar Meadow (low wet ground with hummocks and rank growths 
of ee with some shrub thickets bewdered by Aspen Groves) 

Green-winged Teal Catbird 
eeseowinges Teal Rebin 
Ring-nec Duck Bluebird 
ait Hawk oatie ¥arbler 

e Hapbler 
Ring Necked Pheasant Northern glow Thrdat 
Virginia Rail Louisiane “ater Thrush 
- Rail pee ye Water Thrush 

son Snipe ingl Sparrow 
Weedcock Giant at. 
Spotted yon ed Rusty Blackb 
Stier tealaste Sandpiper Gastern Meadowlark 
Wilson 8 ' Slate Golred Junco 
free Swallow Tree Sparrow 
Blue day Relson's Sparrow 
Black Gapped Chickadee LeGontes Sparrow 
Long Billed Marsh Wren Waite Throated Sparrow 

Gvamp Sparror 
Song Sparrow 

IV. Field (high dry sloping field with prairie grasses) 

Sparrow Hawk ink 
ues pe ee Meadowlark 

| af Necked Pheasant Western Meadowlark 
Killdeer | oan lg oer 
Upland Plover Grackle 
Mourning Dove dowbird 
Northern Flicker). =  Dickeiseel 
Bastern Kinbird Goldfinch 
Northern Horned Lark Zastern Savanna Sparrow . 
Prairie Horned Lark Hagtern Grase r Sparrow 
— Swallow Baetern prema 

oe Wren Zastern Vesper Sparrow 
Robin Blate Golered Junco 
Oedar ee: Tree Sp: 
Migrant dhrt Field 

pour ime spur 
Snow Bunting .



Vv. Marsh Boggy ground with standing water and islands of higher 
land not so wet « all covered with rank grasses and herbaceous 
plants) 

Great Blue Heron Ovenbird 
Green Heron Lousiana Water Thrush 
Black Growned Wight Heron Northern Yellow Throat 
@merican Bittern Northers Water Thrush 
Least Bittern Yellow “arbler 
Green-winged Teal Bobolink 
Blue-winged Teal Giant be adr 
Maresh Hawk Rusty Blackbird 

Quail White Throated Sparrow 
Ring Secked Pheasant Swamp Sparrow 

Rail Seng Sparrow 
Virkinia Reil 
Sora Rail 
Wilson Snipe 
House Wren 
Long Billed Marsh "ren 
Ghort Billed Marsh Wreh 
Robin 
Winter Wren : 
Carolina Wren 

VI. Lake Yingra ( An open body of water) 

Northern Loon Ruddy Duck 
Horned Grebe Yood +, 
Pied Billed Grebe Hooded ser 
Double Crested Cormorant American Merganser 
Whistling Swan Red Breasted Merganser 
Canada Goose Anerioan Coot 
Lesser Snow Goose Florida Gallinule 
Blue Goose aes” 

cage . Ring B: —— 

Gadwall Common Tern | 
Baldpate Black Tern 
Pintail Caspian Tern 
Green-winged Teal Northern Cliff Swallow 
Blue-winged Teal Barn Swallow 
——- Bank oe uiie 
Redhe Rough-wing on 
danvasback Purple Martin 
Ring-necked Duck Chimney Swift 
Lesser Seaup Dueck 
Greater Scauy Duck 
American Goldeneye 
Bufflehead



*e BREEDING BIRDS 

Perhaps the moet interesting aspeot of ornithology is the 

possibility of discovering various seorets of avian homelife, 

finding out how they build their nests, of what material they 

are constructed, the number of eggs that are laid and of what 

color, or at what tine the young are hatched, who incubates the 

eggs, what food is fed the young and how often they are fed, plus 

many other questions. The Arboretum offere a bird student many 

species on which to make his observations. 

From the preceding Lists on “Permanent Residents" and 

"Sugmer Residents other than Permanent", approximately 87 of ; 

these breed here. ‘The great horned owl starts the nesting 

season in February and as the influx of birds increases, more 

and more of them stop over to raise families. There are very few 

species nesting by Late August except for late secondary attempte. 

fhe following lists indicate what breeding pirds may be 

expected in each of the spring and swaner months. : : 

%



——s Se tS oh awk Loo ue 2 ve AAs Arc ) 

February Merch 
J 

Great Horned Owl Barred Owl « 
Mellard 
Prairie Horned Lari 

April 

Blue=winged Teal Ss row 
Hed Tailed Hawk— So / »..-~"" waite Breasted Nuthatch 

? Broad-winged Mawk | Robin 
Quail Bluebird 

Necked Pheasant _, BagTish a - 
eer 2Migrant Shrike — /«“ 

ieaeeing Dov: Cowbird ng e@ J ; ae 
Sereech Owl $8 1/2. ene Vesper Sparrow 
Long Hered Ow Song Sparrow 
Wertharn Plicker 
Phoebe aes 
Ba-sh. dee Be fe 

May 

Green Heron i Billed Marsh Wren 
American Bittern Catbird 
Cooper's Hawk Brom Thrasher 
Nareh Hawk Red. Byed Vireo 
Virginia Rail Yellow Throated Vireo 
Sora Rail Warbling Vireo 
ae Coot Yellow Warbler 

°. Florida Gallinule Ovenbird 
; ee Sandpiper Northern Yellow Throat 
‘Short fared Owl Redstabt 
Belted Kingfisher “Uc Bastern Meadowlark 
Ruby Throated Hummingbird Western Meadowlark 
Red_ Headed Woodpecker Giant Redwing Blackbird 
Hairy Woodpecker Baltimore Oriole 

Downy Woodpecker Cardinal 
Kingbird Rose Breasted Grosbeak 
free Swallow Indigo Bunting 
Blue Jay Towhee 
Black Capped Chickadee Savenne Sparrow 
House Wren Chipping Sparrow 
short Billed Marsh Wren Field Sparrow 

Swamp Sparrow 
Song Sparrow 

. Least Bitt least Flycat 8 ern as atcher 
Black ‘Tern Wood voouen 
Blaek Billed Cuckoo Wood Thrush 
Yellow Billed Cuckoo Scarlet Tanager 
Nighthawk ? Dicke4tssel 
eeeeporwi i) Bobolink 
Great Crested Flycatcher Eastern Goldfinch 
Alder Flycatcher, Grasshopper Sparrow 

Henslow Sparrow



If one asks, "What are the possibilities of finding neste 

in the Arboretua?", the answer is "good", During the breeding 

seasons of 1934-36, all nests were recorded on a map and the 

final tabulation showed the following numbers of breeding pairs 

which may be expected in any one year. 

anges Blackbird 40 pair Robin 18 pair 
oats billed Marsh ¥ren 34 * ot Dove G.° * 
Yellow Yarbler a. 8 Pheagan so: * 
Catbird 18 “ bg 10 * 
Northern Yellow Throat 21 *# icker - gq * 
Gowbird mS Blue Bn o  * 
Goldfinch 14: * Gard 3° * 
English Sparrow aC Bittern 4 * 
Swamp Sparrow = Ue Indigo Bunting 7 * 
Song Sparrow as. Uf Grow 4 
Red-eyed Vireo 0. 6” Woodcock 8 F 
Field Sparrow aoe Bluebird 4 °* 
Warbling Vireo 5 

chicky bale 
On the average, Pe st of nesting birds are present annually, 

whieh provides a figs number for observation by the bird student. 

Ae for determining what type of land physiography would 

supply the hest opportunity for finding nests, thie depends en- 

tirely upen the group of species in which an individual is 

primarily interested. If hie interest is not confined to any 

one group but to neste in general, then it may be said that land 

scape that is rather low, wé% with rank growths of grass, small 

shrubs and a few trees, bordered by grassy sloped higher ground, 

provides a very promising nest~-hunting territory.



From studies made during two nesting seasons on the 

Arboretum, the following figures for density of neste per acre 

of the land types, were obtained? 

‘Small ponds and shoreline vicinity......1.40 nests per acre 
Wooded morraine......sssecsececscesseene 260 * »"s 
Marshy meadow 2... cccncnsercssecsteceeesasGQ * ee 8 
High ary field Gn ee eee ener eee ee eee ee eee 245 « « " 

Highland woods (Noyes Woods).......+-+e0.h.02 * * 2 
High and Low marah ....ssscecencevbivaesed. 90 * e 8 

* 
The figure for all areas of the Arboretum averages 1.5 acres per 

neat, In other words, one may find at least one and possibly two 

neste on each acre of the Arboretum. : 

137, 
ies 

5b hm 

Liat



MIGRATION IN THE ARBORSTUM 

Another iaportant phase of bird study in any one area 

is migration or movement Lanes. Do the birds have definite 

courses they follow year after year through a given territory? 
Are there periods of heavy bird populations ané numbers of 

species? 

The Arboretum is rather & small area for marking out 

lanes of travel; nevertheless, two and possibly three such trails 
may be mentioned. (Map 1.) One of the enters aleng the weet 

side of the Arboretum, following the wooded strips and fenee rows 

to the north weet end of Lake Wingra, where it fane out along , 

the south and north shores. ‘The other lane enters from the South |. ““ 
near the central part of the arboretum, following the creek = we 

between the woods to the south shore of Lake Wingra, where it 

| fans out east and weat along the shore. Still another trail, 

following “Murphy's Creek from lake Monona along the north shore 

of Lake Wingra,may be noted. * If a bird student is along any one 
of these lanes during migration movements, he is certain to see 

numerous passerine birde, plus a sprinkling of other types. 4 

Bird migrations occur in ‘waves", a fact established many 

years ago. These are possibly dependent upon temperature and 

wind conditions. Most of the movements take place at night 

although many of the larger species of birds migrate by day.



Between these "waves" or influxes of birds, there are new arrivals 

whieh cannot be classified ae waves since they represent only 

one or two species, eppearing daily. On the other hand, 30 or 

more new species will appear in the waves. 

The first movement takes place sometime between March 10=£20 

bringing in such individuale aa the robine, blackbird, neadowlark, 

killdeer, bluebird, grackle and ducks. ‘There is no heavy wave 

again until April 25-30, senivedi—dete-of-the-seeent-wave, Sone 

birds appearing in this group are the black and white warbler, 

orgage~crowned warbler, bluesheaded vireo, great-orested fly- 

catcher, Indigo bunting, blue gray gnateatoher, olive~hacked 

thrush, catbird and others. Between May "ana Sth the third wave 

ecours, bringing in most of the warblers, vireos, sandp&pers : 

and flycatehers. The fourth andiaet wave may be expected frou 

| Msy th to L3th, with such individuals as the Canadian, mourning 
and Connecticut warblers, peewee, olive-sided flycatcher, 

Philadelphia vireo, ouckoos and ruby-throated hummingbird bee 

| coming noticeably more abundant. 

| For those who cannot be in the field frequently, the ine 

formation on travel lanes and periods of waves will considerably 

aid one in olberving the largest number of birds in a short 

period of time with a minimus amount of travel.



ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DATES OF BIRDS OF 

THR ARBORETUM 

One of the fumdanental factors in avian observation is 

to know what birds can be seen from day to day throughout the 

year and especially in the spring. Observation data on 

Arboretum birds have been recorded for several years and this 

information furnishes the following arrival and departure 

dates. In order that the list may be of maximum value to the 

bird student, listing is by the earliest spring arrival date 

and not the AOU cheek list order.



LIST OF SPECIES OCCURRING ON THE ARBORETUM IN ORDER OF 
SPRING ARRIVALS 

byt 

Role ~ Wigration Dates SRT ee ee eee 
No. Species abd, Sikes Fall Remarks 
ae Mallard ab. Yearlong A breeder 

I< 7 ey xx 

a 2, Sereech Owl F, # Gk Se { * No nesting records —/ 

3. Long Eared owl (Ps) . cn ' No nest ing records 
4, Short Hared Owl Fe Transitory iloq cd Several records a 

“Ve 
5+ Great Horned Owl F, Yearlong One newt (ammely | 1440 

6. Barred Owl P, ® ? A few records 

7, Quail Ab. ° Populations (fluctuate) 
8.  Ringeneeked Phea- Ab, - Increasing yearly 

sant 
9. Northern Hairy F, : A breeder 

Woodpecker 
10, Worthern Downy CG. ™ A breeder 

Woodpecker 
11. White Brested Ab. " A breeder 

Nuthatch 
12. Eastern Cardinal c¢, . Nests annually 

13, Eastern Goldfinch Ab, " A common breeder 
| 14, Prairie Horned Ab, 6 A few breed 

15. “BlweiJday “eemed a. * A common breeder 
Peake 

| 16, Crow Abs A fow breed 

‘ 17, Blaeck-capped Ab. . A few breed 
Chickadee 

18, Starling Ab. Pe A few breed 
ei ; 

19, Cedar Yaxwing A r sy) w An irregular visitor 
Ss 

20, English Sparrow Ab. Fa . at Remains near CCC Camp 

21, CGoopers Hawk o./// ‘2/28 - pe Su -10/28 Ocassionally breeds “» —* 
wet am winters, ~~~ # 22, Red-tailed Hawk / aye (2/es'h,?\\ 2) -12/30 Non-breeders, ccassion- 

mW gly 3 ally winters’ summers 23, Giant Red-wing Ab, 2/5 <7) ~\ -12/25 Oeeasionally winters 
24, Eastern Bluebird ¢, 2/28 -*t4- 10/27 A few breed 

25. Canada Goose (¢.) 3/2 «tt abe * ff fix All reeords but two nd Y are flight observations, 
2 Pe old a Le POPLAR fee i, vz at J a ian ‘ Cortana. Pe } ¢ (} CL ence. 

é FS , , 3 g pe é ax eo es wetter ele Hy: or Ce ft bt fen 
te Lit tefig dope it, ee ae oe <4 FHAasz. Whi A » 4



i as a= 7 

. , KRoT, Wigration Dates 
No. Species abd, Spring Fall Remarks 
26, Marsh Hawk C. 3/3 -ty+-1ife A breeder 

27, Song Sparrow Abe 3/8 = fy '/29 -21/f2 A common breeder : 

28, Western eeetoes FP, 3/4 - 210/15 Occasional breeder 
« 21 ole 

V 20, Robin Ab, 3/4 - 1/4 Yt aay! Oceasionally winters 

30, Herring @ull a.) Seth de +11/25 Imnatures cecasionally 
+rer summers 

31. Redheaded Ge 3/6 - Ht -10/24 Oceasionelly winters 
ee : (7. and breeds 

— $32, Bald zagle Ra, 3/74/12 3/21 fi Rao) flight records 
was 

V 33, Cowbird ab, 3/7- “tH  -9/29 Common breeder 

- 34, Sparrow Hawk £ (*} 3/9-4/18, 10/13m2048% Sometimes winters © 

v 35, Killdeer db. 3/9 3/4/24 -11/30, A common breeder 
| eee 

’ 36, Woodeoek C. Sfiie 3/54 april A few nest 0 8 12 mers 
1g e 4 tN 4 

’ 37, Eastern Meadow- Ab, 3/11 -2}8 /Bsa/s A common breeder 
lark HE 

38. Ringeneeked Duek ¢, 3/14-5/22,10/20-11/9 A migrant, prefers 
olin, pci company of sceup duck 

39, Lesser Seaup Duck Ab. 8/1428/23,10/-0-11/28 Prefers the deeper 
Set parts of the lake + + 

40, Goldeneye Ce 8/14~4/11, 10/24+7%7/19 & mares inhabiting 
y 3/13 2/2 aeep parts of lake + 

41, Rusty Blackbird sb. ~. Uaecipiefees ih Smmpany with other ) * , ew Pe ae’ i AE Ay We 

¥ 42, Fox Sparrow ab. s/ia Pn bisearay among first spring 
#6. migrants 

43, Hooded Merganser €, 3/16-5/20,10/24-11/25 an Saco of, three 
s Dueks", - 

44, smerican Merganser 6, 3/16-4/4, 11/1-11/26 4 good diver, prefers 
“i h eep water “.. ia 

’ 45. Mourning Dove @. \\6 3/i6- z/to Fi {0 fea A few pair wiedih se 3/2, 
ae 43¢ os 

46. Phoebe Gs 3/16= sf ofsFLy0/r2 Does not breed in area 

47, Eastern Purple C. 3/16-5/5, 10/5-11/7 Oeassionally winters > 
Finch 4) x 

48, Golden prmenee AD. Jie-5/s, 9/29~12/30 eassionally winters 
Kinglet ae 

149, Qreat Blue Heron F, 3/19- %0v 22/9 & summer visitor but 
ofa does not breed 

50, Pinteil (F.) 3/19-4/80,10/15-11/20 + se migrant until 

51, Shoveler F, 3/19-5/10 i> ily te Has omer been a common 
19 27 maureRe foo ft 

52, Red Shouldered PF, 59s age 2/2 + 11/8- Has never been numerous 
Bae Tire sh, Woke » vig UnaKp ge



el, Wigration De es 

Nes Species abd, Spring Fall Remarks 

53, Northern Flicker 4#b, 3/19- 3fs -10/31 A common breeder 

54, Carolina Wren Ra, 3/20-4/17, A few records 
(93g 

v 55, Bronze Grackle Ab. 3/zi- soo ~*f25 -10/28 Does web nest on area 

56, Green-winged Teal F, 3/22=4/24 4/y ni} An cant pean migrant 
up to 

87, Phed-billed Greve C. 3/22- %// 11/7 A breeder 
58, Redhesd P, 3/22-4/30 =/70 11/4 -& common migrant up 

. to 1915 
59, Canvas-beek Duck F, 3/22~4/30,'10/24611/7 a Not numerous on Lake 

Wingra, one nest in "27" 
760, Hermit Thrush Ab, 3/22=4/29, 9/12~10/16 A migrant (ge al 

fused with Fox Sparrow 
61, Whistling Swan Ra, 3/23- ete One flight record 

62, Bufflehesd F, 3/2394/e, 10/¢4-11/20 Very @mmon migrant 
i up to 1915 

63, Red Breasted Ge 5/23-a/s0) a A migrant ani good 
Merganser 5h i diver 

64, Sharp Shinned F, s/esteprs! ohblnr0/26 A migrant of quite 
Hawk \438 A rn heevy woodland preference: 

V 65, Wilson Sipe C, 3/23-6/14, 9/29-12/7 \Saoastenanie winters 

66, Red Bellied Ra, 3/23- A single record ? 
woodpecker ilies 

67. Savannah Sparrow C, 3/i3- e414 ~10/22 An inconspicuous summer 
- sy: visitor 

68, Migrant Shrike F, 3/23~ sor BT 4h Summer breeder ¢ / 

69, Northern Loon G. sos Ailo , 20 feesien fab Nested up to 1897 

70, Ruddy Duck F. 3/24-5/22, af I [4 Might nest ? 

71, American Coot a. 3/e6- 3/2177 “eaxfeas few vreee/1 7 %e 

72. Blue Goose Ra. ssn ee ll/e-11/10 5 birds soon altogether 
| 3/15 

73. Ring Billed Gull Ab, 3/2 ‘ ani! 10/12+11/23 Immatures occassionally 
summer 

74, Letontes Sparrow (Ra 3/25-4/6, Three records 

75. Swamp Sparrow Ab, = 3/25- aft -10/30 A common breeder 

76, Ruby wreene Ab. s/osceris, 9/25-10/22 Very ee the first 
x et part of Apri 

7%, whieeettael Teal C, 3/26=_4}% wrod 70 A few breed 2 wink good 

78, Winter Wren (0, 3/27-5/3 , 10/3-10/28 A shy migrant 
- nad 

v 79, Field Sparrow Ce. oe ft -10/12 A common breeder 
> 3i/i t/obe 

80, Black Duck F, Lison he, ds Arwisahad? Usually in company 
with Mallards \ 

wrt hpi dame G )



ie es et ah a een ae ae 
No Species abd, Spri Pall Remarks 

81, Baldpate . Od}- soba. 3]o% rg A migrant 

82, Yellow Bellied Ab. s/sol6/r1, 9/28+10/12 A migrant fom of 
é Sapsucker Cottonwood & conifers 

X283.v Belted Kingfisher C, 3/30- 2/2) 393 12/2 Does not nest but 
a fishes in the lake 

84, Brewers Blackbird Ra, 4/3-6/8, 2// Two records, one pair 
nested 

85, Bewiek's Wren Ra, 4/4-4/8, Four records of 5 
3g 8G i, birds s 

v 86. Purple Martin Ab, 4/6= 444 A/13 8/27 Does not nest on area 4. 
Cay aa ee Mert 

87, White Throated Ab, 4/15/28; 1°0/20~10/24 one of the most abund- 
‘ og : ; ant birds in migration 

88, ‘Tree Swallow (ab) 4/a- +}ro -10/4 Does net nest on ares -/ 
7 2 

89, Vesper Sparrow Ge 3) ip- fe -10/°8 A common breeder 
. wy é a 

v 90, American Bittern (ab 9) 4/9~ ois #11/5 A breeder in small 
numbers 

91, Myrtle Warbler ab, 4/ll- fee, 9/29+10/23 preg of warblers 
Oo arrive 

92, . Duck Hawk Ra, 4/12- One record 7 

93. Black Crowned Fr, 64/13- his ~10/16 Wot a breeder but a 
Night Heron ye vA MAY ol summer visiter 

04, Western House Wren ¢, 4/14~ 4}30 “4° 210/12 Breeds on the ares 

95. Towhee Ce 4/14= a ~10/20 4 few breed 
4 a 2, 24 ob 

96, Double Crested F, <VHARS, 10/7i-11/l6 Has never been abund- 
Cormorant ant 

97, lLowisiana Water F, 4/16-5/22, <|4 an inhabitant of ; 
thrush : aly 4|_ = web places, 24 

98. Osprey F, 4/17-5f11, att *~ Only a few records lif 

99. Whippocrwill G. 4/18- eh Ae -9/10 A breeder : 

100, Beaters Henslow QP; 4/18- 4130 24 , ‘a unobtrusive bird 
parrow ne ee 

101, Greate» Scaup Duck Ra, 4/20-5/22, (4/¢) \ 26 birds for total 
& . a 

102, Gadwall (Ra, 4/20-5/10, i] q Only a few birds 

103, Chipping Sparrow ¢, 4/-0- 4 fe 2 +K -9/18 A few breed 

104, Sora Rail Ab. 4/2l- y -10/3 breeger 
— Eastern King bhrd ee A Re iy: - of 4 nates 

xX 105. Roughewinged Ab. 4/21~ <}4 ~2/5 Does not breed on area 
wallow “a 

106, Barn Swallow C. 4/2l- 4/4 -9/15 Does not breed on area 

107, Horned Grebe Ea \F.) 4/22-5/4, 10/31-11/9 Only a few records 

108, Pectoral Sendpiper F, 4/22+5/10, He ¥/24 only a few birds 

x Yiiada 4axef ic. 4 Whe fh Cy, tf eth Br. be bey



LON ee ee a ae ec 
No. Species Abd. Spri Oe es Remarks 

109, Bank Swallow Ab. ry a - 977 Does (not nest on prea 

119. Bonaparte Gull (PL 4/24-4/26, Migrant for only e 
/ fow days 

111. Brown Thrasher Ab, 4/24- 4/27 77 10/5 4n abundant breeder 

112, Black & =e Ab. 4/2asb fer, "fo/1-10/12 A tree climbing werbler 
Wa: er ! 

113. Orenge Crowned (FP. 4/24-5/10, A migrant 
Warbler : “EY, 

114, Western Palm S 4/24-8/20, /28-10/10 arrives in first warble: 
Warbler ' \ movemnet 

115, Broad-winged Hewk (f° 4/26- (3 //4)°Le/is Sumer (resident) but 
non-breeder 

116, Northern oe P, 4/26-5/2, 10/12-10/15 An early warbler 
Warbler 

117. Greater Yellow legs F, 4/27-5/21, -11/7 only a few birds 

118. Lesser Yellow legs F, 4/27-8/21, 8/1-9/29 nave common than the 
reater 

119, Yellow Warbler tb, 4/et- “fF -8/20 sn ®undant breeder 

120, Black Throated C. 4/28-5/22, te én early warbler 
Green Warbler 

121. Norte rn Water FP, 4/28<5/25, An inhabitant of wet 
Thrush } places 

122. Gambel's Sparrow (Red 4/22= 5) (4 Only - few pecords 
foe fe 

125, Spotted Sandpiper C, ee -0/28 & breeder—e.) ¢// 

124, Solitary Sendpiper(¢j)f 4/29-8/12, 9/23-10/8  wostly found alone 

125, Common Tern F, 4/29+6/20, ‘2 Ae Common up to 1915 

126, Chimney Swift CG. 4/eoe 22/107 ald flight records ? 
Li meep)? -m SGrx 

127, Prairie Marsh Wren ab, 4/29- tr “10/i2 A deca breeder 

128, Blue Headed Vireo PF, spasitbies, 9/28-10/4 A migrant to be lo- 
cated by its song 

129, Green Heron Ce 4/30- ye -9/25 A few breed 

130, tasttvpnbantnot PF, 4/30-5/27, 6/20= #/24 (ony a fow) records 
Plover Es 

131, Golden-winged P, 4/40=5/20, sha +45 3 hon transient 
Warbler s 

132, Blue Gray Gnateat- F, 4/30-5/11, </> Arrives with the first 
cher warblers 

133, Virginia Rail Cy 4/20--</4- -9/28 A breeder 

134, Catbird Ab. 6/1-~ R -10/7 An abundant breeder 
3/307) she 

135, Black-bellied Ras Veneer 10/24= Onkly a few records 
Plover 

136, Upland Plever Ra, 5/26/15, 4)i9 4fs3 A few birds, may nest 
Md. J4A37T— 1/990



Fel. Wigration Dates ee 

cies Abe ri Fail Remarks 

137, Black Tern Ce STi — =9/10 A few pair breed 

158. Great Crested Fs Sfe- he -/9/2 A breeder 
Flycatcher if. 

139, Least Flycatcher F, 5/2- fy- ~9/5 (Oeassionaily) nests 

140, Gray-cheeked Thrush C. 5/228 ies, 9/10-9/28 Difficult to identify ~ 
from Olive Back. 

141, Oliwe-backed Thrush 6, 6/26 /e hs, 9/5-10/6 Found on wood borders 

142, Nashville Warbler ¢, 5/25/22, 9/20-10/12 A bird of small trees 
and shrubs 

343, Bewthern Parula-. Fe 5/8=6/16,-</7 A bird of brectors) 
Warbler eid eg WN Lat 

144, Northern Yellow- Ab. 5/2-= +e -10/6 A eommon breeder 
throat : 

145, Bobolink ko, 5/2%-4/e -9/5 A common breeder) // 

146, Baltimore Oriole C, 5/2 fF -8/.8 A few pair breed 

147, Roso-breasted GC. 5/2« fe *  #20/3 A few nest 
Grosbeak ; 

148, Iincoln Sparrow F, 5/25/18, (sft S) Se A shy migrant 

149, Wood Thrush 6.  Sfs- s/e- a0 A fow nest 

150, Warbling Vireo Ab, 5/3- ot '. 69/15 A few pair nest 

151, Tenneesee Warbler ¢, ihe 9/10-10/12 & fow nest 

152, Magnolia Warbler F, 6/3~8/25, 9/1°-10/12 A Sees of small trees 
, shrubs 

153, Bay-breasted Fr, én Sis, 9/18-10/12 Females are seldom 
Warbler saa seen 

154, Ovenbird Ce 5/3-+A ste ~10/6 A few pair breed 

; 155, Redstart Ab, 5/3= fy ~10/12 A few pair breed 

156, Black-billed Fe 5/4- fee A breeder 
Cuckoo 

157, Short-billed Marsh ¢, 5/4- She: ~9/28 Breed in high marsh 
Wren fi 

158, Cape May Warbler fF, 5/4-5/18, hy Only a few seen 

159, Black Poll Warbler F, 5/4+5/25, A bird of the treetops 

160, Blackburnian Ce sfies/ee, 9/29~ A bird of tho treetops 
Warbler 

161, Grasshopper Fe, 5/4- Unobtrusive bird 
Sparrow 

162, White Crowmed F, 5/45/20, In company with 
Sparrow W,T Sparrows 

163, Red-breasted Ra, 5f5- ‘. -12/26 Only a few birds 
Nuthatch 

164, Willow Thrush F, 5/55/22, fe A transient



FRET, Tas” CCC ee 

Nose Species _—«-_Abd. 8 ey ee ning POO 
165, Chestmit-sided Ce. wen 25, 9 2-9/8 A transient 

Warbler 
166, Least Sandpiper F, 5/86/10, 8/8-9/13 Found on beaches 

167, Eastern Nighthewk ¢, 8/6-—</7 =10/6 = All flight records 

168, Alder Flyeatener PF, 5/6- %// -8/27 A bind of Willow thicket 

169, Yellow Throated ab, 5/6-4)-7° ~=-9/20 A few breed 
reo 

170, Black Throated FP. 5/8-5/16, Only a few birds 
Blue Warbler 

171, Lesser Snow Goose Ra. $/10-5/21, Only a few birds—G 

172, Red Syed Vireo tb. 5/10-“/ 10/6 =A few pair breed 

173. Scarlet Tanager C. 5/10- 5h9 | ¥ 2210/3 One or two pair nest 
anmic lly 

174. Indige Bunting fb, 5/10- Sh. several breeding pairs 

175. Florida Gellimie F, 5/1l- Only s few birds 
—. 

176, Wood Peewee FP, 5/ll- sper ~10/15 ons vigianid of heavy 
woods 

177~¢ Wilsons Warbler P, 5/18-5/25, Comes in second warbler 
wave 

178, Yellow Headed Ra, 5/ll- Only a few birds 
: Blackbird  -— 

179, Clive-sided P, 5/12~8/23, nly a few birds 
Flyeatcher 

180, Ruby Throated CG. 8/13« sft4— -9/29 A few nest 
Hummingbird 

181, Yellow Bellied F, 58/13+5/22, Only 2 few, records 
Flycatcher 

fk yer's 

182, Prairie Werbler Ra, 5/15- Ohe record (Bill Elder)+ 

183, Cty east Ras Aso, x) 1/39 Only a few birds 
Sandpiper . 

184, Caspian Tern Ra, 5/15-5/21, 6/29- Only a few birds 5) 

185, Philidelphia Vireo Ra, 5/15- & dog, individuals 

186. Cerulean Warbler Ra. 5/15- Bro birds 

187, Mourning Warbler PF, 5/15-5/25, 4n unobtrusive bird 

188, Canedian Warbler F, 5/15-5/27, Gomes in lest weve. 

189. Clay-colored y Ree éibs/es, (7% « rea (akg a 

Sparrow 5 f erteds Se ae. 

- 190, Ruddy Turnstone Ra.. 5/16-5/24, Only a Qow)birds — Tt, 
} gre bay 

191, Semi-palemated Fr. 5/1624)0, 8/11+9/13 Found on beaches : 
Sandpiper ao 

- 19:5 Red-backed F, 8/18-6/22, 5/0 Only a few birds-/o") 
Sanépiper 

6 ¢ 

+ wid tad ; & Ph Lx 1ALtew ing TF  otrbetan st, ah. / Guta ihe On pee 4 é



No Species ce cee nee Remarks 
- 193, Least Bittern F, 5/19- 8/20 A breeder/ +s ?? 6/4 

194, Kentucky Warbler Ra, 5/19- Only a couple of records 

~195, Piping Plover Ra, 5/20-5/21, sho-o One rew rd + 

196, Long-billed Ra, 5/20- » 7/18-9/26 only a few birds 

tp hee Ra. 5/2005/21, */>4 one bird + “hr 

198,°Bairds Sandpiper Ra. 5/21- (7/)) , ~— One record ie 

Ate WilsewPealavepe oF. Afthecfe, 27 a ek eared teu vfras * we 

200. Connecticut Warbler Ra, 5/22-6/1, -10/6 Only 4 records 

— 201, Nelson's Sparrow Ra, 5/24- One record — 

202, Orchard oricle Ra. 5/26- One reeord 

20%, Diekeisse) Re 8/20 Only a few birds 

204, Cliff Swallow F, 5/28- Only flight records 

~ 205, Harris Sparrow Rae 5/17- yy Only one record 

206, Yellow Billed Fe 6/1- ae _) probably nests 

tit King = Re. 6/17- zi Lb TE nego ords 

208, American Kgret Ra, Hist 9/6- (one) record of 4 birds 

*& 209, Turkey Vulture Ra. 9/23~7 One flight record 

210, Brown Creeper Ce HK ~4/30,9/28- A winter visitor 

211, Slate Colored th. tf/4- 5/8, 9/23 A winter visiter 
— 212, Tufted ernaeane Ra, 10/5- A Single record 

213, Tree Sparrow Ab. +f -4/25, 10/i2- A winter visitor 

~ 214, Pigeon Hawk Rae (4/13) » 10/13-10/17 Two reeords 

215, Rovgh-legzed Hawk 3 fa. ’ WA4. A winter visitor 

216, Iepland Longspur 6, 4 4/10, 10/24- A winter visitor 

217, Snow Bunting F. » 10/26- A winter visitor 

218, Northern pepoet F, ih. ja, a4 » 10/26- A vinter visitor 

— £219, Northern Shrike Ray -2/7 , 11/7- A winter visitor 

+ Fit LARK — Wem + (Gere smiling) opr, vy IE oy %



Rel. Wigration Dates eae No. Species Abd. Spring Fall Remarks 
220, Common Redpoll Fr 3/10, 12/5- A winter visitor 
221, Evening Grosbeak Ra, 33/4 , 12/26- A winter visitor 
222, Sawewhet Owl Ra, 21 /27- A winter visitor 

223.7 snowy Owl Ra. PP A winter visitor 
<4, Prairie Chicken ta, Ake gf Common until 1913 
225,¥ood Duck Ra, One spring record 

226, Moekingbird Ra, (Aires cen ma) one reerd 
— 2277 seedian Flyeatcher Ra, (57/4) 37 One record © 

hé Eacake OPP EL Lage! “-_~ + 

CG 

f- # Abundence is a relative term and its numerical value differs with different species, Twelve would be an abundanee of certain werblers, tenagers etc,, but Four to five thoissnt would be an abundance for the white throated sparrow, A bird is common when it ean be seen on every field trip but not necessarily in large numbers, The term "few" 1s used for those birds thet are not seen on every field trip and are usually in singles or pairs, "Rare" is applied to those birds of which only one or two records a year are obtained, These terms spy only to the Arboretum in es mich as certain species may have a different classifieation even though only a few miles diatent, 
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SPECIES HOT OBSERVED, BUT WHIOH MAY BE EXPECTED 

TO OGCUR IN TH’ ARBORETUM 

Observations over a decade do not allow sufficient time 

to record all the birds that would migrate or nest in the 

Arboretum. We have been able to observe the most common epecies 

and a few of the rarer birds thaypase through this region, but 

there are still others that may be seen in this territery. 

Ghanges in the Landeeape are being made through the plant~ 

ing of trees, the planting of food patches and the building of 

artificial ponds. ‘Thies change will have some effect on the 

pird life, both ae to migrants and as to residents and nesting 

birds. 

The species that may be expeoted to cour, all rather 

rare, but having been reported from Dane County, are: 

| 1. American Scoter (Oidemia americana) 

3. Goshawk (Astur atricapillus) 
3. Worthern Phalarope (Lobiper Lebatue) 

4, Torster's a (Sterna forsteri) 

8. Snowy Owl (Nyctea nyetea) 
6. Blue-winged Yarbler (Vermivora pinus) 

7. Yellow-breasted Chat (Icteria virene virene) 

8. Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator leucura) 

8, Pine Siskin (Spinus pinus pinus) 

: 10, Lark Sparrow (Chondestes gramaacus gramaous ) 

il. White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrone) 

- areca’ anaes ——, oneness hutehineL) 

° ean eon eoa penelepe 

14, Old Squaw (dkoneuia byenalis) : 

15. White-winged Scoter (Melanitta deglandi) 

16. Swainsen's Hawk (Buteo swaineoni) 
j 

17. Yellow Rail (Coturnicops noveboracensis) 

18. Golden Plover (Pluvialis dominica dominica) 

19. Hudsonian Curlew (Numemius hudsonioue) 

20, Stilt Sandpiper (#icropalama himantopus)



81. Western Willet reg oe @emipalmatus inornatus) 
22. Marbled Gadwit (Limosa fedoa) 
33. Arkansas Kingbird (‘Tyrannus verticalis) 
a4. American Pipet (Anthue rubeacans) 
28. Bohemian i (Bombyeilla garrula) 
26. B@ll's Vireo (Vireo belli belli) 
27. Prothonotary Warbler (Protonotaria citrea) 
28. American Crossbill (loxia ourvirostra minor) 

<2 28, White and wiyged Crossbill (Loxia Leucoptera) 

age. “f —
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RARE, EXTIRPATED AND EXTINCT Species 

The birds recorded in the following list have been seen 
on the area in past years but no records of such were made in 
the past few years’ observations. 

1. Yood Duck (Aix sponsa) 

dei saa ey 2 ta ys nen ae sige aa Sha tc al ng 
¥ eon was young. . H. ury this region from 187306, Eitled 161 Sea?” ths Gesn 

1894 was the last year in which he shot these beautiful 
| ducks, From the total number of ducke that ery shot 
| =e riod, the food Duck composes 114, ‘1 
} ; ‘ie inowiege none of these birds has been ree 
| ported from Lake Yingra sinee that time. 

| a. Old Souey (Clangula hyemalis) 

This duek has never been comaon in Dane County 
oe several records have been taken on the various a akes 

i. H, Chase shot 13 birds from 1876-78, the only 
. ‘time they have Sgpasensay Se0% numerous. on Lake Wingra. 
' There are four other rather recent recorde on the lake: 
F : 
: J y 18,1913 - observed Ae4. Sol ex 
| arch 2, "1929 - a male in binkeonte poke 

observed by J. G. Dickson | 

3. Busfed Grouse (Benaea wabellus umbellus) 

sunentey ® Common resident of the Lake —— 
section, + H. Chase reeords 94 birds in his ting 
journal, bagged between the years of 1873-94, or an 
ee 4.5 birde o~ year. 

ie ¥ stili common in the woods of the area 
in 1915. (cat) fouetime between 1915 and 1935 these 
birds disappeared from the area, 

4 (fan he 

\ldo Leopold. 

sacitan s



4. Barred Ow] (Strix varia varia) 

Until recent observations, the last record wa 
of one pair that nested in the area in 1915 (Cahn) / 

5. Passenger Pigeon (iletopistes migratorius) 

An extinct bird that formerly inhabited the area 
in rather large numbers. ¥. H. Chase records birds as 
late as ieasain the area, pegging four birds in that 
year. From 1873.78, he shot 381 birds. His bags were 
not very large between 1878-88, the latter date — 
the last year he saw them in wingra a The las 
big nesting date for Wisconsin wae 1871 (Merschon). 

6. Bellow Billed Cuckoo (Coccyzuse americanus americanus) 

Theee birds today are searce on the area. Cahn 
mentions them as breeding commonly in 1915, 

7. Qliveegided Flyontcher (Muttallornia Mesoleuous) 

Only 4 few records of theese birds have been 
obtained in recent years, but Cahn (1915) notes thea 
as being someon in the area, — F 

| 8. Bpossbill (Loxia curvirostra miner) 

| ' This bird is a rare winter gran. Cahn 
| records two flocks in the fall of 1915. 

%. CLayecolored Sparrow (Spizella pallida) 
another( rare migrant) A.%. Schorger found a 

pair breeding the area 1920, Aire, prectdlawn ma 
| A er 

10. Hargis Sparrow (Zonotrichia querula) 

This, too, is a rare aoe: Gahn has a record 
of one bird in the area in 1915, 

11. Goghawk (Astur atricapillus) 

&.¥. Sghorger mentione seeing one individual in 
the Lake Wingra woods from Jan. 1 to Harch 5, 1927. 

beh prmithily 44-24 
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42. Prairie onioken 
: Samzel b. Chase stated, “These birds were plentiful 

dn the big marsh in 1852," but by 1913-14 they had 
@windled down to a very few. Breeding birde were found 
as late ae 1928 by J. G. Dickson. eae | 1928—29 
twelve birds wintered here. In 1931, §.H. Uhase heara 

| "chickens" booming in the marsh, Since that year, very 
few birde have been observed. 

13. Bayewhet Owl (Oryptoglaux acadioa acadica) | 

| the only other record beside the recent oveerva- | 
| tion wae the remains (wing and foot) of an indivédual 
| found in the Wingra woods by Mr. Warner Taylor on 
| _ April 22, 1926, 

| 14. Boll's Vireo (Vireo belli belli) 

| 4 two ey are Poms this Siete the azboretun 
“ 3 on. ee Scho er tO & speciuen Ton : ingra ’ 

. “aren on uly 3, 1014 ond Ur. Yarner Saylor found a 
| nesting pair on June 8, 1932, ; | 

| Bhcke Cant ? a Cro ay Heres orratk 
£ , 

+ ; . “ear 

| Pert hemek pyr on 5/9 fhe + eM 
| ‘ Ce — (ment. beak: f tangs) fa. “Yo 

| Cork ow’ Sane ye Fa a 
P ( 4. Uh pipin protien, athen 7 .) 

é} ; Y : 
On tke ican Lataded he. yr a hehe ) 

oe : 6/n/ 39
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er i | AVIFAUNA OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

= . Outline : 

Ds Introduction. 1 

A. Madison area has always been rich in birdlife, why? 

: 1. Glaciated physiography. 
2. Chain of lakes to Rock Riwr 
3. Of near by Wisensin River and its Carolinian 

fauna, 3 

II. Arboretum, . 

A. Location : * 
B. When the ares was taken over by the UybofeWam , 
C. It growth, 

oi\—D. Land types present. : 
E. Life zones, 
F, Climatic features. 

iids Records and studies of bird life in the Arboretum region, 

- A, W.H.Chase Hunting Journal ' 
‘B. Alvin R. Cahn, 1915. 
C. A.W.Schorger, 1913-1940, 
D. Present authors, 1934-1941. ‘ 

IV. Present methods of study. : 

; Y A. Relationship of authors to the work. 
: Vv B. How data was collected, 

Ve Acknowledgements, ‘i 

Vals Definition of terms used in the paper, 

Vil. Bird observations, ‘ 

A. Seasonal distribution. 

1, Monthly changes in the number of species, 
: 2. Permanent residents, 

3. Irregular winter visitors from the boreal region. 
4, Summer residents ocassionally wintering 

ae 5. Birds breeding to the noth and wintering here. 
6. Summer residents other than permanent, : 

7. Transients with northern breeding grounds. 

B. Spring and winter bird life populations on each s 
physiographic type of landscape,



=e : 

1. Lake Wingra. iS 
2. High marsh. ; 

: 3. Low marsh g 
4, Wooded morraine ; 

: 5. Highland woods 
: 6. Marshy meadow 

; Te Dry field : 
: 8. Shoreline and shallow ponds. 

: C. Breeding Birds. 2 

1, Number of species. 
2. Species breeding by months 

_ 3. Number of species breeding in each zone 
4, Number of breeding pairs from 1934-1936, 

D. Migration : 

1.Periods. of waves, 
2. Lanes of travel through the arboretum, 

VIII. Species not observed in recent years but may be expected, 

A. Due to changing landscape ; : 
B. Due to the rarity of the birds in this section, 

Tks Introduced birds, = 

Xe The Passenger Pigeon : 

XI. Table of all species observed with relative abundance, spring 
and fall dates and other pertinent data. Listings according 
to the time of spring arrival and not as of the AOU check list. 

eS literature Cited. : 

é /
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424 University Farm Place 
Jamary 29, 1942 

Mr. Harry Anderson 
624 Hast Green Street, Apt. 10 
Champaign, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

Your outline is a very good one but more elaborate than is needed 

from my point of view. 

I would suggest that captions I and II be omitted entirely except for 
a few sentences on the total acreage and its breakdown by types, i.¢., 
marsh, old fields, woods, et cetera. All the necessary description 

will later be included in a folder on thé history, populations, and 
functioning of the Arboretum, 

Caption III is all right but could be very brief indeed. The 
bibliography will in itself indicate the previous studies. 

Caption IV is all right, but could be very brief; ldkewise caption V. 

I suggest caption VI be omitted, and instead a definition be given 
for each term when it is first used, by footnote or in some other very 
brief form. 

The remaining captions are fine. 

Now to answer the specific questions in your letter: 

) The present total acreage is |,\23'|: 

Six Hungarian partridges were planted in the west marsh in 1929. (Frank 

Schultz and W. W. Gook of the Izaak Walton League). They were seen 
soon after at Professor Wagner's residence in Wingra Park but not since. 

The first pheasants were planted by Frank Schultz of the I.W.L.A. in 
1923 or 1924. The number is unknown, Ed Lloyd planted 8 in 1925. 
Dr. S. H. Chase planted 14 in 1927. Urrington saw 6 in 1929. 
Professor J. G. Dickson planted 22 in 1932, and 30 were present that fall. 
From this point onward the numbers are given on the attached census sheet. 

Yes, I think it would be well to have a short paragraph on the rare birds. 

I am loaning you my "Wildlife Management Plan" drawn in 1933, but not 
up-to-date, which gives a prairie chicken record under Caption G, and 
also notes on a few other species. Will you kindly return this document?



Harry Anderson 
January 29, 1942 

le 

W. 8, Feeney may be addressed c/o Conservation Department, 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin. 

Ted Sperry is in the army but may be reached through the following 
address: 648 Oakland Court, Decatur, Illinois. 

In general, my suggestion is that this bird list contime the materials 
which an ornithologist would want for birding on the area, but that it 
do not contain the embellishments which one would put into a thesis. 
Discussions of the sort one would put into a technical paper might be 
proper if very brief. ‘The main thing is the lists. 

With best regards, 

Aléo Leopold



January 35,1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold, : 
434 University: Place, ; 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. ; yo 

noe : 

Dear Professor Leopold: Jeter © 

‘ a 
I am enclosing the outline of the paper 

on the "Birds of the Arboretum". Will you make any additions 
or corrections you see fit? 

Am I right in assuming that the present 
total acreage of the Arboretum is about 1125 acres? : 

: Have any Hungarian Partridges been planted 
7 on the Arboretum site? Do you have any information as to when 

: Pheasants first appeared on the area and what plantings were 
made? ; 

Besides the listings, should there be 
a short pamagraph of three or four sentences on edch of the 
rare. birds occurring the area giving past records such as ; 

y’ - Ruffed Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Old Squaw duck etc.? 

: I haven't sent a-copy of this outline 
to Sperry or Feeney but thought I would wait until the paper 

z is written. 

of 
; What are the present addresses/ Ted 
Sperry and Bill Feeney? 

This outline is not detailed but hope 
that it is sufficient for a general idea of what I have in 
mind. : : 

; Best regards, 

: ; Harry yf
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ft Permits 

: STATE OF WISCONSIN | 
; CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MADISON 
; January 135, 1942 

Miscellaneous Permit 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

- This is to certify that the following individuals, 
of the department of wildlife management, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, i 

John Catenhusen 

Tom Butzen 

are hereby permitted and authorized by the 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission of Madison, Wisconsin, 
to trap and band pheasants on the area known as the 
University Arboretum, Dane county. 

It is understood that the aforesaid pheasants 
will be live trapped, banded, and released on the 
before mentioned area in connection with pheasants 
studies being conducted thereon. 

Nothing in this document shall give the holder, 
John Catenhusen or Tom Butzen, the right to live trap, 
band, or release any species other than those 
specifically named herein as above provided. 

The authority contained herein shall apply only 
to that area.known as the University Arboretum,Dane = 
county, Wisconsin. 

This permit is not transferable, and is effective 
from January 16, 1942, to April 15, 1942. It shall be 
shown to any conservation warden on demand, 

Wet 
Conservation Dirpetor 

~~ aS a
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(Outdoor plant and animal laboratory dealing with ee ; problems) — 

1109 aeres held by the University Board of Regents 

| A, PF. Gallistel, Chairnan of Arboretum Comnittes 
G. Wm, Longenecker, Executive Director 
John Curtis, Director of Plant Research 
Aldo Leopold, Director of Animal Research 
John Catenhausen, Biologist 

Most of the plantings are being dene in an effort te study esologiecal phen- 

omens and to illustrate habitat, The aim is te keep the ecological unite large 

enough so that they will become characteristic, 

There are 23 soil types, ample kinds te keep soll preparation for the vari- 

ous unite at « minimws, 

There are many plant associations heing eatablished, some of which are aa 

followat 
Ameriosn Larch and Bog 
Hard Maple 
Red and White Pine 

Site tr te 
Arborvi: 
Juniper Hillside 
OQuk Hickory Yeods 
Rock Ledge 
Hemlock 

4 Wears 
Southern Hardwood 
Prairie 

One of the prime purposes in the establishment of the Arboretum, Wildlife 

Refuge, and Forestry Preserve was to make available an outdoor laboratory as an 

aid in teaching and research at the University where direst contact with nature 

and naturel phenomena could be had, At the present time, the aren is being used 

by studente in scology, boteny, game management, soils, topographical engineering, 

entomology, landscape design, end military camcuflage,



a 

én attempt is being made to educate the public by a system of nature trails, 

There are three and « helf miles of road, five parking areas, and several miles 

of foot trails, 

Some forty acres have been set azide for displaying, testing and improving 

horticultural plants. There are fine lilac and erab apple eollections in this 

: area. 

An area has been set aside for nut tree trials, 

The Stevens Aquatic area has aquatic planta, water margin plants, and showy 

marsh planta, 

Two tree and shrub nurseries containing some 35,000 plants (one of these 

nurseries has a rabbit-tight fence and overhead irrigation), 

4 woods wildflower mursery 1s used in connection with research in wildflower 

propagation and management, This nursery has a rabbit~tight fonee, 

200 seres south of Seminole Highway have recently been acquired for woodlot, 

forestry, and disease studies, 

Over 120,000 trees and shrubs, thousands of prairie plants, and tona of 

prairie sede have been planted on the Arboretum during the past five years, s 

There are two shelters which are used by lasses and nature study groups. 

The Wheeler Council Ring - where water, marsh, and highland meet ~ is used 

by nature classes and as a story-telling ring by the Grade School across the 

‘ street. 

A fish census was made of Arboretum ponds and lagoons by Dr. Arthur Hesler 

of the Zeology Department this past summer, These ponds, he states, are ideal 

for fish research, 

\



uy 3. 

Gonsidereble has been done to develep the proper environment for nigratory 

waterfowl, & shore bird area of some 90 acres enst of Lake Wingru has been 

built, It ineludes 14 acres of developed ponds with shallow shores, This ties 

up directly with the Gardiner aren to the south which has considerable additional, 

water crea for water birds, Over 300 wild ducks stay in the Arboretum area each 

winter, 

The upland prairie started by Dr. Norman Fassett several years ago as a 

Glass project was a show spot in the prairie area this past sumer and fall, 

The Red and White Pine Association, whose original plantinga were made in 

1933 as six to eight inch transplants, 1s the best Pine plantation of that age 

in the State, 

Five Arboretum research papers will goon be in print.
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THE FUNCTION OF THE a IN PLANT RESEARCH aneT pole 

The University of Wisconsin Arboretum was conceived and planned as 

a@ laboratory for research and teaching in association with the University and 

as an experimental apie to serve the state in the solution of conservation 

< problems. A suitable area of land is available. A long time research program ~ 

encompassing some of the major lines of investigational development for the 

area should be formulated, reviewed, and presented. Adequate facilities for 

the execution of the research should be developed as soon as the needs have 

been-defined. The research and teaching staff of the University interested 

in using the arboretum area should outline their research projects, including EF 

in this outline special facilities requiredXsuch as; land areas, soil types, 

: labor requirements, technical help, greenhouse and propagation bed space * 

reqeteed- and laboratory space needed if any. From these project outlines, the ace 

master plan for the development and operation of the arboretum can be Sane £ 

for the area as a whole. : 

: Earlier projects submitted to the committee should be reviewed and 

reform lated. The following projects have been outlined in the earlier mimtes eG 

of the committee: 1) Genesis of Southern Wisconsin soils, (2) Wild flower studies, 

_ 3) Prairie~forest succession, (4) Woodlot management, (5) Soil survey and planting 

program, (6) Woody plant research, (7) Prairie plant research, and (8) Road 

side plantings. Other projects have been developed since. Reviewing the earlier 

minutes of the committee illustrates the need for formlating a fully coordinated 

research and developmental program for the area, 

: Two types of plant research should be discussed, outlined, and pro- : 

vided for in the development of the arboretum. Personnel is available or should : 

be made available for the sinultaneous development of both types. Both are ae 

stent ficant in ‘the development of the arboretum and in the welfare of the state. 

1. The establishment, development and investigation of the plat 3



= 2, ; 

associations common to this section of the state: Certain phases of this program 

‘are started. Expansion in the number of associations and the development of 

experimental techniques and more complete records are essential. The naturel 

5 development of certain plant associations is not adequate in many instances. 

In such cases experimental techniques are necessary to accomplish results. 

Such techniques should be developed for general use in. the conservation pro- \ 

gram for southern Wisconsin. = 

i 2. The development of superior strains of trees, shrubs and flowers. g 

Basic research in the selection and progagation so (Mackiw “oristant ag ee 

quality types. This requires investigation of methods of.clonal propagation, 

.hybridizing,and inheritance of important characters. This phase of natural i 

plant improvement except for some native species used for horticultural plants 

has been neglected too long. The American farm economy of today is at its - 

high level largely because the plant breeders, plant pathologists, horticulturists 

and agronomists discarded the study of the ecology of mass populations under 

a so-called natural habitat. They have made the phenom@énal advance in the 

economy of crop production by the methods suggested above. The procedures 
: Ath wala) term ate redid 

used were as follows; 1) Bvaluation of the diversity of, germ plasm under extremes Z 

> ‘ wenn thet G beat ta aibstane & ” 

in environment, 2) Selecting, ( eveluating,) and propagating the, disease resistant, 
fo asd d ptrduct gD) : 

(the) Vigorous growine, (the) high yielding, the quality (enanded,) dystihe hybridi zation 

, to combine desirable characters of different strains and again selecting the 

desirable types. Much progress can be made in the use of these techniques 

tn systematic fashion in the native trees, shrubs, and herbs. Such investigations 

have a wide application in increasing growth, tolerance to wider ranges in 

environment, better quality and types, reducing losses from disease (end 

insects, etc. ss :



Wisconsin investigators are assuming leadership in this field of in- 5 

vestigation. Research support is available. The arboretum is the logical lab- 5 

oratory for the development of many phases of these investigations. The 

argument presented by members of the arboretum committee: "That Southern Wis- 

consin is not a forest area other than the oak-hickory association" - has no 

3 direct bearing on the development of this type of research. Greenhouse facilities, 

propagation nurseries, and field plot areas are necessary for the support of these 

investigations. Labor, technical assistance and some equipment will be required. _ - 

The two major projects outlined should be studied and modified by the 
ccerdiraled 

technical committee and by the arboretum committee. A master research plan 

should be outlined. Facilities for research of this and other types mst be 

provided. The arboretum area then becomes a laboratory for the coordinated : 

research for which it was designed. : : 

: q 
. : C38. ! 

. . : : 

7s :
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WEIGHTS OF NEWLY BANDED (MOSTLY YOUNG) ARBORETUM PHEASANTS fhedraet habs 

(A) Average weights by months (B) Average weights by years ' . 

et -72 cocks, 4 winters Nov-Jan (72 cocks) 

1500 p 1500 is Nov-Apr (138 cocks) : 

2 6 —< send ey” Jed 
1 aa water PSS Ce 

1400 19 1400 

No upturn of Ss 
curve in spring. 

1300 1300 

1200 Note upturn of 1200 

curve in spring 

174 hens, 4 winters Nov-Jan (174 hens) 
P ‘ ee J Nov-Apr (395 hens) 

1100 1100 fF. 

02 , < 
11 “| Se 

87 See 
1000 1000 

Nov. Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 1938-39 1939-40 1940-41 1941-4 

(From Population Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge, Jour. Wildlife Memt., 7:4:383-394. See p. 392) 
; CO
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TITLE: ROOLOGY OF WOODLOT RESTORATION d oe Qaz 

: Reasons for Study. The expansion of dairying has led to the pasturing of 

most southern Wisconsin woodlots. This has prevented reproduction, destroyed eee 

wildlife cover, compacted and often eroded the soil. Combinations of 

these effects probably contribute to the widespread recent losses of 

mature trees from “oak disease". = 

Farmers contime to drew on the woodlot for fuel, posta, and farm 

: lumber because they cun pay for these materials with labor rather than 

cash, Sometimes raflroad ties ani other cash produsts are Likewise taken; 

| hence the woodlot "shrinks at both ends", 
the sonuntated: nomentum of this process is sc great that the average g 

woodlot will sink to a very low level of productivity before an upward ; 

Swing can begin, The job 1s more often one of reestablishing or reeoniition- 

ing woods than of managing a productive property, That is to say, the tech- 

nical problems involve ecology as well as silviculture, 

Rxcept in the lakeshore counties, southern Wisconsin woods have only 

a temous hold on the soll, for the reason that they were oricinally not a 

woods at all, but oak openings, Woods spring up during the first decades - Ce 

of settlement, when prairie fires had ceased, but intensive farming had i 

met yet tugen, Wale deed Ln asdeaton ty samy early wecerts, ont te enatly 
deduced from the present composition of the stand. This pemuliar history ; 

again emphasizes the ecological nature of the problem 

Docs the average southern Wisconsin farn need a productive woodlot? 
The economics of this question might, under pre-mar conditions, have been
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debatable, but with the present economic outlook, the item of "free" 

fuel and farm timber is of vital importance. Moreover, the emergence of 

the erosion problem leaves woods as the only defensible land-use for a 

vast acreage of steep slopes. Hence, the reconditioning problem is a 

pressing one. 

The pasture value of woods 1s being studied. (Richland County Project). 

The managment of going woodlots is receiving mech attention, (Lake 
States Forest Mreriment Stetion, Soil Conservation Service, Bxtenelon Forests), si 

Tho wmtershed value of woods is being studied. (leCrosse Yrosion Station). 

Oak: disease 1s being studied. 

The ecology of woodlot restoration is not unier investiestion, and ; 

: is the objeetive of this study, The study will use the University Arboretum 

a8 an experimental aren, The etudy should contimee at least = decade, 

but is divisible into successive unit studies suitable for successive 

graduate students, Contimity will be suprliod by the Technien! Connittee 

of the Arboretum. 

The subject matter of the ten-year study includes the following itens. 

A, Eodent Damage. Rabbits (and to a lesser extent nice) sometimes inhibit oa 

é oak reproduction, and usually retard it. Perhaps oak seedlings "broak : 

through" only during lows of the rabbit cycle. Brush cover intensifies: 

rabbit damage, but on the other hand may be necessary as a nurse crop (see 

_ mrse crops). A series of exelosures and measurements is already started 

on the ‘iene to decivher the rodent factor. g 

Rodent browsing may admit Manat to the tree, thus ultimately destroying e 
its value. This calls for comparison of bfowsed and unbrowsed seedlings. ‘
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B. Seeding vs. Seedlings. Many trials have been made to reestablish 
sak-hickory forest, both by planting acorns and mts, and by planting 

‘ nursery stock, Those trials, however, have never beon aubjocted to care 

ful nessurenent, Rodent damage is known to eut down success, and mrese 

erops may be nesded to assure success. Some preliminary seedings have 

: been started on the Arboretum, and will be studied under various degrees of 7 

rodent exclosure, and under various nurse crops. 

Gc. dure Crops. Dense hazel or dogwood seems to shade out oak~hickory 

reproduction, Dense Sed perhaps eholkes it out. Burse crops asuse enough 

: to thin the sod mt not dense enough to shade out the seedlings are needed. 

A myse crop mst be easy to plant. Blackberry Looke particularly promising 

as combining these characters. Snumee seems to meet them, but is perhaps 

toxie to trees. The oak-hickory plantines are to be subjected to various 

Species and densities of mrse crops, end the remlts measured, 

ouhanhont nena Of vebusing todedeuee muven euegs shevké also be 

" Qqateds ‘Marveuty mowers, dises, ete, may be dorvewed for this purpose. 

| BD. Soil Treatments. Compaction of soils by sraning is Imomto inhibit 

oakehickory reproduetion fer decades, as well as to increase run-off, Mech= 

anical, chenterl, and Biological trontments for compaction are to be 

tested, Nechenieal treatments mat stir the sol}, withort cutting reote 

seriously. Chonienl treatments mst be sheap te he practiecble. By 

biological treatments is meant underplenting with maple, basswood, cherry 

or other species known to pump Lime from the subsoil and to introduce 

‘ Gesirable miero florea and fauna. The damaged woodlote of the Arboretum 

offer admirable test plote,
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BR. Griteria of Heological Health. In Murope, rate of decay of leaves, 

dtumps,‘and limbwood is accented as an over-all eriterion of ecological 

health. The same criterion is kmowh to hold good for mized hardwood 

: woodlots. Whether it holds good for oakehickory is not known. Preliminary ; 

indications ean be derived from rough surveys and from sample plots. ' 

F. Woodlot Succession. tvidence is accumlating to the effect that oal- 

ahiey woods, in the absence of di-turbance, goes over to mixed hardwood. 

Oak-hickory is usually more valuable than mixed hardwood for farm . 

purposes, On the other hand deliberate conversion to mixed hardwood (by 

underplanting, for example) may often be necessary as a means of 

improving compacted soils, or unavoidable where disturbance is lini, Ss 

Conversion in both directions should be studied. Conversion to mixed 

hardwood by underplanting is to be tested in the Arboretum, Conversion 

in the opposite direction can be studied by,rough surveys of farm woodlots. 

1942-43 Program. Items A and B are started, and are to be extended this 

year, In addition, definite censuses of rodent densities are to be 

made (method described in report of Novenber 10, 1941, Rabbit-Plant 

Study). 3 a 
3 Items C and D are to he started on the Arboretum, both as sample plots f 

s and as controlled experiments. 

Surveys outside the Arboretum are to bé made for a preliminary appraisal 

of items A, C. B, and F. These surveys will entail mch travel. ‘ 

Einancial Support 

It 1s proposed that the University Research funds furnish the stipend
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for a graduate student to carry out the 1942-43 program, and that travel 

be set up out of the Buhn fund. 

: Stipend, 12 months @ $50 por month.......+ os» $600 (University funds) 

: Travel miloage, ise. supplics & equipment ... $400 (Bunn Fund) 

$1,000 

Rersonnol : 

The raboiteplant relations study 10 being carried this year under an 

apprenticeship jointly allotted to Botany, John T. Curtis, ani Wildlife 

Management, Aldo Leopold, ‘he student is John R. Laughnan. The same 

student may be continned for. 2942-43 if his qualifications prove adequate. 

1f not, © student WILL de nonght slesehere: S 

The Arboretum Biologist and maintenance foree will work with the student ; 

in mechanical and recording operations, 2 
Supervision will ledge in the Arborotum Technical Comittee (Leopold, 

Gartis, Longenecker). Gone i. .l 

Consultation will be asked of many dDiological departments and of ; 

outside research agencies. pee a
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December 11, 19421 

REQUEST FOR GRANT-IN-AID, 1942-43 ‘ 
by the Technical Committee, University Arboretum yy 

Title: PLANT-ANIMAL RELATIONS ON THE UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM oe 

we dike 
Reasons for Study. The loss of the Arboretum CCC camp and the proposed ee 

unification of ll Arboretum research under the proposed Arboretun 

Biologist (see report of November 10) presents a new opportunity, both in 

research and in education. 

Technical education in wildlife management has so far produced either 

: plant or animal specialists, whereas the actual need is for men versatile 

in both fields. The Arboretum now offers an opportunity to train a few 

. Such men. 

We propose that a grant-in-aid be set up to contime the study of : 

rabbit-plant relationships, and to also assist the Arboretum Biologist < 

in several diverse plant and animal researches listed at the end of this 

report. : 

The collective aim of all these studies is to explore the inkaeteeeienly: 

of plants and animals, with plain emphasis on the plant relations of the 

cottontail rabbit. E 

Proceedure 

Exclosure Studies. A rabbit-proof exclosure has been set up in the west 

marsh, This will measure the effects of rabbit browsing on bog birch in its 

competitive relation to white ladyslipper. It is already clear that an 

excessive density of white birch shades out the ladyslipper, but that 

3 insuffieient bog birch may, through wind exposure or excessive grass : 

: competition, injure the ladyslipper. The existing stand of ladyslippers on 

quadrats inside and outside this exposure is already known, and the number 

of blooms has ‘cae counted for ___ years.
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; As a future check on the rabbit-birch-ladyslipper relation, quadrats 

have been established on which the ladyslippers will be annually freed from 

‘beg birch by hand=mowing. _ additional quadrats will be experimentally 

burned and compared with adjacent, unbrerned quadrats to ascertain the effect 

of burning, if any, on the palatability of birch, the vigor of birch, the 

thrift of ladyslippers, and on birch diseases. 

This project will continue the measurements necessary for tracing 

these relationships. — 

Oak-hickory Plantings. In the woods adjacent to the west marsh oak seedlings é 

z have been staked to observe the effects of rabbit browsing. Part of these 

experimental seedlings will be surrounded by woven wire fences and thus 

protected from rabbits. The remainder will be exposed to rabbits. A 

measure of seedling mortality or retardation by rabbit browsing will thus be 

obtained. 

Census. In order to express rabbit-plant relationships quantitatively 

the rabbit density must be determined. The method will be to trap, tag, and 

release all possible rabbits on the west marsh. This will be done the 

first half of the winter. We will then trap and shoot the largest pessible 

sample of the population and determine the ratio of tagged to untagged rabbits. 

Census = No. shot x ee Pars 

A small scale trial of this census method will be begun during the winter 

of 1941-42. This will throw light on the question of how large a sample mst 

be marked and how large a sample mst be shot in order to arrive at a : 

statistically valid census.
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g Artifidal Plantings. During the fall of 1941 acres of open hay field were 

seeded to black oak, white oak, red oak, and shell-barked hickory. This : 

seeding is in the form of a long,narrow strip parallelling a fence row 

affording rabbit cover. During the winter, after the grass has been 

matted down, the seedlings at varying distances from the Poe 

will represent a gradient of exposure to rabbit browsing. A transverse 

section of the strip will be fenced with a rabbit-proof exposure to 

: serve as a control. : 

Measurements of browsing at varying distances from the fence row 

' and inside and outside the exclosure will give a quantitative measure 

of rabbit pressure on oak-hickory seedlings, and will also divulge 

any differentials existing, as between the various tree species. 

Part of this strip will also be planted to an over-story of blackberry 

to measure the effect on growth of seedlings and the effect on retardation 

by wadbite: 

Supplementary Projects 

The field work for the above study will come mainly in winter and 

early spring. During the remainder of the year the student will make : 

incidental studies as follows: 

Woodcock Study. The mating habits of woodcock and their territorial 

peculiarities were studied by Feeney in 1939 and 1940. Feeney also made 

a census of all breeding pairs on the Arboretum during these years. The 

census was contimed through 1941 by students of the wildlife ecology 

course. The student proposed for this project will continue this work. 

\
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Songbird and Mammal Censuses. Feeney censused the small mammals on 

quadrats of ___ acres each in 1939 and 1940. ‘This work lapsed in 1941. 

ek: is proposed for contimance in 1942. In addition, a breeding songbird 

census of the same quadrats is proposed for 1942. 

Arboretum Bird List. Harry Anderson,of the Zoology Department, listed 

the birds of the Arboretum and kept migration dates in 1936 and 1937. The 

: : list was extendea by Feeney in 1938 and 1939 and by Sperry in 1940 and 

1941. It is proposed in 1942 to assemble all this information for 

‘publication. 

. Financial Support ; 

This project will require the yearlong work of the graduate student, 

who will have to operate a car in order to utilize small units of time. 

It is proposed that the stipend of this student be provided as a grant- 

in-aid from general University funds, and that the expenses of this student 

be met from the Bunn Fund as follows: 

Stipend 12 months at $50 a month $600 (from W.A.R.F. or other 
‘ funds) : 

Mileage $200 (from Bunn Fund) aes 

Miscellaneous materials for experiments $100 (from Bunn Fund) 

Personnel 
; The rabbit-plant relations study is being carried this year under 

an apprenticeship jointly alloted to Botany, John T. Curtis, and 

Wildlife Management, Aldo Leopold. The student is John R. Laughnan. 

The same student and supervisory personnel age proposed for continuance 

in 1942-43, : : 

/
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ee iy | November 10, 1942 Showtime 

dtde heafeth meh 
Apel Pesca ‘Inet the University Seenereh Committee and Graduate School 

— University Arboretum Research 
Linguched Casita 

The Arboretum lost its CCC camp on November 1. 

Several valuable research projects, some of seven years'—duration, 

mast be adjusted to the new situation. 

The past research work has been done with the conttibuted time of 

faculty membera (mainly Longeneeker, Leopold, and Ourtis) plus the time 

of the CCO overhead staff, plus.coC¢ field crews. 

Meanwhile the Bunn fund ($10,000) has become available for Arboretum 

research. Mr, Bunn was assured that his gift would be used for research 

only, over a 5 or 10 year period, for the kind of projects now current. 

Prairie Restoration, Pheasant Turnover, Wildflower Management, and Woodlot 

Restoration were the projects mentioned to him, and accepted by him, as 

examples of what he would like to support. 

Last yoar the legislature made available $6,780 for maintenance. . 

This is not fiseally available for research, and barely suffices for 

maintenance. 

The Situation. Contributed time of the faculty has not changed. The 

Bunn fund, peed for graduate students, can now replace, at least in part, 

‘ the field work formerly supplied by CO. ‘The question is: how shall we 

pay fer ee biological functions heretofore discharged by the CCC 

technical staff? 

We cannot properly carry this out of the Bunn fund. It is mainly 

overhead salary. The Bunn gift contemplated no full salaries. 

One man, with full time on the Arboretum, can do the research work 

i
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heretofore done by the two or three members of the COC staff. Such a man 

is necessary: 

(1) To supply the contimity not obtainable from students 

(2) To correlate research and maintenance, and te correlate 
as among research projects 

(3) To actually do the biological and research work not assignable 
te students (such as nursery supervision, banding operations, 
supervision of plantings, and other field jobs demanding daily 
presence on the area). 

(4) fo keep permanent records not assignable to students (such as 
phonology, location of quadrate and plots, location and blooming 
of plants, wildlife censuses). 

Proposed Biologist. It is proposed that the Research Committee Join us in 

recommending to the President the financing of an $1800 position, the 

ineumbent to be known a8 Arboretum Biologist. 

It 4s our conviction thet unless this position be set up, the Arboretum 

will tend to become a park, rather than an “outdoor laboratory for the 

University", os heretofore claimed. Your Committee, as well as ours, 

should be interested in the University's making good on this clain. 

The cost of the position would be: 

This Year, Dec. 1 = July l Per Teor 

Salary $ 1,050 $ 1,800 

Expense, mileage 100 200 

Biologist's share of gas and 100 200 
oil for Arboretum truck 

Supplies and equipment 3 me : ois 

The relation of the Biologist to the Arboretum organization is 

expressed on the attached diagram. 

FISCAL PLAN, BUNH FUND, 1941-42 

Under the conditions of acceptance of the Bunn Fund, outlays require 

the joint approval of the Research Committee and Arboretum Committee. We 

recommend the following outlays for your approval.
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Lemporary Adjustments. To keep the research work going during the present 

edjustment period, the following extraordinary liabilities ere recommended 

: for epproval as charges against the Bunn fund: 

%. M. Sperry, former plant ecologist on COC staff, 
two months to finish mamecripts on Prairie and 
Pheasant Turnover Projects, at $150 per month $300 

John Gatenhusen, te continue field research work on 
Woodlot and Pheasant Projects to December 1, 
one month at $150 ae 

This assumes that the proposal for a biologist can be acted on by December 1. 

Rabbit-Plant Relations Project. This is a new undertaking, deseribed on the 

attached project report. The work will be contriited by a student~apprentice 

(leughnan) and by the Arboretum Biologist. Fencing and mileage in the amount 

of $100 should be provided from the Bunn Fund. 

FISCAL SUMMARY 

The total of research expenditures proposed for the remainder of this 

fiseal year (December 1 to July 1) is: 

‘ From Bunn Fund 
Temporary adjustments: salaries of 

Sperry and Catentusen $450 
. Rabbit Project, fencing, and mileage 200 

$550 

peOm She xe ens propesat. 

Biologist's salary, expense, supplies 51, 300 
fora, $1, 85 

Animal Research 

Plant Research 

Executive Director
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|, Avoretum Committee 

Animal Research (Leopold) 

: _” Executive Director \/ habive Faoulty : 
(Longenecker) _ Members with Projects 

os 3 “i Pe 

ieeeneatteseniiianhtsssitc isiidesesibla siemens Z Biologist | 

Crews ! Re eas j 

Records, Plantings 
Aid to Projects 

De Pee re ee meee ee epee ea tenes ernment! perenne a sins 
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: i Md A Carried wholly by contributed tine a 

ps PS | Carried partially by contributed tine
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ARBORETUM RESEARCH PROJECT Jr Corbett’ 
Title: Rabbit-Plant Relationships 

Reasons for Study. Rabbits have a damaging effect on palatable trees and shrubs, 

the opposite effect on wildflowers needing release from tree and shrub competi- 

tion. In the Arboretum marsh, white ladyslipper is an example of a wildflower 

benefited by rabbits; bog-birch and oak (on borders) an example of plants damaged 

by rabbits. 

This study is to measure these effects and to explore their manipulation 

for management purposes. 

The Arboretum (and the farmer owning similar lands) does not know, at present, 

how to manage lend for combined production of wildflowers, animals, and trees. 

The Arboretum has been controlling rabbits to protect trees and shrubs, but this 

control may damage the wildflewerg in which the Arboretum is equally interested. 

z All previous research work deals with the rabbit alone, the forest alone, or 

the wildflower alone, and hence is not applicable. 

Erocecdure 
Gengus. One basic step is a census to determine rabbit density. Method: trap, 

mark, and release all possible rabbits on a selected area of at least 100 acres. 

This will take the first half of the winter. Then trap and shoot the largest 

possible sample of the population and determine the ratio of marked to unmarked 

rabbits. 
Gonsue = Ho. shot x 100 

per cent marked 

The census will probably have to be deferred to 1942 because of the present 

lack of labor crews. 

Exclosures. Another basic step is to fence small exelosures with rabbit-proof 

fencing and observe the effects on wildflowers and on trees ond shrubs inside 

and outside the fence. 

Artificial Mowing. Plots are already established on which the ledyslippers are 

anmally freed from bog-birch by band-mowing. Larger ones are now to be added,
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Berning. Small sample plots should be burned, and compared with ; 

adjacent unburned plots to ascertain the effect of burning, if any, on 

palatability of bireh, on vigor of birch, on thrift of ladyslippers, 

and on birch diseases. 

This project may contain “hidden” variables, the most likely of 

which are: 

1, Ghanged in palatability due to snow-storage, season, etc. 

2, Disease of birch, automatically limiting its sise. 

3. Hybridisation of 3. pumila with B. paperifers. 

4. Oyster-shell seale disease on red dogwood, with possible : 
increase in palatability 

Proseedure mst accordingly be exploratory. 

Eebbite and Oak. In the woods bordering the marsh is a chance to messure 

rabbit pressure on oak reproduction. Browsing on protected and unprotected 

oak seedlings, in various types of competitive cover, can be measured. 

Possible infection of oak by heart-rote entering wounds made by rabbits 

Gan be tested. 

Finance 

Soot or St wive neah * 2 
40 steel poste 20 
Miscellaneous supplies $ aa 

Loughnan's stipend is provided this year by a University “apprentice- 

ship", Insber for traps will be obtained from old buildings now being we 

torn down, 

Eersonne), 

Research supervision: Professors Curtis, Leopold 

Supervision: Arboretum Biologist 

Research Assistant: John Leughnan
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Daration 

The project should rus 3 to 5 years, 

Soopere tion 

The project will need trapping and shooting permits from the Con- 

servation Department. These have been applied fer. 

Plant Research 

Animal Research 

Arboretum Committee
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4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Y November 10, 1941 

President Clarence A. Dykstra 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Mr. Dykstra: 

The Arboretum Committee has been operating the Arboretum with an appro- 
° priation of $6,780 for maintenance, an overhead of five biologists and 

engineers supplied by the National Park Service, and CCC labor. 

Now that we have lost the camp, the engineering work perforce mst cease. 
We have carefully considered how we can adjust our responsibilities for 
biological work and maintenance. - 

The maintenance appropriation barely suffices for maintenance, and could : 
not, in any event, be legally used for biological work, or for research. 

We can operate with one biologist to replace the two or three we have 
had from the camp. 

j We cannot pay this biologist out of the Bunn fund without exhausting the 
fund in a few years. The attached report to the Research Committee goes 
into this in detail. 

We, therefore, are under necessity of asking you, and if you approve, the 
Regents, for an $1900 position for an Arboretum biologist. The detailed : 
estimates are: 

This Year, Dec. 1-July 1 Per Year 

Salary $1,050 $1,800 
Expense, mileage 100 200 
Biologist's share of gas and 100 z 200 
oil for Arboretum track 

Supplies and equipment 50 100 

$1, 300 $2,300 

May the Arboretum Committee see you to discuss this request? 

Yours sincerely, 

ARBORETUM COMMITTEE 

by. » Chairman
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November 13, 1941 

President Clarence A, Dykstra 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Sir: 

The Arboretum Committee has been operating the 
Arboretum with an appropriation of °6,780 for main- 
tenance and operation, an overheed of five pertei ste 
end engineers supplied by the National P “Service, : 
and CCC labor, 

Now that we have lost the camp, the engineering work 
coo must conse, We have carefully considered 

; ow wo Gan adjust our responsibilities for biological 
ye work ond maintenance, 

\ 
2 Be The state appropriations barely suffice for maint- eo enance and necessary operation, and could not, in 
A wer any event, be legally used for biological work, or 

Pa) for research, 
=~ 

\ ol We can operate with one biologist to replece the two 
\ Quen or three we have had from the camp. 

Ghat We cannot pay this biologist out of the Bunn fund 
without exhausting the fund in a few years, We, 
therefore, are under necessity of agking you, and 
if you approve, the Regents, for an %1800 position 
for an Arboretum biologist, The detailed estimates 
are: 

This Year, Deo.1-July 1 Per Year 
- Salary $1,050 $1,800 

Expense, mileage 100 200 
Blologist's share 
of gas and oil for 

: dy bey — 100 290 
Supplies & equipment 

w380- 977308 
Nay the Arboretum Committee see you to discuss this 
request? 

Yours sincerely, 

ARBORETUM COMMIT 

by iba Ghat, 5. onatioien 

< in Made gents celina Ran wn sicstin K on sé oe we 2
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3 42k University Farm Place 
October 10, 1941 ‘ 

Mr. Walter Seott : 
. Conservation Department 

State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

In further reference to my verbal request for permits to make a rabbit 
census this winter on the Prairie du Sane Area and on the University 
Avboretums 

in both cases the first half of the winter will be used in an intensive 
trapping operation in which the rabbits will be trapped, marked, and 
released as caught. At Prairie du Sac the trapping will be done by 

Albert Gastrow and Harold Hanson. On the Arboretum the trapping will 
be dene by John Catenhusen and John Laughnan, with CCC crews working 
under their immediate direction. Our hove fe to thus mark at least 
25% of the poyulation. The area to be trapped in each case is approx 
‘inately 100 acres. 

The second half of the winter will be devoted to shooting or trapping 
the largest possible sample to find out what por cent is marked. A 
simple p ion will then give the cenms. To get an adequate sample 
“Aik seater sousins 0 dadtantion OF teamian tok Gd The shoot- 
ing at Prairie du Sac will be done by Albert Gastrow, Harold Hanson, and 
students working under their immediate supervision. ‘The shooting on the 

: Arboretum will be done by John Cateshusen, John Loughnan, and students 
working under their imaediate supervision. The objective will be to 
trap or shoot at leest one half the population. 

fo the extent that this latter sample can be trapped, there will be stock 
avallable for distribution by you if you wish. 

To the extent that we have to shoot in order to get an adequate sample, 
the wain problem will be, of course, public reaction. At Prairie du 
Sac Albert Gastrow will interview each land owner in person to make sure 
the land owner is agreeable, On the Arboretum the University ie, of 
course, the owner, mt my proposal is that we publish in the paper advance 
notice thet tho shooting is to be done, to explain ite purpose, an? to make 
it clear that it is an official and permitted operation. 

The purpose of this letter is to make sure thet we are in the clear with 
the Department in the respect of any necessary trapping and shooting 
permits. Should you prefer to have the shooting done by wardens, we :



October 10, 1941 
Balter Scott 
Page 2 

would, of course, be agreeable, but 1t would take a good deal of their 
time as it would have to be done on warm, thawy days, and the crews 

would have to turn out on very short notice to take advantage of such 
weather. 

I think the results would have value to you as well as to the University : 
inasmuch as no one knows exactly what rabbit populations we have. Sor 
are rabbit censuses available in more than two or three of the states. 

We are starting to build our traps now, hence ay desire to clear with you 
vefore too moh labor is invested in traps. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Longenecker 
Catenhusea 
Ranson 

eS 
. e



. 42h University Farm Place 
October 10, 1941 

Mr. William Elder 
117 West Washington Aveme y) 
Havana, Illinois Ww ; 

ew Dear Bill: £ 

Are you willing that your cottontat2 paper based on your y 
thesis be a Journal Baper of the University Arboretum? 
If so, we would like to buy 300’reprints, and we would 

| like to have added to the reprints at the bottom of the : 
first page "Journal Paper No. 2, University of Wisconsin 

| Arboretum". 

If your joint paper with Zyle Sowls contains a lot of data | 
from the Arboretum, I would like to ask the same question 
about it and would like to order reprints for the Arboretum. 
Since it is already in press, it would become Journal Baper 
No. 2 and your thesis would be Journal Paper No. 3. 

Yours sincerely, 

| Aldo Leopold ; = 
| Professor of Wildlife Management 

\ 
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7 ae ntl Jones 
ate (1) What is Basic Hoology of Oak-Hickory? 5 

The boundaries of this research field are larze and indeterminate, ‘ 

mt the following questions are in sight at this time. ee 

(a) Starting oak-hickory woodlots de novo. Seeding vs mursery stock. 

(b) Natural reprodustion of oak-hickory stands, grazed and ungrazed. 

(ce) Oak-hickory reproduction vs rodents. Rodent control, natural and 

artificial. How did the widespread encroachment of oaks in the 1850's. 

eseape rodents? Possible role of pheasants in oak reproduction. ane 

: (a) Stands of coppice vs seedlings. 

(e) Oak openings: how were they cwnated? Maintained? Role of fire, 

rodents, disease? =~ 

(£) Diseases: Heology of oak wilt. Role of drouth, fire, compaction? 

oc Control of oak wilt. 

(g) Gonversion to mixed hardwood: how to accomplish, how to prevent. : as 

Role of oak wilt? Conversion by underplanting. ; 

5 (h) Understory and geound cover. Uffect on reproduction, animals, 

wildflowers. Palatability to cows and rodents, effects of grazing and es 

browsing on species composition. 

(4) Mast production. Yields, periodicity, palatability, food value 

to animals. \ . ‘ 

(3) Den trees for animals. Pre-settlement veterans as den trees. 

(k) Soil relations. Soil tolerance of various oaks, 

(1) Genetics: Possible propagation of desireable strains by vegetative 

: : reproduction. : 

(m) Weed trees. Control of. box elder, elm, black locust, and other 

trees which #weed in" in damaged woodlots. 
7
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_ Work to Date. Some preliminary "feel-out" work has been done ona -~ 

and ¢, including 4 quadrats and 2 experimental seedings of acoris. 

: Some serious work has been done on f, mut only incidentally on the 

Arboretum. 

? Some work was started on i, but lapsed. 

Work Proposed. Experience shows that most of these questiow call for 

more continuity than is obtainable from graduate students alone. What to 

do in the next few years hherefore depends largely on the possibility of : 

- getting an ecologist, on a salary basis, to work under ne Directoryof 

Plant Research. 

Hardly anything can be done without power equipment in the form of 

tractor, plow, harrows, etc. ‘Sxamples: a, b, ¢. 

Some items require greenhouse and nursery equipment. Imample: 1. 

Some items require a small labor crew for temporary periods. Examples: 

“conversion by underplanting (¢), new plantings (a). ie 
: No expansions of present work seem possible without power equipment, 

plus at least part of the other needs. 

(2) Miscellaneous Researches. a 
These again aye large and indeterminate, but the following questions j : 

are in sight at this time. 

(a) Form of blister-rust-resistant white pines originating from 

vegetative propagation. Tost plantings. (Part of a larger state 2 

wide project). 

(v) Rust-resistant red cedar for southern Wisconsin. Test plantings. 

(c) Artificial replanting of tamarack. Soil end moisture tolerance. : 

: Natural vs mursery stock. Grasa and weed competition. 

7 = 
s ' . -
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(a) "Candelebra disease" or "Prolépsis" in~Red pine. eunel. 5 

weather or pathogens? ‘ 

(e) Root deformation in ping plantings. Do root systems become 

normal or remain deformed? Uffect on longevity, sense, wind throw. | 

Z (Z) Effect of "unnatural" soils on development and longevity of planted : 

red, white, and jack pines. Acidification of unnatural soils by the 

pines. Effects on ground-cover sucéession. 4 

' (g) Intermixed hardwoods in pine plantations; rodent damage; effect on 

duff decoy. : : 

: (nh) Phenology of pines. Relation of hetent growth and necdle-length 

‘ to weather, : , y : 

(1) Phenology of all native trees. 

(j) Gouversion of serub black oak on poor sand to red cedar for 

feweposts. Seeding vs seedings. Soil tolerance of red cedar. Liming 

C with narl. 

(ic) Mut trees. Selection of desireable strains, Spacing, age of 

: bearing, yields. 

Work to Date. Plantings have been made for a, b, c, d, eo, fy g, but 

there is need of salaried personnel for followup records. These are not 
suitable for students. There is need of power equipment for mintaining 

aandb. . 

We have 2 years solid work on i, This is suitable for student work. : 

Work Proposed, All these items can and should be pushed, but most 5 

need the serviées of a salaried plant ecologist to work under the Directory 

of Plant Research. There is urgent need of quadrat measurements in c, 

4,2: & : 

o j
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Item j needs a temporary labor crew. - oe. 

Power equipment is needed for a, b, and j. ; ‘ 

: Relation to Other Agencies . - 

The Technical Committee specifically refutes the supposition, perhaps 

: prevalent in the fieneral Gommittee, that forestry research on the Arboretum 

appends upon, or would necessarily benefit from, the transplantation of 

outside forestry agencies to Madison. Such agencies, if transplanted, would 

doubtless wosk on questions of applied silvieuttare, as against baste “ 

ecology, and it is improbable that they would have any major interest in : 

the three ‘ites forest types. Work on the silviculture of other (more 

_ northern) forest types would have only limited need for the Arboretum, as 

| already explained under (2). 

: The guidance, advice, and interest of other forestry agencies is of : = 

course greatly to be desired, but that hardly depends on moving new forestry : 

institutions here. De aS
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BIRDS* OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM, 1936-1941 8) 

Observed by Theodore M. Sperry 

1. Common (or Lesser) Loon 21. Shoveller 
(Subspecies undetermined) 

22. Wood Duck 
2. Pied-billed Grebe 

23. Redhead 

« Ring-necked Duck 
4, Double-crested Cormorant 

25. Canvas-back 
5. Great Blue Heron (I never saw the Regret 

on the Arboretum) 26. Greater Seaup Duck 

6. Bastern Green Heron 27. Lesser Seaup Duck 

7. Black-crowned Night Heron 28. American Golden-eye 

8. American Bittern 29. Buffle-head 

9. Eastern Least Bittern 30. Ruddy Duck 
(Also never saw 

10. Common Canada Goose the Swan) 31. Hooded Merganser 

ll. Lesser Snow Goose 32. American Merganser 

12, Blue Goose 33. Red-breasted Merganser 

13. Common Mallard 34. Turkey Vulture 

14, Red-legged Black Duck . oi shinned Hawk 
Apparently both) * — 

15. Common Black Duck } 36. Cooper's Hawk / 

16. Gadwall 37. Eastern Red-tailed Hawk (3B) j 

17. Baldpate 38. Northern Red-shouldered Hawk / 
16. American Pintail 39. Broad-winged Hawk j 

19. Green-winged Teal 40. American Rough-legzed Hawi : 

20. Blue-winged Teal (No Hagles natively) 

* Yames and order from 1931 A.0.U. Checklist. 

(B) Indicates some banding done.



Birdelist <2- 

Mi. Marsh Hawk 68. Long-billed Dowitcher 

42. Osprey 69. Somipalmated Sandpiper 

43. Duck Hawi 70. Herring ull 

Wi, Eastern Pigeon Hawk Tl. Ring-billed Gull 

45. Eastern Sparrow Hawk 72. Conmon Tern (Possible also Forster's 

46, Eastern Bobewhite (B) = 

47. Ring-necked Pheasant (3B) a 

4. King Bail yh lire cg 
75. Rock Dove (the Common Pigeon, possibly 

4g. Virginie Rail not naturalized) 

50. Sora 76. astern Mourning Dove (3B) 

(No Gallimle) TT. Yellow-billed Cuckoo 

5l- American Coot 78. Black-billed Cuckoo 

52+ Semipalmated Plover 79- astern Sersech Owl (3) 

53+ KAlldeer (3B) 80. Great Horned Owl 

54. Black-bellied Plover Sl. Snowy Owl 

55- maddy Turnstone 82, Northern Barred Owl 

56. American Woodcock (B) 83. Long-eared Owl 

57+ Wilson's Snipe 84. Short-eared Owl 

_ 58+ Upland Plover . 85. Eastern Whip-poor-will 

59+ Spotted Sandpiper 86. Eastern Nighthawk 

60. astern Solitary Sandpiper 87. Chimney Swift 

61. Greater Yellow-legs 88. Ruby-throated Hummingbird 

62. Lesser Yellow-legs 89. Mastern Belted Kingfisher 

63+ Pectoral Sandpiper 90. Northern Flicker 

©. wnite-rumped Sandpiper 91. Red=headed Woodpecker (B) 

65. Baird's Sandpiper 92. Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 

66. Least Sandpiper 93. Bastern Hairy Woodpecker (3) 

67. Red=backed Sandpiper 94. Worthern Downy Woodpecker (3B) 

i



Bird-list =3~ 

95.. Bastern Kingbird 122, Hastern Mockingbird 

96.. Northern Crested Flycatcher 123. Gatdird (3) 

97+. Rastern Phoede 124. Brown Thrasher (3) 

98. Yellow-bellied Flycatcher 125. astern Robin (3B) 

99. Acadian Flycatcher 126. Wood Thrush 

100. Alder Flyeateher 127. Bastern Hermit Thrush (3) 

101. Least Flyeateher 128, Olive-backed Thrush (B) 

102. Rastern Wood Pewee 129. Gray-cheeked Thrush (3B) 

103. Olive-sided Flycatcher 130, Willow Thrush (3B) 

104. prairie Horned Laric 131. Bastern Bluebird 

105. Tree Swallow 132. Blueegray Gnateatcher 

106. Bank Swallow 133. astern Golden~crowned Kinglet 

107. Rough-winged Swallow 134. Eastern Ruby-crowned Kinglet (3B) 

108. Barn Swallow (3) ' (American Pipit probable, but 
not definite) 

109. Northern Cliff Swallow 
135. Cedar 

110. Purple Martin ” re 
136. Northern Shrike (B) 111. Northern Blue Jay (3) ae 
137. Migrant Shrike \ 

112. Eastern Crow 3 Esse 

138. Starling (B) 
113. Blackecapped Chickadee (3B) - 7 

139. Yellow-throated Vireo 
114, wWhite-breasted Nuthatch (B) ; 

140. Blue~headed Vireo 
115. Brown Creeper ‘ 

41. Red: Vireo 
116. Western House Wren (B) oe 

142. Philadelphia Vireo 
| 117. Eastern Winter Wren (3B) j 

143. astern Warbling Vireo 
118. Bewick's Wren 4 

144, Black and White Warbler 
119. Carolina fren (heard, definitely, but ; 

not seen) 145. Golden-winged Warbler 

120, Prairie Marsh Wren 146. Tennessee Warbler 

121. Short-bdilled Marsh Wren 147. Orange-crowned Warbler



Bird-list -l- 

148. Nashville Warbler 176. Giant Redewing (3B) 
149. Northern Parula Warbler 177: orenara Oriole 

150. Mastern Yellow Warbler (B) 178. Baltimore Oriole (3B) 
151. Magnolia Warbler 179. Rusty Blackbird (3B) 
152. Cape May Warbler 180. Brewer's Blackbird 

153. Black-throated Blue Warbler 181. Byronsed Grackle (B) 
154. Myrtle Warbler (B) 182. Bastern Gowbird (3B) 
155. Black-throated Green Warbler 183. Scarlet Tanager 
156. Cerulean Warbler 184. mastern Cardinal (3) 
157. Blackburnian Warbler 185. Rose-breasted Grosbeak (B) 
158. Chestnut-sided Warbler 186. Indigo Bunting 

159. Bay-breasted Warbler 187. astern Purple Finch (3B) 
160. Black-poll Warbler 188. Common Redpoll 

161. Western Palm Warbler (B) 189. mastern Goldfinch (3) 
162. Oven-dird (3) 190. Red-eyed Towhee (3B) 

163. Northern Water-Thrush 191. astern Savannah Sparrow 

164. Louisiana Water=Thrush (B) 192. astern Grasshopper Sparrow 
165. Kentucky Warbler 193. Leconte's Sparrow 

166, Connecticut Warbler 194. astern Henslow's Sparrow 

167. Mourning Warbler 195. astern Vesper Sparrow 
168. Northern Yellow-throat (f) 196. Siate-colored Junco (2) 
169. Wilson's Warbler 197. mastern Tree Sparrow (3) 
170. Canada Warbler 198. Rastern Chipping Sparrow (3B) 
17l. American Redstart 199. Clay-colored Sparrow 
172. English Sparrow 200. astern Field Sparrow (3B) 
173. Bobolink 201. Harris's Sparrow (3B) 
174. astern Meadowlark (3) 202. White-crowned Sparrow (3) 
175. Western Meadowlark 203. Gambel's Sparrow (3B)
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204. White-throated Sparrow (3B) 

205. Eastern Fox Sparrow (3B) 

206. Lincoln's Sparrow (B) 

207. Swamp Sparrow (B) 

208, + Mississippi Song Sparrow (B) 

209. Lapland Lengspur 

210. astern Snow Bunting (B) 

TOTAL LISTED 210 TOTAL BANDED 56 

The following were reported to me to have occurred on (or over) the 
Arboretum, but I never personally saw them. These reports came mostly from 
Feeney, Anderson, or Scott, so should appear on their lists. Most of them 
are probably valid. 

1. Whistling Swan 8. Hudsonian Curlew 

2. Northern Bald Bagle 9. Wilson's (or Northern?) Phalarope 

3. Buropean (iHungsrian) Partridge 10. Sawewhet Owl 

4. Sandhill Crane ll. Red-bellied Woodpecker 

5. Florida Gallimle 12. Worthern Horned Lark 

6. Piping Plover 13. Nelsonts Sparrow 

7. American Golden Plover 

There are probably others which never came to my attention. 

There are also a few which occur rather regularly in Dane County which I 
never heard reported on the Arboretum, viz.--Yellow-headed Blackbird and American 
Egret. 

Then I received vague reports of other species on the Arboretum which I 
considered as improbable. Three I recall as such are Ruffed Grouse, Prairie 
Chicken (not the experimental birds), and Huropean Cormorant. 

Theodore M. Sperry
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BIRD LIST 
March 30, 1938 

Loon 
Pied-billed Grebe 
Great Blue Heron 
Mallard 
Black Duck 

: Baldpate x i 
‘ Pintail Xx 

Redhead 
Ring-necked Duck X 

Scaup : 
American Merganser (Those Marked "Xx" seen nearby.) 

Red-breasted Merganser 
Red-tailed sawk 
Red-shouldered “aek 
Marsh Hawk 
quail 
Ring-nedked Pheasant 

Coot 
Killdeer 
Black-belilied Plover? X 
Woodcock 

Wilson's Snipe : 
Herring Gull 
Ring-billed Gull 
Morning Dove 
Great Horned Owl 

Belted Kingfisher 
Flicker 

Red-headed Woodpecker 

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Hairy Woodpecker j 
Downey Woodpecker 
Phoebe <X 
Horned Lark 

Blue Jay 
Crwo 

White-breasted \uthatch 

Brown Creeper - * 
Robin g . 
Hermit Thrush 
Bluebird 

' Golden-crowned Kinglet 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 

. Caroling Wren 
Starling 
English Sparrow 

Eastern Meadowlark 
Red-winged Blackbird 
Rusty Blackbird 
Bronzed Grackle X | 
Cowbird 
Cardinal 

- Gbldfinch 
Leconte's Sparrow. 

Slate-colored Junco 
Tree Sparrow 

Fox Sparrow ; 
Song Sparrow <



UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM 

: BIRD LIST 
APRIL 22 / 93 

Loon 
Pied-billed Brebe 
Great Blue Heron - 
Maliard 
Black Duck 

: Blue-winged Teal 
Ring-necked Duck 

Cooper's Hawk 

Red-tailed Hawk 
Mersh Hawk 
Ring-necked Pheasant 
Coot 
Killdeer 
woodeock 

Wilson's Snipe 
Herring Gull 

Ring-billed Gull 
Mourning Dove 

Great Horned @wl 
Belted Kingfisher 
Flicker 

‘ Red-headed Woodpedker 

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Downy Woodpecker : 
Horned Lark 

Tree Swallow 2 

Blue Jay = 
Crow 

White-breasted Nuthatch 
Brown Creeper 
Robin 
Hermit Thrush 
Blue Bird 
Golden-crowned Kinglet 

Ruby-crowned Kinglet 

Starling 

Murtle Warbler 
English Sparrow 
Eastern Meadowlark 
Red-winged Blackbird 
Rusty Blackbird 
Cowbi rd 
Cardinal 
Gold Finch 
Vesper Sparrow | 
Slate Colored Junco 
Song Sparrow 
Canvas Back 
Besser Scaup 

Red-breasted Merganser MM 7? 
Duck Hawk ??
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UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM 
BIRD LIST 

APRIL 13, 1938 

Loon : 
Pied-billed Grebe 
Mallard 
Black Duck 
Blue-winged Teal 2 
Red-head : 

Lesser Scaup 

American Merganser 

Cooper's Hawk 
Red-tailed Haek 
Mrash Hawk 
Ring-necked Pheasant 

Coot 
Kilideer 
Woodcock 
Hing-bilied Gull 
Morning Cove 
Flicker 
Red-headed Woodpecker 

Yellow-béllé&d Sapsucker 

Phoebe 
Horned Lark 

z Purple Martin 

Blue Jay 
Crow 

Black-capped Chickadée 

White-breasted Nuthatch 
Brown Creeper 
Browmm Thrasher?? 

Robin 
Hermit Thrush 
Bluebird 
Golden-crowmed Kinglet 
Ruby-crowmmed Kinelet 
Starling 
Myrtle Warbler 
English Sparrow d 

Eastern Meadowlark 
Red-winged Blackbird 

Rusty Blackbird 
Cardinal 
Cowbird 
Purple Finch 
Goldfinch 
Slate Colored Junco 
Tree SRarrow : 
Field Sparrow 
Fox Sparrow 

Swamp Sparrow 
Song Sparrow 
Bob-white 
Wilson's Snipe 

% Belted Kingfisher 
Hairy Woodpecker 

Downy woodpecker 

j
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—_+—___—_—__Bird List—for—April 39,1938 ——_— 
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UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST 
MAY 2, 1938 

Green Heron 

American Bittern 
Mallard 
Shoveler : 

Lesser Scaup Duck 

Ruddy Duck 
Sharp Shinned Hawk 

Marsh Hawk 

Bob-white 
Ring-neckeé Pheasant 
Coot 

Killdeer 
woodcock 
Spotted Sandpiper 

Pectoral Samdpiper 

Ring-billed Gull 
Black 1ern 
Mourning Dove 
Whip-poor-will 

Belteé Kingfishe 
Flicker 
Red-headed Woodpecker 
yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Kingbird 
Crested Flycatcher 

Tree Swallow 

Rough-wihged Swallow 

; Purple Martin 

Blue Jay 
Crow 
Black-capped Chickadee 
White-breasted Nuthatch 
House Wren 

Catcird 
kobin 
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet 

Starling : 
Black and White warbler 
Myrtle Warbler i 

Palm Warbler 
English Sparrow 

Eastern Meadowlark 

Red-winged Blackbird 
Baltimore Oriole 
Bronzed Grackle 
Cowbord 
Goldfinch 
Red-cyed ‘lowhee 
Henslow's Sparrow ?? 

Chippbng Sparrow 
Field Sparrow 

> White-throated Sparrow 
Swamp Sparrow 
Song sparrow 

y
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BIRD Let 

MAY 5, 1938 : 
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BIRD LIST 
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Mourning Dove White-throated Sparrow 
Nighthawk K Swamp Sparrow 

= thins y—Sert- $$ Song-Sperrow———________—_ 
Belted —Kiing £4 ee $a 

a rR NM na ee eee 

eee Red-headed Woodpecker ee eee 
Hairy Woodpecker 
Downy Woodpecker 
Crested Flycatcher ae 

Se eee 

—$§—§—free_trvalior—io@ A$ i 
Bank Swallow Se ee ee 

Rough-winged Swallow 
Barn Swallow 

Purple Martin 
See adey ee eee 
SS eS SS eee 

—_--__—__Black=ea pped—Chickadee———_—_—_ ze 
fee ta OM DON ee eee 

Long-billed Marsh Wren - 

Catbird : 

Brown Thrasher 
Robin = = os 

Sa el ee es 
—~ ———eiden-erewned—Kéme Bet 2 9 $$$ 

a eee 
Yellow-throated Vireo po ee



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST 

"MAY 12, 1938 

Green Heron ens Red-eyed Towhee 
Mallard Henslow's Sparrow 
“Baldpate Vesper Sparrow 

: Blue-winged Teal Field Sparrow 
Se a a RE OROE UO. ae eee ~ Walte-threated Satrew = = = = =—sS—S—————— 
——————— Besser—Seaup-Duek——_—_—__ _———_Swamp-Sparrow——_____________—_ 
—_—___+—_—___—Copper!s Hawk ___________Song Sparrow —— 

Red-tailed Haek 
Marsh Hawk : 
Ring-necked Pheasant = 
Killdeer 

fa eee ee ee 
Sp 0d Sani) pb 0 
a Bl tary Sad pi per eee 

Herring Gull 
Black Tern 
M ourning Dove 5 

Soe SO NOe- OWL ee Se eee 

a eet ORO a SS ees 
ts cg 008.82 A eee 

a Bib ed eee 
Least Flycatcher 
Olive-sided Flycatcher 

=a Purple Martin 
ee ne oe ae Oe ORG ee eee 

SO eee 
—_—_—_—__—_ White=breasted Nuthateh— $e 

a I a eee 
Short-billed Marsh Wren 

: Catbitd 
ae ne ee OWE I AER BRON ens oe ee ee ee 

eee ee ee et eee 
SO Re ee ee 
—_—_—__—_—@elden-erewned—King 9 2 

RN ee eee 
= Yellow-throated Vireo a. SS SES Ee 

Red-eyed Vireo 
Yellow Warbler 3 

ee LS VOrvIer Se eee 
—$—$——— thes tartes ted ilar ob —$$AAJJI ma 
Oa i a 
pa Bo etherns le ddow= thr an ta 

Redstart ——— 
English Sparrow 
Eastern Meadowlark 

ee oe ROO WI NPeU DIAC LOC. eee 
ee ae eee eS ee eee 
——_——_—_——— Bronzed—Grae kee aAapAp$apa$Ap$apm SSS 
a a ee ee eee 

- Cardinal 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak a 
: Indigo Bunting 

a ee SS ee ee



“ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST 
MAY 15, 1938 - 

—— teers eee 
(American Bittern) S. Yellow-throated Vireo 

Mallard Red-eyed Vireo 
Ring-necked Duck (FpdteeaP yf Bie S. 

aaa ae Lesser Scaup Duc e Warbler 
=== ereacer_seaap) 85 ie ee le eee 
—_—_—_—____—ooper's—Hawi—____HH4H4H4#H4H44ape—4ayWerbler————__—____ 
a Redatel led Spyker le Warbler eee 

re Bie 6 Green Warbler. eee 
Bob-white Chestnut-sided Warbler 
Ring-necked Pheasant Palm Warbler ay 

ene (Sora) 5. eee (iven=bivd) Secs eee 
: ean aa eee ee eee = (GPitins 11's Weter=Thrust) Sse 

= Spot ted_Sendpiper sR aon! s Warbler) 8.2 ee 
a eS Grantor vellow-legn) 85 9 ee Ral eee 

(White-rumped Sandpiper) S. English Sparrow 
(Least Sandpiper) 5S. Bobolink Se 

~~ erring Gull) Ss. =. == SSSR en Mower 
— = geet Cult (renter Meatowierh)- tC. 

Black T Balti Oriol 

ee Mourning Dove _ Bronzed Grackle 
Great Horned Owl Cowbird 
Whip-poor-will Scarlet Tanager 

ee EE ee RPA RA pec ees ee eS 
—————Ghimney Swift—___—_—_—#—_———Rese-breasted—Grosbeale— @@£— — 

—_—____—+——-Ruby-th'd Hummingbird _—_____Ind igo Bunting —————____ 
a a lied Kingfisher) 9S GoldPineh 8 eee 

: Flicker Red-eyed Towhee 

Red=headed Woodpecker (Henslow's Sparrow) S. 
Downy Woodpecker (Vesper Sparrow) D.C. 

(Kingbird) D.c. ce =: = CONE DpiMee SECON) Gg acer ee 
<---> oveeted Ff lyeatcher— ny cele carro 

; ae nk 26. __ Wi tenthroated Brearrep eee 
Tree Swallow (Swamp Sparrow) S. 
Rough-winged Swallow Song Sparrow 
Barn Swallow : 

Peano OP EOS MAP CAN, ae ee ea ee a ee eee 
SS a ey ee eee 

OO ee 

a eben eked Natbe tan se eee eee 
(House Wren) D.C. 
Long-billed Marsh Wren 

a ==(SHOPe-1 10h ere Wren) Os = ee ee eee 
peers ee ORR a ee ee ee = Ee Se 

eee 

bee ea Osage “Theiieh a eee eee 
= Gray-cheeked Thrush 2 Biase Rae a a ee = ee ee 

Willow Thrush, Veery 
Bluebird



7743 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBOEETUM 

BIED LIST 
MAY 16, 1938 

Green Heron (Cedar Waxwing) D.C. 
ss American Bittern : = Starling 

Se ee ee ee eed es ee 

SS aE eS es ere eee 
—_________—\Blue-winged_Teal_—_—___4H4#_484——_Meehville Warbdier— — —_________ 
oe Re enpe eed: Dug Se Web eee ee eee 

ee Lesser Scaup Duck > : Yellow Warbler 
Marsh “awk Cape May Warbler 
Ring-necked Pheasant Black-th'd Blue Warbler 

oS eee eee ee 
SS yn ee re eco 
$$$ Keode00——____________Giiestuut-sided_warvié2————— 
SS ed Band piper = Rey aren ited Warbler ee 

Least Sandpiper Palm Warbler 
Semipalmated Sandpiper Oven-bird 

: = Herring Gull Northern Yellow-throat 
ee a ee ee 

cc 882588 Er ith: Spero 
Sa setae eve i ee 
aS ene ee Coskoo 2 <a teee Bendowlerk eee 

(Great Horned Owl) D.C. Red-winged Blackbird 
Whip-poor-will Baltimore Oriole 

ee st ee rere oS oe 
— —s ——_——_— €hrtmey—Swie-——- ——_—-———torbira—_—_______—_— 
—_—_—_______ Belted Kingfisher _________________Sear1let_Tenager——___________ 

ee a RN a ern ee eee 
Red-headed Woodpecker Rose~breasted Grosbeak 

____ Hairy Woodpecker ____ Indigo Bunting 
Downy Woodpecker Goldfinch 

lee Crested Flycatcher -..., Seld- Sparrow 
ee ee eeeeeENE 

—_ _ Roigh wi aced-Swallog—_—. --____ > Wii teatipeated_sparvow=—— 
= _Purplasartp a ee ee Se ee 

Blue Jay Song Sparrow 
Black-capped Chickadee Rock Dove ze 

- White-breasted “uthatch a Eee 
en) 2.0. eee 

——_____ -___-—_Leng-b i ed_Mer sh—Wren——— $$ 
Shortab-l ted. Merah Wren eee eee 

a A eee 
Brown Thrasher 

ee een ee 
he 

eee 

—.—— Grayeehee kee d Bar vagy



University of Wisconsin Arboretum May 19, 1938 

Bird List 

Eastern green heron Prairie mars: wren 

American bittern Short-billed mrsk wren 
Lesser snow goose Catbird 

Blue goose. Brown thrasher 
Common mallard Eastern robin 
Blee-winged teal ; wood thrush 
Lesser scaup duck Olive-backed thrush F 
Cooper's hawk F Gray-cheeked thrush pf 
Eastern red-tailed hawk Willow thrush ~~ 
Marsh hawk Cedar waxwing S$ 
Eastern bob-white Starling 

Ring-necked pheasant Yellow-throated vireo F 

virginia rail F Red-eyed vireo 

Semi-palmated plover 5S Eastern warbling vireo 
Killdeer Black and white warbler S 
Ruddy turnstone Golden-winged warbler S 
American woodcock Tennessee warbler 
Spotted sandpiper Eastern yellow warbler 
Greater yellow-legs Magnolia warbler 
Lesser yellow-legs ? Blackburnian warbler 

Least sandpiper Chesnut sided warbler 

Semi-palmated sandpiper western palm warbler 

Herring gull Ovenbird 
= Ring-billed gull Northern water-thrush 

Common tern S Kentucky warbler 
Caspian tern Northern yellow-throat 
Black tern Wilson's warbler 
Kastern mourning dove Canada warbler 
Black-billed cuckoo American redstart 
Eastern screech owl F imglish sparrow 
Eastern whip-poor-will Bobolink 

“astern hight hawk Eastern meadowlark q 
Chimney swift Giant red-wing 

Ruby-throated hummingbird Baltimore oriole 
Eastern belted kingfisher Bronzed grackle 

y Northern flicker Eastern cowbird 
Red-headed woodpecker F Searlet tanager 
Fastern kingbird Eastern cardinal 
Northern crested flycatcher kose-breasted grosbeak 
Fastern phoebe Indigo-bunting 

Yellow-bellied flycatcher ? Eastern goldfinch 

Least flycatcher Red-eyed towhee 
Eastern wood pewee &. Henslow's sparrow 

Tree swallow Kastern vesper sparrow 
Bank swallow Fastern field sparrow 
Rough-winged swallow white-throated sparrow 
Barn swallow Swamp sparrow 
Purple martin Mississippi song sparrow 
Northern blue jay 

Easterm crow FEENEY--95 
Black-capped chickadee SPERRY--937~~LOTAL 100 plus 7 
White-breasted nuthatch ? 
Western house wren 

- * Hairy Woodpecker 
* Downey Woodpecker



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST MAY 29, 1938 

Creal bleeHterox = S- : 
jen Heron » : Short-billed Marsh Wren 

ween Goose? -2es7/ng Catbird 
Lesser Snow Goose Brown ‘‘hrasher 
Blue Goose kobin 

Mallard wood Thrush 
Ring-necked Duck Olive-backed Thrush 
Lesser Scaup Duck Willow thrush, veery 
Ruddy Duck Bluebird 
Hooded jierganser_ Starling 
Cooper's Hawk Blue-headed vireo 

Maersk Hawk Red-eyed Vireo 

Bob-white : Philadelphis ¥ireo ? 
Ring-necked rheasant Black and White Warbler 
Coot ; Tennessee Jarbler 
Semipalmated Plover Yellow \arbler 

lideer,,. = Magnolia Warbler 

Bast atitere Blackburnian Warbler 
woodcoek Meera gO Warbler 
Spotted Sandpiper a. arbdler 
Greater yellow-legs Oven-bird 
Least Sandpiper Louisiana iiater-Thrush 

kRed-backed Sandpiper Connecticut Warbler ? 

Long-billed Dowitcher Northern Yellow-throat 
Semipalmated Sandpiper Redstart 

Sanderling (w4ife s7ripe ) English Sparrow 
Herring Gull * Bobolink ; 
Ring-billed Cull Eastern \eadowlark 
Black Tern Red-winged Blackbird 

Mourning Dove Baltimore Criole 
Black-billed Cuckoo Bronzed Grackle 
Nighthawk Cowbird 
Chimey Swift Scarleé Tanager 

Belted Kingfisher Rose-breasted Crosbeak 
Flicker Indigo Bunting 

Red-headed Woodpecker Goldfinch 

Hairy woodpecker _ Red-cyed Towhee 

Downy woodpecker 

bird Pield Sparrow . 
= ied Flycatcher White-crowned Sparrow S, 

farts tcher® & White-throated Sparrow 
Least Flycatcher Swarp Sgarrow 
Wood Fewee Song Sparrow _ 

o 

Bank Swallow FEENEY-----91* 

Rough-winged Swallow 

Barn Swallow 
Furple vartin 
Blue Jay 
crow 
White-breasted suthatche 
House wren 7 

; Long-billed varsh Wren



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST MAY 21, 1938 

Gresik Blue Neon = Ss. 

eaee eee SS Long-billed Marsh Wren 

hada “Gods > ~" Short-billed Marsh jren 
Lesser Snow Goose Catbird 
Blue Goose Brown Tarasher 
Vallard Robin 

Baldpate Olive-backed Thrush 

Lesser Scaup Duck Gray-cheeked Thrush 
Cooper's ‘awk Willow Thrush, Veery 
Marsh Hawk Bluebird 
Bob-white 2 Starling 

Ring-necked Pheasant ‘Red-eyed Vireo 

Semipalmated Plover Warbling Vireo 
lideer ,. Sage Yellow Warbler 

Bigehoheliied Pleven = Magnolia Warbler 
New Sandpiper ? -Ff Blackburnian Warbler 
Piping Plover Pee Res jJarbler ¢. 

Gteated Yellow-legs ortherm /Yel Low-throat 

Lesser Yellow-legs Canada Warbler 
Baird's Sandpiper Redstart 
Least Satidpiper English Sparrow 

Red-backed Sandpip er Bobolink 

Long-billed Dowétcher Eastern Meadowlark 
Semipalmated Sandpiper Red-winged Blackbird 

Sanderling Baltimore Oriole 
Herring Cull Bronzed Grackle 
Ring-billed Gull Cowbird 

Caspian Tern Scarlet Tanager 
Black Tern Cardinal 
Mourning Dove Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
Black-billed Cuckoo Indigo Bunting 

Nighthawk Goldfinch 

Chimey Swift Red-eyed Towhee 
Belted Kingfisher vannah, Sparrow 
Flicker Hem get Spatrow se 
Red-headed Yoodpecker Field Sparrow: 
Hairy Yoodpecker Swamp Sparrow 

Downy Woodpecker Song Sparrow 
Kingbird — 
Pee be Flycatcher > 

ff 8"-bellied Flycatcher FEENEY--------88 
Alder Flycatcher ? 

Least Flycatcher 
Wood Pewee 

ive-sided Flycatcher 
 Reapeg tice 
Bank Swallow 
Rough-winged Swallow 

Barn Swallow 
Purple Martin 

Blue Jay 
. Crow 

Black-capped Chtéckadee 

House ren ’ z



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST MAY 21, 1938 

Green Heron Gray-cheeked Thrush 
Canada Goose - aesling Bluebird 
Lesser Snow Goose Starli ‘ c ae 
Blue Goose Tee Hee Hi Bed! #E° : 

re Tennessee Warbler ? 

BE a ouok ok Yellow Warbler 
Lesser Scaup Duck Magnolia Warbler 

Cooper's Hawk Blackburnian Warbler 

Red-—taiied-Hawk Oo Chestnut-sided Warbler 
Marsh Hawk Bay-breasted iWarbler 
Bob-white Mourning Warbler ? 
Ring-neeked Pheasant Northern Yellow-throat 
Semppalmated Plover WilsonIs Warbler 

Killdeer Canada Warbler 

Hocdece OK Redstart 
spotted Sandpiper English Sparrow 

Piping Plover Bobolink 
Baird's Sandpiper Eastern Meadowlark 

Least Sandpiper Red-winged Blackbird 
Red-backed Sandpiper Baltimore Oriole 
Semipalmated Sandpiper Bronzed Grackle 

Sanderling Cowbird 

Herring Gull Searlet Tanager 

Ring-billed cull Cardinal 

: Caspian Tern Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
Black Tern Indigo Bunting 
Mourning Dvve Goldfinch 
Blaeck-billed Cuckoo Red-eyed Towhee 

Whip-poor-will Swamp Sparrow 
Nighthawk Song Sparrow 

Chimey Swift 
Belted Kingfisher 
Flicker 

Red-headed woodpecker 
Hairy Woodpecker : 
Kingbird 

Crested Flycatcher WADDELL-----85 
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher See 
Least Flycatcher 
Wood Pewee 

Olive-sided Flycatcher 

Tree Swallow 

Bank Swallow 
Rough-winged Swallow 
Barn Swallow 

Purple Martin 
Blue Jay 

Crow 

Black-capped Chickadee 
f House Wren 

Long-billed “arsh Wren 
Short-billed Marsh jiren 

- Catbird 
Brown Thrasher 
Robin 

Begd. Famuen. Thrush



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST 

MAY 22, 1938 ; 

Great Blue Heron Tree Swallow Henslow's Sparrow 
Green Heron Bank Swallow Vesper Spsrrow S. 
Black-crowned Hight Heron Rough-winged Swallow Chipping Sparrow 
American Bittern Barn Swallow Field Sparrow 

Canada Coose - ~«s/ny Purple Martin vhite-th'd Sparrow Ss, 
Mallard Blee Jay Swamp Sparrow 
Blue-winged Teal Crow Song Sparrow 
Ring-necked Duck Black-capped Chickadee 
Greater Scaup Duck White-breasted Nuthatch 
Lesser Scaup Duck House Wren 
Ruddy Duck Long-billed Marsh j/ren 
Cooper's ‘Hawk Short-billed Varsh Wren 
Red-tailed Hawk Catbird 

Marsh Hawk Brown Thrasher 
Bob-white Robin 
Ring-necked Pheasant Wood Thrush 

Virginia Rail Olive-backed Thrush 
Semipalmated Plover Willow Thrush, Veery 
Killdeer Bluebird 
Ruddy Turnstone Starling 
Woodeock Yellow-throated Vireo 
Upland =lover s. Blue-headed Vireo 

Spotted Sandpiper Red-eyed Vireo 
Lesser Yellow-legs Ss. Warbling Wireo . 
Least Sandpiper Black and White Warbler s. 
Red-bak&ked Sandpiper Tennessee Warbler 5 
Semipalmated Sandpiper Nashville Warbler s. 
Sanderling Yellow Yarbler 
Herring Gull Magnolia Warbler 
Ring-billed Gull Myrtle Warbler 

Common Tern Ss. . Black-th'd Green Warbler 
Black Tern Chestnut-sided ‘Yarbler 
Mourning Dove Oven-bird 
Black-billed cuckoo Grinnell's Water Thrush S. 

» Whip-poor-wiil Louisiana Water Thrush 
Nighthawk Connecticut Warbler 
Chimney Swift Mourning Werbler 
Belted Kingfisher Northern Yellow-tiroat 
Flicker Wilson's Warbler : 
Red-headed Woodpecker S, Canada Warbler - FEENEY--- 
Hairy Woodpecker Redstart a. -- Total 111 
Dowmmy Woodpecker English Spsrrow 

Kingbird Bobolink 
Crested Flycaté¢her Eastern Meadowlark ; 
Phoebe Red-winged Blackbird 

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher Baltimore Oriole 
Alder Flycatcher Bronzed Grackle 
Least Flycatcher Cowbird 
Wood Pewce Scarlet Tanager 
Olive-sided Plycstcher Cardinal 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
Indigo Bunting 

‘ Goldfinch 
Red-eyed Towhee



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

BIRD LIST MAY 23, 1938 

\merican Bittern 
Mallard 
Lesser Scaup Duck 

Marsh Hawk 
Killdeer 

2 Spotted Sandpiper 
Least Sandpiper 

Herring Gull 

Ring-billed Gull : 

Black Tern 
Mourning Dove 
Chimey Swift 
Belted Kingfisher 

Flicker 
Downy Woodpecker ; 

Kingbird 
Crested Flycatcher 

Alder Flycatcher 
Wood Pewee 

Olive-sided Flycatcher : 

Tree Swallow 

Bank Swallow 
Rough-winged Swallow 

Barn Swallow 
Purple vartin 

: Blue Jay 
crow 
Black-capped Chickadee 

House ren 

Long-billed Marsh \/ren 

Catbird 

Robin 

: ood Thrush : 

Red-eyed Vireo 
Warbling Vireo 
Northern Yellow-throat 
Eastern Meadowlark 
Red-winged Blackbird ; 

Baltimore Oriole 

Bronzed Grackle 
Co wbird 
Searlét Tanager : 

Cardinal : 
Rose-breasted Crosbeak 
Indigo Bunting 

= Goldfinch 
Swamp Sparrow 

Song Sparrow FEENEY------48 

x53 Se eee say
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x ARBORETUM BIRD LIST 1938 

UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM DANE COUNTY 

—\ #€SNEY_SPERRY sSPECTES. = RENRY «= SPERRY =—sssBEMARKS CC ( Ce 
Sie ——_ kek Deore. 
Sg pe ee eee 

Se ca a a eee I ae eee 
eae Be: Bob-white Se eee ee 

W _."Ringenecked Pheasant © 
Soe Se ee ee ee eee 

Crt for 08 
—<$< Fe —__ ——— Barred- fe eee 
oe”). ee ee ee 
peg OO Ree ene ge eS eee 

WwW Red-headed Wovivseter 8 S58 ee eee 
he = ey Wocapecker— — 
eae We ea ee ee Woodpecker =—S Sie es en, a z nag 

SS eet Oe ee BS w : Blue Jay —___ ee ee See 
Sc eg ee eee 
pa Bee eeapped Chickadee = eee 

W Nuthatch 
oS Oe ree See 

TS 8080888 SSS 
SS 80828 eee 

——_.____.. gl ia Sparrow ee 
Ww Rusty Blackbird 
WwW Cardinal 

ca f fa -y  oe =— Eeltieeh See 
— io Slate Colores aS 

8098 pa FIO - . Ss gS, —_—_W________\____Longspur- (Lapland?) —__4h.. 3f-Bemey 2g Se eee hr 
3/29 _______Northern Shrike ee oe = Ree 2/5 (3/7 ) Red-winged Blackbird 3/ll; 3/9 F. 

S 8 Eastern Meadowlar ee ee 
Bed EE) SES A SS SS eee 
—. = (3 Ais)}+_———-Redta4:1¢—Hegwhe >, 
ae “ae 
; 3 See 
Le “sh. Sparrowjewi 4 ee ee eee 3/9 Vv 3/19 Canada Goose 

eer Re a pp a a ee 

2 2/0 Sees oti eR ig ee 
3/4, 45/1) oo re Se 3/14 (3/17) Ring Necked Duck oe 5/12 (8 on Wing) Se 

ote eee een eh ited fall ee ==S/lT-8s = Se 
2 CEN nce SEE a ee 

—__3/6——_—_{__}.__—__Hooded-Merganser———————__________—_- 
SS ee Merganser —_§__+—+—_— SS SS 

3 Se a eee ge 
Eo 48, —— ae Serres ne =e eee 

2 3/17 Song Sparrow ei eS ee 
Be ie Golden Crowned Kinglet 
Ss fe Se 

——t4/i2}-— 8/19 ——_—@reat-Biue-feron —__—8/20——-__—-gayt-or-Maateog ———— 
. ee 4 : FT eee



_ 

ARBORETUM BIRD LIST 1938 

UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM DANE COUNTY 

— JBEEWEY _SPERRY.___ SPECIgs —_—_ i 5 RRNEY = SpRnRy  __ -ReRE eo: 

eae BO er ingk Pitel le ee ee ee 
3/19 3/19 Shoveler ge . 3 
3/19 3/19 Red-ghouldered Hawk 
( ys ( ) European Partridge 3/20 <= East of Madison 

(ie) ee SS See 

Sf ee ae Oe pe ee : —__——Bronsed_-Grackle___$/20__________ Bast of Wadison 
3/22 2 Canvas Back S/15 ae eee 
3/22 (4/10) Hermit Thrush 
$25). (%2e)- Migrant Shrike 3/22 3/27; 4/8 W. 
oe reas ee eo ee ee 

——3/22——__{s/26}_——Oreen-winged—Teaa_—_—____—— : SSS ee 
—__—_3/23-___(4/s) -_____Pied=b41160a-Grebe——___-___3 /ag_—__ ——— 

ee i ee eee 
3/29 3/25 Ruby-crowned Kinglet OF eee 

Ss 4/8) ~ ——atlie Bear gE es 
— ar 3/24 $827} —__ 0 
Sa eter tes het g ee 

: (25 _-Pargiheu#i neh — $$ —>_— 
ae Sa Niara ine Deva 0 eee eee 

( 3/27 Winter Wren - 
(4/13) 3/88 Field Sparrow ; 

BE feo. 38 Sa ee 

ofan 05 50___.zateg-beddied—Sepeuskoe——_______ 
: r's Blackbird 3/27 West of Arboretum 

4/? 4/7 _ White-throated Sparrow __ eee Se ; 
4 4/9) Purple Martin = = oS eee 

eee RD South West 
er American Bittern = ee eens eee 

—_—free-Svaliew— $$  . 
=) 2) ie Warbler a ee 

(4/12?) $22 Duck Hawk F.? 
4/13 4/14 Swamp Sparrow = SS eee 

pS ae =e - Blue-winged Teal == — 
ye =65)> ae ee ee 
(4/16) - 4/44 ________Red-eyed—Powhee —_—_—_—_______$_$______— 
eee eee 
ay ee - See 
pee ee ee a is = 4/80). 4/20 Chipping Sparrow Soo F 

: reater Scaup e/a 
~~} 9——. ee eee 
ba eo rigid eee 

pe es -Rough=winged—Swe1 ow —___.___ 
19 3, Negaor Yellow=legs apg Jog ee 

we 4/21 4/24 Barn Swallow 4/18 Waddell ; 4/29) 4/24 Brown Thrasher =e ee 4/18 Waddell 
ie ee 

C) ) = " A = » ; f: Also Fall-of 37 Fo 

SS a ee ee eee ee rey
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ARBORETUM BIRD LIST 1938 

UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM DANE COUNTY 

_. FEENEY SPERRY _—-_—s SPECTES ion a REY SPCR (RES G > ee 

i at i Reha ler 
(Gey 7 ee eee 
(2) 4/28 Ganbel's Sparrow 
5/6 4/29 Chimney Swift 4/25 pee ae pa) > heuserrege SE ee 

SRE, eee 
4/30 __(#/$ Semi palmated Plover —____ Se eee ae enna re 

Pes a i ee ee 
«480 (5/6 Common Tern amen 
5 5/1 Greater Yellow-legs sh 5 oa 

Ree ee SUG eee ee er, = 
poorer es ~ (8/2) 5/1 Blue=grey Gnatcatcher —— a ata AO ean a ee ee =fe5 pt ooee _ 
—----(6/10)}—_8 A Fel bow- Wer b bea - 
—____(6/)_6/2 __Northern Yeidow=throat—_=$=—= === 

=) 8) Sl= oe Rope breasted Grosbeak #8 2 3 
+ 5/2 Blk. ern. Night Heron SSS ee = ae 

5 (5/3) Black and White Warbler 
—.—_ 8/2 ——_{8/3)-—_——_al tinore 0ricle ——_____________ Se ge a 
<=) a oe ee 

ee Ee pee ee = 8 960 
5/2 5/2 Crested Flycatcher 
( ) 5/2 Upland Plover. 

Se? (5/4) 6/5. feast. Flycatcher 

et 8) R eebe ee ee 

( 5/4 _Seideuowingsd Werder 
~ (5/15) 5/4 Cape May Warbler 

Pe eee) oe ““BEGGKOUIH an waroler == eee 74. 5/4 Black Poll Warbl ees a 

age ~ s Sie) ie eek LLL Lr 
= : 5/6 Alder Flycatcher | 

a) Se. eee eee 
6 5/19) Tennessee Warbler 

stnut-side rbler 

a A eine a ee ee ee ee 
= —____________Waddell earlier 

oe Ae/Be es ee 22 5/10 5/14 Long=billled Marsh Wren ae 5 go=-bun: : — 8/10" 58 
8 

— Ble) eg oy tr ented Vives eee 
= 89 (5 it) Mor thenn Sater Puscekes 5 ee 

5/10 — = Sibvaunah Sparta SS ee 
~ > byt (Any Least Sandpiper 5/10 or earlier = 

S/1l 5/14) Willow Thrush, Veery iS : Sess ’ aa i a= 
$782 ——_ 8/12 —__— oii ve=sitea-f lyoatcker —— 

a ES 
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ARBORETUM BIRD LIST 1938 

UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM DANE COUNTY 

— — FEENEY ——SPERRY—_______SPaeTEs___________PRENRY —_spERRY’ REMARKS ———____ 

eee ——_—__-White=runped_Sandpiper———$_$_—— 

16 5/14 Northern Parula Warbler 
5] 5/14 Wilson's Warbler 

=~ — (6/16); 6/14. ———s—Soethreated Slue arbicr == ee 
———-—— —-. a Eee 

— i Seshaoked Tivack ss ee 
G: 2 es pei 

: 5/15 ( : Ghay-cblored SparrowX ; & */o4 
lolv ve Sora aS 

SSaeS £15 Philadelphia Vireo = OU SR ne a 
ae ~—(s)4y=— Semipalmated Sandpiper SS See =} — 8 iiae-winged Warbler ——_- - ——_—_§g¢-—____________ 

ee i Merbiing Vireo Pe eee 
sea) (*--) Yellow-breasted Chat 6/15 

e/g 54 Ruddy Turnstone 
ae "ee eeeRelen Wat 01er — SS ee eee 
{> $6 —___—<_Wirité=oromned Sparrow Q 

——___—<=<{——-)}-——_{_ >}. —*" Red-bellied -Woodpeoker —________B/4s 
’ OW 

( FR) 5/18 Lesser Snow Goose % 
og | lk (B10) eee CCC Oe ee eee 
eos) Se SS See 
—_——5/19———_5/1e__—tanata_farbier—£—————__________— 

—— —{-_}—______ Yet ioweballies Bivestcher eee 
ee Se Rentueky gerier ey I See 

(5/20) 5/19 Red-backed Sandpiper 
== Spee Oe... eee 

—_———§/20—*"—{5/28}- —_— Sander ig] $$ $A Aaa aA 
——_———_6/91-—_—_—_(—_}___—_-Batvare-sanapiger———— Se 
paotee (Bag) G/B ming Weebl ee ee eee 
pee ae (e ormeeicee Wrreier lee eee 

5/24 Cj Nelson's Sparrow 
5/26 5/26 Orchard Oriole ee eee 

pee é. ie ee 
aC) ae 5 : do ee 

rps eee = Lhe (Db ote eg se a/2 § Se 

ef) ee bon Se ae 7 a pele (Plabineprs Se ee 
( g WF p rath pv 

Seika —aionicleeenNEE ——— 2 Dies eae tl u v a = pa envecnlpneseic inach inaeaea 

ee heen Maw, (Jojo Gaspu 
a . 4 on a Se eee ee 

— biefaJ ( « ) NE/ = = : 
fp feoe ( Deena Abr Le ? en) faced eee , ; A i ; . 1g Rs } { } A re. " HM éduger - r F Cx a ws 2 Fr 0 =. Sl eel det ee 

Ag, Co) Vay pe nr ee 
Ra- ULM ahah A/a: ie | 
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- Winter Bird List : 

University Arboretum - 1937 -*38: 

Canada Goose (2) Te sn 

Mallard 
Black Duck Heddell} 
Red-tailed Hawk 1/4/38 
Bob-white 
Ring-necked Pheasant 
Wilson's Snipe > 

Screech Owl (1 found at Camp) face 37 
Great Horned Owl (2) 
Barred Owl (1) 
Long-eared Owl (2) 
Saw-whet Owl 1/27/38 
Belted Kingfisher 
Red-headed Woodpecker 
Hairy Woodpecker 
Downey Woodpecker _ 
Horned Lark 
Blue Jay 
Crow 

Black-capped Chickadee ow 

White-breasted Nuthatch : 

@. Brown Creeper (Speney- + 
Robin 
Northern Shrike 1/29 & 2/7/38 i 

oe Starling 
English Sparrow : 
Bastern Meadow Lark (Sperry) 2/8/38 : 
Red-winged Blackbird 2/5/38 : 
Rusty Blackbird 
Cardinal ; 
Goldfinch 
Slate-colored Junco : 
Tree Sparrow 

Longspurs (Sperry) 2/9/38 x ’ 
Snow Bunting. ferty pe 37 

¢ 

pf 

i
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University of Wisconsin arboretum 

Shorebird Beaches and Lagoons 

List of Species Spring 1938 

Great Blue Heron---1 Pectoral Sanipiper---? 
Eastern Green Heron---2 White-rumped Sandpiper---2 
Bl-erd. Night Heron---1 Baird's Sandpiper---3 
American Bittern---1 Least Sandpiper---30 
Eastern Least Bittern---1 Red-backed Sandpiper /7+ 

~~ Lesser Snow Goose---6 Long-billed Dowitcher---3 
Blue Goose---3 Semi-palm. Sandpiper---20 
¥Piping Plover--=] Sanderling---1 
Semi-palmated Plover---10 __Wilson's Phalarope---] 
Killdeer---12 - >0 Herring Gull---35 
Black-bellied Plover---1 Ring-billed Gull---15 
XRuddy Turnstone---17 Common Tern---3 
American Woodcock---2 x Caspian Tern---5 
Wilson's Snipe---l Black Tern---12 
Upland Plower---? Tree Swallow---4 
Spotted Sandpiper---8 Bank Swallow---6 
E. Solitary Sandpiper---L Rough-wing. Swallow---2 
Greater Yellow-legs---12 Barn Swallow---2 

} Lesser Yellow-legs---5 Purple Martin---16 

(Numbers indicate greatest number seen on any one day) 

20 Species of Shorebirds 
3 Terns 

3 Herons 

2 @ulls 
2 Bitterns 
2 Rare Geese 
A variety of other birds. 

} - 

j
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Sperry SHOREBIRD BEACH ARBORETWM  MAYIG, 1938 

Species No. 

Red-backed Sandpiper 1 

Black tern Many 
Caspian tern 5 

Killdeers Many 
Common tern z 
Great Blue Heron, male i 
Lesser Snow Geese 6 

Blue Geese 2 

SpottedsSandpiper Zz . 

"Peeps” Many 
Whip-poor-will 1 

Herring gulls 
Ring-billed gulls 

4 

e
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Feeney and Sperry SHOREBIRD BEACH ARBORETUM MAY 19, 1938 

Species No. 

Lesser snow goose 6 
j Blue goose 3 

~ Common mallard i 
Seim-palm, plover 4 
Ruddy turnstone i 
Spotted sandpiper 10* 

Least sandpiper 20* 

Semi-palm. sandpiper 2 

Ring-necked pheasant 2 
Greater yellow legs 14* 
Killdeer 12* 
Herring full 12 
Ring-billed gull 20 
Common tern 5** 

Caspian tern 3 

Black tern 12* 
Eastern mourning dove 3 
Chimney swift 4 

tree swallow 4 

Bank swallow é 
Purple martin od 
Eastern robin i 
Bobolink 5 
Eastern meadowlark 2 

: Giant red-wing 10 
Bronzed grackle 1 ; 
Nastern goldfinch 4 
Swemp sparrow St



UNIVERSITY OF WI°CONSIN ARBORETUM 

SHOREBIRD BEACH 

MAY 21, 1938 BIRD LIST FEENEY 

Species ‘No. 

Lesser Snow Goose 6 
Blue Goose 3 
Mallard i 
Semipalmated Plover 10* 

Killdeer 6* 
Spotted Sandpiper 4* 
Piping Plover z 

Greater Yellow-legs - 

Lesser Yellow-legs 5 

Baird's Sandpiper 3 
Least Sandpiper 20* 
Red-backed Sandpiper 16* 
Long-billed Dowitcher 3 

Semipalmated Sandpiper 10* 
Sanderling 1 
Herring cull 15 

Ring-billed Gull 35 
Caspian Tern 3 § 

Black Tern 2 

Mourning Dove Se 
Red-headed Woodpecker i 

Tree Swallow a 
Bank Swallow s 
Purple Martin 2 
Robin a. 
Bobolink 2 

Red-winged Blackbird 6 
Goldfinch 2 

Savannah Sparrow i 

a SS ae ——
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sof OBSERVATIONS 

? 
Date Species \ Number “Observer Remarks 

5/3/38 spotted Sandpiper 1 Feeney 
Killdeers 2 

5/4/38 Spotted Sandpiper 2 Feeney 
Killdeer Couple 

5/5/38 Spotted Sandpiper 2 Feeney 

5/13/38 Spotted Sandpipers 5 Feeney 
Least a 5 
white rumpled 2 

Killdeers 5 

5/19/38 Feeney Sperry and 1 saw 28 species 
of bird on beach area. 

5/20/38 snow 6 Feeney 
Blue geese 3 

5/25/38 Least and Semi-palm Feeney Sandpiper lit on peat beach. 
Sandpiper 25 about 

6/8/38 Spotted isandpiper 2 Feeney One of the Sanpiper was a 
Wilson's +halarope 1 small young bird. 

6/9/38 spotted Sandpiper 2 Feeney Took a movie shot of Spotted 
Sandpiper and young - 5 feet 

from camera while were there 

the young one was overcome ___ 

~—$ 72/38 pectoral Sandpiper 4 Kind ‘ 
‘ Killdeers E 5 ; 
: Spotted Sanpipers a * 
‘ 

"5/6/38 + spotted Sandpipers 2+ kind 
Comman ‘rern, 3 
Killdeers Several 
Peetoral Sandpipers 6+ 
(Many others) 

shorebirds 
5/7/38 Pectoral sanpiper Kind Boe eee 

Spotted Sndpipers 

Common ‘fern z 
Herring Gull. 

“as Kadddl Checked Shorebird beach. 
6/6/38 . 

6/7/38 Ringbill,gulls 10 waddell : 

Herring Gull i 
" Redwing Blackbirds 5 i 

' Boboliuks 2 iy 
f Spotted sandpipers 5 

: oughtwinged swallow z
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BHOREBIRDS OBSERVATION 2 

Date Specie Number Observer Remarks 

9/7/38 Spotted Sandpipers 3 Eder 
Killdeer . 8 

: 2/8/38 Spotted Sandpipers 4 Eder 
: Killdeers 4 

7/11/38 Spotted Sandpiper Ss Eder 
Killdeer lo 

: Kingfisher z 

7/12/38 Kilideer 7 Feeney 
Kingfisher L 
Bank swallows 75 to 100 

9/13/38 Spovted sandpiper 1 Feeney 
Kilideer 5 
Cuckoo 1 

7/14/38 Sandpiper 5 Feeney 
Killdeers 8 . 

9/15/38 Killdeers 20 Feeney 
Spotted sandpipers 4 Baach and water holes 
Meadowlark 2 nearly chkean of tall veg- 
Morning dove 3 etation--four boys with seyth 

yesterdey and today. 

7/18/38 Longbilled Dowdtcher 1 Feeney 
- Killdeers : 29 : 

Spotted sandpipper 5 

Morning dove 1 
Meadow lark z 

8/1/38 Lesser Yellowlegs i Feeney 
4 Spotted Sandpiper 3 % 

, Killdeer 10 
SF Meadowlark 2 ; 

ag 8/858 Least Sandpiprer 2. Feeney 
Yellow legs 2g 
Killdeer 3 

8/9/38 Yellowlegs 3 Feeney 
Sandpipper 2 

; Great Blue Heron 1 

8/10/38 Killdeer 1 Feeney 
Spotted Sandpipper = 

Morning Doves 2 

8/11/38 Killdeer a: Feeney 
Semipalrated Sandpipper x 

Unidentified shorebird 1 
al VYorning dove 3 
* Great Blue Heron 2 > ; 

he ‘
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SHOREBIRD OBSERVATION 

Date Specie Number Observer Remarks 

8/12/38 Killdar 50 Feeney 

8/13/38 Spotted sandpipper i Feeney Mowed beach yesterday 

and today. 

8/15/38 Least Sandpipper 2 Feeney - 
Lesser Yellowlegs 1 

Killdeers 8 

8/17/38 Spotted sandpipper 1 Feeney 
Least sandpipper : i 
Filideer + 

Great Blue Heron i 

8/22/38 Spotted aandpipper ¥ Feeney 
Kilideer 1 

8/24/38 = Killdeer Floek Feeney A 

8/25/38 = See check list. Birds 
Freene ¢ show almost exclusive 

preference for our 

beaches. 

8/31/38 Lesser yellow legs 2 Feeney 

Killdeers 10 
Least L 

9/1/38 Spotted sSandpipger i Feeney 
Least Sama piper 1 
Killdeer 8 

Great blue Heron a4 

? Small <.<.. 
flock 

Gulls serveral 

9/2/38 Spotted sandpipfer 1 Feeney 
Killdeers Few 

9/12/38 Killdeers 14 Feeney Beaches all covered 
unidentiféed Sanpipper = with water running 
Little Green Heron 2 over dam like river. 

Great Blue neron 1 

9/13/38 Killdeers 23 Dykman water stillflowing 
Spotted sandpipper i over dam. 
Unidentified sandpipper - 

: Little Green Herons 2 

9/16/38 Killdeers 1s Dykman Water still flowing 
- Little Green Herons 2 over dam. 

Spotted sandpipgers 2 

= Great blue Heron z
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SHOREBIRD OBS#RVATION 

Date Species Number Observer Remarks 

9/20/38 Blue Heron Dykman Weather Cloudy. No work for 
Killdeers 4 the last two days on account 

to water at shore is about 
20 yards fromroad. 

9/21/38 kKilldeer 14 Dykman 
Blue Heron i 

9/22/38 Killdeer 18 Dykman 
Spotted Snipe 2 : 
large Blue Herons 2 

9/23/38 Killdeers ay Dykman 
Barge Blue Herons 2 

9/26 /38 Great Blue Heron 2 Dykman water very high; connect rood 
Killdeers 3 pools and lake, water badned up 
Dowithchers 2 over dam. 

9/28/38 KkKilldeer 6 Dykman water is not flowing over dam, 
Spotted sandpigper 2 because canal is same level. 
Large Hlue Heron 2 

9/29/38 Killdeers 12 Dykman 
large Blue Heron 3 
Yellow Légged snipe 2 

9/30/38  <Killdeer 13 Dykman water flowing over dam. 
large slue Herons 2 

10/4/38 Killdeer 2 Dykman 
Duck il 
Blue Heron 1 

10/5/38 pucks © 5 Dykman 

10/7438 Blue Heron Dykman 
Ducks 28 
Killdeer 2 : 

10/11/38 Ducks 8 Dykman 
Killdeers 6 
Snipe 5 
Great Blue Heron 1 

10/12/38 bucks 16 Dykman 
Killdeers 4 
Great Blue Heron < 
wilson Snipe 14
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SHOREBIRD OFS«RVATION 

Date Species Number Observer Remarks 

10/13/38 wilson Snipe aE vykman 
Killdeer 6 

large Blue Heron 2 

Blue winged Teal 2 
Mallard Duck 16 

10/18/38 killdeer 3 Dykman 

wilson Snipe 2 

Mallard pucks 8 
Grat Blue Heron 2 

10/19/38 Wilson snipe 6 Yykman 
Mallard ducks 14 : 

10/24/38 Mallard Duck aT Dykman 

10/26/38 king-billed Gulls 4 Dykman 
Nallards 8 
Blue-winged eal 8 
Snow Bunting ar 
yellow-faced norned lark 2+ 

11/2/28 Killdeer - Bykman 2 
Duck 09 
Blue Goose x 

11/3/38 Blue Goose + Dykman 

11/5/38 wallards 10+ Dykman The Blue Goose was on min lend 
Blue-winged ‘veal 5 south of big island--flushed 
Blue Goose + and flew to north side of Wingra 

where he lit. keturned, circle 
and back to Wingra then back to 

lagoon and lit on min land s.=. 
of pig island. te lit as soon 
as pykman got off island. 

11/8/38 wwallaré 12 Bykman Flushed the snlue Goose from 
Teal 1 S. end of island and latter Mr. 

Blue Goose. i Feeney flushed him from the 
peat shore. Believe Pheasants 

are eating some of the feed{corn 

bp jvwe/ Sunday-Pheasants were reported 
¢ eating corn on large island. 

11/9/38 Blue Goose zt Dykman Noticed again that he (Blue 
Small duck x: Goose) is clever in using the 

Mallards 3 or 4 Gulls for a cameuflage-flying 
Blue Heron a off with them makeing himself 

Wilsonfnipe 1 very inconspicuous. 

Killdeer + 
Snow Buntings 12
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SHOREBIRDS OBSERVAFION 

Date Species Number Ubserver Hemarks 

11/9/38 Agron Goose tracks iin center of is= 
land. 

11/10/38 Blue Goose 1 Dykman Flushed Blue Goose from center 
wallards 7 of island. He took off with out 
Small Ducks 2 running. His left leg hung 

down for a few monents after 
taking eff. 

11/11/38 wilson onipe = Dykman | 
Hooded Mergansers 8 

Duck rz 

11/15/38 vheasants 10+ Dykman There was a crust of ice on 

Ducks 42 ecanal west of island. 
Wilson's snipe 3 
Snow Bunting 30 

11/16/38 cheasants 8 Dykmn Burned partpf area N.E. of 
bucks 9 lagoons this A.M. 

Snow Buntings 8 
Cormorant(flew over) i 

11/17/38 Ducks 9 Dykman wo of which were Golden Eyes. 

11/18/38 Mallard 8 wykman 
Goldeneye 2 
Unidentified ducks 14+ 
wilson snipe 3 

11/19/38 Pintails 3 Dykman. 
Goldeneye 4 

Mallard 4 

Unidentified ducks 3 
Wilson Snipe 2 

11/20/38 Mallards s Dykman most of the lagoons were cover- 
ed with a thin sheet of ice. 

11/21/38 Mallard 1 Bykman 

Pheasants 254 pes 

11/23/38 Ring-Billed Gulls 4 : Dykman Most of Lagoon was frozen over. 

12/36/38 xingbilled Gulls 4 Dykman 
Mallards 8 
Blue-wing eal 8 

Snow Bunting 

yellow-faced norned lark 2 or more



im SHOREBIRDS OBSERVATION 
& 

Date oes) Species Number Observer Remarks 

12/23/39. Northern Shrike x Hoy Seen in a tree along east 
side of wood between F#9 
and Shorebird Lagoons. 

2/3/39 Shrike 1 Hoy P.M. The Shrike was at 
the Shorebird area again. 

3/2/39 Geese Flock Hoy Callistel saw a flock of 
geese going north over 

Lake Mendota about 2/26/39. 

3/9/39 Geese 55 Hoy Otto and Dykman saw a flock 
of about 53 geese Plying x 

north over Hast end of 
Arboretum. 

Killdeer Hoy Sperry reported Killdeer 
flying all over the area 
yesterday and today. 

3/4/39 Killdeer Hoy A.M. first Killdeer at 
east marsh. 

3/14/39 Killdeers 3 Spencér Tree Killdeers circling 
around camp and nearby field: 

calling continuously. 

Geese 8 Hoy I saw 8 geese flying north 

over the Arboretum today. 

Killdeers Several Hoy I saw several Killdeers on 
the Arboretum today. 

3/16/39 Geese 12 to 15 Spencer While coming back from the 
trap I saw a flock of from 

12 - 15 geese over west 

marshe 

3/24/39 : Feeney A.M. and PiM. Burchard 
¥ported some kind of 
Shorebirds on Beaches.
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SHOREBIRD BEACHES AND LAGOONS 

(Daily checklist for last half of May, 1938) 
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f SHOREBIRD BY\CHES AND LAGOONS 

ss (Daily checklist for ¢/vThelf of Jung m je a 
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SHOREBIRD BEACHES AND LAGOONS 

s (Daily checklist for last half of Jun 1938 
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Orheretinrn. 

daly 1, 1941 

PROJECT: SURVIVAL RATES IN ARBORETUM PHEASANTS 

Cooperator: National Park Service (personnel) 

Proceedure. Hach winter we census the pheasants (by "driving" 

with a CGC crew, usually in December). The census since 1935 

is attached, and shows a present population of about 300, 

For the remainder of the winter we trap all the pheasants we 

can, band each unbanded bird, and release in place. During the 

average recent winter we managed to attach bands to half or two 

thirds of the population. 

The unbanded birds caught each winter represent the new crop, 

plus a proportion of the unbanded adult residue from previous years. 

This proportion can be compiled from the previous censuses and bandings. 

Thus we can follow the shrinkage of any year-class through 

successive years, end draw a survival curve equivalent to an actuarial 

table for life-expectancy in human populations. 

Results. By repeating this operation since the winter of 1937-38, we 

deduce that: of 100 pheasants representing new crop on the Arboretum 

refuge in December 33 will survive until a year later 

10 will survive until two years later 

7 will survive until three years later 

These survivals determine a “regressive curve" heretofore avail- 

able for only a few species, and never before for a game bird. This 

regression is one of the most fundamental characters in wildlife 

management. The shrinkage is mech faster than anyone anticipated. 

All this assumes the population to be self-contained, i.e., free ~ 

from mich ingress and egress. Trappings last winter of 100 birds at



Survival Rates = Arboretum Pheasants 

the State Fish Hatchery, the most likely repository for egress, 

disclosed no Arboretum bands. If no Fish Hatchery bands appear 

in the Arboretum next winter, the assumption of substantial 

isolation can be considered warranted. 

Another question is whether a few years' sampling gives a repre- 

sentative regression. Actually, each year's sample is the aggregate 

of a hundred or more daily samplings, taken in all weathers and at 

a dozen fixed trapping stations. Hence, the regression is believed 

to be fairly representative. 

Discussion. From a practical point of view this study is the most 

important thing this Department has done. Another "change of horses" 

by the National Park Service is now taking place. Should it prove 

to be impossible to get a qualified replacement, some radical revision 

of plans to salvage the contimity of the project may be called for. 

The regression should be followed until one or more year classes 

reach zero. 

The authors of the work, W. S. Feeney and T. M. Sperry, are just 

writing the results to date for publication. The College may properly 

summarize the results after they have published them, but not before. 

= Alde Leopold 

P.S. All the records are in Sperry's hands, and Sperry is in military 

camp, hence the regression figures are approximate only.
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424 University Farm Place 
Jane 13, 1941 

Memo to Longenecker, Gallistel, Jackson: 

Two years ago you asked me to write the text for a descrip- 
tive folder on the Arboretum. I wrote one, but it evidently 
did not hit the nail on the head, After rereading it now, 
I am glad it was not used. Colonel Jackson suggested that : 
I use my Arboretum Dedication specch as a key note, and this 
I did, but I now think that something simpler and less pre~ 
tentious would be far preferable. The descriptive folder is 
not the place to give the philosophy of the Arboretum. 

T have now written another text which would be suitable for 
putting on the back of a map. I am sending one copy to 
Longeneckey and another to Gallistel to be forwarded to 
Colonel Jackson, 

The question is whether the general framework and method are . 
satisfactory, If so, Longenecker and I can polish off the ’ 
details. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
j Professor of Wildlife Management
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DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Bi-B-Wat. - ‘ UNITED STATES Lt 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Fecke. af 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON i 

dune 5, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomological Bldg. 

1532 University Ave. 
Madiscon, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

Mr. Couch advises me that in recent years you 
have been conducting a comparative study on the status 
of the Woodcock on some area in Wisconsin. If this 
is correct and you are willing to let us have a sum- 
mary of the information obtained, it would be most 
useful in rounding out the picture of this species, 
We have such material from Pennsylvania, Maine, and 
the Maritime Provinces so something from the western 
part of the range would be fine. 

As we are now working on proposed changes in 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act regulations » We will 
need this information in the very near future. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

. F, C. Lincoln, In Charge 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 

Division of Wildlife Research



424 University Farm Place 
June 9, 1941 

Mr. Frederick C. Lincoln 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Fred: 

Our woodcock study consists of a careful census of breeding 
pairs on 1000 acres in the University Arboretum during the 
last three years. In 1939, the census showed 33 pairs, in | 
1940 about 30, and this year about 25 pairs. I am not cer- | 
tain, however, that this year's census was as complete as 
the previous ones. Hence, the only conclusion which I would 
feel justified in drawing is that the populations remained 
about the same. This is extra favorable range. 

In addition, studies of the mating mechanism were made. 
The whole paper will appear some day under the authorship 
of ¥. S. Feeney and T. M. Sperry. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Spring Mammal Trapping Study (1941) 

The purpose of this study was (1) to determine the stage of the cycle, (2) to 
determine the comparative status of small mammals on various types of habitats, 
comparing also the results with those of previous years, (3) to determine the dis- 
tribution of the small mammals on these habitats, and (4) to make observations on 
all mammals trapped. 

aoe In order to accomplish this, four plots of typical areas 150 feet square were 
staked out on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. These plote included: I. 
Prairie (precisely the same plot as Feeney's plot I 1938-39), II. Border of woods and 
marsh, ITI. Upland oak hickory (the ssme woods as Feeney's plot III), and IV. Golden- 
rod aster association. Thirty-six traps were placed at intervals of ten yards over 
the area of each of the plots. The traps were of the single spring variety such as | 
are used in the household, all being new traps. The larger museum small mammal | 
variety was used on plot I due to the limited number of the other type. All traps 
were kept freshly baited with peanut butter and were visited daily. 

After six nights' trapping the traps were moved to the "Ragweed Patch" in the 
Faville Grove Wildlife Area, where fifty-nine traps wére set in order to check the 
results obtained at the Arboretum. 

The results were as follows: 

Plot I, Prairie 
1941 April 19 to April 25. verse travs six nights, or 216 trap nights. 

1 meadowlark 4/25/41 

Compare this with Feeney's results: 

: 1938 Way 2 to May 13. Thirty-six traps for eleven nights or 396 trap nights. 
§ Microtus pennsylvanicus 
1 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 
1 Citellus tridecimlineatus 

This represents one mammal for every 39.6 trap nights. 

1939 May 6 to Mey 19. Thirty-six traps were kept set for thirteen nights for 
a total of 468 trap nights. 

18 Microtus pennsylvanicus. 
This represents one mammal for every 27.5 trap nights. 

Plot Il. Border of woods and marsh. 
19a April 19 to April 25. Thirty-six traps were kept set six nights of which 
one was missing on April 21 which was replaced the following night, and twenty- 
five were missing on April 25 (human) for a total of 190 trap nights. 

1 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 
l Hermit thrush 4/24/41 

This represents one mammal for 190 trap nights. 

Plot Ill. Upland oak hickory. 
1941 April 19 to April 25. Thirty -six traps were kept set for six nights 
of which one was missing on April 21, which was replaced the following night, 
and three were missing on April 25 (probably squirrel) for a total of 212 trap 
nights. 

1 Peromyscus leucopus noveboracensis 
This represents one mammal per 212 trap nights.
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Compare this with Feeney's results: 

1938 May 2 to May 13. Thirty-six traps were kept set for eleven nights for 
a total of 396 trap nights. 

1 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 
5 P. leucopus noveboracensis 
2 Glaucomys volans 

This represents one mammal per 33 trap nights. 

1939 May 6 to May 19. Thirty-six traps were kept set for thirteen nights for 
a total of 468 trap nights. = 

2 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 
3 P. leucopus noveboracensis 
2 Glaucomys volans 
1 Tamias striatus 

This represents one mammal per 58.5 trap nights, 

Plot IV. Golden-rod aster association. 

1941. April 19 to April 25. Thirty-six traps were kept set for six nights 
of which 35 were missing on April 25 for a total of 181 trap nights. 

1 Peromyscus maniculatus baifdi 
1 Meadow lark 4/23/41 

This represents a total of one mammal per 181 trap nights. 

Regweed Patch = Faville Grove, 
1 April 25 50 April 27. Fifty-nine traps were kept set for two days, of 
which one was missing on April 26 for a total of 117 traps. (These traps were 
placed in lines of no particular geometric design.) 

1 P. leucopus noveboracensis 
1 Peromyscus maniculatus bairdi 

This represents one mammal per 58.5 trap nights. Records for the "Ragweed 
Patch" have been kept by Irven 0. Buss since 1936, and this year represents the 
lowest population since that year. 

The total catch of five mammals in 916 trap nights represents an average of one 
mouse per 183 trap nights. dene b bene 

From the above it can be seen that the population of aii) smal mammals is 
at a low level this year, and that this is true for at least a part of this 

section of the state and is not highly localized.



Date Species wt. t.L. 2. ELF. Sex Loc. Remarks 

4/20/41 Peromyscus 1.n. 18.0 gr. 147 mm. 70 mm, 21 mm, M Woods #4 Descended 
testes 

4/20/41 Peromyscus mb. 18.8 gr. 159 mm 7% mm, 20mm F Marsh #1 Cond. of 
mammae indicate 

young 

4/21/41 Peromyscus mb. 18.8 gr. 152 mm, 70 mm, 20 mm, M  Marsh-woods Descended 
#10 testes. 

4/26/41 Peromyscus ln. 21.0 gr. 165 mm. 74 mm, 21mm, M Ragweed Descended 
Patch testes 

4/28/41 Peromyscus mb. 27.8 gr. 157 mm. 60 mm. 17 ~. F Ragweed (Pregnant < 4 
Patch embryos, all in 

left uterine 
horn - 3 mn, 

Stage. Pronounak 
periodic pigment: 
ation indicates 
old mouse.
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: fe POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGH* 

Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and Aldo Leopold : 
oo 

This study measured, by four successive bandings of a sample ° 

population, the rate at which individuals pheasants disappeared and 

were replaced by reproduction. 

The population occupied a nearly isolated winter range of 600 acres 

on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, and was 

; unshot except along one boundary of the area. It increased during the 

: study period, which indicates a normal thrifty condition. It has been 

censused each winter since 1935-36 and trapped for banding since 1937-38. 

The censusing, trapping, and banding were confined to the winter 

range, which included approximately 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak- 

hickory timber, and 40 acres of old fields. The latter two types are 

on rolling land, This winter range and its relation to surrounding terrain 

: is shown in Figure 1. The nesting range included the winter range, and 

also adjacent open uplands, 
. 

Methods 

; The censuses were made by dividing the area into convenient units, 4 

| and flushing the birds from each unit into areas where they would not 

again be tallied. The flushing was done by a drive line of 40 to 70 men, 

spaced 3 to 30 yards apart, depending upon cover density and the dimensions 

of the unit. Tallymen strategically stationed around each unit did the 

counting. i 

* Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Park Service furnished 

Fj field personnel for this study up te June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the 
.. Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding out- ’ 

>) side the Arboretum area. 

\G Sali
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The size of the driving crew did not greatly affect the census. In 

Jamary 1939, an experimental drive with 10 men tallied 142 pheasants . 

on an area which yielded 174 pheasants when drivem a week later with 

a 70-man crew. 

The trapping and banding was done usually from November through 

April. About 16 traps were used at locations shown in Figure 1. The 

traps were visited two or three times a day when in operation. During 

storms, and frequently at other times, the traps were not set, the trapping 

stations being used as feeding stations. The traps were of the general 

design described by Hamerstrom and traax') as the "Portable Funnel Trap", 

but using bob-wire entrances illustrated in their "Wing-Funnel Trap", and 

further modified in many details for work with pheasants. Details of 

trap location and operation affected the catch quite as mich as trap : 

design. Field corn was used as bait. The trapped birds were banded with 

aluminum bands provided by the Wisconsin Conservation Department. 

Certain terms employed by bird banders generally are used in this 

paper. A "new" or “newly~banded" bird was one trapped and banded for its 

first time. Whenever this bird was retrapped during the same season, 

it was a “repeat". The first time this bird was retrapped in any 

subsequent season, it was a "return", but additional trappings of this 

bird during that subsequent season were "repeats". Any banded bird found 

dead was a "recovery". The trapping histories of two sample birds 

illustrate these terms:
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Hon 289018 Hon 373643 
1936--Banded March 10 ("new") 1939--Banded February 23 

1939--Return April 21 Repeat March 2 

Repeat April 27 Repeat March 11 

1940--Return January 26 Repeat March 14 

Repeat February 5 Repeat March 16 

Recovery May 14-Found dead Repeat March 17 

Repeat March 20 

Repeat March 23 

Repeat April 5 

(1940--Not trapped) 

1941--Return March 13 

: Repeat March 20 

(Ho subsequent record) 

Turnover 

Turnover, as used here, moans the rate of shrinkage of any year-class, 

as determined from returns of banded individuals, and their replacement 

by birds of subsequent year-classes. By a year-class is meant all birds 

banded in ar one trapping season. 

Table 1 shows the four year-classes and their returns during 

subsequent years. Mach horizontal line wwe the shrinkage of a 

yearclass. .
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fable 1. Shrinkage of Year-classes 

Year-class Total. Returns after 
banded 1 year 2 years 3 years 

1937-38 22 § 5 0 

1938-39 137 25 9 

1939-40 14s 26 

1940-41 127 

<seonceentimateenaiamnaacintantemptnsiaitaneneemensiniictinttenemuninimtitinnmmiesutininnnetininiemmmnincibtnetein 

. Table 2 rearranges these data for comparison with the annual censuses, 

and with the totals trapped. To trace shrinkageof any year-class, read 

diagonally downward from the "newly banded" colum. Figure 2 presents 

Table 2 in graphic form. It shows that over half of each year's population 

was trapped. This trapped portion, averaging 52 per cent, is here 

assumed to sample the population as a whole. 

fable 2. Census, Banding and Return Totals 

Season Census Newly | Returns after Total 
Banded 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years ‘Trapped 

1935-36 179 ~~ oon 

1936-37 179 oe te 

1937-38 = 260 22 22 

1938-39 2u* 137 g 147 

1939-40 = 3h 1hs 25 5 179 
1940-41 299 127 26 9 0 162 

a a ae!!! me ee ee” ee 

ma _ a ”CUmLR”CDCTS”C””:C<Ca 

_ 8, Corrected figure. See text, last paragraph under "sex ratio”. 
». Birds returning both first and second years totaled only once.
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The returns shown in Table 1 are not all of the survivors of the 

four year-classes, as additional survivors occur in the untrapped portion of 

the population. Conclusive evidence of this is shown by the fact that 

of 14 second year returns (see totals, Table 2), only 7 were trapped the 

first year after banding. The other 7 must have been present in the 

untrapped portion of the population. 

The ratio of the trapped to the untrapped portions of the survivors 

is presumably proportional to the trapped and untrapped portions of the 

total population. If this is true, then the survivals of the various 

year-classes can be determined by the formla: 

sz = 

where $ represents the survival, R the actual returns for season X, 

T the total birds trapped during that season, and C the census for that 

season. 

The survivals of the three year-classes, computed by this formla 

from Table 2, are portrayed in Figure 3. 

The oldest year-class (1937-38) shows a mach lesser slope than the 

succeeding ones; i.e., its shrinkage rate was less, its survival rate 

greater. Just before the 1937-38 year-class was banded, 127 pheasants 

had been trapped and removed from the Arboretum in the course of another 

experiment ‘2), This, of course, lightened the population pressure 

temporarily. The superior survival of the residual pepulation may be the 

result of (1) reduced mortality, (2) reduced egress, or (3) chance 

distertion due to the small number of birds banded. Under the carrying- 

capacity principle as defined by Errington and Hamerstrom (3+ PP+438-439) | 
the reduced population pressure should reduce both mortality and egress
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during the first year. It does not explain the apparently higher 

survival during the ensuing year. 

Based on the survivals of the 1938-39 and 1939-40 year-classes 

alone, a typical survival curve starting with 100 birds shrinks to 33 i 

the second year and 12 the third. If the survivals from the 1937-38 

yeare-class are given equal weight with the others, 100 birds shrink 

to 42 the second year, 26 the third, and none the fourth. On either basis, 

it appears that a turnover takes place every 3 or 4 years, and this appears 

also to be the maximum age to which individual phessants ordinarily survive. 

These deductions on survival and turnover rates are valid only to the 

extent that the pheasant population of the Arboretum is self-contained. 

The available evidence indicates that this is substantially true. Figure 1 

shows that the city prevents movement from or to the east, north, and west. 

On the south lies open upland, mostly cultivated or grazed farmland with 

little winter cover. This open upland is broken by two areas of marsh (see 

Figure 1). The smaller of these (Dunn's Marsh) was not trapped to check 

egress. 

The larger area (Fish Hatchery Marsh) was censused and trapped in 

1940-42 by Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin Conservation Department. The 

census showed 224 birds, of which 70, or 31 per cent, were trapped. Of 

these 70 birds trapped, not one bore a band from the Arboretum. 

The shrinkage of the Arboretum pheasant population is about 100 banded 

birds per year (Figure 3). Part of this is certainly mortality; part may 

be egress. If we assune that half is egress, and that of this egress, half 

ultimately lodges in Dunn's Marsh anéd half in the Fish Hatchery area, then 

25 banded Arboretum birds would be expected to occur in the Fish Hatehery.
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area. Since 31 per cent of the Fish Hatchery birds were trapped, & banded 

Arboretum birde would be expected in the catch, On this basis, a catch of 

2 banded Arboretum birds would indicate an egress from the Arboretum of 12%, 

or 1 bird an egress of 6%. Since no Arboretum birds were trapped, it may 

be assumed that the egress from the Arboretum, if it occurs, is too small 

to affect the turnover data. 

While no banded Arboretum birds were found wintering at the Fish 

Hatchery, two, killed by hunters, have been found a short distance outside 

the Arboretum boundary. Of the 77 returns on recoveries obtained from 

unmoved, banded, arboretum birds, not one has occurred more than } mile 

from the Arboretum pheasant study area. This again supports the conclusion 

that egress is negligible. 

Less is known concerning ingress than egress, although there is no 

evidence that this occurs to any considerable degree. 

In any banding study, trapping mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture. In this study, approximately 

1 out of every 7 "new" or "returned" birds was killed by dog, mink, or 

other cause at the traps. Since a large part of the catches were repeat 

records, the above rate fluctuated with the frequency of repeats, as the 

rate of 1 trap mortality for every 20 catches remained rather constant. 

This mortality was distributed propertionately over the various year-classes 

and return totals, so that the trap mortality apparently has little effect 

on the turnover rate, although of course, it does increase the turnover totals. 

Approximately 2% of the banded birds have been recovered as non-trapping 

fatalities. This doubtless represents only a small fraction of the birds 

dying on the area from non-trapping causes. No organized search for predator 

kills or other natural losses was made, Known causes of loss include mink,
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dog, barred owl, automobile, disease, legal hunting outeide the area : ; 

boundaries, péaching, and ol4 hunting wounds. One or two losses from : 

severe wists ann resulting starvation were also found. @eneii of loss 

which seem most likely to be at 811 common are predation and legal hunting. 

The former is indicated by the large mink population and the presence of 

both red and gray fox on the area. The latter has been frequently observed 

during the hunting season, although only 2 hunting returns of banded birds 

have been reported. 

Repeats 
A total of 434 pheasants was trapped 1415 times. The analysis in Figure 

4% shows an increasing frequency of repeats in each year-class and in the 

Season totals. This is based on the total munber of repeats in the total 

of all catches. An analysis based on the number of birds repeating out of 

the total number of birds trapped gives an almost identical graph. Wo 

explanation of this striking rate of increase is known to us. 

Sex Ratio 

Table 3 compares the sex ratios tallied during census drives with the 

sex ratios in birds trapped. The census tally each year shows 4 higher 

per cent of cocks than the trap tally. This mst mean either that cocks 

are easier to flush than hens, or harder to trap. 

Table 3. Per cent of Cocks in Birds Censused and Trapped. 

Season In In Composition of Trap Tally. Year Classes. 
Census Trap 

| ———_felix_eiy_19s7-38_1938-39_1979-o_agho-y__ 
1937-38 42 » » 

1938-39 4h® 38 30 35 

A939 5 23 0 a4 24 

1940-4137 30 = o 19 35 

fn ee ee 
&. Corrected figure, See text, last paragraph of "Sex Bates)
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That cocks are harder to trap than hens is suggested by Figure 5, in : 

which the per cent of cocks in the traps is presented graphically by months. 

Here January, ani again April, of each year yields the same sex composition 

as the census, namely, about 40 per cent cocks. On the other hand , 4 

Wovembor and March yield only half of this. This monthly differential 

holds good from year to year. Hence we conclude that for eons reason 

unknown to us, cocks are harder to trap than hens in November and March, 

In April they are easier; this may be related to mating activities. 

Figure 5 is based on newly-banded birds only. ‘The percentage of 

cocks in the total eateh (including repeats) shows « nearly identical graph. 
It should be noted in Table 3 that the percentage of cocks shrinks to 

zero in each of the two year-classes so far reaching their third winter. 

The few birds shown by Table 1 to persist through their third winter are 

all hens. This suggests either that the natural mortality in cocks is 

heavier than in hens, or that egress of cocks is heavier, or that hunting 

outside the Arboretum boundaries is heavy enough to account for this s 

differential shrinkage. 

An error in the census for 1938-39 is revealed by an ahalysis of the 

sex ratios for this year. The number of cocks banded wassbout 51% of 

the number censused, which is slightly above the per cent for succeeding 

years. The number of hens banded, however, &ctually exceeded the number 

censused. If it is assumed that 80% of the hens on the area were trapped 

(which is about the average for succeeding years), the total pheasant population 

for the year would be 214, whereas the census tallied 182 (see footnote in 

Table 2), and the ratio of cocks in the total population would become “ig . 

(Table 3).
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Height Behavior 

All pheasants trapped were brought into a field laboratory, weighed 

and recorded, then released at the same place as trapped. Birds trapped 

in the morning were released on the same afternoon; birds trapped late in 

the afternoon, were released on the following morning. Weights were recorded 

te the nearest gram, but individually are not significant within about 100 

grams, as a full erop of corn weighs up to that amount. Figure 6 presents 

the average weights of newly-banded pheasants caught in each of the winter 

months. 

This shows that cocks lose over 100 grams in weight, more or less 

evenly distributed from December through April. The hens lose about 100 

grams during January and February, but regain that amount in April. Because 

of the possible effect of repeated trappings on weight, this analysis is 

based on inttial trapping weights only. 

The gain of hens in early spring, as contrasted with the continued 

weight less by the cocks, was detected in red grouse by Vileen'** PP 131-154) 

and in bod-white by Stoddara'5+ PP> TTS), 

fhe average seasonal weights of pheasants are also shown in Figure 6. 

The fluctuation from year to year in hens is nearly twice the fluctuation 

in cocks. Both cocks and hens were lighter in 1939-40 than in the preceeding 

or following year, bat no such parallel fluctuation is apparent in other 

years. ‘The average winter weight of cocks is 1448 grams, while that of 

hens is 1045 grams. 

Consecutive catches of the seme bird often showed marked changes of 

weight. This chance was more frequently a decrease than increase, especially 

in 1940-41. The individual fluctuations seldom paralleled each other, 

hence no characteristic pattern of weight changes was detected.
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Bursal_Sxanination 
Gower(9) used the bursa of various game birds to distinguish "birds of 

the year" from “adult" birds by dissection. Hochbaum and Hawkins (unpudlished) 

have since aged both living and dead ducks by spreading the cloaca, and noting 

the presence or absence of a bursal opening. In the present study, beginning 

in March 1940, we examined the pheasante trapped by Hochbaum's method. This 

was an ocular examination, based on the assumption that the presence of a 

bursa would be disclosed by a bursel opening. In many’ cases a mrsal opening 

was clearly present, others showed only bursal sears; i.e., the bursa was 

absent. Some showed only a emall opening while a few were doubtful. Table 

\ gives our findings. 

table 4, Bursal Openings in Ring-necked Pheasants. 

A. Wew bandings and repeats of new ep : , 

Number examined ) ee ee: eS, 26 619 

# with bursal openings 82 jf 8 & 66 NG 66 
<--amspeenenpietsecett enna eeemneeasnglgnestceneeyaieitesesaehteateleneninatta taiteteantanntniiattititnttinstitiie 

B. First year returns (known to be at least 14 years old) 

Number examined 33 

% with bursal openings 15 
<vssiancntectnnttaceetetnenietaanmeataatinitittrinasinneeantisinnintlinemintieatan un tieiatesuateeeinimmtettienenttie 

CG. Seeond year returns (known to be at least 23 years 014) 

Number examined & 

$ with bursal openings 6 

enreai sncetemiettan sneer eaintantinarntateenientisiattnttitamnunemtanaeatcieteamniimiiamiaataneetienisliielaitiaettan 

Group A shows a progressive decrease of bursal openings during the winter, 

but these stfuctures are still present in the spring in nearly half of the 

birds. Groups B and C, known by their bands to be adults, show a further 

decrease, but bursal openings are still present in birds known te be 1} years
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old. Except for two doubtful cases, all birds known to be 2} years old had 

closed bursas. 3 

The full significance of our date will not be clear until bursal 

disappearance has been traced anatomically in large lots of birds of known 

age. Not only tursal opening, but alse depth and possibly other characters 

need to be correlated with age and breeding history, It is already clear, 

however, thet the presence of a bursal opening in pheasants is not an absolute 

criterion of a bird of the year. A few birds retain the bursal opening to and 

beyond the first breeding season, Perhaps such birds are sexually imperfect 

individuals. 

Life Bouation 
The turnover retes given in this paper ean be combined with the known i 

reproductive potential of the pheasant to build inte certain parts of the 

| lifeeequation a higher percentage of fact, and a lesser percentage of assumption 

| than has heretofore been possible. 

Starting with a unit population of 100 phessants on January 1, we now 

| estimate its sex and age composition to be: 

Cocks Hens TOTAL 
old birds 9 2 33 

Birds of the year ao & ee 

The italicised figures combine the turnover rates, sex ratios, and 

differential sex shrinkages developed in thia paper. The remaining figures 

necessarily follow. 

On April 1, at least 54 per cent of the hens of the year ani 8% per cent 

of the old hens, or a total of 40 hens, will have closed mursas, and we may 

assume will breed. We will assume that a bursal opening indicates sexmally 

imperfect individuals, and that such birds either will not or cannot breed. 

Te NO hens will tay 11 eggs cach ‘7? P°5), psneton ant Banorstven’!* 9°29? 

x gna E
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found, however, that only about 75 per cent (70 to 80 per cent) of the 

nesting hens finally bring off a brood. This represents a potential 

increment of 330 birds. This potential shrinks to 67 young by the succeeding 

Jamary. If this is not egress, it represents a mortality rate in juvenile 

E birds of 80 per cent. 

The adults are known to shrink 67 per cent from Jamary to Jamuary. 

If we assume that hens with bursal openings are not sexually imperfect, 

and that all of them nest, the potential increment becomes 495 and the 

mortality of juveniles 84 per cent. 

Reality probably lies near to the 80 per cent figure, which seems 

not incompatible with Errington and Hamerstrom's findings. 

4 

gna 

| Four consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that of 

each 100 pheasants surviving until their first winter, about 33 are still 

present during the second winter end 12 the third winter. 

This shrinkage seems to reprosent mainly natural turnover (mortality) 

rather than egress, for neither hunting nor trapping ylelded any distant 

returns from the 434 birds banded. 

The shrinkage in cocks was more repid than in hens. 

The censuses showed a hight ratio of cocks to hens than the traps did. 

In early winter, and again in spring, the traps showed as high a percentage 

: of cocks as the ceneus (about 40%) but in late winter the cateh of cocks in ‘ 

the traps wae mech lower. 

The cocks lost weight uniformly from December through April, while the 

é hens lost weight from December te February, then gained in April.
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The per cent of bursal openings declined through the winter, but many 

were still found in the spring, and a fow in birds at least 1 years old. 

This measurement of turnover from year to year, when compared with the 

reproduction potential, implies a mortality of 80 per cent in juvenile 

pheasants on © heavily stocked range. " 
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MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE April 9, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 Old Entomology Bldg. 
College of Agriculture 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It is imperative that something drastic be done about 
the high rabbit population at the Arboretum. Much of our plant— 
ing has been destroyed by rabbits the past couple of years. 
Several years ago considerable time was spent with a relief crew 
gathering acorns and spot-planting them through the Oak woods on 
the Arboretum south of Lake Wingra. Literally thousands of acorns 
were planted at that time. For a couple of years these were getting 
along fine. Two years ago this fall many of the Oak seedlings were 
as much as two feet tall. 

A year ago this winter, the seedling Oaks were all 
destroyed. John Curtis and I were through this woods this past 

; week and could not find a single Oak seedling. Curtis made a 
census of this Oak woods this past season and found no young trees. 
The question of soil deficiency and disease has been mentioned many 
times, but I question that the lack of young Oaks is due to this 

cause because of the large vigorous stand of young Oaks in the area 
two years ago. 

I recently made a survey of areas around Madison and 
in Nakoma, including the Arboretum Nursery and my back yard where, 
to my knowledge, there had been a large number of Oak seedlings 
growing this past summer. Wherever there was any evidence of any 
considerable rabbit population, the Oak seedlings have been cut 
off to the ground line, In my yard the Oak seedlings were cut off 
by rabbits but the Hawthorn and the Sumac, which are usually suscept- 

ible to considerable rabbit damage, were left comparatively untouched. 
Considerable damage has also been done to the young Oaks in our 

Arboretum Nursery this winter. 

Our November count of Oak seedlings in the cornfield nursery 

was 605 Bur Oaks 6 to 36" tall; 333 Red Oaks 3 to 12" tall; 43 White 
Oaks 12 to 24" tall. Most of these trees have been damaged or cut 

to the ground by rabbits this winter, Either the rabbit situation 

must be controlled or amother species than Oaks must be used in what 
we had hoped to be a bit of characteristic Oak woodland. Any plant- 
ing containing any considerable amount of Hawthorn or Wild Crabs will 

also have to be discontinued. 

What would you recommend doing? 
Sincerely yours, 

e" LAI Clougoncabey 4 

Exec. Dir., Univ. Arbovétum & Wildlife Refug
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR : o 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE de 

ow” : ea “Ae 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

Pheasant Drive 
January 27, 1941 

The annual mid-winter pheasant drive was conducted very 
much as previous drives had been organized, 

The day was mild and cloudy, temperature 15 to 25°F., a 
light wind from the south, with about 7 inches of fresh dry 
snowfall on the ground. The marghes were well frozen, but 

the streams at the west end of Lake Wingra were all open. 

A crew of 65 participated in the drive, all CCC enrollees 
and foremen, 

The totals tallied are shown in the following table. 
The areas covered by each drive are shown on the accompanying 
map. The total area actually covered was approximately 650 
acres, although the totals are approximately corect for the 

entire arboretum area of 1125 acres. 

Theodore M, Sperry
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‘aed es ee eee 
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Noe Woods (estimated) pee ee 

rota | | oe | 
Janes Woods _ (known) (Possibly many more). 

A more accurate figure might be obtained by omitting drive 
No. 5 (which has never yielded more then 1 or 2 birds) and in- 
cluding the Jones woods, which is reported to contain a relatively 
large number of birds, There is not sufficient time to include : 

both areas in one day. 
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ae 808=- E. Worden Ave., 
‘ Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Jenuary 27, 1941 

Professor Aldo east 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wiscons in. 

Dear Mr- Leopold; 

Received your letter of January 25th regarding Arboretum 
records. 

Pheasants For some time, we have been weeeetes little by little, 
See on the 1939-46 Feeccsct records and have now finally 
completed them except for interpretation. 

You will remember Harold Shine Sayeed either 100 or 110 
pheasants in 1937-38, and therefore I did nottrappi til Feb. 1938, 

n decided to tail mark some pheasants. From 2725/38 until 
3, 31/38, we caught 25 pees. including 2 hen retakes from the 
Febe 1 “Distance of Return" experiment. One of these traveled from 
Dunn's marsh to the east side of Noe Woods, and the other from the 
Dunn's marsh release to the feeder along the canal near Capitol Drive, 
which means thet the latter bird must have traveled 3 miles. 

Enclosed are the weight and band records for 1939-40, and 
1937-38. I am enclosing the eee 5 hand record, as we are s0 
busy with current matters it would be difficult to get these typed 
promptly. We would appreciate it if you could have this typed and 
return my original copy.— /?#37-37 rely 

Quail We did not take a quail census for 1939-40, as our counts 
Se were not entirely Tt However, Sperry and I both had 
some very accurate counts and I know where most of the uncounted 
coveys were wintering. The best figures available are approximately 
as follows; 

1. B#3- Noe Wood- 24-26 birds 
2% Hedge Row west of Cornfield 

Ne end - 18% ® 
3. Hedge Row west of Cornfield 

S- end - 13 : 

4. Hedge Row east of Cornfield-15-20 " 
5+ Gun Club hill- 14 ® 
6. 72S Hatchery Bridge- 10 ® 
7. Shorebird Marsh to RP9- 20e—Cti‘ 
8. West Marsh — Ryfe- 18-25 (possibly 2 coveys) 
9, WPI rere Re 14+ might be same as covey #3 

or #4). 
1- maybe, ask es emhere ee 
14, Canal Covey- might be same as covey #7. 
2- probably same as covey #8. 

Marsh between Woodcock Creek and Big Spring- size and radius 
undetermined. Might be covey #8 or same as seen at 
BHI5. (seen 5/30/89 ) a 

: t 
Total- B-12*coveys with not less than 140 birds- Jan. 1940. 

. We knew of not less than 6 unbanded ~— killed by weasel or 
mink at our shorebird area fence trap, and at least 12 killed by dogs \ 

H See TEVIS4TON om peel Smmmavy af lee cheeks 

‘ 

42 nd nO S .



at our palatability test feeder in the west hedge row and I remember 
of others, now and then, which I cannot find records for. Thus, it 
is conservative to say that our total quail loss was 25 to 30 birds, 
exclusive of natural causes.‘ 

Attached is a nearly complete record of the quail bandings 
for 1939-40. 

Woodcock I took a woodcock census 7 the sprine of 1940 and 
Seer eer it was compiled last sumer, all of which is in my 
woodcock paper but the paper is still on the shelf. I also banded 
54 woodcock in 1940. (2 cocks, 3 hens, 29 immatures). 

Approxinate census; 
30 “pairs"- 1938 
42 n= 1939 
31 "= 1940 

Rabbits The rabbit record, as far as I can determine, is scribbled 
a on a yellow sheet and inclosed with your tables. 

The deer project is keeping me plenty bu but the program 
is well underway aah I’ think we are getting senmiers. Will Geescn 
more information before long. 

Sincerely yours, 

[jet 
We S- Feeney 
Game Biologist
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: Summary of Arboretum Censuses and Bandings 

Quail z 

Year Observer Area Census Bandings 

Fall Midwinter Spring New birds Retakes 

1929-30 Errington ? Bi. 23. 

1930-31 " ? er : 58 / 

1931-32 . ? yo 46 

1932-33 « ? ha Ma 
*1933-34 Leopold 300 acres? 1287 x : 

1934-35 MacBeath " " x 35 

1935-36 CCC drive 800 acres 87 4a beds rfat{un 
jw Re 

1936-37 CCC ative 800 acres 70 55? oi 

1937-38 Feeney 900 acres + “i; Sais 5 =/Z0 

1938-39 Feeney 900 acres + (126 120, 
ee . 

1939-40 Feeney 900 acres + 190 —- ta ot §3 te 3 ave ° 

— * 5 
1940-41 Sperry 900 acres ae 35 to date 1 to date 

poo Cttme a gorve colwele, if 

Note: Reliable censuses underlined. Rest of figures substandard, and are given only for historical interest. 

* winter feeding began this year. Nomvrevious 

~ UL tak 6) fall t 2 Whacale re “rirh 
a af- hee (2.7 BLM % es 

e eT Ee ZE 3 : 

Ze aA 38 CBee fs Ag ro. oy ts Wl } ° 

5 ci AA irk 74 nee Pd hee Bes a 7 + nat bucbesk; 3



Summary of Arboretum Censuses and Bandings 

Pheasant : z 

Year Area : Drive Census Removals Bandings 
Observer Date Cock Hen Total Cock Hen Total New birds Retakes 

1934-5 
(Leopold) 2007 Fall 15 

1935-6 
(Moore ) g00 3/13 ge 74 170 2 2 

1936-7 
800 12/8 93 82 179 43 OT 

1937-8 ~~ g00 11/30 105 148 260 4g 79-127 23 Zz 

1938-9 Vee ay 
(Feeney) 800 1/27 gu / 82 182 — — 37t 146 10 

1939-40 
(Feeney) 900 1/10 19 471. 340 7 a | SG Jaq a7 

1940-1 : 
(Sperry) goo L/27— : 

: Sh Rg ne ees Te at 4 
“V6 bs 

o Dog work, substandard in accuracy : # 2-0 5 Ong 7 L, :
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Prot. Aldo Leopald 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
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: ; cc: Arboretum 
2 Cottontail 

| Feeney 

Rabbit Browsing, 1939-40 
Harold Burgess 

Among the species which were preferred by rodents in general 

on the University Arboretum in the winter 1939-40 were the following: 

Blackberry (Rubus sp.) 
Apple, seedling (Malus sp.) 
Black Cherry (Prums serotina) 
Wild Rose (Rosa sp.) 
Smooth Sumac (Zhus glabra) 
Bog Birch (Betula pumila glandulifera) 

These species were not particularly well liked, but were taken 

; occasionally: 

Grab apple (Pyrus coronaria) 
Plum (Prums sp.) 
Gray Dogwood (Corms paniculata) 
Hickory (Carya sp.) 
Willow (Salix sp.) 

Species which were either entirely untouched or were only very 

slightly browsed in spots included the following: 

Oak (Quercus sp.) 
Box Hider (Acer Negundo) 
Black Haw (Viburmum prunifolium) 
New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus americanus) 
Red-osier Dogwood (Cormse stolonifera) (not infested by oyster 
Choke Cherry (Prams virginiana) scale shell) 
Jack Pine 
White Birch (Betule populifolia) 
White Pine (Pims Strobus) 
Ironwood (Ostrya virginiana) 

Notes on Eaville Grove ~ April 22, 1940 - Leopold 

Heavily eaten: honey locust 
Exempt: wild plum, hazel 

Hotes a% Shack ~ Leopold 

Heavily eaten: elder (after snow melted), poison ivy (tips only),red osk 
Moderately eaten: silky dogwood, pussy willow, gray dogwood, prickly ash, 

Dlack oak 
Exempt: hagel, aspen, spirea, Ilex, grape, sandbar willow, cottonwood, 

soft maple 

f= 
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Dan /hompson | 
: SymaLb Mammal. Trapping Record- U.W. Arboretum ay: 

Tefal Len A | Len thet sex 
: a 12S Lengih Loft Tht. lind fost Commeunls for ree 

| Merdow Mouse | 
(Mexstus or 193mm 43mm 2imm So ( aught 1m marsA--. 

2.Nevthern While-Foot'ed Mouse | 
oat oa Lencopas noveboracensis) !67mm 76mm zokmm J Caug AT im Woods - YocK pile | 

vr Ww, = a0 e Aste - Footed Mecse 171 90m I6mm 2.0 west eg h 7 Pies i a 
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5. Prame White-Facted Mouse 1472mn 665mm 6dmm 8 ae AT om open woods 
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oo b Opera Tern 

Application for Grent-in-ald for 1939-1940 
te be Submitted to the 

University Research Comittee 

by 

8. A. Wilde, Department of Soils 

Title: The Causes of Deterioration of Tree Growth on Prairie 

Soils. 

Reasons for the Study: 
Prairie and prairie-border soils are widely distributed 

in the southern part of Wisconsin, aggregating about one-fifth 

of the total area. For reasons, thus far undetermined, somo 

of these soils exert a strong depressing influence on the 

growth of trees in this region. 

The disclosure of the causes responsible for the deter- ! 

loration of tree growth is of considerable interest from both 

the academic and practical standpoints, It should contribute % 

materially to the problem of establishment and maintenance of 

woodlota, shelterbelts, and homestead plantings vitel to the 

people of southern Wisconsin and neighboring states. It 

promises to inerease the general kmowledge of toxic so11 

agents. It may throw a new light on the entire problem of 

prairie-forest succession. ‘Tims, the solution of the problem 

is of equal concern to the fields of forestry, ecology and 

plant nutrition. 

Present Status: 
The project ie an outgrowth of the study on "Scological 

Relationships in the Arboretwua Area of the Universality of 

Wisconsin, which was initiated with the support of the



2 

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation on December 1, 1957, 

During this study a detailed soll survey was made, chemical 

and physical properties of typical profiles determined in 

the laboratory, greenhouse trials of soll fertility carried 

on with a variety of tree species, and the composition of 

ground cover associations recorded on random quadrats. 

fhe soil survey revealed the presence of an original 

lowlend preirie buried under an overwash of silt. Greenhouse 

trials have indicated a marked depressing effect of this 

prairie soll on the growth of trees, Including conifers and 

hardwoods such as green ash and Americon elm. This depressing 

effect was apparent in the early development, an’ the seedlings 

produced were only slightly better than those grown in sterile 

quarts send, In contrast, tall and vigorous seedlings develop- 

ed under similar conditions on uplend forest soile from the 

Arboretum area. 

Standard chemical enelyses of the soll failed to reveal 

any warked deficiency in available nutrients, and the causes 

of deterioration of tree growth on prairie soils is a subject 

for future investigations. 

Procedure: 
Pield investigationa, chemical determination of less 

known aspects, microbiological analyses and greenhouse for- 

tility trials constitute the main points of the proposed study. 

Tt im planned te follow the gradual changes in soil dur~ 

fing the transition from prairie to forest on a selected area 

well suited to this typo of research. Investigation of rare



3a 

elements, calclum-magnesium ratio, carbonate-lron relation- 

ship, possible disturbances in the nitrogen mutrition, 

growth hormones, end mycorrhizal fungi are likely to receive 

primary attention in laboratory and greenhouse studies. The 

improvement of survival and growth of trees through the 

application of fertilizing substances and modified planting 

technique, conatitute the practical aspects of this problem. 

The research is planned in cooperation with the Depart- 

mente of Botany, Bacteriology, Plant Pathology, Horticulture 

and the Chair of Game Management. 

Financial Support: 
A Graduate Assistant on a 12 month basis at §60 per 

month for 10 months as a half-time appointment, and at $75 

per month for two summer months as a full-time appointment. 

Half-time appointment for Academic 
Yoar ~ 10 mos. @ $60 per mo.- + ~ « ~ § 600.00 

fnew mest cos te 
Chemieele and supplies- « « - - ~- - = 50.00 

Potal - « - «+ + § 800.00 

fhe equipment and facilities for carrying on this inves- 

tigation are avellable in the Department of Soils and the 

Arboretum of the University of Wisconsin. 

Personnel: 
: 8. A. Wiide, Associate Professor of Solis; D. P. White, 

Research Assistant in Soils. 

Aeace. Prof. of Sotls
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1. Relation of forest growth to soils in southern Wigoonsin i 
A Imowledge of the relation of soils and forest growth a 

in southern Wisconsin may aid in the tree planting program car~ 4 
ried on by Wisconsin extension foresters, erosion control and a 
other work of the Soil Conservation Service, management of farm " 
woods, and recreational or landscape developments, The informa-— a 
tion on the suitability of soils to various species of trees and 
shrubs is of particular importance in the transitional prairie- | 

_ forest region of southern Wisconsin, a considerable portion of 
which ig not well adapted to tree growth. ; ea y a 
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{ A mycorrhiza is a symbiotic association between fungus g) i " 
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_ -- Aecording to recent belief, mycorrhizas facilitate the mtrition 
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4. Physiological balance of planting stock — ; ae 

Recent findings indicate that the survival of planta- 
tions may be, in some instances, increased as much as 50 per cent, oa 
by growing stock whose plant tissue has a proper balance of nitro- 
gen, phosphorus, potash and other elements. A local confirmation 
of the results elsewhere a is highly desirable. a 
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Soil organic matter is Closely correlated with esaen- a 
tial nutrients, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and replaceable a 
bases. The decrease in the content of organic matter 1s propor- i 
‘tional to the depletion of soil fertility. The establishment = 
of suitable standards, based on analyses of virgin and deterio- di 

- gated woodlot soile, should facilitate the selection of species = } 
for planting and the silvicultural management of stands. a q 

6. Bffect gf gertsliners upon the zate of production and ‘<7 a 
" guality of sap in Wisconsin sugar bushes = =~ = | 

_ Maple syrup is one of the by-products which helps to = 
maintain woodlots on a profitable basis. Some increase in the = = 
flow of sap has been obtained with application of pure mineral» nh pl 

_ fertilizers. The fertilizers used in combination with organic : _--« @arriers may offer still greater possibilities in both nutrition- = =~ 
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ng Length of fiber jand other properties of pulpwood 
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foresters employed in purchasing the raw material for the paper 
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i 42h University Farm Place 
; June 24, 1940 

Ur. A. F. Gallistel 
Service Building 

Dear Albert: 

The following “round~up" of the plant rork on the Arboretum was made 
with John Ourtis and Ted Sperry June 14. 

, IT understand that Curtis' appointment te 
the eee of eek Eonar title is awaiting President Dykstra's formal 
action. To save time, I suggest it be considered informally in effect at once. 

Gartis is again loaded with teaching, but at that he can do more directing 
than I gan, and further can delegate mech to Sperry. 

oseuspoan ape ty We are agreed that it is time to install it this 
seers ¢@ will never get anywhere by waiting until full equipment is provided 

‘or. 

Moods Flower Nursery. Nothing new. Awaits recommendation 
by ostpa, ea, 

sgodok ene. . Curtis has added the following new idea, which evokes 
enthusicem Ne, for which we will need the addition to the south: | 
Wisconsin woodlote are disappearing more rapidly than woodlot forestry is 
appearing. Henee there will one day be a big job of artificial restoration of 
woodlote. This requies mech more knowledge than what "silviculture" now covers. 
Our job is to develop what the foresters have overlooked. 7 

For example, rodents will play a large part. I am convinced wae Bask sqve 
oak plantings can etart only during the lows of the rabbit (and perhaps mouse 
eyele. 

On the other hand, without cover (such as hazel) for muree crops, it is 
doubtful whether compacted graged soils can be successfully planted (see our 
maple plantings). 

Moreover the utility of sprout stocks (as against seedlings) is in doubt. 
The soil requirements of the various oaks are hasy. 

Absolutely nothing is known about interspecific exclusions. For example, : 
I suspect that basswood, hazel, amelanchior, plum cannot start near elm; the 
agency of exclusion is probably the spring canker-worm. I suspect that sumac 
and helianthus exclude pines; agency is perhaps toxicity. 

}
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fhe effect of planting on heart~rote is unknown. 

Oak disease is still a aystery. | 

Here, then, is a considerable field, virtually untouched by conventional 
silviculture, basically important to southern Wisconsin, and especially suitable 
for university research because of the number of scientific fields involved. 

What is needed ie the south addition plus funds to carry at least one 
ecologist. 

Smeriuents on Conifer , Gur plantings are sbout to pase the 
atage where poe a a yg ome Gan be made. I suggest Curtis try 
to interest Dr. Wilde in doing something with them. In addition to soil medi- 
fications there is a chance to compare conifers with hardwoods for the purpose 
of crowding the ultimate conifer stand. 

eakehe sc orkgen ta. Sperry agrees that the time is now ripe to try the 
following methods of spreading the prairie species now growing in competition 
with exotic sods: 

1. Fire, Burn with following variables: 
Fall vs. spring 

(bo) Media (bluegrass, Canada bluegrass, quack, etc.) 

2. . Mow with following variables: 
Ci Yery early (as in May) 
(») Marly hay time (June 20) 
(ce) Marsh hay time (August 10) 

3. Sheatenl ‘ 
a. a epee kill sweet clover and 

determine acid tolerance of prairie species | 
(bo) Fertilising 

4. Preparatory 
Tayaiegh fe erops. Sreenie, clover. 

sy Desedding for native anmale (as ragweed) 
@) Seeding with anmals moved off 

5. 

Hapetpeenie Rental, Canada bluegrass, swaet clover 
boundaries 

(>) Measurements to detect disappearances of spread 
of planted materials 

srmorobun Atlas: We have no perwanent graphic record of plots, planting, 
and o wo’ tien of which should be xnown. We neod: 

1. To extend the quadrangle survays (marked 0 and 10 corners) | 
to the whole area. (Longenesiker? Madden?) 

\ |
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(2) fo prepare standard maps ef each quadrangle on which 
all lecations ean be plotted. These should be bound Pp 
#8 an atlas, to be kept in a relatively fireproof 
place (as longenseker's office). This will cost a 
little cash (perhaps $15) for materiale and binder. 
Can Longenecker undertake this? 

(3) To inventory all projects, and get the man in charge to 
tie in his leeations with the quadrangle corners. (1 
will do this as soon as Longeneeker ¢an furnish a map 
showing quadrangle loeations. ) 

(4) om jatiwe list of projects to go with above (I will de 
8). 

(5) Cumlative list of special maps. I understand Longenocker 
has this. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec wr Professor of Wildlife Management 
8 

Sperry 
Feeney 

| 

: |
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June 22, 1940 i 

| 
| 

r 

My. Charles B. Brown, Director 
State Historical Museum 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Charles: 

Thanks for your thoughtfulness in telling me | 
about liberating the Blanding's turtle on the Arboretum. 4 
IT am notifying Feeney, so that if any specimens show up i 
in the future we will know about the “plant.” ' 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, | 

, 
Aldo Leopold | 

Professor of Wildlife Management | 

: 

; 

: 

q
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1 THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN 

JOSEPH Seat (TRUSTEE OF THE STATE) 

MADISON 

June 10, 1940. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold | 
102 Old Entomology Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold:- 

On Saturday, June 8, I liberated near 
the eastern (sandy) entrance of the Arboretum . 
a female specimen of magna s Turtle (Emys 
blandingii, Holbrook) which I took on a sandy 
field which I was investigating for archeological 
evidences at Lake George near Portage. It is the 
first time that I have myself taken this species of 
land turtle, which is reported to have a statewide 
distribution but 5 not common. 

I thought that I should mention the placing of 
this tortoise to you as it or some of its progeny 
are likely to turn up at some future times. 

Sincerely yours, 
STATE HISTORICAL MUSEUM 

—. i 
Set —. RO aly iy J 

Charles E. Brown 
Director 

B/S 

|



42h University Farm Place 
April 5, 1940 | 

| 

Mr. Willian F. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game Management 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

The damage done by rabbits on the Arboretum this winter 
ie so bad that we feel impelled to intensify the rabbit control 
Campaign as the only means of saving the plantings of the last 
four years. 

I hear that Pennsylvania successfully traps rabbite in 
summer, and this ie one measure that I want to try. Since our 
permit extends to the end of 1940, we are all clear on that par 

With your permission I would also like to try ferrets. 
Can we operate ferrets under the existing permits, or do we need 
& Special permit from you? If we need a special permit, I wish 
you could iseue one to ¥. &. Peenay. 

De you by any chance have extra ferrets at the fur farm? 
If so, could we borrow some and try them? If there are none,t | 
imagine we ¢an purchase them somewhere, providing the permit issues. 

These operations, if sufficiently successful, might make | 
_ available a quantity of planting stock over and above what Milder | 
and Morgan need for their purposes. Will you have any use for | 
summer plenting stoek? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leepeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management | 

cc Longenecker 
Gallistel 
Feeney |
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| THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM an 

March 27, 1940 ud 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
102 Old Entomology 

\ For your information, I am enclosing a letter which 
\ accompanied the submitted project for improving the soil 
\ in the horticultural area at the Arboretum. This project 

| has been approved and we are in process of putting the 
i peat on at the present time. 

\ Sincerely yours, 

| <M) npenasle 
\ G. Wm. Longenecker 

| 

| ‘ : |



Cay February 7, 1940 

Mr. B. A. ie 
Inspector, National Park Service 
c/o Wisconsin DBonservation Dept. 
State Capitol Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Tripp: 

The soil of the 36 acres north of the CCC camp indicated 
on the master plan as “Horticultural Area" needs building up to 
a higher state of fertility before the propdsed horticultural 
plantings can be made. This particular plot of ground was part 
of the old Nelson farm which was cropped very heavily for a num- 
ber of years without due care being taken to keep up the fer- 
tility of the soil. The horticultural area is compased of 
four types of soils--sandy clay, sandy loam, silt loam and 

’ Gamma gley loam as shown on the accompanying plan. 7 

Following is a chart showing the analysis of these soils. 
The soil sample in each case was taken from the upper 7" layer 
by Donald P, White, Arboretum Research Assistant in Soils, and 
the analyses were made by the standard long method analytical 
procedure. 

i 

+ Soil Reagtion y ames x 0 ' ~~ ? t Total x } 
t Type ¢ 7 
sand t t eee ee ae ' ae ' | 

da t t . fa ee ' 29.0 ° 072 t 4 
ult, TF FF ]H Yili ; 8.8 ; 70.6 ' “6  ¢ 092 ; 
tama > texay'e 5.7 ' 89.8 ; 20.8 , 124 ' 
' loam ¢ t t 

As shown by the above analyses these soils are low in potash and phosphorous and the soil on the slope and the crest of the hill, the sandy loam and the sandy clay, is low in organic matter. Increasing the organic matter content of this area is particularly important. It has been suggested by 

|
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jonald P. White and Dr. S. A. Wilde, Prof. of Forest Soils at 
ne University, that 80-60 cubic yards of peat be added to the 
acre, The arboretum peat which is being removed from the east 
marsh in the pool development is nearly neutral in reaction and 
should be satisfactory for this purpose. They suggest that 7 to 
10 cubic yards of leaf mold be added per acre, and that the 
whole area be supplied with 150 pounds of ammonium. sulfate, 200 
pounds of 20% super phosphate, and 100 pounds of muriate of 
potash per acre. 

The recommended procedure is to plow the fallow land to a 
depth of 9 inches and then broad cast 3/5 of the total application 
of organic matter and commercial fertilizers and work this mater- 
ial into the upper 4-5 inches by a thorough.disking. The fert- 
ilized layer is then turned under by a second plowing. The 
remaining organic materials and fertilizers are broadcast, disked 
and harrowed. If a rototiller is available, it can replace the 
plow, disk, and harrow, insuring a thorough mtking of fertilizing 
materials. On the level areas of silt loam and gley soils, 
about half of the area, the application of organic matter can 
be omitted. 

If the humus and commercial fertilizer has been put on and 
worked in so that the area can be seeded before the middle of 
May, it should be seeded to the following mixture per acres 

6# mammoth red clover 
4# alsike clover 
2# timothy 
1 bu. of oats 

If the area has not been prepared for seeding by the middle of 
May, it should be seeded as soon as the area is in shape with 

1$ bushels of rye to the acre to keep it from washing. This is 
to be plowed under as a green manure crop. Then the area should 
be seeded to the above mixture as soon as it can be gotten into the ground the next spring. This will hold the area in clover 
and timothy sod and will hold down the weeds until such time as the various shrub and tree plantings can be put in. 

Plans have been made for some lilac plantings in the hort- icultural area and quite a number of plants have been planted, the Madison Garden Club cooperating. These are located on the better silt loam in the gouthwest corner of the area. Further planting will have bo be held up until this areats fertility 
has been improved. Plans have also been made for a "gmall ever- green" collection to be located in the northeast corner of the horticultural area. A number of these evergreens will be fur- nished by narserymen who are interested in the project as soon as the area is put into such shape that will insure their growth.
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Detailed plans are under way for the rest of this area and there 
is considerable interest and help available from various sources 
so that planting can go forward very soon. 

We think it is very desirable to get this area into proper 
condition for planting, so that we will not be held back when 
material becomes available. 

Sincerely yours, 

yg. G. ° ngenecker 
Bxecutive Director 
University Arboretum 

GWL/ah
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SITLE: Sex and Age Composition of Quail and Pheasant Populations on the 
University Arboretum 

REASONS FOR STUDY 

Almost all questions in the management of gome bird populations 
need to refer back to the sex and age composition of undisturbed normal 
populations such as exist on the Arboretum. Thus the State of Wisconsin 
spends money in five figures each year to replenish pheasant populations 
on hunted range, but no one knows how untunted populations replenish 
themselves. There is no base datum against which management phenomena 
may be measured. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
There has been virtually none. Nice has worked out the sex and age 

composition of song sparrow populations and the net replacement or turnover 
in Ohio. Hmlen has determined sex and age composition replacement and 
turnover in California quail. Stoddard has done the same thing in Georgia 
bobwhite. Leopold is getting turnover in Wisconsin chicadees. 

Beginning in the fall of 1938, Feeney banded 175 of the 250 pheasants 
on the Arboretum, and nearly all the 200 quail. 

Boginning in the fall of 1939, the same population was re-trapped and 
the percentage of last year's birds determined. Meanwhile the newly 
developed bursal character to determine age has become available, and this 
winter the age as indicated by bandings is being checked anatomically 
before the birds are released. The indication is that in pheasants 
approximately 20 per cent of the population consists of birds one year old 
or older, 

PROCEDURE 

The birds are trapped from November to March. The trapping is done by 
G.6.C. labor under Peeney's supervision. ach bird is banded, weighed, 
sexed, aged, and then released. : 

PINANCIAL SUPPOR? 

This work uses up about one month of Feeney's time. Its propricty 
has been challenged by the National Park Service, which proposes to abolish 
Feensy's position because this work ie not admissible under its fiscal 
regulations. It is therefore proposed that the equivalent of one month 
of Feeney time ($166) be carried by the University. Mr. McCaffrey says 
there are no funds from the Tripp estate to carry it, and suggests that 
it be referred to the President and the Graduate School, hence this report. 

PERSONNEL 

W. S&S. Feeney, Wildlife Technician, University Arboretum. The proposed 
work will require about one month out of his year,



Che Unibersity of Wisconsin 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS —" 

eee Madison 

Mareh 20, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Entomology Building | 

Dear Professor Leopold: | 

I enclose copy of a letter received from Mr. M. Ee | 
MeCaffrey relative to salary of Mr. Feeney. If you approve 
of Mr. MgCaffrey'*s suggestion, I would be pleased to see the 
President, but I believe it would be advisable for you to go 
along to more adequately explain the matter to him. : 

Very truly yours, 

4 Dathiultit > 

(sga) A. Fe Gallistel 
Enc. Supt. Buildings and Grounds 

|
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March 15, 1940. 

Mr. A. F. Gallistel 
Service Building 

Dear Mr. Gallistel: 

I have your letter of March 13, 1940, and regret that 
I have no funds in the Tripp Estate which could be used for any 
portion of the salary of Mr. Feeney. You know that the amount 
of income in the Tripp Estate now is very small and will only 
take care of the small items that the National Parks Board can- 
not take care of, such as freight, ete. I am of the opinion thet 
the labor necessary for the maintenance of the finished areas 
must be provided by the Regents and any salaries paid for research 
should come through the Research Committee. 

I would suggest that when you have an opportunity, as 
chairman of the committee, you have a talk with the President. 
and no doubt he will be glad to help you get the $166 requested 
by Professor Leopold. 

Aldo's letter to you is returned herewith. 

Yours very truly, 

SIGNED: M. E. McCaffrey 

Secretary



Che Unisersity of Wisconsin 

@) 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS ji + 

Pn Sunnneyapear | ta Afladison 

Merdh 15, 194. | 

Mrs Me Es wtdota dang 
Dear I, Motaffreyt 

As you know, i Tripp hae felt thet he could not 
entirely justify Mr, Feeney's work under his interpretetion 
Of NeP.S, objectives, Beoouse of this, Profesnor Leopold 
has made the suggestion, in the attached memorandum, thet we 
provide $166.00 toward Feeney*s compensation. Since you have 
80 generously come to our finanelel reseue in the past, I am 
again eppealing to yous. If you cen furnigh this emount, wo 
will be duly approciative, If not, we would like to get your 
suggestion as to a possible source for the funds, 

Very truly yours, | 

ds | 
tnaey k/> Gallistel | 

Supt. and Grounds 

OG= Prof, Longenecker 
Prof. Leopold ,~ 

| 

| 
|
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424 University Farm Place 
March 5, 1940 

Memo for Mr. Gallistel, 
Chairman, Arboretum Committee: 

Wildlife Work on University Arboretum 

In order to arrive at a factual basis for adjusting W. 8. Feeney's work to 
the new N.P.S. rules, I have broken down his time into items, each of which is 
appraised in the light of two criteria: 

(1) Does it use enrollee labor? 
(2) Does it help prepare the area? 

(1) Does 1% (2) Does it Per cent of 
Item use labor? prepare areal Feeney's time 

A. Census, banding, trapping 
pheasants yes only indirectly 10% 
rodents yes yes 15% 

B. Foods and feeding yes yes 10% 
C. Cover plan for new areas yes yes 10% 
D. Gover improvements yos yes 25h 

(fences, snags, shelters, 
help with plantings &~ 
nursery) “eee 

E. Mise. wildlife work and camp ee 
jobs other than wildlife yes yes me 

1 

In addition to item A, Feeney has spent a good deal of time on woodcock 
census, but this can only be done at dusk and hence is entirely out of official 
hours. 

I suggest, in order to settle the Feeney question, that we attempt to find 
university funds to cover Feeney for one month per year ($2,000+12-=$166). This 
should more than cover the work questionable under the N.P.&. rules. 

ry Research Director 
CO Fh tn tn , University Arboretum



March 14, 1940 

Permits 
Mr, Daniel H, Janzen, Regional Director 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
5174 Plankinton Arcade Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Janzen: 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation of a few 
minutes ago, I am attaching a copy of Professor Aldo 
Leopold's letter for your information. 

My. Hochbaum has estimated that approximately 
10 per cent of the birds should be removed. I believe 
the best way to do that is to ship the cull birds to 
Poynette for final disposal. 

I shall appreciate 1t 1f you can arrange for an 
immediate issuance of a federal permit to W. 8. Feeney, 
university arboretum, Madison, Wisconsin, to take not \ 
to exceed 200 wild ducks. The majority of these are ‘| 
Mallards. There are a few Blacks, however, one or two 
Pintails and, I believe, one Baldpate with them. | 

As soon as Mr, Feeney gets his federal permit, I | 
will recommend the issuance of the state permit. 

Inasmuch as you believe the birds should be banded 
with Blological survey bands, can you arrange to ship 
Aldo Leopold 150 of these. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. FP. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

AB 
Wes Professor Leopold 

J
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J. H. H. ALEXANDER 

mapdison 

March 9, 1940 

» 
FILE REFERENCE: 

i Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of March 5. 

Mr. Scott and I have gone into a huddle on the 
question of culling the "barnyard" mallards. 

Although I agree that it might be advisable to 
remove these birds if possible, I am of the opinion, 
and Mr. Scott agrees most emphatically, that it 
would be very unwise to attempt to remove them by 
shooting. The public who are feeding and enjoying 
the birds would be up in arms in a minute if we 
attempted to do any shooting on the ponds. 

Trapping apparently would be your only alter- 
native. This would be a sizeable job although it 
might be possible to pick up in a hurry the birds 
you want removed if they are segregated or tamer 
than the remainder of the flock. 

I am sorry that I do not have a man to spare 
for this work at this time, but if you have any 

_ ideas as to how we may be of help a little later, | 
please call me. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

wa i 

Supt. Game Management 
WFG: AB



42h University Farm Place 
Mareh 5, 1940 

: Mr. William 7. Grimmer 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Albert Hochbaum has looked over the mallards 
wintering on the Arboretum refuge and has pointed out 
about a dozen birds which are degenerated “barnyard” stock 
which, for the good of the flock, should be culled before 
breeding begins (April 1). I am gratified that the pro; 
portion of bad blood is so low. There are about 150 
mallards wintering. 

If you agree that these culls should be removed, 
will you please assign a game warden to do the shooting? 
I think the culls can be picked off with a .22 without any 
great disturbance. The only other alternative is to trap 

: the whole flock, which would be quite a labor. 

The oull birds are either (a) too large, (b) off 
color, (c) short-billed, or (d) no ring on neck. When your 
warden can do this, will he please notify W. S. Feeney at 
B.41797 

Yours sincerely, 

/ 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 

ce Feeney \ 
Dickson 
Jackson



OVERNIGHT LOSSES IN PHEASANTS 

Band Now Sex Date Tine Weight Crop Cor-Wt. Remarks 
a Caught 

( 65624c) cock 2/13 3:45P 1660 VU 1585 Wo sound 
2/14  8:30A 1608 1593 Squacked 4 v Z 

“BE 8 gain Af 4 
2/14 4:00P 1585 1/5- 
2/15 8:30A 1556 lit. 
2/5 3;00P 1540 tr. 1538 " 

65647¢ hen 2/13 3:45P 1010 3/4 920 Pecked ne 
( ) At 8:30A 967 Mi 943 Didn't peck Xper tment 

42 23 gain | 

2/14  4;00P 957 Vp 
3/p 5 8:30A 926 1/10- 

5 3;00P 922 dit.) | 917 Pecked t 

| 65664¢ "  3As 5:45P 976 3 3/ 886 ‘a 
2/14 8:30 940 1/4- 910 

36 1/2 24 gain 

2/14 4: 00P 925 1 
a 5  8:30A 904 Vi, Wei A7 
2/15 3; 00A 898 Tit. 890 

The above birds were all in the same bag. 

4; Esses 
( 65654c) hen 2/A3 3:45P 1070 1/4 1040 

2/4 —s- 830A 1041 1/5 1017 
2 0 25 loss 

2/14 4:00P 1033 1/lo- 
HA 5 8:45A 1009 ie 1006 
2/15 __3;00P 1004 tr. 1002 

The above bird was alone in bag. 

(Released all at 3:00PM. 215/40 

37384B) hen 2/14 3:30P 1036 1flo 1026 ( ) oAs 8:30 975 iv 974 Oy tt 
61 “$2 loss CV 

65605 * 2/14 3;:30P 989 1, ? Nervous ‘ 
ne At 9:008 951 Vi ? oa y At 

38 38 loss 

65648¢ " 2/14  3:30P 1087 3/4. 1000 
( ) it 9;00A 1043 A. 1013 

44 13 gail . we Aesses 
(65665c) " 2/14 3:30P 1094 4/5 994 

2/15 9;00A 1050 ife- 994 
44 no change 

65666C * 2/14 3:30P 1058 3/4 968 
( ) At 9;00A 1018 oA 970 

40 no change { 

/ ' . 2 

( Many o7hers rv banding record, )



University Arboretum, ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Jan. 22, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. ! 

, 
Dear Mr. Leopold, | 

I have read Jackson's ‘Analysis Of An Animal Population" and 

fletter myself by thinking that I understand it. 

It seems that the accuracy of this method increases with; 

1. The numerical greatness of the population. 

2. Extensiveness of marking. 

$+ Mobility of individuals within the census area. 

4- Accessibility of traps and ean 

5. Evenness of sampling. 

6. Individual equality to susceptability of being trapped and recaptured. 

7. Stability of population on census area. (i.e. the less influx, efflux, 
migration, mortality, reproduction, behavior changes, etc. during the 
census period the better )> i 

8- Dissemination. (Not applicable to animals which covey or group). 

9+ Constancy of environmental influences while estimating. | 

With pheasants ordinarily points (1) and (5), and in a prectical , 

way (2) would bother, but at the present time because of adverse | 

weather points (4) and (9) very nearly preclude an experiment. y 

We had made preparations to census Block 1 and Block 2 by a 

modification adaptable to pheasants, but the snow stopped us+ Would 7 

: like to give this a try as soon as conditions improve. | 

This method might also be used on small mammals if the difficulties 

encountered with points (3) and (6) are not too great. « 

Sincerely yours, ; 

We fe 4
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Jamary 8, 1940 

Prof. B. M. Gilbert 4 
Brology Building 

Dear Ba: | 

At the last meeting of the Arboretum Committee I brought up i 
the question of whether John Cyrtis should not be officially designated 
as the faculty member to give technical guidance to Ted Sperry in con- ( 
nection with the Arboretum work. Technical supervision of Sperry has | 
always been rather at loose ends and roughly shared by Fassett, Longe- \ 
necker, yourself, G,rtis, and myself. I think we have all gone little 
further than to express an interest in Sperry's doings. 

The time has now arrived for rather definite experimentation 
in how to obtain the survival and spread of the prairie plantings which 
Sperry has successfully installed. I suspect that Sperry is disinclined 
to undertake these experiments, preferring to "let Mature take her course." 
In my view we can save perhaps a number of years by controlled experiments 
with burning, cultivation, and other variables. Some one person should 
guide this work, henee my nomination of Curtis. 

Will you Let me know whether this meets with your approval, and 
if so, will you officially notify Curtis? I have already talked it over | 
with him informally. Fassett and Longenecker should also be notified of 
your decision. 

Sincerely yours, 

| Aldo Leopold | 
| ce Gallistel Professor of Wildlife Management 

| 
| 

| 

\ 
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| 
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2 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN | 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE | 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

January 2, 1940 

Messrs. A. FP. Gallistel 
Mo OR. MeGaffrey 
&lde Leopold 
J. %. Jackson 

Gentlemen: | 

I am enclosing copies of the report that accompanied the | 
master plan September SQ, 1939. As I mentioned in our recent | 
meeting, I would like your help in aneawering some of the comments, 
particularly the sections about the road and the praitie. 
Will you please forward your comments to me so that they can be 
put ints the narrative that accompanies the nev master plan 
when it te submitted? As you know, a new master plan vas 
drawn and sent te the national office early this fall along ‘ 
with our contemplated longetime work program. 

Some of the questions raised by the enclosed memorandum 
are answered by this new plan but it evidentiy did not get 
to the right agency for review. I would appreciate your 
help. Thanking you, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

G. UY ous 
Buecutive Director 
University Arboretum 

GWwi/mh 
Roel,



UNITED STATES 
COPY DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
University State Park SP -14 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Office of the Superintendent 

September 30, 1937 

Report Accompanying the Master Plan 

University Park 8P-14 
(Unisersity of Wisconsin Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge) 

This report supplements the earlier Master Plan report of December 
@1, 1936, and refers particularly to the comments of the Assistend Direc- 
tor to the Regional Director, Region Two, dates May 18, 1937. The fol- 
lowing information is captioned to conform with the various paragraphs in 
tje Assistant Directorts letter. 

2.Land Acquisition: It will be noted from this latest plan that a 
sizeable area has come into the possession of the University of Wisconsin 
east of what formerly was the north and south boundary running through the 
Jack Pine association. This is in line with the effort to isolate the 
privately owned land on the knoll directly south of the center of lake 
Wingra. Since this knoll cannot be immediately acquired, e@eregation will 
tend to. discourage its development as a real estate project until such time 
as arrangements for its complete acquisition can be made. 

Another valuable addition to Arboretum lands has been made in the 
north west portion between Monroe Street and the lake shore. Thig places 
approximately two-thirds of the shore Line in possession of the Arboretum, | 
and insures the preservation of a very desirable spring from which water 
supply will be obtained for the lagoons to be constructed in the Songbird 
Sanctuary. The shore property between the City of Madison playground and 
Vilas Park is owned by the Sisters of Bdgeweod Academy. Because of some 

“ legal aspects, it is not certain that title to the property can be turned 
over to the University. However, arrangements have been in progress 
for some time and should soon be brought to a head for the @stablishment 
of a long-time lease by the Sisters to the University of Wisconsin. This, : then, will ppovide for control of the entire shore line of Lake Wingra 
by the Arbgvetum authorities through the cooperation of the Madison City , 
Park Commission which holds the only other propgerties abutting the lake. 7 

It is felt that purchase of lands outside the two main entrances will | not be necessary because of the nature of the area. Since recreation is | not a primary motive for establishment of the area, large crowds will not be in evidence excert in unusual instances. Consequently, there will be 
hbttle incentive for encroachment upon the antrances by private con- 
cessions. 

3. Roads and Control: From this latest Master Plan it will be noted that the Hast-West road lying between the present Arboretum lands and the proposed acquistion is to be widened and made into a highway for segreg~ ated traffic in the state highway plan of rerouting through traffie around the City of Madison. This is recognized as an objectionable feature, but since it is the only feasible right-of-way for the highway development no method to overcome the objection is in sight. on the other hand, this does a. seem to be of sufficient consequence to prevent land acquisition to South of the road since this area will natural ly segregate itself from



our present holdings by nature of its differing topograph, soil composition 
and the use to be made of it. 

As far as the Pish Hatchery Road is concerned, its relocation would 
be a costly matter because of the topography of the ground to the Bast. 
A lazge portion of thts ground is a low marsh and 4t the south end there is 
a sizeable hiil which would necessitate costly footings and cut. Further- 
more, the land is chiefly valuable for game refuge purposes, Because of 
its similarity to the swamp on the West side of the road, pheasants and 
quail use bothsareas indiscriminately, and possession of the easterly pore 
tion provdédes complete control of the refuge. Therefore, little disad- 
vantage accrues from this road crossing the areas as it does. 

Acting upon the suggestion of the assistant director and after its 
thorough consideration, it has been aecided to propose a contact station 
at the Mitls Street entrance, This would best be built in combination with 
a new bridge which is needed to replace the present unsightly concrete 
arch which spans Wingra Creek. On account of the high arch in the present 
structure an unsafe traffic condition exists which should be eliminated. 
Construction of a new stone bridge in combination with a contaet station 
Would accomplish both purposes. 

; 4. Pionic Grounds: As has been assumed, the picnic area near the 
north-east entrance has been gelected is the one location where a concess- 
jon has been made to the demand for picnic facilities. It is not intended 
to encourage picnicking within the area by establishing these facilities. 
On the other hand, the fact that the public will demand some place to j 
prepare lunches is recognized, and the best solution is to provide an 
area where picnkcking will ve least objectionanle and enclLroachment 
upon the scientific and aesthetic purpose for whigh the Arboretun stands 
Minimized to the greatest degree. 

By utiliaétns the area near the entrance, excellent control can be 
mMaintanined, persons using it will feel that they are really away from the 
city, and the activity will still offer the Least possible objection of f 
any area in which it might be concentrated. 

5. Utilities and Servicer The Base Map has been corrected to show 
power and telephone Lines, Watersupply, and sanitary facilities which now 
exist within the aréa. On the Master Plan, a relocation of the power and 
telephone lines is shown and provides for placing them underground. This will eliminate unsightly poles which detract from a natural area. Utils 
ities were not previously shown in the "picnic area" because of insuff+ 
icient study and changes taking place as a result of filling in this area with the excavated materaal from the nearby lagoons. Exact locations are not even now intended by the symbols fox latrines, cooking units, and water supply. They have been shown, however, in order to indicate that provisiom for them is to be made in that general area - the job and plot plans will be submitted when the work is undertaken widl indicate the ¢ etailed 
arrangements, 

7. Presentation: The original report presents the organization and administrative workings of the Arboretun. It is not a recreational area 
exeept insofar as its provisions for scientific sutdy and aesthetic ap- preciation provide a certain type of recreation to the general public whom it is made svailable, Primarily it is established to enlarge the scope of training by the University of Wisconsin in the fields of natural science and landscape design - an outdoor laboratpry which provides a place for practical application by theoretical knowlédge. Indirectly benefited are



the people of the entire state through the dissemination of knowledge gained 
by research conducted within the ares. 

While it is a state institution, therefore, it differs from the state 
park in that its title and control are vested tin the Board of Regents of 
the University of Wisconsin instead of the Wisconsin Comservation Com- 
mission and, furthermore, that its aims are not recreational in the ordinary 
sense, but rather to promote the general interest in the natural sciences 
and aesthetic appreciation and to provide the opportunity for outdoor 
study by students and faculty of the university and other interested persons 

Respectfully submitted, 

G. Wm. Longanecker 
Park Authority SP-14 

GWifhs



COPY UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE / 
Region Two 

Omaha, Nebraska 

November 13, 1939 

Memorandum for Inspector Tripp - Wisconsin: 

The following planning material relative to the University of the 
Wisconsin Arboretum, Gp~i4, has been reviewed: 

lL. Seven fr BW copies of master plan U-9013-1-1 
2. Seven (%) copies of master plan narrative report, 

dated Sept. 30, 1937 : 
3. One (1) copy of base map No. 9024-i-1, dated 

March 1, 1939 
4. Fourteenth Period Camp Application for Wisconsin 

SP-14, approved July 1, 1939 

GENERAL: 

It is noted that this constitutes the first master plan revision 
: for the University Arboretum, and the second base map revision. This 

review is intended to supplement previous comments which have been 
made by this Service. 

LAND ACQUISITION: 
Both narrative and master plan indicate that extensive acquisit- 

oy ,lons are contemplated. A review of the base map shows that some of 
this proposed acquisition is already developed for residential use. 

We are interested in knowing if a definite schedule of acquisi- 
tion proposals has been prepared outlining the estimated costs of the 
various parcels, and of the time they may be acquired. It is realized 
that the availability of funds from approppiations or gifts cannot be 
predicted. However, it is believed that a definite acquisition oro- 
gram would be desirable and further, would quickly reveal any im- 
portant situations such as cost of land which would make the acquisi- 
tion proposals difficult or impossible. It is not suggested that such 
& program become a part of the master plan. The fact that such a com- 
prehensive program has been prepared and considered in connection with 
the master plan, would be sufficient. 

ROADS AND CONTROL: 
é€ question of parking control along the fish hatchery road, 

near the eastern boundary of the arboretum, has already been raised. 
Is any difficulty anticipated through the indiscriminate parking of 
cars which wight eccur along this right-of-way? Is the road proposed 
from the Service group to Seminole Highway inteddéd for service only?



It is noted that it passes saypere the Service group. If public use of this road is anticipated, would or would not more segregation of the Service unit be desirabde? If this road is for public use, will 
any method of control be instituted? Is this road connection from the 
Service area to Seminole Highway on the south necessary? 

It might be possible to re-route this road gouth of the Admin- 
istrative area with the entrance to the Seminole Highway remaining 
in approximately the Location now prove sed. 

We are interested in the purpose of the building shown near the 
entrance from Seminole Mighway. Will this structure be for administ- 
rative or private use? 

we do not understand the purpose of the development south of the ; 
Seminole Highway with parking area and three buildings. Further, 
is the extent of road as shown in this south addition essential? 

We are also interested in the road which connects the Arboretum 
drive and the fish hatchery road, passing directly south of the la- gooné. When land acquisition, as shown on the master plan is com- pleted, will this road be necessary for the use and administration of the area? If not, its removal from the master plan ile suggested. 

The entrance to the golf course from the south with three small buildings and a parking area is not explained. Is this access nec- essary or desirable? 

DEVELOPMENT UNITS: 
It is noted in the original narrative that fenced enclosures are proposed to exclude the public from certain wildlife areas, The base map shows three such enclosures at present labeled number one, two and three, and the master plan shows ia addition, a fourth which includes much of the area between the golf course and bake Wingra. Do these enclosures have any relation to the previously described wildlife fenced areas? If not, what is their purpose? If additional enclosures are proposed for wildlife purposes, their location or the vicinity of . the proposal should be indicated. 

Considerable emphasis has been placed on the development of the prairie area, The question has arisen in this office as to whether or not these natural open areas in wilderness days occurred on such slopes as this proposal is indicating. We would be interested in knowing if any relation between topography and these openings in the natural forest existed. 

in the proposed boundary 
It is noted that two anes ee eee iS the Sataee Ate 

are langeen “eseteette. oe of dertaie test plots, nursery areas, and 

being Page ypiyprain oot! with ecological anesinrl ye ect thieke use areas, W e ‘ have been evolved fo 
intereéted in knowing if any definite plans ha 

two tracts. ( dua 
uatic garden (excep g 

sere Pe teas Siu ve Cree Makeah road or Monroe trail aroun é red adequate? Street. Are the parking facilities as shown conside "7



Further explanation of development proposals for the acquisi- 
tion labeled "Songbird Sanctuary" would be desirable. Are special 
plantings contemplated for the attraction of birds of specific 
species? 

It is noted that lands adjacent to the Administration and Service 
group are established for a shrub garden. Is any planting contemplated 
for the purpose of showing specimen trees and their growth structure? 

A number of contact stations ure proposed and it is not clear 
to us whether the University anticipates ad@quate funds for their 
proper operationl Is it porposed to charge a fee or are these 
stations to serve only as information booths? 

The narrative submitted with the original master plan places 
emphasis on the numerous and various Indian mounds. The Indiam mound 
area should be marked on this plan as it is one of two major areas 
where publis use is provided for with parking shelter and toilets. 
The use of the area east of the Administrative group, now provided 
with shelter (and toilets proposed) should also be indicated on plan 
and narrative. 

DELINEATION os PRESENTATION’ 
e master plan in general, is well presented. Your attention 

is directed to Washington Office memoranda for field offices W - 5, 
(revised) and W-5-1, dated December 29, 1937 and December 30, 1937. 
All future base map and master plan submittals should be in accottd~ 
ance with one of tne two methods outlined in these memoranda. 

CONCLUSION: 
Planning coneurrence is given to revised master plan U-9013-1l+L 

for the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. As this matter plan is 
now over two years old, it is thought that several changes in land 
acquisition or proposals may have accurred and it is suggested that 
an early revision may be in order. 

| 
We are enclosing three signed copies of the master plan, and : three covies of the accompanying narrative report for your file and 

distribution to the Park Authority and Superintendent. Two copies 
of each are being forwarded to Washington and the remaining material becomes a part of Regional Office files, 

Associate Regional Direttor 
Encs. (6) 

CC - Wash (2) with Snes. 
Park Authority 
Superintendent 

| 

|
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(x " Demolition and Clearance, Road Repair, 
and Decontamination Squads 

3&5 

Home , Address Home Business 
Phone Phone 

T. K. Jordan 714 W. Olin Ave. 6.1155 B.5100, Ext. 580 

H. S. Fries ; 1608 Adams St. F.4889 B.580, Ext. 111 

B. W. Stitgen 101 Brittingham Place G.U774 

D. R. Zeasman 510 W. Main St. G. 3042 F.5926 

Archie Calkins 931 Fahrenbrook Ct. B, 6471 

Gilbert Hagene 218 Van Deusing St. B.2708 

Claude Triggs 1015 Grant St. B.4037 

Martin J. Statz 709 W. Lakeside St. F.4578 ‘ 

Louis Lumina 1143 Emerald St. F.4g54 F.ugUL 

C. L. Penn Rt. 4 F.7606 F.5926 

Merton L. Webber, Jr. Forest Park G.L4577 F.5300 

Edward Wineke 701 Swain St. B.1964 

Joe Fruth "727 W. Main St. G.3112 

H. L. Jacobson 706 W. Lakeside St. F.2516 

Russell Oxnem 10 Vista Road B.3718 

Bill Statz 2129 Keyes Ave. B.77 

G. H. Pregler 101 Milton Ct. B.5752 

Cc. B. Browning 914 Drake St. Call St. Mary's Hospital | 

Ralph O'Leary 801 W. Olin Ave. &. 3205 ; 
Dan O'Connell 1116 Bowen Ct. F. 3443 , | 

|



CITIZENS’ FIRE-FIGHTING SQUAD 

Instructions and suggestions for maximm efficienty in fighting fires at the 
University Arboretum. 

1. Bach man on the squad when he is notified is responsible for notifying one 
other member of the squad. The procedure is as follows: (IMPORTANT!) 

a. When you are notified, call the man on the list whose name appears under 

; yours. , 
bd. JIf the man cannot be reached, call the next man on the list, etc. 
¢. Should the person not be able to go, it shall be his responsilflity to 

call another member so as not to break the chain. | 
a. When you have relayed the message, proceed immediately to the CCC camp 

headquarters unless given instructions to the contrary. ‘ 
2. The most dangerous fire is the "grass fire" which when fanned by a breeze 

travels very fast; hence go as fast as you can to the camp after you are 
called. 

a All equipment will be at the scene of the fire. 
« Unless city fire-fighting officials are present, Tom Butzen will captain 

the crew. | 

5. The accompanying map and crew list should be kept in a place where it can 
be found readily. 

6. If there is any change in your telephone number, of you find you are unable 
to be of future service, please call T. K. Jordan so the necessary changes 
can be made in the list. 

Arboretum (and Tom Butgen, custodian) B, 4179. 
Conservation Department, B. 5100, Mr. Swift, Mxt. 337. 

Demolition and Clearance, Road Repair, 
and Decontamination Squads 

T. K, Jordan 714 W. Olin Ave. G. 1155 B. 5100, Ext. 580 
H. S. Fries 1608 Adams St. Fr we B, 580, Ext. 111 
B. W. Stitgen 101 Brittinghar Place a. au 
D. R. Zeasman 510 W. Main St. G. 1 F. 5926 4 
Archie Calkins 931 Fahrenbrook Ct. B, 6471 
Gilbert Hagene 218 Van Deusing St. B. 2708 
Claude Triggs 1015 Grant St. B. 4037 | 
Martin J. Statz 709 W. Lakeside St. ¥. 4578 | 
Louis Lumina 1143 Emerald St. Fr. pg F. 494i | 
C. L. Penn Rt. 4 ¥. 7 F. 5926 
Merton L. Webber, Jr. Forest Park 6. a F. 5300 | 
Edward Wineke 701 Swain St, B. 1 : 
Joe Fruth 727 W. Main St. G. 3112 
H. L. Jacobson 706 W. Lakeside St. F, 2516 | 
Russell Oxnem 10 Vista Road B. 3718 | 
Bill Statz 2129 Keyes Ave. B. 77 
G. H. Pregler 101 Milton Ct. B. 5752 
Cc. B. Browning 914 Drake St. Call St. Mary's Hospital 
Relph O'Leary 801 W. Olin Ave. G. 3205 
Dan O'Connell 1116 Bowen Ct, Pe 3443 

: 

|



MINUTES OF THE BERTING GF THR ARBORETUM COuNITTER 
April &, 1948, Horticultural Bldg, 

Members Presents hey 

a, 8. Jackson John T, Enlen = | 
3, G, Dickson ve aaittes Crh, ecg. 
Robert sieCebe Pred 8, Trenk he ' 
Arthur Hesler G, Se. Longenecker 

Gallistel reported that he had had several meetings with the 
Advisory Boerd fer the Athletic Department in regard te lend te be 
used for athletic purpores, Dean Withey had suggested that the 
Arboretum Prairie might work out well for this purpose, but Gallistel 
econvineed them that the area was being used and would not be available 
for auch activities. 

Beth Jackson and Gallistel reperted on the proposed lend acquisi- 
tion south of Seminole Highray, 

After considerable discussion on the Feavel Prairie, it was moved 
by James Dickson, seconded by Professor Trenk, that Boh NeGabe be 
delegated to make arrangements to cee that thie ares is properly 
taken care of, Wotion carried, 

Gallistel wore the matter of the Advisory Committee and 
pane tS ee of names of persons who hed been considered 
roe and Longenecker, It was asked that the Committee 

over the suggested nares with the idea of naking deletions or 
ndditiona, 

Beeting adjourned, 

: G, Mm. ea Acting Secretary 

Copies to: A, F. Gallietel 
br. A, C, Green 
John Curtis 
Wekeland elee] ( 
Charles Bunn / 
Alde Leopold 5 | 

IN 

\ 
, 

\



F 3/31/48 f 

rh 
Report on Arboreta oes, 1940196, qk 
y Departaant of MLLALIfe Monnganent 

(4) Bish lus for Gommnae 

| ee ee, 
igo hg 3 3 6 9 2 
igaele = 3 bs} 6 suopandod 

aghaely ag 3 % 6 saeponced 

1 ie 5 3 3 6 Br 2 

; ies = Hii 6 15 a. 
19-46 wD 3 4 6 3 2 

hey Oh 3 9 6 5 a 

Be ee a 0 ae ay 
4 (8) Student and Tamlty Researah 

12a, Subleas 
#. A. Sider & lle kK. Sowle (cop. Zoology) Madoaringlegy of cottentails 

Ay  Rawizine (qoop. M1. Hat. Hist. Survey) Food Seleation Wy Game Sine 

R. K. Mayor (anep. Zoology) Thoorinology of Pmiple Chieicen 

%. 3, Poona Vowteogic Study 

@. Me Sperey (cacp. Zoology) Bid banding (1108 Gira) 

Inven 0. Basin Pheasant Movenonte 

Aldo Leopold, 8. Sperry, John Catenkusan  Theasant Population ‘umover 

John Cotenkmsan and John Laughman Jabvite and Faves’ Agroduetion 

Georgy Halazon Quail Pomlation Study 

|
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ates 
Robert A. MoGabe Pheasant Turnover, Chicindee Sydy, 

Wren Study 

ig 
; Robert A, MoGabe Win Cettentail Commie, 

Seema Clonee, tie ees 
Songhind Beating Study, Yoodduak 
Troneplantation 

Rabat & Ixven Bass ( ZeocLavry’) Yollicles in "3 bap Seale. 
Allen Stokes Selafinch Study 

MAsabeth Jones Phenelogy 

fans P. Themean (eoep. Med. School) Age Criteria for Cottontail 

Lees 
Robert A, MoCabe Woodduek Study, Weedece!: Conmay 

Mink, Chickades, Alder Pycatcher, 
Wren Studies, Phossant Tumover 

Janes B. Hele Age Gpiterta for Cottentall 

Agnold §. decison Semub Vellard Study 

Elisabeth Jones Phenology 

sdeehG 
Robert A. MeTabe and Robert M1Lis Woodalmek Study, Chickades, 

Paonsant Turnover, Alder Pry 
entoher, Fran Shady, 

Jones 3. Bale Age Criteria for Cottontatl | 

Amold 5. Jnokwon Semb Mallard Study 

Jones Beer Breckbdint ceuty, Redwing 

Fred Greeley Mink Study
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Ade T, 

a win una Sy haan Toate, So 
. Census, Chicimdee syady, der Piyenteher 

“ Agnol@ $. Joeiexon Somb wallard study 
; Janog 2, Hale Ago Oriteria for Gottontall, Yellov- 

headed Blackbird Squly 
Janes Beer Rettwing Study, Masions Squdy 

AQaroks 
Robert A, NeOnbe and Robert Mlarson Pheasant Sumover, Gobtontall Study, 

Chigkndes Seady. 
Janen Beor Redwing Squily 

/



unt Bake pole 

bt USAR TRAPPING 
! U. ¥. ARBORMUN 19hphs 

Generel Suawnry 

Notal eateh + 553 

Newly banded 

ye ow - 15 

ye @ ~ 57 

Mw 8 ' iL 
old 99 = 23 

doubtful = 3 wt total cateh 

dourtfel 22-9. 

| total 206 

( if 

def + 12 . 

ee = aoe 
Mills i 

- dio = & 

7 é 92 « 
: totel i 

Half days trapped - 63 ; 

Rede used (HCD) (14358F-1400) (2420~300) (328596-328690) 

Metal band on left leg + green celluloid on right
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ak 

Winter 1947—hg 

oe ee a a a 

4 g 0 Now. Migtake made in band- 12/2/47 14358 1087 am 5 Poe 6 aa b 

(#50) 

Viegh $ 1081 0 am § Color band migeing & not 
replaced. Return. 

iefafsy 4359 22 Pom 3 ae How, 05 

14219 $ 1239 ° pm 3 W band eldpped under 7 
hind toe. replaced 056 

2 1163 ° 3 Return. | a. 

testo 2 On 20 me 3 &. theme Now. re 
14363 g 1258 9 DMs G New | 

wm ee OE ke on ; 
. X38. g 2, ° an & #. Retam | 

$  4oh7 20 an 3 G. New 
19 ff why ig am & G. InS, 2S. Bow 
1 & Wey 2 am = «B Int}, RD, lost W, replaced 

067. Return. 
3660 hT 16 an 8 G. Mow 
3633 2 07 9 ag 1 teat ¥. raolaced W61. 

14367 ¢ 1902 4 ar 1 Tel2, Bel. G. Mew 
é unt 2 ae hawe e111 

Lakh & 1683 2 am 3 Inlh, R1S. Lost ¥ ~ 966, 

14326 2 987 0 am 4 Leet # ~ pep ¥ 69 Return 
1 ¢ 1380 8 8©=— 26 am I-l2,RlO, G11. New 
we) 2 10he 26 am 5 610. New 
wns == 1083 0 am 5 YS. Return 
14370 g ug 0 an ; 013. Mew 
ee @ iy 0 am host ¥. rep © 73. Return 
1h é 13 26 arn 110,810.01. Hew 
pe ¢ i 22 pm InlO, B12, G15. How 
8 g pong 0 ba y bond OF. Return 

aims £t. sone 1 

145i ¢ 1492 9 > ; wih, mis. Yeh. new 

ine 9 er o os 2 host Y. ep Y. Returm 
Uy é 26 oa 1 lm, 28. G2. Hew 

12/4/47 wnat ¢ 1726 2 om oo I-l2,8-14, G2l. New 
ws377 eu ° aan 1 G8. New 
1378 g 108 ah am 1 a19. How 
1h359 ef fn 3 Repent
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Date Sond. Sex Weight Bure, fine Pmp __ Rounsiee 

12, wy ¢ } 2 am 3 twL2, R14. G17. New 
vist a ¢ 1998 2 am 3 soemenrety lost Byrep B197 

carn 

aa @ 1237 9 an 5 Lost yy rep Y1617. BR 
insee 2 5 Repeat 
4379 ¢ DWT 2 am 8 _ out Y, rep 1178 

14360 @ 1ah3? 22 as 8 @, Bow 
14381 ¢ 1360 ah ama 8 TelO, 10,614. New 
14382 ? 22 an 8 03. iow 
14227 ¢ 0 an 8 ieDt, Bed. %. Return 
14383 d 20 am & lB ILO. G20 Voor 

ay ¢ 1127 9 8 Lost ¥ ’ anes” na + Rep Y. 
Dies g om 8 Repeat 
Ve50 wR ° an 8 Lost ¥, rep Y. Retum 
ine ¢ 1327 16 om | 8 WlO, R12. G12. New 

ws g be 20 an 3 O16. Bow 
ve @ «Mt 22 pn 2 09. Mew 
uy 2 1198 ° pm 2 022. New 
14388 1107 ah pia 2 G25. Middle toe left ft. 

lst digit missing. Wow 
14369 é& Whe 26 pm 2 leS, 8. O23. lew 
14390 2 1 o pa 1 O7. Now 
14510 @ 1g2 ° pm 1 Om. Y 168, Retumn 

ane a a a re) + am « 

14392 ¢ Ay 2 ar LelG, 16. 66. New 

12/9/47 ¢ uw ° am o. Bow 
g 0 am 8 Ww Ree 
oe 1437 0 am g Teli, Rel. YS. RR 

ye 2 1125 20 am 8 3. Ropant 
Lie, 2 16 am 8 @. Repeat 
whl 12 emt 8 G12. Repeat 

¢ YX ° aD 8 W. BRR 
1 ¢, ft 18 em 1 G. Repeat 
ue @ 100 a2 am a G. Mow 
aNZL0 9 1193 0 an 1 168. BR 
ay 2 1092 3 am i G8. Repent 

wy é $1562 2 an 2 In, Bele, Oo, Appeara to | 
have bad broken lL. leg. Mow 

a @ iz 0 ase 2 @. Hew 
wy ¢ Lego 20 om 6.2 O25. Repeat | 
wy @ 100% ° ama 3 TY. Bote 
wy 2 72 22 maa 3 &. Sow | 
V4397 # i 16 an 4 a. New . 

vw ? 1s rs) 3 @. Hew 
u d 1495 2 am 3 G. Rapoat 
1h g ° an 3 G. Sow 

¢ 197% 2 am 3 3167. RR. |
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a a Se a a a 

wa72 ¢ img 22 am h = G15. Repeat 
adel aha g ie 16 Br 5 o. Bow 

14369 & 996 26 am 5 G10. Poenatl by cman 
too miaging. 

u $ 1281 0 pa 8 92. BR 
14363 g 1002 18 ps 8 G, Repeat 

$ i012 Oo pa 8 Loat W. . Return 
Vy ? 26 uw pe 8 a. 

wy ¢ 1398 2 pa 8 Gl.  Ropant 
g pat died in net 

van : i eS 3 7 toad oe tes © stteees pe 
over heel, *etur 

Wah & 1536 2 pn 3 v16d. RR 
14365 2 1095 22 pm 2 G. Repent 
eg g na o pa G18, Repeat 

g 0 pe 4 a. Mow 
a e & 9 pa % BOK, BR, 

12/10/47 14383 ¢ ¥ 1g an 8 G20. Repeat 
# % 2 ama 2 Ym12, 12. 12¥/M. Return 

aly & 1085 o am 3 G. New 
& 1360 o ona 2 OK. RAR 

1 g 196 © aun Lost ¥. Y190, Return 
r ¢ . 0 en y 189, 2k 

12/15/47 9 20 pm 8 Repeat 
2 0 pe 8 RR. 

iu ¢ 2 pa 8 RR 
Wy 9 0 pa 8 Repeat 

1430 e a 18 co] 8 Repeat 
wag g ° pm 4 ALR 
ews @ i20 ° a 4 RR 
33 ¢ 657 0 mC Lost W. Bop 999, Return 

& 990 22 pa 3 eo. How 
ayo 8 me 0 pn 3 @, Repeat 
14385 g 18 pm 3 Repent 
ome 2 hy 16 pm 3 o, New 

g ° pen 3 Re Be 
uy ¢ - pm 3 Bevere shook. Repeat 

& 1561 2 pa 3 RR 
14538 2 1067 G pm 3 R, Return 
14368 9 a 2 Repeat Rotors 
14 ¢ pea 2 Repoat 

om 2 Loot W. Rep W52. Return 
¢ pm 2 Lost B. BOL. t Return 

2660 2 eh 20 ora 6 a. Sew 
g wy pe 6 undended. mink 6422 

14320 & tal 0 pm 1 RR 
Ligh ¢ i262 12 yee a Repeat 
14227 ¢ Wye 0 pa 1 RR 

biol 2 bd 1g pe 1 G. Now 
12/16/47 ¢ is70 2 are 3 RR
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ee 

12/16/47 2 1223 ° pe 8 aR. 
" was ¢ 0 p68 RR 

286 é 20 pa 5 TelO, 2-12 6. Mew 

-—' tm se Bt 
14287 z con ° { 2 RR 
Ve g 20 pm 2 Reyoat 

g 1s pa 2 low 
4 g 0 pa 2 RR. 

- ¢ 152% ° pm 2 In}, 16. 0. How 
12/17/47 2 em 8 Repeat 

g am 8 Repeat 
2 ¢ ara 8 RR 

ms 8 dec) uate Pavont an 
2320 ¢ em ié am 1 lel2,12. 6 New 
2258 ¢ om a RR, 

2 1200 16 arn G. How 
2 1067 o amt G. Mew 

me: S) Ss un i 

wy 9 arn Repant 
: 1202 F am : RRs 

a ain 
g a ‘ am y whl outside trap - appeared 

12/is/s7 2490 g 8 coon tae va @ Repeat am tag #1. 
sol @ 9g7o ° an 2 yellow bad: tag #1. 2.2. 
aGos é ee yollow tag #2. RR 
362 ee ee em 2 yellow tag o Return 

é am 2 yellow tag RR 
395 ¢ 1077 0 ese 2 yellow tag KS Repeat 

2h30 g ars 3 yellow tag #6. Repant 
wank & wh95 0 am é yellow tag #7. Repeat 
l g it 0 ni yellow tag #6. Repeat 
14392. ¢ 2 am 5 . Fellow #9. Repeat 

. Toes 2 1020 22 net 2 dine + New 
¢ pn dog in tmp 

bd ¢ pa 4 vine tag 7 Repeat 
14931, Jf 1363 20 pa 1 blue tag Mi. Repeat 

ae S) Stages 
14293 ¢ 6K 4 . ye % inl, 216. Lost ¥,nob rep. 

red baste tag #1. Return | 
ihegs F105 0 a red tag $2. Return 

¢ a a2 pm 5 ‘bine tag #7. Repeat | 
g a2 pr 5 bine tag #6. new 
g 73. 22 pa Dine tag 19. Repeat 

4372 ¢ iW 22 pm Repeat / 

12/19/47 aan oy om on ae 
338 g +8 0 ern RR.
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POR eee I eS Nolet Bae ine i Remne  emneenane 

la/ig/sy 59h SUNT 2 mo | 3 Repent 
15s ¢ * ~ pe 5 RR 
22% ¢ y - m8 Rae 
Dy é 20 pa a Repeat 

12/20/47 é 15) 16 an $ O, InlO,310, Hew 
. - or AR 

3eu8 g - om © BR 
L371 é 4 - pra 5 Repent 
ae ® 1025 wm 865 RR 

a 2 963 * pa Repeat 
14391 ¢ ih 8 pa 5 Repeat 
36k & 1097 ° pan e Ra 

g es = pm 2 Reveat 

ie) eye Heh 
‘ Pe i ~ oo 3 Leet yellow. replaced Y. 

¢ 972 0 pa 3 R, 2 
1/5/48 ue @ By 0 ae | RR, 

1293it—sGT 4 pm 3 red fl. BR 
ee 2 ww © pe 3 lest yel. op. yel. Return 

1 e _ 2 m6 OS aR, 
359i uy m 63 repent 
2258 g e756 “ pal BR. 
rungs 8 0 pe OS rod @2. PR Vly. RR. 

i im F Ff pe 
1/6/as = 3827 ¢ X 2 om 863 yet #4. ALR. 

3883 o 9 ee : lost ¥, Rap. ¥. RR, 
re g 16 an blue #2. Ropont, 
ih3 g 4 0 an 3 white vep with &. Repeat : 
ap ¢ 4 0 yas RR - 

as 2 100% 16 pa Stié‘ée Reneat 
359 ¢ U6 12 pa 2 Reoeat 

éS 1687 o yaa 2 yellow f2. RR 
14394 =f L530 2 a | broken too outeide 1. 

foot. Repest 
meet 150K 2 pa 3 RR 

-— tim pt St lS 
myn dite S wales #9 Aepent ie ogo ke i a: f |. 

¢ - - ata 2 lost Y, rep ¥/M. RR, 
Ue ® 1160 0 om 4% Repeat 
wy g 0 om =o RR, 
Why ¢ ° an 4 lost Y, Rop ¥. Return 
3838 g 0 om 4 aR 

a : 1133 0 an : RR 
- ~ aan Rae 

1/e/he 2608 ¢ - - etn 2 Yel. #2. RR, 
wee. ee * am 3 Repent 

¢ mh 0 am 3 RA
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1/6, 2 0 em BR. 
ee eB ae ee 

5 z a 0 pe & Retuym 
a e. % be pm & Repent 

g 964 18 pa 8 Hew 
3636 ca 2 pe 2 RR 
nae g 20 pa 5 Repent 

: : ; oe 3 Calas i, RR 3827 1 pa . 
2606 2 g7o is pat 7 Repeat 
W394 & 1 4 pa 3 Repeat 
3678 @ 1207 9 pa 3 Loot W, Rep. ¥. Return 
Va372 ¢ who 20 pa 5 Riue @7. Sapeat 

he eee eke OR aoe 1 an + Ree 

i 14309 “ie 2 em a ih, B-1k, Lost Yel. Rep Y. 

2 1265 ° am 2 yellow #3. W. RR, 
nes 2 920 18 pm & @. Repeat 

mou . Sf lee u g « - 
teed 8 1045 ° pe ; yollow #6. G. Repeat 
3838 2 « - pr 4 3. BR. 
UNG Sf 1583 6 yi ye ¥. RAR 
rhegh g cad - po PY ¥ RR 

ifia/se = hee? < 1505 ° ae 8 W. BR 
2620 2 wa i“ em 6 0. Hew 
ue ¢& web ann 3 @, Repeat 
w J 1553 2 am 3 G. Repeat 
14360 % 923. 16 aaa 3 @. Repeat 

@ 1153 0 aan 3 &. New 
1h é ie 2 am tr 16, R16. Y. BR. 

@ @ 0 mn y B. RR 
thes 2? un ° ama 4 v RR 

2 1196 22 om Ok G. Hew " 
aaa. ¢ + - an 5 blue #7. G. Repeat : 

@ 1073 16 am 5 G, New 
g 9m 6 aga Z G, Repeat 
@ 06. 0 pea W. ALR 

We @ 1049 6 ae &. Ropoat 
Wh & 97 wy pa 8 G. Repent 
14393 970 22 pa 1 G. Rapest 
uy 2 1166 0 pt 1 % 2B 

& ez ° pa 2 ¥/it, BR. 

we : aa @ = 5 .. a 
“a eg wih pn 3 Yellow fb. BR. 
14293 ¢ . % pm 3 Red @i-¥. A.B, 
bl ¢ 9 ° pa %. aR, 

® 1015 0 pa 4 Yellow $2-0. Repeat 
2670 2 7° 0 pa 5 G. iow 

1/13/48 = 2600 g 16 am 3 @. Repeat
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Date Band Som Selzht Baten Bie tan Rerete neenns 

1/13/48 ’ ? «- * mt @. Repeat 

Thyes ¢ * - pra 2 G, Repeat 
14390 & 1053 0 ps 8 G. Repeat 
uJ c # * ps 8 w B&R, 
y ¢ wW 0 ne $ Y. a8, 
p6ne 2 9 18 na 8 G. Repaat 

¢ pe 3 . Waele u 2 ¥. BR, 
7 ¢ We a pm § toot G. Rep. G. Repeat 
u ¢ wy 6 pm § Blue #70. Repeat 
my ¢ - pa 5 Repent 

me 3h Oh Bb eRe pe * 

1/23/48 oe ® & 0 pn 2 ¥. RR 
ey 2 999 ° pati‘ Y. BR, 

yy ¢ 1507 0 on 4 % RR 
= 2 1009 ° om y Lost ¥. Bop. W. Return 
u @ 992 0 pm 4 Yol. (8-6. Repeat 
3838 @ 009 0 mt B. BR 
225s av = 21390 - ea 2 ¥/M. BB 
ae 2 1026 12 pa 2 &, Repeat 
14395 g 6 pal 3 Y. BR 

ij/26fas = - 427 f 1997 0 am 2 B BR. 
¢ ar 3 Raptor kill dn trap 

oo @ 7s a om 3 0. Repeat 
@ 21075 20 oa 4 6 Repent 

| 1298 & 965 ° am vod g2¥, RR 
3838 eo ~ ee B. BR in 
1369 g ao am 4 bine 44. 9, Repeat 
WW g 9 om " Y. RR 

: ¢ ih 0 am k @, Small spare, Repeat 
i215 2 916 ° oe 4 Ww. Return 
hese @ eh Qo am 4 Y. RR 
vk2gh & 1066 ° on 4 ¥. ax, 
Tay oe Way 1g en 5 Blue #]/~0, Repent 
Pu) % © am ; % BR 

@ } Q a G. Repeat 

ee “se 10) amt 5 is 
268 g one 20 om 5 @, Now 
3659 # 010 9 an 5 Loat ¥. Sep. %. Return 
Pn ¢ -— 16 am § G, Repeat 

e 4 ah 9 PG 0, How 
Tie & 1005 0 em = PG @, Hew 
Via % 1098 ° ame 6 Logt Y. Rep. YT. Return 
2726 ° 4987 o fan P6 o. Hew 
2258 co# ~ om 2 t/a BB 

a st ae je ae Tove | a « 

ne, oe ek OBR Bee pa ’ 

2 1206 ° pe 4 @ Hew 
@ tee o pe 4 6, How
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1/2efae Uy co» ~ a} Blue #7-@. Repent 
8 g « - pa § @. Repent 

. e - pa 2 ¥ Bl ’ $ &20 . pa ; oe 86-0. Repeat 
oe l - 4 

: ikells € wh 2 v4 3 ‘. an 
Gh g o al pa 5 . Mew 

¢ WW 26 pe 3 G. Repent 
ay $ ss 16 pia 3 %, Reppat 
Mh —¢ 43s 18 pa G. Repeat 

1/30/48 Ue ® 1009 0 a 861 G, Repent 
% 2 1035 0 ae | Ww, Rm 

¢. * ” as 2 ¥/t BR 
2 1080 0 aa 2 Lout ¥, Rep. ¥ RR, oe @ 1222 6 oan ¥, AR, 
@ ito 20 am 4 G. New 

ans ¢ 1938 4 aaa : wen wah Mow 
i & Mu 9 * aS * 

7 @. r0he #2 ot 4 & Hew 
u $ 1063 0 | % Be 
mys 8 UBT ° ano Y. 2, 
me 8 OT 0 om | OW % RR 
2790 © i202 o- ea 0. Hew 
2806 2 10h 20 aan G. Wow 
2a0 2 99h 16 an 7 . Kew 
co g 1120 Qo om howt %, Rep. Y. Return 

w & a4 am 6, Sow 
5ea9g 2 0 ana Lost % nob reploged. 

joke e -_ ° a OG lnLby eLN-3. Return 

we = =— & 1053 om «86 OU ORR ; 
las 2600. g - ” ym G. Repeat ‘ 

W390 kag 12 ye 3 G. Repent 
Bape @ aly 32 m @. 

me yPot Ri oP | 
afefa eh ks ‘ -  & fee 

a ie RE 2 Fe , pa . 

a/s/ee = - am | S Bine #oo. Renent 
r) 2 om 0 sa 5 W. BB, 
iy g gio 4 an § Blue 9-6. Repeat 

% 6 aa 2, ¥ RR 
a ¢ i 10 ome el? la Bow 

¢ 137 2 i) 2 lea, BR. New 
2/asyse =. asya @ 1p 20 aa G. ilow 

agac 3154 12 am ¥ G, Bow 
e & y pa 9 lLO,BLO-0. How 

5m ; Be Dae aP ¥ 
2/5/ne ie ¢ he 6 - 1 In By RSeO, Sepent 

wh $ i027 6 am 1 G. Repeat
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2/5/58 = 14535 2 957 o ama 2 % BA 
2600 2 951 12 fmm 2 G. Repent 

& 1000 0 ara 2 G. Repeat 

(moe ft tse an *- 

ieee @ i109 10 aan 3 G. = 
2590 2 1087 8 om 863 In, . Repeat 

¢ 1487 2 aot 3 Yol@u-lost ByRep.3. BR. 
iy ¢ hoo 4 am 3 InlO,R-LO-G. Repent 
2900 ® no 20 am 3 G. Hew | 

¢ 1652 am Yeli9-0, Repent | 
9 2 1079 3 naa Q Lost ¥, Rop.¥. RR. 

ine g 399 ° am 3 RR 
6 g 7 0 oan 4 host W, Rep. ¥. Return 

wy 2 902 o as 4 % bh 
2 RT o an y Y misbanded., Rep. W. heft 
as ‘ . a deen broken. 3. R, 

a 3 an . R, 
14369 2 9% ub ona % Blue #9-0. Aepeat 
cas ¢ : ama P te gs Go. New 

w pe a. 

es : a 10 art 3 G. Repent 
2920 g 1040 8 a 3 0. Mew 
bs 2 Lote 0 an 3 G. ew 

@ i011 16 en 3 G. Repent 
a/6/ys = e893 g 16 am ar. G.  yepent 

g 10 oa ar @, Sew 
g o aan 2p Lost Dine, rep. blue 

Return. 
e 10 ~ ara 8 % BR, 

14 @ 926 8 am 8 G. Repeat 
wi390s 0 an 68 6. Repeat 
eo g 0 ain 4 TY. BR 
1 @ 982 0 an y W RR, 

a 4 pm O3 IelO, FLO G. Repeat 
2/10/48 ® 10 2 on =P In3, 3 0. Now 

lia if S 8 meee am . 

a 8 ee = @ wan met bees 
14393 2 958 20 at ap G. Repeat 

2 1026 ° an ap Lost B, Rep. 3. Return 
g ae Q an ap % BR, 
: = » am 1 G. New 

cas 2 1069 0 ara 2 Yo. #8. BR. 
2690 $ + 16 ath 5 @. Repeat 
a ¢ 4% h pea . &. Repeat 
2h ¢ i o pa 3 G, Repeat 
a 8 1092 12 pm 3 G. Repeat 

om} Ba te pm G. Mew 
Xu & 996 o pe Sp Red (2-¥ B.R 
14363 & 9% 12 pA 8 G. Repeat —
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Date, Bond Sem Weight Bares ime Ee er ene 

2/10/4e Le g 8 8 G. Repeat 
v take g at 6 & 8, Repeat | 

298 % 980 16 pa Ot a New | 
2996 @ lose 0 pa 2 6. New 
3000 @ 925 h pa ap G, Now 

sane 2 1038 ° pr 2P G6. Hew 
2 913 0 pn ap % BR, 

2/11/48 3636 ‘ff ins 2 > 2 tenetneag % 22, 
ys g ° ea yp w, RR, 
wy e . : am up % RR. 

@ 207% o am 3 ¥ BR, 

W333 : a ° aS tok 2600 i r 

i 2 1022 Q an é % A 
2970 g « ~ ast @. Repent 
ae 2 1002 ° ea 4 B. ALB 

¢ y ° a ¥ IHL, R16 3. RR, 
ins g ° on & oe 
wer g ° aa y ", BAR, 

af/i2/e se86n0 bt am ip G-bird scalped in trap. lew 
4 7 § aan Ww * New 

pan 2 ie t 
g ihe 0 mn 3 w. RR 
é¢ } ° st ? Yoel. @9-0. Repeat 

/13/%8 pe tou ° 2 2 eae 2 an m 

1 ® & o am iP Y. 3,2, 
$ 1026 16 ar 6p . Hew 

2a/rh/ae ¢ wWqa 2 om - 2 lolQ,HeL2, Lost ¥yRep. ¥ 

uy 2 996 0 am od o. 
5 2 1087 0 am 2 Yel. is WR, 

(fe a eh ee coum Ra 

via ¢ iin 4 aun 3 Ye. Re 
2676 2 1003 ° am 3 0. Repeat 

é 1535 2 am 3 YolsP-B. RR, 
BY 3 © ars > % BR, 

—_ ¢ } 4 an 5 Sine Home Repent 
¢ i o an 9 G. Repent 

u 2 ° pe 2 Y. BR 
wy ra 2 pa Y. 2a, 

yom et fee 8 ha 2 an oP X 
sencee ff = 14e3 2 pa 1 Lath, akon, ewe 

2 2030 2 pa ap short spurs O. Repeat 
e 949 ° pn ar ¥. BR
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af2ofae = 1 & 1009 16 a G. Repeat 
136 2 902 6 pam ap G. Repeat 

2 866 EY pa oF G. Repent 
2966 2 26 4 oa G. Repeat 39 OR 0 m0 OP W, Res 

mm fie fk t Reee pn \e 
é ed - pa P 3 BR, 

= 2 909 ° om Y. RR 
i ¢ 992 0 m 64 3B. Rel, 

@ 1016 9 ae) % BR, 
eo 8 95 4 a | G. How 

Usga2 & 10% 0 pa ¥ Y%. AR, 
hs é a) “ pa h Y. BR, 

a/a/ys 2520 ¢ i 18 aun ar A ¥aG, B28, Biue #3 

y12 2 2092 0 nm = 6 B. Return 
2620 9 291 10 am ap @. Repeat 
ae fist 4 am 1 G. Repeat 

my @ 1039 0 a7 @ Repeat 
ape -.  s a RR, 

an 5 + Repeat 
3/5, i ¢ 2 2 nan a, 

em eet eee a * . t 
ahaa g ena ap @. Dog kALL an peo eae 
ue ¢ wm pag lolly Rel, 0, Repent 

2 92 4 pa 3 G. Repeat 1 ¢ 12TT 2 | IH10,%10 G. Repeat 
v4 ¢ ay 8 pm 3 @. Repeat 

2603 g 2 pa 2 G, Repeat 
328650 «6 8781 10 pe G. Repent 
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Arboretum Technigg] Gown tter 

Rimstes ef meeting of March 15, 19L8. , 

Presents Gurtie, kmlen, Greune, Hasler, Longenecker, iuekenhirns — | 

the A budget, oxclugive ef salaries and wages for | 

7 ‘The following budget for the arboretum Technical Staff was approved: 

Superintendent - << +--+ = ~ 49600 mw 
oe ee ae *-- 1750 (iteGabe) 
Biologist (Mantes) ) time - =~ = 1600 pe 

; oe arvoretum Assistant (Seils) ~-~ 1500 (Reteer, 

{he qualifications of d+ Ll. Retver were deserived 
tackenhirne sstacr sonneven tie lavage Aniline sm Hedi 

é Purchase of 4 truck for Bmlen discussed. Agreed that 
heavy hauling of traps, etes, te be done by Arborate piek»yp . 
or by Hasler's truck. Travel expences te Arvoretus, or fer 

Arvboretam work, in other vehicles to be sunported by Arberetus 

t



Arboretum Jechnical Count ttee 
Winuter of meeting of March 22, 19h0. 

Present: Curtis, Greene, Hasler, Leopold, Longenecker, imekenbirn. | 

Considered request fron Conservation Dept. to use Honeun Pond for | 

gene fish-rough fish study. Hequest approved with stipulation that pond 

be Cleaned cut at the end of the experivental period, , 

Letter from Gallistel read to group by Curtio, Tt concerned a re | 

quest fron Pres. Pred for records of work done on the Arboretum, present | 

ani past, the number of workers, and their nases and projects. Curtie 

tentatively outlined the following categories of work: 

i A sa 

Graduate stadento~Thair naves and titles of their projects. 

Problexe ecentlucted by faculty sembere--faculty research. 

A letter from Yr. Parshall ef the Vadisen Park Systen stating intent 

to go ahead with the poisoning ef the Vilas Park lageons with arsenic and y 

copper was read to the Comedtties, with an accompanying letter fron Gallistel. 
Leopold pointed out that the conservation Dept. has a rule reqaiving par 

aigeion befere poisoning cen be carried out. It was decided that Curtis 

should get inforsation frou Schneeberger of the Conservation Dept. concerning 
the application of this rule, and report on the matter to the Arboretum 
Comm C188» 

Peraiasion was granted te mlen to ase area in Nee Hoods, G00 x 1000 
feet, for purpese of mouse population study, ; 

Curtis “ae unanimously elected Chairman of the Technical Committee. 

Yt was agrecd that the old field nursery will be resoved, oo far as : 
pessible in the summer of 19k3, It was pointed out by Lengoneoker that 
it may be possible te wake use of sone of the oaks already planted, 

Longenecker disewewed hie plane for the Horbievltural Area, adjeining the 

- Gann, Re wishes to make use of desirable ornanental species in practical 
denonstrations, expecially in landscape plantings. He does nol intend 

to eupley many different types. Curtis seinted owt the desirability of 

using native plants exelusively in these plantings. It wag decide’ that, 

4f at some future date, the Hakome Golf Course is acquired by the Arboretun, 

At would be beet developed as an extension of the Hortioultural Area. 

Leopold pointed out the desirability of having an Arboretum Jaturalist 
wheee principal duty would be te conduct tours ef the area fer groups of 

eo 1% was agreed to add this te the list of edminietrational 
jeathvess. ]
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March 6, 1948 

oO RN | 

¥rom: Professor Aldo Leopold | 

for Arboretum Committee 

2s request of Professor Curtis I submit the following 
waigal of why the oxtension of the University Arbovetun 

west of Nekoma Rend is important: 

ah ee The unavoideble conversion of the Nakona 
a double highway emphasizes the fact that the 

present irboretum area is very small from the standpoint 
of a student who needs a “walk in the woods" with aome 
degree of solitude. This function inny view, is ultimately 
the most important of »11 Arboretum functions. One has 
only to visit the mimercus universities which offer no 
sush opportunities at all to become aware of the need for 
more area in large solid blocks such as offered by the 
proposed addition. 

Pant tapegiation There are no sand hilis except on the 
MOET y no limestone ridges anywhere within the 

present Arboretum. The native flora cannot be rebuilt 
t satiefactorily without ample sand ridges and ample line- 

stone ridges. The present Grady ia mich too amall, es- 
pecially if allowed to be surrounded by real estate 
developments. 

Zareatia The proposed addition includes the only good 
. young forest in the Arboretum region. It would be 

mach too ambitious to call this an “experimental forest", 
but the addition would have high research value for the 
expanding forestry program of the University. One of the 
big ideas in that program is the technique of rebuilding 
an oalk-hickory forest in ruined woodlote and old fields. 
the Grady is too sandy for this, mt the addition would 
f111 the need. 

ee oe rks ahaie cated taaaete catatan 
rg and would greatly oxtend habitat available for | 

ruffed grouse which it is hoped can be added to the fauna 
during the coming high. The best ruffed grouse habitat 
is not yet in the Arboretum, but amoh of 1¢ would be with 
this extension.
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In general there is a danger of considering the sufficiency 
of the present Arboretum in terms of the former size of the 
University. With the present expanded size the functions 
we have attempted to f111 would only be half attended to 
without an expansion of area. | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor 
Waldlife Management
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) March 3, 1948 ; 
f x 

; Dr. John 7, Curtis 
; 58 Biology Building | 

« Dear Tohn: i 

The folloving paper on Arboretum research ie 
now vendy to go to prags: Bale, damen 3B, 

| ah ES Se tae, f thee: # Gonder $ nd wevis: ys . : ou 

! please assign on Arboretum number to this 
paper fin the appends’ footuote and return 
the extre carbon? 

Yours alnucerely, 

| ALtom Aldo Leopold 

: Jomenal paper tender '3_ of the Univorstty 
of Wisconsin Arboratun. 

: 

3



February 6, 1948 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 
RESEARCH PLAN FOR LAD ANIMALS 

Aldo Leopold and John T. Zmlen 

The Arboretum offers fewer opportunities for restoring the native fauna 

than the native flora. Most of the resident mammals and birds that have been 

lost, ave lost for good. Possible restorations are few: ruffed grouse is the 

best example, and the time for trying this bird is during the cyclic high now 

coming on. The Conservation Department has been requested to furnish the stock. 

Some migratory birds can be restored from transient to nesting status: this 

has already been done for wood duck, and is being attempted for yellow-headed 

blacibird. Such restorations often will follow automatically the restoration of 

suitable plants: two examples are the presence of long-eared owls during the 

nesting season in the newly-created Norway pine thickets of the Arboretum, and 

the appearance of nesting clay-colored sparrows near the jackpine thickets. 

The outstanding value of the Arboretum to land animal conservation is the 

opportunity it offers for long-time research in population mechanisms. Such work 

requires public land owmership to insure continuity, and such continuity is 

available, as illustrated in the pheasant study now in its ninth year. The 

Arboretun also offers a contrast between protected powulations in heavy cover 

inside, and shot populations in scant cover outside. In order to take advantage 

of these contrasts, most Arboretum researches in population mechanisms extend 

beyond its boundaries; in the pheasant study the comparison between the Arboretum 

and tho Nevin Fish Hatchery (outside) is now in its eighth year. 

The Arboretum also offers a good chance for life history and behavior i 

studies, surveys, and ecological relationship studies, all of which are repre- 

sented in the attached progran. 

i Txperience has shown clearly that the participation of students in research 

on university arboreta is provortional to proximity to the campus. ilichigan and 

Missouri, for oxample, have better larger areas, but 20-30 milos distant from 

the campus; student participation in thoir animal researches, despite ample 

funds for travel, is negligible compared to Visconsin. 

This advantage of proximity is lost, however, when study arenas are too 

small, or lacking in divorsity of plant types. Thus Illinois has a small arca 

of only one type, and little student work is possible on it. 

| 

|



February 6, 1948 

RESSARCH PROGRAM FOR LAND ANIMALS 

Aldo Leopold and John T. Enlen 

Scasons 
work to Papers By 
Dec. 1947 (publ)(in MSS) Dept. 

(A) Studios of Population Mechanisms in a 
Protected Habitat (for comparison with 
Parallel Studies Outside) 

Pheasant 9 1 iL W 

Cottontail 5 1 hy W&zZ 

Scrub Mallard 3 0 1 Ww 
Muskrat 2 0 1 W&zZ 

Mink (tomporarily discontinued) 3 0 0 Ww 

Small rodonts Teg 20) 0 Z 
23 2 oe 

(B) Life History and Behavior Studies 

Alder flycatcher nesting 5 0 Z W 

Weight curves of altricial birds 4 0 0 W 

f Goldfinch nesting 3 0 0 W 

Yoodduck transplantation 3 1 0 W 

Redwing Blackbird nesting 5 i 0 W&Z 

Robin nesting 1 0 0 Z 

Pheasant nesting is 0 a W&Z 

Yollowhead Blackbird Transplantation _1_ On Wh Os Way 
ee 1 2 

(C) Surveys 

Birds of Arboretum g 1 0 Xew 
Woodcock breeding consus 5 0 0 W 

Phonology 5 ah 0 W& Z 

- Mammals of Arboretum 4 0 0 Kaw 
Songbird nesting census 5 0 0 W&Z 

Insect survey a 0 0 Entomol. 

Animal pyramid prospective 0 OW 
26° 2 0 

(D) Animal-Plant-Soil Relations 

Rabbit-oak reproduction, rabbit browse 3 1 0 W 

Insect-plant rolations prospective 0 0 Enton. 

Rodent-plant relations prospective OL 0 Z 
3 1 0 

We Dopt. Wildlifo Managoment plus Arboretum Biologist 

Z= Dept. of Zoology
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Arboretum Technics] Committee Meeting ow 

February 26, 1948 

Presenti- Curtis, Emlen, Green, Yasleby Muckenhirn, 

Curtis discussed budgetary matters (copies of 1947-48 Arboretum and 
Picnic Point budget were distributed), 

The employment of Mr. Hldon Zicker on the student labor budget for 
work in the wild flower nursery and for other botanies1 werk from March 1 
to June 15 was approved, | 

$200.00 was set aside for the period 15th to 30th of June, to hire 
four people at a maximum of $50 each, The four will inelude Mr. Tibbits 
and Mr, Zicker, slready approved for this semester, 

The present status of the proposed position of Arboretum superin- 
tendent was considered: 

The necessity for hiring the proposed Arboretum Assistants in the 
ne®r future while they are still available was pointed out by Curtis. 
It was decided that it would be desirable for the Technical Committee 
to meet with President Fred regarding the hiring of Arboretum Assistants 
(on @ Departmental basis), This decision to be presented to the Axbor~ 
etum Committee for approval, at the meeting of March Sth next, 

Arboretum policies were discussed by Curtis. It wes decided that 
additions to the previously outlined administrative set-up were in order, 
as follows: 

A, Orgenization®1 Plen | 
Previously outlined B, Finance (method and routine) | 

C, Reguletions i | 

Pippeetes natctemns | Bh ES ee eee SO 

The plan for land plant development was outlined by Curtis, and 
@ detailed copy of this is appended. In this connection, following the 
suggestion of Muckenhirn, it was decided that any "strain" gerden as 
such would not be maintained in the Arboretum proper, but might be 
developed on the University Bay shore of Picnic Point. The purpose of 
this would be to prevent undesirable hybrids with native species on 
the Arboretum, However, a nursery for representative Wisconsin forms 
will be retained in the vicinity of the present Arboretum camp, 

The plan for land animals, as drawn up by Leopold and Bmlen, was 
discussed, as details were agreed upon, A copy of this is appended, 

The plan for aquatic organisms was outlined by Hasler. A copy 
of thie plan is likewise appended,
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Arboretum Policies 

In the preparation of a statement on Arboretum policies by the Technical 
Committee, the following outline is being ueeds 

I, Objectives 
A, Development of an outdoor laboratory for teaching and research on sub- 

jects concerned with wild plants and animals, 
B. Development of an outdoor observational area for student-naturalists. 

il, Plans 
For convenience, the detailed plans regarding lend use, development and 
research have been divided into four groups. 

A, Tand plants 
3B, Iand animals 
6, Aquatic plants and animals 
D, Special test, experimental and exhibit areas, 

Ill, Administration 
A, Organizational plan 
B, Tinance 
6, Physical plant (Buildings and equipment) 
D, Maintenance 

‘ BE, Regulations 
F, Publications 

Formulation of a fin#l statement about objectives is postponed until after 
the detailed plans are prepared and approved, The plans themselves have been 
developed under two main headings--construction and research, Under “construction 
are included the development of plant associations, with the necessary collection 
and nursery programs, the building of ponds and enclosures, the removel of arti- 
ficial land barriers and other work of an engineering nature, the preparation of 

strain gerdens, and other items requiring extensive expenditures. The "research" 
heading includes @ statement of the projects to be supported by the Arboretum 
Committees and conducted by salaried trboretum steff members; and 3 listing of 
projects that should be conducted by individuals but facilitated by the Arboretum 
Committee through provision of aids of various sorts, In this last ecapecity, the 
Arboretum would function in the same manner as the Experimental Farms of the College 

of Agriculture, The plans are not complete as to detail but are sufficiently well 
developed to provide material for discussion, 

A, _Plen for and Plants 

I, Construction 
1, Development of plant @ssociations plus enabling research, 
2. Development of strain garden for desirable varieties of native pjents. 

II, Research 
3, Foundation studies for problems on maturation of plant associations, 
A, Individual research on problems involving the biology of native plants,
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1, Development of plant associations: 

The following major plant associations ere to be developed on the are®, 
in blocks of such size as the topography permits and in the same relative pro- 
re within broad limits, as they oceur in the prairie-forest border region 

Screages are approximate): 

Hardwood Forest Tyoes~~ Aspen thicket (4 2eres), Oak opening (62), Oak-hickory 
(102), Osk-maple transition (8), Maple~basswood (62), Hemlock~yollow birch-beeche 
maple (10), Sycamore-tulip-gum (10), and Cottonweod—ash-elm (12), 

Zonder corest Dymee— White pine-red pine (50), Jack pine (8), White spruce 
balsam fir (6), Tamareck—black spruce-cedar bog (6), Upland white cedar (5), and 
Upland red cedar (5). 

Grasaland Types—low prairie (55), High prairie (40), Dry line prairie (10) 
(on Williams farm), and Send prairie (15), 

In addition, such successional or specialized communities as fit land 
sreas, including Gattail marsh (10), limy sedge meadow (75), sand barrens (4), and 
rock cliff (in Williams quarry), Aecording to present plans, 152 acres of forest 
types remain to be planted, with @ total of about 150,000 trees. This could be 
®ecomplished in seven years, at an expenditure of $10,000 per year, 

The enabling research includes the compilation of presence lists and 
other information to allow for the aceurage drawing of composition plans. It #lgo 
includes such investigetions as necessary to permit the plantings to be easily made 
Bad protected.” Mata Uasiaiaa saaeatiin Vandine af indistina meaiaea teak. 
methods of planting, methods of tyne conversion and methods for holding widesirable 
successions in check, It should be done by individwal research problems whenever 
possible, but the actual field manipulation methods will need to be supported by 
the Arboretum Committee, 

With regerd to the mechanics of association establishment, it is expected 
that as much as possible of the plant materials will be propagated in our own 
nursery. In order to insure maximum chance of survival of the several species, it 
is proposed to collect individuals at random from 4s many nearby Wisconsin sources 
@s possible, to propagate them in | nursery, and then set them out inte the field, 
Tn this way, &@ large reservoir of individuals of potentially different responses 
will be present, thereby reducing the chances that ® severe season would destroy 
them all, as might happen if the plants all had come from the same source, 

2, Development of strain gardens for outstanding varieties: 

Individual plants of native species found by Arboretum staff members or | 
others which appear to have value from an economic, horticultural or forestry 
standpoint, or which differ in other notable ways from the typic®l form of the 
species, will be collected and maintained in @ speciel garden, Because of the 
possible dangers of gene flow resulting from hybridization, it might be desirable 
to establish this garden at a point removed from the major associational plantings, 
The Picnic Point area is suggested, possibly in conjunction with the Pharmaceut ical 
gerdens, Perhaps some of the lands still to be acquired in the southeast corner 
of the main ares would alse be suit@ble, 

3, Foundation studies for problems on maturation of plant associstionss 

this group includes the research problems to be initiated and carried
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out by the Arboretum Committee, ‘The studies are those which will achieve maximum 
value only after long time periods (50 te 100 years), They include investigations 
of successional changes in plant cover as @ result of natural progressions, of 
changes in soil type under the influence of developing plant associations of 
different compositions, end other siniler problems related to the maturation of 
the area, The Arboretum Committee is the only agency equipped tc support such 
studies and to provide the necessary continuity of interest, 

4, Inéividuel research on probleme involving the biclogy of nétive plants: 

The Arboretum should provide adequate facilities for the prosecution 
of research by individuals on short term projects concerning native plants, Such 
problems as the life histories of native plants, the chemical and physical nature 
of plant competition, the relative importance of environment and heredity, in the 
stability of taxonomic varieties, and the reproduction potential of conservative 
versus @ggressive species are examples of the main lines of research which might 
be fostered by the Arboretum, with individual attacks encouraged on the many 
separate phases of each, “These individusl phases would ordinarily be financed 
on & project basis by the Research Committee of the University from general funds | 
or from such specially designated funds 96 might be received as gifts to the Ayborm 

etum, 

The facilities would include use of field labor, nursery or greenhouse 
propagation, aid in connection, laboratory facilities and the like, 

3B, Pian for Iend Animals 

I, Construction 
Present plens c211 for no construction involving len? chenges, but 

only for buildings and accessory ecuipment. These will be considered as @ unit 
under Administration, 

‘ 

II. Research 
1. Foundation studies for problems of long duration. 
2. Individual research problems on the biology of native animals, 

1. Foundation studies: 

As in the plan for land plants, these would include studies such as Gre 
to be supported by the Arboretum Committee Girectly, and executed by Arboretum 
staff members. They are mostly concerned with the repreated survey or census of 
various types of Snimals, to correlate any changes with changes in the vegetation. 
fhe following are examplest Birds of the Arboretum; Breeding census of woodcocky 
Nesting census of songbirds; Mammals of Arboretum; Insect survey; Surveys of other 
groups of animals; Phenology; Animal pyramid; Food chain, 

2. Individual research problems: 

Here again, the Arboretum Committee would provide facilities for the 
execution of research by individuels. Among the general projects which would be 
encouraged are: Studies of population mechanisms (phensent?, cottontail, muskrat, 
mink, smll rodents); life history and behavior studios (Alder flycatcher, 
Goldfinch, Redwing blackbird, Robin, and Pheasant (?) nesting studies, weight 
curves of altricel birds, woodduck and yellowheaded blackbird transplantation); 
Animal-~plant-soil relations (rabbitt-oak reproduction , insect-plant relations, 
rodent-plent relations),
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2. Plan for Aquatic Plants and Animals 
I. Construction 

1. Reconstruction of ponds in Zagt Marsh and construction of new, draine 
able ponds, 

2. Buildings (to be discussed under Administration). 

ii, Research 
1. Foundation studies end other problems supported by the Committee, 

(1) Record leke levels, keep check on volume flow of springs 
and other drainage in area, Do research on drainage of 
the past to see if changes ean help explain the changes 
in biota, 

(3) Repeat hy@rographic survey of 1904, Also sponsor research 
on borings to reconstruct the geological history of lake 
Wingra, : 

(3) Gontinue to sponsor the perlodic seining of carp in order to 
keep this exotic competitor at a low level, At the same time 
keep 4 vigilant watch thet other species such as garfish, 
bowfin, and buffalo (fish) are hot exterminated in the operations, 
Attempt to gain entire control and management of the lake Wingra 
fishery, 

2. Individual research problems, 
; (1) Beological study of the yellow bass (aprons jal mee not 

known from lake Mendota or from the other es in the vicinity, 
Why is it so abundant in Wingra? It is seldom caught by 
anglers. 

(2) he brown and black bullhead are common in Tako Mendota; the 
yellow builhead unknown there, In Wingra the yellow bullhead 
is abundant. Why? 

(3) A study of the predatory habits and Mfe history of the 
gerfish and bowfin. What role do these relic species play in 
the ecological relationships with other fish? 

(4) Snapping turtles are abundant in the Wingra srea, Research 
on any phase of natural history or ecology on this species 
should be encouraged, 

(5) ‘The swamp tree frog was in erruption numbers this year, 
' Is this a cyclic phenomenon commonly observed in some bird and 

J mammal populations? The pickerel frog hibernates in large 
7 numbers in the Arboretum Spring, affording an opportunity 

. to mark large numbers with sont How far and where do they 
migrate? How long do they live % 

(6) ‘The cr&ppie-perch populations have shifted in the last thirty 
years. Perch were dominant, now the white crappie, 

(7) Pumkinseeds and bluegills hibridisze to some extent, yet their 
habitat and ecological position appear to be different. This 
is & good topic for study, 

ill, Administration 

Detailed statements of administrational policy have not been prenared 
as yet. However, 2 few comments on sever@l of the sections are presented here for 
discussion,
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' RL Physical plant: 
There is % great need for laboratory space on the Arboretum for use 

t by classes and by individual research workers, This eventually mst be 
ir supplied in the form of permanent buildings, aaequately equipped with lecture 

rooms, lsboratories, library, herbarium, museum, offices and storage 
spaces, A boat house is needed on the shore of Iske Wingra and it should j 
be provided with certain facilities for research on aquatics, 

For the present, it is believed that the existing OCC bnildings 
(officer, foreman end bathhouse buildings) cen be sdapted to the needs at 
no great expense, Plans and cost estimates will be prepared as scon a8 
possible, 

F, Publications: 

There will be @ growing need for & suitable Arboretum publication series, 
particularly to take care of materials of a "Bulletin" nature, ‘There appear 
to be two alternatives--one, to establish an indevendent Arboretum Journal 
or Onomeionml Paper Series, and two, to colleborate with an existing @gency, 
such as the Wisconein Natural History Survey or the Wiscohsin Acadeny of 
Seienees, Arts, and letters, 

In the interim, publications will continue to be made in various 
journals with reprints purchased and distributed by the Arboretum Committee,



i ARBORETUM AND PIGNIG POINT 

1943-49 Budget 

Salaries and Wages (la) : 

Faculty (Technical Staff) 

Superintendent -- Schwartz, Richard* $ 3600 
Biologist, Wildlife -- 4 time -- MeCabe, Aobert A. 1750 
Biologist, Plant -- ¢ time -- Partch, liax Le * 1600 
Arboretum Assistant (Soils) -= Retzer, John L. * a500 «1106 

Total --- § 6450 3pSo 

Civil Service (Labor Staff) : 

Park Wanager I -- Butzen, Thomas F. % 2160 
Park Manager I +~- Hess, Bernard F. 2160 
Laborer If (1% months) -- Danna, Francesco 1608 
Laborer if -- 10 @ $ 600 (summer only) 6000 
Sxtra Labor -= (hourly student help) 1330 

Total ~~ § 13218 

Total la -~- $ 22668. 9( 26% 

Equipment (1d) 

Truck (Chrevrolet, 3/4 ton) $ 2000 
Power Mower (Toro Parkside, replacement) 400 
Sprayer (McBean, 50 gallon, high pressure) 450 
Hand Embosser (Roover's) 25 

Total -~ § 2875 

* Candidates for the positions indicated.



ARBORETUM AND PICNIC POINT 

1948-49 Budget 

; QPERATLON, 

Salaries and Wages (1a) $ 21668 2.1269 

f Supplies and Expenses (le) 4500 ; 

$ 26163 DF, 7O§ 

MAINTENANCE 

Maintenance (le) § 6900 

BQUEPMENT 

Bquipment (1d) $ 2875 } 

GRAND TOTAL ------~--. 35043 0-34, 643 

: Approved by-- 

Arboretum Technical Committee 

Mareh 15, 1943 

: |



Arboretum Policies ‘ A yet 

I. ae C on ) 
A. Teaching and research for biology students 
B. Outdoor observational area for general students 

II. Types of land use (Area allocations) 
A. Samples of native biota 
B. Testing and experimental areas 

III. Plans 
A. Plant associations 
B. Terrestrial fauna 
C. Aquatic associations (animal plus plant) 
D. Special test and experimental areas (including horticultural) 

IV. Administration 
A. Organizational plan 
B. Fin ance 
C. Regulations
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Febranzy 5, 196 
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Purposes ce 
the Avvovetus existe for two purposes? | 

1. A® an outdeoy Inboratory for teaching and resenreh in the ooclegy of 
wild plants ond oninale and their soil and water habitats. : 

: 2. Ag an qutdoor aren for student-natureliste. 

Azees. 

we wt See re ect ena Be 
teste sand experiments, ond for plant ehibite used “ 

pi | 
ALL Avvoratus plane have the two consen jurposes anned above, tut for 

convenience in presentation are divided inte four groups! 

1. Pian for lend plants (Curtis, Lonyenecker, Oreene) 

2 Plan for lend animes (Leopold and Talen, attached) 

3+ Aquatie plan | (Hasler) 
4, Flan for apecial teat, experimental, (lamgeneezer) — | 

rl exhibit arene | 

Adminietmtion (not £1104 out) 

Ongentaation : 

Finanae | 

Hogalations
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REQUEST FOR RESHARCH GRANT, 1943-1949 we RQ neh 

1. TITLE AND REASONS FOR THE STUDY: University Arboretum Pheasant Population oak 

Study. It is now clear that an understanding of game population mechanisms {vr 

depends upon continuous annual repétitim of population measurements on sample 

areas. The pheasant population of the University Arboretum is in its tenth 

year of measurements and this is the oldest pheasant study in North America. | 

2. PROCEDURE: The measurements consist of an annual census each December \ 

followed by continuous trapping through the winter in order to band, weigh, | 

sex, and age the largest possible sample of the population. This year this 

program is to be expanded by spring nesting study with special emphasis on : 

the behavior of breeding harems; to this end trapped birds are being marked, 

not only with bands, but with numbered markers which are colawd and visible 

from a distance. Sampled hens are also to be collected through the breeding 

season and autopsied for ovarian follicles to determine the egg laying record. 

3. FINANCIAL SUPPORT: This project has been carried out in recent years by 

Robert A. MeCabe who was on salary for the University Arboretum and the 

Agricultural College. Assistants for McCabe were employed out of the Bunn 

Fand, which is now exhausted. McCabe is now writing his thesis on the project 

to date. This request is for a research assistant on a twelve months basis, “ 

beginning July 1, 1948, total cost $1100.00. I expect to pay his mileage out 

of Wildlife Management funds. * 

4. PERSONNEL: Robert S. Ellarson, who has been selected to take over this 

project, is already at work and will be paid by the Wildlife Management Depart- 

ment up to July 1. Hllarson completed his Master's degree in Botany in 1947, 

and served as teaching assistant in Botany during the first semester of the 

present year. His record as a graduate student is already favorably established, 

and he is being trained by McCabe during the present winter in the requisite 

field techniques. 4
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ARBORSTUM PHMASANT 
Cuusus 

Date: Jamary 10, 1948. Start 8:10 

Crew: 22 men. Day: Partly cloudy. Temp. 20-25°R. 

Snow: 6-8" crusted. Stop: 4:45 

Heres Rabbits Que) Remarks 

Drive #1 2 2 7 il 1 snipe, 1 bng billed marsh 
wren, 2 swamp 8p. | 

Drive #2 2 0 5 ~ 1 snipe, 1 opossum 
Drive 3 6 4 15 - 
Drive 6 11 1 - Green band recovered from 

: fox Icill, 1 snipe. 
Drive % 4 7 5 * | Drive 1 2 3 ~ | 
Drive #7 1 0 5 - Gray fox ) 
Drive #8 4 ae 5 - | 
Drive #9 9 2 1 - 
Drive #10 o 0 
Drive #11 \ 4 13 - Banded bird kill ! 
Drive #12 19 23 10 - banded 2 kill, ¢f till | 
Drive 5 10 9 8 # 
Drive fA 13 a 3 * 1 red winged black bird 
Drive #15 7 5 8 - Sharp shinned hawk 

ree ee eee ee ee ere Re a em TT 

iar grand total 15% * the covey of 5 bDirés at trap @) were not flushed. 
1 grang total 196 
1945-6 grand totel 253 

Three banded kills were picked wp by the drivers; /14358F 2, AscLor g, and a 
single green band of a $; also remains of one 2 and one o& kill, ‘The legs of 
these birds could not be found, so 4% is not imown whether they were banded. 

‘|
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CHICKADEE NESTING BOX LOCATIONS 
Arboretum-1946. 
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#.-Gn 6" cottonwood ab edge of ditch 
2.0n 4" aspen at 20! from ditch. 

+ Aaa 6" willow 

#5-0n 6" willow. 
#6.0n one of willow clump. 
#7-On a down log on slope. 
#8.0n oak tree inside fence. 
#9.0n 5* tall willow stump. 
#10.0n 8" willow. 
#11. On willow fanned out at top. 
#12.0n one of four cottonwoods together. 
pf pone 30* in from road, 
#14.0n plum tree on slope. 
#15.0n one of group of three cottonwoods.
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December 2, 1947 : 

Dr, John f, Curtis 
Department of Botany 
§8 Biology Building a 

Dear John \ 

This is to let you imow that the October pmirte | 
burn was not made. This was not a matter of ; \ 

negleet. As you know the prairie remained | 

extra green right up until the tenth of November, 

at which time we had our first snow fall. Tom 

Butzen and I examined the area for burning on 
several occasions, but found it too green. 

I had hoped that we might got at At in Hoveuber, — 
wut as you know the snow stopped any attempt to , 

burn. | 

It seems unlikely that the snow will disappear 

and that a burn can be made at this late date, 

tut if such a situation should osour I will 

attempt to burn. 

Sincerely yours, 

; RAMeC apm Robert A, McCabe 
ect G.W, Longenecker 

\ 

iL) 

| |
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UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM MALIARD STUDY ¢es 

Arnold Jackson ; 

Two types of mallard ducks occupy the Arboretum, wild. migrant mallards 

and semi-wild or scrub non-migrant mallards. During the fall and winter 1945-6 : 

and 1946-47 at stations in Gardner Pond, Wingra Spring, and the Golf Course 

Creek 129 wild mallards were metal and color banded. To date returns have been ae a 

received on 4% of these. The farthest north was a record from Binscarth, : 5 " 

Manitoba. The farthest south were two records from Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee. ; i | 

During 1945 and 1946 in Stevens Pond 107 scrub mallards were metal and 

color banded. Returns have been recorded for 47% of these. These returns 

plus numerous sight records have all been from the immediate vicinity of the 

_ Arboretum. The farthest kill record is from Hammersley's Marsh, $ mile west 

of the Arboretum and the fartunnt sight record is from Mendota Bay. | 

Thirty-seven scrubs were banded this summer on which no returns have been i : 

received as yet. : : 

Additional study has been made on the scrub.population. Some of the j | 

breeding phenology is recorded below. ‘ | 

Copulation Was been observed in every month of the year. It occurs most ; | 

frequently during April, May, June, and early July. “y the middle of July many | 

of the dates are flightless and these birds cease to copulate. Post nuptial 

’ molt to the extent of a full set of new primries was completed July 18 in 1946 ; 

and August 5 in 1947 by some adult birds. Courtship flights, however, were | 

observed throughout most of August in both these years. The earliest date for fits, : 

egg laying is recorded by Prof. Dickson on March He 1933, but earliest records : 

for six other years have all been in April. Testes weights” during 1947 are as i 

follows: Feb. 6 - 1.9, Feb. 15 - 0.5 (eripple and underweicht), Feb. 28 - 4.2, : f 

Mar. 11 - 17.4, Mar. 13 - 18.0, May 2 - 46.9, May 15 - 2611, July 20 - 15.4, - Rone
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ARBORETUM & EETING i gi 
; _ Movember 6, 1947 OM ‘ 

PRESENT: John Curtis, J.G, Dickson, A.F, Gallistel, H.C. Greone, Art Hasler, ' _ Jul, Jackson, Aldo Leopold, G. Wm, Longenecker, and Deans Ira Baldwin and 
Merk Ingrehen. \ 

The July 1 Budget did not include funds for a Botenist or a Horticulturist, 
President Fred suggested thet the appropriate deans be contacted, Prof. Curtis 
went to see Deen Ingraham, Prof. Longenecker went to see Dean Baldwin, PFol- ; 
lowing are copies of correspondence to: Dean Beldwin and from Dean Baldrin to 
Dean Ingraham. : 

The following letter, dated Sept, 19, 1947, wae sent to Dean IiL. Baldwin | 
by Prof. Longenecker: : : 

"In neking up the Arbordtum budget request, A Soteanist and a Norticulturist | 
; were inoluded, When the budget wes received, these two positions hed been , 

dropped, with the suggestion that they be added to the Departments involved; 
thet is, the Doteniet to the Depertnent of Setany and the Hortfoulturist 
to the Sepertuent of lertieulture, In order to bring this sbout, it mas | 
suggested that we approach the Deans of the proper Colleges. 

"It ie essential thet a man with horticulture 1 and lendacepe training be | 
available to the Arboretum if the area is to develop properly from a horti~ 
cultural teaching end research standpoint. This man is needed to help draw 
plens, supervise planting, and to keep records, It is also desirable that ‘ 
work be done in selecting end on propegetion of better varieties or strains 
of native plents then ere now aveile»le (types with more attractive flowers 
and fruit, better fell color, disease resistence, ete,). We now heve seve 
eral good types of Gray Dogwood which are resistant to leaf spot and have | 
other qualities superior to kinds now sold by nurserygen, We have e Nine- 
berk with exceptionally fine fruit color and some good American Crenberry~ 
bush Viburnum seedlings with fruit superior to the average in size, attract- 
iveness and esting quality. These shrubs ere normally propagated by sexual 
meens and little or nothing is availeble on their propsgation by asexual __ 
means, If these strains are to be reproduced, it must be done asexually. 
Studies should be made to determine the methods and conditions most favorable 

: for the practical reproduction of these streins and good types of native 
ornemental material now propageted by seed. : 

"In addition to the above, the Horticulturist—at lesst for the present— 
would spend about one-third of his tine in drawing Arboretum plens and in 
supervishon which should not be cherged to strictly horticultural teaching 
and research, ; 

"The Arboretum Comsittee was thinking of a starting selery of arcumd $3000.00 
@ year, 

"T shall greatly oppreeiste your afd in presenting to the proper euthorities 
the importence of establishing such a position. 

"The proposal wade herein has ay approval, 
a 

- Janes G. Moore, Chairman, Dept. of Hort.
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Nn fy bi SSE ERO OT ag Ingrnbes 988 +h8 Fg erineawcwery QHRRTEGE. 3,"2517, was sont to Doan 1.0, Ingrahen by 
— ; 

“Professor Longenecker, of our oe of Horticulture, and a menber : of the University of Wisconsin tum and Tildlife Pon Ayry en talked with me the other dey regerding the President's to have the reseerch and teaching pheses of the work of the Arboretum more closely tied into the budgets and work of the aprropriate departments, Zkave 
telked with the President regarding this end he tells ne that he hes alse ; : telked with you, I ap wondering if it would not be wisé for the tro of 
us to met with the Arobretus Committee at sone time for a more thorough 
discussion of the probleus cinvolved. | 

"So fer as the College of Agriculture's perticipeticn in the research is 
concerned, I should like to have é rether cleer-cut stetenent of the total : reseerch program and an even nore detailed statenent of those pheses of 
the reseerch which are appropriete ‘or the College of Agriculturd, As 
you ere aware, the expenditures in the Agricultural Experiment Station 
are all mace on a project basis, If we ere to assume responsibility for 
certain aspects of the research work I should wish to have this placed on 
@ project basis. A 

"I find myself in egreenent with the President with respect to the desir- 
ability of plecing the responsibility for the teaching and research espects 
of the work of the Arboretum on the appropriate departments, On the other 
hand, I do not believe it would be appropriate to plsee in the departmental 
budgets funds which are primerily concerned with the meintenance or inprove- 
ment of the Arboretum as a public museum, 

£5 not wAth eae cnt cen toner ee oe slots le wate 
to meet with you and the Arboretum Comittee, whichever you feel is nore 
desirable," 2 

The following letter, deted Oct, 9, 1947, was sent to Professor ¢,%, Longe- necker by AJP. Gallistel, Director of the Physical Plenty ( The letter was also addressed to Professor John Curtis.) 
"I hed @ conference with Doan Baldwin today relative to the appointuent 
a Horticulturist at the I mig cy I believe a with favor on meking 

; this reque provided ban will be employed for research end not what 
the Sarde besitos, 

“Dean Baldwin hed bed e conference with Dean Ingrehan, ond it is his inp- 
reseion waai & feels the seme way regarding the Rotanist requested by 
John Curtis, : 

"In order to bring this matter to a head, I suggested that Deans Beldwin 
and Iynrehen seot with the Arboretum Committee at our next aeeting on 
Hoveuber 6 to discuss these appointnents, “e said he would be glad to do 
this, and I sheli therefore write Dean Ingrehem arking him to aeet with 
us algo, 

"I am writing you gentlemen at this time to meke e suggestion that prior to 
the coming meeting an outline of the work to be done by the two reseerch 
men be carefully worked out before submission to the Deans. From whet 
Dean Baldwin told me I can see that this will be a job of salesmanship,"
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The purpose of this neeting was to meet with Deans Baldwin and Ingrehes in . 
regerd to funds for additicnal personnel for the srboretum, AE the Oct. 17 
meeting of the Technical Committee the following was approved: 

Ostober 21, 1947 

"At o meeting of the Technical Committee of the University Arboretum on 
Getober, 1947, 1t was agreed thet the need for additions] steff could be 
met by the following Combination of positions: ; 

je Superintendent (or Arboretum Horticulturalist) 
This would be a full tise position, with a starting salery of sround 

$3,000, The duties of the Superintendent would include the preparation of 
detailed plenting or construction plens, the execution of such plens, the 
field supervision of the planting and maintenance crew, the responsibility 
for maintenence of adecuste records of the types and sources of materiel 
plented, of the current use of assigned land for research projects, and 
of such other long term records as are necessary, end the responsibijity 
for propegation of plant materials in the nursery, He should heve en 
edequate training in boteny, horticulture, and landscape architecture, 

2. Arboretum Assistants 
These would be part-time positions, filled by graduate students, who 

would work full-time in the summer and the regular 2) to 25 hours per 
week during the school yeer, for about $1,500 per year, The duties of 
the Arboretum assistants would include the collection, storage and planting 
of secds of such netive species es are necessary to complete the various 
plant associations on the wea; the collection and transplantation of mature 
plents; the collection of data on the progressive changes in the develop- 
ment of the association by means of sample plote; the execution of burning, 
nowing or other control procedures; end the compilation of lists of existing 
flora and fauna of all kinds, Such agsitents should be registered aa candi~ 
dates for advanced degrees in the biolorical departments, with one regularly 
in the Departsent of Botany, and the others roteting in such dopartzents 
as Zoology, Soils, Agriculture, Agronomy cr Wildlife lansgenent, depending 
upon the needs of the tine. It is expected that the thesis research of 
such eseistants would be field problems conducted in the Arboretum, 

3. Research Associates and Research Assistants 
' tiost research work on the Arboretum should be set up on an individual 

project basis by University staff members in the interested departnents, 
with funds from the ee Committee or other sources, In 
sone cases, it may be desire’ for the Arboretum Committee to initiate 
research projects, particulerly when they deal with large topics cutting 
across Departmental end College lines, but it is not felt that such préj- 

ects will be numerous. The function of the Arboretum Comittee in ordin- 
ary projects will be to allocate specific areas for the individual projects 
so there will be no conflicts, and to uake certein that the proposed project 
falls within the seope of the Arboretum mester plen, 

"The work of Superintendent and Arbbretum Assistants would be primerily 
developmental in nature. As such, it would facilitete both ae 
reseerch work in e number of departments, with benefits sbout eq | 
divided between the College of Agriculture and the College of Letters and
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"Science, The function of both positions would be comparable to that of iy 

the Ferm Superintendents on the College of Agriculture experinentel farne, |) 
and to museum assistants, herberium assictents, and other similer position 

in the College of Letters and Science, Perhsps the nost unusual factor in 

the Arboretum positions is the need for long-time records, Many of the 

forest associations will not be meture and in a completely useable condition 

for 50 years while even the prairie group will need at least 20 years for 

full developnent, If mazimum results are to be attained upon completion, ; 

it is essential that sdequete records be kept during the entire develop- 

mental period, \ 

“In veiw of the above, the Technical Committee recommends thet the sum of 

$6,000 be requested of the proper authorities for one Superintendent and } 

two Arboretum Assistants," — 

3, T. Enlen 3 

H, C, Greene 

. A, D, Masler 

G, ¥. Longenecker 
dg, T. Curtis, Chairman ; f 

After considerable discussion, it was decided thet the position of Superin- | 

tendent should have e starting salery of $3,6000, | 

A request was made by James Norshel for on allocetion of Arboretum land south 

of Wingre locks for development as a boat livery sree, This request was turned 

down because the Arboretum Committee already hes plans for the use of this area. . 

Gallistel read a letter from EF, J, Vanderwell in regerd to the request to- 

the Conservetion Department thet rough fish be removed from Leke Wingra, | 

Letter follows: This letter,dated Oct. 22, 1947, was sent to A, F. Gellistel | 

by E, J, Vandervall. : 

: "Your letter of October 13 relative to the request that the rough fish removal | 

projedt in Late Wingra be again resumed thia fell has been received. 
| 

While we are very anxious to cooperste to the fullest extent in this project, we | 

do not see how it will be possible to do so without severely affeating the rough | 

fishcontrol sectioks fall operations, They are wrking extrenely short-handed Y 

this fall for the reason that it has been impossible to employ the adaitional 

seasonal help which is needed to f111 out the rough fish crew, In addition, the 

expense of moving a complete fihing outfit inte thie lake, and the additional | 

help needed to uske these heuls, would cost the seetion approximately 71,000,00, 

this being actual expense to say nothing of the income lost by missing out on the ! 

hauls in the lower Kadison Iskes which could be made during the four or five days | 

it would take to complete the Wingra project, The income which could be reslized | 

from hauls in the lower lekes during this high production period could easily run | 

into severel thousand dollars, | 

“Por the sbove stated reasons, and the fect that the rough fish contro] buget will 

not allow for thie sdditional expense, we do not see how it will be possible to 

comply with this request.” 
j 

Meeting edjourned, 
|
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. Rovenber 5, 1947 

Profenvor Joba Curtie vi 
Chairman, Techaigal Connitteo i 

38 Molegy Suliding 
| 

Rene Jolt 
OH 

f sqree in general with the plan of Cetober M2, tut I do not * 
sgree with the propeand rotation of Arbovetum Amvistents ty ' 
yoto of the Arborotun Gommittec. Phat wuld force Toclegy i 
and 4ldlite te compete with eagh other, ant te rote for or 

} aginst @ach other, — 0 condition dangerous to the present " 

i exon] lent esopexw$don. 
| 

1 agten that Sota should here the quexntes of ono i 

soca deeh Since Dat ete ied ’ 

/ clue have one ands. Mther that, oF "should be | 
made ty aone higher authority thea ourselves. » 

Another Yaate amgusemt ageing? the rotation plon is thet there i 
Ppl dg applies diye wnien see ~ fap A wvhation j 

plan & constant tanstation te @at eff eupport in the ' U 
middle of a project. 

| 

t ales out that wildlife seo t0 virtually Nd 
See Te Ee aubamen wt Sakemeten snctbtaut?s 

only wention ie “aoupilation of Lets of Tlom and feune*, 14 

Gudh Mets ave about one portent of our work, and of very et 

niner importance. : 

ia Rearend 1 siees A nee AO BO nee we OR 
Alpagree only with the detal) sbeve desertbed. j 

ret | 

Yours eimmerely + \ 

ADAP Aldo Leopold | 

j 
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November 4, 1947 | 

‘ ; ’ 

Mr, A. W. Peterson & 
/ 97 Bascom Hall \ 

/ Dear Mr. Peterson: * 
j 

/ $ Upon receipt of Professor Leopold's letter of 
/ November 3 regarding the Faville Prairie, we checked 

our files and found a copy of the enclosed letter; which 
I believe is self-explanatory. We then checked with 
Professor Fassett,and Miss Pierstorff left the following 
note after talking with him: 

"Professor Fassett reports that he has spent 
weeks and months on this. He saw Mr. Schmelzer, 

\ who insisted that it wasn't anything he should 
do, but that Mr, Schmelzer promised to call you. 
Mr. Fassett hasn't seen Mr. Schmelzer again << 
and there has been no requisition issued." 

I then wrote a letter to Mr. Clayton, enclosing a 
f copy of 7 letter of January 24 to Mr. Schmelzer asking 

him to follow up on the matter, but after talking with you, 
I destroyed this letter and called Mr. Schmelzer, He 
said his memory was a bit hazy regarding the matter, but 
he promised to check his files and call me back. As soon 
as he has done this, I shall communicate with you further, 

| Very truly yours, 

(4 
(Sgd.) A. F. Gallistel 
Director of Physical Plant 

APG:mp 

CC: Professor Aldo Leopold 

Ene.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 6 

DEPARTMENT OF STORES 

OCT. 24,1947 

ARBORETUM 
MR ALDO LEOPOLD 

DEAR SIR§ 

WE SENT YOU OUR REGULAR FIRST QUARTER STATE- 
MENT OF ISSUES FOR 11.60 OF GASOLINE AND YOu 
SIGNED AND APPROVED OUR BLUE COPY. HOWEVER, A 
MAN FROM YOUR OFFICE CALLED ON US ABOUT OCT 14TH 

AND INFORMED US THERE WAS NO MORE “BUNN TRUST® 

BLANKET ORDERS-COMING TO "STORES" FROM YOUR OFFICE. 
HENCE, WE HAVE NO PLACE TO APPLY THE 11.60 WORTH 

OF GASOLINE. CAN WE CHARGE THAT TO MR A.F. GALLISTELS 

ARBORETUM ACCOUNT. WILL YOU PLEASE TAKE CARE OF 

THIS AND ADVISE US WHERE TO CHARGE IT. 

WE DID NOT KNOW OF ANY CHANGE IN MAKING | 

YOUR CHARGES UNTIL AFTER WE HAD MAILED YOUR STATE- 

MENT, IN FACT, UNTIL YOUR MAN TOLD US IN OCTOBER, 

YOURS TRULY 

"STORES* 

SE BEYER U-498 

Odo f ( : 

fund, Yuet Wek nereiny, Qasr te dad ustr Catart Yack, 

Bel-



October 21, 1947 

Professors Emlen 
Sen 

asler 
Leopea’ 
Longenecker 

] 
| 

The enclosed report is a summary of 

our meeting of October 17, at least as I interpreted 

it. Please send such corrections or additions as 

you see fit to me by October 27, so that I can incor- 

porate them in a revision in time for the next 

general Arboretum meeting. 

( Sincerely yours, 

NE Curtis



October 21, 1947 

At a meeting of the Technical Committee of the University 
Arboretum on October 17, 1947, it was agreed that the needa for 
additional staff could be met by the following combination of 
positions: 

1. Superintendent (or Arboretum Horticulturalist) 
This would be a full time position, with a starting salary 

of around $3,000. The duties of the Superintendent would in- 
clude the preparation of detailed planing or construction plans, 

; the execution of such plans, the field supervision of the plant~ 
ing and maintenance crew, the responsibility for mAintenance of — 
adequate records of the types and sources of material planted, 
of the eurrent use of assigned land for research projects, and 
of such other long term records as are necessary, and the re- 

; sponsibility for propagation of plant materials in the nursery. ie 
: He should have an adequate training in botany, horticulture, 

\ and landscape architecture. 

2. Arboretum Assistants 
These would be © part-time positions, filled by graduate 

students, who would work full-time in the summer and the regular 
20 to 25 hours per week during the school year, for about $1,500 
per year. The duties of the Arboretum assistants would include 
the collection, storage and planting of seeds of such native 
Species as are necessary to complete the various plant associa- 
tions on the areas the collection and transplantation of mature ; 
plants; the collection of data on the progressive changes in the 

d development of the association by means of sample plots; the 
execution of burning, mowing or other control procedures; and 
the compilation of lists of existing flora and fauna of all 
kinds. Such assistants should be registered as candidates for 
advanced degrees in the biological departments, with one regular- 
ly in the Department of Botany, and the others rotating in such 
departments as Zoology, Soils, Agronomy or Game Management, de- i 
pending upon the needs of the time. It is expected that the 
thesis research of such assistants would be field problems con- 
dueted in the Arboretum. 

S. Research Associates and Research Assistants 
Most research work on the Arboretum should be set up on an 

individual project basis by University staff members in the 
interested departments, with funds from the University Research 
Committee or other sources. In some cases, it may be desirable 
for the Arboretum Committee to initiate research projects, varti- 
cularly when they deal with large topies cutting across Depart- 
mental and College lines, but it is not felt that such projects 
will be numerous. The function of the Arboretum Committee in 
ordinary projects will be to allocate specific areas for the 
individual projects so there will be no conflicts, and to make 

Y certain that the proposed project falls within the scope of the 
Arboretum master plan,
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The work of Superintendent and Arboretum Assistants would 
be primarily developmental in nature. As suds it would facili- 
tate both teaching and research work in a number of depart- 
ments, with benefits about equally divided between the College 
of Agriculture and the College of Letters and Science. The 
function of both positions would be et to that of the 
Farm Superintendents on the College of Agriculture experimental 
farms, and to museum assistants, herbarium assistants, and other 
Similar positions in the College of Letters and Science. Per- 
haps the most unusual factor in the Arboretum positions is the 
need for long-time records. Many of the forest associattons will 
not be mature and in a completely useable a for 50 years, 
while even the prenese group will need at least 80 years for 
full development. .If maximum results are to be attained upon 
completion, it is essential that adequate records be kept dur- 
ing the entire developmental period. 

In view of the above, the Technical Comittee recommnends 
that the sum of $6,000 be requested of the proper authorities 
for one Superintendent and two Arboretum Assistants. 

Te Be bs 
H. C. Greene 
A. D. Hasler 
A. Leopold 

G. W. Longenecker 
gd. 1. Curtis, Chairman 
ee



Physical Plant : (wr 
Director bh 

October 13, 1947 ; Lad 

Mr. BE. I. Vanderwall 
' Conservation Commission ; 

830 State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin : ‘ 

Dear Mr. Vanderwall; 

At a meeting of the Arboretum Committee on October 2, it was 
suggested that I write you requesting that the sctaing opera- ~ 
Siege <8 Leke vanes be resumed this fall, In so doing, I quote below from a letter written by Dr, Yiesler in 1946. 

: "This year we heve noticed the anpearance of new beds of 
aquatic plants. Moreover, the transparency of water has in~ 
creased markedly, It appears then that depletion of the scarp 
population is correloted with these two events, “hile we 
have taken scales and measurements of common pan fishes in 
the lake, suffletent time has aot elapsed to determine cate-~ 

: @orically, whether the reduction of carp forciers has ime k 
proved the growing conditions for the native species. 

"You will recall that one of our objectives in making 
these seinings was to determine if it were possible to so re- 
duce the carp population that predation from the aative species 

/@ould keep them under control for a period of years without 
repeated harvesting of carp." , 

‘It appeara from this quotation that in order to make the re- 
sults conclusive, additional seining is necessary. I am 
writing, therefore, to ask that operations be continued this 
fall at your convenience, | 

Members of the Arboretum Committee are convinced that this is 
a& valuable piece of research, and I convey the thanks of the 
Committee for your splendid cooperation. Without it, the 
project would, of course, be impossible, : 

; Very truly yours, ' 
ae A Bosc | 

(Sgd.) AV, Gallistel I 
Director of Physical Plant q 

AFG: eas : | 

; CC: Prof. A. D, Hasler 
Mr, Ea “one x | 
Prof. A. Leopol ; 

{ 
‘ |



September 19, 1947 

| ly. David H. Thompson 
Gook County Yorest Praserve 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
Gusnings Square 
River Forest, [Llinois 

Dear Daves 

Regarding the acoras planted on the Arvoretun; | 
this was done by a work érew with the use of a 
spaie. the acorns were set severs] inches below ) 
thn surface ond then stomped tight. We of course 
do not have difficulty with on: and the area 

planted, squirrel domoge would be ot 4 minim. m4 
' 

Yheee yoars before thie large geale planting wat , 
mudie I sot up a series of test plots to check on 
germination; growth rates; mabbit and rodent / 
damage; planting methods; effeat of sod, etc. The 
puxpose of which was to @¢e whether large sesle : \ 

planting was practical for the 4rboretun. i 

This spring with the experiment about half over { 

plot was plowed up to make a fire lene $0 pro 
et tio" sondage wah Ta dan eure veal i 

enough tinber te tulld a slant-seated privy. i 

We will keep you posted as to how this reproduction f 
\ \ by seed progresses. If Bae g@hould be particularly : 

. interested, I would be glad te talk with you personally, 
pevhaps at the Midwest Wildlife Conference. The re- 

\ P gearoh work on oak reproduction happened to be ny H 

\ i ; 

\ Aldo has gone to Mayosy as you know, and will not 
\ be back for about three weeks, 

\ Sincerely yours, 

tie RAMoO: PM Robert A. HeCabe 
A,’ instroctor 

\ Wildlife Management 
\ 

\ ; 

\ 
\ 

\ 8 x 

\ f 

\ }



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
Ravi eR FOS Bsr, Li a rN ors OC mene hk ie ol, al 2 a) Noes 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

rhs pee of COOK COUNTY 
resident : 

Juss F, Asma ILLINOIS 
ae ie iA) Conmey Cuartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 

ao ee <@yr0 September 16, 1947 

Joun Mackier 
Grorce A. MILLER 
GerorcrE F, Nixon 

CNEL RYAN ama Professor Aldo Leopold 
Epwarp M. Sneen Department of Wildlife Management 

Mano G. Tonett1 University of Wisconsin 
Joun E. Tracer © 424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just looked over the annual research report of your 
"Arboretum Technical Committee". I notice that 139,200 acorns 
were planted. This reminds me of some work I did for the 

U. S. Forest Service in Missouri. 

In 1936 and earlier years the people of the Clark Forest were 
using CCC labor to plant white oak acorns on a large scale. In 
many places they had trouble with roaming hogs rooting up the 

acorns as fast as they planted them. I undertook to try to 

find a repellant because we were also planning white oak 
seeding in the Ozark region of Southern Illigois where there 

are also loose hogs. Later I learned that the Cook County 
Forest Preserve District was having squirrel trouble with 
planted nuts. 

I borrowed two shoats from the Swine Husbandry Department and K 
collected a supply of different kinds of acorns in the fall of 

1937. During that fall and winter I tried a number of "home 

remedies" with no success. Then I went to the organic chemists 
and got samples of all the smelly and distateful things they had 
on hand. None of these worked either. 

Finally we fell back on mechanical gadgets. Of these, empty 
shot gun shells seemed most practical. We could get them by 
the bushel from trap shooters, The acorn is shoved inside and 
the paper squeezed a little so it doesn't roll out. After a 

few trials the hogs refused to chew on them even when starved. 

I think they would also discourage squirrels and such.



Professor Leopold.....Page 2 September 16, 1947 

We did not carry out germination tests, but our university 

botanists were of the opinion that the shell would not interfere. 

If you run into any acorn trouble and know of nothing better, I'd 
like to see the shot gun shell system tested further. 

Cordially yours, 

David H. Thompson 
" Senior Naturalist. 

|
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MEMO TO ROBERT A. MGCARY: 

Wé Lloyd called on me June 2 about the release of pheasants 

on the Arboretum. At that time he resided on Monroe Street 

just erst of the Dizon duck pond. During the same year that 

Frank Schultz and Bil Aberg made the release for the Isaac ; 
Walton League in the weet mareh, 4 Lloyd retained fifteen 

hens and three cocks in a pen in his back yard. The crowing 

of the oocke annoyed the neighbors, one of whom raised the 
wire so the birds escaped. It 18 clear, therefore, that an 

additional relense of sizhteen birds took vlace at Bd Lloyd's 

place in the spring of the same year that the Schl ts-Aberg 

release was made. 2 

Wa Lloyd says that there wore already wild birds on the 

Arboretiin at that tine. Mo remembers that the netgibors 

were not only annoyed at the crowing of hie own cooks, 
mt the crowing of the wild eocits that cams up to the 
pen. Wild birds were present continnously from that 
tine on, because he remembers operating a winter feeding 

station just behind his house. He dose not remember 

facding any birds before the year in which his birds 
escaped. He is not certain that the Sehultz-Aberg 

yelease accounts for the mumber of cocks that visited 
his pew "iis, Gea 

Mr. Lloyd's present address is Lodi, Wisconsin, 

Aldo Jeopold
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THM URIVARSITY ARBOR GoMntirem AD | 

TS GORTAVAY CLUS 

April 4b, 1947 

Tho Gotcwaya mat jointly with the University Arboretun Conmittes at the Madison | 
Club to hoar the emmal report of the Arboretum Research Steff. Albert Gollistel 
naeted ‘as chalmman. , ( 

Rob MeGabe daserthed the outaona of 10 yoors of pheasant homing, ehrried ont to | 
neagize the “furnover mito" (longevity) of vheasants. Tach qeaseation is oxting- | 
ulshod, ho anid, at the ond of 4 years. Hens Live lomgex than coca. Young | 
birds constitits nbens hol? the pomletion, Pheakents are oriented to a wintor 
range; of 1200 birda’ handled ee at the Arboreyum one wiater | 
and at the Fish Satchery the nak. Hatchery bands hare showed uy on the 

Jones Hale desoxibed a new ace teet for eottontail mdbtta consisting of the 
cartilage in the shoulder joint. La a youn: ta¥bit thts cartilage de replaced 
by bone ebout Jen. 25. Uh to that date a nopalotion my be ¢lnaeified inte 
young snd old mbbite by the bouo test, eLther tyr teeny (if alive) om by omamine "ing the hones ef shot samples. the Arbovetur pomlotion hea wa about 60 percent young for the last three winters. eh | : | 
Jones Beer described s nov age test fer mdterata soncioting of the "priming" 
pattern of the cxaad pelt. Yomg mts show o longitudinaliy symotrianl sattera | 
of broad etripes.” Old vate ehow a mobtled nocresotrichl desig. This test ig rry umf tnd’ ak gh Cod pon. eae a soe were o ‘4n tins and ghowed it younsz. oyror of a 
Loation, aa Sempared, wi th CAgsaction, tia Ne 5 poreont, Guta! | 

Popper Sndkaan desewthet studios of the "sorb" nattarta on the Arboretum. Throe | 
year's bandings show they do not migrate; do net mix with wild mllacds, breed | 
earlioy than v11@ mallards, sometinos have two broods « year, shew « heavy omeoso 
of droises, and ogfer duekling mortality aie to persembion of hens by exeess drntrea, 

od Walisor deserthed, experiments with the acinosy powers of md minnows mised on | 
the Arboretum, Ho concludes that minnows sell .qntie plants, and that plante may ue 
thus condition the dletribution of fishes, | 

Bill Longynecktor, reporting for Greane,. cuniarized studies of fang4 ond ruste on | 
the Atboretum Hoe aleo deseribed resent plcotings of trees and wiléflowers, and 
the selention of degimeable stmine of netive trees and shreds. 

Joyes Miser reported on the development of o Dlister met voslatant strain of 
white pine now being tested on the Arborotus, The strain wa isolated by soleoting . 
resistant treos from stands of pine dydag of rust, ond oropacating these resistant | 
inlividuale by grafting, or by hormone cuttings, Young pinos thus rrodueed are 
being tested for form and rust-fismess in « speetal plantation. ! 

Albert Grlliste. pointed out that thea rosevrehes hod been mie possible by the 
Bann Pand, Sy YARP support for etudenta; also by cifte of leat owch as the Gawiiner 
Refuge, 

| 
1 :



March 21, 1947 

Mr, Frank A, Sotmlte 
923 Bast Johnson Street 
Madteon, “inconain \ 

Me, 9.9,F, Averg 4 
Gay Batlding 
Medivon, Wdacensin 

Deay Yrank and 34118 ; 

I would Like your help in straightening ont a 
matter of anclent history, 

the records of the University Arboretum state that 
in 1923 or 1924 23 pheasants were planted on the 
Arboretun, bylirank Selmits, 1.9.5.4. There is a 

note that the birds had bean tramed in South 
Dakota. | 

There in aleo a record on page M82 of A.W. Scnorger's 
toe that in April 1927, 22 phesennts 

i were on the University Arboretun by the local, 
ones of the 1,%,1,4, The birds had been trapped 
in South Dekota, 

Aree The questions on which I would Ike your help are ae 
follows: (1) ‘Yas thore one plenting or two? (2) If 
there was only one planting, then one of the two dates 
met be ineorrect. lave you any way of recolieeting 
with the 1923 dete or the 1927 date is the right one? 
{3) If there were two plantings I would acpreciate 
any additional detail shieh you are able to recollect 
and which is not given above, 

You may seribble your revlies on the bottom of this 
letter. ‘Thanks for your help, 

Youre sincerely, 

Aba PM ALDO IROPOLD
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January 24, 1947 

5 Mr. H. M. Schmelzer 
Administration Building 

Dear Mr. Schmelzer: 

In confirmation of our conference on January 21, I am sigzesting that you write Mr. Otto Lang of Lake Mills a 
letter to the effect that he will be appointed custodian of 
the Faville PrairiegPreserve at Lake Mills, at $50.00 per 
year, beginning February first, 1947, payment to be mde , on or about June 30 each year. We will make an allowance 
of $50.00 per year for materials which will be paid for 
on presentation of the original invoices, 

After you have prepared the letter to Mr. Lang, I would 
suggest that you send it to Professor Fassett, who will 
probably want to confer with Mr. Lang and deliver the ae 
letter to him in person. 

Very truly yours, 

| 

; ' (Sga.) A. F. Galiistel / " Supt. Bldgs. & Grounds 

AFG: cas “ | 

CC: Professor N. C. Fassett |
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: Jamary 6, 1947 | 

| 

| 
Mr. James Dickson 
Agronomy Department ‘ 

Dear Jim: ; 

I like yor write -up, but I believe the last paragraph 
should be more explicit. I suggest the substitution of ‘ 
smmething more like the following ¢ 

“Area Bis now being asked for by the College of Agriculture as 
a pasture area, Whéle we sympathize with their need for 
land, we believe that the planting ond development of Area B for 
teaching and recreation is more important, We recommen 
that both Areas A & B be kept in théir present status. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

| 
t . 

|



January 8, 1947 

President E. B. Fred and the Board of Regents: 

The University of Wisconsin 

Madison, 6, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

The Arboretum Cormittee discussed at length the question of the 

assignment of, approximately, twenty-five acres of Picnic Point land | 

for cattle grazing, It is the feeling of members of the Committee that, 

in view of the cherge imposed upon it to develop this area as an outdoor | 

classroom and laboratory, it would be incompatible with such plans to 

approve the requested assignment. In support of this contention, I | 

submit various documents herewith. 

With thanks for your studied consideration of this matter, I am, 

Very truly yours 

ak 

(Sede) As ¥. Gallistel 

Chmn., Wnrv. Arboretum Committee 

| 
|



To the President of the University and the University Board of Regents 

Recommendation of the University Arboretum Committee 

THE USE OF THE PICNIC scan - UNIVERSITY BAY AREA 

By recommendation of the University Biological Division and action by the 

President of the University the Picnic-Point University Aree, delineeted on the 

attached map, wes placed under the jurisdiction of the University Arboretum 

Committee in 1944. The cormittee was instructed to develop the area as a natural 

preserve easily accessible from the campus class rooms; as a teaching, demon- 

stretion, and research outdoor laboratory; and to further enhance the esthetic 

and recreetional potentialities of this gem of native landscape. In compliance 

with that directive, a long time plan was prepared and the Arboretum Committee 

has been developing the Picnic Point - University Bay Area as an integral part 

of the University campus and not as a portion of the University Vie teneestiti 

The area comprises two parts differing somewhat in piological significance 

and recreational values: (A) Tue point and university bay and (B) the wooded 

hills and open field west and northwest of the point. Both parts are necessary 

for the needs of the University and the citizenry of the state. Both parts 

should be developed sirmltaneously for maximm attainment of the plan which the 

committee feels was visualized by the Board of Regents when the area was 

purchased. 

The bay and shore line constitute one of the most valuable biological areas 

in the state. To provide similer facilities many universities have been 

obliged to establish expensive biological stations at distant points from the 

campus. Over 40 research problems important in frndernental science and conser- 

vation have been solved in this area.



Re 

The wooded hills and open field west and northwest of the point are 

being restored, replanted, and landscaped for outdoor laboratory and recreational 

uses. Small groups or associations of flowers, shrubs, end trees are being 

planted. Hiking paths, nature trails, and ski runs are laid out in relation to 

the plantings. Natural groups of native plants and horticultural varieties are 

being established as rapidly as man power is available. Soils, topography, and 

ecological conditions are sufficiently diverse to assure the maximum realization 

of the plan. 

The Picnic Point - University Bay Area is the University's outdoor labora- 

tory encompassing a variety of plants, birds, animals and aquatic life condensed 

into the minimum space commensurate with landscape treatment, esthetic values 

and recreational uses. Over twenty classes in botany, entomology, horticulture, 

plant pathology, wild life, and zoology use this area as a laboratory. Ulti- 

mately the area will become a laboratory not only for class use but also for the 

sOlution of problems of the nursery, horticultural and landscape interests of 

the state. Summer and winter recreational uses of the area have increased 

yearly to 19,512 persons in 1946. 

The biological faculty, the departments of physical education, and the 

Memorial Union representing student life are cooperating with the committee in 

the developmental program for the area. 

The University Arboretum Committee concurs with the recommendation of the 

Faculty of the Division of Biological Sciences and the collaborating physical 

education and student life agencies in their recommendation presented to the 

President of the University in October 1944, (Copies attached).



Be 

Th: Committee recommends to the President and the University Board of 

Regents the establishment of the Picnic Point - University Bay Preserve and 

the dedication of the proposed preserve during the forthw ming centennial 

eelebration of the University. 

The Comnittee 

Ne C. Fassett 

A. Leopold 

He C. Greene 

Re MeCabe 

Je T. Curtis 

Ge. ‘jJ-.Longenecker 

M. Bb McCaffrey 

J. G. Dickson 
Ae De Hasler 

We MeNeel 

Je We Jackson 
Ae Fe Gallistel, Chmn.



November 3,° 1944 

President Ce Aw Dkstra 
Bescom Holl 

Dear President Dykstra: 

You will recall that earlier in the summer, and again a couple of 

weeks ago, we discussed the needs of the biological work of the University, 
as they have been studied by a special committee of the F:culty Division of 

the Biological Sciences, in relation to the present and future utilization 

of the Picnic Point-University Bay areas. You suggested at our last conference 

that a desirable way to handle this matter would be for you to place the area 

under discussion (as outlined on the attached map) under the administration 

of the Arboretum Committee for development for biological teaching and research 

and for compatible recreational uses, 

In compliance with your request that I consult with my colleagues 

concerning this method of procedure, I have brought this suggestion before 

a meeting of the special committee referred to above, the executive cormittee 

of the Faculty Division of the Biological Sciences, and Superintendent 

Gallistel. All present thought this would be an excellent way to handle the 

matter. The Arboretum Committee has already expressed its willingnegs to 

undertake this assignment. We hope, therefore, that you will proceed to 

make the assignment. 

A copy of the recommendation of the Faculty Division of the 

Biological Sciences concerning the utilization of this area is attached and 

a copy will be filed with the Arboretum Committee. This recommendation is i 
the outgrowth of a comprehensive study by a special committee of the Divisione 

It has the unanimous indorsement of the Arboretum Committee. Our Committee 
has had the active collaboration and the recommendation has the endorsement 

of the following representatives of the recreational needs of the University: 
Prof. A. L. Masley, Act. Director, Div. of Phys. Ed. and Intrarwrals for Men; 

Prof. Margaret He Meyer, Physical Ed. for Women; Prof. Harold Bradley and 

Prof. Porter Butts, representing recreational interests sponsored by the 

Memorial Union. Deans Fred, Ingraham, Meek, and Anderson, whose Colleges 

or Schools are most directly concerned, have been consulted and have expressed 

their approval of the plan proposede 

Yours sincerely, 

G. W. Keitt 
Chairman, Faculty Division 

of the Biological Sciences



Recommendation of the Faculty Division of the Biological Sciences 

for 

THE FUTURE USE OF THE PICNIC POINT - UFIVERSITY BAY AREA 

Approved by the Division Oct. 7, 1944 

i Sent to President Dykstra Nov, 3, 1944 

Area. The erea considered in this report is delineated on the attached map. 

Recommendation. That the board of Regents be requested to designate this 

area as the Picnic Point--University Bay Preserve, to be kept in its natural 

state for use as an outdoor laboratory for teaching and research and for compatible 

recreational uses. Roads, buildings, and other artificial developments should be 

excluded.(This would not exclude minimum essential facilities.) 

Argument. The area is of outstanding value because of its rare natural 

beauty, its diverse plant and enimal life, and beceuse it is within walking dis- 

tance of the campus, and hence can be quickly reached by students and by classes. 

It is already used by many students end by 20 different clesses in various 

biological subjects, and is the site of 40 published researches. This existing 

use is, we believe, its highest use. 

Its value for these purposes would suffer by any artificialization of the 

bay, the marshes, the point, or the adjoining hinterland. 

On the other hand, its value for these purposes could be enhanced by the 

removal of unnatural plantings and structures, by the restoration of native 

prairie end woodland vegetation, and by the installation of certain natural 

features deliberately arranged for teaching purposess 

To provide similar facilities, many universities have been obliged to 

establish expensive biological stations at distant points, 

The area also is of outstanding value for esthetic and recreational uses 

compatible with the scientific program. Plans for such use have been made with 

representatives of the Departments of Physical Education and the Memorial Unione 

Administration. Tie proposed preserve is similar in concept to the Univer 

sity Arboretum, and might well be administered by the Arboretum Committee. It 

differs from the Arboretum in that it offers certain soils and aquatic habitats 

not found there, is quicker to reach and hence useable within the standard 

laboratory class period, and is especially adapted for certain recveational uses 

Budget. Items for the maintenance end operation of this area are included 

in the budget for Buildings and Grounds. 

Dedication. It is suggested that the dedication of the proposed preserve 

be made a feature of the forthcoming centennial celebration of the University. 

The committee In collaboration with 

G. S. Bryan He C» Bradley 

Je Ge Dickson Porter Butts 

Ae De Hasler, Chairman Ae Le Mesley 

Ge We Keitt, Ex. officio Morgaret H. ifeyer 

Aldo Leopold 
G, We Longenecker
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Mr hee © Sf 

Yo the President of the University oud the University Board of Regents. 

Recommendation of the University Arboretum Comittee 

fn van OF rin PLUNIO POST ~ UNTVMRSTT BAY Ana | 

By recommendation of the University Biclogies] Division end action | 

by the President of the University the Pienie-Point University Ares, delineated 

on the attached mp, was pleced under the jurisdiction of the University 

Arboretun Committee in 194, The committee was instrugted to develop the area 

as & natural preserve easily accessible from the cempus cleas rooms; ag a tench= 

ing, demonstration, end research outdoor laboratory; and to further ethence 

the exthetic and recreation] potentialities of this gem of netive landsexpe. 

The Arboretum Committee is developing the Picni¢ Point ~ University Bay Area 

es on integral part of the University campus and not as a portion of the 

University Arboretum, 

The aren comprises two parts differing somewhat in biolegical | 

significonce end recreational values: (A) The point and university bay and 

(3) the wooded hills snd open field west and northwest of the point, Both 

parts are negesonry for the needs of the University and the eitisenry of the | 

atate, Both parts should be developed sims) taneously for maximum attainuent 

of the plan which the committee fools was visualized by the Board of Regents 

when the area was purchased, 

The bay and shore line constitute one of the moet valuable biological 

areas in the state. To provide similar feeilities many universities have been 

obliged to establish expensive biologics] stations at distant points from the 

campus. Over 40 research problems importent in fundamental science and 

conservation have been solved in this area, 4 

| 
| 

,
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The wooded hills and open field west end northwest of the point are 

being restored, replanted, and lendecaped for outdoor laboratory and recreational 

uses, Small groups or associations of flowers, shrubs, and trees are being 

Plented, Wiking paths, nature traile, and ski runs are laid out in relation | 

to the plentings. Waturel groups of native plonts and horticultural varieties | 

are being established as rapidly a9 man power is mvailable, Soils, tepograghy, | 

and ecological conditions are sufficiently diverse to assure the m=ximun 

realisation of the plan. 

The Menic Point ~ Univereity Dey Area is the University's outdoor | 

Indoratory encompassing © variety of plants, bits, animls and aquatic life : 

sondensed into the minimum epnce comsensurate with landscape treatment, esthetic | 

values and recreational uses. Over twenty classes in boteny, entomology, 

horticulture, plant pathology, wild life, and soology use this aren as a 

laboratory, Uitimately the area will become a Ishoratory not only for class 

use but elso for the solution of problens of the mursery, horticulture! and 

landseape interests of the state, Sumeer and winter recrentional uses of the 

aren have ingrensed yearly to 19,512 persons in 1946, 

The bAdlogion) faculty, the departments of phyeien] education, and the 

Memorial Union representing student life sre cooperating with the committee in 

the developments] progrem for the area. 

; The University Arboretum Committes concurs with the recommendation 

of the Meulty of the Division of the Biologicn] Seiences and the sellaborating 

physics] education ond student life agencies in their recommendation presented 

to the President of the University in October 1944, (Copies attached). ‘The 

Gonnittee recommends to the President and the University Board of Regents the 

estebiiahment of the Picnie Point - University Bay Preserve and the dedication 

of the proposed preserve during the fortheowing centennial celebration of 

the University. 

j



Recommendation of the a ee af the Mological Sciences 
‘or 

TH8 FUTURE UGH OF THR PICNIC POINT ~ UNIVERSITY Bay AmzA 

Approved by the Division Oct. 7, 1944 
Gent to President Dyietra Sov. 3, 1944 | 

area. The sren considered in thie report is delineated on the atteched map. | 

ean hone That the Board of Regents be requested to designate this 
area as int-<University Bay Preserve, te be kept in ite natural 
state for use ag an outdoor laberatery for tesching and research ané for compatible | 
recreational uses, Roads, buildings, and other artificial developments should be 
exoluded. (This vould not exclude miniomm essential facilities.) | 

me fhe area ie of outstanding value because of ite rare natural 
beauty, ite diverse plent and animal life, and beenuse it ia within walking dis~ 
tanee of the campus, anf hence gan be quickly renched by students and by cleanses, 
It ia already used by many students and by 20 different classes in various biolezical 
eubjeste, and ia the site of “© published researches. ‘Thies existing use is, we 
believe, ite highest use, 

Tte value for thease purposes would suffer by any artifielalisation of the 
vay, the marhses, the point, or the sdjoining hinterland, 

On the other hand, ite value for these purpeses could be enhanced by 
the removal of unnetural plantings and structures, by the restoration of native 
prairie and woodland vegetaton, and by the installation of certain natural 
features deliberately arranged for teaching purposes. 

To provide similar facilities, many universities have been obliged 
to eatablish expensive biological stations at distant points. 

The area also is of outetanding value for esthetic and recreational uses 
compatible with the eciemtifi¢é program. Plans for such use have been made with 
representatives of the Departments of Physical Bduestion and the Memorial Unions 

(eee et fhe proposed preserve is similar in concept to the Wniver- 
sity + might well be adnuinistered by the Arboretum Gommittes, It 
differs from the Arboretum in that it offers certain soils and aquatic habitats 

not found there, is quicker to reach and hence useable within the stander’ a 
laboratory class period, and ia especially adapted fer certain recreational uses, 

Beh Items for the maintengance anf sperntion of this area ore included 
in the for Buildings ond Grounds. 

ee It is euggested that the dedication of the proposed preserve 
Dy made a fen of the forthcoming centennial celebration of the University. 

The committee Ta sollabdoration with ‘ 
6. &. Bryan FB. &. Sradiey 
4, & Dickson Porter Butte 
A. D, Howler, Chairman Ae le Mosley 
G. W, Keitt, Bx. officio Margaret H. Meyer 
Aldo Leopold 
&, W, Lengenecker
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President ©, A. Dyketra 
Bascom Hall 

Dear President Dyketra: 

You will recall that earlier in the summer, andi agein a couple of 
weeks ago, we diecussed the needs of the biological work of the University, 
as they have been studied by « special committee of the Faculty Division of 
the Biological Selences, in relation to the present and future utilisation 

of the Picnic Point-University Bay aren. You suggested at our last conference 
that « desirable way to handle this matter would be for you to place the area 
under discussion (as outlined on the attached map) under the administration of 
wi ae ee re 

and for compa le recreational uses, 

Tn compliance» with your request that I consult with my colleagues 
eoneerning this methed of procedure, I have brought this euggestion before 
a meeting of the special committer referred to above, the executive comnittee 
of the Faculty Division of the Biological Sciences, and Superintendent 
Gallietel, All present thought thie would be an excellent way to handle the 
matter, The Arboretum Committee has already expresred ite willingness to 
undertake this aseignuent, We hope, therefore, that you will proceed to 
nade the agsignnent. 

A copy of the recommendation of the Faculty Division of the ; 
Biological Selences concerning the utlization of thie aren is attached and 
a copy will be filed with the Arbveretum Comittee, ‘This recommendation is 
the outgrowth of a comprehensive study by a special comittes of the Divicton, 
Tt hae the unanimous indorsement ef the Arboretum Committees, Our Comittee 
haa had the active collaboration and the recommendation has the endorsement 

. Of the following representatives of the recreational needs of the University: 
Prof, 4. i. Nasley, Act, Director, Div, of Phys. M4, and Intremurale for Yen; 
Prof, Margaret H. Meyer, Physical #4. for Women; Prof, Yareld Bradley and 
Prof. Porter Butte, representing recreations) interests eponcored by the 
Memorial Union, Deans Pred, Ingraham, Meek, and Anderson, whose Colleges 
or Schools are most directly concerned, have been consulted mad have expreesed 

their aporoval of the plan proposed. 

Yours sineerely, 

G VY. Keitt 
Shairnan, Paewlty Division of 
the Biological Setences
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PHEASANT TRAPPING REPORT 

University ‘eu Arboretum 

Trapoing began on December 12, Nine large stationary traps were used 

plus several "two-man portables" - see attached map. 

Results: 

Total catch + including repeats 960 

Hewly banded birds 192 

Returns (including return kills) 52 

Kills (including return kills) 18 

‘ Known predation loss 9 

Half days trapped 98 

The following metal bands were used (Wisconsin Conservation Department) 

#3893699; #3601-3699; #e601~2610; 14201-14240, ALL munbers are inclusive. 

Metal bands were placed on the left leg and a white celluloid band on the right 

leg of 211 unbanded birds caught. Worn or lost color bands of return birds 

were replaced with new ones. One and a half tons of cob corn was used as 

bait, no pre-trapping baiting was done. During severe weather the trops 

were opened and used as feeding stations. ‘There was a 668 acre field of soy- 

beans south of Philumalee shack (opposite Jones woods). A floak of between 

25-100 birds used this field aa antine trapping. 

Newly banded birds are underlined in red in the following daily catch 

record. 

Robert A. McCabe |
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ACCIDENTAL FIRES ON THM GRADY TRACT & 
1946 i 

N 
Two fires swept the Grady Tract in the spring of 1946. ‘The first was 4 

on March 20, This fire was started by a faeGity neuer who had # garden on j 

the property near the foundation of the old homestead. In the process of ‘ 

burning old corn shocks and plant debris of last year’s garden the flames 

: spread to the grass and spread south and east. ‘The city fire department 

responded inmediately together with the Arboretum crew and had it all tut 

yut out when a sudden shift of wind from the west caused the fire to run 

uncheeled to the Williams property on the east boundary of the Grady, ‘The 

spread was ehecked on the north and south sides of the bern so that when 

the flames vere extinguished a rough 50 yard swath was burned from the 

Fitchburg road, through the old Grady homestead site through to the east 

Arboretum boundary. The falh plowed red cedar nursery was unharmed and also 

served as a check aged nst spread into the oak opening to the north. No | 

damage was done to experimental plots and no damage was recorded for the | 

area a8 a whole although it might have been very serious if the wind had 

been in the south. The burned area is shown on the accompanying map. 

. Three days later a second burn oeeurred which was started when sparis 

from a grass and leaves fire across the road from the Grady south gate, 1% 

in the dried grass of the old orchard. This fire swept east at a very fast 

rate and burned the entire oak area south of the motorcycle race track. ‘The 

spread of fire northward was cheeked by the vrevious burn. A large section | 

of the low prairle did not burn but Henry Greene burned this the following 

day so that all of the Grady from the TMeman property line south to the 

railroad track was burned. ‘he burn appeared rather severe in the oak openings. / 

/ 
RAW Cabs / 

/
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ROBIN MIGRATION PROJECT 
ARBORETUM 1946 | 

Objective: To see whether or not robins roosting in or using a 
given area could be trapped, banded, color marked and injected 
with e sex hormone would either not migrate or move only a short 
distance, ‘The assumption is that the hormone will induce breed- 
ing behavior; which would have the same psychological effect 
as completed northward spring migration, 

Procedure: Robins were trapped by four or five live-trap methods, | 
one of which was the shining of birds on the night roost, ‘the 
techniques employed indieste that large mmberse of robins can 
be trapned in the period from September 1 to October 1, These 
mumbers would be sufficient to make ony proposed experiment 
involving hormone injection statistically valid. In this trial 
period the injection procedure as outlined by Dr. Meyer, namely 

- the use of diethylstilbestrole injected under the skin on the 
ventral surface was used, ‘The needle, gouge » was first j 
inserted through a small section of the breast muscle before 
the needle was brought up under the slcin. ‘the tip of the needle 
was are between the muscle and skin proper, then retracted | 
about 1/8 of an inch before the plunger was squeezed, ‘The 
hormone was injected as a crystalline suspension in corn ofl, | 
ani in the amounts of .10 and .05 cc, Birds were released 
inmediately after injection, In the test run of this project 
38 robins were bended and injected, As yet (November 1, 1946) 
no observations have been made on the injected birds except to 

‘ say that one was observed in the vicinity of the trapping two 
weeks after injections



ROBIN PROJECT 
1946 

a Injection Remarks 

Ya~3hG Green 222 7/26 105 
yz93 Green 7/26 +05 
Yo— Green W 295 
Y2~5uho7 Grea 1 205 ae | 
hom S4uhiog Green 7 005 
eae Green 7 95 

You FD Green 227 ue = 
See Green 4 15 205 Adult female, 

wae ulna Green 230 1/26 ‘% Adult fem le, 
ae Green 231 1/28 205 
yo~ sys Green 232 7/28 205 
Yous Green 233 1B +20 Couldn't fly on rem 

lease, Wings 01K, 
} ya— zh g Green 234 7/ 3 -20 

Ya=3uuu9 Green rd 7/ 105 
ae Byes Green 21 7/33 +05 

Y2—3yhor Green *“ 8/2 005 
42e3uuho2 Green 8/2 205 

ea Green ay 8/2 205 
hoe} Green * 8/2 605 

reel Green 2g 8/2 +95 
You ' Green 2 6/is 05 
Yae3uyo7 Green 237 8/4 +05 
YaqzWbuor Green ~ 8/14 005 
YoQe3 Green 2 8/14 008 
Yom syns Green 22 8/15 05 
Yau 34yh sn Green = 8/15 05 
Ya—0zWlbuz2 Green 2 8/15 +05 
Yau Zldyy Green - 8/23 05 
ya= 3 yy Green 2 8/23 05 
y= 3a Green 247 8/23 +05 
Lyd Bplay Green 24g 3/ .05 
a= Zyuys7 Green 249 8/ +05 
yom sy 3g Green 450 8/ O21



ar, October 30, 1946 | 

bdsbig 

Dr. R. K, Meyer 
Zoology Department 

Dear Dr, Meyer: i | 

T am sending over for your files a copy of the results of our | 
work of injected robins. 

While we didn't get as many robins as we anticipated, I am very 
much encouraged with this trial run, I am sure that we can go 
in for large seale trapving and injection, Your suggested 
technique for injection worked out especially well, We have 
also gone to the trouble of building some apecial robin traps, 
end have ironed out our techniques that next year I hope 
we can begin in earnest. I will return your hypodermic 
syringe and the wmwsed hormone shortly. | 

Sometime when you are relatively free I would like to go over 
some of the song bird endocrine work with you, I think ity 
would also be wise to consult with Dr, Mulen on any future | 
plans ve might have, 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert McCabe 
Pa; RL 

|
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WREN BOX NEST MATERIAL 1946 Pietaiel t, I 

Box Noe eight Compost tion dining Dimension Svectes 

#1 akg. Grass 

ge 96g. Honeysuckle, elms Wren | 

#3 7228. Honeysuckle Snakeskin Wren i" 

mH oTHe. Honeysuckle, elms Wren 

#5 902. Honeysuckle Wren 

#7 160g, 1/3 grape, 1/3 oak, 1/3 forbs Wren ‘ 

cd 

9 110, Old forgs, roots 6x3x24 i ‘Yron 

#10 652. Grass and forbs Wren 

#1 103¢. Honoysuckle, locust Wren 

#12 The. Honeysuckle, forbs Wren 

#13 52e6 Grass Bluebird 

5 s:138e. lm Wren 

#16 ll2e. #1 Boxelder, #2 Osk, 43 Locust Faxed Wren 

AT Rapty 
#18 928. 25 each Bim, honeysuckle, forbs, oak Wren 

#19 190g. Oak, popple (Male-nest) Wren 

#20 82g, 50% oak, 50% w, cedar Wren | 

#21 (128g. 90% oak Wren over EB 

#22 3Te. Grass, some tamara BB 3 

#23 1998. 60% oalt, 40% aspen i 

- $24 Ylge Grass & sedge. ; BB ; 

#26 109g, Wren 80% aspen, 20% oak Horsehair Wren over : 
12g, BB Bluebird “lf 

#eT 12g, #2 black cherry, cake Lixo wren ‘| 

#28 6c. fartariar honeysuckle (Male-nest) Wren i 

#29 120¢. 90% oak, 10% forb (Male=nest) Wren mid 

#30 © -180g. Oak, grape (Male-nest) tren " 

#31 1782. > ie ene ih (Male«nest) ren



BOX HST MATERIAL 1946 oa0 y 

Box Mo, leicht Composition Idning Dimension Spectos 
. #32 117 gs 80% oak, 20% aspen Wren 

#33 150 2 Oak, forbs (Male-Nest) Wren . 

#4 180 ¢. Plum, grape Wren | 

#35 170 g ~—S Much horsehair, gray dog, oak, grape, 6x2hx2 ren | 

#56 69 & Grass, 10% forbs Bluebird 

1 ‘37 74 2. #1. Bur, honeysuckle, #2 maple, #3 oak rs x3x3 Wren | 

‘ #39 65 ¢. Qsk, grape, tartarian honeysuckle Bhx2x2} Wren 

#40 206 ge 90% oak, 104 blackraspberry Wren 

oa 135 @ 50% plum, 30% grape, 10% forbs, 10% mise. Yren 

3 206 ge 95% oak, 54 forbs Wren 

my 172 fe Tittle feathers, much grass, black cherry, 5xax2h Wren over 
oak, grape Bluebird 

5 50 2. Grass, few pine needles Mt f Bluebird 

#46 95 a. Bqual raspberry, pine, black locust, box elder 5xaxeh Wren 

#47 195 g. Many feathers, oak, black cherry, pine Gxohxod Wren 

#us 145 ge 50% oak, 50% pine Wren over 
Bluebird 

9 62 ge Forbs, pine, tartarian honeysuckle U3 Wren 

$53 116 g. Pino, oak, forbs Wexeheal- ren 

#54 204 2. Mostly oak 90%, Maple, few feathers, meh grass wha bash Wren 

#™ 83g. White pine, apple Wren 

#75 120 eg. Few feathers, mostly horsehair, oak, maple Uxox2g Wren 

#79 96 ee Tartarian honeysuckle, oak, pine needles, 5xogeeh Vren 
(Mouse had corn stored in nest) 

#4 110 g. = Tartarian honcysuckle, oak, grape sxaxak vren | 

#93 (38) 110 & Chicken, pheasant, bluebird 4 robin feathers, also 5x2x2h ¥ren 
blackbird, #1 Blackcherry, #2 locust, #3 oak. 

td. Meas —
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402 (possibly 4607) 
400 Pheasant Population on 1000 acres 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum 110 removed, spring 
1927-1942 of 1943, to reduce 

350 : 340 damage to farms 

mee 
317 

300 Winter Census Counts 

392 left, spring 
; of 1943 

260 
250 339 handled in traps 

1942-43 

py\e 127 removed, 1937 fae 
214 - oe 200 ee 

179 178 Hee 
170 ie beat e : OOS. 162 hes 

i50 / (age ee ey BE | elie ig NntCsNa He! Stir meee, 1? 

i Pee Me a 
/ DRT Wey tet eee 

f Pal tua ate 100 26 planted, 1933 yf 133 It: ‘ a 991 banded pheasants : 

22 rranleaiiaes or : "<j chandled in traps <7." 
14 planted, eer | PP [+.23 during six winters :..": ; 

beades gi te ss see eet 
50 ? planted, 1923 ff i SERN Ved cinta GL 

62+ oy fee i Peers : : a is 
ee . fee yee ae eae tts sine itis © Slee : ae 6 bear ae oe ea Hea av esias 

roy se NBs ete uD hen Nia ane ee ee iS 

1927 28 2 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 i



Gus Teche | 

402 (possibly 4607) 

400 Pheasant Population on 1000 acres 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum 110 removed, spring 

1927-1942 
of 1943, to reduce | 

his 
340 damage to farms : 

317, 

300 Winter Census Counts 
299 392 left, spring . 

of 1943 | 

260 | 

250 
339 handled in traps 

1942-43 ; 
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127 removed, 1937 ee 
214 jee oe 

200 ee | 
179 178 jean 

170 Pps. leeikas 
Abas IGB eae 

iso 
/ a te Bre agit 
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100 26 planted, 1933 yf 133 ie :,991 banded pheasants ; . 

22 planted, ae if i to phandled intraps <7." | 
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i 1946 
| | 

| Wn 
The following is the program of research that I lagi 

| plan to carry out this summer: ‘ 

1- Trap, tag and release muskrats on the 

Arboretum and University Pay Mesh. 

2- Retrap these individuals and study the 

summer. movements of the young muskrats and : | 

the home area of) the adults. : 

5- To build a growth curve from weight data 

to be collected from trapping tagged 

individuals periodically. 

| | rate 
I plan to work full time on this proffect until 

June 22 when I will enroll for a 3 hour course. From 

this time until Aug. 18 I| plan to work helt time on 

‘ the project. From Aug. 18 to the beginning of the fall 

semester I plan to again work full time. This work 

‘will require driving about 5 to 10 miles a day to tend 

to the 30 traps and make field observations. 

.At the present time I have tagged 64 muskrats . 

and mapped the University Bay Marsh and the main study 

Marsh on the Arboretum. i en sgt ae 

Ant may fia Annet TG fee Cerne 

ee of
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COLOR COMBINATIONS 
for 

; ARBORETUM BANDED BIRDS 
Robert A. McCabe 

PHEASANTS : 

1. Color bands were not used until the winter of 1943-4 when 
red bands were put on the RIGHT leg of all (both sexes) 
newly caught birds. , ‘ \ 

2. Yellow bands were placed over the metal bands of 1942-3 
returns + regardless of which leg the metal band was on. 

3. The subsequent years catch will be banded as follows: 

a: a a - Bian 
Las Ne ~- WAITS ALWAYS ON THE RIGHT LEG 
1946-47 -- YELLOW 
1947-4g = GREE 

4. The color combinations are used because of trapping and 
banding on the NEVIN FISH HATCHARHY. Banding was begun in 
1941-42 ~- and for the first 2 years NO COLOR was used. In 
1943-4 GREEN Bands were ploced on the LEFT LEG and BLUE 
bands over metal on any returns from 1942-43. ‘The subsequent 
years catch will be banded as follows: 

pe - GREEN Ne - RED 
1 5 = YELLOW 1 7 = BLUE 

1947-4g - WHITE 
CHICKADEE 

1. In the winter of 1943-44 all chickadees caught were banded 
BINH, except the camp covey which was banded RED. 

2. The 1944-45 birds were banded YELLOW on the leg opposite 
the metal. Any young birds or summer caught birds are 
always banded color over metal using the color of the year 
class that will be used during the coming winter. i 

3. The color combinations will be as follows; i 
eae - BWE (few RED) ' 

a - YELLOW i 
1ghsehe - PINK ' 
1946-47 = WHITE ; 

WREN ‘i Fs \ A ‘ } 

1. During the breeding season of 1942-43 all-adult wrens that ' 
could be caught were banded with metal bands and a GREEN t 

~. eolor band'on-the opposite leg. The young were given metal x 
only. ~ ta i 

2. The 1943-44 birds were banded RED on the leg opposite the ~, A 
"| metal band. -If-a returning fledgling was caught as-an ~~ Ay 

adault-breeder it was given the red color over the metal band. Bk 
3. The 19-45 birds were banded BLUE on the leg opposite the : \ 

netal band. a 

t 
\
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WREN (cont. ) 
4, Subsequent years catch will be banded with the following color: 

ite - GREEN 13 ~- BWE 
x ~ RED 1 - WHITE 

All fledglings will be given: metal bands onlys- ~~ - unt ie 
CATBIRDS- °°. oe Pi HANIA Le Bea Ss Pele im pia ake gre oe mead Se eaaresedekl ip on 

1. Catbirdsadults were first trapped-and banded in the summer of 
194. RED color bands were placed on the oppesite leg. Several 
fledglings were banded with R@D color only 

2. The 1945 catch was banded with metal and YHLIOW bands. Females~- ; 
were banded color RIGHT and metal LEFT, Males on the opposite 

*, legss-- This year all nestlings were banded color YELLOW over the 
36 metal ‘band. mikey 
3. The ¢olor combinations for subsequent years-will be:---- ----- 

1944 = 1946 - INDIVIDUAL COMBINATIONS 
-. “EQU5--= -¥YELLOW- -- ---- | (juviniles WHITE: over metal) f 

1. The first quail ateapoet by me (R. A. MeCabe) were caught in 
the winter of 1 5. These birds were banded with biological 
survey bands i) and RED celluloid on the leg opposite the 
metal band. 

2. Unbanded birds caught in the summer are given the color for 4 
the coming winter OVER a metal band. 

3. The celors to be used in subsequent years are as follows: 
19s - RED 1946-47 + YELLOW 
1945-46 ~ GRAM 1947-43 = BLUE
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PHEASANT MORTALITY= ARBORETUM 

Based on band recoveries. 

Band no, ex Yxrebanded Year Killed Remarics* Gause 

2094a $F 31-38 39-40 Dog in trap 
2096 Gg =F 37-38 38-39 Dog in trap 
2099a  ¢ 37-38 36-99 ? 
28901 g 31-38 3 ? 
372808 2 38=39 38-39 
37280B e . 38=39 oo? Shot by poacher 
3729-B Bm 3839 1 Mink? 
338 B U¢ 38-39 38-39 Dog in trap 
3738 BO 38-39 38-39 Dog in trap 

ie: 28 Bp oo 7 2% 38—39 son ? 
732 3839 38-39 Natural death 

: a B ¢ 38-39 2 Dog in trap 
37 of B ¢ 38-39 3 Injured (how ?) 

34 BF 38-39 599 (agad 7/26/39) Natural death 
396 BS 38=39 1 Dog in trap 

3c 6¢ 38-39. Nonlin Mink ? 
eg cs 38=39 39-h0 Dog in trep 
652200¢ 39-39 39-0 Shot by hunter 
a Cf 3&39- 39-40 Dog in trap 

ae oS 38= 39-h0 Highway accident 
60 ¢ 3 39-40 Died in trap 6obb8 GC Sf 33-40  39-h0 Dog in trap 656106 2  3ho ae Bog in trap 65611 ¢ ¢ 39-h0 ‘1 In trap by red-tailed hawk 

 e2c $F 340 3940 (Reported alive 2/15/43) 7 661g cs 39-10 39-0 ? 
—65625¢ og 39-40 39-40 Dog in trap = . : sue a Dog in trap 

? 
ese C08 a0 39-40 Dog in trap 330 8 9-40 39-40 ? 
65638 cs 9 39-0 cane Died of trap injury | 69639 a: ve 39-40 1 Mink? | e567 cg 39-h0 39-40 Natural death? | eens . 2 59-40 ow ? | ol ¢ 39-0 1 ? 
meee eos an Yowla Natural ? ‘ 656566 9g os Dog in trap r 

6 3 ; §o-40 39-40 , ? 
epee oe 39-0 39-40 (Reported alive 5/3/40) Hit wire and died 656620 ¢ 39-40 bay Handling ? 

gee: Bie Sto be in tre 

as as poo HS» : VITSLy VULORELON ain QV EEL ROME VEROLE ra erro 8S 39-40 ? ' |



PHEASANT MORTALITY- ARBORETUM Dee 

Band No. Sex Ir. lled ‘Remezics* Cause 
beo7ec ~F 39-0 ENG Dog 
65691 cs 39-ho0 39-40 Dog 
e697 Go 39-40 39-40 ? 
ers ¢ ¢ 39-0 9-H ? 
6k cg 39-40 fous Killed self in trap 

a es wal CBS: 

enn ee fon hom o1a* Dog 
64500 ft Hoel YOmUL Unknown* Nog 
67455 G8 howya Yon Young Mink 
big ¢ U8 Yom, YOmb1 Young Handling 

67’ 83 e ee Yomla honk Young Mink ? 
6767 0 Oo howls, Wonk Young Minke ? 
6yy72 ol howl honk Unknown* Dog 
647300 = 8 Yor. Lom Young Mink? 
6797 ct Yoml Yomba Young Dog 
699 cB: 4Onl1 YOmbL Young Mink 
507 D ¢é Om, a Young Dog 
508 D g Yom L o1a* Oat 
513 D cd Youn. ho-41 Unknown* ? 
520 D g Yom Onl Unknown* Mink ? 
526 D g Yom Yoeh3 Young Sealping followed by weasel pred. 
527 D g Lomb YOmUL Young hin 
531 D g hoki ho-41. Unknown* Trap 
2a D g Lomb Youl,y Young Dog 
555 D g YO@lL yieke Young Dog 
2603-4 F yi-he 4i-he Unimown* Dog 
2807 F g hi-he Wpalis5 Young Cooper's hawk 
2809 F g Miele hho Young Mink 
2811 F ¢ Wiehe Yorks, o1a* Dog 
2817 F g = yi-4o Young Manic 
2820 F g Ls Ypeles Young Wink 
2821 F g yi-he Yous Young I 
2831-2 F ¢ hi-ho yiwho Young DB 
2875-6 F Wiehe Yous, Young Dm 
2877-8 Fg hi-ho hinh2 Young Do) 
2881-2 F g Yim deg Young Dog! 
2855-6F F hi-ho Wels Young Tra, 
2895-6 F 2g hielo yi_b2 Young Dog 
2913-4 F ¢ yi-le hi-ho Young Cat \ 
2929-0 F 2 4i-he di-be Young Dog \ 
2935-6 F oC Yio yi-ke Young Mine \ 
2o3y-8 F Yi-le 4i-he Young Deg \ 
2939-0 F of Yale yi-bo Young Dog \ 
pa F 2 MWehe Mehe Young Trap \ 
2945-6 F 8g y=4e yous Young Dog \ 
2965-6 F 3 yyele Yoel 5 ‘Uninown* rap \ | 
2983-4 F Wiel Wind Young Dog \ | 
2999-0 F ¢ Yi4o Youl3 Young Mink \ | 
3027-8 F Yeo 4i-bo o1a* Handling | 
2011G ¢ Hehs bon Young Dog | 
2016 G g Yom 3 wee Young Dog | 

ce =: — eas | TG ge hanks | acke tome ms 
* Age when first banded, asterisk foll | a he cache sands er ane Ne Ae NO Se



PHEASANT MORTALITY- ARBORETUM ps3. 

Band No. Sex Yr. Banded Ie, Killed emarks* Cause 

2073 G F Yous Yo~ly o,* Do, 
2250 G F Yyouk3 sini 0,° tae 
2262 G F Yanks, 43-! Ye. : 
2286 G P Yyouks, yous a,* Mink 
2420 G F Yanks Yoeh3 Ye. Dog 

. 2434 ¢ M os ww Ye. Dog 
2612 ¢ F 43- 43 Ye. Mink 
2613 G r YZ-Yy ¥ Yg. ? 
2620 G F Yz-4y Yg. Deg 
2640 G Pr Yznby 43 Ye. ? 
jy G P Se YZ—Uhy Ye, Man 
2653 G # i" W5-M6 Dotibtful* Dog 
2680 G F Wels wan Yg. Mink 
2686 G P Wels U5, Ye. Dog 
2691 G M yas ag o1d* Deg 
off G F Webs, 45 o1e* Dog 
2816 G F Yy-hs Webs o1a* Dog 
2817 G F Weds, beds o1a* Dog 
2826 G F Wels WyeRls o1a* Dog 
2827 G F wore an Ye. Mink 
2839 G F Ye. Dog 
aah G M Yyeds, ir Ye. Dog 
ay G P Yel YB ola* Dog 

é 3 3844 G M W546 U5=46 Yg. Handling 
‘ 3858 G M W5=N6 Y5nu6 o1a* ? 

3865 G r 45-46 45-46 o1a* Mink 
3870 G F 45-46 Y5-6 Ye. ? 
3873 G F 45-6 U5 46 Ye. Mink 
3878 @ r U5-6 Y5-46 Ye. Mink 
3889 G F Y5-46 W5-"6 Ye. ? 
3641 6 F 45-46 U5=46 Ye. Dog 
14226 F M Y5-46 45-46 Yg. Cat i 
3663 G M 45-46 45-46 Ye. ? ' 
2605 G M 45-46 Y5-46 Ye. Dog 
3677 G F UBL Y5-6 o1a* Dog 
3691 G F 45-6 U5-u6 Ye. Dog 

366. @ Fo 5 N6 U5-N6 Ye Gar | 

* Age when first banded, asterisk following age means not used in 
turnover data due to unknown exact age. 

|



ARBORETUM PHEASANT BANDS 

Year Used Series 

1937°38 2089-2099 
28701, 28712 
28901-28912 

1938-39 72778-37400B 
Led pat 

1939-40 653150-65325¢ 

Til eveevecs 
674010-674390 

1940-41 Dane Co, 511,538 
674420-67500C 
501D-569D 

1941-2 2801F~3036F 

1942-3 18936-19006 220162 : 
20016-21006 aang-desoe 

1943-44 26116-26646 

19WyH-bs 26656-26996 28016-28996 
38016-38436 

1945-46 384UG~3899G 
— 
3 3 
Gensco



PHMASANT RESEARCH | 
ARBORETUM 

Trapping Swamary, Winter 1945-46, | 

| 

Unbanded Birds: 

: 
uF «fet. Fas, MF he. aie 

FF-13), 
46 6 106 22 61 83 6 10 16 205 

Returns: ** MM 15 
W¥- 37 i 

celia Mecca untitsinsini tiie A sigasiisecipiiiiaee 

Individual birds caught 257 sou 
1 

Total Catch: 940 birds. 
Census: 258 birds, 

% young in all birds caught: *** a8 = Wh ud 

Sex ratio in individual birds caught: 1.89 FF : 1.00 MM, 
Sex ratio in census? 1.43 FF : 1,00 MM, 
Sex ratio in total eateh: 1.60 FF : 1,00 MM, 

* Birds caught after Feb. 15, Many of these are clearly young birds, 
but since the actual number cannot be told, due to bursal involu= 
tion, all are considered doubtful in order not to distort the 
young:old ratio, Bursas 4 to 6 mn, before February 15 are consid= 
ered old birds unless condition of vent in F and spurs in M indicate 
them to be young. 

“* Listed according to age when originally banded, 

“"* The figure 239 consists of all returns (50) plus total old birds 
in the newly banded group (83) plus young birds (106).



May 8, 1946 

DAILY RECORD OF UNIVERSITY ARSORETUM PHEASANT TRAPPING, 1945-6 

Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Tine Trap ~ Remarks 

12-12-45 jsuue MM 1553 22 pm 1 
3eu5G 180 16 me 
3g46G lM 1569 20 pm 1 
3g47¢ =F 1138 ah pm i 
jasc dF 1087 22 pm 7 
38h90csdéF 1127 None ym 4 
20166 F 1189 None pm 4 RETURN 
3850G «=#F 1180 None ym 5 
3851¢ =F 1098 2h pm 5 
2657¢ =F 1177 +None pm 5 RETURN 
3852¢ =F 1164 22 pm 5 
3853@ = M los 26 pm 5 

12-13-45 2687¢ =F 1095 one am 1 RETURN 
3654¢ «=F 1199 None am 1 

38558 PF 1103 22 am 1 , 
385) F 963 22 am i 
3857¢ oF 1258 6 am 3 
2258 M 1556 2 an 3 RETURN I-10 R-10 
36586 = 1804 6 am 7 IelQ Rel2 
3859G PF 1109 20 am 5 Recovered rt. leg injury 

op F 1196 None am 6 RETURN 
38 Fr 953 24 am 1 

12-15-45 38614 F 1102 None § ‘am % 
3862@ iM = 26 am 1 Ie6  Re5 
ae M 141 22 am 3 Te6 BG 

386% M 1547 None am ? Ie13 Rel3 
2623¢ «Ml 1558 2 am 5 RETURN I-10 R+10 Replaced. 

red - now 17 i ; 
663040 =F 1142 None am g RETURN ies 
i F 1124 one am § ha eae 

; 38 M 1613 & om 6 Iel2 Rel2 un 
38676 «=F 1037 None ym 6 : 
3e6sc—CtCsdéF 1028 2h pm 6 eo 
26876 «OF -- -- pm 1 REPRAT-RETURN 4 
— M -- o~ pm 4 REPEAT 4 
38 M ~- ae pn 1 REPEAT e 
26uua =F 1078 «None pm ; RETURN | 
3860 = 1622 ah pin Iel0 R-10 | 
3870¢ =F 955 22 pm 7 
3871G «=F 1003 26 pm 8 : 
3872¢ «oF Te, 2 pm 8 
ae F au 18 pm 8 
38 F = 2h pm & : 
3875 F 93 20 pm 8 oa 
3g12¢ =F 1179 None pm 8 RETURN lost blue 4 
26776 «SF 1131 «None = pm g RETURN Lost blue ) 

m 3876G «60 1002 22 pm 8 : 
a 3877¢ OF 1023 20 pm 8 
12-16-45 9 3856G—sdWF ae a am 1 REPEAT 

3805G =M 1532 None am 4 RETURN



, Page 2 , 

Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time rap Remarks 

12-16-45 =. 3878GsisdP 145 a an 1 
33790 =o Vi70 3 an 3 Tel3 Bel3 

38978 Mu oe _ am 5 REPEAT 
20 F 1128 None = am 5 RETURN REPRAT 
36606 sF 1047 20 am 8 RELEASED at TRAP #5 
3816 oF 1234 Mone pm 2 
a667a ss ¥ 1036 Hone pm 2 RETURN Lost blue 

M 1511 20 pm ‘ REPEAT 
3013G ss 1586 one pm 1 RETURN Lost blue Irl4 R12 
38826 ioe 20 pm 1 IelO B10 
368300 Ml 1 4 pm 3 Ie-l2 B10 

had an F 1170 22 pm 5 REPEAT 
r -- = pn 8 REPEAT 

387 ? o -- pm 8 REPEAT 
shea Pr ine None pm & 

12-18-45 3855G vy None am 9 Tell R12 
ae P - “ pm 1 REPEAT 
38) M os -- pn 1 REPEAT 
3856G =F oe aa pm 1 REPBAT 
33a sd 1133 None pm t RETURN 
38136 u 15 None pm 1 BeR : 
26s7a oF 1m None pm 1 ReR 

Pr 1 Hone pm i 
owe PF ~ - pa 2 ReR 

GR a A A M pa R 
3887¢ «OF 960 Hone pm é 
3g69¢ - on REPEAT 
387 ? ne -- pm & REPEAT 
othe Fr -- ~~ pm & REPEAT 

6 6F - we pn 3 RUPMAT 
38 F - ~~ pm é REPBAT 
36886 «=F 116 None pm 8 

l2a19-45 asta ne os am. 8 RUPHAT 
e677@ oF a o am g eR 
+ 1058 20 pm 3 
s8906—sé¥ ees None pm 7 
3891¢ «CF 101 None = am 8 

im oF 1055 22 am 3 
3805G Me a am 1 aR 
2623¢ 0M 1584 2 am 5 RR Red 17 
3628G 6 oF - -~ an camp RETURN Cooper's hawk KILL 
3G 2M 1182 22 pm 1 REPHAT 
3866G 8M - -- pm 2 REPEAT 
32190 Mi ne - pm ; REPEAT Distinet white halo 
38 cd " = ~ pm ! REPEAT 

pn REPEAT 
ole u 1308 6 pm 7 Litipy on rt. leg Old Inl4 Bel4 
36530 Ml 1265 26 pm 2 REPEAT 
2012¢- dF 1087 ~~ pm RETURN Lost yellow



Page 3 

Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time ‘Trap Remarks 

12-19-45 877G—s—iséF - -- pm g REPEAT 
389 F 1138 None pm 8 
iodo F 1078 Mone pm g RETURN 

12-20-45 = 2258 MM - oe pm 2 RR (no birds in am run) 
3G =F oo - pm 1 RR 
3ouG = - _- pm 1 REPEAT 
20G 86OF 1070 one pm 1 RR 
2810¢ iM 1606 2 pm 1 RETURN lost blue. Iel7? B17 
3857¢ «oF ne o pm 3 REPEAT 
38 M 1690 \ pm 3 REPRAT 

2 ? 1425 22 pm 2 REPEAT Lost white 
201! F _ ~~ pm RR 

yee dF 995 22 pm T 
e657¢ dF ba None pm 5 RR 
389 Mu 1 & pm 9 "Old" Iel5S Rel5 
Saabs uM 1317 ah pm 9 InS BO 

12-21-45 3693G F coe - am g REPEAT 
2081¢séF oe am 8 RR 
e628G «=F 1090 one am 8 RETURY Red 32 
3G =OUdF 1190 20 am 8 REPEAT 
26874 «CF - os an 1 RR 
38976 1427 10 am 3a sel BLO 
3898G = 1303 20 am 3a Ie BO 
3899¢sF 28 an 3a «= yellow soles 
352G «=F 1057 ah am 5 REPEAT 
2623G «Ml -_ am 5 RR 
36016 «oF 1122 26 am ja severe shock 
3602 «oF 1083 Hone am 3 
381 M - - pm 1 RR 
3g P 930 22 pm 1 REPEAT 
3663G 0M 1622 26 pm 2 REPRAT 
38700 oF oe ~ REPEAT 
amis oh. ate! 8. mee 
3872¢ «oF 815 22 pm g REPMAT 
2627¢ «=F 1150 None pm 8 HMURT lost blue 
eee F - oe pm g REPEAT 

Le-28—h5 F 922 None am 8 
M 1365 2h pm 6a InS BS 

z u 1230 22 pm 6a Spurs white Ir-S R10 
30076 ss¥ 1018 eu pm 1 
3o4u5G = M 1398 10 pm 1 REPEAT 
3698G 0M 1302 18 pm i REPEAT 
36866 «dF 1074 Hone pm 1 REPEAT 
38050 | M 1951 None = pm 1 RR 
sone u 1 None pm t RETURN Lost blue | 

M 1184 16 pm 1 REPEAT + KILL (accident !) | 
3606G = M = None pm 2 | 
3863G Ml 1 16 pm 2 REPEAT | 
3879G «=o 1435 3 pm 2 REPEAT 
3609 «oF pi 18 pm 2 
ie Fr 1 None = pn 2 RETURN 

F 1360 one pa 2 RETURY lost blue ‘ 
3610 1388 ay pm 2 ; 
3683G 0 1542 3 pa 2 REPHAT |



Page 4 

Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time ‘Trap Rema rics 

la-28-45 3a57¢ «=F 1128 3 pm 3 REPEAT 
30lla Ml 1389 MR ee 
35580 M o13 4 pm 3 REPRAT 
36: P 1 26 pm 3a, 

an 5 we. we BS Bee M pm 3a 
seine ¥F 16? None pm z 
28136 r 1209 None pm RETURN 

12-29-45 3813G— 1931 None = am 6 mm 
2605¢ dF 107 None = am x RETURN 
3e43G 0M 1377 None am 2 RETURY 
23106 iM 1590 2 am 2 BR | 
26G «=F 102 None am 2 BR | 
3881G Ss F 11 None am 2 REPEAT 
ase )6OC 1221 None am 3 RETURN Y-20 
ae F 1217 None am 3a 
361 r 1129 None am 3a «Spured BG In2 
36176 PF 1225 None am 3a 
36180 1553 2 sm Ja Welh B15 
36196 oF 1029 22 am 3a, 
36206 «sé — None am 

36016 ; a 26 4 REPEA! pm t 

36220¢ «=F 1081 None pm 6a, 
eee K 1392 20 am 2 IrLO B10 

M 1312 8 pm 3a 
3625¢ «oF 1015 None ps 3a ' 
38636 M - ~- pm 2 REPRAT 
3626 1033 1 oy 
3611G o o pm 2 REPHAT 
26874 1030 one pm 1 RR 

ln 2-46 sere : Rabbit trap, Monroe RETURN 

F 1124 done am 6. RurUaY 
3866G 1616 wh an 60  REPHAT 
a M 1495 None am 5 RR 

207 F 1120s «None am 2, RETURN inter sex? 
I+ 346 +» 36060 Ss 1346 200 am REPRAT ; 

3603¢ iM ies 4 an 6a RePmAT 
3813G 0 Ml 1 None an 62 RR 
3628G Ml 1670 2 an 4 Tel} BL 
3629¢ MM 1536 None om 4% ‘Inth B16 

1-446 2Ol2GsdF 1055 None am 3 RR 
2648G 1479 y am 3 ROTOR 
36 M a 1g am ; 

7¢ #F 16 am RaPuAT 
23986 iM 1283 6 an 1 RETURH 
3631G «oF 1062 22 am ‘ 
3g05¢ oF 1512 None = am 1 RR 

L sie Pr 1 None am a 
a uM 1394 18 am 1 REPEAT 

3613G iM 1326 18 am 1 REPEAT 
j 3878G 6 oF 1061 20 aa 1 REPHAT 

/ 36538 Fr 1060 18 aan 1 
ve 381 F 112, «None = am 1 RR 

f



Page 5 

Date Bend Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Remarks 

le Yl M 1651 2 am 1 RR 
— M 1411 5 am 1 REPEAT 
3607¢:«iséF 1046 22 am 1 REPHAT 
3661G «SF 1124 None am 1 REPEAT 
36g1G «=F bea None am 2 REPEAT 
3602 «oF 1 None am 2 REPEAT 
362 M 1331 20 am 2 REPEAT 
36 r 1026 None am 2 
36300 M 1355 26 am 2 

3 M 1299 ¥ an 2 REPEAT 
36 M 1398 one am 2 

376 = oM 1177 22 am 2 
3859¢ «=F 1073 2h an 5 REPEAT 
3636G 1491 3 am 5 
ayl7e oF 1128 one am 5 RETURN 
385 M 1336 22 am 5 RR 
sole F 1212 None am 5 RETURN 
2016¢ «=F 1139 None am p RR 
3838G «OF 1090 one am R 
36596 ¥ 1219 None am 4 
3 ¥ 1182 1 am 4 
36ne 8 F 1078 20 am 4 
oe F 1105 None am 4 R 
640g «=F 1071 22 an ¥ 
364 F 22 None am 4 
sake P 1063 Hone am ¥ 
7045G =F ra 20 an 4 

2G OF 11 ah am ¥ R 
F 1008 2 am 4 

3612¢ «dF 1181 16 pm 3 R 
3879 Ml _ 19 pm 3 R 
36184 1 835 None pm 3 R 
38276 Ml 1 2 pm 3 RETURN 
3892G Ml 1301 3 pm 3 R 

ad % 1772 — pm 3 R DIED in sack 
pn 

seen M haa 4 pm 1 R 
o . 2 1110 None pm 1 BR 

3048G =F 1037 16 pn 1 
28106 M 1618 2 pm 1 RR 
3649G MM 1669 3 ym Ck 
36506 «=F 1047 u pm i 
3886G «=F 1169 one pm i R 
3883G 0M 1559 4 pm 2 R 
ena F 892 18 pm 2 
2673¢ «=F 1200 one pm 2 RR 
3652¢ =F 1293 one pm 2 
3609s #F 1077 20 pm a R Lost white 

le 546 365 F 10) None = am 1 RELEASED at #6 
345 36 F 1 20 an y RELEASED at #8 

Fr 1L None am 4 RELBASED at #6 
3 F 1096 «None = am 4 RELEASED at #6 
36890 on an 5 R



Page 6 

Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Remarks 

le 546 49026236 -~ _ am 5 RR red 18 
3853¢ Ml oe ae am 5 R 

le 74636570 sd ~-  Wono am 5 RSLHASHD at #6 
l-~ 8-46 3812G——sdéF aod ~ am 8 RR 

3653 Mt 1310 22 am 5 R 

i i a an 
2016s 1133 Nono 8 am 5 RR 
3o41e «=F u 18 am 5 R 
3659¢ «=F oe None am 5 

¥ pt None am 5 R 
eos r 1183 ws am 5 

r 1140 «None = am 5 R 
o oF tie 10 am 5 

3879G = am R 
3612¢ «= 996 3 am 5 R 
3062G «=F 1 None am 3 
3063G 1h 20m 
3623¢ «| M 1402 16 am 3 R 
26 r 1105 None am 3 BR 
see70 r 1112 «None = an 1 RR 
e6s0g PF 1 None 38 am 1 RR 
3683G—s Ml 1567 2 am 2 R 
2en8G 0M 1998 None = am 2 BR 

met we f SE an 

36316 «=F ee " am : R 
iaeo M am R 
2623¢ = 15 2 prt 5 RR 
ae : 7 ¥ pm 30 R 

pm 

3% r 1043 16 pm 3a, 
é Fr 1219 None pm 3a, 

3667 «=F 11450 None pm : 
3668G «oF 1073 None pm 
aoe P 1043 22 pm 3a 
361 ¥ 1165 one pm 3a «OUR 

, we 7 1287 None pm ja OR 
j 3670 1069 20 opm 3a 

36716 1570s 2 pn jai’ De 
{ oo r 1102 «None = _pm 2 

F — None pm 2 RETURN 
| 36260 «CF u 18 pm 2 R 

jh 38146 F ne None pm 1 RR 

, ge; %S ® Bit 
if 3689 SF a 16 > 3 R KILL cause? (bod) 

f 26276 F 1100 None pm 8 RR KILL MINK or WEASEL 
“J 3665G «SF 1053 None = pm . R . : ; : 

/ ¥ Hone R 
/ Im hb 330 u mem i 

LW) F 1106 «None = am 8 R 
Yh 36730 =F 4 10900« 20siam—si(ia eR 

j 38720 ? 7. we 5 R / oat 

38746 =F 1209 26 am 8 R Lost white



Page 7 

Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Remarks 

ly 9-46 9 eSl0G—iéiéM 1627 2 am , RR Lost blue | 
38986 M 1469 wy amt i R | 
3605 iM 1996 Nono sam 3 RR 
ae M 1670 2 am 1 RR 

| 36616 oF 1146 None am 1 R } 
3632G «=F 1170 one am 1 R 
ol M i 22 ain 2 oe BS ‘ . ia 

o7¢ = M am 2 Blue lost Irl5 R-15 | 
36166 Ml sake i an 2 R . , 

‘ 36106 Ml 1503 22 am 2 R 
au6e «=F 1217-0 «Mone =O am 2 RR 
3675G «= 1420 18 aan 3 RS LHS 
3 r 1175 18 am 3 R 
or e 1390 20 am 3 2 

; me — an 

safe F 1046 Wone am ; 
3624G Ml 1396 & am 3 R 
36770 «SF 1303 None = am 3 
3678G «OF 1 None 8s am 3a, 
3002G «CF 1106 None 8am 3a OR 
3679s 1093 22 am 3a 
36806 ssaF 1075 18 aun 3a, 
2012¢ «=P 1053 None am 3a = sR 
3860G M 1615 18 am ja OR 

338 M on - am aS 
F —~ ~_ an 3a. R 

38706 F 1001 18 am 3a «OR 
I-ll-46 3632G——sdF gus None 3 am 1 R 

3681G amo 20 am 5 
3638G MM 1431 4 am 5 R 
3604 FP 739 «None 83am nant R ct. at council ring 

IDH46 38636 1457 10 am ” R 
nto F a 22 an 1 R 
361 F 1L None = am 1 RR 
3g460M 1580 20 am 1 R 
ene M 133 6 am 1 % 

uM an 2 
zeroa F 1126 wide am 2 BR 
36726 «oF sere None am 2 R 
3613G Ml 1461 12 am 2 R 
35130 M 1423 4 am 3 R 

¥ 1038 20 am 3 R 
a F 1086 None am 3 RR 

F 1012 1g am 3a R 
3624G 2M 1351 4 am ja OUR 
3699¢ oF 1181 14 am 3a OR 
3625¢ «=F 1031 one am R 
36 F 1204 None am R 

; G fF 1070 18 5 R 
é 36530 oe. 1 ae oe ae losé white 

} 262 M 1611 2 am 5 RR 
‘ F 739 one am Rabbit R Released in camp 

j trap 

}



Page & 

Date Bend Sex Weight Bursa imo rap Remaris 

1-U-6 0 3878GCd 1065 wy pa 1 R 
3682G «=F 1071 wy pm 1 
2610G SM 1604 2 pm 2 RR 
36266 «OF 1052 16 pa 2 R 
2G 1019 «None =O -pmn 2 RR 
36836 i930 (16 i ipmettiks 
3623 MM an 4 = pm 3 R 
3663G 2M 1453 20° ope 3 R 
36126 «oF 997 22 pm 3 R 
3 Pr 1005 13 pm 30 OR Lost white 

F 1201 li pn 3a 
; 3600 oF 983 ¥ pm 3a «=O Burr under tail 

36790 sF 129 4 opm OR 
36106 M 1488 1g pn 3a OR 
3685 M 1423 18 pm jn +S RS 
38526 oF 1065 2 oom 8 R 
3870G «=F 958 4 pm 5 R 
20126 F 1 Hone pm 5 RR 
2016¢ssF 1097 Mone pm 5 RR 

Ie15-46 565) r 1208 Wone am 2 R 
M a 4 am White spurs I-14 Rel 

3687G Ml 1470 «None «oom CCG DG 
30g8G 60d 1014 12 an 3a 
3689¢ FF 1236 None am 
36906 «—sé¥ 1199 None am 
361 F 1223 None am R 

F iL Bone am 3a R 
7G «=F 1026 20 am ja COUR 

3691GsSsiséF 1170 16 an 3a 
366g =F 1002 10 am 3 R 
38274 iM 1574 None am 3 RR Blue lost I-16 Rel5 

' 36300 M wae 18 am 3 R 
3692 M 1 6 an 2 R 
3674G = M 1317 20 am 2 R 
36070 sF 109 16 am R 
36056 u 155 None am 1 RR 
36ugc FF 1004 16 am 1 R 
3h7a ss oe we am 1 R 
3637G «Ml 1366 16 am 4 R 

M 1536 2 am 1 R 
36336 =F 1070 18 pm 1 R 
3631G oF 1050 18 pm 1 R 
3699¢ «CF 101 18 pm 2 
3013¢ iM 1 vy pa 2 R 

: 350 ¥ .40R6 16 pm 3 R 
es 367 F 1011 Wone pn 3 R 

ee : 7 a 

1-16-46 36236 - we MO B® 
2onge = M 1520 2 am 3 RR 
36124 <# oe - an = R 
ee F —_ ~ an R 

36hla «SF = ~ am 5 R 

af} 
Fad 

be 
leh. i!
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time ‘Trap Remarics 

116446 70 «OF -- -~ am R 
Soho ¥ 958 10 an ; R 

.  xeroe oF on -— now OR 
as 30 P ust None pm 3a 

3 fF 1 None pi 3a j 

319s ssF ~ ine pm 3 R 
36908 P 908 20 pm 2 

cas Ge lm eke Hone pa 2 R 
1e17=h6 seem ? - - am 3a OlU@RR 

369 M sm 20 am 3a del =Beil 
spe u 19 20 am 3a «OR 

3 M ~ a am 3a SiR 
3602¢ «=F 1022 «None = am ae 
2623¢ Ml on ~ an 5 RR 

mi 2225s u ~ - am 3 R 
2673¢ «dF ae ao am 3 RR 

i 36076 F “ - am 1 R 
som M = ~~ am 1 R 
6376 = - am i y 

36750 voted - pm 2 R 
le oF 1152 one pm 3a «= ss RETURW 
io UF “= pm 3a «OR Released on Fish hatehery 

bi 7 F oe ~ pm 3a OR Rd. lel mi go. of Arb. at 
36) r oe - pm ja COUR Grady property. 2 birds 

flew N on west side of 
roadg 1 flew # on east side, 

2016 sP oe oe pm 3 RR 
1-18-46 = 3805G ss M -- oe arm RR 

3o5G lM ae _ am 1 R 
/ 730 «6F me a em ee ao 

Be ea F 1019 18 am 
ig 36]16 M 1530 20 an R 

: f r — — am R 

tatel 3670¢ «=F - - am R 
Hos 35590 F ae - am 2 R 

| F  aael bana om 2 RR 

6 aM M oe oe am 2 R 
é } setae u 1591 2 aan 3 

ae ee Mu o- —- am 
M 146 1s an R KILIe? dead in pe OR Be: " 

CaS OG FF a -— aan 5 R 

td tHh6 362 y — & & 3 3 } 2: om P 

| sto F 966 " pa ; R , 
iL M pm R 20: a el ee 

Wy 2601s 1721 wy pa 3a Spurs white I-lO B10 
WA 3699¢ «Ml 1204 & iim 3a Tumor below rt. heel. I-10 B10 
Poe 36256 «WF 979 =Mone = pm ja OUR 

Sie 36350 M eo iil pm 3 6OC«@R 
ae 2673¢ «oF 1071 Mone pa 3 RR
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Tine ‘Trap Remarics A 

1-21-46 267 r 1071 «None = pm 3 RR 
seuka u 1328 ¥ pm 3 R 

; 3879¢ Ml 1378 ia pm 3 R ' 
3827¢ 1520 2 pm 3 RR 
an M 1324 y pm 2 R 

7¢ #F 1076 2 pm 2 R 
3616¢ «Ml oo - pm 2 R 
3669s F 293 10 pn 2 R 
3805¢ 150: 4 pm 1 RR 
3863G 0M 1360 «=f pm 1 R 

36) Mu ioe A oe Dk R 
3 P 1006 Hone pm 1 R 

M 1519 : pm 1 R 
38450 M 1250 pm 1 R 

1-22-46 = 2S10G-— isi 1637 2 am 2 RR 
36130 M wer 12 am 3 R 

ans Gee ee Be | la r am os ow 

sea ° P bee 16 am e R 
36590 F 10: None 8 am 4 R 

M Se 16 an ¥ Tel3 Be13 
38536 Ml 10 an’ 55 R 
36526 oF — Ww am 5 R 

$016 ¥ Nene pn 1 R 
3863¢ > i pm 1 R 
38450 Ml ei 4a pm 1 R 

u ie 12 pm 1 R 
sere F 1 20 pm 3 . 

M om —— pm 

36760 F ~- ee ie ee 
3077¢ FF 101. one pm 3 R 
3609 «=F 992 & pm mR 
ise F 982 10 pia ja «Od 
% c 983 & pm ;, : 

— Cote pm 

coke F = None pm 3 RR 
38706 «CséF 12 pm R 

vos et wm 3 Ef fh ei am 

sere M era None am i R 
won F 1032 18 am 4 R 

Pr None am R 
pected uM wane 16 am ; Rell Iell 

; 3827G M 1523 None am 3 RR 
36076 M 114 None = am 2 RETURN | 
38056 M - _ am 1 RR 

 30N9G—s os mee ee 
36076 SséF 976 bey am 1 R 
36376 iM oo = am 1 R 

8G M ee -— pa 1 R 
35000 F 1076 «Hone = pm 1 BR 
3657G «FF oo ad pm 1 R 

PF 986 Wy pm 1 R 
1G F _ — pi \ R 

3613¢ Ml * as pm 2 R 
3678¢ «=F 1109 None pm 2 R
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Date Band = Sex Weight Bursa ime ‘Trap Remarks 

123-46 3664GsP 980 16 pm 3 R 
3691s 1073 4 bn Se OUR ' 
3679G «=F 1 12 pm 3a CUR 
7 M 1108 12 pm 3a sdIwl2 «12 

ot ow Ss ES pa 

sho F 986 one am a R 
me oF 10 16 am 1 R 30 ait aD 

26066 iM 1 20 am 3 Iel0 Rel2 
2673¢ SF _ =“ am 3 RR 
3623¢ We ae ae Re 
3853¢ 2M on - am 5 R 
sehoo r 1004 8 am 5 R 
3618G aM 15he 2 pm 2 R lost white 
38926 Ml ~~ - pm 2 R 
36766 «oF 975 me Se 
3a36G «=F 1130s None =O pm 3 RETURN Lost blue IrS Beg 
3619¢ FF — ne pa MS 

3670s F 1021 18 pm 3a «OR 
3671 M 1500 16 pm 3a OUR 

26076 PF 1014 16 pm e 

36816 Mt 1516 18 pn R 

sot + om Pk Bure 9g pm R ; 
125 G M 145g 2 am 2 R Lost white 

M 1304 18 am 2 R 
M 6 , am 3 I-10 B10 

2648e M isa 3 am 3 BR 

3689 F 1lll Mone am 3a R 
3691¢ «oF wee oe an 3. «OR 
tone F 987 one am e . 

PF ~ oo am 
Shee M ann — am \y R 

3e6lgssF 1 0—liame  RR 
1-28-46 86 3886G Ss 1051 None am 1 R 

ae F 1032 . am 4 R 
Mu 1 am R 

36070 r t00 16 an 1 R 
3082¢ «=F 1082 8 am 4 R 
3845a 0M 1300 4 am =o R 
3633G «CF — 8 am t x 
38056 M None am 
36578 M ths? 12 am 1 R 
3 F 937 12 am 1 R Lost white 
36570 «oF i None am 1 R 
3898G Ml 1343 Lo am 1 R 
3892¢ Ml 1335 4 an 2 R 
3807s 1285 one am 2 RETURN REPRAT 
36130 M 1371 me ee 
3879¢ M 1303 we Bie 
26736 oF 1062. Mone am 3
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time ‘Trap Remarks 

1-28-46 M 1422 12 am R 
pled M 1617 y amt Es I-l2 Rel2 

M sre 6 am ja OUR 
36 M 13 12 am o/h 
3625¢ «oF 975 Wone am ja 6 OR 
36786 «=F 1131 None am ja COUR 
3619¢ sé 1 16 am 3a SOR 
36706 s¥ % a ayn R 
3630s 980 one am R 

? 950 8 am 4 R 
3en7asssF oe -~ pm 1 R 
2680¢ «=F 990 None pm 1 RR Lost blue 
bee M 1998 2 pa 1 R i 

‘ ¥ 70 10 pm 1 R i 
an M 1500 None pm 1 R Lost white 

5G oF 1080 2 pa 2 R 
3692¢ «=F 985 6 pm 2 R 

as) ae mele ae Hone pm 
30l2¢ dF 969 8 pm 3 R 

, 3676c dF —-— Mine om 3 &k 
26076 F 971 12 pn R 
3671G aM 1516 wy pm R 
2605G Mf 1369 o) we oe 
3698¢ oF 886 6 pm jo. 6 6OUR 
3693¢« oF 989 Mone pm ja R 
2610¢ Ml 1561 4% pm Ja e515 
weolr sl 1339 18 pm 3a sIeB ORS 
W202F Ml u 10 pm 3a eS BD 

; 1-29-46 = 3609: ssdF 101 8 am 3a OR 
he 301g¢— M 14764 «None == am % «6 lost white 

2606G M 1401 12 an 3. OR 
260:G =F 938 one am ja OR 
2698a 1536 6 am 1 RR Blue over spur 
36116 138 2 aaa 1 R 

i soc OF Hone ~) pm je COUR 
26080 1397 10 pm 3, «OR | 

aed 36256 «=F ioe a pm 3a OR 
pioX 3699 1307 6 pm ja RR Lost white | 

3659¢ td None = pm ja OR 
Fi r oH 16 pn Se «OR 

1 = F 987 one pm ~~ 

uel! hUmR TT By 8 F 2 pm Rt. leg cut off just below heel. 
iy reins us Barre on flank. 

ad F 1152 Mone 
‘iA ele M 1401 ~—s None Pa u ‘R | 

130-46 36 Pr 1021 None am Na | OR 
3610G Ml 1396 & am ja OR Lost white 

\ 3615¢ «FF 1172 «None = 8 an ae 
bl Sy ere F 1.006 Bh am ja OR 

‘ Qe a6 2 F 865 4 am Rabbit Released in camp 
‘ » Monree i 

A 2 ehG 1N207F = 1431 Mone — Ya TRY BL3 Rt, wing not usable. 
at i Old break healed,
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Remarka 

2 MehG =lzosF FF 1166 Mone pn Na 
ye 4 M 1388 12 om 4 L-10 RL 

r ae None am 4 RR 
i : 101 None am 4 

None am 
38 M age 8 pm i R 
2602G «Ml 1 12 pa ¥ R lost white 
on M 2 3 4 R 
welor =F 98 v pm 4 
2691G = - pm ; RETURN DOG KILL 
28106 M 1 2 pm RR Lost blue 
38450 ? y pm 1 R 
26800 oF = None pm : RR 
WF 1493, 6 pm 1 e100 R10 
saya M 1404 12 pn 1 R 

M 1304 2 pa 1 RETURY Lost blue 
sare r iz} None pn 1 R Lost white 

7¢ «CO? 101 16 pm 1 R 
3695 oF 932 10 3 opmB R 
26074 sf 988 10 pn 2 R 
ae ? ee Pim eR 

M 139 10 pm 2 R 
Seam M 3D 8 pm 2 R 
3610¢ Ml 13 8 pm 2 R 
36986 F ee a ee 
3881G =F 106L one pn R 
36126 «SF 986 6 pn R 
36230—sdP — None pm 3 RETURY Lost blue 

Be 5eh6 oo z 1 None am - RETURN 
— cal am R 

lier 6 OF 989 ono am Ye 
' 1421 ? 1119 Hone am Ne or 

: r i None = am Na = =o8 
wiowke =o Dey None = am Ne Tel Rely 
Weir =F 1087 «None 3. am Ye 

r 1072 10 an ja OUR 
r 1075 4 am ja ORR 
r 1008 + oNone am ja OR 

36250 ’ 999 ne an 60s asia 
36696 am R 
26086 iM shes 10 am ‘. R Lost white 

M 1280 6 an 3 R 
38 Pr 1082 None am 3 RR 

M 1531 None = am 2 R 
2258G  M 1 None = am 2 RR 
36266 Fr ae 8 am 2 R 
2uiga sr u None am 2 BR 

4 M 1583 y am 2 R 
36616 F 1021 wWone am ae 
3816G ss 1096 «Nene = am 1 RUTURN 
386 M 1385 6 am 1 R 
ipso M 1573 2 am + BR 

Pr 943 wy am 1 R 

|
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Remarks 

Be 5al6 at M 1463 None an 1 RR 
388 P oe None am 1 R 

s(t By at ky a 1 am R 
2016 F tose None am 4 RR 
wane M 1502 None am 4 R 

M -_ — pm 1 R 
seaho F 1161 8 pm 2 R 
3857¢ OF 1090 ea | 
3692¢ «=F oo ~ pm 2 R 
3g92¢ Ml 1395 hae oe 
3678G «=F 112 None pm 2 R 
2609 iM 1757 2 pm 2 R 
38276 Ml 1571 2 pm 2 RR Lost blue Ir16 B16 
30196 sséP 1136 16 pm 3 R 
3807s Ml 1324 None pm 3 RR 
sone M =| 16 pm mm 2% 
3699 i 13 6 pm ja =Od@R 
3683 M = 14 pm ja OUR 
26050 M yt 7 pm me 

F 1 2 pm R 
ome F 952 Wone pm fe 
Weir OF 1126 None pn Ya 
i u 1440 None pm Nea RETURN Lost blue Ir16 R16 

1 M 1513 6 pm Ya =sImLl = R10 ’ 
li21i9rF dF 1247 8 pm Ya 
3676G «OF 1016 one pm 5 R 

2- GHG 36936 F 1091 one am 3a «OUR 
38990 F 1075 5 om SM R 

F - _ am 3a R 
soos F 1119 «None am », & 
ly220F =F 1011 None am 3a, | 
3675¢ = Ml 1285 12 pa 2 R 
38836 Ml 1429 2 pm 2 R 
36¢1¢ «SF -- -- pm 2 R 
28106 Ml 1586 2 pw h68lUe ) 
ot F 1060 None pm 2 R 

1 M 1433 16 pm 3a «O@aR 
Weer 1401 20 pm e Ie10 R10 
3640G «F 1430 10 pm R | 
3668¢ «oF 911 None pm la RB Yellow soles 
26826 MM 1354 Hone pm Na = RETURN I-16 B12 

2 7-46 486 260%G «SF 953 None am ja «CUd@aR 
aap F 1108 None am 6 
361) F —~ cn an 3a Oda 
3694 «oF 960 None am ja COUR Lost white 
36256 «=F oe ~ am | aa 
3618G SM - oe am 3 R 
361 M - - pm 2 R 

F 913 & pm 2 R 
isely7e oF - oe pm Na =O 
poe r 998 None pm Ya =O 
1 F 1127. None pm 8a 
3872G—CF 939 6 pm fe oR 

14223F used om As lee
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa ‘Time Trap Remarks 

2+ 8-460 666G FF ve -- am Ya OR 
3615¢ sé 1153. None am 3a «OUR 
3679¢ «CF 1025 12 am 3a «6OU@iR 
36398 M ae - am 3a «COUR 
3 M - - am 3a R 
3671G Ss iM 1475 16 am 3a «OUR lost white 
3899 F +“ “ am ja 6d 
3883G0—sM ~ ait pm 3 R 
26076 sisF os - pm 3 R 
36696 SF ‘oe “7 pm 3 a 
26776 «=F 1081 Hone pm 3 RR Lost blue 
28106 iM - oe pm 3 RR 

mf eR ee 14218F M o- -— pm R 
lueokr =F 959 2 pm a 
39006 F 1055 None pm Sa This bird bore an old blue band so 
evidently was a new return, but had lost metal band, and was re-banded. 

2- eG lueckr 86F 1221 one am y 
2016 F 1034 Nohe am ¥ RR 
3609s M oo me am 2 R 
36398 M oe - am jo OUR 
3 F 28 None pm ja Oi 
3681G : 101 None pm 2 

om ee pm 2 R 

Cay elm eek 
l4225F = M W417 8 pm y RQ InQ 

mse ees 2-10-46 1 M oe os am mee 

oe + We oe S SE am R 
vaca Mi wis 8 an . Iell Bell 

We 3e4ec lM ee None am 4} RR ‘i 
2-12-46 en F 1025 6 am ja «COUR 

F 39 None am 3a R 

aes em ht am R 
3842G Ml = - ' am . BR 
2012¢ «=F 98% None am 5 RR 
36756 Ml 1291 6 an 5 2 
3653G = M 1261, 6 am 5 R 
a r 1074 14 am 5 R 

oe M 1417 2 am 5 R | 
5 r 11 1 am R | 
2 F 7 None am 8 R 

oan u a - am ¥ R | 
soh7G—ssF 32 16 am 1 R 
36826 «OF 1042 6 am 1 R | 
36374 M 1436 10 am 1 R Lost white 

poor F 1102 «None 38am 4 R 
1 a M 1250 12 an 1 Lel0 Re10 
2 Fr 1081 Hone am 1 RR 

1 M 1493 10 am 1 Iel2 ll 
3845G 7 y am 1 R 
3863¢ 0M 1381 4 an pi R 
26806 SF 1015 None am 1 BR 2 blue bands over the heel}
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Date Band Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Renarics 

Q-12946 lue2or =F 1091 12 am 8a 
2861G SS sdF ad None = am Sa. RSTURN 
26026 =M 1 10 pm 5 R 
2s7sG =F 1053 None pm 8a RETURY 

2-13-46 0 2016G:—s—iséP oe - am 5 RR 
3676¢ «=O oe on am 5 R 
36360 Ml 1408 2 am 5 R 
3087G = 149 «None = am 5 R 
36340 «=F 1023 None am 5 R 
2623G—s Mf 1599 None am 2 RR 

Fae 36816 F - = am R 
36580 ¥ 1056 None am u RR 

M ~ ~~ an 3a R 
— M 1290 6 am 3a RR 

1 M 1329 6 an a 
3094G «OF ~ “ am ja «=O 

tore Pr 904 None am Sa RR KiLie DOG 
/ F 920 6 am mis KILIHD0G 

2653¢ «=F ~ _ am 8a BR KILI-DOG 
au M ~ os pm 5 R ; 

F oo ~ pm R 
seite M 1396 8 pm 5 R 

AHINHG = 36896 105 None am 3a UR 
3669¢ «oF 11 4 am ja OUR 
3853G 80M | 6 am 5 R 
36320 «OF Lu Wone pm 1 R Lost white “Hung by leg in 

trap" 
3899 oF 1013 6 pm ja OR 
20938 r i a pm 3 OUR 
wie30r dF 1034 Mone pm 3a, 

2-15-46 bog M oe - am 2 R 
wey 6OF 1020 Hone am R 
38596 =F 1061 10 am 4 R 
367 M o oe am 4 R 
36 F a - am y R 
SAG OM 1301 6 an 3a OUR : 

br aed r 962 None am 3a, R 

ie i 1 § Bot E oar =o 1423 2 pa iell B12 
2857G «OF a ae “~~ Wingra RRTURN DOG KILL 

Springs 
2-20-46 3892Gs Ml 1578 4 pm 2 R 

a: mee See one = pm 
36126 F St 4 pm 2 R 
3009¢ SF 953 4 pm 2 R 
3679¢ SF 1017 4 pm a R 
38 F 1009 None) 3=—_ pm RR 
3 F 1019 None pm 4 R 
36 F eh 2 pm 4 R 
3853G Ml 6 pm , R 
36906 «oF 1069 None pm 2a «6d R 
20126 «SF 1035 one pm 22 BR 
3619¢ «SF 1088 8 pm 2. 6
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Date Hand Sex Weight ‘Bursa Time ‘Trap Remarks 

2-20-46 lotr =F 1070 None pm 2a, 
= ¥ 1032 6 pm fa 

ilezer = wl 1289 10 pm 2a Inl0 B10 
3340s 1137 6 pm 2a OR 

Be 21HhG —— M 138 6 am ja «OUR 
361 F 9 None = an 3a OR 
36) P 1001 None am 3. OR 

M 1403 4 am fa = OUR 
sane M = 4 pa ae 

Ries > age Singh Hp wings Duck 
W233r Oi 1404 % pm . IeQ BO 
W203%r «=F 982 2 pm R 
wie3ar 0M a - pm 2a «=O 
3064G oF 1102 6 pm on OUR 
3647e FF 987 4 pm 1 R 
on M 1275 ome ee 
38. F 1096 one pm 1 RR 

37G oi 1462 10 pm 1 R 
36 F 1005 2 pm a R 

F 11 None pm i RETURN 
56190 M 1526 a oa 

e256 0 GIG 1009 «None = am fa RR 
2s60¢  F None am $a ROTURN Blue band was NOT changed 
3805¢ iM 1 ee ae RR 
3863¢ 8M 1 ¥ am 1 R 
2698G 1 4 am 1 RR 
3698¢ aM 1311 6 am 1 R 

; 3657G 998 None am i R 
ID8 79G SF ~- ~~ —_ - 

3899¢ «oF 1033 6 am ja SOi«iR White band slipped off of 
‘ ‘ leg on release! 

Fr ~ ~—_ am R 

ste ¥ 1006 None 83 am Ma «=o 
lew OF 1015 None am Na 
wer  F - - am 2. OR 

hi 3638¢ = 1391 4 an es lost white 

| er eee |) ee una xn, 6B 
2m2T HE cd u 134s u an fa M12 Iel2 

361 F 921 None am ja «OU@RR 
3009¢ SF 992 2 am ja 6OdR 

we; we § 2 Et an 

shaver M = we am . R | 
3699G ~~ o“ pr ja C8 | 
wen r ~- — pm =a 8 | 

ry 6F 1036 None pm 2a =6OR 
: v2) M 1317 12 pm 2 «OR 

225-h6 P 905 4 am 3a li@RR 
2605¢ iM 1339 y am ja Ss sR 
36936 «FP 962 None = al a OUR 
36150 «OF 1053 «None 3=s aa jn «OUR 
36726 «oF 985 None am ja «6 Old Lost white |
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eeeaie ate Band Sex Weight Bursa ‘Time rap Remarks 

a28-46 lhos6r =F 1052 «None 8 am ee 
see F 922 None am R 

F 1024 None am Ya oR 
20126 «oF 946 one am 2a BR Old sealping closing over 
3627¢ «= 1570 one am 2a RR Lost blue Irlh B16 
26s7G «=F 1036 None pm 2a =o BR 
3092 «oF 1018 4 pn fa «OUR Lost white 
ene F 921 one pm ga oR 

ise37e dF 937 None pm 8a 
1i23sF =F 951 12 pa 8a 

3- GHG 389 aheGsiM - oe pm 5 RR 
3+ 846 «239F «= M 1250 14 oe aii 
3~ Jb K -- oe w 2 R 

ze : ~ ~ o- ay me SEs eran Sets Ye, 
—_ — —— \ respassers » 

2016 «=F - -_ - 5 RR) 
3-11-46 he27F OM 1223 10 pn fa oR 

Wer F Png 7 pm a 
B-lek6 oor = 1 8 am an oR 

wer SF 1082 2 am 2. «6 
3619¢séF 1056 i a 
3692¢ «=F 1030 am & 5 Titi. 

¥ 935 None an ait ime mln 
3-15-h6 F 799 None am Sa 2B ‘ 

1y229r =F 285 None am & 
2813G F i Hone am Camp RR 

e's, he meee 1 r Nene am R 
thao F 1000 Nene 9 8 am fa oR 
wiekor =F 1580 uy am Ya
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® ® gf 50338 499 8 8873 265 + 249: 31 2 76 & 10 & Qul3Wd6 

Ae ® gf8 530 & S500 ¢ 696% 266 3 2488 26 s 79. & 10 & Pu2Bud6 
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December 17, 1946 

Dy, John , Molen 
Department of Zoology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr, Bmlent 

The attached outline is a plan for the contimation 

of a bisckoird study in 1947, “his study was started in the 

spring of 1946 during time observations were made on terri~ 
tories and nesting, We alao banded 254 nestling blackbirds from + 

which we hope to obtain returns this year. 

the purpose of this outline is to allew those who 

may be interested in blackbird work to know the scope of this 

study so that there will be a minim of duplicatioa of 

effort and conflict on the study area. 

Sincerely yours, 

s/ Jones Deer 

Janes Seer 

JRIirs 

aa, Prof. Aldo Leopold 

eet John 7. Curtis - Biology Bldgs. 
OG, W. Longenecker ~ Horticulture Bldg. 

| O61, J, ¥, Jackson - Madison Foundation 

| 
' 

| i Ba ee oe: 
Pk i a ay, iM ij? ere a i oe his 

i Py tel! RE Ra ads oR eT icclarey



TENTATIVE PLANS FOR THE 1947 

BLACKELAD STUDY 

I, Personnel 
@ study will be carried on by Doug Tibbets and James Beer. 

TI. Object ves-of-study 
“Ae o8 trap 6nd color bend both male and female red-wing 

plackbirds in order to study the formation end defense 

of the territory. : 

B. A nesting study will be cerried on to determine! 
1. nesting success ; 
2, growth of young (weight and plumage) 
&. the number of successful nestings per female 
4, the number of nests a female will attempt in @ season 
5. maximum egg production per female 

CG. To band nestlings in order to determine the activity of 
the young birds in relation to: 

1. fall movement . 

2. establishment of their first territory 
: 3. "tradition" | 

DB, To attempt to establish 4 colony of yellow-headed black- 
birds in the arboretum. 

EB, To determine the relationship of the yellov-headed 
pleckbird to the red-wing blackbird where both nest on 
the seme mersh, 

F, To start o kodachrome move of the life history of the 
red-wing blackbird. 

TIT. dress to be-studied | 
t is anticipated to work on the same ereas that we studied 

last r"< These ere e¢ follows: 
+ The Pienic Point Harsh 

2. University Bey Harsh 
8. University Creek Marsh 
4, Marshes at the east end of Lake Wingrse 
5. Dunn's Harsh 

IV, Deplog-of study 
t is planned to start work ss soon as the blackbirds errive 

in the spring and to continue the work until the end of the 
nesting season.



TENTATIVE ELANS DOR THB AQUT 

BLACKBIRD STUDY 

I. Zersonnel 
- The study will be earriled on by Dous TMbbets and James Beer, 

TI. leetves of vy 
de yp and color band beth male and female red~wing blackbirds 

in order to study the formation and defense of the territory. 

B. A nesting study will be carried on to determine 
1, nesting snecess 
2, growth of young (weight and plwmge) 
¢ the mumber of successful nestings per female 

the number of nests a female will attempt in a season 
Se maximum egs production per female 

C, To band nestlings in order to determine the activity of the young 
birds in reletion tos , 

: 1. fall movement 
2, establishment of thetr first territory 
3. “tradition” 

D, To attempt to establish a colony of yellew-headed blackbirds 
in the Arbere tm, 

RB, To determine the relationship of the yellow-headed blackbird 
to the redwing blackbird where both nest on the came marsh, 

?, To start o kodachrome move of the life history of the red-wing 
blackbird, 

<r Angas. to_be_stidied 
It 1s anticipated to work on the same sreas that we studied last year, 
These ave av followst 

1. the Piente Point Marsh 
2, University Bay Marsh 
at University Creek March 

Marshes at the east end of Lake Winera 
5, Dunn's Marsh ». 

m it pe soon ac the blackbirds arrive in the 
spring and to contime the work until the end of the nesting season, 

‘



December 17, 1946 

Dr. John T. Emlen 
Department of Zoology 
ee er see of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Emlen: 

The attached outline is a plan for the continuation 
of a bleckbird study in 1947, et study was started 
in the spring of 1946 during time observations were 
made on territories end nesting. We elso banded 254 
nestling blackbirds’@K"which we hope to obtein returns 
this year. 

The purpose of this outline is to allow those who 
may be interested in blackbird work to know the scope 
of this study so that there will be a winimum of duplic-~ 

; ation of effort end conflict on the study ereas. 

Sincerely yours, 

Pagans ieee 

; James Beer 

JRBirs 

ec. Prof. Aldo Leopold 

|
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October 30, 1946 

R. J. Bderer Company 
540 Orleans Street 
Cyieago, Illinois 

Gentlemen: 

In checking over your recent catalog I find that you manufacture 
Treammel nets, I eam wondering whether we could have a Tranme] \ 
net made of your finest cotton mesh netting for capturing \ 
song birds for banding and research purposes, ‘This net \ 
would bbviously be without floats or sinkers, ‘The inner web \ 
of linen twine should be about a 1/2 inch mesh while the m\ 
outer walls could be about 6 inch mesh, The net itaaar 
should be about 6 feet in depth and 150 feet long. 

I would like to find out whether or not you could make a 
Trammel net extra fine to be used for song birds and what 
the cost would be for the above specification, I would 
also be glad to have whatever information and ideas you 
may have regarding this request. 

Sincerely , 

Robert A. MeCabe 

Rut RL



Mm gt ES 
(Sama fe * : a Vey 

facrr Rosh EDERER a | 
| NETS | COMP, ‘a ot | 

TELEPHONE: Neen Fs i Re dl 

SUPERIOR 7452 ~ ls ee 

540-548 ORLEANS ST. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

November 1, 1946 

Robert A. McCabe 
The University of Wisconsin 
Department of Wildlife Management 
42, University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

We have your letter of October 30th regarding trammel 

nets for catching birds, and are very sorry to advise 
that we are unable to supply you with this item. 

Regretting very much our inability to be of service to 
you in this instance, we are 

Yours very truly, 

R. J. EDERER oy ae 

ORDER DEPARTMENT 

BMOliva:cs
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November 2, 1946 | 

Prince D. Francesco Chigt 
Via di Villa Chigi 24 
Rome, Italy 

Dear Prince Chigit 

In our songbird research at the University of Wisconsin we would 
aap be ee ee Sree Sep Soveeeene Deen Our American 
net companies are apparently unfamiliar with used in 

ne ee Ty nena ere re Ae SS, ae Senn me ee 

Sinee you have had considerable experience with netting Passerine 
birds in Italy, I am wondering whether you could advise us as to 
beeing = sc yon Empgamer yi We would like to 
have about 150 t of the above mentioned netting that is about 
#ix feet high or whatever height you would deem advisable. 

The names of Italian companies manufacturing euch netting, or any 
other specific advice in the use of the net will be greatly 
appreciated. 

I thought you might be interested to know that our reason for 
capturing songbirds will be, of course, to band most of them, tut 
a goodly mmber will be used in endocrine research in relation to 

nigration, and also to attempt to determine lecal movements. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A. McCabe 
RAM: AHS Avboretum Biologist 

| 
|



Crs Ted 

October 30, 1946 

Bussey Pen Products Co, 

5151 ¥. 65th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Gentlemen? \ 

I am anxious to obtain some welded wire fabric éf 11 gouge \ 

wire that is in a mesh 12 inches x 2 inches, Some years \ 

back I believe I ordered from you a large fence-like mesh 

that was 12 inches x 2 inches and the mesh about 4 feet 
high (see diagram below), At that time I was able to cut 
the 4 foot mesh into 1 foot strips, What I would like to 
‘mow now is whether the kind of wire I have in mind can be 

obtained either as 1 foot strips or as 4 foot strips that 
can be cut. 

I'a like to get about 100 or 150 feet of this wire, If it 

4s possible, can you quote me the price, 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A, MeCabe 

RM:RE
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LD” 7 Pen PRopucts Co. 
a LY) J” MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR RAISING BIRDS AND ANIMALS 

TeLEPHONES PORTSmouTH 7440 SA Ee oo BEe) 
Lone Distance No. Summit 500 Cnicaco 38, Iuunors 

November 1, 1946 
IMPORTANT—These are all the papers on your order, no copies 

are kept. Should you find it necessary to write again, send them to 

us with your letter. They will be returned to you with our answer. 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe 
The University of Wisconsin 
College of even 
Department of Wildlife 
42h University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Thank you for your letter of recent date, in which you inquired about 

fencing you wish to purchase. 

We regret that we are unable to be of service to you in this mtter, as 

we have only the types of wime ifdlustrated and priced on the enclosed 

wire stock lists. We wish to call to your attention the 2"x6"mesh, 11 

geuge fabric, as this is in stock and can be shipped at once. Prices are 

indicated on the wire list. ‘ 

We appreciate your inquiry, Mr. McCabe, and we are looking forward to the 

opportunity of supplying your needs. 

Cordially, 

; D. 5S. Bussey 
Sales Manager 

DsB/cs 
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SE ge CAGES - COOPS - PENS - FENCE MATERIAL - POULTRY SUPPLIES - POULTRY BATTERIES 
2 Ao = WIRE FABRICS & EQUIPMENT FOR DOGS, GAME BIRDS, PETS AND FUR BEARING ANIMALS 

a e A NATIONAL SERVICE FROM COAST TO COAST
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. 4 L. M. BUSSEY. Presivent 

Mg y K. A BUSSEY. vice Presivent 

: eS D. S. BUSSEY. vice Presivent 

eee 1 i 3 % * E. KOFFLER, Secretary & TREASURER 

age! BC, yp J Propucts Co. 
eee cuit rt)’ 

Wi * NNN a ie TeLePHoNes PORTSMOUTH 7440 So koe (Sort lobe et: 
NN wiht nt ‘ wy \ Ne Lons Distance No. Summit 500 Cnicaco,Iuuinors 

\ ae nu (nie wn vi F \\ 4 § \ 
\\ i Ht Nai 4 \ 

ay \ e e WA = Welded Wire Fab i RA vt elded Wire Fabrics 
UA DU BEEN. Ge Bb gale ithe e e 

a Gal d AFTER Weld \ Te qiVvanize e1ding 

We are now accepting orders for the following sizes of Galvanized After Welded Wire 

fabrics. The supply of this fabrio has never been sufficient to meet the demand, and 

orders already on our books will absorb mill production for some time to somes 

If you are interested in this type of material we urge you to plan your future 

requirements well in advance and place your order as soon as possible. SHstimated 

delivery dates noted below are approximate only because of the uncertain supply situation. 

Items showing check marks (W) are available for immediate shipment from our 

warehouse stock, subject to prior sales Items checked in red are galvanized before welded 

fabric in stock--if this material is ordered deduot 9% from prices showne ; 

Prices are subject to change in accordance with market conditions at time of delivery. 

PRICE PER 100 FT. ROLL ; 

Approxe 

Mesh Gauge 24 ine 30 ine 36 in. 48 in. 60 ine 72 ine Del. 

. ; 4 to 6 

‘ 4 to 6 Pease] | [sel fre] [eesef [sono] [sooo mm St | 
4 to 6 

ss Patsee| oak |_| emrf [oosil [sosof [over] [xref as 
4 to 6 reese] ae [| woof [acer] [ass] [arene] [ozo St 
4 to 6 ee at | 15.28] | 16-¢0]) | 20.6] | 25.03) | sa.co| 4 £9 6 

3 | 5.60] | eesal] | risoe| | ass 2x4 ine} 12g | | 5.55] | | 831 1 | 11.08 1 | 13.85 | _|ene-ea] aonthe 
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@-= 6 ins) 11 14 accel] | 11.41 Bra 17 048 21.94 month 
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HPrICeS Tirwn. are fer 

3M-CP-10-46-FORM 220 Batvan (zed Gefore ae Widths blocked out are not available 

Welded Cin Stock.)
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ARBORETUM TECHNICAL COMMITTEE Ou 
Report of meeting of Oct. 16, 1946 i 

The meeting was attended by Hasler, Leopold, Longeneeker, MeCabe, 
and Curtis, 

Most of the time was devoted to a discussion of three new 
botanical research projects submitted to the Committee for approval. 
The first of these, proposed by Curtis, was concerned with the 
establishment of burn plots in the prairde, to study the relation 
between the number of annual burns and the success of direct seed- 
ing. The second sonenes was that submitted by Mr. E. H. Newcomb, 
a National Research Councii Fellow now in the Botany Department. 
Mr. Newcomb requested the use of some smell trees of hackberry 
hickory and oak in the nursery, to be used in the study of leaf 
galls. The third project was proposed by Mr. R. &. Ellarson of 
the Botany Department. It envisioned the establishment of soil stu- 
dy plots in each of four vegetation types, to determine the influ- 
ence of vegetation on soil profile development. The project was 
estimated to be of one hundred years duretion. The first two 
projects were approved by the Committees. Action on the last pro- 
ject was postponed to a later meeting. 

Other action taken by the Committee were as follows: 

1. The reprinting of Hasler's minnow paper was authorized as 
Journal Paper No. 9 of the Arboretum Series, 

2, MeCabe is to arrange for, and to maintain a check on, a win- 
ter ice-fishing creel census by University patrolmen. 

3. Investigation as to the practicability of hiring a part- ; 
time man to reduce rabbit population on that portion of the 
Arboretum west of the central creek is to be undertaken by 
Longenecker. 

4. Butzen is to arrange for the purchase of new locks for the 
gate system, so that 411 can be opened by a single key. When 
such a lock system is provided, all gates are to be kept Locked, 
This reaffirms a decision of the Technical Committe made at 
its 7/1. meeting. : 

5. It was decided to extend the sine border of the prairie J 
along & narrow strip immediately north of the proposed right- 
of-way of the new beltline highway, to serve as s protective 
screen. It was felt that such » screen would be more effec- 
tive, and at the same time more correct from an ecological 
viewpoint, than e screen of ash trees. 

a



de 

6. The’ prineipal that any and ali research projects conducted 
on the Arboretum be approved in advance by the technical 
Committee was reaffirmed. It was further decided that the 
effective administration of this rule would necessitate the 
filing of a brief statement of the nature and location of 
all existing projects, regardless of the time of their 
inception, In order to implement the decision, it is suggested 
by the undersigned that such statements be submitted to Long- 
enecker in duplicate before December 1, 1946. 

7. It was agreed that 4 letter to campus department chairmen 
be drafted, in which the ideas in No. 6 above would be 
presented so that all those interested in field work would 
be fully informed. Such a letter is to be presented et the 
next Technical Committee meeting for approval. 

ee tor ‘ Je T. Curtis : 
Gallistel Chairman, Technical Committee 
Greene 
Hasler ; 
Leopold 
Longenecker 
MeCabe 
Butzen



Arboretum Prairie Burns 

1946 

The "March" prairie burn was made on Thursday March 2 . The day was 

Clear and warm with a moderate southwest wind. The area lines were raked, 

six beater brooms, 3 rakes, 3 back-can pumps and a small tank of water were 

set out in the morning, At 1:30 Dr. Curtis assembled his class at the burn site : 

and we begen. The three back-cans were used to wet down the edges of the plot 

and were kept in readiness should the fire try to jump the boundaries, With 

the aid of a mechanics-blow-forchy a line was back burned on the lee side of 

the plot and then burned windward 2s soon as it was safe to do so. A series 

of back burning and windward burning completed the job at 2:15 p.m, The lanes i 

were well adhered to, Although it appeared that there was little to burn, the 

fire was strong and moved rapidly. 

Six men with brooms and two with back~cans were ready to check any 

possibilities of the fire running into the controls, but the fire was kept well 

under control. Present st the burn: Dr. Curtis and his ecology class, Bob 

Bllis, Don Thompson, Pepper Jackson, Fred Greeley, Jim Beer, and Bob MeCabe. 

The May burn and the April andropogon burn were mde on April 8 . The day 

was clear and bright with a very slight south wind. The plots were raked and 

the boundaries wetted down in the morning and at 3:35 p.m. they were burned. . 

The andropogon plot burned well, but slower than I have ever seen it burn. 

The May plot burned poorly mostly because there was so little mterial to burn, 

The east half is in a thin stand of Canada blue grass and did not burn as 

well ss the west end which is in a little heavier growth of Kentucky blue grass. 

Burns complete at 4:30 p.m., procedure in handling same as for March burn, Those 

present: Bob Bllis, Don Thompson, Tom Butzen, three planting crew men and Bob McCabe.
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October 16, 1946 

Dr, R. K, Meyer ; 
Dept, of Zoology 

Dear Dr, Meyer? ; 

I am writing to catch you up on the status of the goldfinch research 
project, I am sending along with this letter a summary:sheet which + 
shows the entire range of the collecting period ant the mumber of 
birds involved. You will notice that the first pit was removed 
on 6/5, end that the slides which you have are numbered to corres= 
pond with the goldfinch number on the summary sheets. As I © 
mentioned before I also have the skins of all but a few birds 
and gonads for all mt a few, 4 

I understand as per our last conversation that we were going to 
hold off on the biowassay until you hed worked out the sugmenters 
or boosters on the pheasant pits. 

Whenever suits your convenience we can talk further about the 
project or go into action in working with the dried pits. 

I hope you had a pleasant vacation for you certainly deserved one, { 

( Sincereiy, a 

Robert lMeCabe 

RM: RL 
Enel. | 
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Dr, Albert Wolfson 
Dept, of Zoology 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 

Dear Dr, Wolfson: 

I am enclosing for your information a series of white throated spar- 

row weights and also the time at which the weights were taken, I 

hope this does not come too late to be of value, even though it 

ia only a fragment, We have been fairly busy with our songbir’4 

reseerch this summer and hence did not get to pull this information 

from our field woks sooner, 

The yellow sheets need not be returned, and we will be delighted 
if they can be of some help to yous. 

Sancerely yours, i 

Robert McCabe 

Instructor Wildlife Menscoment 
RMe RI. 

Enel.



m qite Dab Teele: 

| ELAMSING AZ ZUG ORAUE ALBA | 
SH 40 

Started Planting Thursday, Sep ember 5 + Completed, Tuesday, September 17, 

White Qak - 10 bduehel at 10,000 acorns to the bushel, 100,000. 

Bur Sak ~ §& dDushel at 11,000 acorns to the bushel, 33,000. | 

Sed Oak ~ 200, | 

Black Qak <- 5500. 
| 

Grey Lozgyood- 10 quarts, 4000 to the quart, 40,000. 

Wie Pina, - 2% quarts. | 

Bleck Sherer 25 quarts. 

Gheke’cherzy- 5 quorts. 

arromosid =~ 2 quarts - 6000, 

Black Yaluuia~ 276. 

Shaghars Migkery - 1407 | 

Bitieromi- 684 

Hegelmat = 200 

Suiterauh - 252 

Solomon Seal- 35 seeds 

Bow Gk 

Fifty scorns planted to a row - Planted, September 6, 1946 

Rows running nerth and seuth, No, 1 row being the one farthest west. 

1 = Large seeded Bur Oak, 

2 ~ Large seeded Bur Osk with Suraoon, 

3 - Small seeded Bur Oak. 

4 = Small seeded Bur Oak with Bure on, 

5 « Large Pruited White Oak (East and North of Council Bing). 

/



Planting at the Grady Area - Page Two 

6 = Small Fruited White Oak (south of the above aren) 

7 » Longenecker “pite Oak near street. | 

8 - Longeneeker nite Oak Bear House, | 

9 = Graig White Onk Front of House, | 

10 = Culver White Oak Front of House. | 

No, 1 and 2 = Large Byr Oak near Council Ring farthest to the east. | 

No, 3 and 4 = Straight weet of Entrance path from the parking area to ! | 

the Council “ing, | 

No, S = lerge fruited White Ook east and north of Council Aing. 

No. 6 = Small Fruited White Oak south of No, 5. 

Yo, % = White Onk ot 402] Hiewatha Drive near street. 

Mo, 8 = White Oak <t 4021 Wiawathe Urive near house, 

Ho, 9 = Waite Oak in front of John Craig's House, 4015 Hiawatha Drive. | 

Wo;10 = White Oak in front of “imer Culver's House, 3910 Nekoma Koad, |



Arboretum Technical Committee Meeting -- July 26, 1946 

The meeting was attended by Profs. Greene, Hasler, Longenecker and Curtis. 
The following matters were agreed upon: 

1. Details of the procedure to be followed in the Arboretum Journal Series 
(see attached sheet). 1 

2 Fire-killed oaks in the Grady tract should be salvaged for lumber or fire 
wood and not be allowed to remain in place until decayed. 

3- The Conservation Commission should be asked to continue the carp seining 
program in Lake Wingras (Letter to be written by Hasler). 

4. An ordinance preventing the carrying of axes and hatchets in the Arboretum 
a is to be requested of Gallistel. 

5e ‘The recent depredations of persons unknown upon various research ereas 4 
emphasizes the need for a permenent, full-time patrolman for the Arboretume It 
oe that such a patrolman would be more effective than any fence now feasible. 
s further agreed that, until such protection is provided, uo serious research 
can be conducted on the area. 

6» The number of test quadrats of unknown purpose or origin is becoming in- 
creasingly large. 1+ was decided that all permanent quadrats on the Arboretum 
area should be recorded in a form giving the information: who, when, why, and 
where, and that a copy of the record should be filed with Longenecker. In order 
to implement this decision, licCabe was assigned the task of collecting the 
necessary information and preparing the records. 

7. The maintenance of ecological study areas is assigned to McCabe. Only a 
limited amount of work can be done with the existing labor force. ieGabe is to 
determine the items of greatest need, estimate the labor required, and make 
arrangements with Longenecker for the assignment of the necessary labor. equests 
for maintenance of particular areas will ordinarily originate with members of 
the Technical Committee. 

3» The proposed consolidation of pharmaceutical plantings and woody plantings 
on the Pienie Point area was discussed. Jt was decided that Longenecker should 
proceed te draw up the plan incorporating such a combination, witha decisions as 
to types of plants and locations resting entirely with hin. 

9. The need for a general write-up of Arboretum aims, plans and accomplish- 
ments was discussede The proposed development of Picnic Point materially changes 
the old plans; the last official plan is considerably out-of-date in any case. 
It was decided that each of the interested groups~~horticulture, zoology, game 
management and botany--would submit a section dealing with aime and plans, with 
special emphasis ou educational usese These sections will be incorporated with 
existing reports on accomplichments and current work (sent to Gallistel last 
winter) and will be written up in a coherent Master Plan. This plan can be used 
for circulation in the University and for background for popular articles. 
Longenecker agreed to start work on a graphic map of the old Arboretum area, 
incorporating the ecological “plant-association" laboratory idea into the plan.



duly 26, 1946 (cont.) == 

that 
10. Jt was decided at all gates on fenced research areas should be kept 

locked and should again be provided with uniform locks, as in the past» This 
task was assigned to Butzen. 

11. It was agreed that the portion of the fence on the lake shore research 
area that now extends through open water should be moved back on land, to provide 
@ pathway for fishermen outside the research arene Assigned to Butzen. 

J, T. Curtis 

Copies to: Gallistel, Greene, : 
Hagler, Leopold, Longenecker, 
acCabes.



fnformation about the Journal Series 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

Articles containing scientific or popular information about the Arboretum, | 
and its flora and fauna, or about experiments conducted on biological material | 
collected in the Arboretum, shall be numbered in a consecutive series, according | 

to date of submission of the manuscript. 

All such articles should include tne following footnote: Journal Paper 
Nos » University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

The proper number shall be assigned to each article upon submiseion of the 
manuscript to the chairman of the Arboretum Technical Committee. In case of any 
doubt as to the inclusion of an article within the Journal Series, the manuseript 
will be sent to each member of the Technical Committee for approval. 

At the time final proofs are returned to the printer, a statement as to 
the author fitle and number of pages of the article should be sent to the chair- 
man of tne APoretum Committee, who will place an official order for 500 reprints 
with coverse The order will be facilitated, if the author includes a note as to 
the cost schedule for reprints from the particular printer conceraed. 

The supply of reprints will be in the custody of the chairman of the Xeguler 
Arboretum Committee, who will send them to each person on the mailing list. lt 
is hoped that these reprints eventually will be sent as supplements to subscribers 
of an official Arboretum Journal. 

Articles published without a Series Number can be included in the official 
series only upon approval of the Arboretum Technical Committee. — 

The above summary was approved at the meeting of the Arboretum Technical 
Committee, July 26, 1946, 

J. T. Curtis, Chairman 
Arboretum Technical Committee 

| 

|



Mallard Banding 1946 

Stevens Ponds - Friday June 29 = 10:30 AM 

37-704862 Tas red 67 
63 Ads 68 Primary and 

secondaries 
just breaking 
feather sheaths 

& Jus 69 
Ju. 70 

66 Tue 71 
67 Jt. 72 

6g I. R 

: = 
7i due % 
72 M, Ade & 

3 Jue. 21 Hew Primaries 3 in. 
long 

74 uM Ade 23 Right wing old 
: primaries in, Left 

a wing feathers cut 
or wing inJured. 

y M Ade 66 New Primaries 2 in. 
Td. 35 

TT I 7 
78 M Ade 29 

19 F Ads YL White spot on back of 
neck 

&0 du. 4G 
81 M bas 36 Primaries not shed 

Returns fyom previous bandings 

37-Toks27 Ade greon 
S60 ? Ade green Primaries shed 

(new 2 in.) 
857 M Ade green No primaries shed 

819 F Ade No primaries shed 
859 Ade no color 
853 u Ade green No primaries shed 

There will be another attempt made to catch more of the wobanded ducks,
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April 8, 1986 | 

| 

De. Jessop 3B. Low 
Utah Gooperative Wildlife Research Unit ; 

| Dear Josss 

I am sorry to have walted 30 long to send in the list of waterfowl 
projects. Sinee returning from the Wildlife Conference I have 
ee get ote a eae ec I have no alibi. 

Please find enc the modest list of Arboretum projects. 

Fred Zimmerman, whom you referred to in your recent letter, is 
not yot out of the Novy, wut I will forward your message as soon 
ag I seo him. 

Beside the projects my I make tho following suggestion regarding 
the proposed “News Lettor"? That each man toss into the kettle 

j raw or untried ideas that might be picked up or verified or worked 
on to better advantage by other members. ‘This, of course, every 

| one may not wish to do. It would on the other hand, be an improve- 
ment on the other types of information releases, 

I don't believe that Lyle K. Sowls* name was mentioned in the Room 
299 meeting. Lyle will be worlcing with Albert Hochbaum end I think 
should be put on the list. You, of course, mow lle. 

It wes very nice seeing you at the meeting, Jess, and I om sorry 
you hed to bother to write me regarding the project list. _ 

' Best regards, sincerely yours, | 

Robert A, MeGabe 

P.S. I have boiled the projects dom to a minimum. Should you 
desire more information, I will be glad to elaborate.



yrds Ven, 

April 2, 1946 

Dr. A. W. Sehorger 

166 NH. Prospect 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr, Schorger: 

Here are two more least weasel records that I don't believe 
you have: 

(1). 8 3/3/h6 Found dead in the Arboretum west marsh 
whe 2 by H. G. Anderson, All white. 
TL, 16.5 
H.F¥.2.2 Skin badly slipped so it was preserved 
Tail 2.6 in formalin. 

(2) 3/24/46 The remains, including a complete skull 
(sex?) and vertebras was found in the 

east marsh of the Arboretum by RB. A. 
MeCabe. Jnough of the skin adhered to © 
the bones to show that the animel was 
in summer pelage. The weasel was 
eurled up and apparently died without 
violence. The remains are to be found 
in the Wildlife Mamagement skin collection. 

Sincerely, 

R A. MeCabe
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Arboretum Pheasant Census, 

Jan. 4, 1946 = Clear, Gold ~ (5°) 
i Crew: 18 Men, Snow + 6 inches+ 
i 

Drive Female ale Rabbits Other 
# 3 2 6 . 

#2 2 4 4 

#3 BB 3 8 

ty 12 \ a 

#5 3 1 2 Coopers and goshawk, 
havc 

ca) 1 1 0 

#1 g 3 0 Barred owl 

48 ° 5 3 

9 1 1 3 

#10 2 1 3 1 Grey fox 

#11 0 1 2 

#2 ee 5 y 

#13 1 8 8 

Ay 19 15 oe 

#5 29 10 4 12 Quail 

#6 2 a a 

Grand total ~ 198 Sex ratio - 1:2.14 

Census, 1945-46 = 258 Consus, 1945 - 278 

The jack~pines and Wingra woods areas were checked on January 5, but the soft 
snow showed no sign ~ indicating that no birds were in these two coverts. 

| 

BA. Gabe



; i ANNUAL FLOWER PRODUCTION IN FOUR SPECIES OF LADYSLIPPER 1926-1945 fe | : : 

4 * Record of A. 7. mo 122 Bascom Pl., Madison. Plants in cultivation in oak woods with northwest exposure. | 
, Copied July 21, 1945 £4 Sages i 
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BOTANICAL RESEARCH IN THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

A. Research in the area prior to establishment of Arboretum in 1932. 

Titles of papers--~ 

1893. On the flora of Madison and vicinity. 
py L. S. Cheney & R. H. True. 

1910. Flora of the southern bank of Lake Wingra. 
by Helen E. Davis. Thesis, Univ. Wis. 

1919. Ecology of the southern bank of Lake Wingra. 
by Margaret H'Doubler. Thesis, Univ. Wis. 

1915. An ecological survey of the Wingra Springs region near 
Madison, Wis., with special reference to its ornithology. 

by A. R. Cahn. 

1928. Notes on the flora of Lake Wingra. 
by Jeanette Kendall. Thesis, Univ. Wis. 

1929. Ecological study of a section of the proposed Arboretum 
in the Lake Wingra district. 

by J. Steenis & H. Winkkler. Unpubl. rept. 

1929. Typha of the Lake Wingra marsh. 
by Newton Bobb. Unpubl. rept. 

1929. Species of oaks as related to the chemical composition 

of the soil. 
by Elizabeth Prendergast. Unpubl. rept. 

Because of their accessibility and the richness of the 

flora, Lake Wingra and its environs, for more than half a century 

have been favorite spots for botanical studies and collections. 

Thus, much work which has been publisheé was earried out in part 

at least on the lands and waters of the Arboretum, although at 

the present time it is not possible to definitely so designate it, 

since the very general locality of Madison is the only one men- 

tioned. 

B. Research in the Arboretum since its establishment. 

1) Titles of published papers-~- 

1940-45. Notes on Wisconsin parasitic fungi. I, II, III, IV, 
VII. by H. C. Greene. 

Parvely based on collections made in the Arboretum; 
6 new species of parasitic fungi and 70 other species 

not previously reported as occurring in Wisconsin 

have been found in the Arboretum.)
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1943. Germination and seedling development of five species of 
Cypripedium. by J. T. Curtis. 

2) Titles of papers in press or ready for publication--- 

The years during which work was carried out indicated at left. 

1937-41. Effects of mowing on white ladyslippers. 
by J. T. Curtis. 

1943-45. Notes on Wisconsin parasitic fungi. V, VI, VIII, 
Ix, X. by H. C. Greene. 

1941-45. Fungi of the University Arboretum (1150 items). 
by H. C. Greene. 

1944-45. Phenology studies in Grady Tract. 
by Aldo Leopold & S. E. Jones. 

3) Unpublished research--~ 

1935-36. Experiments on transplantation of prairie plants. 
by J. W. Thomson. 

1939. Establishment of a prairie in the University of Wiscon- 
sin Arboretun. 

by T. M. Sperry. 

1941. Flora of the aL Tract. 
by Elizabeth Williams. 

1937-41. Term papers. A dozen or more term projects of an 
ecological nature were carried out under supervision 
of Prof. J. T. Curtis. Several are still current. 

1942. Percentage retention of oak leaves.... and factors in- 
fluencing retention. 

by R. C. Schenk. 

4) Current active research pro jeects--- 

1943- Development and maintenance of a low prairie (in 
Grady Tract). 

H. C. Greene. 
An extensive report on this was submitted to the 
Arboretum Committee in 1944. Amother is in prepara- 
tion. 

1940~ Maintenance of the high prairie. 
33 Effect of seasonal fires. 
b) Spread of artificially planted prairie species. 

J. 2. Curtis,
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1941- Succession in oak woods. : 
J. T. Curtis & Grant Cottam. 

19387- Reproductive efficieney of ladyslippers. 
ei 3. Corti, 

1943- Develonment and maintenance of a tamarack swamp. 
G. ¥. Longenecker & J. T. Curtis. 

1945- Flora of Arboretum. (Survey under direction of 
N. C. Fassett. This is Teen's: to be 

eventually a complete study. In 1945 five people 
worked on this in limited areas.) 

a 1933- Development and maintenance of a red pine, white 
pine woods. ’ . 

G. W. Longenecker. 

1936- Development and maintenance of maple woods. 
G. W. Longenecker. 

1937- Introduction and reproduction of oak woods wild | 
flowers. G. W. Longenecker, 

C. Projected future research in the Arboretum. 

1) Development of plant associations. 

These would be developed with special reference to their 
use for class demonstration and study purposes. Some associa- 
tions which might be advantageously studied in the Arboretum are: 

3 prairie, b) maple-basswood climax, ¢) pine forest, 
a) swamp conifer. 

The immediate future associational research will of 
necessity be largely devoted to propagation studies of the in- 
dividual species which are components of the various associa~ 
tions. It is anticipated that the ultimate results of these 
studies will be applicable not only to the Arboretum, but to the 
entire state and adjoining territories as well. 

2) Study of the forest-prairie transition (ecotone). 

This would deal especially in a comparative way with 
those species which are currently restricted to the prairie ver- 
sus the more aggressive species which have sueceeded not only in 
maintaining themselves, but in spreading eastward. Among other 
things would be a study of reproductive methods and rates of the 
various species, and an examination of their cytological condi- 
tion. The invasion of the prairie by forest would also of 
course be studied,
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3) Problems in Southern Wisconsin hardwood woodlots. 

It is contemplated that members of the Botany Department 
would restrict their activities to ecological studies and studies 
of the general composition of woodlots. For carrying on the 
strictly silvicultural phases of this work a research associate, 

responsible to the Arboretum Technical Committee, should be en- 
gaged. 

4) Studies of plant succession. 

Some of these Ca are already under way, and it is 
planned that they will be carried on by a series of thesis stu- 
dents under direction of permanent staff members. 

5) Studies of aquatic plants. 

Associational and successionel problems dealing with | 

acuatic plants would seem best carried on as subsidiary to zoo- | 
logical studies of the waters of the area. The role of botanists 
would be in assisting and cooperating in ichthyological and 
limnological problems initiated by members of the Zoology De- 
partment. 

Compiled and submitted by 

J. T. Curtis 

H. C. Greene 

November 26, 1945
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Waterfowl Projects Being Carried On At 
The University of Wisconsin Arboretum and Wildlife 

Refuge | 

1. This is a study of a resident population 
of about 100 mallards. ‘These birds are semi-wild and do not (we think) 
migrate. We are getting data on longevity, turnover, reproduction, breod 

' success, et., to compare with wild populations. 

Trapping and banding operations have been carried on for a number of years 
with varying degrees of suce$ss. Golor bands are used on year classes 

: and have worked very well. 

During migration wild birds are banded at a station only 150 yards from 
the area freqiented by the somi-wilds. As yet no seml-wilds have been 
trapped at this station. 

on a tee are eaclt Tae tile) asus dnneyy sak oan have, on the south shore of a sma ae (Wingra) goose decoys and corn have 
been used spring and fall to induce the birds to stop and feed. The 
decoys used were 6 live adults in a large holding pen and a group of 
40 silhouettes. 

Thus far 2 small spring flocks have stayed for several days in 1945. 

Thé spring the student in charge (Arnold S. Jackson) is attempting to 
raise goslings to start the refuge going. The plan is similar to that 
used at the Kellogg refuge in Michigan. 

This is an effort to establish a colony of | 
oodduck on range once occupied, but which has not had a breeding 

colony in 25 years, Through the generous cooperation of the Illinois 
Natural distory Survey 100 woodduck ducklings were sent to the University 
of Wisconsin in July 1944. ‘These birds were raised and released on the 
Arboretum and Wildlife Refuge. In the spring of 1945 two of the released 
virds returned and raised broods. Theee other broods were also found | 
that indicated that 3 more pairs perhaps bred on the Arboretum. The 
progress of the introduction is being watched and studied. 

|
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ARBORETUM COTTONTAIL RABBIT PROJECTS 

Part One 
Age Criterion Study 

I. General objectives 

oA. Extension and verification of Thomsen's data on duration 

of epiphyseal cartilage as an age in iecator, using rabbits 

of known age. 

B. Classification of rabbit populations as to age on areas in 

the state. 

1. University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 

2. Any other. area where an adequate pexuiatiak sample can 

be obtained. ; 

II. Specific plans for the winter of 1945-46. 

~ A. At the U.W. Arboretum 

1. Young rabbits of the year that were marked and released 

this summer will be retrapped for examination of the 

condition of cartilage ossification. 

a) Trapping of young rabbits for marking and release will 

end about October 20. The available nu mber of 

rabbits of known age will be between 80 and 100. 

Retrapping will begin on the release area about 

November 1. As ee bone criterion is considered 

on ' to be fairly accurate through November, only enough 

animals wili be taken in that month to provide a 

check on the progress of bone hardening. Commencing 

December 1 (or earlier if prelininary trapping 

indicates the need) the area will be heavily trapped 

: during the remaining winter months to remove as 

| 
| 

|
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many tagged animals as possible. : 

; b) The concition of the epiphyseal cartilage in the front 

leg of each animal take will be examined in order 

to determine bie date at which cartilage ossification ~ 

ceases. Each rabbit taken will be weighed and 

: measurements of the hind foot and ear lengths taken. 

Comparisons of these gross measurements with those 

at the time of original trapping and in subsequent 

months will be made. In addition, the condition 

of the reproductive tract as an age indicator will 

be examined. Elder and Sowls work will be followed 

here. 

2. Rabbits from other parts of the Arboretum will be taken 

by trapping and shooting throughout the fall and winter. 

These animals will be exawined as in (b) above in order 

to provide additional bone data and to provide a start 

on the classification of population numbers and age 

and sex ratios. During the public rabbit hunting : 

period at the Arboretum front legs will be available 

from all rabbits shot. 

3. As much information as possible will be gathered on 

supplementary problems: 

a) Does-the number, size, locaticn and visibility of veins 

: * in the ear change with age? The summer's trapping 

suggested such a possibility. 

b) Is there any consistent, recognizable difference in 

pelage color or texture between old and young rabbits? 

c) How do rabbits disperse, if at all, when a number of |
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animals are released at the same point, as has 

been done this year? 

ad) How are flushing rates affected by such factors as 

weather conditions, cover, amount of snow on grou nd, 

: etc .? ' 

B. On other areas i 

1. Through requests to cooperating hunters and game wardens, 

it is hoped that rabbit legs will be obtained from 

several areas within the state where the rabbit cycle 

is known to be at a different stage, or where there 

are different scil types than on the Arboretum, 

| Populaticn age classes can be determined from these 

legs. Special effort will be made to secure specimens 

from central Wisconsin sand ccunties where there is 

: a known population low. A questionaire will be sent 

to individuals about the southern part of the state, 

giving directions for supplying legs and requesting 

data on date an d location of hunting trips and 

flushing rates. 

oe AARAARARAAAD 

: James B. Hale 
October, 1945
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“ARBORMTUM COPTONTAIL RABBIT PROJECTS Oe we 

Rabbit-Oak Study , 

I, General Objectives } Y i 

A. To find the effect of browsing by rabbits on oak reproduction. 

-  B. o find methods for the artifichsl roostablishnont of oalehickory woodlots 

in southern Wisconsin, 

II, Prosent status of investigations ae 

A. Acorn plantings : 

1. Grady sod ; 

2) In the fall of 1943 about 9,000 mixed white, rod and bdlaci: oak acorns ‘ 

were planted in sod in the open ficld at the north ond of the | 

Grady tract. ‘the planting starts at tho wost ond of tho Grady i 

pines and extends west to the Fitchburg Road in a strip about 6 Eo 

40 yards wide. ‘The acorns were "spudded" into the sod. ‘Tho 

percentage of germination was good, but no count was made. 

b) In October, 1944, 115 of these seedlings were marked with numberod 

stakes. Sizo measurements of each seedling wore taken and tho 

' extent of browse tallied. Subsequent measurements and tallies 

| were taken in Novembor, 194, and March, May, and October, 1945. 

SiG The specios of cach staked seedling has been recoried. 

c) 10" x 10" plots in Canada bluegrass, loptoloma and quack grass sods 

were, planted to 100 mixed white, black and red oak acorns in the _ 

fall of 1943 to, study the reproduction of the various acorns 

in relation to the sod types. ‘These plots are located in the 

planted area alroady described. The numbor of surviving seodlings 

? in each plot was counted in Novembor, 194}. . 

a) A 30" x 10"plot was laid out in the planted area in the fall of 

1943, The first 10" square was planted to 100 white oak acorns, 

tho sovommmFOP square to 100 black oak acorns, and tho third 10!
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square to 100 red oak acorns. ‘Tho mumber of seedlings in these . 

squares were counted in Novombor, 1944. 

e) In November, 194%, GOO dlaci: oak acorns wore syudded inte the sod 

f in the east 1/3 of the 1943 plantings. No count ae made, but 

germination seemed to be about 10% / : 

£) At the time of the planting montioned in e) above, two adjoining 

10' x 10" plots in bluegrass sod were planted to 100 black: oal: 

agorns each. One plot was fenced with chicken wire and the other ‘ 

left unfenced to study the rates of seedling growth on browsed 

and unbrowsed areas. Ton seedlings sprouted in each plot. 

; « 2 Grady furrows ; 

a a) In the fall of 1941, on the southwest aide of the Grady tract, 

14 furrows were cut in the quack sod and into the furrows wore 

_ planted red and white oak acorns. In 1943 thore was a 35%" 

survival, of which 95% were red oaks. ‘There was also a fair 

catch of hickory, tut no record of the hickory plantings can be 

found. In the fall of 1923, the trees surviving in three 

‘ furrows were staked and checked for browse. Several seedlings : 

were ‘exclosed with chicken wire cylinders. In October of the same | 

S yeasts 29 cross furrows wore plowed. and lestod to rod, vhito and \ 

black acorns. In June, 19, four of the unsteked north-south 

furrows wore checked for browse. Considerable "silting in" around 

the seedlings from the sides ‘of the furrows nade moasurenents 

difficult. In August, 19%, the number of seedlings and extent 

. of browsing in tho cross furrows was counted. In November, 1944, 

the staked seedlings in the three north-south furrows were again 

; tallied for browse and size measurements taken. Several of the 

: stakes had disappeared and it was difficult to correlate the data 

’ from the two yoars. In general, browsing was heavy and the : | 

; | 

i
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: sheet furrows seemed to be much used as travel lanos. 

B. Natural reproduction ae 

: Fane 1. To determine the extent of seedling loss by rabbit browse on natural. 

: oak reproduction, four plots of seedlings wore fenced with chicken . 

' wire, two in the Noe Woods and two in the Grady. Four sinilar un- 

"fenced plots were staked off adjacent to the fenced plots in both 

; places. ‘The number of seedlings in each plot wore desmted. Noe 

Woods plots are each 5' x 5* in size. One sive is shaded and the 

other is in an opening. ‘the Grady plots are each 10! x 10' in size. 

é One plot is lightly shaded and the other is in the open. All plots ; 

were tallied for browse in May, 19%, The seedlings in the open site 

plot on the Grady were accidnetally uprooted by workmen during tho 

‘summer of 1944 and the plot no longer exists. 

: 2. During the winter af 19Meli5, the type and amount of rabbit browse on 

other species of herbs, shrubs and trees was qualitatively tamlated 

for most of the Arboretum area. \ 

C. Acorns E i‘ 

1. In the fall of 19), anjanalysis of the acorn flotation test was made. 

é Only black oaks were tested. Of tho non-floating acorns, 965 

of 1000 appeared to be sound, at least externally. In a sample of 

. 100 of these nics sound acorns, 57% were found to have the 

F cotyledons and ombryo undamaged. Of the floating acorns, 375 out 

of 700 appeared externally to be sounl. Ina sample of 100 of theso, 

21% were found to have normal, undamaged. cotyledons ani embryo. 

100 apparently OK black oak acoms and 10 cracked or partially eaten 

black oak sinkers wore planted in flats in a greenhouso, bt none 

; gorminated. 

- JIT. Present plans for the next year (1945-46). | 

A. General 

hs Certain items will be measured and compared on all seedlings now under
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- Observation: - ; 

: |. @) Comparison of normal growth rates and growth recovery rates after 

. browsing, both between oak speeies and between sod and adjacent ; 

cover types (woods vs, sody shade vs, open, ete.). 

b) Rabbit palatibility preferences for the three oak species, | 

i ‘ ¢) Determination of the safe heicht beyond which browsing does not 

occur. 

&) Comparisons of leaf size with crowth rates between species. } 

e) At what season or seasons does rabbit damage occur? : \ 

£) Does the intensity of rabbit demge change as the distance from 

good rabbit cover decreases? : ° 

e) Determination of the extent and effect of mouse demage on young oak 

a seedlings. : : ae 

'  -B, Grady sod : 

1, Staked seedlings + Size measurements and browse tallies will be contimed, 

c : 2w Sample plots ~ Measurements and comparisons shuts to those made on the 

: _Staked seedlings will be made on the seedlings in all neni plots, 

3, At least 25 seedlings from the 19% plantings will be marked with mmbered 

: stakes and measured like the others. 

4, Bhe effect of browsing or lack of browsing in the fenced and unfenced 

' plots will be closely watched, j 

C, Grady furrows ; : é 

1. No further measurements will be made until some uniform and permanent 

seedling marking system can be set up. Under present conditions 

the previous seedling movers ave {0 bak shape and the furrens have 

filled in around the seedlings to some extent, About all that can be 

: y deduced is that browsing is heavy and that furrows are hoavily : 

a) travelled, especially by mice, The cross furropoodlines are not as : 

Paes heavily browsed, Observations on the whole furrow experiment will
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be revised. i 

D. Natural reproduction : 

1. Browse tallies will be made on tho unfenced and exclosure plots in 

fall and spring. If time is available, growth measurements will be j | 

; taken in these plots, : 

E. Other plans ) 

; i. Haxt fall an experimental plot will be set up and planted to white and 

black oale acorns to study tho rates of growth of each species a8ter 

; browsing. Present indications are that black oaks recover from hecwates 

much thaher than whites. : 

; 2, Tallies of the extent and duration of rabbit browse on oaks and othor 

browse species will be contimed this winter. Some method of measuring 

browse quantitatively as well as qualitatively will be attempted. 

James B, Hale 

Oetobor, 1945
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_ Forestry Research on the Arboretum 

; This is an attempt to sum up the thought of the Technical Committee | j 

to date on the question: what is the function of the Arboretum in forestry j 

i research? It is not offered as a final plan, but as a “hatrack" on which 

+ atone material can be hung as it develops. As such it should either 

be approved, or modified to suit, by the Technical Committee and the 

General Committee. , : 

This donunent does not rehearse the biresovasteren project of recon- 

structing, for esthetic and educational use, samples of all the forest : 

2 types native to the region. 

Objects. Forestry research on the Arboretum is necessarily limited 

in scope, because this is a prairie-border region in which only three 

forest types are native, (1) oak-hickory, (2) mixed hardwoods, (3) tamaraci ‘ 

bog. Of these, the last two are not present on the Arboretum, and research 

is necessarily confined to the problem of reconstructing them. ; i 

The oak-hickory type throuzhout southern Wikvopatd pay bos so deter- ; 

iorated by grazing, disease, and overcutting that the main object of 

: research is at once defined: f 

(1) To learn the basic ecology of the oak-hickory commnity. This is 

i the necessary foundation for woodlot reconstruction. 

The secondary object is; : 

(2) To conduct such researches on other Wisconsin forestry questions 

i as do not require native stands, can be advantageously done here, and 

are not being done elsewhere. 

\ 
\ ’ ; 

ie / ¢ 5 ere
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r _ (1) What is Basic Ecology of Oak-Hickory? 

The boundaries of this research field are large and indeterminate, 

unt the following questions are in sight at this tine. i ' 

| \ (a) Starting oak-hickory woodlots de novo. Seeding vs nursery stock. 

' (b) Natural, reproduction of cak-hickory stands, grazed and ungrazed. 

(c) Oak-hickory reproduction vs rodents. Rodent control, ‘natural and 

artificial. How did the widespread encroachment of oaks in the 1850's 

escape rodents? Possible role of pheasants in oak icons vt bas 

(a) Stands of coppice vs seedlings. 

a (e) Oak openings: how were they created? Maintained? Role of fire, 

F rodents, disease? Gu 

(f) Bivecsset Ecology of oak wilt. Role of drouth, fire, compaction? 

Control of oak wilt. 

' 3 (g) Conversion to mixed hardwood: how to accomplish, how to prevent. 

Role of oak wilt? Conversion by underplanting. 

(h) Understory and gwound cover. Effect on reproduction, animals, 

. wildflowers. Palatability to cows and rodents, effects of grazing and 

; : i browsing on species composition. - j 

: (i) Mast production. Yields, periodicity, palatability, food value . . ‘ | 

_ to atsite. ae ' 

(j) Den trees for animals. Pre-settlement veterans as den trees. ‘ 

; (k) Soil relations. Soil tolerance of various ea: 

; (1) Genetics: Possible propagation of desireable strains by vegetative 

reproduction. ; 

as (m) Weed trees. Control of box elder, elm, black locust, and other 

trees which "weed in" in damaged woodlots.
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Work to Date. Some preliminary "“feel-cut" work has been done on a 

; and c, suetuaing 4 quadrats and 2 ansapluadiae seedings of acorts. 

Some serious work has been done on f, but ondy inéidentally on the 

Arboretum. ; i 

Some work was started on . but lapsed. f 

Work Proposed. Experience shows that most of these questiow call for 

ae more continuity than is obtainable from graduate students alone. What to 

‘ do in the next few years bherefore depends largely on the possibility of 

getting an ecologist, on a salary basis, to work under the Director of 

Plant Research, 

Hardly anything can be done without power equipment in the form of : 

tractor, plow, harrows, etc. Examples: a, b, c. : . 

Some items require greenhouse and nursery equipment. Example; 1. i 

: Some items require a small labor crew for temporary periods. Examples} 

eolvetei ai by underplanting (gz), new plantings (a). 

_ No expansions of present work seem possible without power equipment, ee 

plus at-least part of the other needs. i ; 

; (2) Miscellaneous Researches. : eae 

These again are large and indeterminate, but the following questions : 

are in sight at this time. \ \ 

(a) Form of blister-rust-resistant white pines originating fron } 

; vegetative propagation. Test plantings. (Part of a larger state 

wide project). | 

(b) Bust-resistant red cedar for gontitere Wisconsin. Test plantings. eae | 

(c) Artificial replanting of tamarack. Soil and moisture tolerance. 

Natural vs mursery stock. Grass and weed puacbtt tim. ; 

© 4
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(a) "Candelebra disease" or "Prolgpsis" in Red pine. Caused by © 

a ' weather or pathogens? : 

j (e) Root deformation ‘in pine plantings. Do root systems become : 

3 normal. or remain deformed? Effect on longevity, disease, wind throw. 

‘ (f) Effect of "unnatural" soils on development and longevity of planted 

red, white, and jack pines. Acidification of unnatural soils by the 

pines. Effects on ground-cover suc€ession. ; 

(g) Intermixed hardwoods in pine plantations; rodent damage; effect on . 

duff decoy. ; 

(h) Phenology of pines. Relation of height growth and needle-length 

to weather. i ' ‘ 

- (i) Phenology of all native trees. : d 

(j), Conversion of scrub black oak on poor sand to red cedar ton 

; iddobets. Seeding vs seedings. Soil tolerance of red cedars Liming : 

with marl. oi 

(k) Nut trees. Selection of desireable strains. _ Spacing, age of 

bearing, yields. . i ; f 

. Work to Date. Plantings have been made for a, by c, dy 6, fs &, but 

~ there is need of salaried personnel for follow-up records. These are not 

suitable for students. There is need of power equipment for mintaining ; 

a and b. DS ‘ - 

We have 2 years solid work on i. This is pittabis for student work. 

, : Work Proposed. All these items can and should be pushed, but most 

need the serviées of a salaried plant ecologist to work*under the Director. 

8 of Plant Research. There is urgent need of qadrat measurements inc 5 

@, £5) bs



home Bs 

Item j needs a temporary labor crew. a? a 

Power equipment is needed for a, b, and j. “ ‘ 

\ 
a 

Reletion to Other Agencies ; 

‘ The Technical Committee specifically refutes the supposition, perhaps 

prevalent in the General Committee, that forestry research on the Arboretum 

depends upon, or would necessarily benefit from, the transplantation of ; 

f outside forestry Lecdaled to Madison. Such agencies, if transplanted, would 

doubtless work on questions of applied silviculture, as against basic ; eS : . 

. ecology, and it is improbable that they would have any major interest in 

the three native forest types. Work on the silviculture of other (more : 

northern) forest types would have only Limited need for the Arboretum, as 

already explained under (2). 

The ut ansbes advice, and interest of other forestry agencies is of ’ ‘ 

course ereatly to be desired, but that hardly depends on moving new forestry ; 

institutions here. : a Sie 
* ‘ 

: : ‘ 

', “ : K 

4 ‘



| Memo to Arboretum Technical Comittee ar’ 
" ; 

s Septe 5, 19k5. i 

Prairie bw madrets wt Ue We Arh jum es 5 results ' 

ee ie eee eee Gollectod by Nevabe,. Jackson, and Curtis : 
| 

Lietria seariosa (pel@-1) * Humber per 100 squares feet. | 

sdiecissssaiosteisihclncsheblerigesdeenisideephesisaiaalenininaitdeieseiahelaapinsatbaheininionsiaielnmsifonyaileasaeiiinnianeipionnueniestetnansuioitibmenionte 
Yo. of ~~ Orige ~—SC*CWs ite ives us. «Wee of | 

Yo. of flower no. of spikes apikes on new 
Treatmant plante® spikes plante* orige vee #11 plants plante* | 

Se RN RR RE SE AI ET OOO LE EE RTE EBS TT LLCS CETTE TS BE CE GN EE EE TE EEE TT | 

May burn « alt. yree 10.2 lie 2034 1k 4d 7.8 | 
Mareh burn - every 

year Yeh WO5 Beh 18.0 5.2 73 | 
Control 2.7 10.2 26354 5.9 be7 13 

Solidago rigida (p-l5q1) | 
| 

reenter nencnenrntennrne tiene OE LNT A TCT CCS 

Hoe of spikes on plants i | 
Noe of fl. spikes not in orig. clumps No. of spikea per | 

Treatment per 100 age ft. per 100 sq. ft. plant on orig. pls. | 
“Saitama ere SR A AM RR EL TI CAE TS RC TET 

Mareh burn - every yre 181.0 Eyed 28.3 | 
Control 2he2 0.0 508 
eee enn eR ETN ARN NRE NIE AE OE I ECON OTN tC ATCT LE LE COLL ON CO IO CC ANC ACA ALA OD, 

Purple Gone Flower  (pe7=1) | 

; Fotal No. of flower heads per 100 sq. rt. | 
a 

Meroh burn + alte yrs. 3520 
Control 2),8.0 

ALLAN AE NT OL ACRE ECO ELON! RN OOOO LD DSA EL EL ALLA ALL ALLE LILA LLL LLL ALAA A ALLE, 

Andropogon furostus  (p-292) 

Pe a TT a) ok) ee 
diem. of olump base _holght of leaves hedgrt of ' 

May burn ~ elt. years 14.2" 10.5" 65,8" 
Control 15.0" - bbabs" Thaé" 

Warch burn ereas Show such more reprodugtion than control areas.



5 a 

Andropogon furcatus (p=2-1) (Deta of 194] and 1942 for comparison) 
LLL LLL LLL LALLA LLL LLL CCT Natale sttttta tt i etNttLtiReittetitnin tent htstenssteiaaee 

Average Average Average Average 
diam. 1941 diam. 192 height 19)1 height 19k2 

SS ER AR RE LC SS A a ee ean 

Mareh burn + every year 12.3" 11.9" 21,1" 32.6" 
Control 10.9" 11.8" 16.3" 28.4" nena etnpninaninsnntnencin ep vinnansencnes 

No consistent difference between March and Mey burns. 

Alternate year burning mich more favorable than annual burning. 

Baptisia shows no effect from any schedule or season of burn. 

Entire prairie should be burned (except control areas) at least once every tiwee years.



Suggested plan for the study of methods for the 

eradication of seedling oaks from the black oakesavanna on the Grady tract 

‘tiltigcone inpatients thoes 

Set up ten plots, each 20.8' x 41.6", according to the following plan: 

Bach of these 1/50 sere plots should have its initial oak population by 

size or age classes recorded at the beginning of the experiment, Five of 

the plots should be maintained as controls and as buffer areas. The other 

plots should have all seedling oaks removed at specified dates on each of 

three years, Records should be kept of the percentage kill for each treat~ 

ment, of the number of new seedlings appearing each year in each plot, and 

of the number of man-hours expended in applying each treetment. The fate 

of the seedlings in each control plot should be followed as closely as 

those in the treated plots. Burning should be conducted in early spring 

and lete fall to prevent undue harm to the herbaceous vegetation, Blow 

toreh, grubbing end poisoning should be done in the spring growing season, 

when plant reserves are lowest. The poison should be that growth substance 

adjudged best by the Horticulture Department. 

ele LY, | ptt We veh) 

Blow | Ve i Porson 

Tore \ OK i } 

; i { oe { < 
et | i ehrs | pioats 

Li i i ' \ 
pipet pr oe et 4 

Fix e | i F we i { 

| Bit ome 
{ ‘ j pe (is { j ' 3h; j { i | 

| 

ec: Greene, Hasler, J. T. Curtis 
Leopold, Longenecker, Sept. 3, 1945 
and McCabe
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. ARRIVAL DATES te eel Revenant, Ane 
UNIVERSITY ARSOKWIO eel uly oo fern, 

Species 1988 1939 Az. 1940 | 

Lesser loon Ce aa plaimicinis c eelaieinee «i= qi O/WS tbe stein kieineiee eeeaW iN lnlelaG wielneil otra Nis tiles 

Holboeli's gredex cevceeee soereeerrrrseseeretee woece eset rete ee serene ceererereesseeenees 

Horned grebe el ai eiule (R2726 Dane) Cbs!) hse Vine cmc es mn binweniere wblemie ii) Nate ie artless a ieliecalbinle nis 

Piedebidiied prepeiecissiticien: B/S \clelele ce vaio cient wee (MG /OUyG/ LS risus ved ates Dosiciselcia ss te 

Wedve molionn sess vec cul, cual wotwne a eineldisll MGMEM wuts thst watlee stagetetteneeeweees 

PDReoves. Germornne eee HE /MO (Gigais silisw acini leleleekieleieiomloles seleie taunt) Gee cay le) elsine ioe vem 

Great blue heron -+ececreee Perera iy eek B/ BU) soles ovale viniwio'e's eiolnye 1 GVO) ate oie al aleioieletn aisle 

peri aus OBPSE Needs eecieces |e puleeewiseiecieviveecsive 8/16 ¥... bin es wie peeps | Misialedibinie's nw ebm bie se 

Eastern green heron «-++++ 4/30 Dialeidls\aieie eMipines ncere IU (I7 SO Nes cuce oneal elatage ialtie Ula 6/9, 5/11 b disielle eie/aliee 

Bl-crd. night heron ...... bidiolb Lie wisi eoebelniein, (MIB /AOPs oleic Wield ple Wye Steep (iN aerate stat ly i Mlane ia at 

Vo Mamend puas Gator edie 46 442 WA/ SU venleale ou sinle sesso | EVA Yala iegit ss gidleulsitisee | GV ORC binuinocmeiaee 

Bastern least bittern .... cbpb bal edaciiee bistty 6/3) SOHN iced ues nO eel ene 
V— common OaMA dA AOGRE lm obs 4/15/9557 19 lelelee cals bits eS B/Ae MI Se. Whines eins tle O/B May Cay a!) Bua 

M@SGGr SNOW (BOOKE' nies an cei |B LB wjplolsicie' sie boise asiais |i | bls n'sielejnie baie eislois buvepie's))) wale aucinaem clso(ulbieleioy 

BUG GORE) Livelebeeeieiics eis o1B/ LBs LL/LO ss dieivldie ss vie)! |) oiels jeisie oswipie loins oeeieh oie)|! Saaremaa tall okie 

GOUNON METIRAA Ni wiksieen lec (O/LO je binwllslnwele'cierscine | LG leiespleinie sms leis eteleto al //O0) ue mice aleiminieteniais « 

Conmon bleek duck swiss esis 6/09 buwevwsicsbeoe ene) L1G CODA ee OU i gt eee ceccesce ves 

GR GwedN Ui cc melee icles sievetsles | 8/10) le vote silts selene! 11/06 (oe siinishibien ines bie A aisle iis lb ieercin rs 

Balapete (el bl vie Vdlsudes ees E/MO Vb baci ee lees ew ae 8/28 CUEEnd isle cee ya enue te nm 
Molen oan! Gira dl! Neh soa! 1 B/AG Usui wb pic biviomind CBE be mele ee acne stu ti ey ecuualn ai estsle Lane 

Groon—winged ‘bead cviseeses B/22 corse sss tab caee 4/8 A aly ete theme feieubiele 

Blueewinedd, teal dase ssn eGo Sees ee ok cae! A/a) CALA oye ns footie is VN eae 
BHovel Lon! 450 ev edianieb nein) 15/0) lew lew eiutine seer LE O/ 28 tee Vem cnmC ans AB vp Ce mci 

WOod duck sececcecssececee coecserccsscecccssene cee meee cere ee tee soceescenteeseesens 

ROANOG) 5 pic's clemins niginliniee ise  UDVES (alm ale/euleci tins Slots ch! (OPER OD Mis wieleMey yin te signin ete) bia ielle Wie shale iNe us isle 

ph gtaeobledl (Make sais babel e MIAME bcd see Gee vldabees EMER RLU bicuminuly HU alolhuscibly Cau lieles 
Wamgas halal. eluicuis sainisien oc: MOVE UCS/ RE | Monona); i |. 7SO corals cs cisielem niciorp sie Ze sieininiaieieie ap igie 

Greater ‘seaup (dudk 96 ste bes O/0R So ce ek) sli Gh) eye louie Wis uae Tees go na 

Lesser scaup duck ..--..-. 8/21,(3/19 Monona) .. 3/28 Sea cn Bee A al ONE 

her) goldotweynivess) ccs MPUREIAD pie scecanss 528 LUPE. Le ka De ee ae 

BuPPLORGea scise Hip ties si MADIED' NON miele euinie wineui Wi IGMOO isles iclcltaminlelele eis big n ii mMCOn ui AIBA tena as Smt 

BUGGY: (GON pice a Sie Slelnle viviyo eM BM nilele's pieielolalelsis/ e/a %eil), GED Malswiclarh ea ipioisule dik oe Micle ple siCiera mura IN auter italy | 

Hooded Morranser «\sssiccees 10/16 10s sues elseiep singe O00 kv eticnne 5/29 Wisialciein sae stare te 

mer. morgensor’ sus). seis «))'B/16 M19 se eoem noes) MV EO los ee minw bei eieinic dele ls'¢/las sie sinletes 

Red-br. mergenser « ++++.- 20S leliete cin Gikie! Wie erekete’s 4) iN geiO) lim <iel ie ame ieNb inte le sin patel inpae nna 

|
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Species 1958 1959 1940 

Reactor sophAwkew ic c/aissetie A/L16) aeons Wie iaumle nic iileigieis eiclol Wisi ein bis ip elele 6 s:)ll tule elpi slo bilvie'ala Gie'n\siaweie ral 

Sharp-shimmed hawk ..-\06- B/04j,5/2 sree sins vee C/E wiles oweece vines cine s') G/LE50/11) beer seine 

Cooper's hawk seeseceeeese S/LL ceeeeeseeeseeees L/15,1/25 coereseecces 3/20,5/11 ereeeeeeee 

Masuern ‘rodrtdds hawk |. | /4,9/1,8/19 | cegie vies e/ 11 y 8/0 isnweieinsicwleb oi 5/20 lie tive wm siey oe bis be 

Worthy redeohids hawk |i... B/18 weeweceresrcmsst 1G/E5) celisle guises eaiagies 57 1OCG/AG Weise bre ciele 

Broadewiuged (hawicl rss isebs o /NGVAA els eee rible seinen ieieWou viewer thet mepivecle WE /O) [Retirees sci ek caine 

for. (roughed. awl wisest ae comltscs MOsIG, Wade Ieee cles Mpttsb ietwlcin Boia his otk a 

Northern bald eagle ...... hymns nents tense ohne SYA GAY hale siesle hom cals ate sialsielbin mbes 

Maran Hawie cn aM dinle (MOV OR CANES Ku RMU Na Fann, UCR Uy une 5/17,8/50,6/18 Gourt- 

Rarer tcieiececs Eccl RL AULIMAUR celibacy WOU A Jilsé ed. ieee a ag 
PeiGio) HAW: pics als seg sie busine |S LAT) Wisine bs eu Uleleinie wel! IY COU! leluin viele aie wieiblolniel @ elvenielmisteiieae eels tie 

Eastern pigeon hawk ..-... Moree sa) S/S 9 S725 Sunset bs) acme he eeea ee cmiet ed 
(10/14 Dane Co.) 

East. sparrow hawk ..+..0- 3/9,4/7,(8/24) soecees B/25 6 ccccseccrcesees 5/20,3/29( Hammersley 

Gr. prairie chicken co.ee coccvesccecereccsscces crrce tees recs tecenscce ee 

Bir opean paride oles cies!) \S/EL? opie ve ticee ste esee lel co bere cilitucne ce sige cn I/O Min eepimauren il wewil 

Hastern DObHWhite seccorce cecscicveccccscvccesece sorhnencorseeeceerewoves Seesiere sees cosiciccs vo 

Ring-necked pheasant soese serereceeceerereeeceves C888 were ceneteneen ses SOSe weerereesereree 

Reavis TOAD aie eee lel sloletle bib” liereie's eis bibielblereis igi 6 6. nities B/ LOPE A loleh peepee cie acl Reem Mseh A Cae cablty|s 

Virginia rail ...ss.eeeees tude gels s Wop seed BPMs Lebcwauladls, oes ee IB/ AB eG malub es acgE 
Bora Pad Mac eisiees MOO /TB OP Sr UMass row EAM SletuClL Gleb ets UUN Miia Ma fae MIEN. Wim beds ee 

BARGE TU Ue CUMS Ne le asl spel USaU ete ploitiole Wets/etcistelelsinieist wine bees inGy a Nitin Ciel Wnict inne 

WL Oradea ee 116/54 lbs in elm \elalelnielele @eisix's'c pic eisloiihapl.| jneiciee's/slbiaie'ls cvcininwilew! iG / 1M cman a uleisncs scaiim 

Perr Laen COWE si iscinuhans  SPAEERD | skebnobeel BRB Vhieouiek fee (Ae aL Lee. yeuny 
Pi pine Plover is csleieee dks | \O/MGrOVON Hels alcwiuleicieis cig! BKUO. stolen taints class galt sieltielilalelsiasrcials ssi eteloilae 

Semi-palmated plover eee M90 VTE os settee oiscs p sViclelereluis eialoie sles cieis MU 7ME) sie Wielgen ian ete niet , 

URAL VAB GR! oie Me Lames i stalaaNilS79 yey LO Cin Sibib.0 Wielelwlelone (HOA Mercia tales wMsibinimalera mila Sik Talay ao RSs m Van aM 

Amer. golden PlOVEr%sceees cecsececceececcrreeces ceeececretesetsscests sesesescresseresccaes 

Blackebe lilted plovAr iierlssle | S/O liklesisieiinlsicie b's erm ste) IHB/EO 4 Win wh mibipie Sin Gielen Ue as Smolen cient me biaete 

Ruddy. turnsbone|sviscicieees MD /1G! (obi c ccisw sieves wic'ellll lo sioielsiniel \eieieicfou bal ipio elaltifieininticie blew ielsleeis nin eins 

Mnorivan wood odie! so. Yee~e. CHS/LULS/99 (B/G) Ge neo) 18/28 (49/7) Cue rictes/6/209,5/12 bene. 

~ Wilson's snipe -....+0.--- pails 8 slo albicans slates 6, MUAYGit ole ols ature Slate ele o's lo MiNMay WO) Mier c Wine rele ots 

plane WLOVET Ee Law Kelli NUE ZES: joialelelsials ais Slots slate Ay AG stew sleettene aie les De lelcitlp bisleisie soi 

Bpiptted manapapor iv va wenn (APOO MOEN: ly uno bebebbh (6/2 \eveb opie ede s Gino Tee Vobencdbe cyte 
Be Rolitary: Sandpl port eee 6 MMA/LO, ciel tied siieltsletslp lsat} MO /MD Pletal eisieulapele'blais win eins 67 All elnaia a mteiieae ati 

Greater yellow-legs ..--.. BLO ee ewes s D/A bins cdslole loins sinie eel Unies ined w ptae eiines eee 

Lesser yellow-legeiisesas.+ 8/24 ececcinesenvescees | Lideviseeeceeensionseres 0/8,(4/0 Dene Coy).
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Pectoral sendpiper ..---.. 5/2 BCCI Oe UN em gen Cae C/I Gvavetscacetwie 

WE, Sums Ae BabA Ber!) venice A Le CREM ieee Ube Re ss OV LOY EMAL WebueblWn ulus Cue wll Me itn 

Baird's sandpiperx...s.see 5/11? Wiig e sie iieete el abs HELV MIL Polite Uteieie tN OheiCie lblclb, MIG fal'cig eiRln aial einein ttn at 

HOedh SAHADR GSN 4. siciivien's:// G/BEN Isis ubic she siewies oie cHE/ UU \eleiolaileleibas me biigic e | O/De lelve ein elebibinlee e 

Red-backed sandpiper «..-- _ i lescli phe imu'se HEI low DMO ela tea ire UMvunS He UR yg I Gis alate Hoiolle wa wipiele wane ieik 

Monee balled Hewiharer nile 14/24) bis 'sieielse'e lee ee php esi \eiee bemiplaie sips were wbia [u's savas Simi ieloielniniss oles 

Semi-palm. sandpiper ..... 5/11? abies BJ 11 eile lpieiees iia e eralsielel ithe | walys ei alnaie ie sa 

Sanderling fec.ceseeesenes BOE Hi Ce bie es cubilia! WR NUisMNO HAA DOL Mn ROMA BERING: uy MOU haus 

Wilson's phalarope ...s.-- an aiiieie'eloleie we mst HTS ve haleitale le eels wie le ccrslapieinepipinselee 

Horr dmg) gual 4.4 ctccrmlone) S/%p0/14,8/ 10 ee -s ee 2/8 wee seebicce ccs slur « Sunes e vigils 

Ring-billed gull .......0. 3/15 eescccecccereeeee 1/10 seecesccccceesces 5/9 eveveevcescrvens 

Connon Forni) ss shoe sees eeisie |; S700 since ele'niee ie wieininle \O/G cl siebok esis ee als vieetiisinis elise woul lect 

Gesplan Gorn’ ss eeewmewe's| | G/L sclsleh ocsuncisie sews) oes a cpab buseGne bomen Seu e lb pisieieeaty sine 

Blake tern! sl lik. diese elas MBE | slnieue else aiyp's et baie WB/ LO\ ost eine ee aileleenisl iS OLE elses siya pi 

ROCK DOVE cecceccecsccccce aosccerresrcvesseecsees  ceosesescesevcccesccee ce rerccr ce ceeecccce 

Masts) Mournime ACWS: Uys selbini G/27)\ eis sian teieals bein eV LOLEV ES llsleelil so ae tae) Gia eam. Ine sel an wnale 

Yellow-bill'd cuckoo ...... ont nels aieie oca\ele ai | ere 6@iele © @10\6/61n|eiei ee gieiwe'pie\\) lalwiaieis h'e\Meibince vip ms \sieeip 

Picoke bill Waipuplcea Wels oe MG/ LO Neb sane ene UNE TAO tL hriaw ck LULL Me MONG IN | Ua 

Hoek. | Borseai Owl! (sb uiee'ss) (APB iswies aaleibuies ec nnine's 1SVOO (oem vis cin isu mmcie MOV GL MabipclsainWis ating big 

eR Eeh Gr ned (EL uC eel ts /E,A7AB vee ciceelime SPAS Subs LAC CO OUNINA CaMe Cia 

MOrenern Aarred (OWE Meee MLZ UG COM lle laa s biol Mie It debs slbiel bre inital’ miple'aly Riku Metal en EMe Ie Slane la ug 

Short-eared owl ....seeree Weiss bien lee einiaienie | /R/BT SUILO/ REN o waucn ate abl ieee sre loleis miaih ile Wate 

Lonemearod owl bicep ueiinus)) OAL TUEYY lela dincise es @ sul SOU S/2e seceks soUiel) GHBM ae n yl: nati 

SEW M NU OWI) Uellsliale desley si AYed | atwiels wiolisinit beth nn'gipi |i aleisie/ciminie ainlelals ielaleis's acy oe Coe wececcosecrescoce 

VM Qadhy Wadprpeer Hed Glee! (6/2 sont A Mb phen nude B78 CPA Reb ec baes ce sks AS GOeMEE tulad 
cc eas gtk deal bey hun BPE CMDR Saw eceen RUF Rees Lbi be iui ermal Me meRS cc 

Ghimnsy vawils ivcissicssavece WH/B cere scmen case cee IBie)lb ses wemidees puiewsc a7 Oe biee sbi cui iene 

Rubyeth- umtebardieess\be )6/05 \ oe suis bws'se sea cie (B/1M 6/08 vileinie. sweet Dieiel Gepbleleatatelniels 

- B. belted Le eater byte RA 2OS12/ 2A | wisldicbee dele s SVEsOV ES Wits bho cnissin s MNOS inci eh ernn Ulises 

Northarn /Plaplear, sei lisels sBHID wi cie telelelce Cuewe on ARON BHO Veicesmi cialis ys MMi Mau set tales Mule. 

Rerboad. woodpealcar, 56). .)k\/5/49 "Giuisn's wei inieele'ssis (ONG \ eine ebirel Chole Vinwiee IBY HM | Maibiebieise blaine 

Yellow-bell. sapsucker -... Ss ctineaaenishe bis H2/D seeasebeekwalepnbs (IHG) Mest e lesion aia (im 

Noi hala woodpealior: ileikt's\/Mgss seme eeecks en piepbie Grey l/MS ei buvieleln aint Niemen eye ciles lela 

Nel down woodpapker Wis 0Uayae a MS Me etek sb cis) Wie tiNel Giie elon eeu oil 

Alm atorn Kingbird ics tices //47 30. lsippeucinsiele be sirleieie AKO w/a tisiainis cis tinibbis woes.) WOZ AML agate wisi winit aiaveibie 

Rrkansas kingbirde .esccee cenccccncerrccrsrar cscs oor serserenscreeeerens errsevesecsreereeeee
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—N. Crested flycatcher 33+. 5/2 eocsesssecesecece B/14,5/18 secresceesce 5/9 coceccsvcvenece 

LBastern’ phoebe iie-je\cieot.es |) 8/21 ine sive os'epis epics ANE/G pepe aitisltes,s sist > ci einige La Gcieiale soon e | 

Yellow-bell. flycatcher .- . Psacchocbhdbwere “Mebeh wo boaseebeseiccres isede ved beh won ee oe | 

foadian flycatoher® 2-206 [isbeceececcsnmowceese  B/18gnecieveenceettnees ietecseecsinnnwneevse 

Alder flycatcher ..--+e+-. sly Rain ails steteieels \/ Maya Ui euies oislaw ek plylipiyse's She ae eases my 

Least flycatcher .......+- 5/4 eovccccsccrcecese B/B cocescoccecerceres B/D vercrecrepecves 

B. wood peweo e.csewecsess Liblele'y stiemintio pes. HMB Upisiae cileletise sober 6 Pees bioeish 

Oliveesid. flycatcher -... cece cece ete e ee ee eeereereree ere seeses seererssesererecres 

N. horned lark «esereescce Sip boi ie oleh \'p1) |i etbreiel wielnle'eibipie wiSieiei\eleie bell les ose em se ie'b 6 sine ble oye 

PratrishomnuelIaricn ls .0 04 (O/B) Wewuiee Aeubinsceah G/B lee ene eleciseles cee’ Ree ea bee isluiy ae 

MrosaweldOw ce uuwleicieeGis| B/AD)) Seeeiossoeesete, C/LO bveees Siulbutelrem ee NH/Olt Gs septa tiees 

(Bank swallow seseessesscee 5/6 cereeeereereceees B/1D |v cu leuicsis Me Webbe 90/o eee aniecier anes 

Aertel: CmAAW callch) MIRE s-yedhonbabeonse BMA VivEs libel ennihbus iam datas Reet EU Te 

Barn BWALLOW i bause wick Core.) GAOL WINGS buinse pecenem \iO/4 NehOU bi cists pare uiciele (i) LAMalmimle ales ele ina 

N. cliff swallow ....e+.08 ih ls le (oly ow bid joe bie)! |a/eje\eiw wih wie )s)/0'b) mie isle wien iL MtemlaieIn ebb ele Bible eles ie 

@ Purple margin <.epeeeecem S/T weeeobb ree eceece+: 4/105 8/25 clemnen. alias BVO) aso ibe ones beet | 

D Northern blue jay seseesee 5/19 seeeserererceees 1/5 a sinipns icicle wien tiepie ve /Nathiolitmiasib aln's Gh/leiple'e | 

BaAbern Orow shanbadyelbices) L/A,I/15,2/4,2/10 voce 1/952/20 \soinusicie ene vvis, |) cleisis bieew eine sinnnln't ee 

TV Biic.cap. chickadee «----+ S/19 seecssvcssccvece 1/4 seesecerenersccess 5/9 crccvesvcssevnie 

qutted EL NOULSOE Wisc Uivlcibls >) iviec ceibwiole os cee seewiele |ie/s close ale sbieb ace seiee) isbn b Oeineeivieisis weicbpe 

Whitoetr. mabhacoh aiiecisse (lee Rieelwsoiereeienc ee | LAL L/16 beech pienibiowip| liecielenie> ver etn nti | 

Brown OVOODEr oy -.icksestel eiclkesebecepeieteeh ss « WL/MS los cle iclesebsiies sowie Rear base sine eininw 

ee Mi Veaacsi cal, kG CL ce er A arte ad ge 

Hash, Winter Wron se..eees S/2BT ee eccensceinccine’ ba Mie ule MUR MBIT Lie SMR SENSES SiC cS 

Bewiok!s Wronk o..e.e+.ee0 PUM eR GSN CUOMO MUmE ME A Tabak tA 

Carolina Wren «.+..cccccsece elas laos Wilelwaileia ste lpi pinto (biG eibiaiw plols ie wieeis Win LE AN 

Prairie margh Wren ie cowl D/ MOLE itebuees ceielss! ViB/ AA: lle ch bislee ea sleleicles (5 /Pi ladies blejonieh some 

Breibi li vanarbh Wred cscs 1 D/ LBL ele Veh adaware E/US ce hbleuiseis chucw teh 570 Memme cme heb 

= aatbind Luise «see on con ssD/e aici ee Cees ecieiels IB7B) seu cis debs sesm ruil ia Gece phenere ts ttm 

Yt gat hneba whine oe Moses bone MRD SAL AUM bbls WEB a ob esis een li us iene Md Lanne aye 

lib cee ciremhas VL sGBO a Sg MLL DAPAM #ankeh Ub iee MMM cw ee en iuiiln'y\l se 6mm enn A 

cede mse NI I IO als) Ue Reh Mee eee. e CoN eS ee mate eet Ri ae 

Kast. hormit thrush ..2.-+ 3/22 csceccovvccccnsce soveccese sovnses stores seccnsscccstvorevcs 

Blavorpacked Bhs \cseiiee LORD. Wel chivaajanssuise OVE lee be oobenme ace sens Ce \tibialots oe hiels oe 

Gray-cheeked thrush ..+... BIS ee sp ukcc thse tease IES esb base seus one emn MEAS Me elninl bine oie 

Willgwitheieh Ae BAR ue Te aye Eph Ee Mec bibp (70 leeeete ine sk
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Species 1938 1989 1940 

Beehoun Dlushirdy. 5 swish si NRC OUS/Cus/AD eens (NO/LE Nomis ie eines x ioible vines 1 15/40 eulem souls eon 

Bergray gmatcatchor +50. 5/2 sserecvesececcese sevecsoesesersecrerece sencccsscecevas cove 

B Golden-ors kineliot <6. (B/AS/B/10 So .eecibiet 0/8 Pou iiniesicl baie ee ele ESE gine ndee wie 

Bi ruby ore KineLOb Sse -/0s) 15/29 sa. sewn ern pen's \A/1D pemicic» sie +e >isip vine (0 /L2 len se mmah sani oi 

Goder GramWAMe ioe sivsieicb vei HG TO Nowe tmaecee ses ieee eh epieeirbnneciscbpeic hese» alls eebiniinst «lobe 

Northern strike’ sc sbss ele ee /AVER O/T veuleeceputces MV O,U/ LT, A1ZS sep PEs sD oink ot 

Migrant Shrike 262/400 6\+s/8/22,( 5/27) eure rins G/1O leew cic posite cs Ginhms |e 04 seieelele a nirine so bicibm 

Sterling coseceeesceeceees S/1D eeecerecsevcecee SAM ele se wiels boise Leal cate eee 

Yellow-throat. vireo .-... 5/10 Wb bb lo mimigio ieee $b. |/S tea Yimralle lpia lo Note olb: i's ih love ia)h) 6)" |) No Willd \b ie Wila'lolo Hib it fain NU 

Blue-headed Vireo sessecce mince! Meine SWisieible 57 BEG). Rie 'cits ca siete | s/4 chemin miei BREE sib eteib ule 

Redrevodvirce ey suiciiecw os) (6/00) Ice ciwswcbase | O/UB iselwsie tence miei Siloti MAUL etal 

Philadelphia Vitop smeribe, G/MD \\sutiseusbmeumed |e euietiols cinamictlsi eripels) Uren vilsmielsls nists emaies 

— Rast. warbling vireo ..... ie Sis od lobe bicte'e) PEP UM Raleleo'Giate ele Wie eleieib lero! Mba aIIe, Pesto rH a Wi LIE 

HAsO hates WARD L OE! (elise MB /2) oe Wiaulnellebce ce (SVB leo nigwastis ballets ecs)( N67 a eDiets ts bumlet 

Gold.-winged warbler ..... wks weenie sieinivie NB/MO! iepieeielow obieislsmlejowl) {lium ieee bis sihin'ci nea le 

Bluc-winged warbler¥ cose+ coves vcccccenecensrce creroesesrrrseeeere eee ereceerecevcrerereee 

Tennessee WALDLEr secece ee 5/6 coccccncvascrcsces O/lt evvvccccveetontes sceceesersosuscercce 

Orange-cr. warbler -es.see-- cece meee ee eens Coste eeeen terete rere es se eseesreseeeesesees 

Macnys VS MRED LER (Coe eee! MDP EOL) ee cheilbisere emis | |BY Qi lai bins tele wing es lintel ORE Velen thie a'b it te 

i (Pabula warbler (es sy sss )15/0610eiewseisiscmicise ey (MEV AL oieblow ninieieleles tiie ine! (5/02 4murl olesieiyiels thes 

Beeb yellow warbloriiess+ (5/10) ceciicrusweiepwe, 15/8 oepiieieich oe bh bepiye || 5/9) ga nebicn susie 

Magnolia warbler .secesese | ec ROW ine ls GHOVOM Ib eek ah kis bie emtnple May ae velco mii kilt UI ie 

Cape May warbler .o.eeesse 5/15 Sash ea ulbnwioise | WO/AE ekiews se plaldivwariesine) dvelermialelebisbeinaies bales ies 

Pe Sehr ss b Lue A WASEULOD «Wee (Ry UH) ieictole aloubeuWieies enh le inp telal ita uicie WR ANML TG MG 4 nue Bestel WkiL Gute Ahlen 

Myre lwarblor shes binees (18/10 i Sicamenuicliied MB/S uee oneiesee heuelisice i/o bamh cus Use leem, 

Bik) thes ers Warbler esi. G/8/18)) hs becciee eek cise B/8es tue ep se eesmeap he | GheCuetnntes leary 

Corulian Warblorm 6) beciece | sevvcsic ves sseeccesccee | eveseverossivewebeeioe Celeeeeiscedscersveiee 

Bil ticburnian warbler!) se+s6s | 5/6 velsble skins de ibile ole cies MD/UCNee os seis se sine beie? LO/ME Webi kien’ melts 

Ghesnut-sid. warbler o-.0+ 5/15 © .s...ssec0 ve ees B/14 wereeccenccreeree G/12 soveseinneaoeee 

Rey-Drodet. weblion pees ss hate 8) CC ee sa MND Gs, eB ie cil, rile icobl «Menem bhiibisbokni(sieres 

Black-poll warbler .-+.+ee. Sin sinele cic op iep ie wie ||| wieien is eso blo eie elses sie sv ielelele eee wiein's oibioisione bie 

Waste palm Wwarblon pisses (4/60 Misch cate sescicsss P/Civereusmemven iste es 15/9 (eRe Mente ens 

OVRDIL shi.64 vce slesinob > MG/G) saline eben less oh ietsi(GO/@il esinininlepinibitws > ea:e ¢ (M7 MEy vlmbinisies aeieietsiale 

North, mraterblewsh (see's BY EO. |! nce be Mois beso: eB PLAEB/ 10 fell ulely itig bios Ghis'es hs beieoind 

GEtA Lie waber Reishee iis MBP OP Cah aciny ei lari Glin Mea leer aal Gia, Beeler sane ot 

Tal wabersbhrugh scilevicek. IN B/ 10 |) ou bl ce cleebies'e B79 Rpeblncbmencs baips ce }/0/0 sient wine cee shrine
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Species 1958 1959 1940 

Kentucky warbler ...--.e+- Ce cece reece cee Bee reeerrseerereseeds eres reseeeseeves sone 

Connecticut warbler ..-... Peete ee tee teens sorcerer nee vere reeees seeesewerereserescee | 

Mourning warbler ..++rcee. Cece cece cece coer mers en stereos renee sree seerereeseseecs 

ee ere SC Re once Geen, MEVUMUiee Kanes BO VLE av dueeden | 

Wellowebrs Gate) sivicisieleice | eisis opie >be einsieloinbieln', | sis 36 ow lalese/wieieibie mis wiles, \helsed wise he lola seins i ibiblle | 

Wilsants werblerio-icetehes (5/10 aes twesinclevinee (O/15 esleeiuoren sien) /S/18) vebumenwsecrsek | 

Canada warbler ..csssscees ed inlo L sloibiniole le wicih’ N/ALO) Are oe hick ees ipeleusit fim ilalestines dismrieiw nis | 

Macha Cw debbie os Seceeks! EPR iliee becenndans BAB (eipleicbisiorien sreieiea ti, SOV Oliew's bibe marital Cite 

English spark Ow ssicwcsiewice seisisWid on series cise sicioey cis oviviae oom cls sss einein)|) wclisicle piapicle sie seee ciel 

Se BOD OL AgIE Li! iiss fie btals 6 sbeipieie: | O/ BO!!! ine Mpawieiininn © BVAO scans Ben lea be eel! B/E, By Lave tee Lian um 

t+ Bastorn meadowlark ss.e000 2/8,S/11 {5/19 secwses C/LB{8/05 becoe scabies  S/VTZG/19 seeclen cous 7 

Western meadowlark ....222 3/4 sscsecescoecseees  tecctceccceseeccecss e+ (449 Dane Co.) 

Yellow-hd. blackbird* .... tee e cere ee cee ce eceee eo ce teens screenees iC rere renee ee ee | 

oid en medewing, Uiiiiccdees's. 12/5,8/0 58/19! vecagres ISPAT I slunw eect ul yey) VAVe ie any peene a | 

Orchard oriole ...eseceeee pinislslnie sie six net's, (KID LM Beta CONS. WLM: | hil a enemrsw slate sabia 

Pe BEMuEMOrA GEEGUO wewes ip \5/2 sesiie ese edie aieinsd | (B/D! s ombicluioi'e ucewe nine SB/M ie meile: «uae 

Rusty blackbird ...++++..- 12/20,1/2,8/19 «..04. 1/18,3/13 .......e000. 4/6,(4/9 Bane Co.) 

Heawar is (DIB KD Ene ie Meese AIO 21 Uidcweveii ek sick albile ois | Talons bia kin Sim ene aietauoiaya dg MIR GCN ROLLA on Mn 

Pr bpongodprankioy detect ByeO ene ec hae i ayy tata OU IN oc UNG a ae 

= RBastern cowbird -..+.0-.++ © 3/16,3/22 -eccaeseece 4/8 asco srceccsescees 4/6, (4/9 Dane Co.) 

PS CGam Lot | EMAROT ctl secre!) 10/1) lee wine ieieic eles nelein@s.) (B/ | bs leleibiale oaleue aeicleleuiiiei elamleeniel alia ine ee | 

1 MAAR sels S/MB ee onan cuebees | OVLB bebneegwurclnuake IO/B cu uetacvuumalie as | 

duc Wogor bre ER GaUemne lessees / S/O imme ies epicit <b ee HAO Licwe tins tie lise el ob.) IBVO\ ial cwunmn cai tee | 

— Indigo-bunting «2.--++++02 5/15 silts ayalsisie sieiwiciehl (/ALY OCR eulkislelslarate vie aeiaatotilalevagane 

Dickcissel* seccsessscccce be bervcecviens ee cenee + wibie 66:0 bo bs loininie eini6'ee | |e es @ wie leinly aie. \s\e pieielale 

Maghenn Maree TANCh wees, B/E SAVEN Silcatebacies | LIAB Weulsipereloaibs behind E/O ims cwilemmceenits 

Goumon Redpoll) wos kis\sildeies Vii bv ese eel se chebeinmaleny | LOVE. VO /al Menuet on elses lal etelsi 

Eastern goldfinch ..+ceee. 3/19 vesccccesecceeee 1/82/11 sosroccsesees B/1L soccencecsoees 

mr RednGyedGGWHEGE |) <seciecss (E/LO | |. elev sitivic nish 4:1, OVE oiclammaubaciclnisntay) WHY Shee mum Illauy uuu 

i) Savanah \SbarroN lepers «W/L! eset e !  GVMA, i Mee Rumi 5/lt See ec wiele cats 

E. grthop. sparrow eeeceee Cees eee cseces Pe coerce eee reece sees cer reeceerenvese non ; 

Lecontets Sparrew pkecrees | G/ GU UUbccesesecsicassil sancenisowupewecn eens es Mu RMeRbe Maen. mune 

Bil Honblowts \aparcaw ‘est! APSO weiss We micls titel, WEVA eb sibs alist seine Gs IB tall Nepal Lain 

Nelson's SPALL OW ese esas ee pe ceseccesaces Cer eweccceeiesevescves cece sescsonwesrvcne 

Rast. vesper sparrow «+++. 5/10 vietyinle ee gee eis'eiel!))| M/E BMC 8/29 DAneKICOs)s G/E2) Lesicule ss sc cmme 

Slate-oolored junoe seve), 3/10 )-pisiiec ene hese ee 1/4 We bisee Cewek cites G70) se uenep eee sie e |
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Species 1958 1959 1940 

Bast. Ptreo parr ow sis gioaies VGB/19) be ee sine eviews WIS Hee tings ie eeu ie saws eee a eae 

B. Pai pping sparrow hen e)- (4/50 sacar ensrasipore (0/8 stececsestes seers) 8/9 0 a, i Tobgets 
Clay colored: Spervow |ep ahs | B/2B | ete enteae ssp reyie (Wem eciesccsgsneeeubies si BYLLI Bspeeeeca wcae d 

 Mediba, PLold Sparrow: + seo. G/2B sas eescinvnsine ss + | G/) shes sic hie wea cinle oh vc 5/9) leu avisaw one cute 
HArAe's SPATHOW |. o/osed cine (° enivWinla\e ein lare.nle.e sNaroitie.p ewe Welslnie lemme nie cul iaisipwimisibin sine wom eee 

White-cr. sparrow ..-+e.. Cet e RPSL SCO Vela imntie Cel eelie eee ksly eee cevcccsccce 

Gambel's sparrow ...e.ceee oaelnlapeidieie ams'e MOVIE SG 9 bled miele satires Wi ce blk aie kisielsle gigs 
White-thr. sparrow .....e. pie seeitineiee aa et) HMB ida bins Bien alk bleh MGS mteniaq tune ul ie 

Baste (Lox BPEErOMs si sip see | 8/168 /A0i eye sein osics  (S/PO) ba reesmateh uses 's . MV Ote su vusisertannee 

LAMGOLGS @DAr TOW o's/csicsie/\)S/PB Js ee loie:ninitis\tiaid sia'sin/ B/N eitlcis's plaids dlcnteg uiall’ B/ MMe uem we olen 

SWAMP SPATTOW -secesescees eRsitislcinie's/e elele eis (GV OL | toitlaiais' cis 'pnis wu Meibintg , S/ ER iole eMmTE Wve alae 
MAgS BONE BDAC EW: + sina sh )) S/2T ints ys welbieledine oo A/ LY cache sleeves coccule ) S/S0lemevienuenmnen 

PALOMA AMBER stiles wee (MAD e/ LD mish aides inploin YET Te Wiollols 5% mulbieew vale. Tecmeanae see meen mas 
Hast. snow bunting «+--+. | siecle S:bip see 6 e alee sie» 90/0 018 a 6:6)0 00 > eee selon | lewibie ele\bin semble ioe biese & 

* - Doubtful species. May or may not occur, may or may not have been-seen. 

Dates given - Brilinie eee Viet ie er Vieira, earliest or lastest date seen, in many cases 

No date - may or may not have been observed, but no record found eat the time of the compilation. 

Blank space - a record was made in the year indicated, but not found at the time of the 
compilation. 
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5 June 25, 1945 

Mr. Frank Bellrose, Jr. 

Assistant Game Technician 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
Havana, Illinois 

Dear Franks 

Yes, two birds (?) that we released came back and nested. 
Not in the boxes, however, but in natural cavities, The 
reason for this was made clear when Art Hawicins was here 
on furlough. In a casual conversation about Yoodies he 

asked "How mech sawdust do you have in the bottom of the 
boxes?" This being the first*mention of nest materials ‘ 
for woodducks that we encountered, since nowhere in our 
instructions written or verbal was nesting materials mentioned. 
Our boxes were obviously of no value up to that time (May 
12). This ws a bitter disappointment in lieu of our pain- 
staking efforts to do things right. While it was a serious 
set back I did not blame anyone ~ it was just one of those 
things. i 

Careful notes have been kept on both nests and I have 
shunned publicity dispite the fact one of the papers is - 
anxious to get a story. I will contime to hold off all 
information until I hear from you as to how this experiment 
is to be published and that part we are to play. In any 
event I think it should be duplicated in all its aspects 
another year. I am prepared at this end with pens, boxes, 
money, men and supervision to carry our half, 

How did you do down in Illinois in getting any Arboretum 
birds? 

Sincerely, 

Robert A. MeCabe 

P.S. Both birds that nested were checked for color and metal 
bands.
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“ June 6, 1945 

Mr. Robert McCabe, Arboretum Biologist 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bok 

Thank you for your fine letter-which I received eons of ages 
ago--telling about the preperations you made for,we hope, the returning 
woodiese Please pardon the long delay in answering your swell letter, 
but I have been preoccupied with proposed federal flood control projects 

in Illinois. 

Right now I have a big bump of curiosity. I am wondering if 
any of the wood ducks you released last year did show up this spring. 

Would you be so kind as to write me and let me know if you found any 

evidence of these birds returning? I would sure appreciate hearing 

from you soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

dng? 

Frank Bellrose, Jre a - 

Assistant Game Technician
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ARBORETUM WOODDUCK PROJECT 

Spring report as of June 1, 1945 

In anticipation that the young woodducks released on the arboretum 

in the summer of 1944 would return as breeders this (1945) spring, 25 

houses were put up in likely sites throughout the arboretum on March 

28. From April 1 to May 1 more woodducks were seen on the shores of 

Lake Wingra than for many years, Several box checks failed to find any 

ducks using the boxes, but 2 starlings and one gray squirrel nests were 

found in the boxes. 

On May 14 Art Hawkins in casual conversétion inquired about the 

depth of sawdust in the bottom of cach box. This was the first ‘mention 

of nest material for the boxes that we encountered. We followed all 

Survey directions to the letter and there had been no mention of nest- 

' ing material; hence our boxes up to this time lacked sawdust and so 

were of little value to nesting woodducks. The next day fine wood 

; shavings 4" deep were placed in all boxes. 

In the forenoon of May 21 a Mr. Pahl who lives in the residential 

section along the arboretum drive, phoned the office to say he had a 

very large bird nesting in a cavity in an oak located in his back yard. ; 

From other details it appeared to be a woodduck. That afternoon while 

the tree was being climbed for examination a woodduck flew out of the 

tree. Further examination of the cavify disclosed that we culd not ‘ 

ee see the clutch from the opening. We then retreated 30 yards from the 

tree to await the birds return. Fortunately she came back, examined
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the opening and then flew to a large oak nearby and it was from this 

roosting spot that we saw both the metal and the blue celluloid band. 

This bird was released at the Wingra Springs on - The 

spring and its adjoining pond are 150 yards due west of the nest tree. : 

A box check was again made on May 24, but again no duck nests were found. : ) 

‘ ‘ Mrs. Arthur Koehler of Madison, who is making a breeding bird census 

: of the Forest Hill Cemetery reported seeing a duck fly into a cavity 

of a maple on the cemetery grounds on the afternoon of May 22. The 

next afternoon the nest was examined and found to contain a woodduck. : 

The duck refused to leave the hole. She backed off the eggs (11) 

showing one banded leg with part of the number visible at 24" = the ; 

number 6021 - = igs also one of the birds we released. We plan to y ; 

build a pen around the base of the tree to hold the young long enough 

after they hatch to permit further identification of the . This would 

: mean regular vigilance and no little work. To eliminate unnecessary : 

time consumption one egg was opened and showed the clutch to be about 

12 days along. Se pen construction and vigilance will not begin Ser 

another 12 days, 

The nest details for each of the duck is as follows: 

|



THINGS WHICH ARE ESSENTIAL FOR A PROPER DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY : 

ARBORETUM, WILDLIFE REFUGE AND FOREST PRESERVE YW 

1. Reports 
Reports should be submitted by all people either hired or granted permis- 

sion to do work on Arboretum lands. 
These reports should be submitted in triplicate or be of such nature 

that they can be copied so that they will be available in the offices of the 

Chairman, the Executive Director, and the Research Director, 

Considerable essential data have been lost because this policy has not 

been followed in the past, 

2. Rabbit control 
There should be a reduction of rabbits to such an extent that trees and 

shrubs can be grown, If experimental data on rabbits can be obtained at the 

game time, so much the better, but control of rabbits should not be jeopardized 

in order to get rabbit information. 

3. Aplant survey this year 
A great deal of valuable basic information has been lost at the Arboretun 

because # thorough plant survey has not been made, There is still important : 

information that could be secured through such a survey and it should not be. 

lost because of our neglect, Every season that passes decreases the value of 

such a study, 

4. Gheck plots 
Sizable, well marked check plots should be located and plants in them 

should be recorded at the earliest possible date. At the Morton Arboretum, a 

check area which was pastured until 1921 returned 135 species in the first eleven 

years. 
For convenience of the various Arboretum personnel, the check plots should 

be clearly marked with uniform type of corner markers, 

5. Gheek on soil tests 
If a five-year check on soil conditions in the pine, spruce, prairie or 

other areas is desirable, it will have to be made this summer, It would appear 

that such a survey would be particularly necessary ifithe pine areas where condi~ 

tions seem to be changing rapidly. 

6 Botanists 
Tt is desirable as soon as possible to have availeble for Arboretum work 

two Botanists with ecological training or background, one to spend full time on 

prairie studies, the other to work with woods ecology, wildflower propagation 

and management, 

7. Horticulturist : 
A full time Horticulturist should be available to the Arboretum as soon 

as possible, This person should preferably be acquainted with native plants and 

have had some training or experience in Genetics and Plant Propagation, 

There is practically an unexplored field in the selection and improvement 

of native plants for landscape and forest plantings. A number of the native 

nuts and fruits show promise from an economic standpoint. The American High+ 

bush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) is a very fine ornamental shrub which has 

edible fruits, The fruits, however, have a wide variation in size, coloration 

and palatability. 
' Another shrub which shows promise from an ornamental standpoint is the



2. 

pe Degwood, It is quite varied in habit and appears to be well worth investigat- 

There is a pink-flowered plum tree originating in the Antigo area which = 
shows promise of furnishing parent stock for new ornamental strains, . ys 

8. A greenhouse is necessary 
A greenhouse is essential to carry on year around studies and will make it 

possible for the staff to supplement their outdoor observations with controlled 
greenhouse checks, 

A greenhouse is also necessary for wildflower and horticultural propaga- 
tion work, 

9. | 
If the Arboretum is to increase its staff and effectiveness, it is obvious | 

that office and laboratory space is essential on the area, It would seem to be 
poor economy of time and effort to transport personnel and materials to and from 
present University buildings, f 

a is Les Executive bz { | 

| 

Copies tor | 
Thomas F, Butsen 
J. G, Dickson 
Norman C, Fassett 
A. F. Gallistel ; 
H, CG. Greene 
Arthur D. Hasler 
J. W. Jackson 

Aldo Leopold ue ! 
G, Wm. Longenecker | 

M. EB. McCaffrey ! 
Wakelin MeNeel | 
Fred B, Trenk | 

| W. H. Twenhofel j 

| | 
\ 

| 7 | 

| 
| |



PHEASANT DRIVE ~ ARBORNTUM - Jamary 13, 1945 

Reather: warm 28° + cloudy = overcast 

snow on ground 12-15" 

Crew: 14 (5 members of Conservation Dept. game farm) 

Start: 9:00 a.m 

Males Females © Radbits Mise. 
Drive 1 0 4 2 

Drive 2 17 23 4 

Drive 3 u i 3 3 12 quail, 3 song sparrows, 1 shrike 

Drive 4 oO. 5 15 

Drive 5 3 16 2 3 long-eared owls 

Drive 6 0 1 4 

rier nto tn Total 
At the end of this drive it was snowing so hard as to make it impossible to count 

or sex the flushed birds. Remainder of count postponed. Time 2250 p.m. 

One long-eared owl was seen over the likae beds in the camp. 

Second Pheasant Drive, Jamuary 27, 1945. 200 p.m. to 4130 pin. 

Weather: clear, cold, snow 20%, Grew: 7 men. 

\ Males Females Babbite Mise. 

Drives 8&9 32 55 y 1 Cooper's hawk 

Drive 10 1 1 4 

os Pe 3 6 2 
‘0 10 

einnsiigctnissdl Aicthnoviniiedliiniuietindndonlatlien 
120 210 ho 330 birds 

(1943-44 grand total pheasants 95 ¢, 183%, = 278 birds)



\ Suey hey - c 3 > iN fi p gf.) Le Quid Fein 
(fats fed Gsee mm 011 ds | 4 ‘ J eet 

zn be BUDGET BUREAU NO. 12-R2004.3 

Ae! AME SSE FORMERLY - : 
(eineers 860 « « NAME OF SELLER 

AMMUNITION: (Madispn, Wisconsin 

1700 ARRLICHBEON FOR ADDRESS (Street, Cit ’ y, Zone, State 
( SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE ¢ " y 

TO: War Production Board, Washington 25, D. C. 

_ — cisieeinsniee omic 

1 - Fill out lication i re te wecade, Artoretun atotoctas! | HRSUME Gaeta 1 ree(3)copies - » P aporess oF Robert A. MeCabe, Ar’ rg tion oars. fis fSosebat beg ita eos 
Arboretum 0 who are SSigpe uo o1tio0 

pone. University of Wisconsin os Schedute A of Limitation order E286 ane 
- Pla who requir: 100 10 ex a. 

City,Zone, hah University Varn ce and by ali"persons. for, whom 10 quota devas 
Signe echedule « nd who re ‘e ammuni- 

State) Madison Se Wisconsin tion for” essential civilian, needs, fixecute 
| c 1c each copy. more space is 

rabbits wal Fy nichin Gita ons! Sheete. Authorization 
if grantéd, must be delivered to seller yeh 

{ squirrels purchase order. 

1. THE ABOVE APPLICANT REQUESTS PERMISSION TO PURCHASE AND ACCEPT DELIVERY OF THE FOLLOWING AMMUNITION RESTRICTED BY 
LIMITATION ORDER L-286: : 

¢ 
= DESCRIPTION OF AMMUNITION REQUESTED NUMBER OF ROUNDS 

(Including type and gauge or caliber) REQUESTED epRn CRN CUTE 
x (al (b) (c) 

: 6 Shot gun 12 ga., heavy loads, no. 5 or 

a : ) 

( We ammunition will be used to control rq@bbits and ground $quirrels in the 
TT 

eee ee ae 4 
2. WITH RESPECT TO YOUR LATEST PURCHASE GF AMMUNITION, STATE: 
(a) DATE OF (b) NAME AND ADDRESS OF SELLER (c) TYPE AND QUANTITIES PURCHASED 

PURCHASE 

winter ig Pritelag? Hardware Go., Milwaukee, Wis. 500 rounds 
University o scons 

3. IF THISOIS NOT YOUR FIRST APPLICATICN FOR SPECIFIC AUTHOPI ZATION, TQ PURCHASE gAMMUNITBONg SIVE THE DATE OF YOUR 
PRECEDI HovenbsreGOy I ETE ONLY THE APPROPRIATE Port onsAmmO mek BloldetRt,: FOR WHICH SUBSTANTIAL 
CHANGES) HAVE OCCURRED IN THE DATA ALREADY REPORTED. 
DATE OF PRECEDING APPLICATION 29M% (ot4 anv}deation not filed) 

M. STATE FULLY REASONS WHY THIS PURCHASE OF AMMUNITION IS NECESSARY. 

For the maintenance of research and park areas against rabbit damage. 

| SIF APPLICANT 1S A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF OFFICERS EMPLOYED ON A FULL TIME BASIS TO.WHOM YOU 
FURNISH AMMUNITION? 

6. 1F APPLICANT 1S AN OPERATOR OF DEFENSE PLANT(S): 

(a) NAME AND LOCATION OF PLANT (S) (b) TYPE OR PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED FOR} (c) NUMBER OF GUARDS TO WHOM YOU 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FURNISH AMMUNITION, EMPLOYED 

BY YOU ON A FULL TIME BASIS 
IN YOUR PLANT(S) 

GPO- War Board 119464 (po 1



FORM WPB-2682 FORMERLY PO-860 _ (7-14-44) ; 

J. 1F APPLICANT IS A FARMER OR RANCHER 

(b) LOCATION OF FARM OR RANCH 

(d) LIST OF PRINCIPAL CROPS GROWN ON YOUR (e) KIND OF PESTS OR PREDATORY ANIMALS OR | (f) HAS ANY OTHER PERSON, 
FARM OR RANCH BIRDS COMPLAINED OF WITHIN YOUR KNOWLEDGE, 

APPLIED FOR AMMUNITION 

AS OWNER, TENANT 

Caves © xo 

6. IF APPLICANT 1S OTHER THAN A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, OPERATOR OF A DEFENSE PLANT, FARMER OR RANCHER: 

(a) ARE YOU A PEACE OFFICER? (b) 1F SO, UNDER WHAT GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY DO YOU HOLD A COMMISSION? 

© yes © no 

(c) BY WHOM AND IN WHAT CAPACITY ARE YOU EMPLOYED? (d) DOES ANY PERSON FURNISH YOU AMMUNITION 

REQUIRED IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR DUTIES? 

9. REMARKS 

CERTIFICATION - THE UNDERSIGNED COMPANY (INDIVIOUAL, ETC.), AND THE OFFICIAL OR PERSON EXECUTING THIS CERTIFICATION 
ON ITS BEHALF, HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS APPLICATION OR REPORT 1S CORRECT AND COMPLETE 
TO THE BEST OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND RELIEF. 

BY pre were 
NAME OF CONSUMER(COMPANY, INSTITUTION, INDIVIDUAL, ETC.) SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED OFFICIAL (OR INDIVIDUAL) 

DATE TITLE 

SECTION 35(A) OF THE UNITED STATES: CRIMINAL CODE, 18 U.S.C. SEC. 80, MAKES IT A CRIMINAL OFFENSE TO MAKE A WILLFULLY FALSE 
STATEMENT OR REPRESENTATION TO ANY DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES AS TO ANY MATTER WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION. 

AUTHORIZATION OR DENIAL 

PURSUANT TO LIMITATION ORDER L-286, THE ABOVE-NAMED APPLICANT 1S HEREBY GRANTED/DENIED AUTHORITY TO PURCHASE THE 

SUBJECT TO 
QUANTITIES OF AMMUNITION LISTED IN SECTION 1, COLUMN (c)pecause op THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

BY. 
DATE SIGNATURE 

: GPO— War Board 11946A—p. 2
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yok University Farm Place 
Jamary 8, 195 

Western Cartridge Company 
Attention:Mr. J. B. Green, Sales Department 

Fast Alton, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Green: 

In reply to your letter of Jamary 6, regarding our oder for 
one case (500 rounds) of 12 gauge shotgun ammunition, Super X 
no. 6 shots 

Enclosed is the government approved Form WPB-2682 which is 
required before shipment of shells. I hope this will be adequate. 

Since our need for these shells is immediate, I wonder if it would 
be possible for you to ship us the shells at your earliest 
convenience, and we will be glad to send through the University 

requisition to cover the cost as soon as we te out the amount. 

The shells may be shipped tor 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe 
Arboretum Biologist, U. of Wis. 
4ok University Parm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Thanking you very kindly, 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMsah Robert A. McCabe 
enclosure Arboretum Biologist 

Form WPB+2682



ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY 

AY / j WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

WORLD CHAMPION AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, ILLINOIS 

January 6, 1945 

Mr. Robert McCabe, 
Arboretum Biologist, 
The University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Pl., 
Madison, 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
January 5th. The shells described in your letter are now in 

stock, but on December 22nd, 1944, the War Production Board 
issued a direction to Limitation Order L-286, which prohibits 
us from disposing of any stock we may have without specific 
authorization from the above mentioned Board. 

According to our understanding of this order a 
rating will not apply, but if you are.able to extend to 
us authorization on Form WPB 2682 we should be glad to supply | 

' the shells. 

Very truly yours, | 
. 

WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY | 
Division of | 

Olin Industries, Inc. 

J.B.Green/bv Sales Department. 

| 

|



42h University Farm Pl. 
January 5, 1945 

Western Cartridge Company 
Bast Alton, Illinois 

Dear Sirs: 

I have a WPB government priority to purchase one case 
(500 rounds) of 12 gauge shotgun ammnition, I would like 
to place an order for a case of Super X no. 6 shot. These 
shells are urgently needed for rabbit control in the 
forest plantations on the University Arboretum. 

As goon as we have confirmation, we will send you our 

official priority blank and University requidtion to cover 
the cost. 

May we hear from you at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert NeCabe 
Arboretum Biologist 

Rush |
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ye , / WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

OLIN INDUSTRIES, INC. 

WORLD CHAMPION AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, ILLINOIS 

December 12, 1945 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe, 
Arboretum Biologist, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge, 
Madison, 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. McCabe: aie is 

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of 

December 10th. As you are well aware as of November lst of 
this year the War Production Board ceased to exist and all 
restrictions concerning the manufacture and distribution of 

ammunition were removed. 

There is, however, a decided complication in our 
manufacturing situation by reason of the fact that lead is 
a@ very critical material and the Washington authorities are 
allotting us certain tonnage from time to time the total of 
which is considerably under our estimated requirements. 

We are now producing ammunition covered by a fourth 
quarter allotment to the trade which will be distributed 
sometime during December and January. Inasmuch as our entire 
production is already allocated to our jobbers we have no 
reserves to draw upon to take care of such orders as your 
inquiry represents. 

Shortly after the first of January we will be 
shipping into your state and we suggest that you file your 
order with one of our distributors so that when he receives 
his allotment he can take care of your requirements. 

You will further appreciate that form WPB 2682 
is no longer effective as with the passing of the War 
Production Board their entire reserve was depleted. 

We trust our suggestion will permit you to obtain 
the ammunition required. We thank you for writing us. 

Very truly yours, 

WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Division of 

Olin Industries, Inc. 

J.B.Green/bz Sales Office Manager.



December 14, 1945 

Pritslaff Hardware Comaany 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs: i 

During the winter of 1943 we sent an order 
for a cave of Sayer chetgen shalis (22 gauge): 
Although we had the proper WPB form, you stated 
or an ere See te oar re, eereenvat 

year we would again like to place our order 
for a case of 12 gauge heavy load shells of muber 
5 or 6 shot. ‘The ammunition will be used for 
rabbit and pest control on the University Arb- 

: oretum. If you are able to fill this order 
in the very near future, will you icindly let . 
us know at your earliest convenience, stating 
the cost of the ammunition. 

If the shells can be had we will send through 
& requisition immediately upon receipt of your 
affirmation. 

Sinsorely yours, 

Robert A. MoCabe ! 
Arboretum Biologist .
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se PHEASANT TRAPPING REPORT 

U. OF W. ARBORETUM, 1943-44 

Trapping began January 13, 1944 and ended April 7, 1944. 

RESULTS 

General Summary: 

Hos. ee Ms 

Total Catch 181 164 17 

Newly Banded 52 46 7 

Returns 19 17 2 

Repeats 99 91 8 

Kills 10 10 ° 

Ne. of traps used 16 (ave.) See map. 

d-days trapping 123 

Metal bands nos. 2611 ¢ to 2664 G, inclusive, were used. All metal 

bands were placed on the left leg. Red celluleid bands were placed on the 

right leg of all newly banded birds. Yellow celluloid bands were placed 

above the metal band on all 1942-43 returns. 

Cob corn was used as bait. No previous baiting had been done at 

the trap site, and the winter was not severe enough to warrant supplementary 

feeding, either at the trap or elsewhere. 

| 

.
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Records of individual traps 

Trap No. Total g ¢ 
“galanin eS ieee. ae 

1 his trap was baited and set for several weeks, showed no sign, and 
was discontimed. 

2 8 8 0 | 

3 19 16 3 | 

4 ¥ 2 2 | 

3 1 1 0 

5a 0 0 0 

6 16 re 2 

6a 4 ¥ 0 

7 4 3 1 

8 12 12 0 

9 23 23 0 

10 21 21 0 

12 7 16 1 

lle 0 0 0 

12 1l 1. 0 

13 25 17 8 

13a 1 1 0 | 

wm 11 1. 0 

15 ¥ 4 ° |
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PHEASANT TRAPPING REPORT 
U. OF W. ARBORETUM, 1943-44 

Prepping history of the 1943-44 returns. 

Band No. Initial 1940-H2 igli-h2 1942-3, 194 3=1p} 

doitsiaanihinine Banding abide ‘saab dbiiciiiilee ‘sents 

2812 F 12/15/41 - 12/15 - 9 1/6 = 10 1/13 - 6 
Trap 9 3/3 = 12 I/tk-10 2/15 - 6 

3/17 - 14 wjeat- 10 8092/19 - 6 
3/10 - 6 
3/22 - 6a 

: 3/28 - 6 
3/32 - 6 

2268 G 1/6/43 - - 1/6 = 15 1/17 - 12 

Trap 15 3/2 + 15 

2214 @ 12/22/42 , 
=e ~ - le/22-12 1/15 -8 

2/26 = 16 oi? -9 
[6-9 

r 20/42 1/29 - 6 
te P os - ' 3/20 = 19 - /8e -6 

2288 Gd 1/12/43 - - Wll-10 1/31 - 13 
Trap 10 

2417 @ 1/28¢43 1fee- 18 = 2/2 - 12 
Trap 18 - - 

2260 Gd 1/5/43 - o W/p- 2/6-7 
Trap 11 

541 D 2/25/42 2/25 - 11 = wf/lh- 160 «(2/15 
Trap 11 

"2825 F 1/12/42 - 1/12 = 15 2/26-15 2/17 - 8 

Trap 15 3/29 - 9 

503 D 1/17/. af2l-1 - we/is- 3 §=62/18 =3 

Trap 2 3/3 +2 2/2. = 3 
3/5 - 3/9 + 3 
3/20 - 1 3/12 + 3 
3/2.-2 

mas 3/21/42 ° 3/21 = 15 - 2/19 = 9 
(3014 F Trap 15 3/2 - 10 

ihe - L 

We 9 
2415 ¢ 1/28/43 - - 1j2e-10 862/20 - 6 

Trap 10 

* Originally had two bands, no. 2826 F was lost; this bird was killed 4/26/44 by 
an automobile on the Fish Hatchery Road.
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PHEASANT TRAPPING REPORT 

U. OF W. ARBORSTUM, 1943-44 

Trapping history of the 1943-1) returns. 

Band No. Initial 1940-41 igh1-42 19gh2-43 1gkz—y 
cen cee ere Bending ne . ermerere coer ae oe ae " 

2016 G 12/14, - - 12/14 - 14 2/20 - 10 ae aap ak yee 
2250 G UN - - 1h - 16 2/20 = 15 

Trap 2/9 = 16 

*2262 @ 1/6/43 1/6 = 20 2/1g -2 
Trap 20 - - 1/il = 29 

560 D 3/18/41 3/18 + 19 2/16 - 9 j6+9 af22-ba - 
frap 19 2/18 - 9 

2035 ¢ whee * ” 12/15 - 5 2/25 - 4 

Hf - 

a ale « 

2/25 « 45 

2076 @ 12/17/42 = - w/ly-16 2/26+11 
Trap 16 

*532 D a/1rfaa afl. = § - w/iy-6 3/12 - 3 
Trap 5 2/1s - 5 12/23+6 3/21-3 

2/26 = 5 3/23 - 3 
2/28 - 2 
3/7 = 2 
3/18 - 5 
3/20 = 2 
pz “5 
[3-7 

2064 @ 12/16, - = - 12/16 = 10 = 
a ‘o y ae 2 

* Killed by mink. 

ttentions mumbe the dates in th tive year colums 
‘ co to See tows pene ey Boag an don ; bird caught 

in trap mmber 9 on March 10, 1941 would be listed in the 

1940-41 year column as 3/10 < 9.
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apa: 1744. 

DAILY RECORD OF UNIVERSITY ARBORETUM PHEASANT TRAPPING, 1943-44 

Band No. Sex Weight Bursa Time Trap Remarks 

1-13-44 2611 6 g 1058 guns. 16mm. am 120 Ped 1 
2612 6 g 1122 10 pm 2 fed 2 
2613 G g | 14 pm 3 Red 3 
2612 ¥ z none pa RETURN. Band o.k. 

le17-44 2614 @ g 1190 12 am 6 Rea 
mn G g 7 16 am 100s Red 2 
2616 G g 10 pm & Red 
2617 @ g 1099 none ph lls Red 7 
2268 G g none pm 12 STURN. Yellow 15. 

l-1g-44 2618 G g 1045 18 am 2 Read 8 
; 2619 G $ 1 py am 7 Re 9 

2620 @ g bt 16 an 13 —- Red 10 
2621 G g 18 pm 2 Red 11 

2622 G g 989 none pm 7 © Red 12 
2615 ¢ g oe we pm 10 EPEAT. 

lelg-4 2623 @ é 1554 10 an 1. Red 13 
le21]-4y No birds in the a.m. run. 

ane G g — os pm 10 ~=—s- REPEAT, 
2616 ¢ g 1066 10 pm $  REPRAT, 
2624 G g 1115 4 pm 8 Stalped. Red 14 

12a pe ¢ é = 16 pm fraps wet p.m. only. R15 

a i ee @ pm 1 Red 

2620 G g 1040 16 pm 14 = REPEAT. 
* g 1090 ¥ am 2 Killed in tfap. 1-7-44 

2628 G g 1122 1 pm 1 Red 18 
1-254 =. 2629 G g 1279 16 am 2 Red 19 

2630 @ 2 1159 18 am Red 20 
2214 ¢ g 1299 none pm 8  RTURW. Yellow 16. 

1-26-44 2618 G g 1008 16 am 2 RePeAT. 
2631 G é 1556 6 am 3 «= Red 21 
ms @ g en oe am 9 REPEAT 

@ g oo oe pm 13s REPEAT 
1-27-44 2632 & g 1227 none am 9 Red 22 

No birds in the p.m. run. : 
1-28-44 2623 G ¢ 1592 6 am 13 «=: REPEAT 

No birds in the p.m. run 
1-29-44 No oo in the a.m run. 

3008 ¥ g none pm 6 RETURN 
1-30-44 2633 G g bre 12 am 1l Red 23. Sealped. 

No birds in the p.m. run. 
1-31-44 No birde in the am. run. 

2633 G g oe o- pm 13 s- REPEAT 
2288 G é 1560 2 pm 13 RETURN
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Band No. Sex eight Bursa, Time Trap Remarks 

Qa oes" in ms QM = i a au 

6 . . » 

Qa *2612 G g a & ei & 2 Mink kill 

2417 @ g 1052 oo pm 1. RETURN. Yellow 18 
Qe Fol ? g ~~ o an 10 Red band--sscaped 

Wo birds in the pom. run. 

Deljelpy ae é lz s am 13 REPEAT. Scalped. 
Bo birds in the p.m. run. 

Te No birds in the a.m. or pom. Tune 
2260 ¢ ¢ 1608 2- am 7 wae Yellow 193 

Spur mime 

2615 @ g 964 18 am 10 EPEAT. Neck scalpod. 

Wo birds in the pem. run 

2a7oby ane in ~ asm. or the pem. run. mr 
Der Goolgly woe — eam REPEAT 

2655 G g 1008 18 am 9 Red 2 

2636 @ g 1190 12 am 10 Bea 25 
Wo birds in the peme run. 

2-9-4 No birds in the am. or pem. run 
2-10—4h ons . ‘ oo : am 3 REPEAT 

2olLHby x G g 1065 12 oe 10 Outside toe right foot 

No birds in the a.m. run. missing. Red 26. 

2-12-44 Wo birds in the aem. run. Wo pem, run made, Traps not set. 

2-144 2638 G g 964 1 ph 3 Red 27 

2633 G g 7” 6 pm 13s RPEAT. Scalped. 

2-15-44 2613 G g re & am 2 REPEAT. 

=. ae) a. koe ae none 

at ee |S ae 
Qe G g ah 16 4 2 Red 29 

2616 ¢ g 1015 10 am 10 RRPHAT 
No birds in the p.m. run 

ee ee ST lo hl 8 ee 
2825 F g 107% none am $ RE 
No birds in the pom run. 

«3 fll le eee 
eng G g xas6 8 pR 3 Red 32 
2617 @ g 933 none pm 11 HAPEAT. Lost Red 7. 

26 ¢ ‘ — 2=1 13 ¢ s 

’ 26th G g Wes none ta é Red 3 
F ¥ 

Bre risk G am 

@ ¢ 12 pm 2 Red 35. Spur 8 mn. 

2612 F g 1064 none pm REPRAT~-RETURY 

2632 G g 1005 12 pm 13.0 REPEAT 

* indicates a kill
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Band No. Sex Weight Bursa. fime rap Romarke 

2-20-44 _ @ g 997 ems. none an 6 RETURN, Yellow 20 
2016 G g 1122 none am 10 RETURN. Yellow 21 
Bo 4 G g 1009 12 am 10 REPRAT, 

G ¢ = 4 am 13s Red 36. 
aes ¢ g none oa 15 RETURN. Yellow 22 

2-18-44 *2262 6 g - none am 2 RRYURN. Kill 

2-21-44 oe D g wo none am 3 REPEAT--RETURW 
39 @ g 924 none am 1, =—s- REPRAT 

2616 G g 1084 8 am 11 ~=—s- REPEAT 
*26h0 G g -- wu am 2 RSPEAT, Kill. 
2613 G g os 8 pm i, REPEAT. 

2-22 D g 1000 2 am RETURN 
15 ¢ s a8 1 an 10 «=: REPEAT 

2617 ¢ g 91 none am 11 «=—s REPRart 
2647 & g 993 8 am 15 Red 37 
Traps not set in p.m. 2+22-44, 

2=25-4y pg not set in a.m 
32 G g 887 4 pm 11 0s REPmar 

G ¢ -- ves pr 13s REPEAT 
2-24 = . g oe 13 am 3 REPEAT. Kill. Mink, 

soe r g 1115 none am 6 RePEAT--RETURN 
264s G ¢ 1427 5 am 6 Red 38. Spur 9 mm. 
™ G g 1030 10 am 12s Red 39 
2616 G g 989 6 am «6.10 ~—s REPEAT 
2620 @ g 968 —C, 12 am 14 REPEAT. Lost red band, 

given red 30. 
Ho birds in the p.m. run. 

2-25 2620 G g os =o am 13s BRPEAT 
2650 G g 1064 12 am 15 Red 40 
2035 G g 924 none am 1 RETURN. Yellow 23 
2635 G g 889 4 am 12 ~»=s RRPEAT 

*2613 @ g “= 6 am 3 EPEAT. Kill. No preda- 
tion. Died in trap. 

cal in the pom. run. . 
2-26 G g 1 8 an 12 Red 

2652 G g na 6 am 4 Red i, 
2076 G g 1214 none pm 1l —s- RETURN. Yellow 24. 

2-27 No birds in the a.m. or the p.m. run. 
2-28 2620 G g 912 8 am 14 = REPEAT 

2616 ¢ g 1026 4 am 9 REPEAT 
Ho birds in the pam. run. 

2-29 be @ g 1079 8 am 13s REPEAT 
5 ¢ g 985 8 am 9 REPEAT 

No birds in the p.m. run.
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Band No. Sex Weight Bursa Time rep Remarks 

3a 1-44 G é 1529 gms. 2mm am 3 s-REPZar 
see G g v= oe pm 9 RePrar 

j~2- 3013 PF, 
3014 F. g 1195 none am 10 =—- REPEAT-~RETURN 
2616 G g 1022 y am 9 REPEAT 
2635 G g 972 ¥ am 1l 0s REPEAT 
Ho birds in the p.m. run. 

3-3 No birds in the a.m run. 
No pom. run made. 

3-6 Wo birds in the p.m. run. Wo a.m. run made. 
3-7 2648 G ¢ 1667 y am 6 RePeaT 

No birds in the pem run. 
3-8 No birds in the a.m. run. 

2635 G : 893 y pm 9 REPRAT 
36h G 1019 8 pm : REPEAT 
2653 6 g 915 4 pa ia Red 41 

3a9Q 3D g rec none an 3 -EPEAT+-RETURN 
2623 G ¢ 1 2 pm 13 REPEAT. Sealped. 

3-10 2635 G g 980 y am 10 REPEAT ‘ 
G g 96% 4 am 10 0©=—- REPEAT 

2812 F g 1083 none pm 6 REPRAT--ReTURN 
3e11 2643 g 1062 7 am B REPEAT 

2620 ¢ g 966 6 am REPRAT 
2635 G g - - am 13s REPEAT 

G g 1107 y pm 10 «Red 42 
_ 3el2 503 D g -- - am 3 REPEAT--RETURN 

532 D g 1049 none am 3 «=o RETURN 
2214 G g 1197 none am 9 REPE\T--RETURN 
Ho birds in the p.m run. 

3-13 *No birds in the a.m. or p.m. run, but one 2 escaped trap 14; one 
unbanded @ mink kill trap 15. 

314 2615 G g 1977 4 am 9 REPEAT 
2653 G g “ me am 1300s RePear 

( ee closed after a.m, runy rein and sleet. Remained closed till 3-21-i4, 
BY ways eat And ont one ru vag Made CAL Al 8 eVeni h. 

3e21-H) 32 0 ° 118: none 3  RAPEAT~-RETURN 
655 G g 1050 4 12) Red My 
656 G g 1 9 Red 
= G : ; none 3 REPRAT 

22 G none REPEAT 
” ‘2812 F g she none 6A - REPRAT--RETURW 

2016 G g 1 none 9 REPEAT--RETURN 
3-23 2654 G g 112) none 12 «REPEAT 

ped G g 970 none 122s REPEAT 
3-24 G g o = 4% = REPEAT 
3-25 2653 G g 999 2 12s REPEAT 

2671 G g 1130 none 9 Red 45, 
G z 1125 none 9 RETURN. Yellow 25. 

3=27 No birds in the last single run. 
3-28 2812 F g 1227 none am 6 REPRAT--RETURN 

2658 G g 1271 2 am 7 = Read 46. 
2639 G g 953 5 am 10 «REPEAT 
3023 r 
3014 F 2 1198 none am 9 REPEAT+- RETURN 
No birds in the p.m run.
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Band Mo. Sex Weight Burse Hime rap Remarks 

3-29-44 2825 F g 1166 none am 9  REPHAT--RETURN 
267 G g -- ae am 10 REPEAT. Escape. 
2659 G g 1272 none pm 8 Rea 47. 

3-30 2620 G e 982 2 am 14 RePmar 
2625 & g 990 none am 13° REPRAT 
2623 ¢ ¢ 1350 none am 13s REPEAT 
was r) 
zo PF! g -- oe am 1l RPEAT--RETURN 

G g l 6 am g Red 4g 
2661 ¢ g ce \y am 6 Red 49. Vent 20 mm. 

across--not stretched. 
Wo birds in the p.m run. 

331 2812 F g 1209 none am 6 REPEAT--RETURN 
2653 @ z 1050 2 am 8 REPEAT 

7G g 1014 2 am 6 RePmar 
2632 G g 1029 none an 9 REPEAT. Lost red band. 

Given red 50. | 
No birds in the p.m. run. 

Yohaly = a g 1086 none an 24 REPEAT | 
3 6 g 855 2 am 6A Red 13... | 

No birds in the p.m. run. 
ya5e 2653 ¢ g 958 2 an 12 «REPEAT 

2655 @ g 12109 2 an 8 REPmaT 
G g 1089 _ mone am 8 REPEAT 

2659 G g <3 none am 8 REPEAT 
G 2 none an 11 Red 22 

*No birds in the p.m. run. Kill in GA. Most of carcass gone. 
haf 2651 G g 1034 2 am ° REPEAT 

2620 @ g 1021 none am 1 REPEAT 
@ g o oo am 12 REPEAT 
G g 1114 none am 12 «= REPEAT 

3013 F) 
3014 FB) g 1267 none am 9  REPRAT--RETURN 

* ¢ o -- - 9 Most of body gone. 
2064 @ g 12 none am 10 REPEAT+-RETURN 
2214 G g ist none an 3 nn Spur 

mMe 

2652 G g 967 none am y REPEAT | 
® g - “ - large amount of feath- 

ers. No carcass. 

No birds in the p.m. run. 

* Indicates kill. 

\
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Tamarack Project - 1944 

| 

The 194 growth of the tamarack seedlings planted in the Bast Varsh | 
on April 28 was tabulated on June 28. The total heicht of each | 
seedling and the mature spike of this vear's growth were measured to | 
the nearest quarter of an inch. Occasionally the spike was not fully 
matured, in which case the meagurenent was not taken, The results 
are ag follows: 4 

. 
Total Height 1944 Spike otal Height 19%) Spike  fotal Height 194) Spike 

31 2 22 ut 18 5 ‘ 
17 2 i 20 18 ia 
ca 18 4 a4 | 
174 183 ye 184 193/4 
> 25 1=3/4 20 1 | 
2! 2053/4 163 2h 15 
17 42 22 3 15 1 
134 3 24 54 20 303/% 
15 i 23 3 23 203/% | 
17 16 15 2 

13 3=3/% 20% 17 a 
19 # 16 3 att 2 
21 3 15 1 214 1<3/4 ca 
19 3 20 1 15 13 4 
193 3 18 1 15 2 

: 17 1+3/%4 14 2 18 203 / 
30% 2 18 2 16 a 
23 19 2 13 23 i 

163 1 at rf 173 203 / | 
22 22% 1 12 1 

12 at 25 4 18} 3% 
18 3 25 5 26 2e3/h | 
20 3 29 203) 23 4 
154 2 16 ; 1 1 

3 17 26 4 
1 Ou 3/t : 29 18} ai 

2 64 a 203/% ay 5 Coa 
20 5 25 6} 17? 2h 
Se 3 18 203) 17 : 
302 an 5 20 

20} ; 22 3 12 at oo ; 22 2 

17 4 18% 2 21 4 
| a7 23 2 17 1b 

23 2 20 153 193 /% 
16 1-3/4 25 4 17 Ba | 
193 1 a # 2ak 3 

: 25 2 2h



Wyler 1944 ye: 

pe Om” od 
Vo i 

vegens. that the Arboretum Committee Request the Conservation i 
partment for Another Seining of Lake Wingra this Spring 

Reasons for desiring the seine haul: 

1. Another haul is desirable to see if carp cen be brought under 
control, or reduced to a point where game fish will gain the 
upper hand. 

2. = seine haul would show how many carp were missed in fall 
. 

&. It is best to seine in spring because; 
a. Carp hateh will be presumably lower if adults are caught 

before spawning season, 
be. Decreased carp hatch should offer more food and space for 
= fish, 

@. Haul in spring would give us an opportunity to inspect the 
hybrid muskies present. The sex ratio of these is highly 
important end this might be determined by the spring haul. 
The muskies caught in the fell haul were not studied because 
of an inexperienced workman who A sig them beck into the 
lake before they could be studied. 

ad, The question of whether or not crappies grow over the 
winter might be answered. 

e. Some measure of overwinter losses in the large game fish 
populations might be secured, 

4. A proposed weet to study the relationships of the gar to 
the crappie and other pan fish populetions in Lake Wingra 
would be greatly aided if we could measure, even pn the 
gar population present by a seine haul, ala gars would be 
returned to the lake from this haul, Also would show how many 
gar survived the devastation last year. 

. 

8, Only three — lerge buffalo were recovered in the fall haul. | 
It would be valuable to check whether or not these survived 
and whether or not others are chee Available evidence ine 
diceates that the buffalo was virtually exterminated from the 
lake through the one seine haul of 1937. The future of the buf- 
felo fishes in Lake Wingra is highly significant from ea fisheries 
management stendpoint. 

4n immediate decision 18 necessary if seining is to be 
done in the spring of 1945. This operation will require several 
deys of preparation by the crew and is done to best advantege im- 
mediately efter the ice gees out. 

Recommended by? 

Arthur D, Hasler 
Jom D. Black
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Oak Reproduction Studies - 1944 (Grady Tract) 

Part II 

The number of seedlings fron the acorns planted October 15, 1943 in 
the cross furrows in the Grady oak study plot wae counted Ausust 25, 1944, 
There were 439 seedlings from a total of 1472 acorns planted, or a catch 
of 34%. It is evident from a comparison of individual rows of seedlings v3 
with the original planting sheet that the red oak acorns produced most of ; 

the seedlinzs. The height (in inches) of each seedling in the respective 
rows is shown in the following table, 

2 2 2 3.5 45 2 5 4 » 7.5* 
2 a ¥ 5 2 4 2055. 3.5 S48) § 
1.5 245 5 3 2 y 45 2.5 
4 3 345 5 4 5 1.5 4 3 
2.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 3 4.5 4.5 we 8 

2.5 2 2 AG . 45 063050 
1.5 3 3. 4 5 5.5 
1.0 3 2.5 3 3 35 

oO 5 15? 5 2 
2 1.5 \ , \ 
1.5 3 3.5 2 

2.5 4.5 45 
3.5 7 7 
: 5.5 & 

Ske 
4 2.5 
3.5 (B55 i ' 
3 35 i 2 if 

2 ; 

3.5 Ms 

i? 
1 
345 
% 

§ 
45 é 
45 

* = browsed
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Oak Reproduction Studies + 1944 + Part IT 

Zow12 Bow.13 Bowls Zow15 Zowl6 How 17 Low 18 Bow 19 Bow 20 Low 21 Row 22 Row 23 Row 2h | 
65 35 8 5 3 i? 219° 6 4 3 3 1.5 
2 5 2 4.5 & x a8 6 2 2.3 #62 
3 3 3 7 4 4.5 35 OS a 60 C8 2 
2 8.5 3.5 5 4 y 4,5 2.5 1.5 3 2.5 

25 3 5 5.5 3a CY 50d SD 2 3 2 
5 3 & 36 5 a5 8485 82.4 3 2 
5 k 2.5 3 25 3 35 25 3 3 | 
2.5 ¥ h es 3 2 35 .% 25 2% 180. 4.5 6 3 3 35 3 4 3.5 | 
3 5.5 35 § 5 285 3 3 3 iA. 

i 3.5 $5 35 CY é 16 3.5 
, aS. ee NS 8S a a 2 e 4 ae } % 3 45 3 265 

3 2 450 2 2 2 3 
a5 3 Bap y 2 6 365 

« é a 2.5 2.5 3.5 3 

AS WSs 8 ; 2 
1 2.5 4 345 3.5 
45 3 25 3 2.5 : 

: 25. 345 3 3 
3 85 863.585 
3 25 4% 3 
35 4h 3 by 

7 3 
7 3 

2.5 i | 
3 45 | 
5 2 | 
25 2 | 

; 

. 

* = browsed i | 

| 

|
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Oale Reproduction Studies - 194% - Part IT 

é rh Bow 25 Row 26 Bow 22 Bow 28 Row 29 

yee 5.5 5 4 yale 
f 4 3 3.5 2.5 3.5 

3 345 2.5 4.5 3.5 
4 3 3.5 3 -* 
2.5 2.5 7.44 2 
4 5 2.5 3:3 3.5 
1,5 3 3.5 5 2.5 
2.5 45 ‘ 5 2.5 2.5 

2.5 3 15 2 2* ’ 

oe 
2.5 i 2 4 
3 2 3 : 
3 2 345 2. 
4.5 2.5% 2 4.5 
1.5 4 : acne s 

é 2.5 2.5 5 : 
: 3.5 2.5 5 5 
Oe 3 1.5 1% 

t 1.5 3 4 
' 2 , 3 

2 2.5 3 

ts 4 
cs 6 ’ 

3 4.5 
1.5 2.5 
5 4.5 
3 5 
1.5 3 
2 3 

2.5 

ee 
5.5 
3 Be 
2.5 
5.5 ; 
2 
2.5 
1 
3 
3.5
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. Oak Reproduction Studies - 1944 (Grady Tract) 

Part 1 

In 1943 rows 3, 7, 9 and 11 of the furrow planted acorms were checked for 
browse, Late in the examination it was discovered that the evidence of 

seedling browse wae often below the ground level in the bottom of the furrow. 

This was caused by silt from the sides of the furrow washing down and 

; burying and browsed stub. The subsequent resprouting came up as a new shott 

i and wae confused with a new seedling. 
June 

This year (1944) rows 2, 4, 8 and 14 were checked, being careful to 

examine for "buried" browse. ‘The following table presents the findings. 

| 

. 

|
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Bow 2 

Oak Hickory Year Height Oak Hickory Year Height " 

oninmistirivornmm tenet... tio.) siatiihesihantanaen LRM oil chiar 

x 1942 3.5 x 19b2—h3 3.0 | 
x 1942-43 3.0 x 19U2=Y3 3.0 
x 1942-43 =.0 x 1942-13 4,0 

i x 1943 6.0 x 14293 4.5 
; x 19b2—h3 5.5 x 4.0 

x 4.0 x 19U2—4s 7.0 

ba 4.0 x 19U2N3 8.5 
x 1942 4.5 x 19h2a43 45 

x 1943 3.0 x 19h2 17.0 
x 8.0 x 1942-43 15.0 

e198 3.0 x 1942 19.0 
x 1942 8.0 x 1942-03 14.0 
x 3.5 x 1942 14.0 
x 1942 8.0 x 1942.83 5.0 
x 192 3.5 

x 19he 5,0 

x 192 5.0 
x 1942 45 

x 19h2—"3 340 
x 1943 3 5 
x * 

: = ighe 5.5 
x WWNe43 6,5 

: x 5.0 
: x ighe 6.0 Wo. Brovsed Not 
} x 133 i 8.0 Trees _19'2_ 1943 __ Broused 

; x 19h2~ 5.0 | 
: x 1942 4,0 Oak 46 xe. 9:3) i x 1942 6.0 mt ‘i ip ase 3 e 

x 3.0 ckory 16 12 
x 19h 4.0 

x 345 6h 39°32 12 
| x 1942 3.5 

x 19h2 13 0 

; x 1ghe 9.5 
x 1943 3.5 

x 1942-83 hh 
x 1943 45 é 

x 6.0 

: x 19h2—3 3.5 
: x 19h3 6.0 

= 19h26)5 6.0 

x 192-3 3.5 
ed 1943 3.0 
x 1943 5.0 
x 4,0 
x 19h2 5.0 

x 6.0 
x 1943 8.0



Bow 

Oak Hickory Year Height Oak Hickory Year Height 

chivsisannssiiessapbitages.. Sing) ndclisihclipcib-cniietaindaic RONNIE hap Sa 

x 19he 4.0 x 19k2 4.0 
x 1942 21.0 x 1942 5,0 
x 19h2 6,0 x 1942 3.5 

2 19he 18.0 x 19hke 3.0 
x 1943 5.5 x 19he 5.5 
x 1943 3.0 x 3.0 
x 1943 2.0 x 1942-43 5.0 
x . g 5 x 1942 U5 

x 8.0 2 3.5 
x 19h2 6.0 x 1942 3.5 
2 18.5 2 1942 3.0 
x 1942-43 12,0 x 1943 ce 
x 1942-5 & 5 x L9NQ—Y oO j 

x 1942 5.5 x © YOY 2.0 
x 1943 2,0 x 19h2 3.0 
x 1942243 9.0 x 1943 4.0 
7 L9k2—hz 70 x 1943 4.0 4 
x 1942-h3 =k. x 1943 ho 
x 1gu2-43 2.0 x 19he 3.0 | 
x 19h2 4.0 e: h.O 
x 1942 2.5 x 3.5 
x igke 4,0 x 1942 7.0 | 
x 1942 2.5 x igue 3.5 
x WheW3 455 x 1she 10.0 
x : 5.5 x 19k2 3.0 | 
x 1942-43 6.5 x 3.0 
x 1942-43 5.0 x 1942 §.5 . 

x 1942 6.0 x 7 «8 

* 1943 4.0 a) 3.0 
x 1942 13.0 x 5.0 

x 1942 3465 x 19h2 3.5 
x 1943 5.5 

¥ 1942 c 
zx rié) | 

x 1943 4.5 
x 194e 4.0 
x 365 ! 

x 1942-43 25 | 

x 1942—N3 365 
x 3.0 Bo. Broused Not 

x 25 Brees 1942 1943 Broused 

x 1943 3.5 Oak 55 36022 10 | 
x 1943 2,0 

x 3.5 Hickory 26 2 38 8 
x ~ 2.0 ee eer 
x 19he 3.5 81 28 18 
x 19he 2.0 ” nS es | 
x 3 3
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Oak Hickory Year Height Oak Hickory Year Height 

diccennaseatniimipen eink Med dd lila 2 eae, 

x 19h 5.5 x 1ghe 5.0 
x 1943 4,5 x 3.5 

x 19he 5.5 x 1ghe2 3.0 
2 1942—h3 45 x 1942 365 
z 1943 5.0 * 19he 2.5 
x Whe943 = 2.5 x 194243 4.0 | 
x 1942-4340 x 340 
x 1942-43 = 6.0 x 3.5 | 

x 194243 4,0 x 1g4e 3.0 
x 19he 4.0 x 19h2 4.0 

x 1942 8,0 x 1.5 
x 1942—1F3 3 +0 x 1 ghe 95 iis yy 

x 192-43 2.5 x 19h2 4.0 4 
* 1942-43 1.0 x 1gh2 35 | 

x 1942 2.0 x 1942 3.0 
x 1942-43 1.0 x 1942 3.0 baa 

x 2,0 z 19h2 3.0 ' 

x 1943 3.0 x 19he ae iL | 
+ 1943 2.5 x 1943 3.5 s | 

x 1942 2.0 x 7-5 

* 13.0 : 5.0 | 

. 305 x 193 7.0. 
x 193 4.0 x 3.0 | 

\ * 192 4.0 x 1943 3.0 | 
i x 19K 2aNs 4.0 x 1943 2.0 ae 

i x 1943 2.5 | 
x 1943 3.0 4 

x 1943 25 
: 

x 1942043 2,0 
x 3.0 | 

! x 6,0 | 

' * 5.0 ; | 

' x 1942 8.0 ; 
x 192-43 6.0 , No. Broused Not e 

x igh2s43 4.0 Trees 1942 1945 Broused - | 
! x 1943 345 | 
i x W9W2—43 1.5 Onke hg 27 22 9 | 
' x 1943 32 | 
f x 1943 ; 3 Hickory 28 Bs ee 
F x e 

x 194% 3.0 a ho 35 16 | 
: x2 6.0 | 

| x : 1942 7.5 
x 4youe 305 ' | 

f x 193 3 0 7 

x 1943 4 . 
x 194e 0 

| x 3 +0 

x 19he 3 5 

| x 1943 8.0 iow
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Oak Hickory Year Height Oak Hickory Year Height ‘ 

wiiehniniipiinesip CTAB nti) dintettanitar rinse AITO crackin 

2 19he 2.0 x 19ke 3.0 

x 1942 3.5 x 19he 365 
x 19b 2213 2.5 x 1942 3.5 : 

x 1942—43, 340 x 19ue-"3 2.0 oo 

x 25 x 19he 1.0 : 

x 1943 3.5 x 19ue 3.5 
j x 1942-43 6.5 * 2 

x 3.5 ¥ 1942 20 

} x 1942 3.0 x 7.0 

i x i 1942 4.0 x 192-43 3.0 

; x 1943 4,0 x 1942 5.0 
x : 1943 4,0 
x 142-43 25 

' x 1943 2.0 
| x . “1ghe 8.5 

j x 2.5 i ‘ 

x 3.0 
; x 6,0 i 

; x 2.5 

t x 1942 2.0 : 

: La TOMS 2.5 
‘ x 3 35 z 

x 3.5 
ve 2.0 

* x 19h2 3.0 No. Broused Beet 

f x _ ighe 365 Brees 1942 1943 _ Srovsed 
f x 365 ' 

i x 1942 §.5 Oak 35 18 6 1% i 

F f ciel oe 26 15 12 S. ‘ x 0 Hickory 5 

L x 19h2 8.0 eT = mT 

x : 6.0 61 33° «(8 18 
x 19he 5.0 
x 1942 45 

x 1942-43 4,0 
x 1943 2.5 

x 1943 25 - 1944 Grand Total 
x 6.0 

s 19he 4.5 Total Oake 184 

x 4.0 Browsed in 1942 67% 
le 1943 5.5 Browsed in 1943 38% 

x 1942=h3 be Not browsed 22% 

x 4 +O ¢ 

: 1943 1.5 Total Tickory 98 

' z 5.0 Browsed in 1942 50% 

x 19he 4.0 Browsed in 1943 334 
x 3.0 Not browsed 234% 

x 19he 3.5 

’ “x 1942 2.0 

x 1942 5.0
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MADISON 2 
November 10, 1944 FILE REFERENCE: 

Game 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe Management 

Arboretum Biologist bird banding 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

We are enclosing a department bird banding activity report 

form which is the only requirement for your banding record, The 

material you submitted is being returned, and we advise that you 

wait until the end of the calendar year before filling in the blank. 

You will note that the department is not interested in detail, 

put merely in the names of the birds and the number taken. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F, Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By AV. Barger 
N. R, Barger 
Cooperative Game 

Management Section 

NRB: LB 
Enes, 2



Form G@123 

Wisconsin Conservation Commissicn 

Madison, Wisconsin 
State Permit No, 

BIRD BANDING ACTIVITY REPORT 

for Federal Permit No. 

calendar year of__ 
| 

(This report must be sent to Wisconsin Conservation Commission, | 

Madison, Wisconsin, not later than Januery 10) | 

(Name and address of banding station operator) oe | 

Number of full-time stations operated Part-time stations | 

Location of sub-stations (nearest town) during past yoar pis | 

Se eee ee eee eee teeta a TE 

Cee eee eee 
eS 

Total number of birds banded and released: Game __Non-game 

Number of birds killed or injured and previously reported he'd { 

INDIVIDUAL BANDING RECORDS 

Scientific Name : Common Name Number Taken 
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| 
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( Not for publication. 

B.A. We Cob. 

i : 

Re Propagation of Prairie Flora 

‘A series of experiments have been undertaken on the University Arboretum 

to propagate prairie flora by seed plots. These plots have been treated in 

various ways and planted to a variety of flora, ‘The various combinations and kinds 

of plants are described in the individual experiments that follow. 

Experiment 1. Plots 42 and 43 (marked at described location with a metal tag 

on a wooden stake). 

Object: To test the reproduction of prairie plants by planting 

seeds in burned and unburned blue grass (P. pretensis and P. compressa) sod. : 

Location: 81-6 along prairie path, opposite Sperry's nursery, 

that is now (1945) grown mostly to yellow cone flower, prairie clover, in the 

center of which is a large clump of Canada milk vetch (Astragalus canadensis), 

Also northeast of October burn. 

Procedure: A plot was staked out 36 x 25 feet. The east half 

(section C) was burned and the plant seeds broadcast evenly over the section and 

then raked into the sod. 

The remaining half was then divided into a north and 

south quarter, The north quarter (Section A) was not burned, but one quarter of 

the total amount of seeds was broadcast over the sod and raked slightly to settle 

the lighter seeds so that they would not be blown away. This section is to act ~ 

as a control. 

The south quarter (Section B) was broadcast with , 

seeds as in section C and was likewise raked. After broadcasting and raking the 

area was burned. 

Plot 42: Sections A and B were planted 10/29/42 
Sections B and C were burned 11/3/42 
Section C was planted 11/4/42 

Note: A good rain fell on 11/5/42. 
Plot 43: All planting and burning was done on a Single day, 

April 9, 1943. 

Experiment 2. Plots 40 and 46 (Low prairie seed plot - autumn). 

Object: Same as Experiment 1. 

Location: 81-6 along prairie path, opposite Sperry's nursery, 

just east of Plots 42 and 43 (see Expt. 1). 

Procedure: Two plots were staked out 11' x 33'. Hach plot was 

divided into 3 sections. The sod from both plots was removed by scalping to a 

depth of 3-4 inches. After the scalpings were removed the ground was spaded and 

} raked smooth. 

h The north section (A) was broadcast evenly with 

prairie grasses, 

The middle section (B) was planted with a mixture of 

prairie grasses and forbs.



2. 

The south section (C) was planted with prairie forbé 
alone. The seeds were raked into the loose sod and were tamped down. A strip 

( of old fencing was placed over the denuded plot to keep pheasants from using it 
as a dusting site. 

Plot 40 was planted on 10-28-42 
Plot 46 was planted on 4-28-43. 

Experiment 3. Plots 41 and 47 (High prairie seed plot - autumn). 

Object: Same as Experiment l. 

Location: 82-8. ‘Twenty yards east along wild flower trail just 
after it leaves the road - opposite golf course parking area. 

Procedure: Two plots were staked out 10 x 12 feet. The sod, 
which was mostly blue grass and quack, was removed by scalping to a depth of , 
3 to A inches, The scalpings were removed and the denuded areas spaded and raked 
smooth. The seeds were then broadcast evenly over the plot, raked slightly and 
tamped down. 

Plot 41 was planted on 10/29/42 
Plot 47 was planted on 5/4/13.
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; Gay TeeRureadh, 

November 4, 1944 

Dr. A. D. Hasler 
Biology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hasler: 

Your letter of October 30 relative to the seining of 
carp in Lake Wingra has been received. 

From my understanding of the matter, it was felt that 
the haul could have been easily made and this was based on 
the experience that was had when the lake was seined back 
in 1936. In other words, men carrying on the work felt 
that they knew how the seine should be hung, the way in which 
it should be pulled, and all such intricate details that the 
pull could have been easily and conveniently made in one 
day's operation, Had it not been for a tremendous population 
of crappies and game fish which was totally unexpected in 
such amounts, the haul could have easily been completed on 
that day. As for staking the seine out and holding the fish 
in it overnight for the next day, this department has exper- 
ienced several things which are not favorable to this practice. 
Carp are very efficient at finding holes and other ways of 
escaping and game fish are quite easily killed or injured 
by being so corralled, i 

I understand that you and Dr. Schneberger had talked 
over the seine haul to be made in this lake on a number of 
occasions and that he advised you when the work was to be 
done, As for censusing and other studies on Lake Wingra, 
he feels that such studies are better made with other 
epproaeHés thanoby the seine haul since during the period 
Of'a 6@¥He hae®> it is urgent to release the game fish as 
rapidly as possible so as to avoidodngurye andy the.kiiding 
of such fish and he tells me that he plansidezdisruss this 
phase with you in the near future, 

Please be assured that the division of fish manegement 
as well as other divisions of the eonserveationodepartment 
are not only willing but anxious to cooperate with the 
pp agg DP pr welrdous! phases’ of conservation, However, 
fpef mee DpAeyesTTA boeeTpyTe fo go yu pyye eeTue penyT sug fyer 
TN gpye benpeyonye. Tuerdioveb)mc Leet eye eacnAppyWEe mee gove 

-~ S$ oa 
|
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ARBORETUM NEWS LETTER 

University of Wisconsin 

; Number 2 A Madison, Wisconsin July 1; 1944 
j j 

This news letter is directed to those interested in the University Arboretum, 
and presents in brief form the activities carried on there. The first of these 
news letters was distributod on Novomber 24, 1943, 

Sted 

On January 9 and 22, 194%, the annual phoasant census was mado. A grand total 
of 278 phoasants, 95 cocks and 183 hens, was counted. The covnt is considerably 
lower than that of the previous year whon 406 birds wore tallicd. Thirtoon quail 
wore also counted. 

The wintor's trapping was made difficult by mild weather, but 52 now birds 
wore banded, and 19 birds wore caught that bore bands of other years. Color bands 

supplomentod the motal bands. Tho use of color will allocate its wearer to given 
yoars catch when obsorvod with ficld glassos in the wild, and will holp trace 
movement. A similar trapping and banding project is carricd on by the Consorvation 
Department at the Novin Fish Hatchery a mile from the Arborotum. There is a possible 
interchange of birds in the summer, but the banding returns so far show no inter- 
change in winter, 

. Bie oi oie ‘ 

During the winter a serios of chickadoo traps wore maintained along with some 

of the pheasant traps. Twonty-six chickadees wore banded with motal and color 
bands. The purpose is to study population turnover. The banding will continue 

during the coming winter. 

see 

A live mink trapping projoct was set up on February 10, 1944, for the purpose 
of tagging mink, again to study population turnover and movement. The proper kind 
of trap required much experimentation, for the mink chewed and pried their way out 
of all our early: trap models. Each mink was given a metal ear tag, had a toe clipped, 
and had its "belly design" recorded. A total of 17 mink were caught: 12 were 
newly banded, and 5 wore recaptured mink alroady banded this year. 

t ae i i 

During the winter Thomas Butzen, Arborotum Custodian, made 6 songbird traps 

from scrap material. Traps of this kind could not bo bought because the company 

had suspended operations. Those hand-made traps have been oxceptionally effective. 

2 

(over)



Lot " 

The spring woodcock census rovealed 13 peonting grounds (whore tho malo 
porforms his mating flight and uttors his mating call). One nost was found, but 

it was broken up by somo predator. 

kK Ff 

The University WORK DAY brought over 300 students to the Grady tract on the 
Arborotum whore last year's pine plantings woro augmentod with 706 2-3 foct rod § 

and white pino. Tho. planting was woll dono, and the student organization and conduct : 

were commendable. : ; 

ok ‘ 

Ton thousand 3-0 tamarack secdlings were roceived from tho state nursory and 

set out oast of the Gardner Ponds. Last year's plantings around the teal pond 

wero also supplemented. Tho growth of last yoar's soodlings is oxceptional and 

the survival is high. Notes aro being kopt on this planting program as a successful 

tamarack plantation is uncommon. ° 

mK : 

i The southeast pond in the Gardner chain was turned over to Dr. Hasler of 
the Zoology Departmont for a fish research projoct. The project aims to ascertain 
practical minnow raising mothods in artificial ponds. The pond was divided by a 
dam to provide propor control. Qne hundred pounds of carp to the acre wero : 
removed when the ponds wore cleared of all fish. Minnows have been planted in the 
ponds, and the research work is underway. : 

Some native top feeding minnows (Fundulus) were planted in the Stevens and 
Ho-nee-um ponds to combat any mosquito infestations that might start. 

2K 

A number of Regents visited the Arborctum ‘on May 27 and expressed groat 
interost and approval of the work being done on the area. 

ek 

This spring, as last, 25 kinds of wild flowors wore planted in the Wingra 
and Noe woods. The survival of last yoar's plantings was good--about 60 per cont. 

Unfortunatoly a large planting of the showy lady slipper did not survive. The 

areas plantod this year woro staked so that future counts can be mado. 

2K % ‘ 

The spring prairie burns were made on schedule and without mishap. These 
burns and proper controls aro made to study the offect of fire on tho plant 

succession, particularly the prairie grasscs. 

RK gine ; . 

One tentative propsal for the belt highway around Madison routes it through the 

conter of the Grady tract, ono of the choicest spots on the Arborotum. It is hoped 

that tho road can bo routed along the alrcady oxisting Sominole Highway as such a 

split would all but ruin the Grady tract from a roscarch or osthotic standpoint. 

Present indications are that tho Highway Commission will cooperate in rolocating 

the road. i mae



oa 

On April 13, several boys built a fire on the Grady tract which got out of 
hand in the high wind; about 100 acres including part of the oak opening were 
burned. Fortunately the experimental oak plantings were not burned, and the fire 

caused no damage, but henceforth a firm attitude will be taken against trespass 
on this area. 

KK 

Dr. H. C. Greene of the Botany Department was appointed a member of the tech- 
nical committce for the duration. Dr. Curtis, now in Haiti, and Dr. Fassett, now 

in South America, both doing government research, were membors of tho committee. 

John Catenhusen, formor Arboretum Biologist, is also in Haiti: working with Dr. 

Curtis. 

Dr. Greene has long been interested in the Grady tract and is now developing 
a low prairie in the oxtrome southeast corner of the aroa. 

Ete 

The campus planting crew was hired for several days to help with the planting 
of prairie crab, ash, basswood and oak. Most of the planting was done along the 
Arboretum drive west of the horticultural area. 

OK 

The West Side Garden Club again donated funds for 38 new ornamental crab apple 
to augment those now in the horticultural aroa. 

oe 

The lilac display was better this year than any previous year. This was partly 
due to the first flowering of some of the more recently planted bushes. The late 
flowering tree lilac which has just finished blooming, was exceptionally showy. 

eK 

The labor shortage has imposed a heavy schedule on maintenance work, but the 
situation is boing handled without any major adjustments in program. 

oR 

Allen Stokes and Arnold Jackson, Jr. are research assistants working with the 

Arboretum Biologist on the plant and animal projocts. 

Elizabeth Jones, fellow in Zoology, is working on plant phenology. 

Hans Peter Thomsen, research assistant, is working on the minnow project in 

the Gardner Ponds. Enriquo Avila and Norman Lovine are helping with the fish re- 

search work. 

eK 

The first of a regular series of meetings of the Arborotum Committee at the 
Arborotum will be held July 10. ‘Tho purpose of these mectings is to bring the 

members of the committce into closer contact with one another and to thoroughly 

acquaint them with problems and progress of the various projects being conducted 
on the area. 

' Robert A. McCabe, { 

Arboretum Biologist
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. INTRODUCTION 

The object of this study was to see the amount of 

A browsing om youngoak trees (Quercus), which have heretofore 

been ploted-out im various places of the Arboretum. Each 

plot consisted of two parts; one being emelosed in a fenced= 

; fin area, the other, its counter-part being un-fenced, Both 

are located next to each other. Besides the amount of brow8- 

ing, the effect of heavy browsing to un-browsed trees will 

finally be correlated, after seversl more years of like 're- 

counts' of each plotted area. All four plots (really '8, since 

each of four is doubled) observed were staked out and those 

fenced off portions of each plot was done in the year 1943. 

d The description of each plot, will be gone into 

detail when each plot is discussed individually. 

It is needless to say that each plot is located in 

different types of soil as well as ecological background. 

Also, it shoul{ be noted that the trees in all plots were not ~ 

‘ of the same age, or necessarily the same species of oak. 

However, in each plot the general age is fairly uniform, since 

they are the product of a natural distribution from self 

seeding. / 

] 
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3. 

PLOT 1 = PARTIAL SHADE 

Plot number I, the partial shaded area is located 

in a lightly wooded portion of the forest. The larger trees, 

are well matured oaks, with a sizéable umderstory ranging from 

| butternut to cherry. In general the area surrounding this plot 

is also well shaded from this understory as well as from the 

larger oaks. There were many spring flowers, windflower, vio- 

lets and sume buttercups as the flower undergrowth with the 

usual amount of woodlot grasses present. 

This entire bi-plot was about 6 x 12 feet; with each half 

of the plot about 6 x 6 feet. The yield of trees in each half 

: did not run as high as the next two plots; however, a noticeable 

difference in number was observed in each, 

The method used to count the trees to insure an ac- 

curate count is as follows: each half of the plot (fenced and 

un-fenced) was divided in quarters by means of stakes and twine. hi 

Thus each quarter was of a size, easily handled in the counting 

process. 

The fenced-im area contained a total of 46 oak: trees 

\ i]
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(mostly white, Quercus alba) with the tallest being about 12" 

and a general average close to 6-8'"", There was visible some 

smaller seedlings, probably gy” two years old. Of the 46 trees, 

' only two showed signs of browsing and this was due to the fact 

t thatfbrenches from each grew out of the chicken wire last year 

end consequently exposing them. See chart number I, p. o for 

the data of each half of this plot. 

In the un-fenced section, out of 23 trees only 6 

showed no signs of browsing. There were 8 trees having only 

one browse (nipped off branck) mark on them, while only 2 tree » 

nad browse marks, the largest amount @m any single tree. 

@me oak here in sub-plot was dead and had no browsing marks on 

it. The average height in this un-fenced section was 4", while 

the tallest was only8",
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PLOT 2 - PRUNED OPEN 

The general character of this plot was quite simi- 

lar to plot number 1, except that the understory of shrubbry 

was much more dense. The height of the understory here was 

‘ about 7-8 feet high. Beneath this dense mass, young oaks were | 

coming in with a normal rete of reproduction,. Mr. McCabe | 

slashed out all of the understory from the plotted area as well 

, 88 @ surrounding area of some 3 feet, when he fenced in and 

plotted this area a year ago (1943). 

It was noticed that the trees in this plot was in 

genenl somewhat older and larger than those in plot namberpt. ; 

The first half of the fenced area yielded 59 trees, with only 

36 in the other half, thus giving a total of 95 trees to the 

fenced area. 

The taller trees ran from 18-21", with the average 

hovering ebout the 15" mark, There were 2 dead trees still 

bearing last years leaves, present in the plot, with no vis- 

ible browsing or girdling present. Again it was noticed some 

smaller heretofore un-browsed trees growing in the plot were



oy 

about two years old. It is perfectly plain that these young- 

ertrees have been protected, while the older ones have browse 

marks upon them from 'pre-fencing' time, but none since the \ 

fence was constructed. These older trees consequently are 

very heavily branched and crimpt as is characteristic of most 

browsed trees. 

The un-fenced area of this plot had the highest a- 

mount of total browsing, as well as the highest number of the 

browsing per individual. Only 7 out of the 56 total, showed 

no sigms of browsing. The highest number of individually 

browsed trees was 23 having only 1 such cut portiom. One 

fairly large tree, well branched, had 12 browsed areas on it. 

The tallest specimens im the un-fenced area was 12"5 

with an average height of 6s", Only a few trees of the two- 

4 year growth stock comprised the tetal. A grand total of 151 : 

* trees from the bé-plot was counted; 95 being from the fenced » 

area with the remaining 56 from the um-fenced section. The 

browsing here was severe, in thet a noticeable dwarfing of 

the trees is present, with a tendency toward branching out 

and becoming densely bushed in character. With this con- 

tinued, yearly, browsing most of the tbees will have died out 

‘ and the few remaining will be very dwarfed and stunted.
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PLOT 3 - PARTIAL SHADE = NATURAL 

This plot is situated near the ‘old race track' in 

the Arboretum and is located in a natural partially shaded area. 

That is, there are large oaks in the vicinity, but thinned out, 

( with the individual trees broadened considerably toward their 

crowns. In the immediate vicintty of this plot there is no 

understory of shrubbry whatsoever; however#i a heavy matting of 

the woodlot grasses is present as the only undergrowth fof the 

woods. About 30' away, an open field fis noticeable, from this 

plot. : 

The entire plot, both portions, are composed of trees | 

not over three years old and at least 90% of the trees are only | 

two years old . Thus they are still small enough to be protect- ! 

ed almost enterely by the heavily matted grass and fallen leaves. | 

In any event with only a minimpm of snow in winter, they are cov- 

‘ ered and thus protected; as the data indicates. 

The fenced area had a tetal of 320 trees upon it; while 

only 224 constituted the total of the un-fenced area. This plot 

is about 12 x 24', or 12 x 12' for each half. There was no vis- 

ible browsing present whatsoever, in either the fenced or un- 

fenced area, probably due to the reason just stated above. 

|
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Chart # 3 

PARTIAL SHADE = NATURAL 
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PLOT 4 - OPEN PRAIRIE: SANDY 

This plot is located in the newer portion of the Ar- 

“boretum, referred to as the Grady section. The plot here was 

again about 12 x 24' or 12 x 12' for each half. It is situat- 

ed om an opem hillside, gently sloping. There being many large 

t shrub oak in the general area, with a heavy repérduction of 

young oaks here. ; 

The general area looks like the typical 'prairie oak 

opening', for the flora too gubtantiates this. This particu- | 

lar area is en poorer sand, with a supposedly high acid content; 

since it is almost covered with mosses. Some of the other flora | 

consists of spiderwort, some birdsfoot violets boardering the 

area, sparcely grassed, with a prominant silver leaved plant. 

A total of 11 trees was found in the fenced area; while 

10 were in the un-fenced area. No browsing whatsoever occured, 

in either half. However, the recent fire seems to have killed 

the trees, except for some healthy new shoots now coming up from 

their bases. These trees are about 10-12" in height; with all 

peing about the same age. Since no complex data, such es, lerge 

collection, and heavy browsing was noticed here, no chart was made. 

| Canlae Aebnte 
Recgonsrd s/s fey
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/ U. OF ¥. ARBORETUM 
} RABBIT SHOOT 

i After the 1943-44 winter's trapping in the west marsh (east of Monroe 

Street duck ponis) a public shoot was held February 19 and 20, and February 

26 and 27, with the following results; 

2 25 3 0 5 

5 3 ° + Dog used 15 j 

2 205 0 - 5 

| 2 3 1 #ug ; 6 

a aaa ee 
1 2 0 - 

° 

2 3 a 0 6 

\ e 3 0 “ 3 
| 1 5 0 . 5 

| 2 ae - Dog used 7 

J 1 2.5 0 ~ Dog used 2.5 

2 5 2 #166 10 

2 2.5 ° ° Dog used 5 

2 1.5 2 #158 Dog used 3 

2 3 2 #190, 4? tagged rabbit lost out of 6 

4 i‘? 3 0 Fen ov ae e. ond 28 

3 265 0 ° 7:5 

3 2.5 0 - 15 

2 205 3 8 5 

5 3 ° , a 

¥ 2 0 - g 

1 2.5 2 #170, #168 1 shot near wall, 1 at 2.5 
tool shack 

: eel ee sales ~ 
9 19 7 152 

37% of all rabbits killed were tagged.
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7a 
‘ ANNUAL PHEASANT CENSUS - NEVIN FISH HATCHERY 

faken January 15, 1944. Weather clear, cold, 20°, Ground covered with 
2" of old snow. 

Crew 14 mone Time $130 a.m. - 12:10 pom 

i. ae. 

Brive Ho. 1 0 0 

2 5 4o 

3 3 10 

4 13 ho 1/5 of area not covered, 
see estimate. 

5 ° & 

6 2 m | 

7 2 1s 

8 0 al | 

5a 4 20 | 

« 5° 31° sex ratio 1:7 | 

32 228 TOTAL 260 

*42 birds wore flushed 300 yards ahead of the drivers; these were 
accurately counted in the air at 42 birds, but the sex ratio could not 

: be determined, Of this group only 12 birds were flushed later. The | 

original count was therefore kept on the sex ratio the same as on | 

the other drives. 

| 
|
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PRAIRIE BURNS, 1943 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

The March and April burn was made on Friday, April 9, 1943. The \ 
earea was fairly dry and burned well. Wo difficulty was encountered in 
handling the fires. Wet mops, water pails, and lakes were the only 
equipment used. 

Besides the “regular” prairie burns the seed plot experiment as set 
up by J. Catenhusen was also burned. The June grass on the seeded plots 
burned hotter than the sod on the unseeded areas. 

Not a single mouse was seen in either of the burned areas. 

Dr. Fassett, Professors Longenecker, Leopold, and George Johnson, 
Tom Butzen and Bob McCabe conducted the burning. 

The May burn was made on May 13, 1943. ‘The grass burned well, with 
a@ little more smoke than usual, and was completed in an hour. Tom Butzen, 
Irv Buss, Bob McCabe, and 3 members of the summer crew did the work. 

The October burn was made November 28. It was not possible to make 
& burn until this late date because of the green condition of the grass; 
this burn was made under difficulty since the grass was méist. An earlier 
attempt two weeks before was unsuccessful because the grass was too green. 
fom Butzen, Aldo Leopold, Tester Olsen, and Bob McCabe conducted the burn. 

PRAIRIE BURNS, 1944 

Merch burn: An attempt was made to burn the prairie in March, but 
it was too wet to burn. On April 13 we started a fire in the northeast 
corner of the plot; the wind shifted and only after exceptionally hard 
fast fight were wo able to bring it under control; about 5 square feet of 
the control was burned. The try was abandoned; high wind and rain prevented 

- the burn until April 27 at which time we got a very successful burn. We 
. faked the windward border and back-fired. Present April 12; Aldo 

Leopold, Tom Butzen, Oswald Mattson, one laborer, and Bob McCabe. 
Present April 28; Bill Longenecker, Tom Butzen, 2 laborers, Bob McCabe. 

The April Andropogon turn was made on May 11. The weather between 
April 27 and May 11 was such that the burn could not be made in the 
interim. The wind was in the southwest; we started in the northwest corner 
and back-burned. I believe we got an exceptionally good burn. The fire 

was slow enough to burn completely and to handle easily it was extremely 
hot. Time: 1:00 p.m. Crew: Tom Butzen, 2 crew menbers, Bob McCabe. ; 

The May burn was also made on May 11, 1:00 p.m. It appeared that the r 
area was too green to make a good burn. However, the wind was just strong 
eneugh to make the fire hot and yet not too windy to cause it to run. 
I believe this fire to be the best of the three burns (May) that I have 

geen. It was the easiest of any fire to handle, it needed no prodding 

or fighting to control it. Crew: same as for Andropogon burn of May. 

\
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TAMARACK PLANTING, 1944 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

The 1944 tamarack plantings were made primarily in the Hast Marsh between 
the Fish Hatchery Road and the Gardner Ponds, and between Murphy's Creek 
on the north and the Oak Knoll opposite Jones’ Woods on the south. | 

: 

‘ 10,000tamarack seedlings 3-0 stock were received from the Wisconsin Rapids 

Nursery. The stock was the same as used last year, tut had another year | 

" in the mrsery. This is an important point since it made the planting 

again as easy as last year, mostly because the trees were larger and 

hence stiffer. 

The soil of the East Marsh is peat to a depth of about a foot and a quarter. 

The trees were planted in goldenrod and other marsh forbs, and also ig | 

large patches of jewel weed. All trees were spudded, and distances between 
were not uniform. 

The areas planted are shown on the attached map. 

8,650 trees were planted in the Bast Marsh. | 

The Teal Pond was supplemented with 450 trees of this year's stock. 

The low marsh area between the lake shore and the row of white cedars 
north of Hoenee-um Pond was planted with 150 of these tamaracks. 

Note; The last year's plantings at the Teal Pond are doing exceptionally 

; well, and it looks as though they might make a successful planting. 
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GRADY TRACT PINE PLANTATION 

1944 * 

The initial pine planting on the Grady Tract was supplemented on May 6. 

The crew was comprised of 350 University students, 80 per cent of which 
were girls. The stock was the same as used last year, but had ‘one more 
year in the mrsery. The nursery stock was taller and in better shape 

than the transplants of last year. 

The method of planting was the same as in 1943, ‘The shovels were sharper 
and facilitated more rapid digging and better dug holes. 

The same difficulty of exposing the roots to the air and not keeping 

sufficient soil around the roots was encountered again this year. 

On May 6 the pines were checked by the Arboretum crew and all gross errors | 
in planting were corrected. | 

All new plants were counted individually with a mechanical counter, and t% 
was found that 706 pines were set out. Also, all dead pines of last year's 
Work Day were dug out. These numbered 76; I dug out 10 trees May 10, 1943, 
which makes a total of 86 trees lost. There were also about a dozen trees 
that were dying. From these figures I estimate that 10 per cent of last 
year's trees died in the 12 ensuing months. 

We do not have any more white pine in the field mrsery. | 

since 
It is my (Robert A. McCabe) recommendation that, further plantings on this 
section of the Grady. would interfere with the natural prairie plants that 

grow there, no more pines be planted there. 

| There is a high percentage of double tipping in this entire plantation. | 

Also, the 1942 leader was exceptionally long on most of the trees. This 

was especially true of white pine. The 1943 leader and lateral branches 

were short, indicating perhaps a poor growing season or temporary stunting | 

due to transplanting. The trees had the characteristic shape as 

diagrammed below. 

| 

|
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ARBORETUM OAK STUDIES 

Objects: 1. To find the effect of rabbits, and perhaps other animals, 
on oak reproduction. 

2. To find methods for the artificial reestablishnent of 
oak hickory woodlots in southern Wisconsin. 

Qld Acorn Plantings: These have been exposed to rabbits for three winters. 
of survivors were staked in the summer of 1943 and tallied 

as to the mumber of previous browsings. These sample trees should 
be reemamined this year to tally their survival and present browsing 
status. This tally will be of special interest because of the low 
rabbit population this winter. 4 

This job can be done any time after May. 

New Acorn 2a tiness 9,000 new acorns were planted in 1943, partly in two 
god (leptiloma and quack), and partly in plowed furrows. 

These acorns are not staked, but general observations should be made 
as to their emergence under various degrees of competition from sod. 

Exclosures: Your quadrats of pre-existing oak reproduction were established 
in 1943, were mapped and counted, and then half of each quadrat was 
fenced against rabbits. The job this year is to compare the 
survival inside and outside the exclosure. 

Mapping, counting, and fencing of some additional quadrats with 
exclosures are desired. 

Ae Tallies should be made of the mumber of visible browsings 
on larger oak seedlings in various parts of the Arboretum to 
see whether and how this varies by species and by degree of 
surrounding rabbit cover. It should also be possible to deduce a 
safe height beyond which further browsings de not occur, even in 
snow. Such tallies should also yield data on the comparative 
palatability of the four species. 

eS If practicable, it is also desired to lay out mast gauges | 
‘or continuous future observations of acorn crops from selected 

sample trees. 

)
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/ March 3, 1944 

/ The following wildlife studies are planned for part of the summer's work 
at the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. An assistant will be used who will 
have direct contact with all phases of the research. This training in 
procedure and techniques is of special value to anyone who wishes to continue 
in the natural history field. Professor Leopold, who is Animal Research 
Director of the Arboretum, is available for consultation, and his private 
library is open to Arboretum research workers. 

I. A gong bird nest census of vegetative types. All nests are found and 
classified for nost data. 

@ 3 acre pine plantation 
b. Abandoned GCC camp and vicinity 
¢. 1} acre white cedar plantation 
d. 2 acre park area 
e. # acre lilac bed area | 

This is a contimetion of a previously set up project and involves 
continuous field work. It provides ample opportunity to observe and 
atudy the avifeuna of southeastern Wisconsin. 

II. The weighing and measuring of nestlings of certain species of altricial 

birds. This involves the finding of nests, weighing, measuring of feathers, | 
marking and study of the speices involved. ~ 

III. A detailed study of the life history (i.e. population, territory, nest 
i success, young, behavior, etc.) of the brown thrasher and catbird. 

IV. Nest box study of house wrens with special emphasis on banding and movement 
at the time of second nesting. Also some experimentation with nest and 
nestling manivulation, and complete nest data. ; 

Vv. A mammal census in various habitats, to be done with live traps and marked 
individuals. Also some mammal censusing with dead fall traps. This involves 
a@ knowledge of trapping techniques plus an anatomical study of the trapped 

animals for speciation. 

These are five lines along which work will be done. ‘There are also several 
others not listed here, and each has many ramifications and experimental angles 

that will arise at the time of study. As regards scope for summer work, the 

following are duties with which an assistant will help and become familiar. 

1. Song bird banding 
2. Bird and mammal skinning 
e Mallard banding and nest study 

« Checking oak study plots and experimental plantings 

2 Observations of pheasant movement 
- Blind observations of bird behavior | 

7. Plant research | 
a. Wild flower work 

: ». Counts of various plants 
ce. Cover mapping 
a. Prairie propagation studies
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December 16, 1943 

Mr. William S. Feeney 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Received yours of the 9th. Glad to hear from you again. 

I checked the Wingra Springs box elders as you suggested, ) 
and found the entire understory of box elders hit to some 
degree. The stripping was most severe on those trees 
previously stripped. Not only did I notice this in the 
Wingra Springs area, but also in the woods west of the 
east marsh. I remarked to one of the fellows that it 
looked like porcupine work. 

I will say that not 211 box elders in squirrel areas 
have been stripped. I also noticed early this fall that 
fox squirrels were stripping elm about 30' from the ground. 
I could, of course, speculate, mt that wouldn't be worth 
much. One quite obvious feature of both this whiter and 
that of 1938-39 is that they were both "open", at least 
to January 1. 

I hope the deer season worked out to your satisfaction. 

If you should have any other records that you would like 
to have me check, I will be only too glad to do so. 

A fellow by the name of Dana Struthers stopped in the other 
day, and we found that we had a mutual friend in Bill Feeney. 
Be is quite a kid (stationed at Truax Field) and gave out 
with some real falconer's jargon. 

Best regards, 

Robert MeCabe 

P.S. Merry Christmas
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This letter aims to report current news in development and study of plant | 

and animal life on the Arboretum. It is for the information of the Arboretum 

Committee, and others interested in the Arboretun. i lathes enh ba : 

last winter's pheasant census drive showed 340 pheasants on the Arboretum, 

as compared with 317. the previous winter. During-the winter..654 catches were. 

made in traps, of which 251 were new (unbanded). birds, 68 bore bands of. a ; 

previous: year, 314 were repeats; and 21 were unbanded birds killed. in the traps ; 

by dogs. - e : A : ie * : ne 7 * 

This was the sixth winter of census and banding. Deductions from the five 

preceding winters are now published under the title, "Population turnover on a 

Wisconsin pheasant refuge", A reprint of this paper accompanies this newsletter 

as "Journal Paper no. 4N.of the Arboretum. . , ‘ ; 4 he 

Complaints of damage to gardens and farms in the spring of 1942 made it a : 

necessary to reduce the even greater population in 1943. A total of 125 pheasants 

was removed last spring, under permit from the Conservation Department, leaving 

a breeding population of 215. 

. About 1,000 wildflower.plants of 25 species were set out.last spring ‘in ; 

the Wingra woods and Noe woods. . 850 of..these plants. were purchased, some.were 

wild dug, and: some taken from. the Arboretum. wildflower nursery. ; } 
2 a : ais Camis peas as 

Last winter's damage by rabbits to natural and planted shrubs and trees | 

was s0 severe as to force.removal of as many rabbits as possible. With the aid 

of the public, supervised by the Arboretum staff and. the Conservation Department, 

682 rabbits were removed: last January. The:damage for the remainder of the 

winter was lessened but.:not eliminated. A similar removal is proposed for .the 

coming winter. f SERS 

ome oe 

The bog west of the Wingra springs and: the shores of the Teal: Pond were:.. 

planted to 5000 tamarack seedlings: in April... The stock was: excellent,.and ta: .. . 

date the plantings have done exceptionally well. . Undersized; stock: was been 

transplanted to nursery racks for future removal to the field, 

ae 

, \ |
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On May 8, 1943, more than 300 students organized by the University Work 
Day Committee helped with the planting of about 1,000 red and white pines in 

the northeast corner of the Grady tract. The stock was taken from our field 

nursery, and was 3-4 years old. The survival to October 1 was roughly 90 per cent. 

OK 

During the spring migration, 267 song birds of 13 species were banded at . 
the Arboretum station. One of those birds, a female cardinal, was a recapture 

following an original banding in Jamary, 1936. 

Or 

In August four fenced and four unfenced quadrats were sot up in the Grady 

tract and in tho Noe woods to study the oxtent of rabbit browsing on oak seedlings. 

This supplements provious oak reproduction studies by John Curtis, now in war 

‘ service. 9,000 acorns were planted on the Grady tract to further measure oak 

/ mortality from rabbits. 

j age 3 rr 

Prairie quadrat readings and oxperimental burns wore made as in other 

years. Aroas on tho prairie which wore planted to Baptisia and Rattlosnake 

Master were also staked off for yoarly censuses and natural reproduction counts. 

i 2 ‘ fi Ed 

During the summer a songbird nosting study was undertaken. The studies 

included the following: iy ; 

‘The weight development curves of the young nestlings of 22 specios. 

_ A study of tho movements and nesting history of house wrens in 36 nest boxes. 

“A special study of 20 nests of the aldor flycatcher in the west marsh. i 

Nest censuses of five areas: pine association, camp aroa, Juniper 

association, jack pine association, and Ho-noo-um Pond. 

Ett 

In an effort to establish a colony, an attempt to raise wood ducks: from: 

eggs was bogun late in tho season and mot with failure, This was duo mostly 

to damage to the egzs in transit from Illinois. The same project will ‘be 

started earlior during the coming spring. This project is in cooperation with 
the Illinois Natural History Survey. i : 

wR | 

Weight, growth, molt and bohavior were studied in fourteen penned Hungarian | 

partridge chicks loanod to the Arboretum by the Stato: Game Farm at Poynotte. The 

birds, 11 of which survive, aro: boing roturnod to Poynette. 

HR ; 

|
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With the cooporation of the Conservation Department and a unit of tho 
Wisconsin Civilian Defense, a fire suppression plan for the Arborotum has been 
worked out. In addition to tho City Fire Departmont, a Civilian Defense crow 
and two Conservation Department crews, plus much cquipment, aro available on call. 

aK 

H. C. Groene of the Botany Department has studied the plant parasitic fungi 
of tho Arboretum region, 

eK 

A rosearch study of the cffects of crowding on mixed fish populations has 
been under way since a year ago in the Stovens and Ho-nee-um ponds, under the 
direction of Professor Hasler. Analysis of scales shows that sunfishes grow | 
faster in Stevens. The study aims to find out why. 

Proliminary to the study, 150 pounds of carp and 250 pounds of other rough 
fish were removed from Ho-nee-um. The dams have beon raised 8 in. to prevent 
further ingress of carp or other fish. 

To gat a consus, 1000 bluogills in Ho-noe-um have beon fin-clipped. 
Recapturod samples will yicld, by ratios, an estimate of tho total population, 
These censuses are now being extended to other speeics. A dozon species inhabit 
Ho-nee-um, but Stevens has only half a dozen. 

ceed 

A research study to learn the life histories of native minnows, and to 
develop if possible methods for thoir artificial propagation, was begun recently 
in the Gardner Lagoons of the coast marsh. The Biology Division of tho Conservation 
Department is a party to the study, which will extend ovor a period of yoars, 
H. P. Thomson is field man on both fish projects. 

; ee 

C. Broitenbach, undor the direction of Professor Fassott, has listed the 
flora of Ho-neo-um Pond. He found 87 species of plants in and noar tho pond. 

kK 

The rough grading on the parking area near tho Spring Trail pond was 
completed this summor. 

Ten more acros of land have beon acquired to tho south of tho Gardnor area 
and to tho west of the Fish Hatchory Road. This is a fino knoll and lies on 
either side of the road running into the Arboretum from the east, making it 
possible at somo time in the future to have an appropriate entrance at this point. 

With the advent of war, all camp buildings and utilities were transferred to 
the Wer Dopartment by the National Park Service. Several portable buildings wore 
then removed, but in October the romainder was transforred to the University by 
the War Dopartment. } 

eK 

The annual report of the Arboretum staff to the Arboretum committoe was 
made on November 20, at a joint meoting with tho Madison Get-Away Club. 

Botbent A. Le ( ak? 
Arboretum Biologist
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November 22, 1943 FILE REFERENCE: 5 

Game 
i Professor Aldo Leopold Management 

Wisconsin Conservation Commissioner Federal Aid 

424 University Farm Place research projects 
Madison 6, Wisconsin pheasant - 9R 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have read Irven Buss's letter of November 9 and am 

returning it at this time, 

I agree with him that the use of red and yellow bands 

on pheasants at the Arboretum and fish hatchery marsh will 

give him the information desired. 

It is my suggestion that we get together on this in 

the very near future, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 

Supt. of Game Management 

By SALA 

F, R, Zimmerman 

Acting Supervisor 
Cooperative Game Management 

PRZ:1B 
Attach, 1
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; [Ye fer Goi, Gita 
ng LISTING OF TRE FLORA OF HONEEUM POND ee ; 

Charles Breitenbach bel 

The following list comprises the vascular flora found to 

be present at Honeeum pond between August 4, 194%, and September 

9, 194%. Five collections were made, These were on August 4, 

1943, August 17, 1943, August £4, 1943, August 31, 1943, and 

September 9, 1943, Collections were brought to the University i 

herbarium where they were pressed and subsequently s2eyed. 

The specimens gathered were those either found in Honeeum 

pond proper, or on the shore immediately adjacent to the pond, 

They are thus predominantly aquatics. However, as the boundary 

‘between aquatic and non-aquatic plants is almost impossible to 

défine, a number of non-aquatics appear in this list. Actually 

the number of non-aquatics taken was unduly large, because the 

| water level of the pond was raised about six inches in the earli- | 

: er part of the summer. | 

Besides listing species, and in some cases varieties and | 

forms, an attempt is. made to give relative abundance of the ; 

plants nemed and the general part of the pond where each is 

known to exist, 

|



Pteridophyta aH 

5 Dryopteris Thylipteris var. pubescens =~ 1 plant; south shore. 

Angiosperma 

3 fajcs fiexilis - numerous plants; scattered close to shore all 
around pond, by spill-ways particularly. 

3) Potamogeton @mericenus - numerous plants; seattered in shallow 
water all over pond. 

4) Potamogeton angustifolius ~ numerous plants; scattered in shal- 
low water all over pond. 

5) Potamogeton foliosus - numerous plants; scattered close to 
shore and in medium deep water all around pond. 

6) Potamogeton natans ~ numerous plants; seattered close to the 
shore all around pond, 

7%) Potamogeton pectinatus - numerous plants; in shallow and medi- 
| um deep water. 

8) Potamogeton pusillus - few plants; several found along south 
| and east shores. 
| 9) Potamogeton Richardsonii - few plants; two found along north 
| shore. 

10) Potawogeton zosterifolius ~ abundsnt plants; the predominant 
plant of the deep water bottom. 

ti) it sas plantago-aquatica - moderate no, of plants; found 
largely in northwest bay, elong west shore and a few plants 
along south shore. 

12) Sagittaria latifolia - moderate no. of plants; south and west 
shores. 

13) Sagittaria latifolia f. gracilis - 1 plant; northwest bay. 

| a peer canadensis ~ numerous plants; in shallow water ail 
around shore. By the spillways particularly and on deep 

: water, nottom, 
& 

18) Siictsees repens — numerous ts on north shore. 
16) Agrostis alba + numerous plants (most abundant grass), north, 

east and west shores. e 
17) Andropogon furcatus - moderate no, of plants; south and west 

shores. 

18) Agropyron repens - numerous plantss north and east shores. 
19) Hordeum jubatum - moderate number of plants; west shore. 
20) Echinechola pungens ~ numerous plants; north, east and west 

shores. 
a Echinechola Walteri - 1 plant; east shore. 
£2) Leersia oryzoides ~ 1 large clone of plants ;~ east shore at 

water's edge, 
23) Muhlenbergia foliosa - few plants north and east shores. 
24) Panicum capillare - moderate number of plants; north shore, 
25) Setoria lutescens ~ numerous plents; north, south, east and 

west shores. )
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‘ 26) ert. hystericina ~ numerous plants; on shore all around 
pond, 

27) Carex scaparia var. condensa = numerous plants; at juncture 
of shore and pondj north shore particularly, 

28) Carex vulpinoides - moderate no, of plants; north and east 
shores. : ‘ 

Cyperus digndrus ~ most abundant. sedge - all around pond, 
50) Cyperus Englemanni ~ several plants; fairly restricted to 

north west bay. 
31) Eleacharis calla - moderate no, of plants; north side of pond. — 
32) Seirpus atrovirens. - numerous plants; all around pond. 
33) Scirpus validus - numerous plants; all around pond, 

Bay Telka minor + numerous plants; shallow little coves all 
around pond, 

P. 
. 

38) Heteronthera dubia ~ few plants; medium and deep water. 

36) funcus Dudleyi - numerous plants; all around pond. 
37) Funcus Torreyi - numerous plants; all around pond. 
38) Funcus nodosus - moderate no. of plants all around pond, 

$9) Populus deltoides - two 8 ft. trees; south shore. 
40) Salix Bebbiana - few plants; south and southeast shore. 
41) Salix candida - few plants; south shore. 
42) Salix longifolia - few plants, south andecast shores. 
45) Salix petiolarigq - few plants; south and southeast shores. 

44) Betula papyrifera - few planted trees; south shore. 
45) Betula ewan hap ~ few shrubs; south shore. 
46) Betula Sendbergi - few Shrubs;east Shore 

pote ngcese | 
= olygonum oo - few scattered plants:north, east 

and west shores. Z 
48) Polygonum pennsylvanicum ver. laemigatum - two plants; 

found on east shore. 
49) Polygonum Persicaria ~ few plants; scattered on north and 

east sides. 

9) parhyssane, demersum - ebundent plants; shallow water 
around pond near shore}. some plants in deep water. 

5h ine, variegatum - small clone; southwest end of pond. 
52) Nymphaea odorata - few small clones; scattered around pond 

near shore. edge.
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53) f@nmenfus pennsylvanicus - several plants; south shore. 
54) Ranunculus scleratus f. natans - few plants; found growing 

in northwest cold spring. 

ag Nasturtium @fficinale f. submersum ~ numerous plants in north- 
west cold spring. 

56) Nasturtium @fficinale £, siifolium ~ numerous plants in north- 
west cold spring. 

hopupinacese 
edicago lupulina - one plant; disturbed area on north shore. 

‘ Impatiens biflora - numerous plants; south shore. 
53) Impatiens biflora f. citrina - one plant; southeast shore, 

9) gfstes bulbifera - one plant; northwest bay. 

| a1) Sotunis stolonifera - several shrubs; south shore, 

a) oe quadriflora ~ moderate no, of gents; south shore. 
y doa 

as ree incarnate ~- several plants; west shore. 

a2) Gaseete Gronovii ~- numerous plants} south shora 

woposueee erbena hastata - numerous plants; all around pond. 

a 
% 

66) Lycopus americanus - few plants; scattered along west shore. 
67) Lycopus uniflorus - moderate no. of plants; scattered on : 

shore, all around pond. 
s Mentha arvensis - numerous plants; shore all around pond. 
69) Pyenanthemums virginianum ~ two plants; west shore. 

ge us paupercula - several plants; south shore. 
79} Chelane glabra var. linifolia - two plants; one plant on 

southwest shor other plant» on northwest shore. 72) Pediculeris luncealata - one plant; north shore. 

7 persia vulgaris var. americenus ~ numerous plants; shal- 
low water all around pond. 

4) tastes major - Several plants; west shore.
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2. 
-belia Kalmii.- numerous plants; all around pond. 

76) L@belia siphil&tica ~ numerous plents;all around pond. 

77) Ambrosia artemisia&. folia - few plants; north shore. 
78) Ambrosia trifida var. integrifolia’- few plants; north shore, 
79) Aster paniculatum - several plants; west shore. ; 
80) Bidens cernua var. minima ~ several plants; east and north 

shores. 
S Bidens cernue - numerous plants; north, east and west shores. 
82) Bidens frondosa var. anomala - moderate emount of plants, 

scattered all around pond. 
83) Bidens vulgata - moderate amount of plants, east and north 

shores. 
: 

| 84) Cirsium muticum - moderate amount of plants; scattered all 
‘ around pond. 4 

85) Eupatorium maculatum - medium amount of plants; all around 
| shore. 

86) Eupatorium perfoliatum - medium amount of plants; all around 
shore. 

87) Solidago canadensis - numerous plants; south and west shores. 

* * & © & | 

Besides the five collections made at Honeeum pond, the dates 

of which were listed at the beginning of this report, one collec- 

tion was also made at Stevens pond on August 10, 1943. Insufficient 

work was done at this pond to report the flore there found. It is 

of interest, though, that of the plants taken on August 10, 1943, a 

large number are not present at Honeeum pond. 

As the two ponds are no more than a mile apart, this difference 

may be due to either or to both of two factors: That Stevens pond 

is four years older than Honeeum pond; and that the summer tempera- 

ture of Stevens pond averages about 4 or 5 degrees Centigrade less 

then dees that of Honeeum pond. 

October 4, 1943



Oak Reproduction Studies ~ 1943 (Grady Tract) i 

In the fall of 1941, on the southwest side of the Grady Tract fourteen . 
furrows were cut in the quack sod and into the furrows were planted red and 
white oak acorns, Two years later there was about a 35% survival. Of this 
amount about 95% was red oaks, There was also a fair catch of hickory in the 
furrows in 1943. All but a few of the oaks planted on the furrow ridge had 

‘ died. According to Butzen, the white oak acorns had an avefage root length of 
six inches, This may aecount for the poor survival of white oaks, 

This fall the trees surviving in three of the rows (3, %, 11) were 
examined and staked to check subsequent survival and extent of rabbit damage. 
The results as of Oetober 15 are given in the following table. ‘The seedlings 
are numbered from the north end, 

Row 3 * \ Row_7. 4d Row 12 
Seedling Not Height - Seedling Not Height Seedling Not Heigne 
Browsed Browsed . Browsed Browsed Browsed Browsed treet nnn en arte OE 

fe x 4” x an (Not staked) ar 
a, x 10" x 5" a 
3, x 10" x 5" " i" a" 

4e x on x §" x b 
5. x ow x 7 x i 
6. x e *, 4n x 4" 
Te + & a ‘ x 6" * x YG 
8. x gn x > x 3" 

9. x or x zn (Not staked) 
10. x on x 6" x 4" 
ll. x bb . x BP. x r | 

bine x ee x 4" x a” 
13. x o" x 3" x 4" 
Te x oe x a” x “e 
1B. x 6" x au x on 

16, z 5”  . 2° x a 
17. x 8" * x 5” (Not staked) 
18, x - igs x al x . 
19, x >" * an A x a 
20. x 4" x 2 x or 
aha ; * af x 5" x an 
a. i ¥ 3° * x 5" x 4° 
23. x 3° x 3" * x on 
2he x 3 * ae x o" 
25. x 4” x ag x Pg | 
26.6 x on x 3" x Fi | 
27. x 5° x 6* x 5° 
28. x a x a x 4” 
29. x o" * x on x an 
30. x id : x 4” x 3" 

a) x @" x ge x 5" 
925 * on x 7 x , 
334 x 7 x 7 *. x 3" 
Bh. x o x 10" x ra 
35. x sr, o* x ™” OR: 
36. x 6" x 4" 
376 x a : x ry 
38. * 4" x ad
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Row 3 Row 7 ate Row 11 
Seedling Not isigh' Seedling: Not Height Seedling Not Height 

Browsed Srowsed Browsed Browsed Browsed Browsed 

x <- 2" x - o" oe x 5" 

io. a a " x 5” 

Ale * oe 3 x a 
42. ’ . x r 
436 x ae 

Ahe ° x ba 

Totals 7 35 7 27 1 43 

Seedling Not Height Seotting ee Height 

~Bromsed__Browsed ss‘ «wRguaed_Browsed 

1. ” ° o 5K 

2. : 3. a x 3H 
ms sy 30 37. x ee 

e x an 38. x ° 
2 x ye . =x 3" 

a x 7 « x ee 
?. x on 4 * z 
8. x pt 42, x i 

9. x ae M9 x ” 
10. x Qe . x 5" 
11. x " 

a z zi Totals 15 29 

ih x 3° ’ 
13. x ae Sample 165 oak seedlings 
16. x 34 

r x 2" Mo. browsed 30 
. x ” 

19. >. ge % browsed 18 
20. x 5" 
2l. x ‘ 

22. RX " 

7 x ye 

24, x 5" 

25. x ae 
26. x ya 
27. x i 

28. x " 

29. x 6 

30. x ze 
31. x " 

32. x 6" 
z" x 2 

. 2 2"
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Oak Reproduction Studies + 1943 (Grady Tract) fi 
Part II i 

To augment the 1941 oak plantings as mentioned in Part I, the south half 4 4 

' of the furrowed tract was cross-plowed and planted to oaks on October 15, 1943. i 
The plowing was done with a light Fordson tractor , The process was difficult 

and the furrow was not clean as on level ground, ‘The rows were again numbered : q 

from the north and were planted as follows: ‘ 

Row No. Species of Oak Acorns Per Row | 
1 

1 Bluck aod white (1 to 2) 5h | 
2 Black and white . 56 
3 White 54 i 

4 White 52 

5 Red and white * 49 

6 Red and white * 56 ' 
7 Red 40 
8 Red 42 
9 Red and white ie 41 i 

10 Red and white * 43 

11 Red and white ¥ Al 
12 k Red and white x 47 . 

13 Red and white . 41 
‘ ava Red and white * 43 

. 15 White 43 

he 16 white 46 
17 Red and white (2 to 1) 42 

. 18 Red and white * 42 

19 Red 46 
20 Red 47 

21 *Rned and white (1 to 2) 41 
22 Red and white ” 48 

23 white 45 ' | 

2h White 40 
25 -Red and white ra 65 
26 Red and white * he id | 

27 Red and white * ae Bp 

: 28 Red and white ' bind 84 

29 Red 6. 
Vh72 

* Rows 21 through 29 were planted to the smell white oak acorns 

; taken from the Ho-Ne-Hum ponds area, These acorns had not 

sprouted very much but were badly infected with grubs, The white 

oak acorns used in the other rows were taken from the south side 

’ of the Colf Course and were considerably larger and had sprouted 

from 4 to 3 inches, The tips of some of these sprouts were dried, 

All. acorns were inspected before plantings 

** Although the ratio of reds to whites was one to two, in each of 

the holes made, 2 white oak acorns were placed instead of 1. 

The ratio was actually 4 to ly 

The red oak acorns were obtained from the oak woods south of the 

Springs. 

Aeorns were planted to a depth of 14", 

. Ui a eae
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OAK REPRODUCTION STUDIES--1943 

To eugment the furrowed oak plantings on the lower Grady tract, | 

& larger non-furrow planting was made o the north end of the tract 

opposite Seminole Highway. 

The object of the planting was to extend the oak woods from the 

north side of the road across into the fallow field to the south, and 

in the process, to study the reproduction and survival of sod-planted 

acorns. 

The acorns planted were gathered from the following places: 

1. White Oak--from the large trees in the park area east 
of the Honeeum pond and south of the council ring. 

-@. Red Oak+-from the oale on the side hill and opposite 
the path that leads from the parking area to the 
“#oods springs". 

3. Black oake-from several trees in front of the Nakoma 
Golf Club House. 

All acorns were floated to eliminate the wormy ones. ‘This method 

is not 100 per cent efficient but eliminated the obviously bad mts. 

The planting started at the west end of the newly planted pines, 

about ten yards into the pines, and extended west to the fence on the 

Fitchburg road. The width of the planting was about 40 yards. 

The method was to scalp a small piece of the sod, insert the acorn, 

and replace the sod. No acorns were planted over 2" deep. 

There were several kinds of sod--Canada bluegrass, Leptoloma, 

quack, and coninations of the three. Also planted were areas of no sod. 

These were grown to ford rosettes.
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The soil is light and sandy. 

6850 acorns were planted from 2+4 feet apart. 

The number was arrived at as follows: 

100 grams of red acorns = 25 mts 

100 grams of white acorns = 50 mts 

12015 grams of white acorns were planted = 6000 mts 

10988 grams of red acorns were planted = 2750 

100 (counted) black acorns were planted 100 

8850 Total 

In the planted area four sections were laid out to study the 

reproduction of the various acorns in relation to the sod types, The 

sections were laid out and planted as follows. 

#1 10° x 10’ in Canada bluegrass and planted to 100 acorns 
of white, black, and red oak. A stake was set in the southeast 
corner to indicate the plot location. 

#2 10° x 10! in Leptolom. Planted and marked same as # 1. 

#3 10' x 10" in Quack. Planted and marked same as # 1. 

#% 30° x10", ‘The first 10! square ms planted to 100 white 
oak scorng the second 10' square to 100 black oak acorns, 
and the last 10' square to 100 red acorns. Four white 
stakes mark the corners of the plot. 

The area tn general should be checked spring and fall, so 

survival and plot comparisons can be made.
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QAK REPRODUCTION STUDIES 

On the University Arboretum oak reproduction is poor, 

both on the heavy soils of Noe woods and on the Grady tract 

afand, Rabbits supposedly chew off the seedlings each year. 

This study was designed to determine the asbare of seedling 

loss, ‘the method follows: 

Four plots of seedlings were fenced, two in Noe woods, 

two on the Grady, Four similar unfenced plots were staked | 
off adjacent to the fenced plots in both places, Your iron | 

fence posts supported a 3° chicken wire fence of 2" mesh, | 

The bottom edge of the wire was stapled to the sod, ‘The | 

Grady plot was 10' x 10'; the Noe plot 5' x 5". ‘These plots | 

were set up on September 8, 1943, | 

ree ) 
#1. Noe woods, 100 yards south of blacktop, 35 yards 

west of north-south fence. Site shaded, 

@. Fenced, No, of seedlings=-46, Average | 
height--8" , 

bd, Mot fenced, Wo. of seedlings--24, Average 
height--10", 

#2, Noe wods, 25 yards southwest of plot #1, This 
area was partially shaded by over=hanging boughs 
and brush (hazel, black cherry, etc.), It was 
pruned open with the pruning shears so as to 
expose the seedlings, 

& Fenced, No. of seedlings--76, Average | 
height--1)", 

b. Not fenced. Mo. of seedlings--55, Average 
height--5",
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#3. Grady tract, 20 yards north of uotorayele trad, 10 yards 
west of road track, Site shaded dense) . 

a Fenced, Wo, of aeedlings--221, Average height 
5%, None over 7 inches, 

bd. Bot fenced, Wo, of seedlings--174, Average 
height--5", None over 8", 

#4, Grady tract, 70 yards southwest of the old motorcycle 
track, Site in the open. 

@ Fenced, 12 “slwms". Average height 11", 
none over 14", 

bv, Mot fenced, 10 “clwms", Average hoight--12", 
None over 14", 

Note: Unfenced plots are marked with two or four white 2 x i's, 
one in @ash corner, 

\ % 
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September 10, 1943 

Tole 
: GRADY TRACT PINE PLANTATION Ou 

Stock: Red and white pine saplings, 2 and 3 years old, teken from the 

Arboretum field mrsery. 

Date: May 6, 1943. Locations Mxtreme I.E, Grady, adjacent to Seminole Highway 

Grow: 300 University students (90% girls) organized in a Work Day program. 

Supervision: Professor Longenecker, Tom Batgen, Bob McCabe 

Method: Before the appearance of the Work Day crew, the locations for the 
trees to be planted were marked by scalps made by the supervisors. 

The Work Day crew was divided into three groups: (1) those digging 
holes, (2) those removing trees from the Nursery, and (3) those 
planting. Within each group were student captains coached by 

Professor Longenecker a week previous to Work Day. About 1000 

trees in all were set out. The red pine were planted on the 
slopes, and the white pine in the draws or low spots. 

Remarks: One of the difficulties wes the fact thet the shovels used were 
very dull. 

Some of the holes were improperly dug. 

The trees were held too long after they were removed from the 

4) Mursery. This was partially due to the fact that the soil did 

( not hold to the roots. 

The chief difficulty, however, came in the actual planting. In 

most cases the tree was planted too deep, the roots improperly 

set, and the ground not stomped down enough. 

Ee A ea In general the mortality was about 10 per cent, 
and t te pine were much less “Unbent 1Heths cena 
mortality than were the red pines. (About 1 to eve pine) | 

The following is the result of the examination of ten dead pines 

taken at random on May 10. 

M2weli Red pine | 

Ho. 1. The root stock good. Root depth 7". Ground well packed. 

Believe roots dried out before planting. 

No. 2. Root stock poor. Root depth 6". Roots all on one lateral 
plane. 

No. 3. Root stock good. Ground too loose, not stomped. Inds of 

Feots in upper 4 of soil. 

| 

|
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No. 4. Root stock good. Roots spread, welleplanted. Ground 
too loose. 

No. 5. Root stock good. Welleplanted. Trunk broken just above 
original sod ball. 

No. 6, Root stock good. Roots all on one plane and on one 
side of the tree. Root depth 7*. 

No. 7. Root stock poor. Main stem of root is broken. All 
roots in one vertical plane, close to the trunk. 

Ho. 8 Root stock good. Root depth 10". Roots vertical and 
on several planes. Apparently dried out before 
planting. 

No. 9. Root stock good. Root depth 4", Roots on one plane 
and on one side of the tree. 

No. 10. Root stock good. Roots on one plane but well spread. 
Should have been o.k. 

white Pine. 

Ho. 1. Six inches of the trunk and one set of lower limbs 
were buried in the planting. Roots were bald and not 
spread out. The plant died early, and the total depth 
of the plant below the ground was 1! 2", 

/
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July 30, 1943 

Mr, John H. Lilly 
5 King Hall 

Dear Lilly: 

eet ee Arboretum yesterday with Ted Prison of the Illinois 
8 Surv he poin' % t 

rattlesnake master was heavily imhavived ty an Sussot tint Looked 
like a wasp, and that he said belonged to the gems Seolia, which 
he said parasitizes the white grub. This raises the question of 
whether useful insect predators and insect parasites might not be 
encouraged by establishing in fence rows and waste corners the 
plants favorable for them. Frison said he had noticed before that 

Cassia, or partridge pea, also attracts Seolia. 

The purpose of this note is to suggest to you or Fluke that the 
Arboretum now presents opportunities which might be attractive 
from your standpoint in that we have a considerable stock of 

prairie plants not ordinarily available which are especially 
suitable for farm fencerows and roadsides. We also have a small 
fund should you need it to put the right kind of a student on such | 

@ problem. | 

I have long been anxious to get entomological work connected with | 
conservation, and here might he an opportunity. | 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Longenecker, Fassett, and Hasler | 

| 

" |



August 30, 1943 q 

PRAIRIE QUADRAT STUDIES 

The following is the 1943 reading for the prairie quadrats 
as set up by John Catenhusen (see Arboretum Office file) 

Quadrat No. 1 

Sec. Kentucky Quack Grass Canada 

ee Blue Blue Grass. 
Srass_ 

2 0 il 6 
4 0 7 4 
6 0 7 12 | 
& 0 4 4 

10 0 6 6 
12 0 1h 0 3 i 
16° 0 2 2 
18 0 1 2 
20* 0 6 & 
22 O 0 4 
a4 0 1 3 

* These had 3 and 1 rosettes (aster ?) respectively 

Quadrat Mo. 2 

Sec. Kentucky Quack Canada Ragweed 

2e:, Blue Grass Grease Blue Grass (Lesser) — oe 
2 0 0 6 0 1 0 
4 0 0 7 0 3 0 
6 é 0 2 1 3 0 
g 3 1 2 0 4 0 

10: 5 2 0 x 2 1 
12 20 0 3 0 2 0 
1 al 0 2 0 1 0 
16 15 0 4 0 y 0 
18 9 0 2 0 3 0 
20 12 0 1 i ’ 0 
22 10 0 0 0 4 ° 
ah ¥ 2 0 0 3 0 

The average height of Kentucky blue grass 30", Canada blue grass 22", Quack 31".
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August 30, 1943 

PRAIRIE QUADRAT STUDIES (contimed) 

Quadrat Ho. 3 : 

Sec. Kentucky Canada Quack Aster Ragweed { 

Ho. Blue Grass Saee GR kk ee : 
‘ 4 

2 6 1 3 0 0 

4 é 0 1 10 ° 

6 0 0 3 0 

& 12 0 3 2 0 

10 9 1 1 2 0 

12 6 0 4 2 0 
14 5 0 0 0 0 
16 8 0 1 1 0 

18 3 0 1 0 0 

20 8 1 4 1 0 

22 6 0 0 2 0 

ah 4 0 0 2 0 

The average height of Kentucky blue grass 29", Canada blue grass 21", Queck zye 

Quadrat No. 
Sec. Kentucky Canada Quack Aster Ragweed 

—ie. Blue Grass Blue Gress © Grass __ avin \ 

2 2 ‘ 2 8 2 0 
4 0 4 6 0 
6 0 6 2 15 0 

8 0 2 1 3 0 
10 1 5 2 7 0 

12 0 0 10 0 

14 Q 2 2 y 0 

| 16 2 11 0 

18 0 1 6 2 1 
20° 1 2 11 1 

22 1 7 12 0 

24 0 \ 12 Bt 0 

The average height of Kentucky blue grass 27", Canada blue grass 21", Quack 32" 

| | 

|
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; Aug. 10, 1943 

Dr. Arthur Hasler 
150 Biology Bldg. 

Dear Art! 

The history of the arboretum's ponds are as followst 

fhe exeavation on the Bast 90 was started in November, 1964 as a Marl 

project to help farmers. From November, 1934 to Jenvary 10, 1935, 18,959 

- gubie yards of Marl were excavated, In 1935 the ccs camp took over the 

Trangient cam. A new drag line was purchased by the National Park Service 

and work was started on the Stevens area, These ponds were finished in 

dune, 1936. ‘The drag line was then moved to Bast 90; these Hast 90 ponds 

being completed August, 1938. Work was then started on the Ho-nee-un 

ponds, These were completed in 1939. Work was then started on the Gardiner 

area and excavation was carried forward until the cams went out in November, 

1941. 

If you went any additional data, please let me hear from you, 

Yours very truly, 

G, Wm. Longenecker 
Exec. Dir. U. of W. Arboretum 

GWLt on 

\/
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August 9, 1943 

Mr. S. A. Faville 
Faville Homestead Farm 
leke Mills, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Paville: 

On behalf of the Arboretum Technical Committee, I wish 
to acknowledge ani thank you for the donation of 
Showy ladyslipper transplants. 

. These ladyslippers were received in good shape and 
F were set out in a site comparable to their original 

habitat. On duly 10 all plants appeared to be doing 
well, and it is hoped that their survival will add to 
our collection of native Wisconsin flora. 

Sincerely yours, 

Albert PF. Gallistel : 
Chmn., Technical Committee | 

vo Bal— 

|
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August 9, 1943 | 

Mr, Prederick C. Lincoln 
U. S. Mesh and Wildlife Service 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Sir: 

Irven 0, Buss, a Wisconsin bird bander, has left 
the state to enter the Navy. He had at the time (July 10) 
& mumber of umsed bird bands received from your office. 
These bands, which I am able to use, he turned over 
to me, I now wish to acknowledge the exchange of the 
following bands from his name to mine: 

Size Amount Series and numbers 

oO 10 4O-10671 = 80 ine. 
1 10 tho-eeet = 60 inc. 
la 10 YO~L ~ 70 ins, 
2 10 geo? + 38 inc. 
5 10 322021 = 30 ine. 

These bands will be vsed at the University of Wisconsin 
Arboretum banding station. 

Sincerely yours, 

Rodert A. McCabe ; 
Univ. Arboretum Biologist i
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August 9, 1943 

Mr. William Grimmer 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison, 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 

I received a shipment of 14 Hungarian partridges, together 
with 30-hO pounds of starter, from Mr. Kellogg of the Game 
Farm, on duly 26. ‘The 14 birds are still alive and doing 
well. I trust we will be able to get some more starter 
when our supply is exhausted. 

We have begun the molt studies, ald if we have no 
mortality, expect to find the necessary informtion to fill 
the gaps in our previous molt studies. 

The dirds are housed in two brooders in the 0CO camp yard ; 
: at the Arboretum. 

I wish to thank you and Mr. Kellogg for your cocperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert A. MeCabe 
f Arboretum Blologist 

ec Kellogg



July 7, 1943 | 

ARBORETUM PRAIRIE PROJECT 

K To check the natural reproduction of rattlesnake master, Eryngiun 

yuccifolium, and of Baptisia leucantha, two plots 50' x 50' were staked | 

out on the prairie where the respective species had been planted by 

Sperry in 1937 or 1938. The Baptisia plot is located 20 yards west of 

the large white oak and 20 yards south of the Arboretum road. The 

E. puccifolium plot is about 50 yards east of the white oak and about 

q 30 yards south of the Arboretum road. 

The initial plantings appear to be transplants. Assuming this, all 

plants were counted in the staked off areas for both species. The results 

are as follows: 

EB. yuccifolium 

1. Transplants surviving ... 297 

2. Transplants failing ... 14 

, & 3. Transplants showing reproduction...&2 

The average height of 10 plants taken at random ....46" 

Baptisia 

1. Transplants surviving... 75 

2. Transplants failing. It was difficult to tell about the 
failure, so no mumerical value was given. 

3. Transplants showing reproduction... 

No heights were taken. 

Both areas are marked with 4 white 2" x 4" corner posts. 

X
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July 2, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
102 Old Entomology Bldg. h 
University of Wisconsin 

_, Dear Dr, Leopold: 

The following records show the record of the Wood Duck 
eggs as of July first. You will note that there are three 
groups of eggs and we have kept the records separately. 

All of the eggs had tremulous air cells and some of 
the eggs showed signs of previous incubation. This was es- 
pecially true of three eggs in number K3 which were thrown 
out as D (1) on the first test. 

Some of the embryos do not look normal and may not be a= 
live, but we have left them in the incubator. I have kept 
all but two of the test out eggs and you can get them if you 

wish. 

Total eggs received 29. 1 broken so badly that it was 

not incubated, leaving 28. 
Inft, DL Left in July l. 

RT208 ~ 2 cks. + 8 = 10 a 3 6 
No Marks 1 cks. #10=11 0O 3 8 

K#3 OS lg eas Se 
28 4 7 45 

Yours very truly, 

é hs 

Prat ; : : 

J, G, Halpin 
Professor ofPoultry Husbandry 

JGH/c
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Professor Aldo Leopold \ af 

424 University Farm Place % oP i 
Madison, Wisconsin ; t 

i Dear Mr. Leopolds 

I seraped together a rough “scopy” of the main part of the chapter on 
the Arboretum trappings for the past winter and am enolosing it for your { 
information. | 

Please feel that I have tried to merely extend your own study by | 
practically copying your approach to the data, but I find that the last | 
part of the chapter largely is contradictory to your findings. I want 
to support your findings, not blast them, but try as I might I can't seem | 
to make the shoe fit. | 

Maybe you can make some suggestions that woul dhelp us both, or perhaps 
Cyril has now gotten enough additional data so that the picture will be : 
ehenged. I am convinced that there were more pheasants on the Arboretum than 
we censused (even if I didn't indicate as much after you had completed your 
census), but I'm not convinced that there were 997 as the data now show. 

I am also convinced that there are portions of the arboretum population that ‘| 

contain no banded pheasants. 

Here are some of ‘the unknowns that bother me; (1) The census was taken | 
December 12. Cyril's studies were started in April. What could have happened | 

to the population count in the interim? (2) Do you suppose it possible that 
what we have called spring shuffle or dispersion consists typically of an 

outgoing group that moved in during winter, and consequently the ‘residents of 
the arca ALWAYS maintain a stable territory giving the picture Cyril is now 

getting? (3)If pheasants sare moving in to the Arboretum DURING SPRING where 
are they coming from? The Fish H:tchery is the logical source, but why no 

bands? (4) A Pittman-Robertson worker (Carlson) in southern Minnesota studied 

spring dispersion intensively, and he found “that pheasants were reluctant to 

move more than a quarter of a mile.” 

I think you have spent more "brain sweat" on your paper than most readers 

will appreeiete, and I like all except one part. (As you know I am steadily 

growing to hold fine measurements, complicated formulae, and statistical analyses, 

farther and farther from me.) I am now referring to your correction of the 

bended survivors in the untrapped residue. Surely there are bends not accounted 

for, but why try to correct for them? Probably the difference between years is 

less than the error involved in your correction. It is only during the first 

trapping thet all are included, but after thet the rate of shrinkage will be 

rether parallel IF the error is similar for each year. Lastly your corrections 

are swathed ia possible errors which arise through assumptions, aon the 
whereas



actual change brought about by the corrections does not appreciably change 
the picture. The rest of your paper is practically "air tight", but surely 
not that part which deals with "Probable Banded Population"! 

So many unseen influences can affect a pheasant population (such as 
the effect of humidity om broods, ete.) that I'm amet surprised you went through 

; five years without finding more contradictory evidence. Perhaps the various 
influences added in one direetion during 1942 and the sixth winter's data 
are just different without beimg wrong in any way at all. 

At any rate, I'l] appreciate your comments, and rest assured that I'm 
convinced this problem is anything but solvable “over night", 

| Best personal regards, 

ke ion exe 
P.S. I have seen an unusual number of Cedar Waxwings up here. Only the 

week before leaving no one had reported them to the Kumlien Club and 
we commented on their absence. Mattison who works for me, and who 
has lived here for 50 years says he never saw so many before. 

Latest brainstorm: Suppose pheasants that move in to an area during fall or 
winter are easier to trap than “residents”, which is entirely possible. 
The past winter, which was unusually severe, would find a large number 
of such birds moving im which would make up a large part of the winter's 
catch. During spring these same pheasants would move back out, carrying 
with them a goodly number of bands. The residual birds would appear 

| low in per cent of banded observations, and would also lead us to believe 
. there were more birds on the area than actually lived there at that time. 

The question is, where are the bands, and why don't we see them outside 
the area?
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OWEN WINSTON : 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have not had the opportunity to make any careful 
study of the squirrel abundance in the woodlots mentioned in 
my previous letter. My opinion is based entirely on observa- 
tions of the mumber of leaf nests, corncobs left scattered 
through the woods, tracks of squirrels in the snow and signs 
that they had been digging through the snow for what I presume 
were cached nutse I have found a» occasional oak seedlings 
which had germinated, and which had been dug up and the acorn 
partly eatene 

I cannot of course say that the lack of oak repro- 
duction was due entirely to squirrels, although I believe 
that they are probably the major factor. There have also 
been evidences of mouse work and a certain amount of damage 
by nut-boring insects. 

I am hoping to be able to work up a definite plan 
for running this problem down when the current demand for tim- 
ber tapers off. It is wmlikely that this will oceur before 
the end of the war, since practically all of our oak is being 
put into sub-chasers, Pr boats and other naval construction. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ee Be Moore, 

‘ Assistant Forester 

BBM/FN 

Form D9A—10M- 9 42 |
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POPULATION TURNOVER STUDIES at THE UNIVERSITY OF Gprd 1943 

WISCONSIN ARBORETUM 

Studiesat..the-University-of-Wisconsin—Arboretum; Leopold, Sperry, Feeney, 

and Catenhusen (1943) heve reported their findings from a study made on this 

area which "....measured, by five successive censuses and bandings of a sample 

population, the rate at which five generations of pheasants disappeared and 

were replaced by reproduction.” A sixth census, and bandings of a sample 

population, was made during the winter of 1942-43 to extend their study. ‘The 

findings are reported below. 
Corres 

T The census drive was held on December 12 and was completed in a single day ! 
cece nat 

: by the -man crew. The same area units driven previously were again censused, 

acs and techniques were used throughout the census so that the count sould 

be compared directly with the five counts already made. The-census-resulted—ia 

A count of 402 pheasants ane oftand,. 
ome ’ 

Apt ine operations started on December 14 and continued through Mareh 2. 

The traps were of the same design and specifications as those used during the 

previous five years. Each trap was attended twice daily unless itwas unset 

for a half day when it was attended once. The time spent trapping, the number 

of traps used, and the pheasants caught are shown in the following summary: 

Time spent trapping Traps operated 

hole Half ‘otal Total Ave. Total 
ionth days days days No. <No.* catches 

' December 6.5 143.5 18 283 
January 10.5 192.5 14 285 
February 4.5 83 12 77 
March 1 19 10 8 

Totals 14 ay 22.5 438 14 655 

*Total No. of traps divided by (whole plus half days). 

Of the 653 catches, 251 were unbanded (Newly-banded), 67 carried bands 

from previous trappings (returns), 314 were retrapped (repeats), and 21 were 

unbanded pheasents that were killed in the traps, The 339 individuals trapped 

(653 - 314) represent a sample 52 per cent as large as all previous samples 
317 
pe. combined. The increased catch is believed attributable to: (1) low temper atures 

yas 
and persistent snow, (2) increased population density, and (3) use of a larger 

number of trapping stations. The summary shows thet an average of 14 traps were



Cha. * eC 

operatec. uring the time these traps were in operation, am average of 14 other 

trups were unset, vaited with corn, and acted as feeding stavions ut other trap 

sives. -fter operating one group of traps for an intervai of sevrai days, wey 

were unset, and the second group was put in operation. No traps were set during 

56.5 days of the 79-day trepping vininine to storms or severe cold weather. he 

non-trapping intervals varied in iength from one to 11 days. suring these intervals 

the treps were replenished with corn, and the pheesants were allowed to iecu 

rreely.



Eye * 
Table 30 combines the 1942-43 catches with those made during the other 

five years, exclusive of repeats, and it also shows the census for each year. 

Reading horizontally shows that the catch was composed of 272 newly-banded 

birds, 39 returns from the 1941-42 year-class of 128, 17 returns from the 

1940-41 year-olass of 127, 10 returns from the 1939-40 year-class of 148, end 

one return from the 1938-39 year-class of 137. 

Reading diagonally downward shows the history of eny year-class. The 

1938-39 year-class is represented by the series 137 - 28-9-+2-1. 

The average of the six survival series is shown at the bottom of the table 

by the series 139 - 22-8 -4- 0.5. The addition of the sixth year's eatehes 

does not change the average turnover period, and the maximum age ordinarily 

attained by individual pheasants, which is about five years. 

Leopold, Sperry, Feeney, end Catenhusen (1943) point out that the average 

survival series gives the turnover period but “does not eonvey a true picture 

of the year-to-year turnover rate, because the initial figure of each survival 

series represents all of the individuals bearing bands of that year-class, 

whereas the remaining figures include only those survivors returning to the traps. 

Additional banded survivors exist in the untrapped portion of the population.” 

They assumed that the bended survivors of any year-class are “proportionately 

distributed between the trapped and untrapped portions of the population.” On 

the besis of this assumption they have made correction for the survivors in the 

untrapped residue. During the sixth wimter 39 of the original year-class of 

128 were caught, but additional survivors of the 128 existed among the untrapped 

residue of 63. By using their ratio 39:339::x:63, the correction, x, is 7 birds, 

whieh added to 39 gives a probable actual survivel of 46. 

Table 31 presents the six-year survival series corrected by their method. 

The corrected average survival series shrinks less abruptly then the 

uncorrected series of Table 30: 

Uncorrected series, Table 30: 139 - 22-8 - 4- 0.5 

Corrected series, Table 31: 139 - 36-13 -5- 0.5 

Reduced to a seale of 100 the corrected average is 100 - 26-9 - 4- 0.4,
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Figure 13 graphically shows the corrected data, and Figure 14 compares the | 

average survival (on a scale of 100) of the Arboretum end the average survival 

(on a seale of 100) of the Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge. (The latter survivel 

will be discussed in the following chapter on "Population Turnover Studies om | 

the Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge".) 

Errors im amelyses 

Leopold, Sperry, Feeney, and Catenhusen (1943) show thet, "In Table 2, 

the five year-classes are averaged first and reduced to a percentage afterward. 

When reversed, a different series results...." They used both methods and 

eoncluded that both were valid, but the first was preferred over the second. 

"Both methods assume that there are no ‘untrapped’ spots in the Arboretum | 

population. uhis assumption seems justified because the average area per trap 

was only 40 acres." ; 

A study made dein ney and Jume, 1943, which involved collection of }50 

pheasants from the Arboretum, showed a striking contrest in the ratio of banded | 

to unbanded pheasants in various parts of the area. Fifty per cent of the 

; pheasents collected withim a quarter mile of a trapping station were banded. As 

collections were meade at greater distences from trapping stations, the per cent | 

of banded birds decreased. Collections made a mile or more from trapping stations
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showed practically no banded birds. This study indicates that certain portions 

of the Arboretum contained no bended pheasants at the time the collections were 

made, end it suggests that these pheasants did not undergo wholesale shuffling 

during the time of spring dispersion. 

the disproportionate distribution of banded survivors between the trapped 

and untrapped portions of the Arboretum population undermines the validity of 

the corrections for the survivors im the umtrapped residue. The lower proportion 

of unbarded birds in the umtrepped portions makes the correction too high. 

an addition toe 89 pheasants collected during April end May, 1943, on 12 

specific portions of the Arboretum, observations of 103 banded and unbanded 

pheasants were seeured by the use of binoculers during the same time on the seme 

tracts. uhe totals of the collected and observed pheasants are shown in the 

following summarys ; 

Number Number Per eent 
unbanded banded _ banded 

Collected 48 41 46 
Observed 78 25 24 

Totals 126 66 34 

the totals show thet only 34 per cent of the pheasants on the arboretum 

were banded, whereas 1able 31 shows that 87 per cent were banded. The 87 per 

cent is based on the 402 pheasants censused veeember 12. 

How accurate was the census? The, summary shows that 34 per cent of the 

population was banded, and Table 30 shows that 339 different pheasants were trapped. 

From these figures, it appears that there were 997 pheasants on the area. Since 

the correction of the survival series shown in Table $1 is based on the difference 

between the totel catch and the census, it is waded to a census error of 

53 per cent. The higher census count makes the correction for the survivors in 

the untrapped residue too low. This error tends to offset the previous one which 

makes the correction too high.
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Age~classes 

No old pheesants have a different turnover rate than young pheasants? 

The five-year study already reported for the Arboretum shows no material 

difference, and it concluded thet "The proportion of old birds in any Large f 

sample should be .++.29 per cent." 

; During the sixth winter, 148 unbended pheasants (trapped by December 26) é 

showed 46 per cent of closed bursae. The population rose from 317 during the 

fifth winter to 402 during the sixth winter. This gain may have been caused | 

by high survivel of both juvenile and adult birds instead of “an extraordinary 

survival of old pheasents." | 

Allen (1941, p. 172) trepped 15 adult (12 per cent) and 93 juvenile 

pheasents (total 106) between November 28 end Merch 31. If he determined 13 

to be adults on the sbsence of a bursa the actual per cent of adults would 

likely not be 12, for some of the adults observed prior to January undoubtedly 

had shallow bursal openings. ‘the observetions made after Jenuary are subject 

to even greater error, for by that time some bursse heve involuted (See chepter 

"the Use of the Bursa of Fabricius as an Indicator of Age in Pheasants"). 

Figure 14 shows that the turnover rete or snnual mortality (74-65-56) was 

not uniform in the series 100 ~ 26- 9-4 0.4. The uniform decrease of | 

nine per cent in these mortalities suggests thet onee s pheasant reaches its 

first winter, its chenees for survival are increased. These findings a not 

support those of the first five years, but they are substantiated by those from | 

the Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge which also show a non-uniform turnover rate. |
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Breeding vs Non-breeding 

Leopold (1943, im press) points out thet research always raises new questions. 

One of his questions iss “Would the Arboretum population decline if removals were 

made yearly, or do the birds have a ‘sliding scale' which automatically adjusts 

breeding or survivel to population level?" Theeologic inference of his question 

is that the reproductive rate decreases as population numbers increase. Although 

the evidence for such a changing rate of reproduction has not yet been published, 

many possible reasons for its occurrence may be listed, some of which have been 

studieds movement, smaller clutches, less fertility, weakened impulse to re-nest, 

non~-surviveal of young (pathological endpsychological), differential predation, 

abnormal sex retios, maternal ‘se iseibales food, parasitism, disease, and non- 

breeding. No evidence of causes fr a chenging rate of reproductive gain has been 

found through studies that have been made of these possibilities. Atileest two 

possibilities have been exhausted (smaller clutches, Less fertility), some have 

been partially exhausted (movement, weakened impusle to re-nest, differential 

predation, abnormal sex ratios), end others remain Lebedy, aera 

If non-breeding of some hens occurs when population numbers are high, such 

hens should have existed in the Arboretum population of 1942-43 at which time 

: the population was the highest of the past six years. The collection of 150 

pheasants on or near the Arboretum during April, May, and June, 1943, offered an 

opportunity to exemine ovaries and determine whether or not these hens had 

‘ovulated. 

Forty-seven of 48 hens collected between April 27 and May 24 on the 

Arboretum had ovulated at least one egg by the time they were collected. The 

large size of follicles in the overy of the hen that had not ovulated when collected 

on May 5, indicated that ovulation would heve occurred in a few days. 

Even hens that were suspected of being non-breeders showed normal follicular 

stimulation and had ovulated. s#xemples of these included hens scalped by trepping 

operations, a hen with medium infestation of tapeworms (Rhebdometra nullicollis), 

and an emaciated hen that weighed less than 600 grams. 

These data indicate that non-breeding did not occur as a result of increased



or high population numbers, 

All but six of the 48 hens were collected before May 15. Basing observations 
on the number of collapsed follicles present end their stage of involution, the 
six hens collected between May 15 and May 24 had ovuleted prior to May 15. It 
appears from these data that there would be no hens in the Arboretum population 
after May 15 thet had not leid. Errington and Hamerstrom (1937, p. 95 concluded, 
in lowa, "that in the wild there would be virtually no hens nesting for the first 
time as late as June.” 

|
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42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

{ February 8, 1943 | 

i 

Professor G. W. Longenecker 
Mr. John A, Catenhusen 

Mr. Albert F. Gallistel 

Gentlemen: 7 

The pheasant trapping on the Arboretum went with a bang during ' 
the first part of the winter, but has been much poorer the ; 
latter part. When wo started to make the cock removal, we 
found the catch of new socks so small as to be negligible. | 

Seott and Buss now propose to make the cock removal by shooting 
crake, tke ban aun ae Gah OF tae ek, ts ok Oe a 

who has done the tulk of the work, is of the opinion 
that he can remove cocks then in larger mumbers and with 
greater certainty, and in addition, by mking part of the 
removals outside, he can get data on the spring movement of 
the pheasants which will be very valuable to all concerned. 

I have accordingly acproved this change in plans, and wanted 
to let you know about 4t right away. I will personally see to 
it that the removal is actually executed, ani the Department 

has agreed to throw in an extra man in addition to my own man 
for this purpose. 

Yours sincerely, 

d Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Scott 
Buss
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1626 Jefferson Street 
February 3, 19438 | 

Pittman-Kobertson 9-K \ 
A i 

W. BE. Seott 
Wis. Conservetion Dept. : 
Madison, Wis. ; \ 

Rear Welter: 

Koglik and I heve tried to devise meens by which we could hold 
cook pheasants temporarily at the University Arboretum until enough 
eooks were eccumleted to warrent transportetion to Poynette, Upon 
close examinetion of pen facilities at the arboretum, we find it 
impossible to. Gonfine any birds there. 

We have considered various possibilities in esring for the cocks 
thet are te be removed from the arboretum, and now both agree that 
the best plan is to remove them just as they are trapped. If it is 
agreeable to you end Yr. Koppenhaver, we would like to put the cocks 
in sacks and call Koppenhaver when ever they ere trapped. He could 
then distribute them ebout Dane County where ever he feels they are 
needed most. 

I would appreeiste your writing Koppenhaver to this affect if ; | 
our plan sounds agreeable. i | 

Very sincerely, | 

Irven 0. Buse ; 
Game Biologist 

ee Leopold 
Kovlik 

| 

: 

| 
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Rock Island 

September 30, 1937 

Prof. B. M. Gilbert 

Biology Building 

Dear Ha: 

The following is a summary of my impressions as to the 

desirability of Rock Island as a University property: 

(1) Any island has an inherent advantage as an experimental 
ground for animals. 

(2) The island is less valuable than I had anticipated as a 
‘natural area," but it would have considerable or even great value as 

an experimental ground in both the plant and animal sciences. 

(3) This value could not be realized without at least a 
small gum of money for research, but the fact that such money is not 
available at this time should not, I think, be considered in deciding 

the question of acceptability. A more long-range view should govern. 

(4) the buildings have no value for any research work which 
I can foresee at this time, but I am inclined to think that a large 

value might develop for conferences where seclusion would be a special 

advantage. 

(5) One of the drawbacks of the island for both plant and 

animal work is the lack of diversity of its plant types and topography. 
It has dune, cliff, and upland types, but lacks bog. 

In general, it ie my opinion that the island should be 
accepted if tendered, and if the terms are such that actual present 
outlay for maintenance is not entailed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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Report on Rock Island, Door County, Wisconsin | 

Whether Rock Islend might be a valuable substation of the Arboretum 

hinges in part on whether its floral composition has been altered by deer. | 
A superficial examination of the range on September 19 revealed the 

following condition of the woody plants. (he alteration in non-woody 
plants leaves no marks, but may be assumed as roughly parallel.) : 

1. Yew is exterminated, (Mr. Thordarson says it was 4! high on the 
dunes east of the house before 1920.) 

2. Maple (hard, red, and mountain) shows millions of seedlings of a 

height less than the depth of the snow, but none of deer-height 

above the snow except on the shore-cliff, where there are plenty. 
It is clear that all maple reproduction is being inhibited by deer 
on all sites accessible in winter. 

3. White Cedar shows a complete “plimsoll-line" on all trees except 

those on the cliff, and no reproduction, 

4, Basswood (not ebundent) shows a plimsoll line and no reproduction, 

5. Arrow-leaved Viburnum shows repeated browsing. ; | 

6, Aspen (not abundant) shows repeated browsing of all root sprouts | 
along openings and trails. There is no reproduction, but this 

may be due to conditions other than deer, 

7. Beech reproduction shows faint browsing. lIvidently beech occupies 
@ mach lower position on the palatability list than in Burove, 

8. Hazel, Honeysuckle, Chokecherry, and Ironwood show faint browsing 
along trails but not elsewhere, 

9. Waite Birch shows browsing on basal sprouts along trails but not 
. on ordinary twigs. 

The above list may be regarded as a tentative palatability sequence 
for browse svecies on the island. In general, the floral composition has 
been altered, but not to any ruinous degree except in the case of one 
species: yew. 

History of Herd. Available information is very vague. Mr. Thorderson 
began protecting the deer about 1913. The population reached a maximum 
about 1920 or shortly after, at which time the understory is said to have 
been all bare and "seven or eight" starved deer would be found each spring 
(more must have died). There were "“yerhaps 200" deer at this time on the 

1,000 acres in the island, e density of a deer per 5 acres. 

j
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About 1932 an arganized drive was attempted, and about 60 deer nushed 
across the shallow strait to Washington Island. It is suspected that 

some returned, At present there are "maybe 50 or 100 deer" on the island, | 
@ density of a deer per 10-20 acres. 

I doubt if the island can safely carry a deer ver 40 acres at this 
time, Even this might prevent the recovery of normal composition in the 
vegetation. Fenced plots to compare recovery on vertly and wholly protected 

areas would be valuable. 

Judging by the amount of pulpwood and posts which has been poached, I 
suspect the deer herd is now being stabilized by poaching, eas is the case 

on most "protected" deer ranzes,. 

Other Animals, A few ruffed grouse have been seen at times. Wolves 
formerly crossed on the ice from Michigan. There is probably a heavy hawk 
migration across the mouth of Green Bay. Small-mouth bass occur in the ; 
harbor. Pileated woodpeckers occur. 

j 
Timber. The bulk of the island is scrubby beech-maple from which the 

scattered pine and red oak were removed long ago, Yellow birch seems absent. 
The white birch is large but rough and defective. The beech is small and | 
scarce, 

| 
Aldo Leopold 
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